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About the Book

The World Health Organization has declared COVID-19 situation as Pandemic 
Outbreak that has posed a contemporary threat to humanity. This pandemic has 
successfully forced global shutdown of several activities globally, including 
educational activities, and this has resulted in tremendous crisis-response 
migration of universities with online learning serving as the educational platform. 
The crisis-response migration methods of universities, faculty and students, 
challenges and opportunities were discussed and it is evident that online learning 
is different from emergency remote teaching; online learning will be more 
sustainable while instructional activities will become more hybrids provided the 
challenges experienced during this pandemic are well explored and transformed 
to opportunities.

 The good-to-have narrative changed as a result of the global closure of 
educational institutions has part of measures to maintain social distancing in 
order to curb rapid transmission of COVID-19, institutions switched instructional 
activities to remote learning platforms and this migration came with several 
logistical challenges, and one major issue is that the migration has caused 
compulsory modification in the attitudes of education administrators, instructors 
and learners on the significance of online learning

 Online learning in its entirety is dependent on technological devices and 
internet, instructors and students with bad internet connections are liable to be 
denied access to online leaning. The dependency of online learning on 
technological equipment and the provision of the equipment was a big challenge 
for institutions.

 Through this edited book volume we are aiming to have the researchers' and 
academicians' valuable ideas in written documents and we will be to hoping your 
kind cooperation.

Udayan Mandal 
Ujjwal Mahato
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Preface

The Edited book entitled “Challenges of Online Education during 
the Crisis of COVID – 19” is an appreciable effort of the Author Dr. 
Udayan Mandal and Mr. Ujjwal Mahato to explore the challenges 
of online education specially during the Coronavirus Pandemic 
situation. 

Recent development in technology has touched upon almost 
every aspect of life. Education system is without any exception 
here. Technology has brought about a lot of changes in the teaching 
learning process. Many a jargon has evolved accordingly in the field 
of education like digital class, online learning, smart class, blended 
learning, classroom without walls etc. These newer terms reflect the 
development in recent past in the field of education and they reveal 
the impact of technology in modern day education system. 

Technology has come up with a lot of help or the teaching 
learning practices. Present crisis of COVID-19 outbreak has left its 
serious and severe impact in every aspect of life including education 
system. When the world is at a standstill, all activities of life have 
changed their course of action; education system has also changed 
accordingly. And technology has been providing a great help for this 
smooth transition which is taking place in pedagogical aspect. This 
book discusses various issues in this regard in a well organized way. 
All the chapters in this book are very relevant in present context; 
and they have potential enough to maintain their relevance in future 
perspective as well. 

The contributors to this book have left their imprint by dint of their 
quality writing. The content of the chapters contextualize the present 
crisis of the pandemic outbreak and role of technology in mitigating 
such challenges; the book also discusses issues and measures of how 
far technology can work with efficacy and where exactly there might 
arise some serious concerns regarding the application of technology 
in teaching learning process. The contributors delve into the state of 



preparation, among all types of stakeholders, needed for going at par 
with the requirements for technology based education. Almost each 
and every present issue in the field of technology based education 
has been touched upon by the authors. This book will be able to 
address the requirements of the learners and academicians as well. 
I congratulate Dr. Swapan Kumar Maity and Dr. Pranab Barman for 
their laborious undertaking to bring out this book. And I wish that 
this book will be widely read and appreciated by the readers. 

 Prof. Dibyendu Bhattacharyya
 Professor and Head 
 Department of Education  
 University of Kalyani, 
 Kalyani, Nadia, West Bengal, India
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Positive and Negative Effects 
of Social Media on Education 

during COVID-19 Situation

Arabinda Jana
State Aided College Teacher, Department of Education, Bhatter 

College, Dantan, Paschim Medinipur, West Bengal, India

Abstract: Social media is a platform for public around the World to 
discuss their issues and opinions. Before knowing the actual aspects of 
social media people must have to know what does social media mean? 
Social media is a term used to describe the interaction between groups or 
individuals in which they produce, share, and sometimes exchange ideas, 
image, videos and many more over the internet and virtual communities. 
Social networking sites such as Twitter, MySpace and Facebook, Instagram 
which has made the social media a vital aspect of their life. Social network 
is transforming the behavior in which youthful people relate with their 
parents, peers; as well as how they make use of technology the effects of 
social networking are twofold. On the positive side, social networks can 
act as invaluable tools for professional. On the negative side, the internet 
is laden with number of risks associated with online communities. In this 
paper we cover every aspect of social media with its positive and negative 
effects. Focus is on the particular field like heath, business, education, 
society and youth. During this paper we explain how these media will 
influence the society in a broad way.

Keywords: Social media, business, society, Mobile Devices Education, 
Cyber Bullying.

Introduction
Social media is an online platform which people use to build social 
networks or social relations with other people who share similar 
personal or career interests, activities, and background or real- life 
connections. The impact of social networks on young people is 
significant. It is becoming increasingly clear that social networks 
have become part of people’s lives. Many adolescent people are using 

1
Chapter
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their laptops, tablet Computers and smart phones to check Tweets 
and status updates from their friends and family. Social networking 
sites can assist young different lifestyles. Social media platform 
allow user to have conversations, Social media has different forms, 
together with blogs, micro-blog, wikis, social networking sites, 
photo sharing sites, instant messaging, video- sharing sites, podcasts, 
widgets, virtual worlds, and more. Billions of people around the 
world use social media to share information and make connections. 
On an individual level, social media allow us to communicate with 
our friends and relatives, gain knowledge of new things, develop 
your interested, and are entertained. On a professional level, we can 
make use go social media to expand or broaden our knowledge in a 
particular field and build our professional network by connected with 
other professional in our industry.
	 Google+: Google + is one of the popular social media sites in 

these days, Its SEO value alone makes it a must-use tool for any 
small business. Google+ was propelled on December 15, 2011, 
and has joined the major alliances enlisting 418 dynamic million 
clients of December 2015.

	 YouTube: YouTube is the biggest and most well known video 
- based online networking site was established on February 14, 
2005, by three previous PayPal workers, it was later purchased 
by Google in November 2006 for $1.65 billion. YouTube has 
more than 1 billion site guests for every month and is the second 
most well known internet searcher behind Google.

	 WhatsApp: WhatsApp Messenger is a cross-platform instant 
messaging client for smart phones, PCs and tablets. This 
application needs Internet connection to send images, texts 
documents, audio and video messages to other users that have 
the app installed on their devices. Launched in January 2010, 
WhatsApp Inc. was purchased by Face book on February 19, 
2004, for about $19.3 billion. Today, more than 1 billion persons 
make use of the administration to speak with their companions, 
friends and family and even clients.
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Impact of Social Media on Medical and Health
Social media provide Health Care professionals with tools to share 
information and to promote health behaviors, to engage with the 
public, and to educate and interact with patients, students, and 
colleagues. HCPs can use social media to potentially improve 
health outcomes, develop a professional network, increase personal 
awareness of news and discoveries, motivate patients, and provide 
health information to the community.

Positive Effects of Social media on Health

• Sharing of doctors’ prescriptions to friends, relatives and 
colleagues.

• Consulting Doctors online anywhere and anytime.
• Sharing Suggestions among friend, relative and colleagues about 

various diseases and its symptoms.
• Access to information in developing regions.

Negative Effects of Social Media on Heath

• Incorrect self-diagnosis
• Potential breach of privacy

Impact of Social Media on Business
Social Media is new buzz sector in promoting that incorporates 
business, associations and brands which make news, influence 
companions, to make relations and make groups. Business utilize 
web-based social networking to upgrade an association’s execution 
in different ways, for example, to achieve business targets, expanding 
yearly offers of the association.

Positive Effect of Social Media on Business

• Social Media helps in promoting the Business all over the World.
• Social Media builds deals and client maintenance through 

standard connection and auspicious client benefit.
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• Social Media provides rich customer experiences.
• With Social media monitoring you can gain key information 

about your competitors.

Negative Effect of Social Media on Business

• Negative customer reviews are harmful.
• Highly time consuming.
• The web is crowded with more and more content.
• A mistake made on social media is hard to rectify.

Impact of Social Media on Education
Social Networking technologies also allow one to share a though 
with another helps a man toward one side of the world to interface 
and trade Thoughts with a man at the other side. With the use of 
social media students can other communicate or share information 
quickly with each other through various social networking sites like 
Facebook, and Instagram etc.

Positive Effect of Social Media on Education
One can adopt its benefits to gain positive results in education.
•	 Socializing:	An important part of growing up, is make friend. 

Why this is important? It is because, it allows the children to 
exchange ideas and learn now things. This will invariably result 
in becoming more confident in life.

•	 Updating	Oneself:	They will have the capacity to know new 
things and when it happens. This causes them refresh their own 
particular information base.

Negative effect of Social Media on Education
•	 Reduced	 learning	 and	 research	 capabilities:	 Students are 

depending more on the information reachable easily on these 
social networking sites and the web. This reduces their learning 
and research capabilities.

•	 Reduces	 command	over	 language	use	and	 creative	writing	
skills: Student generally utilize slang words or abbreviated types 
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of words on long range interpersonal communication locales. 
They begin depending on the PC language structure and spelling 
cheek highlights. This decreases their charge over the dialect and 
their experimental writing abilities.

•	 Time	wastage:	Students while socking and concentrate on the 
web, get pulled in to utilizing online networking locales and once 
in a while they overlook why they are using internet. Sometimes 
students are not able to deliver their work in the specified time 
frame as their time wastes.

•	 Low	grades:	Students get low evaluations in school because of 
absence of the coveted data and composing abilities.

Impact if Social Media on Society
As we all are well aware of social media to facilitate a massive impact 
on our society. Some social media destinations have change the way 
where individuals convey and mingle on the web. Person to person 
communication destination render the open door for individuals to 
reconnect with their old companions, partners and mates.

Positive Effect of Social Media on Society
•	 Connectivity:	The first and foremost benefit of the social media 

is connectivity. People from anywhere can connect with anyone 
regardless of the location and religion. The prettiness of social 
media is that you can attach with anyone to learn and share your 
thoughts.

•	 Education:	Social networking provide various benefits to the 
students and teachers, it is very easy to educate from others who 
are experts and professionals via the social media.

•	 Help:	You can impart your issues to the group to get help and 
energy. Regardless of whether it is helping in term of cash or on 
term of advices, you can get it from the group you are associated 
with.
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•	 Noble	 Cause:	 Social media can also be used for the noble 
causes. The public is making use of social media for contribution 
for needy people and it can be a quick way to help such people.

•	 Helps	in	Building	Communities:	Since our world has different 
religions and beliefs, so people of different communities can 
connect to discuss and share related stuffs. Conventional marking 
mediums such as the radio, TV commercials and print ads are 
completely absolute now and demand for Thousands of dollars. 
With the use of social media the businesses can connect with 
their targeted customers for free, the cost is energy and time.

Negative Effect of Social Media on Society
•	 Cyber	 Harassing:	 According to a report distributed by 

pewCenter.org the greater part of the youngsters have progressed 
toward becoming casualties of the digital bulling over the past. 
Since anyone can make a phony record and do anything without 
being tailed, it has ended up being exceptionally straightforward 
for anyone to spook on the Internet.

•	 Hacking:	Personal information and security can be hacked and 
shared on the Internet. Some twitter and Facebook accounts have 
been hacked in the past and the programmer had pasted materials 
that have influenced the person’s lives.

•	 Fraud	 and	 Scams:	Several cases are available where people 
have committed fraud and scams through the online networking.

Impact of Social Media on Kid and Teens
Media today has a huge influence on teenagers. Bet it television, 
computers, video games, social networking sites - it hugely impacts 
all aspects of teen’s life. Everything is not bad with the media.

Positive Effect of Social Media on kid and teens Help Develop 
Lawrence

Most teens live a sheltered life. But with exposure to various 
media put lets, they can develop awareness about society and the 
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world understand that there is more to the world than just what is 
happening in the childhood.
•	 Inspire	them:	When our teen watches an action flick, don’t just 

despair about the violence.
•	 Help	Develop	Reading	and	Writing	Skills:	When a celebrity 

talks of her favorite book, a teenager might be tempted to grad a 
book too.

Positive Effect of Social Media on kid and teens
•	 Distorted	 Body	 Image:	 The world is full of perfect people 

today with the use of Photoshop the images are everywhere lead 
to distorted body image among a number of teenagers. Anorexia 
and bulimia are a fall out of this body image crisis.

•	 Risky	Sexual	Behavior:	Young people are simply finding their 
sexuality. It is exceptionally typical for them to be occupied with 
everything sexual. However, the measure of sex without duty - 
that is by all accounts the massage being radiated at adolescents 
this can prompt untrustworthy sexual conduct and undesirable 
pregnancies.

Handling	Influence	of	Social	Media	on	Youth	and	Teens

• One the best ways to help the teens navigate the influence on 
media is to talk about messages. For instance, if the teen love 
girls, we can talk to them about female friendships, life choices, 
self-esteem and sexuality.

• Monitoring teen’s choices does not mean we ban them from 
watching media. It id just making them aware of the negative 
influences.

• We should also choose to ban some apps, shows and games. 
Explain why we are doing so.

Conclusion
Online networking has expanded the quality and rate of coordinated 
effort for students. Business uses online networking to upgrade an 
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organization execution in different courses. For example, to fulfill 
business goals, expanding yearly offers of the organization. Youths 
are found in contact with theses media every day Social media has 
different merits yet it likewise has a few faults which influence 
individuals contrarily. False data can lead the training framework 
to disappointment, in organizations wrong promotion will the 
productivity, online networking on individuals’ security, some 
pointless sites can impact youth that can end up plainly savage and 
can take a few wrong activities.
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Effectiveness of Socio-Psycho 
Impact of Current COVID-19 

Epidemic Situation

Asis Manna
State Aided College Teacher, Department of P.G. in Education, 

Sevayatan Sikshan Mahavidyalaya, Jhargram, West Bengal, India

Abstract: Education is an important element for any kind of development 
in a country. Education is the main pillar in the development of civilization. 
At the present time, this pandemic has had a detrimental effect on the lives 
of people of all walks of life in our country, economically and socially, as 
well as in education. The benefits of science have given a lot of good things 
to human civilization. Similarly, the bad effects of science and people’s 
peace of mind have been taken away. At present, as the social distance of the 
people has increased during the COVID-19 epidemic. So, the relationship 
of social brotherhood is eroding day by day. Mental exhaustion is not an 
exception in the field of education. During the pandemic, the world, as 
well as India, has been forced to close down traditional classroom-based 
education to protect the social distance of people from India. Online-based 
has emerged as an alternative to classroom-based traditional education. 
In a country like ours, online-based education is very one-way, Internet-
connected and discriminatory, even problem-oriented. True ideal education 
is not limited to one-way and theoretical knowledge. Real education is 
seen as more important than practical interaction. It is also the cause of 
mental and social instability of social people. Especially in a country like 
ours, we really need to find a way to solve this discriminatory problem of 
education. In the present day, it is necessary to develop the human values   
and consciousness of the students so that they do not become mentally 
exhausted. The social and psychological aspects are really challenging to 
enliven education during the epidemic. So, I have presented this paper to 
shed light on the current situation.

Keywords: Brotherhood, Mental Exhaustion, Psychological aspects, 
Social aspects
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Introduction 
The social and psychological effects of education are inextricably 
linked. Psychology is a science that deals with the study of human 
behavior. Sociology refers to the interaction with the environment. 
Psychology in education: The key to social impact is that education 
is a social process that allows the development of a child’s mind 
through interaction with the environment. But at present 213 
countries around the world are affected by the covid-19 epidemic and 
because of this the lives of ordinary people around the world have 
come to a standstill. At the same time, the education system is not 
exceptional. As covid-19 has changed the way people communicate 
and interact in society, the epidemic has also introduced ICT-based 
online education as an alternative to teacher-student interaction-
based classroom teaching.

Previous Overview
The human civilization of the world has long been able to overcome 
the setbacks and take the world forward in a new way and has gained 
a philosophy of healthy normal life. People have been freed from 
the crises that have befallen the society at different times and its 
detrimental effects have spread in the economic, political, social 
and educational fields. We do not have direct experience of previous 
epidemic conditions. It is possible for us to acquire a lot of knowledge 
by directly observing what is known in history today. In fact, all the 
livelihoods of the society are directly or indirectly affected by big 
events.

Many of us have come in contact with many people who are 
contemporaries of the First or Second World War. But at that time 
people’s post-war life and social struggle was really difficult. We get 
his story from them. In fact, just as there is a good side to a social 
crisis, there is also a bad side to the public.

The coronavirus with our lives probably brought that world war 
today. The devastating effects of this can be gauged by the global 
economic downturn and the booming healthcare system. Today, 
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commercial transactions around the world have been affected by the 
crisis of tourism, air and rail services, entertainment, small and large 
industries and even education.

Objectives
The main objectives of this study were follows -
• To know about the concept of psychology and sociology.
• To determine the viewpoint of psychology and sociology on 

education.
• To determine about the social impact of covid-19 on education.
• To determine about the psychological impact of covid-19 on 

education.
• To find out effectiveness of socio- psycho impact of current 

epidemic situation.

Methodology of Study
The study was basis of descriptive method. This is a descriptive 
study document analysis is applied for the development of paper. 
This study has been conducted in following collecting of data from 
book and data collected from internet, collection of data from publish 
paper in the journal.

Concept of Psychology and Sociology
Psychology is the science of mind and behavior. Psychology includes 
the study of conscious and unconscious phenomena, as well as 
feeling and thought. It is an academic discipline of immense scope. 
Psychologists seek an understanding of the emergent properties of 
brains, and all the variety of phenomena linked to those emergent 
properties, joining this way the broader neuro-scientific group of 
researchers. As a social science it aims to understand individuals and 
groups by establishing general principles and researching specific 
case. Psychologists explore behavior and mental processes, including 
perception, cognition, attention, emotion, intelligence, subjective 
experiences, motivation, brain functioning, and personality. This 
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extends to interaction between people, such as interpersonal 
relationships, including psychological resilience, family resilience, 
and other areas. Psychologists of diverse orientations also consider 
the unconscious mind.

Sociology is the study of society, patterns of social relationships, 
social interaction, and culture that surrounds everyday life. It is a 
social science that uses various methods of empirical investigation 
and critical analysis to develop a body of knowledge about social 
order and social change. Sociology can also be defined as the general 
science of society. While some sociologists conduct research that 
may be applied directly to social policy and welfare, others focus 
primarily on refining the theoretical understanding of social processes. 
Subject matter can range from micro-level analyses of society (i.e., of 
individual interaction and agency) to macro-level analyses.

Viewpoint of Psychology on Education
Psychology is the process of knowing one’s body and mind to 
the fullest. Psychology discovers general rules by systematically 
discussing and experimenting with mental processes. And they 
give scientific explanations. Educational Psychology Perspectives 
What these features mean? Without knowing these features, it is not 
possible to know the effect of psychology on education. The topics 
that educational psychology discusses are-
1. The subject of psychology is the various mental processes that 

give a person their own. And the process of analyzing one’s 
thoughts and consciousness from different mental aspects by 
determining one’s existence.

2. Psychological perspectives in education tend to focus on the 
individual’s mind. Every person has his own entity by analyzing 
those qualities from a psychological point of view.

3. Psychological perspectives focus on the interaction of the 
environment or society, because it is not possible to observe the 
individual in isolation from the environment.
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4. Educational Psychology Applied Psychology Educational 
Psychology Educational Psychology is the study of how to 
improve the subject matter of teaching and learning by applying 
the principles and theories of psychology in the field of human 
behavior.

Viewpoint of Sociology on Education

Education is a social process. Children’s knowledge is developed 
through the interaction of the environment. Culture, logic, memory, 
attention, sociology are necessary for communication. It is not possible 
to know the effect of sociology on education without knowing these 
features. The aspects that educational sociology considers are-
1. The sociological perspective of education highlights the new 

problems that come from society which makes exploratory 
research more meaningful.

2. Educational sociology analyses judgment through the observation 
of society-centered issues and the use of spiritual rules.

3. Social data analyses pedagogical content in a specific situation. 
And the content of the discussion helps to build a comprehensible 
idea on the interrelationship.

4. The sociological approach to education preserves the interaction 
between the individual and makes the education of the child 
socialization possible.

5. The socialist view of education gives the right shape to the 
culture and customs of the people in the society.

Socio-education solves the problems of people with mixed 
attitudes, mixed culture, classless, selflessness which builds 
interaction-based coexistence and equality among people.

The Socialogical Impact of COVID-19 on Education
The current COVID-19 situation is having an impact on education as 
well as economic, social and political. Society is one of the influential 
elements in education. The subject matter in social education is the 
main subject where it has a detrimental effect on the society and 
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its effect is also inevitable in education because real education is 
associated with the social thought consciousness of the people. In a 
country like India where most people live below the poverty line, the 
impact is catastrophic. COVID-19 the effects of social attitudes on 
education in today’s society are as follows-
1. The role of the environment is important for the development 

of every child. Myth-based classroom environment education is 
almost closed today.

2. Classroom based learning environment is currently almost closed 
in our country where online based learning has been replaced 
as an alternative to education. Where the social distance-based 
learning method is called logic.

3. Learning is not only a complete acquisition of theoretical 
knowledge but learning also depends on the imitative and 
practical aspects of the teacher’s behavior which is difficult to 
achieve in the current situation of the student.

4. In a country like India, where most people live below the poverty 
line, access to online education for the children of low-income 
people is in many ways problematic. Many people cannot afford 
to take online based education, they will not be able to join, and 
it will create a class distinction between capable and incapable.

5. Education in professional learning where there is a lot of 
emphasis on laboratory and practical aspects. Getting proper 
training there and activating activity in the laboratory online is 
never possible.

6. The current covid-19 situation faces economic losses. At this 
time, all the internet costs and proper management of online 
classes for ordinary family students, ensuring high speed net 
service, is really a social challenge.

7. The world of crime became active in the society around the 
socio-economic decline of human values in the state of disarray. 
And unknowingly when crime is born and this corona virus 
paves the way for the formation of a new valueless society. This 
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economic crisis is seen to increase this social violence. Whose 
influence is felt in the field of education?

8. From the point of view of social sciences, the academy is a 
meeting place of multiculturalism. In the development of the 
child, it is necessary to adopt and tolerate one’s own culture 
as well as other cultures and to help students adapt. This may 
stand as ideal citizens in the future. But in the current situation, 
the meeting place of culture is forced to stop classroom-based 
education today.

While pedicure has such a detrimental effect, on the other hand, it 
is true that the family is the first school in the child’s educational life. 
There was no time for the parents to engage in interactive activities 
with the children in the family for the sake of their busy lives. But 
now in this pandemic situation the relationship has been strengthened 
which has been replaced by a lot of family education.

The Psychological Impact of COVID-19 on Education

The life we live is a combination of many thinking processes. 
This thought process is the correct and positive emotion of a normal 
healthy person. But sometimes the thought process does not go in the 
right direction or goes in a distorted way. Our thinking-consciousness 
leads to the destruction of various aspects of life. In addition to 
personal life, people’s family, career, education, abnormal mentality 
is born when endangered mental thoughts. And there is an event 
behind this process. The effects of covid-19 on psychology from the 
point of view of education are as follows.
1. In the current situation, online based education is being introduced 

but many students are deprived of it which can be said to be the 
cause of discriminatory mentality and child anxiety.

2. In a classroom-based learning environment, it is difficult for 
students to express their thoughts and emotions creatively 
through interactions with the teacher.
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3. At present, the online based education system is a one-way 
education. Here it is normal for the student’s stress, anxiety and 
lack of confidence to increase.

4. Education where most of the labs or observation-centric subjects 
are not taught properly during this covid-19 is an additional 
concern for the students.

5. Most of the students have become addicted to TV skin, computer, 
mobile, which is seriously affecting their mental and physical 
development. Due to hearing multiple languages.

Basically, starting from teaching, evaluating the right method has 
mentally upset all the teachers and students in the world of thinking.

Thought and Overview
Socially harmful effects of the epidemic on the education system, I 
discussed the previous issues. The following are the opinions that can 
be given priority in analyzing the mentioned issues. At the present 
time the global epidemic has turned the education system into a 
distant education.
 Prolonged exposure to quarantine or isolation can complicate 

a student’s mental state. So, the necessary steps must be taken 
from the family side

 Creating productive positive work to spend leisure time in the 
development of the child and their thinking-consciousness in 
that way with competent leadership.

 In a competitive world, we are constantly on the lookout for 
career and professional profits. But along with the economic 
development, it is necessary to improve the social position and 
at the same time develop the mind that is inside our people. That 
is why we have to develop our own way in the education system 
forever.

 Today, conventional classroom-based education has been 
transformed into distance education. In a populous country 
like ours, education systems for social security are providing 
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education online today. It has not been possible to provide online 
based education to all the students properly.

 Students must refine the curriculum. Values   should be included 
in the school curriculum and value education should be taught in 
each chapter.

 Emphasis must be placed on proper assessment in assessing 
students’ competencies. It is important to ensure that students 
evaluate students accurately, taking into account their personal 
aspects.

 People can change by practicing all behaviors. Therefore, it is 
possible to develop the students’ mentality of ethics through 
repeated practice. That is why the students have to see the 
teaching of values   through repeated practice.

 The teacher will a p ply the values   in practical life as well as 
advise the students on how to apply them in their life.

 Parents should give importance to their children’s hobbies or to 
practice and deeply appreciate them.

 Students need to be taught to exercise in moderation and to the 
best of their ability every day and to try to adapt to the situation 
and to impart knowledge to them in that situation so that they 
can protect themselv e s in a positive way and not become 
discouraged.

Conclusion
The education system has been severely affected socially and 
economically. That is why a large number of students associated with 
the education system are going through emotional stress. That is why 
students have to spend a lot of time so that they can have different 
types of discussions in addition to their personal and social issues 
or they can have comparative discussions among themselves. Along 
with the whole world, our India and the deadly virus are playing 
tricks on the quality of life of the people but one day this situation 
will come to an end from the world. And I wish people will win.
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Abstract: Today, our mother world is now in the panicky of Coronavirus 
named as COVID-19 pandemic. During 11 months from February 2020 
to till today, we, the human civilization are always trying to exist in the 
world peacefully by combating against this dreadful virus. The wheel of 
progressive civilization has been stand still. Numerous immature painful 
deaths and sufferings have experienced our tender mind a panic of mental 
illness. Till today, no specific medicine or vaccine has yet not been invented 
to stop the high rate of this transmission and contamination rate. Always we 
are confined at home not to be affected by the virus. The world is seeking 
alternative ways to continue the usual life of the common people. Now-a-
days, the fundamental precautions regarding COVID-19 pandemic as Social 
Distancing, Hand Sanitization, Wearing Mask, Quarantine, Lockdown, 
Stay-at-home etc have become our part and parcel of life. It mostly affected 
our normal education system at everywhere. Now all types of educational 
institutions have closed during a long time. The students are at home. 
Now the proverb ‘there is will, there is way’ has been implemented very 
carefully as much as possible all over the world to continue the progress of 
civilization in almost every aspects of life. Among them normal education 
system is very much important for the continuation of teaching learning 
process through different platforms. In this respect, Online Education has 
been constituted by different channels like Whatsapp Group, Youtube 
Channels, Google Meet Group etc basically in School Level teaching 
learning process. The present paper envisages the problems and remedies 
of online education system on school level in context of Indian perspective. 
It reinforced to strengthen the spine of knowledge acquisition. Thousands 
and thousands of teachers and students are now involved in this E-Learning 
process.

Keywords: Coronavirus, COVID-19, alternative ways, Online Education, 
School level, E-Learning.
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Introduction 
Due to COVID-19 or Coronavirus all over the world, almost all the 
human organizations are passing in a unlawful situation. Trade and 
commerce and all educational institutions along with mass human 
communications are strictly controlled and managed to prevent 
ourselves from the rapid transmission of this very much contagious 
virus. Basically for the better protection of the children and kids- 
the learners of our ongoing traditional teaching learning process in 
all educational institutions has been locked down at home since last 
eleven months of this year. Times became less productive not only to 
the learners but also to the effective teachers. Gradually we are losing 
to enter into the new world of knowledge. Every school level learner 
has been forced to stay at home. At this present condition, online 
learning or E-learning is growing at an unprecedented pace. The 
world is trying to reach its culminating success providing various 
modes of online learning to overcome and manage the situation and 
to get the continuation of knowledge acquisition. This paper on only 
envisages the challenges of online education system on school level 
learning but also highlights the benefits to train our learners into the 
unending scope for attaining knowledge for their future learning. 
Self- depending quality of an individual learner has been positively 
enhanced through this E-learning mode. They must have been 
acquainted with their self status in respect of education.

Objectives
The aim and objectives of this paper centers round to find the actual 
challenges and importance of E-learning or Online Education to 
our dearest school level learners during this immovable lockdown 
situation of COVID-19. Alternative new trend of online teaching 
learning method majorly be fruitful to eradicate mental pressure and 
anxieties among the school going learners. Through this paper, I 
am basically trying to find out some valuable objectives which are 
directly related to the main topic of this paper as-
 To explain the concept of COVID-19.
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 To discuss the present condition of human civilization.
 To analyse the necessity of alternative education system.
 To understand the status of E-learning
 To define Online Education and its Emergence.
 To focus the challenges of School Level Learning Process at 

present.
 To emphasis the merits and advantages of E-learning.
 To interpret the learners’ present state of mind and mental health 

regarding motivation.
 To focus the need of E-learning in the 21st century.

Emergence	of	E-Learning
Where there is no scope to reopen an educational institution for 
conventional or traditional school level learning process at present, 
alternative educational process named E-Learning occupies a major 
role to the learners staying at home environment. This is smoothly 
continuing only by the gradual development of our esteemed 
technology. We have to know the origin and essence of E-learning 
process. E-learning means the learning through some electronic 
resources or devices. Long before the internet and computer was 
launch, students were provided different study materials only by 
mailing. In 1924 the Testing Machine was invented by B. F. Skinner, 
a Harvart Professor to allow students to test themselves. Later in 1954 
Teaching Machine, In 1960 Computer Based Training (CBT), In 
1966 C.I.A. in school had been formulated. In 1969 Appanet Hervrts 
Internet was invented. Subsequently in 1970 Computer mouse and 
G.U.I. and in 1980s PCs began with first MAC. In 1990s the Digital 
Native was common and in 2000s Business adopted E-learning to 
train their workers to become resource persons. Gradually, within 
10 years, the rapid growth of technology based society cannot think 
of internet and android cell phones. Onwards 2010s, social online 
learning is our backbone to acquire any information at any place 
and any time. Today, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and 
Selective Open Online Courses (SOOCs) and websites like Youtube 
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etc are the basic social media. Apart from these, Whatsapp Group, 
Google Meet Group, etc became our latest device to instruct or 
communicate to a large group of learners. There are different types 
of E-Learning modes prevalent in our educational system. Such are 
Lesson Based Learning, Group Learning, Video Based Learning, 
Article Based Learning, Self- Paced Learning etc. In this COVID-19 
pandemic situation, almost all these types of E-learning are used for 
the School Level Learning Process.

School	Level	Learning
School Level Learning is a definite set of face-to-face communication 
based on teaching learning which constitutes in a classroom 
environment through interactive method between teachers and 
learners. There are six interactive components of the learning 
process. They are attention, memory, and language, processing 
and organizing. All these process interact with each other through 
emotions, classroom climate, behavior, social skills, teachers, family 
etc. A learner’s overall development depends on also co-curricular 
activities and application of acquired knowledge in one’s individual 
social framework. But at present this school level usual traditional 
learning has been interrupted due to the fear of coronavirus. 
Alternative teaching process except some of these components 
has been forced to continue through E-learning. Though it has not 
same beneficial aspects as tradition has, it must enliven the light of 
knowledge as much as possible to our dear learners of school level. 
Here it is noted that laboratory based learning or learning by doing is 
not possible by this E-learning mode.

Challenges of Online Education on School Level Learning

E-learning, being the latest wave of education is already having 
a hurdle or fair to the school level learners basically in Indian 
perspective. It depends on a set of socio-economic and socio-cultural 
aspects of the learners. Daily basis subjects content and lessons are 
very hard to imbibe by the learners of age group 10 to16. During 
this lockdown period, resourceful teachers are always trying to teach 
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their learners through this mode, simultaneously they have to face a 
number of challenges in their teaching learning process. But, online 
learning comes as an immediate solution for the crisis of COVID-19 
pandemic. Now-a-days, E-learning suffers some challenges which 
frequently are being faced by not only teachers but also learners as 
follows:
 During teaching learning process, teachers are frequently facing 

how to keep students to avoid their distraction from other social 
networking sites.

 Both teachers and learners are seldom facing internet connectivity 
issues in some remote areas and backward classes. Sometimes 
there is not any provider to avail these internet connections.

 Many rural learners along with slum learners are always facing 
to access online classes because they have no smart phone and 
internet facility at all.

 Sometimes learners face hazards of buffering due to low quality 
internet frequency to attend the classes because they live in 
different geographical areas.

 There is no scope of laboratory based learning or learning by 
doing through online classes. Only theoretical classes are 
available in this mode of learning.

 Learners’ mental health, physical health, proper motivation etc 
are not possible to develop through online classes. So to say 
learners’ total development is quite impossible here.

 Learners from very merge socio-economic structure are deprived 
of Mid-day meal facility. They are facing basic need of food. So 
they are totally out of educational mood.

 Due to proper supervision of the guardians and lack of their self-
awareness, maximum learners are beyond of thinking to attend 
the classes in proper time.

 There is no scope of asking any question arising in the mind of 
the learners and its immediate solution. So they often neglect all 
these classes and gradually it loses its importance to them.
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Some Benefits of Online Learning on School Level

Referring to the current condition of COVID-19, the education 
system is experiencing so much development in the field of knowledge 
acquisition only by clicking on internet devices. Technological 
advantages have placed online learning before school level learners. 
E-learning has given rise to hope for learners to improve individual 
learning experiences. It brings a new footstep in teaching learning 
process in which not only school level learners but also teachers 
are immensely benefited. There are some notable benefits of online 
education on school level learning.
 Online education provides notable improvement of attendance, 

knowledge of various educational platforms, flexible 
performance, and active participation etc in a grand scale.

 Online classes offer maximum flexibility to overcome hesitation 
in interacting with their peer learners and with their teachers in 
classroom situations.

 Travelling fees, wastage of commuting time, wastage of physical 
tiredness etc are completely free from online education. They 
can get relax just after the study.

 Social distancing and self-isolation can be made through only 
online education system among the school learners during this 
COVID-19 lockdown.

 E-learning is auto remedial. A learner can attend the same class 
for better understanding at any time anywhere. Saved videos, 
lecture, program are just at their hand to reuse.

 As study materials are visually concise, stimulating and more 
and more interactive, school level learners are actively engaged 
on online classes.

 Online education offers burden free, enjoyable and fearless 
learning which is mostly desirable for all levels of learners. It is 
beyond of hard competition and there is no peer distraction at all.
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 Online education is easy accessible and learners can follow at 
their own time and space because it is out of managing school 
hours, checking notes and commuting etc.

Conclusion
From the progress of human civilization, the world is passing 
through to acquire knowledge and experiences at different levels. It 
is as continued as the natural element existed in the universe. No 
emergency can able to stop it in any way. If there is human existence, 
there is the pursuing of development. Today, though we are passing 
trough in health emergency due to Codid-19 pandemic, we are 
pursuing an alternative way of continuing the process of education 
at school level learning. Teacher, learners, guardians all are trying 
to achieve our ultimate goal of life giving importance the value of 
online education. I am very hopeful that, the readers reading this 
paper must understand the relevance and necessity of E-learning 
process at school level learners to progress our civilization. They 
must prepare themselves to accept any such kind of emergency in 
their future life. We should always be optimistic attitude to overcome 
any awkward situation. Thus we may conclude that this health and 
medical emergency due to this pandemic is not only a curse to us 
but also a boon to us because we learn how to accept challenge to 
conquer.
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Abstract: The COVID-19 is a highly infectious disease originated in 
Wuhan city of the Republic of China caused by severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), has already declared as a 
pandemic due to its severity and fierceness by WHO on 11th March, 2020. 
Presently, this disease is affecting the people of more than 210 countries 
across all the human-inhabited continents. It has significantly disrupted the 
education sector after the economy sector. This greatest global health crisis 
in human civilization challenged the education system across the world and 
has been forced the conventional methods of the education system to shift 
to an online (e-learning) mode. The pandemic compelled the human society 
to maintain social distancing and after considering this, most countries 
have shut down their all educational institutions. In these circumstances, 
especially the learners of the developing countries are facing challenges 
such as non-availability of the online device, poor internet connectivity and 
inadequate knowledge on the use of the Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT). In India, about 320 million learners stopped to move 
their educational institutions and all educational activities brought to an end 
since the first lockdown on 25th March, 2020. Despite various initiatives 
taken by the Higher Educational Institutions, the students of these sections 
especially the girl students are facing a lot of problems in India. Using a 
sample (n = 82), the present study high lights the impact of online teaching 
and find outs the challenges of girl students to continue their study in 
higher institutions in online learning in the era of coronavirus pandemic. 
The article also discusses the significance of online learning and Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, & Challenges (SWOC) analysis of e-learning 
modes in this crucial time.

Keywords: COVID-19, E-learning, Health crisis, Higher Educational 
Institutions, Pandemic
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Introduction 
The sudden outbreak of a deadly disease COVID-19 has almost 
completely devastated the all economic sector of the entire world 
(Aboagye et al, 2020). The educational system from primary level 
to tertiary level has been collapsed in India during the lockdown 
period of the COVID-19 disease. Due to no alternative option, most 
of the higher educational institutes have been forced to change their 
traditional pedagogical approach and shift entirely too e-learning 
mode. The students, especially the women learners have no previous 
experience of online learning. Because of this, they were faced a lot of 
problems on online education in this pandemic era. They are familiar 
with the traditional approach. On the other hand, girl students also 
have been taken additional household responsibility with their online 
education (Alvi and Gupta, 2020). Because of this, the students as 
well as teachers are facing a lot of problems which are associated 
with on-line education.

Objectives of the Study
The main objective of the study is:
1. To unveil the initiatives of various higher education institutions 

and also the Govt. on education during COVID-19 pandemic.
2. To analyse the perceptions of teachers and women learners on 

online teaching-learning methods.
3. To find out the problems and discuss the overcoming challenges 

of online education.

Methodology
A research methodology is a specific procedure of techniques used 
to identify select, process and analyse information about a topic. The 
present study was conducted using both quantitative and qualitative 
methodologies to study the realizations of women learners in under 
graduate studies during the lockdown period. The purposive sampling 
technique was used to collect the data. The ‘Google forms’ with the 
questionnaire supplied to women learners by Whats App link and 
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82 girl students from different colleges in West Bengal have given 
detailed information about the research questions. The survey period 
was 15 days only from November 02 to 16, 2020.The secondary data 
has been collected from various national and international reports, 
research articles, news bulletin and also search engines

Data Analysis
Following the online survey, the results are as follows:

Caste-Wise Distribution of Students

The study found that 52% of students came from the marginalized 
sections of society due to their poor economic conditions (fig. 1). 
They are not properly benefited by this online education. There 
are only 42% of students from the General category. Otherwise, 
nearly 24% and 5% of girl students belong to Scheduled Caste (SC) 
Scheduled Tribe (ST) communities respectively. It is also observed 
that more than 29% of learners have come from Other Backward 
Category (OBC).

Fig.	1:	Source:	Online Survey, 2020)

Device for attending Online Class

Electronic gadgets are very important for students to attend 
e-learning classes. The students usually take classes through mobile 
devices (Kaisara and Bwalya, 2020). It is found that most of the girl 
students (77.24%) used android mobile for attending their online 
classes (fig. 2). But some students from the economically sound 
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family have used laptop (8%) and computer desktop (2%). Sadly, 
about 13% of students cannot buy mobile phones for attending online 
classes. They are forced to rent mobile phones from their neighbours.

Fig.	2:	Source:	Online Survey, 2020

Preferable mode of Online Class

The audio-visual method of learning is very much interesting 
to all the students, especially who have not attended this type of 
class previously. None of the students and teachers were ready to 
study completely online education (Emmanuel, 2020). About one 
half (49%) of the respondents were preferred lecture with power 
point presentation from their teachers (fig. 3). Whereas classes with 
video lectures along with study materials were preferred by 31% 
of students. But only 16% of students were interested to attend the 
interactive method of teaching.
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Fig.	3:	Source:	Online Survey, 2020

Technical Problems faced during Online Classes

Fig.	4:	Source:	Online Survey, 2020

Some technical problems rose during online classes. Most of the 
students are lived in rural areas where internet connectivity is not 
good conditions. Besides this, some rural areas are not electrified at 
present time. For this reason, the majority of the students (92%) were 
facing internet connectivity problems followed by electric power cut 
problems (2%). Although some of learners (6%) have accessed good 
internet connectivity. Majority of them are lived urban areas.
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Health related Problems faced during Online Classes

Due to the continuous and repetitive nature of e-learning classes, 
the girl students were suffered a lot of physical problems. Majority 
of the students (79%) were suffering from headache problem. Fig. 
5 depicts that students were mostly suffering from eye-related 
problems (92%) followed by stress (46%), spondylitis (32%) and 
lack of concentration (15%). The same posture during online classes 
is responsible for spondylitis. On the other hand, continuously online 
classes for the last eight months have responsible to create stress and 
lack of concentration among the learners.

Fig.	5:	Source:	Online Survey, 2020

Communication	gap	between	Teachers	and	Learners

In classroom education, a direct relationship is created between 
teachers and students. But online classes create a communication gap 
between them. The teachers are not able to directly supervise and 
criticize the student’s classwork. The maximum numbers of students 
(52%) have given their opinion that online studying could create a 
communication gap between teachers and learners (fig. 6). On the 
other hand, 35 per cent learners believe that e-learning system has 
partially affected their education.
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Fig.	6:	Source:	Online Survey, 2020

Problems Associated with Online Education

•	 Technical	 Obstacles:	 Presently India is considered as a 
developing country. The infrastructure of an online education 
system has not properly developed. The unstable network 
connection is the major challenge of online study (Mishra et 
al, 2020). The 4G internet connection is not spread all over 
the country. Because of this, both the teachers and learners are 
facing a lot of technical problems during online classes which 
destroyed the mode of online teaching.

•	 Lack	of	ICT	Infrastructure:	Teachers and learners are facing 
unique ICT based problems (Jena, 2020). Majority of the teachers 
are lived in town areas or Census Town areas and whereas the 
maximum number of students are lived in rural remote areas. As 
a result, the unavailability of proper digital tools, poor internet 
connections, or Wi-Fi connections maximum number of girl 
students is facing a lot of trouble which hampered their learning 
opportunities. Besides this, the electronic gadget which is must 
essential to continue the online class either non--available or not 
an all-time presence to all learners.

•	 Poor	Knowledge	on	Digital	System:	Maximum women learners 
along with some teachers also have a piece of mere knowledge 
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about ICT based learning. The mobile accessibility of Women 
college students is not smothering than their brothers. Because 
of this, they have not sufficient knowledge and skills to run the 
mobile system. Some senior most faculties also are faced with 
the same problems.

•	 High	Technology	Cost:	To attending online class, each student 
needs per day at least 2 GB 4G data services. For affordable this 
data, the students must be spent Rs. 250/- per month which is 
a burden to poor students during this pandemic time. Majority 
of the students think that education expenditure has increased 
during and after the Lockdown period (Vikram, 2020).

•	 Create	 inequality	 between	Having	 and	Have	 not	 learners:	
Due to their backward socio-economic conditions, students from 
poor families are not afforded high-speed 4G internet connection 
as well as android mobile for online study. As far as, they are 
gradually back warded in terms of education facility from their 
privileged counterpart.

•	 Digital	 Insecurity:	 The students especially girl students are 
not familiar with the digital security system. Generally, most of 
them use android mobile phone device for attending their class. 
Most of the mobile phones are not installed the latest software 
and antivirus programmes. So, personal data of the users can be 
easily hacked which create a lot of financial and also personal 
problems.

•	 Lack	of	physical	attends:	Some of the students are not interested 
to continue the online classes from morning to afternoon. But 
they want to prove their presence in the online class. By turning 
on the mobile, few students are busy with other activities. 
Teachers always could not mark those students which have not 
occurred in the class room teaching.

•	 Grow	frustration	among	the	Learners:	Students are frustrated 
to be able to take online classes month after month. That is why 
they are gradually becoming inattentive to study (Dhawan, 
2020). The lack of concentration and attention towards studies 
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is seen among the student during this covid-19 period. There is 
also a lack of discipline among the learners.

•	 Poor	 Economic	 Condition:	 Lots of parents have lost their 
jobs during the lockdown. They are living their lives with great 
difficulty. This economic hardship of the family is having a huge 
impact on the education of their children. The students of these 
families are not able to concentrate on their studies very easily.

•	 Online	 Teaching	 is	 not	 a	 Substitute	 for	 Direct	 Teaching:	
The absence of face-to-face teaching is the most important 
disadvantage of online teaching. Students are not directly 
supervised by the teachers in the online mode of teaching. So 
far, the absence of an interactive session has directly affected 
the aim of the education system. Besides this, the interpersonal 
relationship between teachers and learners may ruin.

Overcoming Challenges
•	 Provide	 Funds	 to	 the	 Marginalized	 and	 Poor	 Students:	

Students from low-income families without digital devices are 
facing huge problems to attend their online classes. It is better 
for poor students to be given digital devices and subsidizes 
internet subscription fees by the government. Besides this, all 
the e-learning websites and digital textbook site can also be 
accessed for free to all students.

•	 Ensure	the	Safety	of	All:	Even at the end of November 2020, 
the virus has not been brought under control or the vaccine has 
not been discovered. Already some states of India have opened 
all educational institutions since 1st November 2020. But all 
the educational institutions in West Bengal are still closed. But 
while college will be reopening, physical distancing should be 
maintained among all stockholders. Besides this use of masks 
and frequent hand washing should be mandatory and strictly 
maintained by all employees of the colleges and students.

•	 Criteria	 for	 reopening	 Class:	 Strictly maintaining a safe 
distance between education stakeholders which will be depended 
on teaching and non-teaching staff availability, size of the 
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classroom, room availability and also the number of students per 
class.

•	 Meeting	should	be	arranged	before	Reopening	Institutions:	
All educational institutions must be arranged a meeting to 
develop a clear protocol on physical distancing and others. All 
faculties, guardians, students and also the general public should 
have participated in this discussion. The deep understanding and 
collaborative efforts of these concerned people can be washed 
out all the worries of COVID-19 pandemic.

•	 Coordinate	 with	 the	 Health	 Community:	 Despite all the 
precautions, the possibility of being infected remains. So, before 
and after opening all educational institutions, the concerned 
authority must be coordinated with the health officials.

•	 Campaigning:	All COVID-19 pandemic related precautionary 
must be hoarding to the institution. On the other hand, all the 
emergency number and especially the name and phone number 
of all COVID hospitals should be posted at each corner of the 
institution.

Conclusion
COVID-19 has greatly impacted from primary to higher education 
in all over India. It has also created many challenges as well as 
opportunities. The pedagogical approach of education has been shifted 
to virtual education in all levels of education sector. The digital cost of 
education has increased which is burden to continue the e-learning for 
the marginalized students. The students cannot concentrate on their 
studies and are facing a lot of physical and psychological problems. 
The Open and Distance learning (ODL) mode of education is widely 
accepted during covid-19 period. Digital Technology has played an 
important role also. Even if the COVID-19 crisis stretches longer, all 
educational institutions to be more strengthen their knowledge and 
Information Technology infrastructure for facing covid-19 situations.
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Abstract: The World Health Organisation has been identified COVID-19 
as the pandemic. The pandemic situation created fear among the peoples. 
In COVID-19 lockdown situation, the government of India has been told to 
stay in the house and maintain social distance to stay healthy. COVID-19 
has a great effect in education. The government closed all educational 
institutions. All examinations of all educational institutions were suspended. 
All recruitments were also suspended in lockdown pandemic situation. As 
a result, unemployment has risen. In this situation, online education has 
been introduced to keep the education system intact. Online education is 
being conducted with various softwares (like- Google classroom, google 
meet, zoom, WhatsApp, etc.) through internet. Through online education, 
student - teachers can complete the teaching learning process at home 
in a timely manner. It is possible to provide information and evaluate 
through online education. The Government of India has also played a very 
important role in this regard. The use of technology during this period has 
taken Indian education much further and transferred our education system 
from traditional to a new era. Demand of ODL has grown significantly as 
a result pandemic situation. There have been various problems in some 
cases in online education. Virtual class is the only way out in this situation. 
Moreover, we have no choice to continue our education system. Described 
in this discussion and suggested software will help in online education 
during the pandemic situation and in the coming days.

Keywords: Online education, Student-teacher, technology, pandemic, 
software

Introduction 
COVID-19 epidemic was original recognised in Wuhan, China on 
31st December, 2019. The frist death was a man in Wuhan on 11th 
January, 2020. World Health Organization (WHO) professed On 
March 11, 2020 COVID -19 as a pandemic. On 30 January 2020 the 
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first situation of this pandemic was informed in the state of Kerala 
in India. The accomplished had a lightweight history from China in 
India. India observed one day Janata Curfew on 22th March again 
detected Janta Curfew on 24 March, 2020 for 14 hours to combat 
the Coronavirus pandemic and assess the country’s ability to fight 
the virus. Then, the first phase of lockdown was announced for 
21 days on 25 March, 2020 by the Prime Minister. On April 30 
Indian government has been extending the lockdown in different 
phases and the lockdown 5.0 was declared and it is effective from 
1st June to 30th June 2020. Various governments in the world have 
provisionally locked all Educational institutions to regulator the 
COVID - 19. According to the UNESCO statement 90% of whole 
world’s pupil affected second week of April and it new reduced to 
nearly 66%. WHO advised to maintain social distance as the first 
prevention step after observing the corona virus pandemic situation. 
Then each country in progress of lockdown to dispersed the soiled 
people. All educational institution become locked and postponed all 
lessons and all educational institution also suspended their entrance 
tests. Thus, the pandemic devastated the all educational schedule. 
In this lockdown condition of COVID-19, Education can realise 
online mode and information can be shifted virtually via various 
media. During the pandemic situation online education is the best 
explanation. Online education is an environment that happens done 
by the internet. It is mentioned to like e-learning. An online instructor 
realizes the absence of bodily occurrence in the virtual classroom 
by making a kind atmosphere where all pupils feel easy to join in 
this available class. It achieves a very substantial role in converting 
our lives to technical world. During lockdown period online class 
provides a way to development of humanity and physical isolation 
due to pandemic at the time. In this structure, students practice 
internet technology to connect vertically with their instructors and 
associated through mail, Video calling, and immediate messaging 
or with supplementary tools. Online education is encouraged due to 
reasons during pandemic situation of lockdown.
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• Students can gain facts remaining at home and can keep social 
distance or physical distance.

• It proposals reimburse communicating sustenance that allows 
pupils to study 24×7 and exertion at their own motion.

• It proposals supple development.
• Can use in any place by connecting internet and learner can 

appear with their devices (Computer, Mobile, Tablet etc.).

Objectives

• To know various online tools/ platform adopted by the educational 
institutions during the COVID -19 pandemic situations.

• How to Government of India support online learning process in 
COVID -19 pandemic conditions.

• Point out few merits and demerits of online education and casting 
ideas for development.

• To know the impact of COVID -19 on educational system.

Methodology
Various journals, e-contents and some national, international agencies 
report on online education system are studied to find out the necessary 
data. It is implausible to go outdoor for information gathering due 
to present situation, the necessary data or information are collected 
from various authentic website, journal, article, e- content related to 
COVID-19. The author has occupied some online classes and led 
online instruction meetings with different semester students under 
Basirhat College. Online classes and meeting are conducting using 
video With Google Meet software. The accumulated informations 
are analysed to learning merits and demerits of online education 
system during this situation.

Emerging Methods to Government of India for Online Education

On March 21, 2020 MHRD release a press conference and 
shared many digital available platforms for pupils to stay their 
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education during lockdown period educational institute closure. 
Indian government shared emerging approaches are as listed below.
•	 DIKSHA:	 This portal contains are that online education 

content for students and teachers organize to the syllabus, 
with questionnaires, workbooks and valuations. Under the 
direction of National Board of Education and National Council 
of Educational Research and Training, the content has been 
originated by more than 265 instructors who communicate in 
many disciplines and languages. The app is offered to practice 
offline in any Mobile, computer or tablet.

•	 E-Pathshala:	It is an online learning app developed by NCERT 
and CIET. It was launched in November 2015. It hosts educational 
resources for classes 1 to 12 and it is multiple languages and 
various disciplines. The app offers books, videos, audio, teacher 
training module etc.

•	 NROER:	NROER is developed by NCERT and CIET. It was 
launched on August 13, 2013 in New Delhi in collaboration with 
MHRD (Now renamed as Ministry of Education). This portal 
provides to students and teachers a large number of educational 
resources in several languages. Content is planned to the syllabus 
for class I – XII.

•	 SWAYAM:	SWAYAM is an online platform initiated by Govt. 
of India. This platform hosts 1900 complete courses, taught in 
classrooms from class 9 to till post graduate to be accessed by 
anyone. The courses hosted on SWAYAM are in four quadrants-- 
A. Video lectures, B. Online discuss for cleaning the doubt, 
C. Self - assessment through quizzes and tests and D. Provide 
reading material that can be printed or downloaded.

•	 Swayam	Prabha:	Swayam Prabha is a widely common online 
platform. 32 DTHs are given high quality education. These 
channels are used in GSAT-15 Satellite for Telecast. Through 
these channels, the content of 24 × 7 is expanded. The new topic 
is discussed in the same day, and these are referral. Through 
this, students take free education. Students may accept happy 
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education when according to their time. The current situation is 
a very acceptable online platform. It is impact school education 
to higher education, and different streams or brunch of education 
systems.

•	 E-PG	Pathshala:	e- PG Pathshala is an online portal developed 
by MHRD. The main focus here is on physics. The emphasis 
here is on self-learning and self-assessment. There are more than 
22 thousand models in more than 70 subjects. There is also the 
facility of e-content video content, audio content for students.

•	 E-Content	courseware	in	UG	subjects:	e- content this platform 
is easy to provide e-content on 87 topics. It is offered completely 
free. The CEC has developed this e-content for 87 subjects under 
MHRD. There are about 24,000 e-content models and about 
20,000 video programs

•	 CEC-UGC	YouTube	channel:	This is an educational YouTube 
channel. There are 24000 video programs that students can 
watch and this service is provided completely free of charge.

•	 National	 Digital	 Library:	MHRD, Government of India has 
also done NDL web portal development. IIT Kharagpur has 
played an undeniable role in this. Various books are provided 
here in PDF format, audio clips, video clips, as well as many 
e-contents. Students at the hotel are required to create a National 
Digital Library account with a band email ID. Then by logging 
in to that account, students can view different content and 
download it if necessary. And this service is given to the students 
completely free of cost. In the current situation students can use 
it from anywhere according to their time.

•	 Shodhganga:	 Shodhganga is a digital platform of Indian 
Electronic Theses and Dissertations for research students and 
they can deposit their Ph.D. theses. It is under maintained of 
INFLIBNET centre. It is an autonomous inter - University centre 
of UGC. Shodhganga is an important and will facilitate open 
access for all. Link- https://shodhganaa.inflibnetac.in
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•	 E-Shodh	 Sindhu:	 e-Shodh Sindhu has formed by MHRD 
(Now renamed as Ministry of Education). E-Shodh Sindhu is 
a collection of more then 15,000 core peer reviewed e- content 
like e- journal, e-books. Its aims to provide e-resources.

Some Free Online Platforms that Support Live-Video 
Communication

There is various live-video communication platforms are offered 
in web, but many of the free online platforms are as itemized under 
which can be used by pupils of all categories:
•	 Zoom:	Zoom is a significant online platform. This allows up to 

100 people to join an audio-video conference. Here others are 
connected using the ID and password provided by the host. This 
is a very good instruction platform. It plays a very significant 
role in online learning. Students can ask their questions through 
messages during any lesson. We can use it for free.

•	 Google	Meet:	Google Meet is one of Google’s contributions. 
This is a platform in widely common. Through this Google Meet 
Software, we can establish Face-to-face relationships with 100 
students. Here are two types of opportunities in audio-video 
and the meeting can be recorded in the meeting or class. The 
host or teacher gave his meeting link to others and others are 
joined through this meeting link. Here we can add maximum 
100 people. If some students ask, they can tell them through the 
message box. It does not have to pay any money.

•	 Skype:	 It is a telecommunications platform that specializes 
provides video chat and voice calls between computers, tablets, 
mobile devices, using the Internet. It also provides messaging 
services. Users can transmit text, images, video, and audio.

•	 Facebook	 Live:	 Facebook is a popular social media. The 
contribution of Facebook not only the entertainment, have 
densified role in education. With the Facebook team we can 
reach our text content to numerous people. Here is a Facebook 
live link for host and provides it to it and join the participants 
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through links. They can make a message box if participants have 
a question. It is also provided to be completed free.

• YouTube Live is an online platform. It is an easy and most 
powerful platform to reach community in real time. It is used 
for online class, hosting workshop or webinar etc. Anyone can 
create a free YouTube channel with connecting their internet. It 
also follows multiple was communication model.

• Uber Conference is an Unlimited Video and audio calling media. 
We can share our screen and file.

•	 Free	 Conference:	 Free Conference is one of the most 
popular online platforms. Through this we can do audio video 
conferencing. The speaker can share the screen of need. 100 
participants can participate through this online platform. The 
interaction between the speaker and the participants is very good 
through this online doctor. You do not have to spend money to 
use it only if you have an internet connection.

•	 Dingtalk:	Dingtalk is an online communication platform. This 
online platform developed by Alibaba Group. It is one of the 
largest online platforms in the world. 300 participants can join 
audio conferencing through this online platform. Participants 
can message if needed.

•	 Teams:	Teams is an online chat based communicating platform. 
This allows us to have audio conferencing, video calls, screen 
sharing, content sharing and online meetings. In this case you 
have to use Microsoft Office software.

•	 True	Conf:	True Conf is a very valuable online platform. Video 
calls through the online platform, video conferencing can be 
done. The participant to use it has to have a Valid Mail ID. This 
online platform may be associated with the highest one hundred 
twenty-four participants. Participants can chat group chat or 
personal chatting. Participants will be able to connect through 
3G or 4G Internet connections. There is no cost to use it to use it 
only if there is an internet connection.
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Positive Impact on Education of COVID-19

COVID-19 lockdown has made various negative impressions 
on education system of Indian. Education system of India have 
accredited the challenges and trying to deliver smart support services 
to the learners during COVID-19 period. Indian education system got 
the chance for change from current traditional method to a new era. 
The following issues are considered to have positively affected the 
education system during lockdown period.
•	 Increase	 the	benefit	 of	 soft	 copy	of	 study	materials:	 In the 

lockdown period learner were no opportunity to get the hard 
copies of notes and a major part of the students’ use of this type 
of materials for study.

•	 Enhanced	 digital	 literacy:	 In the lockdown period-initiated 
peoples to study using mobile, computer, tablet connecting with 
digital world and its outcome is increasing the digital literacy.

•	 Develop	the	use	of	digital	technology	for	distribution	study	
materials: Study material are distributed among the learner and 
easily solved their problems through mail, telephone calls, SMS 
and different video/audio conferencing software.

•	 World-wide	 experience:	 Teacher and students are getting 
chance to communicate with certain area from everywhere 
the whole world. Established a new approach to international 
community.

•	 Increase	requirement	of	open	and	distance	learning:	During 
the lockdown period biggest part of the students favored ODL 
mode and get opportunities as per their necessity.

Negative Impact on Education of COVID-19

The situation has affected Indian education. This pandemic has 
made few negative impressions on Indian education system. These 
are:
•	 Educational	 activity	 hampered:	 In this situation all classes 

have been postponed. All boards’ examination and annual 
examination or semester examination ware suspended. In 
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this lockdown period all students are suffered few months of 
the academic year of 2020-2021. But the present situation all 
educational institutions try to conduct pending examination 
during unlock period.

•	 Impact	on	employment:	Much recruitment got postponed during 
the pandemic situation. Unemployment rate first increasing 
during this pandemic and no recruitment in Government of 
India. Many have lost their jobs in lockdowns in both public and 
private sectors. When the unemployment increases, the demand 
for education to people decreased and the demand for food was 
increasing.

•	 Passive	learning	by	students:	The suddenly transfer traditional 
learning to online learning without any preparation. Specifically, 
in country like India where online education was not ready and 
the educational programs was not planned for such a ordering. 
Online learning has created the hazard of many of our learners 
becoming passive learners.

•	 Payment	of	schools,	colleges’	fee	got	delayed:	Many parents 
have lost their jobs due to the lockdown, which has led to delays 
in paying fees for their children’s education in private schools, 
and there are many who have not been able to pay their fees 
properly.

•	 Access	 to	 digital	 world:	There are many students who have 
limited access to the Internet or no internet access. Many 
students cannot afford the materials needed for online classes 
such as laptop computers or mobile phones. Online education 
has posed a big problem to all these students in lockdown. As a 
result, not all types of students can access to digital world.

Conclusion
This study has mark out various effect of COVID-19 on Indian 
education system. Present education system is facing many problems 
in lockdown pandemic situation. In this situation, the education 
system has been severely hampered. Online education is the only 
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platform to continue Education system and keep students engaged 
with education by maintaining physical distance. Through online 
education, students are able to establish face-to-face communication 
with their teachers. In this case, the teacher can inform the students 
if there have any problem and the teacher can answer the questions. 
UGC and MHRD have mentioned a number of online platforms for 
learning and exchanging information, eBooks and other necessary 
online materials through this online education. Although there are 
some problems, online education is the only option in the current 
situation. It is possible to complete the curriculum by giving regular 
lessons at specific times through online education. Online education 
has advanced us a little further in terms of technology. Online 
education will help students find the information they need and 
develop their knowledge base; this is called self-learning. Teachers 
should realize the needs of the students and provide the necessary 
information to the students through online education. There are 
many difficulties in online education like low-speed internet; lack 
of necessary electronic device (mobile, computer, laptop, and tablet) 
Despite These difficulties, in my view, online education is the only 
way for the COVID-19 pandemic. This is also true that the role of 
online education in the current education system is undeniable.
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Abstract: A democratic society, committing itself to the welfare of the 
citizens, necessitates the guarantees of certain rights. These rights, either 
negative in scope forbid unnecessary hindrances in the life choices of an 
individual or guarantee certain positive emoluments towards bettering of 
the same. Education is considered as one of the fundamental necessities 
of mankind. Recognizing the importance of education both at the level 
of individual growth and community progress, and the dismal state of 
elementary education in India, the Indian state guaranteed the Right to 
Education as a fundamental right in 2002 (Art. 21-A) via the Eighty Sixth 
Constitutional Amendment Act. While all rights are important, fundamental 
rights do have a special significance as the Indian state itself becomes the 
guarantor of such rights. The COVID -19 pandemic came as a rude jolt to 
everyone particularly the administrators and not excluding those entrusted 
to educate the populace. As education must go on, the modern India, 
imagining herself as a digital bigwig in information technology soon opted 
for online teaching. However, has this online method of teaching reached 
everyone, particularly those leaving in the remotest corners of the country? 
Or has it, in the wake of a neo-liberal India, got increasingly commoditized 
and thus failed to benefit the greater sections of the society? This is what 
this paper seeks to find out.

Keywords: Digital Divide, Education, Pandemic, Lockdown, Welfare.

Introduction 
No matter how much a state plans for exigencies, there comes 
situations against which immediate and, if need be, unprecedented 
actions become necessary. Despite making great inroads in futuristic 
technological developments and applying the same in all walks of 
life as far as possible, nature, at times, still appears to be triumphant 
over human expeditions. The ongoing global pandemic could be 
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cited as one instance corroborating this assertion. A viral infection, 
caused by COVID-19 brought the whole world under lockdown to 
arrest contagion. Though many hoped in the initial stages that such 
a pandemic-lockdown would be a short-lived one, their hopes were 
belied and the crisis continued and still continues for months on end 
wreaking havoc on lives and livelihoods of millions.

India, with a huge and not necessarily extremely aware and 
privileged population, emerged as one of the worst sufferers. While 
Indian economy reached a record low, other sectors of life has not 
remained unscathed either. Education is one such field where, in 
the wake of locking down the classrooms, alternative methods of 
teaching-learning had to be innovated hastily. This translated into 
switching to digital education, which though underway for quite 
some time had, hitherto, played a parallel rather than central role in 
India’s education scenario. In the following segments, the various 
aspects related to such electronic learning would be discussed.

India, in the immediate aftermath of independence, despite 
wanting to guarantee the best realization of personhood for her citizens, 
was severely restrained in actualization of the said desire owing both 
to her fragile economic health and her unstable political conditions. 
Hence the incorporation of Fundamental Rights and the Directive 
Principles; the former, guaranteeing civil and political rights mainly 
in the form of negative rights, i.e. eliminating unnecessary restraints 
in the freedoms of the individuals while the latter trying to act as a 
guide to the paths capable of leading to the avenues of material and 
spiritual well- being. Accordingly while the former was an obligation 
and was in the nature of justiciable legal codes, the latter were non-
justiciable recommendations reflecting the spirit of the Constitution. 
Influenced by the Constitution of Irish Republic, who in turn had 
been inspired from other liberal democratic states like France and the 
United States of America, alongside other doctrines like the United 
Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 
of course Mahatma Gandhi’s preaching, the framers of the Indian 
Constitution felt it prudent to include the principles as a means of 
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providing some degree of a social security net. In the Constitution 
of India Act, 1935, these directives were to act as ‘Instruments of 
Instructions’ with a view to ensure that the ruling incumbent does 
not act arbitrarily. In the republican India, they took the form of 
Directive Principles consisting of sixteen articles from Art 36 to Art. 
51 in Part IV of the Constitution. Of them, Art 45 desired the state 
of India “to provide, within ten years from the commencement of the 
Constitution, free and compulsory education to all children up to the 
age of 14 years (Pylee, 1999, 2014, pp101-103). It was this Principle 
that was made into a Fundamental Right in 2002 as Art. 21-A in 2002 
and implemented via The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory 
Education Act, 2009.

The Directive Principles and the Fundamental Right under Art 
21-A place the Indian state under both ethical and legal obligation to 
turn the society into an educated and enlightened society. The onus is 
to be shared by the public and the private institutions with the latter 
being required reserving 25% of their seats as a measure of their 
corporate social responsibility (Sindhu, 2014, p 94). The realization 
of the vision of providing free and compulsory education to every 
child of India was to take place via the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan which 
is a flagship programme undertaken by the Government of India 
which seeks to attract and retain students to schools both by removing 
hindrances as far as possible, especially in geographically remote 
areas, and provision of positive emoluments like inclusive education 
(and making adequate arrangements towards the same particularly 
for children with special needs), modes of transportation, mid-day 
meals and the like (All India Council for Technical Education, n.d.).

Challenges of Online Education in India
The onslaught of the COVID -19 situations created a strange situation 
where the suddenness of the situation confounded all like, the citizens 
and the statesmen. As physical distancing, initially known by the 
misnomer social distancing is thought to be the best guarantee of 
keeping the contagious and infectious virus at bay, places of large 
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congregation, particularly schools and colleges and major modes of 
transportation particularly local trains came to be shut down. With 
no clear plan of how to proceed with imparting education to the 
students and not to jeopardize the health of the community especially 
young people, one option in the way of solution was to shut down the 
schools and colleges. Since learning can never stop, and with no time 
or a comprehensive vision to chart out a stable long-term roadmap in 
the educational sector, a quick-fix solution came in the form of digital 
education or online learning. Such a shift to e-learning was considered 
prudent as it offered some form of an immediate remedy and was also 
in tune with the idea of transforming India into Digital India as is 
being declared with considerable drum roll over the last few years. 
It is not that before the pandemic, India had remained unfamiliar to 
online learning. However, such e-learning had been confined mainly 
to higher and professional education, meant primarily for people who 
had some access to technology required for such higher studies and, 
needless to say people who could bear the brunt of the additional 
expense. Now, with the forced closure of schools, they too had to 
shift their bases to virtual platforms. So, in-keeping with the new 
necessity, a number of such virtual platforms spawned up; PM 
e-Vidya, television and radio channels (Singh, 2020, free access to 
digitized books, various mobile applications just to name a few, all 
dedicated to dissemination of knowledge to students forced to stay at 
home. Of the various modes used, greatest utilization has been made 
of smart-phones with internet connection.

However, is such education reaching everybody? Is this 
arrangement really an equitable method for all concerned, particularly 
those coming from the marginalized sections of the society, those 
who are first generation learners, and most importantly to those living 
in the remote more underdeveloped parts of the country where access 
to even the most rudiments of technology appears to be difficult? The 
Union Ministry in July 2020 launched a report to gauge the impact of 
such e-learning in India as practiced since the outbreak of the pandemic 
and the subsequent lockdown that followed. The statement noted the 
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various platforms who have partnered in the endeavor to facilitate the 
process of learning to students. The report also noted that as there are 
many areas in India where net connectivity or even electricity supply 
is poor, the schools in the states and Union Territories of Odisha, 
Madhya Pradesh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu have 
distributed textbooks to children. Some other regional units have 
provided students with electronic gadgets and e-materials (Deka, 
2020) while some others, West Bengal for example, have provided 
students with textbooks and continue to provide them with assignment 
sheets to continuously monitor the progress of the students on the one 
hand and also to keep the learning motivation intact as far as possible. 
In the wake of such transition, there has also emerged a common 
perception among both teachers and students that this virtual mode 
of imparting lessons cannot replace classroom learning. To start with, 
such a mode of learning would require a minimum of resources, at 
least a ‘smart-phone’ per student with uninterrupted net connectivity. 
This cannot be taken for granted in India. Though some alternatives 
to smart-phone necessity have been proposed, their effectiveness 
remains more on paper than in reality (Dhankar, 2020). Given India’s 
less than perfect economic scenario and the steady degradation of 
the same over the last few months since, maintaining a phone has 
become a luxury, leaving alone the expensive net charges. Presently, 
about 25% of Indian households have access to internet and in rural 
area this number drops down to 15% (Pitroda, 2020). Thus we often 
come across incidents where one has to sell off his meager resources 
to provide for the education of their children. Though stray, yet 
reports of students committing suicide on account of failing to avail 
such e-learning is also not unheard of (Stalin, JSD, 2020).

While education is undoubtedly essential, isn’t it also the 
responsibility of the state to ensure the Right to Life and dignified 
life of her citizens? One basic problem is the new media of imparting 
education is unfamiliar to both the teachers and the students. Not all 
of them, (referring to both the categories) are technologically savvy 
enough to make best advantage of the digital platforms provided to 
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them. This is because not everyone in India is technology literate. 
As a large part of the effort is expended to grapple the technical 
difficulties that come in the way of teaching-learning, education 
becomes a sufferer. One obvious side-effect of this arrangement has 
been, in the initial stage of dissemination of digital learning at least, 
harassing of teachers by their students or in some cases uncalled for 
interference by guardians. As this mode of teaching became part of 
the ‘new normal’, teachers had little choice but to learn how to cope 
with such ‘smart’ method of teaching. While apparently it might 
look like as an evidence of the resilience of both the teachers and 
the students to adjust to new challenges, which it undoubtedly is, 
one major issue with over-dependence on technology is that the latter 
is ever-changing and ever-progressing, forcing the user to update 
and upgrade herself continuously. And, if the greater part of time 
and energy is expended in such self-improvement, is it possible that 
the main aim, that of educating and developing both the teacher and 
the student (as learning is always a two way process, leading to the 
qualitative improvement of both the instructor and the candidate) 
somehow missing the focus and attention that it requires? Added 
to such problems, comes the absence of laboratories, considered as 
essential for acquiring knowledge in many disciplines, right from the 
higher classes of school. Even when the technological difficulties are 
overcome or are not required as wearisome, as they could be done 
more easily in urban elitist settings, where computers and internet 
are more commonplace, the discipline needed to monitor and control 
the decorum of the class and attentivity lacks severely in an online 
class. To begin with, talking to a group of eager learners is just not 
the same as talking to a computer screen where in many cases the 
teacher has no way of ascertaining for sure that the student is present 
on the other end, both physically and psychologically. Given the 
situation in India, it would be simplistic to believe that all students, 
cutting across class barriers are equally keen to acquire knowledge. 
In a physical class, face-to-face contact between the learner and the 
teacher makes communication more effective. The feedback received 
from students via their body-language and/or facial expressions are 
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extremely needed for a teacher to modify her teaching during the 
class which is impossible in an online one. Maintaining discipline 
and controlling the students in order to ensure that they are actually 
behaving in a socially appropriate manner also becomes hard as often 
there is no way to determine their full concentration or even their 
actual presence as students are often turn off the devices on their 
end. On part of the students, classrooms also provided a chance to 
socialize; it provided them with a platform that served as the first 
arena on the way to the civil society. Holistic development of the 
child, which is often aided by extra-curricular activities undertaken 
by the school, might be challenging to achieve with individualistic 
learning. In a study conducted in Bangladesh, it was found that 
from 82.4% -87.7% university students have started suffering from 
mild to severe depression and anxiety issues during the lockdown 
period (Islam, Barna, Raihan, Khan and Hossain, 2020). If university 
students, despite having reached some degree of maturity could suffer 
from such mental health issues, there is no reason to presume that 
unless India is very careful in handling young tender and vulnerable 
people with extreme caution; her own children would not suffer from 
such similar mental afflictions. For university level students it is 
but natural to feel natural to experience anxiety issues in the face 
of severe job cuts which the pandemic has brought in as a rather 
unfortunate consequence. As of August 2020, India’s unemployment 
rate has spiked upwards by 27.1% (Nair, 2020) and with India’s 
economic output dropping by almost 24 % (Slater, 2020), the younger 
students and /or job seekers are not having it easy either, at least in 
the near future as India’s economy might take a long time to recover. 
While such economic downturn has been a direct consequence of the 
pandemic and subsequent lockdown, here it should be mentioned that 
even in the pre-Corona state, India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP 
hereafter) had been spiraling downwards steadily (Kishore, 2020). 
And, alongside, the Indian state has steadily embarked down the neo-
liberal path ever since the 1991 restructuring of the Indian economy, 
divesting one public sector enterprise after the other particularly in 
the recent years.
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Neo-Liberalism	in	India	and	its	impact	on	Education
It is not easy to make the best choice to maximize economic 
efficiency and well-being of the citizens with no unanimity existing 
among scholars and policy-makers, both being divided into some 
favoring welfare driven state economy, or allowing more room to 
the market or a midway between the two. When it comes to taking a 
call between the state and the free- market, the debate dates back to 
the days of laissez-faire, when the ‘natural order’ of the day appeared 
to be non-interference by the government in the operations of the 
market allowing more ‘freedom of choice’ on part of the producers 
and consumers and assuming an inherent self-regulatory mechanism 
within the system. The idea of laissez-faire is intertwined with the ideas 
of classical liberalism. The latter, starting out as a political doctrine in 
the hands of liberal political theorist John Locke, emphasizing man 
as a rational actor and therefore deserving liberty and autonomy from 
the coercion of state eventually evolved into a doctrine championing 
liberty from tyranny as far as practicable, not only from political 
authority but unreasonable social sanctions as well. (Heywood, 
2013, p 31) Liberalism found many takers from the then rising 
industrial and merchant class. With so much importance being placed 
upon individual freedom, it was but a matter of time to warrant an 
unfettered market in the form of laissez-faire. In essence, laissez-faire 
meant a market, untampered by governmental interference, such non-
interference being imperative for the economic health of the nation 
unless the meddling is justifiable for promoting perfect competition 
in free market societies (Heywood, 2013, p 132). The euphoria about 
the liberating potential of laissez-faire was but short-lived and was 
replaced by some form of social welfarism allowing the state a greater 
role in the economic relations of the system. This form of welfare-
libealism continued for some decades of the last century and then the 
economic ideas traditionally associated with classical liberal analysts 
of economics and politics made a comeback in the form of neo-
liberalism. Neo-liberalism accuses government intervention as having 
ruinous impact on human enterprise and thus condemns the former. 
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Hence, this school of thought eulogizes rolling back the state and 
promoting individual endeavor in promoting economic development. 
(Heywood, 2013, p 37). In the post Cold War world order, three 
quintessential components of neo-liberalism are liberalization, 
privatization and globalization standing for, (respectively) opening 
up of the national economy to foreign capital, diminished role of the 
state and simultaneous rising role of the private sector and finally 
integration with global markets (Chakrabarty and Chand, 2017, pp 
487-490). All three principles have been embraced by India in greater 
or lesser degree. It is in the light of such reformation of the Indian 
economy that this digitization of education has to be contextualized. 
In recent years, there has been a mushrooming of private educational 
institutions. Such private entities have certainly relieved the Indian 
state of some of its load. In these campuses, cyber-learning is not 
uncommon. While this latest model of digitalization of education and 
its advantages like affording flexible timing, reduced conveyance cost 
etc are propagated with much fanfare, the other side of the story, that 
of increased commercialization of education driven by a neo-liberal 
agenda on part of the state, with continuous rolling back of the state 
and utilization of the cleared space for the operation of the market 
forces is conveniently not highlighted adequately. Hence though one 
gets to know about many modern and sophisticated equipments like 
smart boards, projectors or laptops being used, but information as 
to whether such information-technology driven knowledge has been 
all pervasive is not so easily obtainable. Is such technology easily 
available to the affluent student equally accessible to the student 
from a humble background? Is there actually any reason to presume 
that this lockdown which has already taken more toll on women will 
not further jeopardize education of the girl child in case of limited 
technological resources within the household? (Modi and Postaria, 
2020) Such questions need pondering as, in the event of failure to 
ensuring equality of education to all, the whole spirit guiding the 
idea of Sarva Siksha Mission, aiming at inclusive education, as 
well as that of Art. 14 and Art. 21(A) of the Indian Constitution, 
that of promising equality and universalizing primary education 
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would be negated. This is because over-dependence on privatized 
education has the potential of arresting the entry of meritorious but 
needy candidates, particularly in fields of higher scientific and other 
specialized fields of knowledge. In a recent survey, it has been seen 
that while 80% to 100% parents of children attending government 
schools have complained about non-deliverance of education, the 
figure stands at 59% for private school students (Malik, 2020). If 
such predicaments are not seriously addressed, could meritocracy 
then really be preserved in the long run? Additionally, it could lead 
to shrinkage in the demands for teachers as well, with one teacher 
teaching via the digital media acting as the substitute of many needed 
in actual brick and mortar institutions. While that would surely be a 
welcome change for the giant information technology corporations, 
will it be actually beneficial for the community of learners

Conclusion
From the above analysis, it could be said that, digital learning 
undoubtedly has the potential to reach out to a large number of 
students when they have been locked out of classroom learning. 
Yet, that opportunity has not been realized judiciously in India and 
a divide has been witnessed between students who have been able to 
benefit out of imparting of digital education and those who haven’t 
been that fortunate. As it is the promises of the rights to education 
and Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan have not been fully translated into 
reality. In addition to the already existing chasm, this digital divide 
is, in reality, reflective of the great socio-economic gulf that exists in 
India. Unless that gulf is narrowed, reaping the greatest benefit out 
of digital education for the greatest number of students would remain 
difficult.
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Abstract: As we already know that the COVID-19 pandemic has shaken 
the whole world. So, a great impact has fallen to every sector all over 
India. Hence, this chapter tries to discuss mainly the effect of this crisis on 
education and learners. Particularly the education sector in India has been 
affected very badly by the global pandemic. Many students life was much 
hampered and has fallen a very bad effect on student life. When students 
heard that all educational institution will be closed temporarily due to the 
spreading of such virus, around 320 million students face many problems 
because they are not able to attend school, college and university. Many 
students also shared their feeling of depression, stress, and anxiety as they 
are not able to contact with their school community. So, this piece of work 
considers that the sole responsibility of education is to build capacity of 
young minds to face the crisis effectively and to equip the learners with 
skills that will drive their knowledge, productivity & well-being in the 
decades to come and ensure the overall progress of our nation.

Keywords: COVID-19, Pandemic, Educational Sector, Depression, Stress, 
Anxiety.

Introduction 
Due to the spreading of COVID-19, several measures have been taken 
which affected the educational sector very much in India, because the 
state government has declared lockdown and began to follow physical 
distancing. For this reason, all educational institution has shifted to 
online learning to continue their studies at home. In India, over 1.5 
million schools have been closed due to COVID-19. Approximately 
1.077 billion students across the country are now affected due to the 
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closure of educational institutions. When all educational institutions 
have started online education, it is found that many students who 
were engaging in, online education, their attention has shifted away 
from this pandemic situation. Primary school’s students were mostly 
hampered in this pandemic. As school students mostly depended 
upon their school teachers only. They are well habituated to follow 
their school routine. So, it is very difficult for school going students 
to stay at home all the time. Because every day they spent most of 
the time with their peers and teachers only. It is really appears to 
be very shocking news for them. Social skills are also affected by 
this. One most important point is that Pre-Primary students are not 
well comfortable to continue their studies for long hours in front of 
their laptops, computer, and mobile phone. It is very difficult for kids 
to understand a lesson through online learning, as they understand 
better in a face to face learning. In that age, student’s brain is not so 
matured, that they can acquire all things in virtual learning. Many 
students who are appeared for the board exam, don’t even know 
when the tests exam will be held and how they will be prepared for 
the main exam. Many schools have reduced the syllabus, as it give a 
negative impact on the student’s future because they are not able to 
learn the whole syllabus properly. In the rural area of India, a severe 
impact has fallen on disadvantaged students – causing interrupted 
learning and child care problems. The learning gap has occurred on 
COVID-19 in middle and low-income families and children who were 
from economically disadvantaged families (Jadhav, V.R., Bagul, 
T.D., Aswale, S.R. 2020) [1]. Many girls living in rural isolated areas 
and transgender children were dropping out before they complete 
their studies, due to economic hardship caused by this crisis, that 
their parents are not able to educate their daughters. The dropout rates 
among SCs, STs, and OBCs are very high, especially in secondary 
education. It has found from a recent survey in west Bengal that child 
labour among school-going children has been increased by 105% due 
to closure of schools, as because to support their parents’ earning. 
Many parents have lost their work in COVID-19. Due to the closure 
of schools, remote learning is very challenging for many students in 
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India. Most of the marginalized children are not able to access the 
opportunities of e-learning. They do not have a proper mobile phone, 
electricity, and proper internet connection. For this reason, they do 
not get a proper interest in their studies. Another important thing is 
that, Mid-Day Meal, a very significant part of Indian children. As the 
school is closed the students will not get Mid-Day Meal. Most of the 
Indian children come to school from rural areas for getting this Mid-
Day Meal. Now in this time students are no longer have an interest 
in going to schools.

Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study are as follows –
i. To realize how COVID-19 has effected on the education system 

in India.
ii. To understand the Student’s Stress during Pandemic Situation.
iii. To realise the Students Life on Post COVID-19 Situation.

Review	of	related	literature

i. Duraku, Z. H. & Hoxha, L. (2020)[2], conducted the study on the 
impact of COVID-19 on higher education : a study of interaction 
among the students’ mental health, attitudes toward the online 
learning, their study skills, and changes in students’ life. The 
researcher(s) tries to highlight that how online learning has 
effected on higher education due to such pandemic situation. In 
this study, it has found that many students were feeling stress 
and anxiety towards online mode of learning. The researcher(s) 
used an exploratory mixed method design and set a questionnaire 
about student’s life, skills of a student and what was the exact 
levels of stress and anxiety regarding online learning. In this 
current study a convenience sample of (n=78) students were 
involved. Most of them were women student (n=71, 91%) who 
were pursuing their bachelor’s degrees (n=72, 92.3%); the 
average age of them was about 19.5 years (SD = 1.45). From the 
above report it has found that many students are feeling stress 
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and anxiety and also have some mild psychological problems. 
Due to pandemic situation, many students’ attention has been 
hampered but also an online learning has brought many changes 
on their attention also. And in such situation the teachers has 
given support to their students so that they can cope up with such 
situation. During such lockdown period, some major problems 
has been faced by the students that are – many students does 
not give their proper attention towards studies, the motivation 
of their studies plan is also decrease, in rural area many students 
does not have proper space or place at their houses for continue 
their online learning and students has to do a lot of assignments 
or project work through online.

ii. Grubic, N., Badovinac, S. & Johri, A. M. (2020)[3], conducted a 
study on ‘Student mental health in the midst of the COVID-19 
pandemic : A call for further research and immediate solutions’. 
With the new extraordinary global development of the 
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak, the growing issues 
of mental health which accompany this pandemic have rapidly 
compounded its burden of public wellbeing (Torales et al., 2020). 
In this study, it is found that in post-covid situation many general 
people are very depressed and anxious (Wang et al., 2020), many 
of them are in a fear at their health related problems also. Thus the 
researcher(s) intended to study that how to aware the individual 
life and a daily life routine of a student during such pandemic 
situation. The population was taken on the college students and 
their psychological stress and low academic performance. The 
findings of this study highlighted that there are different causes 
for student’s stress in post-covid situation. A proper proof must 
help the students for student-centered programs and also helps 
to relieve from negative impacts on students mental health and 
education. The researcher(s) also declared here that no potential 
conflicts of the interests are regarding the further research, 
authorship, and publication of this study.
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iii. Mukhtar, K., Javed, K., Arooj, M. & Sethi, A. (2020)[4], conducted 
a study on the advantages, Limitations and Recommendations 
for online learning during COVID-19 pandemic era. During 
this crisis of COVID-19 pandemic, the institutions in Pakistan 
have started the online learning. This study tried to explore that 
what was the merits, demerits and various recommendation 
regarding online learning according to all teachers and students 
during COVID-19. From March to April 2020 has started its 
survey. The sample was collected from the University College 
of Medicine and University College of Dentistry, Lahore. About 
12 faculty members and also along with their 12 students from 
these two university. For taking interview four focus groups 
were called and there were two each teacher’s members and 
students. The collected data were transcribed in verbatim and 
then thematically analyzed by using Atlas Ti. It was found in 
the course of study that there were some advantages regarding 
the remote and distance learning, accessibility, and comfort, 
while the limitations were involved inefficiency and difficulty 
in maintaining the overall academic integrity. In universities, it 
should have to encourage all teachers to create an easy lesson 
plan which would reduce the load of the students in the cognitive 
thinking and there should be always increased in interactivities of 
a student in such pandemic situation. In this study it has seen that 
the dental university and medical university has support to this 
online education and they also consider the different advantages 
on online mode of learning. And these two universities always 
support this type of learning and the students can easily cope 
up with such type of online mode of learning in such pandemic 
situation.

Impact on Higher Education Students
Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, a great impact has fallen on higher 
Education in India. Students did not even know when colleges and 
universities will open. It has created a very bad effect on students’ 
life. As the educational institutions are closed, many challenges 
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have to face by the stakeholders of an institution. Because in an 
educational institution there were various activities like examinations, 
admissions, and entrance tests are postponed. As entrance tests have 
been cancelled, many student’s life gets hampered, they are not 
able to take admission for higher studies in any institution. Another 
important challenge faced by the students is how they continue their 
studies on this pandemic situation, as they are no longer to be present 
physically in the institutions. On that situation, all Higher Education 
Institution has decided to continue their studies by online learning. 
In a very short time, all institutions have provided an online mode 
of education through different e-conferencing tools like Google-
Meet, Skype, Zoom, Teamlink, YouTube live and WebEx, etc; to 
give support to students. Many Post-Graduate students face problems 
in doing their dissertation work. They are not able to collect proper 
data from any place in such COVID-19 situation. It is very difficult 
for many students to collect data from ‘Google Forms’, as it may not 
give proper data unless they go to collect data to be physically present 
in that place only. In remote areas, the students are not able to submit 
their assignment work through e-mail because of very poor network 
connection and most of the student does not have a proper mobile 
phone also. The COVID-19 also affects the educational assessment 
system of students. Both internal and external assessments of all 
institutions have been cancelled. This cancellation of internal and 
external assessments has given a very negative impact on student’s 
life. Most of the institutions have arranged an internal assessment 
in online mode by using different e-conferencing tools. But it is not 
possible to arrange external assessment through online. So, it hampers 
student’s life very much for their future. This has also created anxiety 
among students. Similarly, many students are not able to apply for 
higher studies in other countries due to lockdown. In job recruitments 
many entrance tests have been cancelled which has created a very 
bad effect on students’ life. The pass-out students also may not get 
their jobs outside India, because now there was more restriction due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. For this reason, the unemployment rate 
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will increase. Now the interest in education may decrease because 
most people are struggling for getting food only.

Students Stress during Pandemic Situation

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused significant distress 
around the world. As the universities have suspended the classes 
and closure the campuses for safety reasons and sudden changes in 
students’ academic life and social life have to increase the mental 
stress of students. Students are not getting value from their education 
also. Social distancing and social isolation or quarantine have also 
increased the stress levels of students. These students who have 
financial problems due to COVID-19 are having some psychological 
problems. Many educational institutions have conducted online 
classes; this has created a very stressful life for students because of 
a certain transmission of a teaching-learning process. And it is very 
difficult for slow learners and economically disadvantaged students.

Students Life on Post COVID-19 Situation

COVID-19 has taught us how to adapt new norms, innovations, 
and tools faster in such a critical situation. Due to this pandemic, social 
distancing has forced to close down the universities and colleges and 
has resorted to virtual platforms. As all educational institutions have 
changed their ways of the teaching-learning process, there will be 
some impact on students.

So, some post-COVID-19 trends in Higher Education are as 
follows:-

Firstly, as all the educational institutions have been closed, so 
that they provide online learning, to continue their studies in the 
lockdown period. But these trends (online learning) is likely to be 
to continue in post-COVID-19 also. COVID-19 has learned all to 
accelerate the adoption of digital technologies. Now many students 
can handle technology very easily and learn many things about 
technology. All institution has now accepted both face-to-face 
learning and online learning.
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Secondly, personalized learning enables students to learn of their 
own choice. They are not confined to any specific area. The students 
can learn different contents from various sources and material to 
fulfil their demands and needs.

Thirdly, due to lockdown, many parents have lost their job. 
So it is difficult for them to afford money for education for their 
children. They cannot able to send their children to school anymore, 
so the students’ attendance will be decreased in the post-COVID-19 
situation.

Fourthly, to maintain social distancing in educational Institutions 
may have lesser students in the classroom. That’s why most institutions 
will run on different shifts each day. It will create more pressure on 
teachers and administrative staff to handle the institutions.

Fifthly, there may arise a gap between rural students and urban 
students. Because rural students cannot afford high-speed internet 
and proper gadgets for doing the online class. They are likely to 
suffer more than urban students.

Sixthly, due to the pandemic, there may be reduced mobility of 
National and International students. Many parents were happy that 
their son/daughter may continue their studies at home. Parents did 
not want for going to another country for studies in such a pandemic 
situation. Most of the International University has to deliver all 
educational activities online. So, it may decrease the movement of 
National and International students.

Seventhly, due to COVID-19, there will be more demand for 
Open and Distance Learning and Online learning, because to maintain 
a social distancing.

Eighthly, in India, most of the students take educational loans 
for doing Higher Education. If the employment market falls, then the 
students face a lot of problems and there will be an increase in stress, 
anxiety, and depression among students on how to take their loans.
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Ninthly, due to COVID-19, the unemployment rate may be 
increased. Many Indians have lost their jobs and returned home due 
to this situation. Now there is no recruitment in Government jobs and 
fresh graduates are in the face of fear to lose their jobs from a private 
firm. The fresh students may face a problem for getting into the job 
market.

Conclusion
As we have seen, COVID-19 has created a great problem for many 
students’ life in India. The first time the students are quite getting in 
trouble and didn’t understand how to cope up with this situation in 
the educational activities. We know that many students are not able 
to access e-learning opportunities. In remote areas, the students are 
not usually familiar with this technology. They have to face many 
problems during learning. The MHRD has taken different initiatives 
for students like – opening of various online sites, so that the students 
can learn on their home. Also provisions of some educational 
channels, to those students who did not know to access online portals, 
so they can continue their studies from home TV and Radio. This 
pandemic situation has given us a lesson that how to use a technology 
to introduce virtual learning in such situation.
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Abstract: The country is currently engaged in a fight against the novel 
corona virus (COVID-19). School college and university education are 
being adversely affected due to the lockdown implemented to curb the 
growing impact of the COVID-19 epidemic. In such a time, the only 
resource that educational institutions across the country are resorting to is 
that of functioning online education. The COVID-19 crisis resulted that 
the traditional classroom has a shift in online classes. Starting of online 
education is a big initiative and great job to our teacher and education 
administrator. But maximum students do not have e-device and some section 
of society have no capability to purchase it. The exact technique of using 
technology for e-education is unknown to many. Those who are able to take 
advantage of these online classes are also facing various difficulties during 
classes. Teachers and students had no training received for online classes 
before the online classes started. Students are not able to download their 
study materials due to lack of connectivity. Internet network and electricity 
problem is a big issue for online education in India. Rural students are facing 
the most difficulties. Subject difficulty is one more problem for the student’s 
on online education. Students do not understand subjects like math and 
science properly in e-education. The student is having trouble adapting to 
new technology-based learning. They are not able to pay proper attention to 
new online education. Students are unable to manage their new online time 
schedule for e-classes from home. They have no study plans for e- learning. 
Students are facing online abuse during online classes. Hackers are posted 
obscene images during the classes. Another new problem is arising among 
students after the online study started. The students are facing eye problems. 
Not only eye strain even students are affected mentally due to excess use 
of e- device.

Keywords: COVID-19, digital infrastructure, e-device, Internet 
connectivity, online education, problem of online education.
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Introduction 
Online Education is completely depended on the Internet system 
for teachers and students interaction and helps them basically. 
Online education helps a student as he or she wishes. He can turn 
anywhere with internet access. Online education is defined as a 
form of distance education that uses computer and the internet. In 
1991, the World Wide Web (WWW) unveiled, and the University 
of Phoenix becomes one of the first to offer online education 
programs through the internet. The definition of online learning is 
when we can learn our experience synchronous and asynchronous 
differently. The definition of online learning is when we can learn 
our experience in synchronous and asynchronous differently. In India 
online education is also started and booming in current times. Indira 
Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) in India is the largest 
university in the world with around 4 million students enrolled, most 
of whom currently receive education via online methods. Online 
learning is no longer just limited to colleges and universities. Right 
since primary and secondary school, online learning is gradually 
being incorporated into the curriculum. The recent COVID-19 
pandemic further illustrates the importance of online learning in 
today’s school system. All of us are now experiencing a critical time 
which we never thought before. There will be tremendous impact 
of the COVID-19 pandemic on health, education and economy all 
over the world including India. Educational institution across the 
country remain closed in the wake of corona virus pandemic. It has 
been over 6 months that all the schools, colleges, and universities are 
closed its doors due to COVID-19 threat. With closer of educational 
institutions, they have now turned to online classes. Online classes 
are now providing students a way to catch up on the lost classes due 
to prolonged lock down. However, attending classes on online has 
given rise to a host of problem, which most of the students are now 
facing.
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Discussion
There are many problems faced by students during online classes. 
Such as-

Adaptability:- Not everyone has the ability to adapt the new 
things. Students are facing a problem to adapting home based 
online learning which is far different from their normal school life. 
Students are lacking the atmosphere of the traditional classroom 
where their beautiful memories are kept. Students who have been 
always studying in the traditional classroom mindset are not able to 
focus on online platforms. It is important for them to accept the new 
learning environment with an open mind. Some e-device that students 
frequently used are Mobile phone, Laptop, Computer, Microphone & 
Dongle etc.

Computer	 Literacy:-	 Lack of student’s computer literacy is 
a major concern in online education in India. Many students have 
no basic idea about computer operation. They face difficulties with 
live classes, searching websites, and browsing study materials etc. 
As a result, they cannot communicate with their teacher properly. 
According to a survey conducted by the National Statistical Office 
(NSO) reports revealed that just 4% of the rural households and 23% 
in urban area having access to computer. Having access to computers 
in government schools will give school children a chance to adapt 
better and face the digital world, but most government schools are 
not equipped with such facilities. According to an ASER study 
conducted in 2018 in 596 government schools of 619 districts overall, 
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only 21.3% of the students have access to computers in their school. 
(ASER, 2018)

Table 1

Table 1 clearly indicates the urgent need for a digital literacy 
program in the country. National digital literacy mission (NDLM) 
has been updated with the vision to empower at least one person 
per household with crucial digital literacy skills by 2020. But the 
national digital literacy mission (NDLM)has barely touch 1.67 % of 
the population.

Time Management:- In traditional classes every school has 
proper time schedule. But in online classes there is no fixed time 
schedule. Students are unable to manage their new time schedule for 
online classes. They have no proper study plan for online education.

Student Engagement:- Most of the time students are not able 
to participate properly in online education compare two face to face 
classes. In online education specially lecture based classes feedback 
is missing. Many students are do not even approach teacher to clear 
their doubts. Classroom interaction is missing. There are some 
requirement to achieve online education through a good concentration 
and self motivation.

Lack	of	Connectivity:-	Suitable high-speed internet service is 
required for online classes. Overall efforts of online education are 
being hampered due to lack of internet or weak internet services. 
Students are become disconnected from the running classes due to 
network speed or out of network services. As a result, attention is 
being disrupted. Anxiety and annoying are being created among the 
students. We found about 72.60% respondents use mobile hotspots, 
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15.87% broadband, 9.68% Wi-Fi dongle at home respectively and 
about 1.85% had poor to no internet connectivity other hand 22 % of 
the respondents used multiple connections.

Fig	1:	Mode of internet services used by students in India

There is a problem plugging of connectivity among students 
in internet access. The information reveals that there are 3.02% 
cable cuts and 53.42% poor connectivity, 11.47% power cut issues, 
32.09% signal issues faced in home broadband. and another in mobile 
hotspots 40.18% faced poor connectivity, 3.19% faced power issues 
and 56.63% faced signal issues.

Fig	2:	Problems plaguing connectivity for studentsin India
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According to respondents who used internet 53.49% faced poor 
connectivity and 46.51% faced signal issues. And Wi-Fi dongle 
user 43.3.% faced poor connectivity, 9.23% faced power issues and 
47.47% faced signal issues. Lack of access of internet connectivity 
and other signal issues problems the respondents faced major trouble.

Electricity	Facilities:-	There are many houses and schools where 
electricity has not reached till now. As a result, online education is not 
possible in those houses and schools. The 7th and 8thsurvey of AISHE 
(All India School Education Survey) regarding the percentage of 
electricity connection in primary, upper primary, secondary, higher 
secondary schools areshown in the chart given below. From the chart 
it can be found that electricity connection in schools in rural areas is 
very poor.

Fig	3:	Availability of Electricity Connection

Source: 8th_AISES_Concise_Report from: ncert.nic.in

Subject Difficulties:- Not all subjects are equally easy or 
difficult for everyone. In most cases subjects like math or science 
cannot be understood clearly unless they are doing practically. What 
is easily understood through student teacher face-to-face interaction 
in the classroom that is not clearly understood in the online learning? 
Absence of opportunities of collaborative learning and teacher-
supervision sometime it makes complicated even easy subjects. 
Students are failed to access of learning science and performing art 
with online education. As it is a screen based learning type so some 
restriction will occur to perform practical classes.
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Self-Determination:- Students start losing interest once they 
find difficulty in learning.Without self-discipline or motivation 
students can fall behind in studies on online education mode. 
Sometimes students can feel lonely without school environment 
situation. It requires motivation to complete tasks and engage 
students with their learning. In online classes students are missing 
basic three human needs autonomy, competence, and relatedness. 
Students are more likely to learn and succeed in school when they 
are intrinsically motivated by their need for competence then when 
they are extrinsically motivated by teacher parents or the grading 
system. Self-determination is doubly important for children in special 
education and those with disabilities. Self-determination is generally 
the goal for individuals. Both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is 
highly influential of our behavior and both drive us to meet the three 
basic needs identified by the self-determination theory (SDT) mode.

Lack	of	trained	Teacher:-	As education is going online teachers 
are being asked to teach their students from home. Some teachers 
are not aware of online learning. They are not familiar with the new 
format of education. They are not well trained for online learning. 
Actually,this pandemic situation came in suddenly. Training for 
online classes are not provide by government before this COVID-19 
crisis. As online education is basically technology based learning 
so special training is needed for better learning activities. Many 
students are proficient in using various apps and websites very well. 
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But in many cases, they are not able to fathom the potential of the 
app. For example, children use WhatsApp, Instagram or Facebook 
to post images or videos but never think of using it for their projects. 
It is the responsibility of the teacher to help students use their digital 
knowledge appropriately. Now government is taking some initiative 
to online teachers training for online learning.West Bengal school 
education department has published their training model of online 
education on their website. DIKSHA and SWAYAM both platforms 
can helps a students properly and others structure of e-learning 
platforms will be updated.

Student Engagement:- Most of the time students are do not able 
to participate properly in online education. Some students are foundto 
be less engaged in online classes compared to traditional classes. In 
online education specially lecture based classes feedback is missing. 
Many schools are in a hurry to complete the syllabus. They have 
no importance to student’s engagement in learning process. Students 
are not proper communicating with their teacher to understanding 
subject’s complexity. Many students are do not even approach 
teacher to clear their doubts. Classroom interaction is totally missing 
in online education process.

Assessment Problem:- There is a limited number of resources 
available to conduct and online examination in India. The online 
education system is nothing but a type of screen based learning 
system which limited the students’ activity. NIOS, NITs, IGNOU, 
CIET, NEFT such type of institution are doing well for digital 
learning in India. Some government bodies, school board andNTA 
(National Testing Agency) will work on designing a new assessment 
framework. The new Framework will design to examine the 
performance of the students as per the updated standard of online 
education.But these are all national or state level projects. At the 
moment it is still a matter of concern how all the school and college 
level student’s academic progress will be assessed online.

Family	 Disturbance	 and	 Violence	 Against	 Children:-	 As 
daily lives and communities are upended by COVID - 19, concern is 
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mounting that violence against children may increase. Children with 
a history of abuse may find themselves even more vulnerable, both 
at home and online and many experience more frequent and severe 
acts of violence. Others may be victimized for the first time. Many 
have lost their present job due to covid-19 situation. The economic 
condition of many families has become very badly affected due to 
the pandemic crisis. Family unrest is increasing day by day. It is 
becoming impossible for students to study online from home. During 
the current crisis of covid-19 domestic violence and violence against 
children are increasing. The UNICEF report is alarming to us. 1.8 
billion Children live in the 104 countries where violence prevention 
and response services have been disrupted due to COVID-19.

Fig	4:	Percentage distribution of countries by whether or 
not they have reported a disruption in any services related 

to violence against children, total and by region

Percentage distribution of countries by whether or not they have 
reported a description in any services related to violence against 
children (VAC) total and by region. South Asia has the highest 
proportion of countries reporting service disruptions, followed by 
Eastern Europe and Central Asia.It is important to call attention to 
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immediate and long-term measures that need to be put in place to 
ensure the safety and well-being of children are amidst the pandemic’s 
socio-economic fallout.

Online Abuse:- Online classes have become vulnerable to cyber 
criminals who open post obscene, vulgar and abusive content during 
lectures. Hackers sneaked online classes and video - conferencing 
software and displayed obscene videos on the screen and threatened 
the students and teachers. This type of cyber-crime is increasing 
day by day. As a result, teachers had to suspend the online classes. 
A renowned school in Kolkata was recently facing by this type of 
hacking. Karnataka government issued an order banning live online 
classes up to class 5. Some apps are not safe and secure for video - 
conferencing. Recently government of India had banned some unsafe 
apps.

Physical Problems:- Students are facing eye problem and online 
classes are even affecting themmentally. Parents have complained 
of their children facing strain in their eyes as they spent hours in 
front of laptops or mobile phones. Many children have complained 
of increased eyestrain after online classes started. Parents are now 
left helpless as this is the only way their children can be educated in 
the current situation. Eye strain is not only the problem which arising 
due to online classes. Health complications including obesity, back 
pain and lack of social skills could be the other long-term effects of 
excessive screen time.

Conclusion
If we increase the infrastructure in terms of technology in India then 
we ensure sound delivery of online classes to students across the 
country. We cannot ignore all these problems. Education is children 
right, so all students need to ensure their education. Government and 
educational institutions need to play a positive role in the COVID-19 
situation. We need to be more responsible during this pandemic crisis 
so that there is no educational crisis and no inequality is created among 
the students. Without denying the importance of online education it 
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is necessary to make arrangements so that all students have equal 
access to online education.
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Abstract: COVID-19 has direct or indirect effects on the global economy 
and every sectors around the world like agriculture sector, industrial 
sector, trade and transport sector, tourism sector and badly effects on 
education sector. During the lockdown phase students are very hampered 
due to schools, colleges and universities become closed, class suspended 
and examination and entrance test were postponed in every educational 
institutions. COVID 19 has paralyzed every area of daily life. During 
this pandemic situation education sector has been fighting to survive for 
overcome the critical period. Every challenge open a new opportunity. 
Higher education has many possibilities and challenges during the COVID 
19. The main objective this paper is finding out or highlights the positive 
and negative impact of online education; to enlighten various steps taken 
by the government of India for smoothly running the education and 
some appropriate or valid suggestions to improve accessibility of online 
education in the remote area in India.
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Introduction 
We are passing through a very tough and unpredictable phase in our 
life causes of COVID-19 pandemic. COVID-19 has paralyzed every 
area of daily life. COVID-19 has change substantially, the way we 
live. The impact of covid19 pandemic is observed in every sector 
around the world. The education sector of India as well as world is 
badly affected by this. If we look at COVID19 in India, the first case 
was reported on 30 January 2020 in state of Kerala, Thrissur district 
and the affected has a travel history from Wuhan China (Rawat and 
mukesh, 2020). March 11 2020 WHO declared covid 19 as a pandemic. 
The first death due to COVID-19 was reported in India on march 12 
2020. After the observing the corona virus pandemic situation the 
WHO advices to maintain social distances as first prevention step. 
(ET Health world .com on march 13, 2020 and Times of India . com 
March 20 .2020), so every country started the action of lockdown to 
separated the containment people. The education sectors including 
Schools, colleges and universities become closed, class suspended 
and Examination of School, college, university including entrances 
test were postponed indefinitely. Thus the lockdown destroyed the 
schedules of every student, more then 32 corer student suffer from 
lockdown to causes of covid19 pandemic in India and 14crores of 
primary and 13 crores of secondary student very much suffer from 
covid19 pandemic(UNESCO). Many newly emerged bushing issue 
start at us. Attempts are being made to deal with pandemic situation 
in other way over the country as well as the world. In live with covid 
era many alternatives will be forced to develop to substitute the 
old style of functioning of man machine and knowledge. Field of 
education too cannot insulate itself from such alternatives and drastic 
change is taking places. The year 1985 heralded the digitalising of 
education in India by the central government. Digital India project 
have been supporting Education in a big way. Though being the most 
literate state and the has beinges of many change in Education. Every 
challenge opens up a new opportunity. Higher Education has many 
possibility and challenge during the keep social distance period. 
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India is one of the largest nations with many geographical variations 
which make the leasing process a difficult proposition in the period 
but online classes using various platform offer big opportunity to 
reach out student in remote location. Virtual class room have already 
become a popular reality, But online education has its own limitation 
too. Thus COVID-19 has created many challenge and opportunities 
for education Institution.

Objectives

1. To highlights various positive, It is impacts on online education 
during COVID-19 pandemic situation.

2. To find out some negative impacts on online education during 
COVID-19 pandemic situation.

3. To enlighten various steps taken by Govt. of India for education 
sector during this pandemic.

4. To give some suggestions to Improve Accessibility of online 
Education in remote area in India.

Methodology
This study is based on secondary data. Data and information collected 
from Ministry of Education, Govt. of India, Digital Education Report, 
June 2020, Govt. Of India and various papers, Articles, journals, 
Reports etc.

Discussion

Positive impact on online education during covid19 pandemic 
situation
•	 Blended	 Learning	 Approached:	 During Lockdown, mode 

of learning is Blended learning. It encouraged all teachers and 
students to become more technology expertises and may want 
to continue online pedagogies as a result of all this, that’s really 
exciting. It is rebalancing the mixture between face to face and 
online learning. This learning process gives access large number 
of learners at a time.
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•	 Quality	 Teaching	 and	 Widely	 used	 Teaching	 Learning	
Material: Situation of COVID 19 reflect on Education sector. 
Teachers prepared there Learning Design by different types of 
Morden technology and methods. During this situation, students 
and parents have to access to that large world.

•	 This	 crisis	 will	 help	 us	 come	 together	 across	 boundaries:	
Unity is the true identity of power in the country. It is an 
opportunity for the education sector to united, better connection 
across countries and continents and truly share what work in a 
global way, any work through together from this crisis.

•	 Increasing	Digital	Literacy:	The COVID 19 situation forcing 
the learners and educators adopt digital technology and parallels 
increasing the digital literacy.

•	 Perfect	time	management:	In this pandemic situation students 
are able to freely mange their daily learning scheduled in a 
perfect manner.

•	 World	Wide	 Experience:	Educators and learners are getting 
opportunities to interact with peers from around the world. 
Learners adapted to an international community.

• Increasing	 the	 demand	 for	 Open	 and	 Distance	 Learning	
(ODL): During the COVID 19 situation most of the students 
demand for ODL mode because it built self learning and access 
more opportunities to learn from different resources.

Negative impact on online education during COVID-19 pandemic 
situation
1.	 Limited	 feedback	 of	 student:	 In traditional class rooms, 

teacher’s can give students immediate face-to-face feedback. 
Students who are experiencing problems in the curriculum can 
resolve them quickly and directly either during the lecture or 
during the dedicated office hours. Personalized feedback has 
a positive impact to students, as it makes learning processes 
easier, richer, and more significant all the while raising the 
motivation levels of the students. E-learning, on the other hand, 
still tends to struggle with student feedback; students completing 
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regular assessments become dissatisfied when they experience 
a lack of personalized feedback. The traditional methods of 
providing students feedback don’t always work in an E-learning 
environment and because of this, online education providers 
are forced to look towards alternative methods for providing 
feedback, providing students feedback in an online settling is 
still a relatively unresearched topic area, and it might take a 
while for any specific strategies to become filly research-based 
and proven to be effective.

2.	 Social	 Isolation:	 The e-learning methods currently practiced 
in education trend to make participating students. Under go 
contemplation, remoteness and a lack of interaction. As a result 
many of the students and teachers who inevitably spend much 
of their thyme online can start experiencing signs of social 
isolation, due to the lack of human communication in their lives. 
Student faces the gap of communication, due to this causes they 
also chances to attack several mental issues like stress, anxiety 
and negative thoughts.

3.	 Online	 instructors	 tend	 to	 focus	 on	 theory	 rather	 than	
practice: One of the mostly Negative impacts on online 
education is, actually focus on theory based education. Student 
very much deprived on their practice in this education system. 
Basically, students are not fulfilling their practical work in this 
education system.

4.	 Unprepared	for	online	education:	Online education is the one 
of the special kind of methodology in education system. But in 
Indian education system, the some teacher and student both not 
ready to online education system better the face-to-face learning. 
Thus, most of the teachers are just conducting lectures on video 
platforms such as Zoom, Google meet, which may not be real 
online learning in the absence of a dedicated online platform 
specifically designed for the purpose.

5.	 Not	assessable	for	online	class:	The student of Backward region 
in India not asses or poorly asses online class because internet 
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facility vary much poor to other area, so student of in this area 
does not online class facility.

Initiatives of central government on education during COVID-19

To the present covid-19 situation Union government and State 
Governments are taken major initiatives for continue the education 
during lockdown period. The union government announced a 
countrywide lock-down of all educational institutions on 16 
March 2020.The Central government postponed different types of 
examination related to Secondary and higher Secondary. Due to 
COVID out brake the education sector including schools, colleges 
and universities became closed. Online learning is the best solution 
during this pandemic COVID-19 situation (Pravat, 2020b). So, the 
digital India vision of the government is play vital tool for solving the 
present situation due to COVID-19.In the Crisis situation Government 
of India and states Government adopted different types of Programme 
and technology including online portals and educational channels 
through Direct to Home TV, Radios for students to continue learning. 
During lockdown students are using e-platforms or e-medium like 
Zoom, Google meet, WhatsApp, Telegram, Youtube live etc for 
online teaching learning system.
 DIKSHA	 (Digital	 Infrastructure	 for	 Knowledge	 Sharing): 

Diksha is a mobile application or web-portal which is made 
in India and made for India. It is the ‘One Nation, One Digital 
Platform’ for school education in India. The Diksha portal 
launched by the honourable Vice-President of India Shri M 
Venkaiah Naidu on Sept 5th, 2017.It is the national platform 
for school education available from all states and central 
government for class 1 to 12.This is the web portal useful 
for Students, Teachers and Parents aligned to the curriculum 
including Worksheets, Textbooks and Video lessons and 
assessments etc. Diksha can be accessed by learners and teachers 
across the country and currently supports 18 languages and the 
various curricula of NCERT, CBSC and SCERTs across India. 
This portal has more than 80000 e-books for class 1 to 12 created 
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by CBSC, NCERT is multiple Languages. During the lockdown 
period these contents have been accessed nearly 215 million 
times.

Source: India Report, Digital Education, June 2020

 E-Pathshala: The e-textbooks can be accessed using e-pathshala 
web portal or mobile application. The e-pathshala using by 
teachers, students, teacher educators and parents. It including 
more than 377 e-text books( class 1 to 12) and 3500 pieces 
of audio and 2000 videos developed by NCERT in the public 
domain in various language like Hindi, English, Sanskrit and 
Urdu.

 National	 Repository	 of	 Open	 Educational	 Resources	
(NROER): NROER is open storehouse of e-content for teachers, 
students, parents and teacher educators. Its curriculum made for 
learners’ grade 1 to 12.It has nearly 17500 pieces of e-contents 
of NCERT including401 collections, 2779 documents, 1345 
interactive, 1664 audios, 2586 images and 6153 videos on 
different languages.

 SWAYAM: SWAYAM stand for “Study Webs of Active-
Learning for Young Aspiring Minds” is an Indian Massive Open 
Online Course (MOOC) platform. SWAYAM is an initiative 
of Ministry Of Education, Government of India under Digital 
India for Online free web course. It was launched on 9th July, 
2017 by the Honourable President of India. SWAYAM has 
been collaboration of MHRD (Ministry Of Human Resource 
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Development) and AICTE (All India Council for Technical 
Education) with the help of Microsoft. This Online web course 
is available for Class 9 till post-graduation in all subjects 
including engineering, humanities and social sciences, law and 
management courses. The faculties of this Platform are centrally 
funded institutes like IITs, IIMs, and IISERs etc to teach students. 
According to SWAYAM there are 203 partnering institutes, 
2,748 completed courses, 12,541,992 student enrollment, 
915,538 exam registrations, and 654,664 successful certificates 
(Wikipedia).

 Access Through Tv Channels- Swayam Prabha Tv Channels: 
Swayam Prabha is significant learning tools for those who do not 
access the internet connect at home. According to Ministry of 
Human Resource Development (MHED), SWAYAM PRABHA 
is a group of 32 DTH channels devoted to telecasting of high-
quality educational programmes on 24X7 basis using the GSAT-
15 satellite.It is applicable for school students (9 to 12 grade) and 
Higher Education including Under Graduation, Post Graduation, 
Engineering, Law, Agriculture etc. The channels are uplinked 
from BISAG, Gandhinagar. The contents are provided by 
NPTEL, IITs, UGC, CEC, IGNOU, NCERT and NIOS. The 
INFLIBNET Centre maintains the web portal.

	 ON	AIR:	Radio broadcasting is useful to those students are lived 
in remote area and no access the internet cost. It is especially for 
students of class 1 to 5 grade. For NIOS 9 to 12 classes more than 
250 Community Radio Stations have also been used to broadcast 
content. Shiksha Vani is a radio broadcasting effectively learning 
platform by CBSC (Central Board of Secondary Education) for 
the students of 9 to 12 grades. Shiksha Vani contains over 430 
pieces audio for the all subjects of class 1 to 12.

	 For	The	Differently-Abled:	One DTH channel is effectively 
learning tool for specifically for hearing impaired students in 
sign language. For visually and hearing impaired students, study 
material has been developed in Digitally Accessible Information 
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System (DAISY) and in sign language; both are available on 
NIOS website/ YouTube.

Suggestions

• Online programs should be designed in such a way that they are 
creative, interactive, relevant, student-centered, and group-based 
(Partlow & Gibbs, 2003).

• Institutions must focus on pedagogical issues and emphasize 
collaborative learning, case learning, and project-based learning 
through online instructions (Kim & Bonk, 2006).

• Lack of shortage internet connectivity, no electricity, poor 
infrastructure and other related problems are still needed to be 
addressed in remote village areas for a convenient access of 
quality education to students.(author’s view)

• In the remote area where internet accessibility is very poor 
that effects on each and every student cannot attend the online 
class in the same time. So, government taken steps for balanced 
between synchronous and asynchronous learning in this region.

• Government take necessary steps to development the computer 
knowledge in back word region, basically in school, college, 
and university level student in India, It is help to the connected 
online class, virtual meeting, webinar etc.

• Government give free off cost Android mobile phone basically 
poor students and those students are no mobile phone or other 
android devices.

• Create a technical tem, they improve the use of android mobile 
phone or other android devices to the backward student, How to 
connected the online class. In primary level student, If they not 
use the android mobile phone then try to improve use of android 
phone of there parent in back word region.

• Improve the network accessibility and provide the free of cost 
internet facility to remote area.
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• Development to the online educational instrument of village 
level educational institution.

Conclusion
Every sector of India is effected by the COVID-19. Mostly Education 
Institutes are badly affected during lockdown. In this critical situation 
Government of India and different stakeholders of education have 
taken Open and Distance learning (ODL) by adopting different digital 
technologies to cope up with the present crisis of COVID-19. The 
main focus of educational Institutes is to strengthen their knowledge 
and Information Technology infrastructure to be ready for facing like 
the situation COVID-19.

If the COVID-19 situation is longer then urgent need to take 
efforts on maximum utilisation of online platforms. India should 
develop creative strategies to ensure that all children must have 
sustainable access to learning during pandemic COVID-19. As 
online education is benefiting learners immediately and it should be 
continued after lockdown.
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Abstract: The state of complete emotion and physical well-being is health. 
WHO (1948) state ‘health is a state of complete physical, mental and social 
well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity’. The broad 
type of health is physical that mean physical or bodily functions or activity of 
working in peak level and mental health is denoted as well while emotional, 
social and psychological activity are well being. The virus means poisons 
contain nucleic acid DNA or RNA and an envelope of protein coat. The 
viruses also grow in only host cell while their living activities are noted. 
The corona virus disease -19 or COVID -19 is a viral infectious disease by 
corona virus spreads by droplet of mouth and nose of infected persons, and 
it’s grow in throat and infects the target organ lungs including alveoli cells. 
The infected persons characterized by fever, dry cough, tiredness, sore 
throat, diarrhea, conjunctivitis, headache, loss of taste or smell and serious 
symptoms are shortness of breath, chest pain, loss of speech or movement 
and death may occurs. Total death recorded approximately 71,642 in India, 
in West Bengal this number is approximately 3,562, and the number of 
death in Purba Medinipur district is 11 till the early month of September, 
2020. There is no proper treatment with co-vaccine, vaccine or medicine 
till now. There is best treatment is health awareness, at that time the simple 
some factors or process can prevent this pandemic situation as well as 
prevent the spreading of infections of corona virus. These are maintain of 
social distance or physical distance (at least 1 meter), use of clean musk, 
hand sanitizer repeatedly, use of shop and water for hand wash, avoid the 
touch your hand in mouth and nose, avoid smoking, etc. If any mention 
symptoms are found must be appointed with Physician. The lockdown can 
stop the spread this infections, but it can hampered the others activities 
of human lifestyle, the health awareness include maintain social distance 
and use of shop, hand sanitizer depress the spread the infections that must 
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may be best suppressant of pandemic. This article surrounds about cause, 
symptoms, immunity and preventive measure of COVID-19 and there 
health awareness is the best keyword.

Keywords: COVID-19, Health awareness, Treatment, Symptom, Social 
distance.

Introduction 
The virus composed by nucleoprotein and capsid of protein envelope, 
while the virus contain nucleic acid DNA then it is called DNA virus, 
similarly virus contain nucleic acid RNA then it called RNA virus. 
The virus has both characters while in host or in living body then 
they only can replicate their nucleic acid and forms new virus cells 
but when they in outside of living body there is no replication process 
is noted. In last 2019, a respiratory disease has been first identify in 
Wuhan city of China that cause a virus known as coronavirus has 
symptoms similar to severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) 
and middle east respiratory syndrome. The virus infections rapidly 
spread in different countries through droplet of moth or nose and in 
early March 2020 the number of infected persons more than 90000 
in world and death approximately 3100, the WHO declare pandemic 
situation for COVID-19 or SARS-coV-2 (U.S. Department of Health 
& Human Services, 2020). The coronavirus which contain RNA 
and its target organ for infection in lung include alveoilar cells of 
human. The corona virus can produce four proteins by their genome 
are nucleocapsid, membrane, spike, envelop protein, out of the 
nucleocapsid protein very active, attached to RNA of the virus, helps 
in replication process of the virus by which the no of the virus is 
rapidly increase (Viral Zone, 2020). The target organ of the virus 
is lung include type 2 bronchiolar cell, there reduced the activity of 
ACE -2 or angiotensin converting enzyme 2 which is important for 
treatment of severe acute respiratory syndrome or SARS. The large 
numbers of virions are released from the infected cells by exocytosis 
and attack the neighboring cells that results the infected cells as 
well as infected lung loss the functional activity as well as gaseous 
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exchange, oxygen deliver to tissues are decrease then fever, shortness 
of breath, cough etc common symptoms may appear ultimately death 
occurs.

Symptoms of COVID-19
The symptoms of COVID-19 may appear within 2 – 14 days after 
entering the virus into in to body. There is large numbers of symptoms 
e.g. fever, cough, tiredness, shortness of breath etc are common, 
others symptoms are sore throat, headache, chest pain, weakness, 
etc. The physiologically or clinically illness persons e.g. cancer, 
COPD, coronary heart disease or CHD, obesity, type-2 diabetes, low 
immunity etc has more trends for infections by COVID-19 and there 
is more death rate is recorded. In China, 4% children are severely 
suffering with COVID – 19. Most of infected patients show the fever, 
cough and then others clinical symptoms appear. WHO reported over 
30.6 million peoples is infected with COVID – 19 and 950000 people 
death in world (CDC, 2020).

Immunity with COVID-19
The immunity is protection system against the antigen or foreign 
particles, due to cause of low immunity, there is more chance 
infections or diseases in body. The in born type immunity or innate 
immunity and after born the developed immunity is acquired 
immunity, the acquired immunity dividing into cell mediated and 
humeral immunity is developed by T and B lymphocyte respectively. 
The T cell or T lymphocyte is of two types are CD8+ T-cell or 
cytotoxic T-cell and CD4+ T-cell or helper T-ell. The experimental 
report shows that COVID-19 infected person is recover while CD4+ 
T-cell and CD8+ T-cell number 100% and 70% respectively (WHO, 
August 2020). The hard immunity persons have fewer tendencies to 
infect with COVID-19.

Food	stuffs	with	COVID-19
The immunity can be increased by intake of fresh foods, food stuffs 
contain vitamin – C, E and zinc enriched e.g. food lemon, green 
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vegetables, orange, cabbage, tomato, guava, food egg, fish, milk, 
cod-liver oil, butter, cereals etc and Zn contain food wheat germ, 
meats, shellfish, pumpkin seeds, fruits, vegetables, mushroom, 
spinach, dark chocolate etc. For the good health intake of appropriate 
energy with fresh vegetables, fresh food and regular exercise is very 
important, there is tendency of disease is decreased, immunity is 
high though maintain of plasma cholesterol level, sugar level, lipid 
profile etc (Narayana Health, 2nd April 2020). There is large numbers 
of food stuffs which increase immunity as well as may preventive the 
infections by corona virus.

Management of COVID-19
There is most powerful way for prevention of spread of COVID-19 
is lockdown, through which it is possible to prevention of spread 
performed in Indian and other some countries, but there are so 
many problems in populations that are more economical problem, 
social problem, educational problem etc. The pandemic situation 
by COVID 19 in 2020 has effects in socio-economic-education 
problem. There is large numbers of production house, plant are close 
that results many numbers of labors or stuffs are discharge from job, 
their family members are suffering with starvation. The maintain of 
social distance or physical distance in outdoor of home for every 
individual is important that prevent the rapid spread of the infections. 
Now time use of musk and hand sanitizer is latest preventive way and 
with wash hand by use of shop and water. When the co-vaccine or 
vaccine will success able acting in human in prevention of COVID-19 
available in health center then the condition totally recover but socio-
economic-education problem recover time is more long able get the 
previous in all condition. There is require for prevention of infection 
from affected person to healthy individual health awareness, health 
education e.g. know about immunity enhancing foods, intake of 
vitamin and mineral enriched food stuffs, symptoms, preventive 
ways e.g. use of musk and hand sanitizer, maintain physical distance 
in outdoor etc for COVID-19.
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Health awareness with COVID – 19
There are two major types of disease in a community e.g. communi-
cable disease which is spread from infected person to healthy 
individual such as 2019-nCoV, ebola, hepatitis – B & A, sexually 
transmitted disease (STD), rabies, tuberculosis etc cause of pathogen 
viruses, bacteria, fungi and non-communicable which are not spread 
form one person to another such as cardiovascular disease, coronary 
heart disease, thalassemia, anemia, hemophilia, cancer, diabetes etc 
which can cause of unhealthy lifestyle, genetically disturbance etc 
(ACPHD, 2020 & Judith Marcin, 2018). The known disease has 
more preventive way that is awareness e.g. if the cause of disease 
and prevention is already discover then it can be more preventable 
via social awareness. The corona virus is rapidly spread via touch, 
droplets of nose and mouth cavity, by maintain social distance 
(Minimum 1 meter) it is not spreadable. There must be requiring 
treatment in home isolation with normal or medium symptoms with 
COVID -19 so that the infection not spread to others members of the 
family or persons of the community.

Conclusion
There are so many hazards of the COVID-19 infected persons and 
large number of death is record. The pandemic situation caused by 
COVID -19 has not proper treatment as well as proper medicine, 
vaccine till now, it is treated by parallel like the treatment of 
pneumonia, fever, malaria etc, now a day’s plasma therapy which 
contain specific antibody against corona virus is present, in severe 
situation oxygen therapy is mandatory, but the spread of the infection 
is prevented only by some awareness and maintain the some points 
e.g. use of musk, sanitizer, shop with water and maintain physical 
distance.
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Abstract: Background : The global COVID-19 pandemic caused by 
SARS-Cov-2 has unprecedentedly brought an irreversible crisis in all 
walks of life. It has clutched the education sector and overthrown around 
1.52 billion students to a new learning crisis. Purposes : The focus of the 
study is to examine the current status of online education in India. It intends 
to underscore the emerging issues and concerns of e-learning across the 
country. Besides, the study also purports to suffice certain crucial steps 
and managerial strategies for better online learning. Design and Methods : 
This is a qualitative study in approach and different newspapers and 
pertinent views and findings were analyzed and presented in thematic 
sequences. Results : The results showed that shifting to online education 
got momentum in India amidst the pandemic. Both central and state 
governments have taken several initiatives and strategies such as Swayam 
Prabha, e-pathshala, VidyaDaan, SMILE, KITE’s Victers TV channel, and 
Ghar Se Padhao Abhiya, etc. to boost online education across the country. 
Educational institutions are endeavoring to enable students to access online 
education using various online networking applications e.g. WhatsApp, 
Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Classroom, and Skype, etc. Nevertheless, 
the study has revealed some general as well as teachers and teaching-
related issues of online education i.e. digital outreach, lack of digital 
infrastructure, issue of digital immigrants, poor learning engagement, 
drift in student-teacher relationships, issue of all-round development of 
students’ personality, and the lack of educative parental supports at home, 
etc. Besides, to minimize the issues, the study has also sufficed details on 
certain measures include stimulus economic packages for rural institutions, 
building locality-based management systems, developing content 
communication skills, preparing enriched course designs, connected 
presentation style, helping slow learners, developing students’ socio-
emotional aspects, and establishing home-school online partnerships, etc. 
Conclusion : In closing, it is convinced that digital learning has emerged 
as the most effective alternative to ensure the “learning never stop” amidst 
the on-going isolation crisis. So, governments and educational stakeholders 
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must be collaborated to address all those emerging issues and concerns of 
online education. They must try to employ all types of available technologies 
and resources to ensure effective online education during pandemic times.

Keywords: COVID-19, Digital Outreach, Home-School Online 
Partnerships, North-East India, Online Teaching, Students’ Online 
Engagement.

Introduction 
The global COVID-19 pandemic caused by SARS-Cov-2 has brought 
an irreversible learning crisis in the educational sector. According to 
UNESCO, the outbreak has wreaked havoc to conventional face-to-
face classroom learning in more than 165 countries and stranded over 
1.52 billion students at home (UNSDG, 2020). In a bid to adjust to the 
crisis and to ensure classes to remain continued to students, the digital 
classroom has emerged as the most significant alternative option 
before the academic stakeholders. On the flip side, India has one of 
the world’s largest educational sectors. The All India Educational 
Survey (AIES, 2002) revealed that the country has over 1.3 million 
recognized schools including primary, upper primary, secondary, 
and senior secondary schools (DESDP-NCERT, 2006). Also, the 
UGC reports (2017) that the country has over 789 universities, 
37,204 colleges, and 11,443 stand-alone institutions. As per the 
report of UNESCO, the coronavirus crisis has put over 320 million 
Indian students into unfortunate adversity (Jain, 2020). Following 
the endorsement from the international body like UNESCO to the 
national body like the Ministry of HRD, the millions of schools and 
higher educational institutions have shifted their physical classrooms 
online to ensure ‘learning never get disrupted’ for the learners 
amidst the isolation crisis. The country’s endeavor to switching off 
the offline classroom to digital space with its supportive systems 
has caused a paradigm shift in the formal education systems. The 
digital enabling online teaching is democratic and can be accessible 
even beyond geographical barriers. It edges over the traditional 
classroom especially in aspects of facilitating home-based learning 
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opportunities for learners in times of the country-wide lockdown. It 
is now playing a crucial role in building fundamental life skills and 
providing learning experiences to young adolescence at home.

India is relatively a young nation with more than 50% of the total 
population is youth. It has about 243 million adolescents aged between 
14 and 19 years (UNICEF, 2011). This is a stage of great importance 
for students as it is critical for personality development. Education 
being an incredible pillar of the nation is fostering students’ human 
capital to social capital to psychological capital. The pro-ICT-based 
initiatives taken by both central and state governments for teaching 
and learning are appreciable amidst this coronavirus pandemic. 
However, these steps seem to fail to ensure learning ‘anytime from 
anywhere’. The experts those work at UNESCO and WHO have 
also expressed concerns over the digital elimination of economically 
disadvantaged student communities. Besides, the inferences from 
secondary data have also revealed certain intrinsic limitations 
of online teaching like issues related to digital equity, internet 
penetration, digital infrastructures, instructional designs, students’ 
online discipline, learning engagement, teacher-taught relationships, 
online assessment, non-cognitive developments of students, and so 
on. Many questions have also aroused in teachers’ minds, from how 
to start online classes to make use of available e-resources to creating 
a supportive learning environment. In this context, the present study 
endeavors to address all these emerging issues in education in the 
times of the pandemic and to suffice certain necessary steps to cope 
with the problems.

Objectives of the Study
The focus of the present study is to examine the current status of 
online teaching in India. It aims to understand the different issues 
and concerns about online education. Besides, the present study also 
intends to suffice certain steps and strategies required to make the on-
going digital classrooms effective during pandemic times.
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Methods of the Study
The present study is descriptive in approach. It used twenty-two 
references ranging from different newspapers, pertinent views to the 
various findings of existing studies. The articles that are pertinent 
to the inclusion-exclusion criteria set following the objectives of 
the study have only been included. The analysis was completed and 
presented in thematic sequences.

Results
In the present study, more than twenty studies were reviewed 
focusing on three major themes i.e. current status quo of e-learning in 
India, the emerging issues of online education, and certain measures 
and strategies to make online learning effective. The results of 
the reviewed articles and studies were thematically analyzed and 
presented sequentially as per the stated objectives of the present 
study as such -

Current Status of E-learning in India

Digital learning has emerged as the most significant alternative 
to conventional face-to-face classroom teaching. It enables teachers 
as well as students to access a plethora of learning opportunities. In 
India, around the second week of March 2020, the central and state 
governments began shutting down all the educational institutions 
as a precautionary measure to contain the further spread of the 
coronavirus. As days pass by, there was no measure to ensure 
learning amid this isolation crisis. Following the endorsements 
from the international bodies like UNESCO to WHO and the HRD 
Ministry, the educational institutions across the country have started 
using different digital platforms and applications to ensure learning. 
At the time, the educational stakeholders are using WhatsApp, Zoom, 
Microsoft Teams, Google Classroom, etc to continue the academic 
calendar so that digital learning can compensate for the absence of 
physical classroom experience.
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Furthermore, in a bid to provide e-learning facilities, the central 
government has taken several strategies to boost online education 
in India. The initiatives such as Swayam Prabha, PM e-Vidya, and 
Diksha portal (e-pathshala) are incredibly helping learners to access 
e-learning contents across the country. The government of India has 
also launched massive campaigns like ‘Bharat Padhe Online’ and 
‘VidyaDaan 2.0’ for boosting online education. Besides, SCERT’s 
YouTube channel, free educational TV channel, and Virtual labs, 
etc. are some of the important steps towards e-learning. Further, 
many state governments have also taken several programs to boost 
e-learning in their respective states. The initiatives and programs 
like SMILE (Social Media Interface for Learning Engagement) in 
Rajasthan, KOOL e-learning platform, ‘Avadikaala Santhoshangal’ 
(Happy Holidays), ‘Akshara Vrikshams’ (Tree of Letters), and 
KITE’s Victers TV channel in Kerala, ‘Abhiasa’ in Andhra Pradesh, 
‘Ghar Se Padhao Abhiya’ in Haryana, ABP Ananda, and DD Bangla 
in WEST Bengal, ‘Unnayan–Mera Mobile Mera Vidyalaya’ in Bihar, 
etc. are some of the most incredible initiatives taken by different 
state governments. These platforms are providing e-learning through 
different media and social applications such as WhatsApp, Zoom, 
Microsoft Teams, Google Classroom, and Skype, etc.

Similarly, the north-eastern states’ governments have also taken 
a few initiatives to overcome these barriers to suffice e-ducation to 
students across the poor and marginal sections of the society. The 
state like Sikkim is enabling students to access online education using 
online networking applications like WhatsApp and Zoom. Similarly, 
the state of Assam is also using individual calls and WhatsApp for 
sharing e-contents and study-related assignments with students. 
Besides, in the rural areas of the states like Arunachal Pradesh and 
Manipur, the governments are planning to use radio broadcast and 
Doordarshan as means to outreach e-ducation to those areas having 
no internet establishments. Again, the educational institutions 
especially in the different cities of Northeast India have shown an 
accomplished portrayal of online teaching. For example, Mahatma 
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Gandhi University (MGU) in Ri-Bhoi district of Meghalaya, has 
taken several initiatives to teach its students online using its own 
developed Learning Management System (LMS) and using Zoom 
app (NorthEastIndia24, 2020). Similarly, Assam Down Town 
University (AdtU), Guwahati, Assam has established a connection 
with its students over virtual platforms amid the crisis (Incidence, 
2020).

E-learning in India: The Emerging Issues

The shifting from the physical classroom to digital learning is 
a mammoth task and facing several problems related to institutions, 
teachers, students, and digital divide, and internet penetration across 
the country. The pertinent findings have been rectified from different 
secondary sources and grouped thematically into general issues as 
well as teachers and teaching-related issues.

A.  General Issues
Issues of digital divides

Online teaching has different problems and those problems are 
varied across the different geographical regions of India. The states 
like Himachal Pradesh (mountainous areas), Rajasthan (sparsely 
deserted areas), and Madhya Pradesh (forested areas) have poor 
enabling internet establishments that cause grave concern for the 
countryside outreach of e-learning. Further, accessibility to the 
internet is a big concern for kids in rural areas. Almost 70 percent 
of its population lives in rural areas. The World Bank report showed 
that about 200 million people still lack access to electricity. The 
students from poor economic backgrounds and remote villages in the 
states like Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Bihar, and Chhattisgarh, etc. 
have also been crippled with the shifting from schoolrooms to virtual 
classrooms.

Further, amid this crisis students across large swathes of 
marginalized urban ghettos and rural areas of Northeast India are 
devoid of hope for online education. The parents are mostly daily 
wage laborers, small farmers, vegetable vendors, and small traders 
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and most of them find it difficult to avail expensive smart gadgets for 
their children (Ngashangva, 2020). Besides, internet penetration in 
this region is also critical as compared to the rest of Indian states. The 
region (included Assam & other northeastern states) has 38 percent 
internet penetration against the mainland states Delhi NCT (69%), 
Kerala (54%), Punjab (49%), and Maharastra (43%), etc (Diwanji, 
2020). The states like Arunachal Pradesh and Manipur are in critical 
situations in terms of internet accessibility and digital outreach which 
raise another disheartening concern of outreaching digital learning 
amid the COVID-19 crisis.

Lack	of	supportive	infrastructures	in	institutions

The educational institutions in India are in critical need of the 
resources necessary to support digital learning. According to DISE 
data, overall, only 53 percent of the total government schools in rural 
areas have access to electricity whereas 47 percent of schools do not 
have electricity. Further, almost 76 percent of schools do not have 
computers while the schools having both computer and electricity 
is less than 2 percent of the total (NUEPA, 2015-16). The available 
computers are used for only data recording and hardly a few percent 
of schools that use the computer for classroom teaching-learning 
process. Teachers work on computers mostly without the internet. 
The DISE data reports that out of the total government schools only 
4 percent have internet connection whereas 96 percent of schools do 
not have an internet connection at all. In such a situation, we are 
expecting these educational institutions to make use of e-Learning 
platforms and enable e-learning access for the students would be a 
ridiculous tragedy.

B.  Teachers and teaching-related issues
The problem of digital immigrants

As educational institutions are being prompted to embrace 
e-learning amidst the lockdown, a question raised about the readiness 
for adopting ICT-based learning options. The information and 
communication technology (ICT) based online education completely 
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created a new world for both teachers and students. There had no 
training intervention to empower teachers with digital skills before or 
immediately after the hastened nation-wide lockdown. So, teachers 
who have parallel skills in teaching in the face-to-face classroom are 
unfortunately crippled in this process of the on-going digital shift. 
They are now struggling to learn new techno-pedagogies to teach 
in online classes. Many teachers are ‘digital immigrants’ who feel 
awkward with the digital ecosystem of online classes which induced 
new concerns about online teaching. They are having trouble 
operating electronic devices, referring to different academic links, 
information processing, and even establishing a connection over the 
virtual classroom.

Poor learning engagement

Many teachers have expressed deep worry about the effectiveness 
of online teaching in digital classes. Meghna Saxena, a teacher from 
Delhi told Quartz, “kids don’t understand half our activities even in 
the real classroom. A teacher on a computer screen would hardly 
make sense to them” (Punit, 2020). Similarly, Saloni Kumar, a school 
teacher in Gurugram, Delhi, told that “during the classes, I have no 
way of knowing who is paying attention and who is not” (Punit, 
2020). While, Navraj Tiwari, Principal of Neel Tara Academy, 
Sikkim, said “we want to conduct regular online classes but most of 
our students are from marginal families and they don’t have internet 
connection” (Pradhan, 2020).

Drift in student-teacher relationships

The teacher-student relationship is concretely embedded in the 
physical classroom that left out to a greater extent in online classes. 
The online ecosystem ensuring physical distancing and has wreaked 
human contact and socio-emotional proximity between teachers and 
students.

Issue	of	‘banking	system	of	instruction’

The critics of online teaching often argue on the overwhelmed 
emphasis of online teaching on cognitive development and leftover 
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its undue focus on the socio-emotional development of children. 
Also, they argue that online teaching promotes the ‘banking system of 
education’ which is the deposition of knowledge-based instructions 
in children’s minds (Freire, 1993). In education, we know something 
called 3-H that is Head-on, Hand-on, and Heart-on. Due to the 
intrinsic limitation of online teaching, it finds difficult to meet these 
arguments.

Lack	of	educative	parental	support	for	first-generation	
learners at home

In India, there are a significant proportion of students who are 
first-generation learners from illiterate family backgrounds. They face 
severe hardships and challenges at home. Like the second and third 
generation learners, they do not get sustained support and motivation 
from family. These children also face problems like adjustment, low 
self-esteem, and online bullying. The National Policy on Education 
(NPE), 1986 has stated that ‘first-generation learners should be 
allowed to set own pace and to be given supplementary remedial 
instruction’. However, the institutions in rural areas do not have such 
kinds of academic support for first-generation students. Besides, due 
to the poor economic state of the family, they are also deprived of 
tuition facilities on a regular basis.

Measures
Technology-enabled digital learning has thus induced several 
serious concerns. It escalates problems like digital alienation of 
the poor students, lack of internet penetration in rural areas, issue 
of digital immigrants, quality learning engagement, teacher-student 
relationships, and holistic development of students. Hence, it is very 
crucial to consider different multi-stage management systems to 
make e-learning most effective amid this coronavirus pandemic. In 
the present study, the investigator has come up with the following 
certain general as well as teachers and teaching-related mitigation 
strategies to maximize the students’ learning outcome in digital 
classrooms –
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A.  General Measures
Stimulus micro-economic package

As the government institutions and the institutions, those located 
in rural areas have been suffering from a shortage of e-learning 
supportive resources, hence, the immediate intervention of stimulus 
micro-economic packages must be extended to these educational 
institutions.

Building a locality-based management system

 At the time, a locality-based management system needs to be built 
up for effective monitoring of students’ learning progress at home 
especially in rural and remotely located hilly, forested, and desert 
areas. It will help to locate students from the first-generation and the 
financially weaker section having poor economic backgrounds and 
to provide short-time or time-bounded welfare schemes to the needy 
ones.

Multi-stage planning system

Like the inter-university loan, an inter-school library 
management system must be developed for exchange over the 
e-learning materials. It can be proven as an effective step to mobilize 
the e-contents to the destined students at the village, block, district, 
and state levels. Similarly, the e-learning platform application 
like WhatsApp can be used as a constructive learning platform in 
rural areas. Like, the SMILE (Social Media Interface for Learning 
Engagement) in Rajasthan where WhatsApp is being used as a media 
to share e-contents to students. It helps to establish good coordination 
between teachers and parents too.

Establishing strong coordination among institutional 
regulators

Amidst the pandemic, the HRD Ministry and other institutional 
regulators such as AICTE, NCERT, SCERT, and Telecom operators 
must work together in coordination with different government 
and private educational institutions at state and national levels to 
ensure e-learning at digital platforms. Also, governments need to 
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boost their existing e-learning platforms such as DIKSHA platform 
(e-pathshala), Doordarshan, NIOS’s courses, SCERT’s YouTube 
channel, DTH TV channels, Radio communication platforms (AIR) 
and need to promote e-learning through VidyaDaan and Bharat Padhe 
Online programs. Further, ‘the use of community radio and television 
broadcast’ can be recommended as urged by UNESCO to use as an 
alternative to ensure ‘learning never stops’.

B.  Teachers and teaching-related measures
Short-term training interventions for teachers

As e-learning is something new to most of the students and 
teachers, so, both central, as well as state governments, need to 
prioritize their strategic plans for executing training intervention 
programs for the development of digital skills such as operating 
different digital applications, establishing a connection over the 
virtual classroom, creating enriched e-contents, and uploading them 
at different digital platforms. The training programs can be conducted 
at virtual platforms such as Microsoft Teams and Jitsi Meet or else 
other depending on convenience for all.

Use of digital platforms and social apps

Teachers must be encouraged to think of having different ways, 
maybe one recorded video-lectures, and other uploading e-contents 
in the forms of PPTs, word or pdf files, etc to continue online classes. 
The video lectures may be presented either using synchronous or 
asynchronous streaming modes. Different online platforms like 
Microsoft Teams, Skype, Google classroom, and Zoom, etc. can 
be used for online classes. Teachers can also use different social 
applications such as telegram and WhatsApp to share e-contents with 
their students in groups. Besides, for teachers who are working in 
rural schools, due to the internet problem, the use of WhatsApp and 
mobile phones may be proven as effective ways to share learning 
materials with their students.
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Setting	optimal	class	size

For the digital classroom, there has no established guideline to 
frame class size. According to a research study, a large size online 
class with 40 or more students’ enrolment is ideal for ‘foundational 
and factual knowledge acquisition’. On the flip side, a small class 
size with 15 or even fewer is better ‘to develop higher-order thinking, 
mastery of complex knowledge, and student skill development’ 
(Schaffhauser, 2019).

Contents communicating skills
In the traditional classroom, a teacher acts as an instructor and a guide 
but this role of the teacher has incredibly changed in online teaching. 
A teacher is now no longer acting just as an instructor but a content 
developer and a designer of online curriculums. The teacher needs a 
good content-communicating skill too in virtual teaching.

Enriched course designs

The virtual teaching demands innovative approaches from 
teachers in curriculum reconstruction and teaching content designs. 
Teachers’ utmost priority must be underscored as providers of 
different enriched ‘human and non-human resources’ and the 
pertinent ‘animated and unanimated’ study-materials to students. A 
teacher should keep in mind that the prepared digital contents must 
have explicit texts and improved contents with detailed facts and 
explanations. The use of language must be simple and formal and 
must be well-designed with the use of graphic themes and gaming 
features with various templates.

Optimal lecture duration

For making a video-lecture ideal, it should be kept in mind that 
the lecture should be around 30-45 minutes (UNICEF, 2020), from 
introducing the topic to justify the need and main themes of the 
presentation to recapitulation at the end. The teachers should also 
uphold the utmost accountability to ensure video and voice qualities 
or the enrichment of the content before sharing them with students.
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Presentation styles

Good teaching always requires teachers’ full-engagement in 
students’ learning through explanations, illustrations, and question-
answer sessions or group discussions. In online teaching, a teacher 
must ensure his or her strong presence in the virtual classroom. It is 
inevitable for teachers to make students feel connected to the classroom 
lectures. A teacher must avoid monotonous presentations including 
repetition of words, use of jargon, and abstracts terminologies while 
teaching online. Besides, the abstract concepts must be explained 
using various analogies and place-based examples to students.

Use of incentives and humor

A teacher should also blend his or her lectures with thought-
evoking incentives and humor. Facilitating the structured knowledge-
based instructions will only encourage spoon-feeding habits and 
weaken students’ interests in classroom lectures, so, attempts must 
be taken to make students rational about why they need to listen 
to the lectures. Teachers should make students feel empowered in 
the virtual classroom. Besides, a teacher must give space for virtual 
interactions and provide collaborative learning assignments to 
students for meaningful participatory learning.

Monitoring	students’	engagement

Some of the effective ways that teachers can use to monitor 
students’ engagement during lectures are video attendance, a 
muted-audio management system, performance, and check-in-
based attendance. Teachers can think of using an ‘attendance-cum 
feedback’ form daily where students can be asked 3 to 5 questions to 
answers in brief based on the pertinent lecture. Besides, teachers may 
use other applications such as Attendance taker, Fedena, Fekara, TS 
School, Chalk Attendance, MyClass Attendance, SchoolTool, K12 
Attendance, MyAttendance Tracker, SchoolTime, Gibbon, etc. to 
monitor students’ online engagement.
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Use	of	existing	e-resources

Developing e-contents is not a simple task. Many teachers have 
difficulties in computer-based preparation of PPT or other verbally-
structured contents. In this context, teachers can take advantage 
of various non-government e-learning platforms such as Byju’s, 
Vedantu, Toppr, Khan Academy, Unacademy, Udemy, GradeUp, 
SoloLearn, Adda 247, Jigsaw Academy, etc. Teachers can use 
several other content providers like NCERT YouTube channel, 
Diksha portal, and Swayam Prabha to access e-contents to respond to 
students’ requirements.

Helping slow learners

In online classes, there is nothing called backbenchers versus 
frontbenchers, like traditional schoolrooms. In online classes, we 
have about 10% slow-learners who grasp things at their own pace 
and do not understand teachers’ lectures at the first attempt (Borah, 
2013). So, teachers need to ensure the availability of video-lectures 
online immediately after classes are over. Teachers may think of 
repeating some of the taught topics or think of organizing remedial 
sessions for slow learners. Besides, an ‘institution-based 24×7’ live 
chat-box must be availed to all learners to clarify doubts and get 
detailed explanations of their queries from teachers.

Ensuring teacher-student relationships

In a bid to develop socio-emotional propinquity, teachers 
may use some tips such as sharing personal learning-experiences 
with learners, providing quick learning feedback, and creating a 
comfortable communication aura besides boosting learners to share 
their learning experiences, etc. Teachers’ responsive behavior and 
accountability towards learners are need of the hour to revive the 
teacher-taught relationships in the virtual classroom.

Developing	students’	socio-emotional	aspects

The use of ‘group-based tasks’ and encourage ‘collaborative 
learning’ are imperatives to develop students’ social-emotional skills 
in virtual settings. Various incentives, creating opportunities for 
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play-based activities, listening to students’ feelings, and valuing their 
opinions may be underscored as plaudits tips for teachers to foster 
learners’ progressive development in the digital classrooms.

Online tests

In the virtual classroom, as teachers are not physically there to 
ensure invigilation therefore, there is a high chance of copying books 
or excerpting relevant information from the internet. To avoid such 
uncertainty and unethical practices, teachers need to change the ways 
to assess students’ learned knowledge and experiences. Instead of 
MCQ and short-answer type questions, the focus may be directed to 
theories- and themes-based queries where an individual learner has 
no option but to express his/her experience-based creative thoughts 
and critical thinking on exam papers. Besides, teachers should also 
have an understanding and collaborative supports from parents to 
ensure parenting supervision at home during exams.

Establishing home-school online partnerships

As the learners go for online classes sitting at home, so, teachers 
need to ensure every family with all kinds of supports required for 
effective delivering course contents. The role of parents must be 
prioritized in creating home-based learning environments for students. 
Both teachers and parents should work together through the ‘home-
school online partnerships’ to ensure better learning opportunities, 
creative experiences, better time management, and safe learning 
(Sarif, 2020). They should establish ‘spontaneous collaboration’ 
and ‘hands-on supports’ with parents to regulate online classes for 
students. Also, teachers should help in better parenting the learners to 
stay positive, creating a daily routine, avoiding health-risk behaviors, 
and managing stress in the time of isolation crisis (WHO, 2020).

Discussion
As evidenced, digital learning so far has emerged as the most 
significant alternative to conventional face-to-face classroom 
teaching amid the coronavirus lockdown crisis. E-learning enables 
teachers as well as students to access a plethora of learning platforms 
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and study materials to ensure ‘learning never stop’. It was observed 
that the shutting down of all the educational institutions and the 
subsequent endorsements from different international bodies to 
national have boosted responsible stakeholders to continue education 
for students through different digital platforms. Different e-platforms 
such as WhatsApp, Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and Google Classroom, 
etc have been extensively using to teach students online. In a bid to 
facilitate e-learning, both the central and state governments have also 
taken several strategies. However, the students from the poor and 
marginal sections of society are in desperate destiny.

The present study has sufficed different emerging issues and 
concerns of online teaching in India. It was found that different general, 
as well as teachers and teaching-related issues of online education in 
India, include digital outreach, access to online education in remote 
areas, lack of digital infrastructure in the institutions, issue of digital 
immigrant teachers, poor learning engagement, drift in student-
teacher relationships, issue of all-round development of students’ 
personality, and the lack of educative parental supports at home, etc. 
The responsible stakeholders must consider these challenges while 
understanding the current status quo of online education in India 
before undertaking any constructive initiatives.

As it was found that technology-enabled e-learning has induced 
several serious problems that need to be resolved immediately with 
different interventions. The present study has provided both general 
as well as teachers and teaching-related certain strategies and steps 
to make e-learning accessible to all and to make the teaching online 
effective. The general measures as the study highlighted such as 
various stimulus economic packages for rural institutions, building 
locality-based management systems in remote areas, providing time-
bounded welfare schemes to the needy ones, developing inter-school 
library management systems, and establishing strong coordination 
among different apex educational regulators. On the flip side, the 
teachers and teaching-related measures as the study highlighted are 
short-term training interventions for teachers, encouraging teachers 
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to use different digital platforms and social apps, setting optimal class 
size, developing content communication skills, preparing enriched 
course designs, optimal lecture duration, connected presentation 
style, use of various incentives and senses of humor, monitoring 
students’ online learning engagement, use of existing e-resources, 
helping slow learners, ensuring student-teacher relationships, 
developing students’ socio-emotional aspects, online testing, and 
establishing home-school online partnerships, etc. These steps and 
strategies may be proven useful to educational stakeholders in terms 
of both understanding the outlets as well as the possible benchmarks 
to take constructive interventions in the educational institutions with 
different settings

Conclusion
The shifting from the physical classroom to digital learning is 
a mammoth task and it is not something that is going to replace 
conventional classroom education. Also, it cannot be a sustained 
solution during and after the COVID-19 crisis due to the existing 
digital divide and the lack of internet penetration across the country. 
However, as it is the most effective alternative to ensure the “learning 
never stop” so, it can be said that governments and educational 
stakeholders must be collaborated to address all those emerging 
issues and concerns of online education. They must try to employ all 
types of strategies and available technologies and resources to ensure 
effective online education during pandemic times.
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Abstract: The unpredicted outburst of COVID 19 pandemic affected the 
education system of whole country poorly. Schools, colleges, universities 
were completely closed during this time period to eliminate the spread of this 
disease. Students became anxious for their classes, syllabi, examinations; 
admission to next higher stage of studies became uncertain and delayed. 
The harsh situation then forced academicians and students to find out 
technology which supported new way to carry out the educational system 
and as a result of that online mode of teaching learning were commenced. 
Large numbers of students were immensely benefited in this method but 
there were a number of shortcomings also. Present paper made an effort to 
assess the benefits as well as the drawbacks of online system of education 
during this adverse situation.
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Introduction 
Online mode of education is not a new concept although most of the 
educational institutions still now run on the platform of conventional 
system and follow the class room teaching learning method that is 
based on the face to face lectures (Dhawan, 2020). Online learning 
is defined as “learning that takes place partially or entirely over the 
Internet” (US Department of education, 2010). Online learning is 
generally based on three groups or categories- (a) fully web based 
in which manner courses are being conducted completely on the 
internet excluding the chance of classroom face to face interaction; 
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(b) blended or hybrid system where courses follow web-based as 
well as classroom session and (c) traditional or conventional courses 
where courses can use online technology as a means for presenting 
course related study material for traditional classroom study (Gilbert, 
2015).

Nguyen (2015), realized that the monopoly of physical classroom 
may be replaced by online teaching learning mode. Online learning is 
possible through the use of internet. A good number of academicians 
are becoming interested to online learning to enhance and improve 
the educational system through increasing student learning outcomes 
as well as combating the decline in resources, mainly in higher 
education.

Online education provides wide range of scope or opportunity 
for higher education institutions. Many learners especially adult 
learners can execute their learning laterally with their work and 
family responsibilities. Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) was 
introduced in the year 2008 to augment the accessibility to higher 
education by larger sections of the public (Sun and Chen, 2016). 
Blackmon and Major (2012), experienced from their investigation on 
online courses that some students became satisfied with their online 
courses whereas for other students their job related online courses 
became very much advantageous.

The current situation compelled academicians and students of 
the whole world to find out a new path to carry out the educational 
system. Unexpected outbreak of COVID 19 pandemic and as a 
result of that sudden declaration of countrywide lockdown for a long 
duration put the people in cage at their home to follow the guideline 
‘stay home stay safe’. This global pandemic COVID 19 shook 
the entire world and made the people to be silent spectator of the 
destructive dance of this disease. Lockdown was highly essential at 
the time of the onset of this disease in our country to maintain social 
distancing; to avoid mass gathering as well as to break the chain of 
the disease. During this time period, a notable decline in industrial 
activities, transportation, tourism, mining operations; and sudden 
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stoppage on construction works, restaurants, cinemas, shopping 
complexes, market places made a big number of people jobless. 
Schools, colleges, universities were also closed. Demand of the 
situation forced a major number of people to keep on their work and 
official duties from home through online means. This necessity gave 
birth to a new culture; a new way of progression towards goal during 
the pandemic period. Students of schools, colleges and universities 
learnt the art to fulfil the requirement of their study through online 
teaching learning mode and gradually they became skilled to use the 
new system.

Benefits	and	Drawbacks
A number of research works are being conducted to inspect the 
complete status, advantages and disadvantages of online teaching 
learning system during the pandemic time period. Mishra et al, 
(2020), studied the facts of online teaching learning manner followed 
by the Mizoram University to carry out classes and semester 
examinations. He depicted in his paper the requisite essentialities 
of online teaching-learning system in education in the midst of the 
COVID 19 pandemic. He also portrayed the processes to use the 
existing resources of educational institutions efficiently to convert 
traditional education into online education system by the use of 
virtual classes and other essential online equipments.

Like other segments education sectors of India as well as whole 
world were poorly affected by the pandemic situation. All educational 
activities were hampered in India. Jena, (2020) highlighted the 
methods adopted by Govt. of India to give flawless education in our 
country in his paper. He discussed both the positive and negative 
impacts of COVID 19 on education system and also discussed some 
necessary suggestion to perform educational activities successfully 
and smoothly during the pandemic situation ( Jena, 2020).

It is well known to all of us that ‘necessity is the mother of 
invention’ and we can keep in mind one more proverb ‘if there is 
will, there is a way’. From this point of view it can be said that no one 
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can raise barrier in front of the mission of will-force. So the suddenly 
emerged pandemic situation induced both the educators and students 
to involve themselves in online learning process, webinars and 
online examinations to successfully fulfil the demand of their course 
curriculum. Like every activity or phenomenon this online teaching-
learning system in this COVID 19 pandemic situation also had both 
the positive and negative sides. Ghoshal, (2020) in her paper made an 
effort to find out the advantages and disadvantages of online teaching 
learning and her positive opinion about this means was “Online 
methods are less costly, easily accessible, various courses and 
freedom for everyone”. O’Donoghue et al. (2004) also established 
the advantages and disadvantages of online learning faced by students 
in his paper. As per his findings, online mode of learning can offer a 
number of benefits to students and staff. This method is fruitful for 
introvert students who hesitate to share their views or to ask their 
questions in front of other classmates. Joshi et al, (2020) observed 
that teachers were facing four kinds of difficulties during online 
teaching. Home environment settings, lack of basic amenities, outside 
interruption as well as family disturbances at the time of teaching 
and conducting assessments were major issues experienced by him. 
Practical experiences, self-realization and information obtained from 
research articles, news papers, television, social medias during this 
long time period assisted me to share my opinion to focus on the 
benefits and drawbacks of this online education.

Benefits
1. The COVID 19 circumstances encouraged learners to become 

familiar with digital technology and digital literacy. They came 
to know the use of electronic media for sharing information, 
learning materials; topic related necessary queries through 
e-mail, SMS, phone calls and through different digital platforms 
like Zoom, Google Duo, WhatsApp Group, Facebook Live, 
Messenger, Skype, Google Meet, YouTube etc. The electronic 
gadgets like Smart phone, Laptop, Desktop, Radio, Television 
helped a giant number of pupils to carry on their learning 
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processes in this hard situation. Internal assessments and final 
Semester Examinations in this pandemic period were also 
conducted through this online mode.

2. A large number of students could actively participate in online 
teaching learning process from their home or from the places 
of their own choice, without coming into physical classroom 
and thus they maintained the health guidelines to combat with 
pandemic situation. This increased the attendance of students in 
virtual classes.

 From my personal experience it can be stated that most of our 
students showed good effort to participate in the online classes 
on a regular basis even they did not fail to join the session of 
class tests, viva and group presentation by e-learning method. 
NSS volunteers also regularly used to perform their duties 
and responsibilities like spread of awareness about pandemic 
COVID 19 among common people through social media and 
by uploading video in YouTube under the supervision of their 
programme officers. Students having project work or term paper 
or dissertation in their syllabus, used to send the written form 
of their work to their supervisors through email and following 
same way the teachers used to verify their writing on a regular 
basis. Students celebrated world environment day this year 
by posting the appropriate videos, posters, paintings in social 
media to make aware a good number of people about current 
environmental problems in addition to that probable solution of 
those.

3. Both students and teachers could enjoy the online teaching 
learning process besides performing their domestic 
responsibilities as well as other works.

4. Both educators and learners who are physically disabled or 
physically weak; ill health people, aged educators, mother of 
new born baby, easily participated in this programme during this 
tenure; so it was beneficial to them.
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5. Students of remote area were benefitted from this mode. They 
often become irregular in physical classroom due to lack of 
sufficient transportation. In online mode, they could save their 
time of journey and enjoyed the scope of becoming more 
attentive to their study.

6. As students could join the classes from their home so they could 
save their money. The expenses of hostel, boarding house, 
transportation, meals and tiffins were reduced. They used to pay 
only for their internet connection or data pack. Thus learning 
facility became more affordable to them.

7. Students had no scope to acquire hard copies of study materials 
and hence most of them used soft copies of materials for reference. 
Students became internet savvy and accustomed to download 
their requisite study materials from Google search; they could 
access vast store of resources to improve their knowledge level.

8. Online learning was beneficial both to fast and slow learners. 
Students had the scope to study in their own way and at their 
own speed. If anyone required more time to understand the 
concept of a particular topic, he or she easily and without any 
shy could go through the matter repeatedly using the recording 
of virtual classes as well as the soft copy of the study material. 
Teachers also became more skilled to use different types of 
online education supporting tools. They could send topic related 
necessary PDF, videos, PPTs, voice recording to their students.

9. In reality, most of the physical classrooms in large number of 
institutions are not equipped with required technology to treat as 
dedicated ICT classrooms, so students cannot obtain the scope 
to see the power point presentation on a particular topic but in 
online mode they got the facility to see slide share that helped 
them to realize the concept properly.

10. The courses having large number of enrolled students sometimes 
become unmanageable in physical classroom due to limited 
space and lack of microphones. Online mode of education can 
provide equal facility to a large number of students at a time.
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11. Both students and teachers could participate in a number of 
webinar and web conferences, teleconferencing from home 
without any wastage of time and money. The organizers of 
webinar also could reduce unnecessary waste of time and money; 
rather the process became easier. Resource persons could also 
manage their time and could join the academic programmes 
as speaker to provide knowledge resources from their home. 
Educators could join a number of virtual meetings both with 
authority of institutions as well as with their students from their 
home to set decisions regarding online classes, examinations etc. 
in addition to inform the students the necessary message using 
different online mode.

12. Besides students, a large number of female teachers of nuclear 
families having kids had the opportunity to do their regular 
classes through online mode without compromising the duties 
and responsibilities to their dependent family members; they 
used to get enough time to look after their kids and old members 
in their family during this pandemic time period.

13. Besides online teaching learning, academicians could participate 
in a number of webinars, web conferences for personal academic 
progression. Simultaneously they got the scope to write a 
number of full length research papers, Ph.D thesis, review 
articles, books and book chapters on their fields. Thus they 
could manage as well as rightly used time for their academic 
enrichment simultaneously with the online teaching-learning 
process without conflicting each other and at the least cost of 
their student’s classes. Moreover, a good number of teachers 
completed their Orientation Programme, Refreshers Course, 
Short Term Courses and Faculty Development Programmes 
from their home, maintaining good communication with their 
students. These are the good sides of online education.

Drawbacks
1. There is no scope of eye to eye contact with educators as well 

as no scope of physical interaction with other classmates like 
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in traditional classroom. Due to lack of proper interaction with 
others, students often used to become socially isolated and might 
feel aloneness. Students, in addition with their subject matter 
can share their every kind of problems, happiness, sadness with 
their mentors but in online mode they might feel shy to express 
their problems in presence of others and they might also be 
hesitate to contact with their teachers personally over phone call 
or through WhatsApp. Besides topic related lectures, educators 
often present the precious motivational talk to their children like 
beloved students; that speech inspire them to be prepared for 
long run; but online mode of education reduced the possibility 
of this motivational lectures as well as value education.

2. COVID 19 circumstances affected badly the economically poor 
students of our country. The major problem in online mode of 
learning was that a big number of students from economically 
weaker section had no laptop, computer or at least a smart phone. 
So they could not enjoy the facility of online classes. These 
students even could not use the necessary reference books from 
library of their institutions during this pandemic time period. 
Besides, regular recharging of phone with internet package was 
a difficult job for many poor students. From this point of view, 
big gap between economically rich and poor as well as digitally 
advantaged and disadvantaged were created.

3. Both teachers and students of remote areas having poor network 
connection were the worst suffers. To join or to conduct classes, 
either they used to travel a long distance to reach a suitable area 
of strong network connection or they used to fail to join as well 
as continue the classes. Sometimes due to poor network problem 
huge gap was generated between senders and receivers, that 
is, students often could not hear the lectures of their teachers 
uninterruptedly.

4. Few numbers of students and educators who were accustomed 
with the traditional or conventional system of education were 
not very much skilled to adjust with the new system; they were 
having minimum knowledge of technology.
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5. COVID 19 circumstances created adverse impacts on students 
and scholars of science streams, practical based and field work 
based departments. They often faced trouble regarding their 
research work, project work, dissertation, survey work, field 
study, educational tour, laboratory work, board work in class 
room.

6. Educational activities were harshly troubled due to the pandemic 
situation. Admission as well as examination processes became 
hampered and delayed in every sphere. Online examination 
system could not judge the students merit properly as there 
was a chance of unfair means; and thus the differentiation in 
marks between poor, average and advanced students became 
disappeared in most of the cases and this problem was reflected 
in the time of admission to next phase of higher studies also. 
Preservation of all documents, that is, the soft copy of answer 
papers in Email, Google Drive or WhastApp was also a 
troublesome work. Besides, huge numbers of Indian students 
who were studying in Universities in foreign countries especially 
which were badly affected by this disease are now the extreme 
suffers. The probability of getting job in this harsh phase is also 
gradually becoming uncertain.

7. Although students, scholars and educators used to participate 
in a number of webinars, web conferences from their home or 
other likable places but the warm and healthy communication 
and face to face interaction with other academicians, students 
and scholars in seminar and conferences were absent in virtual 
mode.

8. Due to COVID 19 pandemic and as a result of that unexpectedly 
declared lockdown, NSS volunteers could not physically visit 
their adopted villages regularly; so a big gap was created among 
the villagers and volunteers in this period; learning from doing 
social activities was also became disturbed.

9. Classes from home were not always very smooth both for the 
learners and the educators. This system often failed to create 
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the suitable environment like physical classroom because the 
unwanted disturbances at home in terms of burden of domestic 
work, noise made by kids and other family members, sudden 
coming of visitors, used to disturb the seriousness of classes.

10. Another negative side of online classes were that students who 
were not very sincere, habitually used to become unconscious 
and engage themselves in net surfing, WhatsApp checking or in 
other non-academic work during class time.

11. This is not advisable to use smart phones for long time as the 
radiations emit from these devices may affect physical health 
of human beings producing harmful changes; furthermore too 
much utilization may be responsible for abnormal changes in 
behavioural attitude. Moreover few of them habitually used to 
pay attention to other inappropriate sites which were unsafe for 
them at their young age and mind set up. Sometimes foolish use 
of online system might initiate the chain of cyber crime. These 
are the dark sides of online teaching-learning mode.

Conclusion
Truly COVID 19 pandemic has taught us how to modify ourselves 
for present in addition with that for the future while facing such 
type of adverse situation and difficulties. Last few months’ harsh 
reality has forced people to shift from traditional to technology 
based system of education. Both students and educators became 
more skilled about online mode of education; this method was 
immeasurably advantageous to run the education system in the 
COVID 19 crisis but this is also true that all the students could not 
take part in this programme due to lack of proper infrastructure and 
for belonging into the digitally non privileged section. Keeping in 
mind the shortcomings, proper initiatives should be taken both by 
the Government as well as different private sectors to reach every 
corner of our country with necessary technology facilities to provide 
a big digital platform to all people irrespective of poor, rich; urban or 
rural. Supportive hands should be extended from all level of society 
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towards the digitally non-privileged section across the country, from 
humanitarian ground, so that every student could afford the facility 
of online learning system. In new normal, blended or hybrid mode of 
education can reduce the problems to some extent; besides, physical 
classes of conventional system, can be carried out in institutions 
strictly maintaining the health and hygiene related guidelines. Classes 
may be arranged by allotting students groupwise into two to three 
different shifts to keep away from gathering that is to cope up with 
the pandemic COVID 19.
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Abstract: COVID-19 has drastically disrupted every aspect of human life 
including education system. As a result so many educational institutions 
around the world are closed and online teaching-learning has started. 
Online education is the demand of the day as little scopes are to find out 
alternatives to online class in these days caused by Corona pandemic 
across the globe. The findings of this study shown that online education 
can’t produce desired results in underdeveloped countries like India, where 
the majority of the students are unable to access internet due to technical 
issues. The lack of face to face interaction, response time and absence of 
traditional classroom socialising were among some other issues highlighted 
by higher education students. Findings of the study show that though online 
education has a number of challenges faced by students and teachers, 
handling all these challenges carefully can have the chance to create a 
positive atmosphere in the field of education as an alternative teaching 
learning resulting in positive outcomes in all regards.

Keywords: COVID-19, Online education, India, Internet, Traditional 
classroom, Higher education.

Introduction 
Online education is a flexible instructional delivery system that 
encompasses any kind of learning that takes place via the internet. It 
also gives educators an opportunity to reach students who may not be 
able to enrol in a traditional classroom course and supports students 
who need their own schedule and at their own space. Because of the 
pandemic of COVID-19, the whole world is experiencing a huge 
number of deaths along with widespread panic and uncertainty. 
Besides this it has a multidimensional impact as a large number of 
students are deprived of their education. The countries are trying to 
cover the losses of students caused by the ongoing pandemic. But 
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sometimes the students even teachers are facing a lot of technical 
problems. The people of rural areas are still very much deprived of 
technologies. The COVID-19 pandemic has taught the entire society 
to adopt online learning and introduce a virtual learning. With the 
consideration to the fact that the present study tries to illustrate 
the challenges and possibilities of the countries which are not as 
advanced in technology.

Methodology
As it is not possible to go outside for data collection due to lockdown, 
informations are collected from different e-contents, websites and 
journals and newspapers.

Impact of COVID-19 on Higher Education

COVID-19 has severely affected not only the Indian education 
system but also the education system of other countries as well. The 
most impacted areas on Higher education are discussed below:
• In colleges and universities most of the internal and external 

examinations have been postponed due to COVID-19. The 
cancellation of the examinations has negative impact on students. 
Many institutions are trying to manage their internal assessments 
through online mode using different digital tools and mobile 
applications. But still this pandemic is creating anxiety among 
students specially those who appeared for their final exams.

• The lockdown because of COVID-19 badly affected the 
education system. Various activities like examinations, 
admissions, competitive exams, entrance tests conducted by 
various colleges/universities/boards have been postponed. As a 
solution the institutions started depending on online education 
through Skype, WebEx, YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp, 
Google meet etc. The teachers and students improved the use 
of electronic devices for sharing information. The students are 
also advised to send their assignments to the teachers by using 
different social media applications.
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• In research field the COVID-19 also put negative impact. 
During lockdown it is impossible for the researchers to travel for 
collecting data. Various laboratories and libraries are also closed. 
This makes the researchers’ work difficult. This pandemic 
has brought ongoing research to a standstill with uncertainty. 
Various researchers returned their home without completing 
their research works.

• COVID-19 crisis also reduced the employment opportunities as 
so many entrance test for various jobs have been cancelled. The 
students are getting anxious day by day. Besides this so many 
workers have lost their jobs in private sectors due to economic 
problems.

Educational and Socioeconomic impact
The pandemic’s impact on higher education will be a true determinant 
of a country’s economic failure. The sudden shift from offline to 
online teaching is not easy for the teachers also. It is hard to cope 
up with the vast majority of students who loose opportunities to 
learn. The online education has negative impact also as it is not 
possible help the learners individually. Online classes have their own 
challenges. The attention of the students can be a important challenge 
during online classes. Also children from low-income families can 
not join online classes as they often do know the access to computer 
and internet usage.

Possibilities

Online teaching can ensure multiple benefits for both students 
and teachers. The students don’t need any additional preparation for 
attending the class. Any time they can be ready for classes at their 
own space. Online class has established a strong communication 
between teachers and students that creates positive results. It also 
helps the students to avert from the anxieties they were suffering. 
However the laboratory and practical works are little bit challenging 
in online mode. Despite many challenges some students loved online 
education because it saves travel time and money.
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Challenges

Online trend of education has been introduced at a wide scale 
but it has some unavoidable challenges. The students are sometimes 
found to be struggling with the proper adaptability with this trend 
as switching from traditional classroom to computer based virtual 
classroom which is different for them. During lockdown most of 
the students are staying at home in different areas where network 
facilities are very much poor. Then there are some other issues like 
poor literary of handling computer and smartphone. The students 
have to download various mobile applications for online classes. 
When a student joins in middle of a class he gets confused and it is 
difficult for the teachers also to give attention to that student. It is 
also difficult for the teachers to manage feedback from every student.

Suggestions
Educational institutions should adopt new approaches for their 
assessments in online mode so that students will be active all the 
time. The educators and learners should be trained to utilize online 
teaching learning process using technology. Students also need to be 
supported with better access to internet as most of the students from 
rural areas are unable to afford internet services.

Conclusion
This study has outlined various impacts of COVID-19 on education in 
India. UGC and Higher Education Department have launched many 
platforms for the flexibility of education during this crisis. The post 
COVID-19 education seems to be an education with widely accepted 
virtual education. For the proper implementation of this task students 
and teachers should be encouraged and take it as a challenge to 
implement it in a befitting manner. Although productivity during this 
crisis has not been very remarkable, nevertheless, the lockdown has 
improved our mental and physical health. It is clear that we need to 
find new ways to continue living in the best possible way by focusing 
on those aspects which are very much crucial in the upcoming future.
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Abstract: The 1948 universal declaration of human rights identified 
“Education for all” as an important human right. To this end specific 
programs were adopted worldwide to ensure education for all. The program 
focuses on primary education. Primary education is a basic education 
system. There has been a radical change in pre-primary to higher education. 
We are currently facing some difficult situations such as access to education. 
This COVID-19 in 2020 has had an impact on education that has hurt us so 
much. There is an impact on the testing system. Every student’s attention is 
being diverted from their studies. On other hand, online system has brought 
modernity to learning. Every teacher-student is able to take classes from the 
distance in the same place through the online system. The online system is 
helping us with learning and testing. Sudden change we still do not know 
what the future holds for education. A discussion was held on the benefits 
of education in the future and the need to go into any situation.
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Introduction 
In Article 26 of the 1948, universal declaration of human rights states 
that “Everyone has the right to education”. It was further stated that 
education enhances understanding, tolerance and friendship among 
all states. Most developed states have made primary education 
free, compulsory and universal. A present there is awareness about 
education in India. India’s education restructuring program is linked 
to article 45 of the directive policy of the constitution. The policy 
states that every student up to the age of 14 should be given free and 
compulsory education. If a person can read and write, his necessary 
awareness and efficiency will be enriched, and this goal was to be 
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reached by 1960. It was not possible to reach this goal due to various 
reasons. That’s why the shots were field –
(i)  Lack of money.
(ii)  Population explosion.
(iii)  Barriers to girls education.
(iv)  Poverty and indifference of ordinary people.

But in the latter case, as directed by the apex-court for fulfilling 
its constitutional obligation, the Govt: of India undertook the SSA 
program to meet the goal of universal primary education.

This was the purpose of education – “The institutional education 
system need to be ensured by 2003”. “All children must be educated 
by 2005”. “All children must be provided with early education by 
2010”. “In 2011, the literacy rate for students aged 7-10 was about 
5%”. “Annual status of education in 2012, 96.5% of rural children 
between the age of 6-14 were enrolled in school”. “Higher education 
continues to grow, with a literacy rate of 24% in 2013”. From 2007-
2014 there was an average enrolment ratio of students. As a result, 
the number of students not enrolled in school (6-14 years) dropped 
to 2.8% in 2018.

There are private schools at the primary and secondary levels 
which are run by the government. Most of the students in the school 
are taking private education till the age of 14. Introduced identification 
and advanced testing system in most of the schools in the state of 
India. There are many private schools in India where the education 
system is very advanced and students are getting education there. So 
there can be confusion in distinguishing between public schools and 
private schools.

In January 2019 we observe there are more than 900 universities 
and 40,000 colleges. In India, from pre-primary education to higher 
education, every student belonging to scheduled castes and backward 
classes has access to education. In 2020, both the centre and the state 
government decided on a new education policy. This education 
system will start based on environmental awareness and science, 
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technology elements. Again the education online system has come to 
stand for the current education COVID-19. This situation is difficult 
for the students but they are learning from each other through online 
system. In this situation, online system reduces our education deficit 
a lot. So, students will try to overcome this emergency situation and 
move towards a conduciv learning environment in the future.

There will be a radical change in education in the present day. 
The teaching and evaluation system has brought about a change in 
the structure of education. In this pandemic situation, the education 
administration has stopped offline classes for the sake of students’ 
health. The epidemic has also shaken the higher education sector in 
the face of criticism of the economic future and today. Students need 
to increase their mental capacity during this crisis, which will bring 
efficiency, productivity, health and well-being to everyone coming-
decade. I can say for sure that India will make overall progress.

Methodology
This study was purely theoretical, based on primary data as well as 
secondary data sources have been used in this study. The primary 
data & secondary data has been collected by different web page, 
newspaper, articles etc.

Objective

(i)  To know about review of current day opportunities for students 
in pre-primary to higher education.

(ii)  To know about how much is the role of online system of higher 
education from pre-primary education.

(iii)  To know about mental effects on student learning.

Analysis
The English word education is derived from three Latin words. e.g:

(i)  Educare
(ii)  Educatum
(iii) Educere
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That is we can say that education is the “manifestation of the 
power of one’s heart”. The information obtained by collecting 
according to the purpose can be presented and analyzed as follows.

Review of current day opportunities for students in pre-primary 
to higher education

Pre-primary Education

Pre-primary education has great access to education. It affects 
the sensitive and physical development of children. In most of these 
pre-primary education teachers are recruited. As a result of educating 
children from a very young age, they grow up to be responsible 
citizens. This pre-primary school is taught to children aged 3-5 years. 
This school gives students as a healthy environment.
 Facilitate pre-primary education
	 Eliminate	children’s	curiosity:	Children have a lot of curiosity 

about the environment around them. They need to be educated 
to satisfy their curiosity has to be overcome through that pre-
primary school education.

 Enhancing efficiency: Children’s brains are very clear then. 
They are taught some game tricks, which increases their 
knowledge skills.

	 Learning	to	move	forward	as	a	team:	Many students of that 
pre-primary education get education together. As a result, they 
can learn from childhood that they need to move forward as a 
team.

 Behaviour development: As a result of a student’s training 
from infancy, their mental maturity begins at a very young age. 
Their behaviour tends to change.
 Other education: Children acquire many important lessons 

in pre-primary education. e.g.- (i) Confidence grows in 
children. (ii) Can adapt to the environment, etc.

But from next to 2020 i.e. COVID-19 is hurting us at this present 
time. All these facilities of ore-primary education are lacking. As a 
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result, the children of the present time are lagging behind in training. 
They have created a huge deficit in education.

Primary education
It brings important opportunities in primary education. This is 
the education that the government provides to the students free of 
cost. Primary school education system after pre-primary education, 
COVID-19 at present there is a great lack of education for the students 
and they are being deprived of the facilities they get.
 Primary education facilities
 Achieve education in a conducive environment: During this 

time students learn in a conduciv environment.
 Get free education: In this primary education students get free 

education. They get books, notebooks, clothes, shoes, food from 
primary school.

 Prevention of child marriage: As a result of this training 
being imported to them after acquiring primary education, 
child marriage has been prevented and the rate of education in 
increasing.

 Other education: Primary education tends to acquire more 
important education; e.g.- (i) The schools have proper toilets for 
the students. (ii) Schools have mid-day meal arrangements. (iii) 
Schools have first aid facilities.

But for the year 2020, COVID-19 has suffered in primary 
education. There have been many facilities and shortages and the 
students are now under house arrest. Their education is now some 
what damaged and they are lagging for behind in education. The 
focus is moving away from education as schools are closed.

Secondary education
Students are playing an important role in secondary education and 
the opportunities are much more for them. But the current situation 
is such that the students focus on education is going too far. The 
facilities that students have in primary education are discussed below.
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 Facilitate access to secondary education
	 Appropriate	responsible	citizens:	When a student acquires this 

secondary level education, he becomes a responsible citizen.
 Increase wealth: As a result of training students in secondary 

education, they help to increase national resources in the next 
day.

 Cultural development: As a result of acquiring this education, 
students develop literature, art and culture.

 Ideal environment: Students can move forward from the ideal 
environment by simply adapting to the dynamic life style.

 The rate of education is increasing and from prejudice: As 
a result if training students at this level of education, the rate of 
education is increasing and the society is becoming free from 
prejudice.

But in 2020, COVID-19 is disrupting the benefits that our 
students were getting at this level of education. The students are 
falling behind again. Students are deviating from education because 
the school has been closed for several months. Students are deviating 
from the goal.

Higher education
Higher education offers students a great opportunity. By acquiring 
this education a student can move forward in the future, this education 
paves the way for progress. But the epidemic of COVID-19 is facing 
many obstacles to the progress of the current situation.
 Facilitate higher education opportunities

Higher education is the opportunity of education –
 A student has his own individual freedom he can choose 

employment in his own merit.
 A student gets a chance to reach the research level.
 To society gets a chance to judge good and evil.
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 A student gets the benefit of choosing a course in higher 
education.

 Students educated in higher education can become skilled and 
deserving citizens in the future.

But today’s education system has hindered the traditional 
teaching of this pandemic COVID-19.It is unknown at this time 
what he will do after leaving the post. It is having an impact on the 
employment rate in higher education. It is certain that India will make 
progress in the coming days.

How much is the role of online system of higher education from 
pre-primary education

The epidemic changed the course of education in 2020 and the 
online system was launched in the field of education. The role of 
online education system was discussed.

Impact	of	online	systems	at	pre-primary,	primary	and	
secondary levels

Parents have filed some complaints against the online system from 
pre-primary to secondary education level. So the school education 
department has closed all the schools from private to government 
and no one has suspended the online system. So the online class and 
examination system was not allowed because-
 Parent’s opinion suggests that if a pre-primary and primary 

level student take an online class, it will not be possible for the 
children to concentrate on that class for a long time.

 It is not possible to detain children until this time.
 Children’s eye problems and stress are being created.
 There are also complaints of headaches and irritation due to 

online classes.
 Most parents are having trouble recharging their internet 

packages.
 Many parents do not have smart phones and their children are 

lagging behind.
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For these reasons, the online system seems to be an inconvenience 
from pre-primary to secondary education level, so it is claimed that 
the online system is ignored to play a role at this level.

Impact of online system at higher education level

The online system is playing a special role at the college and 
university level. Most students face some disadvantages from this 
system but in most cases they are benefiting. e.g. –
 Online class: Education at the higher education level is not 

lagging behind due to online class. Although education is slow, 
it is moving forwards in the current situation.

 Online seminar: Students are able to attend higher education 
online seminars at home. In this seminar, teachers from home 
and abroad are able to communicate at home through this online 
system

	 Online	 exam:	Students at the higher education level are able 
to take the online system exam at home and at colleges and 
universities during the epidemic.

 Whatsapp group: Students are able to express everyone’s 
opinions in this group and being able to make decisions through 
this group together. Communication with teachers is also possible 
through this. Teachers can solve problems in this section. In the 
case of higher education, Instagram, Google meet, Whatsapp, 
Facebook, Social media are all helping in the current situation.

Mental effects on student learning
Everyday routines have been hampered by the spread of the COVID-19 
epidemic in many countries. Schools across the country have been 
suspended in 2020. This education system has been suspended due to 
the mental health of children and adolescents. If there are no students 
at a social distance, if everyone gathers in the same organization, 
every family can get COVID-19. So the education system has decided 
to get education from home. But the students have been studying 
under house arrest for almost a few months. This is creating stress 
for the students. They are frustrated. The lives of the students seem 
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to have become purposeless. They have been disrupted by the daily 
routine. The children are getting anxious day by day. Again long term 
school closures, harsh social distances, the epidemic is affecting the 
well being of children and adolescents. Students are moving towards 
mental illness day by day. They are becoming restless in the same 
environment of everyday life that is being to them. On the other 
hand, highly educated people are suffering from unemployment, 
harassment, their family income is declining and students are going 
through stress. The lives of the students have been made miserable 
by this epidemic. Communication has had a profound effect on 
everything from education administration to COVID-19, 2020 which 
is undermining the regular functioning of daily life. Education has 
brought a radical change in the current situation.

Conclusion
In the current situation, the Indian education system needs to be 
further improved. As a result, the future of the students will be better 
and they will be given equal opportunities. Every student has to be 
mentally successful. From pre-primary education to higher education, 
the administration needs to focus on ensuring that every students 
stays healthy in the next decade. Thus in the present situation it is 
possible to make gradual progress in education again.
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Abstract: Online learning refers to instructional environments supported 
by the internet online learning gives educators an opportunity to reach 
students who may not be able to enrol in a traditional classroom course 
and supports students who need to work on their own schedule and at their 
own place. As a result, present time education has changed dramatically, 
with the distinctive rise of e-learning, where by teaching is undertaken 
remotely and on digital platform. The objective of the study is to analysed 
the problem of online education, importance of online education, Benefits 
of technology for teachers, types of online teaching, teaching and learning 
and their benefits. The study is primary based on secondary sources like 
internet, books, journal and articles. The method used is documentary 
analysis method.
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Introduction 
Online learning is education that takes places over the internet. It is 
often referred to as “e-learning” among other terms. Online learning 
is just one type of “distance learning”- the umbrella term for any 
learning that takes place across distance and not in a traditional 
classroom. However, e-learning allows the students to internet with 
their teacher only through the internet and online on the other hand, 
allows the students to use a virtual conferencing software like zoom, 
google meet, Microsoft term etc. to internet with their teacher face-
to-face along with learning online through internet. At present, new 
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normal in COVID19 changes in social dynamics and technological 
advance as means of communication and computational systems has 
made an alternative effective and strong platform.

Objective

• To know about online learning.
• To know about the types of online learning.
• To know the importance of online learning.
• To know the benefits of online education through technology.
• To know the benefits of online learning.

Source of Information

The study is primarily based on secondary sources like Book, 
Internet, and Journal.

Methodology
The method used is documentary analysis method.

Analysis
What is Online-learning?

Online learning is education that takes places over the internet. 
This is a learning method which students and teachers are sit in front 
of each other through the video calls and they learn without getting 
in contact to each other.

Online learning is a learning method which students and teachers 
are sitting in front of each other through the video calls and they learn 
without getting in contact to each other. Online learning provides 
instructors with greater flexibility to address varying learning styles 
and use different technologies. They can teach from the comfort of 
their own homes and do not need to be at a specific place at a specific 
time to teach or to interact with their students. It also provides room 
for a student to be responsible, to learn self-motivation and self- 
discipline. The primary disadvantage of online learning is how it is 
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impersonal, unlike in-class education where in there is actual face-to 
face interaction between student and instructor.

Types of Online Learning

Online learning is of 2 types-
(1)	 Synchronous	 Activities:	 Require the participants to involve 

the exchange of ideas and information during the same period 
of time. Example- chat room, telephonic conversations, video 
conferencing etc.

(2)	 Asynchronous	Activities:	The participants may not have to be 
present at same time frame to engage in the exchange of ideas or 
information. Examples- emails, letters, forums, model etc.

Importance of Online Education
Online education learning helps to eliminate borders and barriers, 
both social and physical. Online courses are a great solution to the 
challenges that these people face as they are provided with high 
quality education and on their own place and time. Online education 
provides professionals with the flexibility to improve and update their 
skill. This education serves to be a time saving and cost effective 
procedure for any career.

Benefits of Online Education through Technology

It makes-
 Online education is more affordable than traditional classroom.
 Online teaching or lectures are available for 24×7 to better 

accommodate in flexible schedule.
 Online teaching or lectures available in any of the gadgets (iPod, 

laptop, computers etc) even when on the move.

Benefits of Online Learning

Some benefits are given bellow:

Time and Location Flexibility is because a teacher can choose to 
teach at anytime and anywhere irrespective of the location of students. 
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This means that teachers and students from divers’ locations can 
connect together through one teaching. Online education provides 
opportunity to access and share information mores easily and readily. 
This education gives learning a new relevance to contemporary society 
and professional and industry practice and online education provides 
access to a greater depth and breadth of resources and information. 
Online learning develops digital literacy skills that are increasingly 
required in contemporary society and workplace environments.

Problems of Online Education
First problem is that most online learning is one way communication. 
There are no interaction between learner and teacher. The experience 
will be very different and that transition can be difficult for many 
learners.

Second problem is adjustment problem because adjustment 
to online learning can be difficult for many people. Most of us are 
used to learner a physical space such as classroom, library. But 
online learning may be accessible anywhere but you may find some 
difficulty in getting used to this.

Another problem of online education is the problem of rural 
areas. There are many places where communication system is not 
good; the students have no idea about online. And online education 
is very costly. Students may not want to study online for financial 
reasons.

Teachers can have difficulty if they do not have the skills to 
teach properly online and are not interested.

Motivation is a problem according to my own experience, some 
online learning courses can get boring, while some can be difficult to 
get started with. The most difficult things is that there are no peers or 
teachers who can motivate you to keep going.
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Conclusion
Online education is very important for our daily routine due to 
lockdown. we cannot study easily at home but through to on line 
classes we learnt at home any time. Online learning is the newest 
and most popular form of distance education today with in the past 
decade it has had a major impact on post secondary education and the 
trend is only increasing. Online learning is a growing and exciting 
new way to learn about almost anything. Benefits of online teaching 
is increased flexibility of time and location, information sharing, 
digital information literacy, online resources. Problem of online 
education is little or no face to face interaction, students feedback is 
limited, lack of communicational skill development. This learning is 
often theory based and lacks practice based learning, not suitable for 
every topic. Also, online learning can be difficult, if it is meant for 
disciplines that involve practice. However online learning is different 
from learning is a face-to-face setting and it is important to think 
about your goals, your needs and your interest before committing 
yourself to something.
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Abstract: The revolution in information technologies is changing the ways 
we think about education especially at the present situation arriving out 
of the pandemic of novel corona virus. Traditional learning environments 
are organized by educators; new technologies allow for the creation of 
environments by learners. Technology has modified the method of learning 
and teaching. New media technologies being with learner’s interest, and exit 
to help learners explore interests as pathways to learning activities. When 
teachers add technology tools to use teaching strategies in their classroom, 
students could be more excited about learning, they could be more engaged 
in the lesson and their achievement scores could improve. In this paper, the 
researcher explains the technologies that are available to teachers to support 
their teaching strategies. It focuses on software, applications and resources 
that support teaching and learning. It state on those tools that are relevant 
and used in the educational environment, with a particular emphasis on the 
Indian context.

Keywords: Information technology, learning environment, teaching, 
learning theories, teaching strategies.

Introduction 
Technology can be a powerful tool for transforming learning. It 
can help affirm and advance relationships between educators and 
students, reinvent our approaches to learning and collaboration, 
shrink long-standing equity and accessibility gaps, and adapt 
learning experiences to meet the needs of all learners. Now a days, 
huge uses of technology in education like online study, printing, soft 
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copies of books, projectors etc seems like emancipation from library 
and books gathering. This incarnation of technology manumitted us 
from book study. Now, we, the people of India deeply envisage with 
the COVID-19 virus but by the uses of technology we do our daily 
educational work from home.

Technologies can enhance the quality of education in several 
ways which included, increase in learner motivation and engagement, 
facilitating the acquisition of basic skills and by enhancing training of 
teachers. Technology has improved community life, and has provided 
opportunities to youth in solving complex problems, creating and 
sharing of new ideas as well as resources with colleagues and business 
partners, enabling them to participate in the global economy. While 
technology has impacted contemporary business and social practices 
globally, most educational systems around the world still engage in 
traditional teaching-learning practices that require learners to work 
individually, recall facts or perform isolated activities.

This was also further given importance in the National 
curriculum framework 2005 (NCF 2005). The NCF has suggested 
the effective use of technology in classrooms for problem solving 
and critical thinking skills amongst the 21st century learners. Various 
types of technology products and channels are available, and have 
been used for enhancement in delivery and learning outcomes in 
education. These include teleconferencing; internet; email; audio 
conferencing; television lessons; radio broadcasts; interactive radio 
counseling; interactive voice response system; audio cassettes and 
CD ROMs. Technology has the potential to innovate, accelerate, 
enrich and deepen skills. For example, self-learning, problem 
solving, information seeking and analysis and critical thinking as 
well as the ability to communicate, collaborate and learn. It also helps 
to enhance teacher training and motivate and engage students and 
teachers. Technology are also transformational tools which, when 
used appropriately, can promote the shift from teacher-centered 
to a learner/learning-centered environment. It has the potential to 
function as a facilitator of active learning as well serve as a tool for 
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curriculum differentiation, providing opportunities for adapting the 
learning content and tasks to the needs and capabilities of individual 
pupils by providing tailored feedback. Technology in the field of 
education is easy access to learning materials/ content. With the help 
of technology, students can now browse through e-books, sample 
examination paper, previous year’s paper etc. and collaborate with 
resource persons; mentors; experts; researchers; professionals and 
peers worldwide. The use of technology can improve performance, 
teaching-learning, administration, and develop relevant skills in the 
disadvantaged communities too.

Objectives
The main objectives of this research paper to prove the importance 
of adding technology tools into a learning and teaching strategies 
method. Others objectives are:
(i) To find out the role of technology in education.
(ii) To explore technological application and recourses used in 

classroom today.
(iii) To explore embed technology through a range of teaching and 

learning strategies.
(iv) To evaluate technological tools to support teaching and learning.
(v) To find out possible challenges and barrier face by teacher using 

technology.

Methodology
In this paper qualitative research method has been used. Qualitative 
approach is applied with quantifiable evidence to create valid 
findings. Data has been collected from various secondary sources 
like books, journals, report of NITI Ayog etc.

Analysis

Learning	 with	 technology:-	 The present era is an era of 
technology. Everywhere we are surrounded with technological devices 
and everyone is somehow familiar with technology. Technology in 
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the learning process can increase students’ motivation. Computer 
based education can give immediate feedback to student and the 
right answers. Moreover a computer can give student motivation to 
continue learning, since a computer is patient and non-judgmental. 
Educational technology provides the way for students to be active 
participants in their learning and to present differentiated questioning 
approaches. It expands individualized education and encourages the 
progress of personalized learning plans. Students are encouraged 
to use multimedia components and to integrate the knowledge they 
achieved in innovative ways.

Interactive Whiteboard:- An interactive whiteboard is a large 
display connected to a projector and a laptop/computer. By using a 
pen, stylus or finger users can control what is seen on the display 
through these tools. Interactive whiteboards are being used in many 
schools as a replacement for the traditional whiteboards or flipcharts 
or video/media systems. Interactive whiteboards can be used to 
connect to online shared annotations and drawing environments. The 
software helps teacher to keep electronic records of their note for later 
use. Also, teacher can record their instruction which they had done 
during the lesson on the interactive whiteboard, which can be saved 
as a digital video format and then can post this material for review 
and revision by the students. This is an advantage for the students 
to see a revision of what had been done in school, especially when 
something was not understood well, when they are absent or when 
they want to revise for examination. Some software programs used 
with interactive whiteboards allow also the recording of the teacher’s 
voice. Students also by the help of the teacher can make use of the 
interactive whiteboard during the lesson, to choose picture, drawing, 
write and more.

Internet:- Internet was seen as an instrument to answer the 
learning needs of many students since it have vast amount of resources. 
The use of internet adds something new, some real value, to teaching. 
The internet offers a tremendous way of communication between 
students themselves and with experts regarding the subject they are 
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studying. Moreover students can join groups which discuss their 
favorites subject to continue enhance their information regarding that 
particular subject. The internet can be a support when teacher using 
animation, pictures, maps, images and other resources. For example 
when studying the land in which Jesus lives, to which the student 
has never been, a virtual tour to some of the landmarks through the 
internet can make the lesson more attractive and interesting, since 
they are not only imagining what the teacher is saying about the Holy 
Land but also seeing how the Holy Land looks like. The use of internet 
is in contrast with the use of textbooks. Many of our textbooks can be 
considered outdated. The use of internet can gives us the opportunity 
to include current data in our lessons.

Microsoft PowerPoint or other presentation software:- The 
use of PowerPoint during teaching has a significant amount of 
potentialities for encouraging more visual use and more proficient 
presentations, since one can put text, audio, videos, pictures, 
graphs and much more. PowerPoint is a widely used presentation 
programmed which had originated in the business world but today had 
found also a very comfortable place in the world of teaching. Good 
use of PowerPoint enhances the teaching and learning experience of 
both teachers and the students. This is continuously developing since 
the Microsoft Corporation which created PowerPoint is endlessly 
developing and adding more features to its software to make it more 
easy and professional look like, such as the integration of video clips 
and words at the same time and the use of the presenters view, in order 
for whom is doing the presentation to see what comes next or work 
with other programs at the same time. As well, the templates provided 
can help to make simple professional look of the presentation in order 
to be more effective and successful. PowerPoint software also gives 
the accessibility to print what had been shown in the presentation in 
order for students to have a copy of the presentation shown during 
the lesson.

Video clip:- The use of video clips in education is developing 
very faster, since time has pass on static images and pictures. 
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Today we are developing the idea of movement in pictures and in 
our presentations. The fact that video editing programs are now 
available for everyone to use on his personal computer, the trend that 
is developing is to create videos to enhance more the attention and 
motivation of the students.

This developing is made easier through websites such as Youtube.
com and Vimeo.com, where one can upload his videos while others 
can see and download for personal use. This innovative idea had 
created a planet of video resources which can be use for teaching.

Improving communication with technology
A child is not born a user of digital technology, but can learn to 
become one. It is through a parent, a program, a friend or a teacher 
that a child learns to use technology. Students are seeing, using and 
trying media in all aspects of their lives outside of the school context. 
Teachers can help students draw links between what is happening 
outside of school and what is happening inside the school. Teachers 
can use technology within the classroom to model real-world 
practices. Meaning making occurs when students communicate using 
multimodal texts. Curriculum documents are changing to adjust to 
the increasing demands of the technological world that we live in, 
and the many modes in which we communicate. Educational theories 
help us to understand how students learn to make meaning through 
communication. Vygotsky’s and Bandura’s theories provide teachers 
with guidance on how to use technology in teaching and learning. 
Learning occurs within a social environment – we learn by modeling 
and interacting with others. Technology can be used to facilitate 
social interaction and communication among learners in class, within 
a school, between schools and around the world. Communication 
skills are identified through the Indian Curriculum. For example In 
Science, students, Represent and communicate ideas and findings 
in a variety of ways such as diagrams, physical representations and 
simple reports. In History, students, Use a range of communication 
forms (oral, graphic, written) and digital technologies.
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Teachers can set a range of communication learning activities 
for students, including journal writing, speech writing, preparing 
topic talks, newsletters and debates. Technology can be embedded 
meaningfully and engagingly into these activities.

Collaborative learning with technology

Collaborative learning is a situation in which two or more people 
learn or attempt to learn something together. These include both 
face-to-face conversations and computer discussions (online forums, 
chat rooms, etc.). Collaborative learning activities can include 
collaborative writing, group projects, joint problem solving, debates, 
study teams, and other activities. The approach is closely related 
to cooperative learning. Some positive results from collaborative 
learning activities are students are able to learn more material by 
engaging with one another and making sure everyone understands, 
students retain more information from thoughtful discussion, and 
students have a more positive attitude about learning and each other 
by working together. Technology has become an important factor in 
collaborative learning. Some examples of how collaborative learning 
is being increasingly integrated with technology are as follows:

Computer-supported	 collaborative	 learning	 (CSCL) is a 
relatively new educational paradigm within collaborative learning 
which uses technology in a learning environment to help mediate 
and support group interactions in a collaborative learning context. 
CSCL systems use technology to control and monitor interactions, 
to regulate tasks, rules, and roles, and to mediate the acquisition 
of new knowledge. Wikipedia is an example of how collaborative 
learning tools have been extremely beneficial in both the classroom 
and workplace setting. They are able to change based on how groups 
think and are able to form into a coherent idea based on the needs of 
the Wikipedia user.

Creating with Technology

Technology makes the impossible to possible. It reshapes reality. 
It powers disruptive ideas. Everyone has the opportunity to create 
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with technology. As 21st-century learners, students are expected to 
be able to create new ideas can be exemplified through stories, maps, 
projects, games, journals and much more. Curriculum documents 
have changed to address the increasing demands of the technological 
world that we live in; they also hold steadfast to fundamental values 
for learning. In the examples below of the Indian Curriculum, how 
technology while still emphasizing the importance of students being 
able to create:

Literacy: Creating texts

Students learn to use a range of software programs including 
word Processing software, selecting purposefully from a range of 
functions to Communicate and create clear, effective, informative 
and innovative texts.

Literature: Creating literature

Students learn how to use personal knowledge and literary texts 
as starting points to create imaginative writing in different forms and 
genres and for particular audiences. Using print, digital and online 
media, students develop skills that allow them to convey meaning, 
address significant issues and heighten engagement and impact.

Using technology to create texts provides students with many 
opportunities. Students can gain confidence in their writing skills by 
learning to use tools such as spell check and increase their vocabulary 
by using a thesaurus tool. Scaffolding takes place through models and 
how-to videos online to guide students through the writing process. 
Students can plan their creative writing concept-mapping tools to 
brainstorm their storyline. There is plenty of opportunity for students 
to review each other’s work and use tools such as track changes in 
Microsoft Word to edit each other’s creative writing.

Preparing teaching strategies with technology

Educators surveyed see technology as a key instrument that 
can support different teaching strategies; it can improve learning 
by promoting interaction, commitment and collaboration. However, 
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teachers think that their role is vital to prepare young students for the 
future of jobs. On the other hand, the study evidenced the need for 
teachers to be supported with relevant technologies, as well as the 
time and space to learn and plan activities aimed at fostering 21st-
century skills.

The experts at the Educationist Intelligence unit believe that, 
for today’s young students, the ability to learn throughout life will 
be a crucial part of future success. To achieve this, teachers must 
have greater autonomy to innovate, have appropriate technology and 
apply teaching strategies that involve students through practical and 
collaborative activities.

Challenged and barriers

Present time opportunity to teacher for using technological tools 
in teaching and learning. However, it is true that not all teachers are 
embedding technology into their teaching. Barriers to using technology 
in education includes lack of teacher time, limited access and high 
costs of equipment, lack or vision or rationale for technology use, 
lack of teacher training and support, and current assessment practices 
that may not reflect what is learned with technology (OTA, 1995). 
The need for teacher training and the lack of expertise are major 
barriers to using the computer and related equipment. With computer 
competence, teachers’ anxiety decreases and their attitudes toward 
computers improves with hands-on computer literacy courses. Some 
resource barriers are being overcome with an increasing number 
of computers and software applications and faster, more reliable 
networks in schools. But teachers tend not to use technology if they 
become frustrated when it does not work properly or when there is 
a lack of technical support in their school (Hew & Brush, 2007). 
Teachers also report having limited time to review and learn about new 
technology tools that they can use in their teaching (Hew & Brush, 
2007). Teacher knowledge and skills are important factors in the use 
of technology in the classroom. Lack of specific technological skills 
is a common reason teachers give for not using technology (Hew 
& Brush, 2007). However, those teachers who take the opportunity 
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to build skills through professional development activities are much 
more likely to integrate technology into their teaching than those 
who do not (Mueller et al., 2008). But teachers realize that the 
knowledge and skills they need to be able to use technology in the 
classroom goes beyond understanding what functions are under the 
menu items and what buttons to click. Using technology effectively 
to promote student means thinking about effective learning strategies 
and effective classroom management. Teachers are faced with 
challenges and barriers all the time. Technology’s place in society 
causes teachers to consider the implications for them in their role as 
educator and as lifelong learners themselves. The constant challenge 
for teachers is to draw upon their continually developing knowledge 
and skills about what to teach and how to teach. Technology is just 
one, but an important consideration in that equation.

Conclusion
Technology is such a big part of the world of which we live especially 
in this helpless situation of spread of Coronavirous disease. We are 
an evolving technological society and in many ways have become 
dependent on its use. Teachers are using ICT to support their role 
in providing students with structure and advice, monitoring their 
progress and assessing their accomplishments. When students use 
technology to conduct research projects, analyze data, solve problems, 
design products and assess their own work, they work with others 
to create and communicate new knowledge and understandings. 
Teaching and learning strategies are based on theories of learning 
that allow teachers to provide different experiences for their students. 
Technology is changing all the time and what we know about how to 
use that technology effectively is developing continuously. Teacher 
will continue to develop understanding and practice regarding the use 
of technology to help students learn effectively.
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Abstract: Now in the present situation a biggest terror in the modern world 
is ‘CORONA’ In the age of present situation Corona Virus pandemic has 
significantly disrupted in every aspect of human life. While COVID-19 
is affecting public health, effect can already be observed in education 
system. It can be said that the functioning of the whole education system 
has been disrupted. In such a situation; the Union Ministry of Education 
has directed online education to keep the flow of education active. That’s 
why all the activities of higher education are going on through online. But 
such an agricultural country like India, it is natural that many students will 
be deprived of online education. Students are facing various problems in 
getting out of the traditional mentality and going to classes through online. 
The online medium has some technical methods on which it operates. Many 
people do not have enough knowledge about that. On the contrary, many 
teachers and students are very awkward in online education. Many people 
don’t know how to communicate and take classes with the help of apps 
like Google Meet, Zoom, Webex Meet etc. And that’s why, it is expected 
that there will be some advantage and disadvantage of online education in 
our country. In this present study an attempt to know the various problems 
and remedies of online education during this pandemic situation. The 
qualitative research method was followed.

Keywords: Online Education, Problems, Remedies, Traditional Education.

“Progress is impossible without change and those who cannot change 
their minds cannot change anything”  –(George Bernard Shaw)

Introduction 
India is a third world country. Third world countries refer to those 
countries that do not belong ‘NATO’ force or the Soviet Union’s 
‘Warsaw’ [1]. Third world countries are gradually advancing on the way 
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of industrial development. These countries face different problems 
with new or revival of something new. Discrimination between social 
and economic conditions continues on the head of these countries. 
The developing way of life of the third world countries is going on 
with conflicting mentality. But questions remain about this ongoing. 
As the world becomes increasingly technologically dependent, so-
called developing countries like India are being forced to adopt 
digital systems. If the country cannot stay in time, the country will 
be more lagging behind. Therefore there is no way without digital. 
The use of instruments means the pain must come. And you have to 
live a machine-dependent life keeping in mind its advantages and 
disadvantages.

Life never goes along a straight line. The problem is to be faced. 
A similar problem has arisen with the corona virus attack. The biggest 
terror in the modern world is ‘CORONA’. Whose official name is 
‘COVID-19’. Corona has spread to almost all countries of the world. 
People are now at risk in all aspects of normal life, education, health 
services. Around 30 million people worldwide are infected by the 
novel corona virus and at least 1 million people have died due to 
highly infected by this virus. In India alone, 3.5 million people have 
been infected with corona. Around 75 thousand people have died in 
it [2].

In such a complex situation, common people are going out of 
the house with a nose mask while maintaining social distance. In the 
days of Quarantine, people gradually became breathless from house 
arrest. For almost eight months, the education system has been the 
hardest hit by Corona’s devastating effects. It can be said that the 
functioning of the whole education system has ben disrupted.In such 
a situation; the Union Ministry of Education has directed online 
education to keep the flow of education active. That is why all the 
activities of higher education are going on through online. Such an 
agricultural country like India, it is natural that many students will be 
deprived of online education.
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In a country where citizens still have to work hard to earn a 
living, how can they will be digital? With the introduction of online 
media in higher education, those children’s of the common people are 
naturally deprived of that opportunity. On the other hand, children of 
rich families are able to take participate in online classes at home. 
It is much easier for him to afford the internet. What will happen to 
the student who does not have a smartphone? Our country has not 
yet reached the place of this thought to serve same opportunity for 
all citizens. And this is why, it is expected that there will be some 
advantage and disadvantage of online education in our country. 
Higher education is continuing online education in spite of those 
obstacles.

On the other hand, the online medium has some technical 
methods on which it operates. Many people do not have enough 
knowledge about that. On the contrary, many teachers and students 
are very awkward in online education. Many people don’t know how 
to communicate and take classes with the help of apps like Google 
Meet, Zoom, Webex Meet etc. Thus 50% of students are unable to 
participate due to lack of technical knowledge. Yet the importance of 
online education is much greater.

Objective of the Study
The objective of the study-
• To know the various problems and remedies of online education 

during this pandemic situation.

Methodology of the Study
The qualitative research method was used in the study.

Need and Significance of the Study

The world has been fighting a deadly contagious virus called 
COVID-19. The virus has spread to almost all countries over the 
world. Corona is a new virus that spreads rapidly from a common 
infected person’s sneezing and coughing to another person’s body. 
As a result, the government has decided to keep the people of all 
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countries at home. All schools, colleges and universities were 
instructed to close. And at the moment the government has instructed 
to teach online to continue the continuity of education. Students are 
facing various difficulties in getting out of the traditional mentality 
and going to classes through online. I am trying to highlight what 
kind of problems students and teachers are facing in the case of 
online classes.

Concept of Online Education

The term “online education” refers to technological learning, 
instruction that is mediated by the internet. Online Education goes by 
many names such as Computer-based learning, Web-based learning, 
e-learning (electronic learning), and m- learning (mobile learning). 
Today, online education is widely accepted, highly-regarded, 
and completely necessary for all teachers and students. In today’s 
society, students can continue their studied through online education. 
Students can easily get their education information online from home. 
Online is an important medium not only for students but also for 
professional development of teachers at present. Teachers are able 
to send information about students’ education online from home.The 
important of online in the field of open and distance education is 
immense. Distance education comes from United State in the 1800’s 
when teachers and learners at the University of Chicago, who were 
at different location and try to connect through, distance programs 
[3]. This education has expanded so much mainly through online. 
It has been able to bring millions of students under the same roof 
online. Online education has become an effective and exciting way 
to distribute guideline to the global business community by running 
on a 24/7 schedule (24hours a week/ 7 hours a week) because it gives 
students great comfort.

Types of Online Education
In the current situation of education, students are being taught in 
online education. There are various types of online education. Some 
of them are mentioned below....
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 Synchronous learning: This is a community oriented online 
learning. This type of online learning enables some groups of 
students are participate in a learning activity together at the same 
time, from various place in the world.

 Asynchronous learning: Asynchronous online learning a group 
of student who are studding independently at the different time 
and different location from each other. It is without real time 
communication taking place.

 Collaborative online learning: Collaborative online learning 
is a modern learning method. Where various students learn 
and achieve their goals together as a group. Students have to 
work together and participate teamwork in order to achieve their 
common goal.

	 Blended	Learning:	Blended learning is a process of education 
that combines online educational material and opportunities for 
interaction online and traditional classroom method. It is a course 
that combines online and face to face modes of instruction. 
Blended learning is used professional development and training 
setting.

 MOOC	 (Massive	 Open	 Online	 Course): It is a free online 
learning course. The term MOOC was coined by in 2008 by 
Dave Cormer. Its purpose is to certifying the progress of students 
carries a number of benefits for the MOOC. Its benefit t is to 
improving access to higher education and online collaboration. 
[4].

 YouTube: YouTube is another part of online education. 
YouTube is one of the most popular media in this moment. We 
are gaining various knowledge from it. At present, school and 
college teachers are teaching students through You Tube.

Traditional Education

Traditional education happens face-to-face in a classroom 
setting. It is based on specific schedules where students and teachers 
constantly talk. In traditional education, multiple students gather at 
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a specific time and place to study together. Teachers communicate 
to students through discussion method, lecture method, and chalk 
board method etc. Classroom learning helps teachers and students 
to know each other in a better manner. In a traditional classroom, 
students can directly know their opinions and can discuss their own 
questions directly with the teachers. As a result, they get answers 
to their questions quickly.Interactions between students and teachers 
occur in the classroom, following a schedule on campus to maintain 
discipline as well as enhance mental and physical well-being. [5].

Different between Online Education and Traditional Education

The world is becoming modern with time. At the present time in 
every aspect of life we are constantly dependent on technology. We 
do online banking, online shopping, and online communication all the 
time. The education system has become modern day by day. Students 
are putting more emphasis on studying online instead of studying 
in the classroom. Although many people think that online education 
and traditional education complement each other. But in reality there 
are many differences between these two types of education system. 
Some differences mentioned below-

Table 1: Different between Online Education and Traditional Education

Online education Traditional education
1. It happens online. 1. It happens offline.
2. Online education is flexibility. 2. Traditional education is 

inflexible.
3. Online education can be taken 

anytime and anywhere.
3. Traditional education begins at a 

certain time in a certain place.
4. The online learning model is 

basically trying to overcome the 
disadvantages of the traditional 
education system, as well as 
proving additional benefits for 
teachers and students.

4. In the traditional education 
model, students have to listen 
to long speeches, take notes and 
even emphasis rote memorize.

5. Students cannot interact 
directly with the teacher in the 
online education system.

5. In traditional education, students 
can interact directly with the 
teacher.
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6. The primary source of 
information is online content.

6. The primary source of 
information is the trainer.

7. Learning process is faster. 7. Learning process is slow.
8. Online education mediums- 

Projectors, Laptop, E-Books.
8. Traditional education mediums- 

Black Board, Notebook, Paper 
Exam, Books.

9. Missed classes can be gained on 
any time.

9. Missed classes are difficult to 
gain.

10. A social interaction between 
teacher and student is absent.

10. There is a social interaction 
between teacher and student.

Source: https://www.goodwin.edu/enews/online-classes-vs-traditional-classes/ [6]

Problems of Online Education

 At present, the world of education and learning is constantly 
moving towards online education.The emergence of a virus is leading 
the whole world into a difficult situation. As we all know that the state 
government and central government have decided to close schools 
and colleges due to the COVID-19 Pandemic situation. As a result, 
online has become a medium of instruction. In this difficult situation 
admission system, examination system and administrative work is 
being conducted through online. Although the whole education is 
being managed properly through online, butstudents and teachers or 
administrator are facing various problems in managing this online 
system. The problems of online education described below-
1.	 Lack	of	 Interaction:	During this pandemic situation teachers 

are teaching through online. It is hard to keep students engaged 
without a teacher’s physical presents and face to face contact. 
Science students (physics, chemistry) in particularly are having 
more problems in this situation. Because they can’t do all this 
work through online which they do in the classroom labs.

2.	 Unavailability	 of	 Physical	 Space:	 Effective learning occurs 
when there is a face-to-face relationship between the student 
and the teacher. But many times in the case of online education, 
the physical relationship between teachers and students are not 
available. Many students who have facilities to attend to online 
classes face various barriers in terms of unavailability of physical 
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space. This is same for applicable to teachers who are supposed 
to conduct online classes from their home.

3.	 Problems	 of	 Disabled	 Children:	 Online education is a big 
problem for the disabled children. They face various problems 
while they are getting education through online. There are 
special problems with watching and listening their videos. So 
they can’t adjust properly. At present, all the education is being 
given through online under the influence of COVID-19. So this 
is a special problem for the disabled children.

4.	 Isolation:	 This psychological factor is still highly affecting 
student’s motivation and learning progress. When students are 
studying in the classroom there is eye to eye contact between 
them. Teachers and students solve any problem in face to face. 
They share their happy and funny stories with their friends. As 
a result their mind becomes free and happy. But in this online 
education students don’t get to share anything with their friends. 
So they are feeling very isolated.

5.	 Online	Education	is	Boring:	Although online education done 
to solve the annoyance of classroom learning. But in most cases, 
online learning has become a nuisance to students. A lot of online 
learning lasts a long time which is annoying to the students. 
They are not interested in the long-running online lectures that 
teachers have for professional development, because it is much 
more annoying.

6.	 Gadgets	Shortage:	Another problem with online education is 
the lack of gadgets. No gadgets, no studies. Many Students and 
teachers have not a personal gadget to use for online education. 
Many of them are supposed to share the mobile, laptop, computer, 
with their family member. So, the problem of online education is 
also seen in this aspect.

7. Technical Illiteracy: Many students are illiterate in computer 
or technical gadgets. Maximum numbers of students do not 
know how to operate internet or open the pages. And there are 
many teachers also who have not efficiency to conduct virtual 
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classes. Then how will online class be operated. As they have no 
technical knowledge then it expected that online classes never be 
fruitful with them.

8.  Technical Issues: The government has directed all schools 
and colleges to conduct online classes to maintain the flow of 
education in the COVID-19 lockdown. Online courses require 
high bandwidth or strong internet connection which most 
students do not have. As a result, it is not possible for many 
students to take online classes. In many cases, slow internet 
connections are barred in online classes. Due to low accessibility 
of internet students are facing lot of problems. The problems 
they facing such as, not to hear the voice properly, not to see 
vividly or sometimes lost the connection automatically.

9. Adaptability: To succeed any work, it needs to be strengthened 
with that work environment. So all the students who used to 
sit classes through traditional education are suddenly facing 
difficulties in online education.Students are not able to change 
their mindset because they had to be educated in traditional 
education for a long time. As a result, students are facing 
adaptive problems in the field of online education.

10.	 Financial	 Backwardness:	 Financial backwardness is another 
major problem of online education. Generally, a good quality 
smartphone, laptop or computer is required for online education. 
But there are many people in our society whose economical 
aspects are not any job or service. So they are not able to buy 
these expensive gadgets. So they are facing various problems in 
this regard.

Remedies	of	Online	Education:
 Life without problems can never be imagined. There is no way to get 
rid from problems, you have to face it. We know, where there is will 
there is way. In this way we will find solution for online classes from 
this lockdown situation. These are:
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 It is necessary to develop the technology and infrastructure of 
each organization in a timely manner. So that the institutions can 
easily organize examination and online classes.

 University should provide internet to the students who are unable 
to participate online classes due to poverty. In this case, the 
universities have to make an agreement with the internet service 
provider.

 The interaction of teachers and students need to be increased 
through online education. There are several way to do this like. 
Power point presentation, short video, quizzes, etc. through 
these, the interaction between teachers and students will be 
increased a lot.

 Students with disabilities will have to be give scripts of different 
lesson to teach. To arranged each student to receive this script. 
Video transaction will be provided for deaf students and audio 
transaction will be provided for blind students. Finally, teachers 
need to be more active in teaching students with disabilities.

 Online education should be performed in a joyful manner in the 
students. Various types of webinars, group work will be provided, 
so the motivation will be awakened among the students. As a 
result students will not be boring.

 Students and teachers in online education can participate in 
anytime from anywhere; there is no way to deny it. But advanced 
technology is mandatory to manage educational activities in 
this method. So, the advance technology will have to arrange 
colleges and universities.

 Education does not only acquire knowledge. In the field of 
education, a communication skill is made between teacher 
and student. Their relationship is very strong through this 
communication. So students can easily share their problems with 
the teacher. In today’s world, teacher responsibility is not only 
to provide online education but also support the students. Find 
to discuss students concerns about current pandemic situation 
during the lesson. So that students does not suffer in isolation.
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Conclusion
People have overcome the epidemic that has happened before. This 
human civilization has faced such epidemics four times in the last 
400 years, at least 100 years apart. Sometimes he came in the form 
of plague(1720), sometimes cholera(1820), sometimes Spanish 
flu(1920), sometimes covid-19(2020) [7]. Every 100 years the 
epidemic seems to have challenged. Our generation has never had 
to face an epidemic. So we are a lot of shocked. Yet we did not turn 
away. Life is moving forward with this epidemic.

The Indian government is continuing its efforts to keep the 
education system afloat in such turbulent times. Not only for India, 
the whole country of the world. The Union Ministry of Education 
has requested to continue the online teaching-learning system. 
States have completed all necessary activities online in accordance 
with those guidelines. Although there are many barriers to online 
education, but its importance is immense.
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Abstract: Digital divide and online education system has a significant 
role in the present Pandemic situation. It was 1990 when, the term ‘Digital 
Divide’ first introduced and defined as the gap between those who have 
access new forms of information technologies from those do not have. 
The pandemic situation of COVID-19 crisis covers the entire major field 
society education is not except from them. Educational institution have 
been shutdown to protect students and prevent contagion over 1.26 billion 
students among 191 countries. In India alone more than 320 million students 
have been affected from 25th March 2020 due to nationwide lockdown 
and closures of educational institutions (Global Affairs Daily, May 2020). 
This paper will point out different challenges of digital divide during the 
crises of COVID-19 and its influence especially in the rural areas and also 
remedies to overcome the present situation.

Keywords: Digital Divide, Online Education, Pandemic, COVID-19

Introduction 
The digital divide has become an extremely important issue and 
challenge in the matter of online educational system especially those 
students and teachers are belonging or living to rural areas. Nowadays 
Education has shifted as online learning due to pandemic situation of 
COVID-19 to avoid any significant disruption in academic calendars 
by the recommendations of worldwide governments. Benefits of 
virtual learning are labeled for those who have access to technology, 
who can adapt to it and most importantly those who can afford it 
(Lopez & Marco, 2009). Therefore, it can be said that those who 
cannot afford new technologies may confront with the challenges of 
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digital divide and may influence their learning of online education 
system.

Report on Key Indicators of Household Social Consumption on 
Education in India 2017-2018 indicated those only 23.8% households 
have internet access. On the basis of gender and location of the 
people shows a vary ratio regarding internet access. Only 4.4% rural 
households have a Internet access as compared to urban households. 
The overlapping socioeconomic and gender disparities are also quite 
stark in such areas, as just 8.5% of females in rural areas know how 
to use the internet.

Digital divide is a term increasingly used to explain the 
social implications of imbalanced access of some sectors of the 
community to information and communications technology and to 
the achievement of necessary skills. Pandey (2018) stated that it 
encompasses inadequate funding, a lack of necessary computer and 
internet skills and a lack of English language proficiency that hinder 
expansion and use of digital information resources.

Online education is a form of education which is delivered and 
administered using the internet. Online education can be divided into 
several categories depending on the amount of online learning that 
is incorporated into the course, ranging from traditional face-to-face 
learning to blended learning to exclusive online courses.

A pandemic is basically a global epidemic and an epidemic 
that spreads to more than one continent. Pandemic is the worldwide 
spread of a new disease. An influenza pandemic occurs when a new 
influenza virus emerges and spreads around the world, and people do 
not have immunity to recovering power may call pandemic situation.

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered 
strain of coronavirus, a type of virus known to cause respiratory 
infections in humans. COVID-19 stands with four major concepts, 
CO stands for CORONA, VI stands for VIRUS and D stands for 
Disease where 19 is the year of 2019. Coronaviruses are a large 
family of viruses which may cause illness in animals or humans. 
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In humans, several coronaviruses are known to cause respiratory 
infections ranging from the common cold to more severe diseases 
such as Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). The most recently discovered 
coronavirus causes coronavirus disease COVID-19.

Challenges of Online Education due to Digital Divide
To promote online learning among all sections of the population 
need to bridge the gaps of digital divide by improving infrastructure 
and connectivity and by subsidizing mobile data to make learning 
through any media platform which are affordable more. In India, 
online education become challenges for those students and teachers 
when they are lack in different field and these fields are –

Resource Related Challenges
- Lack of quality network of telecommunication.
- Disparity in internet connection.
- Unavailability of e-content in vernacular language.
- Lack of digital devices like smart phone, computer, laptop, 

earphone etc. among teacher and students both.

Teachers Related Challenges
- Unfamiliar and uncomfortable with new system of online 

education hamper teaching-learning process.
- Facing problem due to more use of English learning tools and 

content in comparison to vernacular language.
- Lacks in face-to-face interaction through online education have 

significant impact in learning outcomes.
- Untrained teachers unable to access devices and do not suited to 

use smart phones.

Students Related Challenges
- Due to financial problems students not able to buy a smart phone.
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- Students of remote areas facing problems like slow internet 
connection, unavailability of network and lack of electricity 
connection.

- Using smart phone to entertain rather to learn due to their teen 
age.

- Lack in use learning tools in English.
- Unavailability of e-content in vernacular language.

Capacity Building Related Challenges
- Lack of Training and Orientation Program for using ICT among 

teachers.
- Lack of training for students to use English learning tools 

(software) like, Google meet, zoom, video conferencing call, use 
of word and pdf application, Google Classroom etc.

- Lack in access internet, emailing, typing, e-content searching 
etc.

Language and Content Related Challenges
- Lack in installation and run of software application due to 

English language.
- Lack in searching content in English language.
- Facing problems with new terms online activities in English 

language.

Influence of Digital Divide in Online Education Due to 
Pandemic Situation

Jugal Kishor Patra, a Government Managed High School 
Teacher of Satiguda in Odisha, he climbs to the roof every day at 
scheduled time and stands at a vantage point, where his phone detects 
the network, to conduct online classes as well as his office work (The 
New Indian Express report, 9th August, 2020). The students are doing 
the same in searching of network. The 44-year-old headmaster says, 
there is no other option. We get connectivity at a particular point 
on the roof and I make sure to stand there to complete the online 
works like students’ form fill-ups, data entry, performance managing 
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system and bills. With much difficulty, the school teachers conduct 
online classes after finding an accessible spot in the school periphery.

Apart from the above case there are so many influences of 
digital divide in online education system especially for the rural areas 
students some of them are –
- In pandemic condition learning experience is differ between rich 

and poor students. Here rich students can easily access schooling 
materials online; on the other hand poor cannot access the same.

- Digital divide not only impacts the future of young minds but also 
reduces the chance of having a great career. As a consequence 
different backgrounds student lose to develop innovative 
solution.

- Meritorious students who belonging from low income families 
are much limited to the access to information advancing there 
education with innovative ideas since they cannot afford 
connectivity to the web. As a result such students are discouraging 
and they avoid courses because of their poor performance.

- Most of the students cannot finish their home work because 
lack of access to high speed internet access at home. As a result 
discrete educational gap between teachers and students.

- Most of parents do not know how to guide in the effective use 
of the digital media. For this reason parents are worry of giving 
devices to kids because of misusing.

- Teachers are also hesitating to change their pedagogy for fear of 
losing their relevance this may create gap between generation of 
teachers and students.

- Digital divide also promote behavioral divide among teachers 
and students who can learn or teach on their own, with or 
without social setting rather those who cannot. It happening 
because many are incapable of learning or teaching by their own 
capability in the present online education system.

- The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the severe inequalities 
that exist between the rich and the poor, rural and urban 
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households, and between males and females. Following the 
current trajectory, an inability or unwillingness to build and 
strengthen the education infrastructure in the country will only 
push the poor, vulnerable and disadvantaged even further into 
the margins of society, and even worse, leave them behind.

Remedies of Digital Divide in Online Education Due to Pandemic 
Situation

To bridge the digital divide in online education during pandemic 
situation is a major challenge for countries to provide equality in 
education. ICT plays a vital role worldwide in school education due 
to pandemic situation but commendable efforts to bridging the gap 
are now escalated world over and it goes beyond the provision of 
devices. Digital divide may reduce by some nationwide steps and 
they may work as remedies also are –
- Promoting digital literacy through campaigns or incentives, 

partnerships with successful entities and robust networking.
- Bridging the digital gap in education is a gradual and costly 

process that is a prerequisite for development.
- Helps to lower income earners to afford new technology where, 

Governments can give tariff subsidies to encourage them to buy 
these digital tools.

- Public needs to be educated on the benefits and value of utilizing 
the internet and the various resources within it to achieve 
economic and social growth.

- Most people in rural areas lack the necessary prerequisite 
education to understand a lot of online content. To encourage 
internet adoption in such places, local content and applications 
need to be developed in local languages that can be understood 
by the local populace.

- Large-scale cost-effective solutions that are suited for rural 
environments have been developed such as the use of satellite 
broadband technologies, drones, and earth-orbiting balloons.
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In summary, the problem of the digital divide is just a symptom 
that points us to a much deeper problem in our economic development. 
And this is a problem that characterizes both the developed and 
underdeveloped nations in the world. Once the economic challenges 
of low education levels, poor infrastructure development, and low 
quality of life/ income levels are addressed, the digital divide will be 
eliminated.
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Abastract: Certainly, the benefit of online learning to students is vast 
and undeniable. Following an online course is an exceptional choice in 
education, specially when there are many interruptions in learning situations, 
such as lightening or distance. But every coin has two-sides, e-learning also 
has some primary difficulty, which may reduce it slightly for the students. 
The actual fact is that most online learning programs can only offer one-
sided communication, this loss is very dangerous. Lack of contact is seen in 
regards to online learning communication always proved to be important. 
If a student wants to increase skill, it is not important to follow an online 
course. It is not suitable for students who are interested for quick response 
from lecturers. In this case to get feedback, students are required to wait 
for a long time, until the lecturer examines his work. Academic content is 
accepted in most current colleges and universities and libraries, stadiums, 
study areas and laboratories. The online learning environment is more 
challenging in this system. Two specific types of e-learning can be taken 
as examples here. First, it provides computer-based training. It has learning 
objects including audio, video, animation and application simulation via 
CD-ROM or mainframe and through a local network, while another type 
is web-based. The Internet gives learning things for training. Except those, 
there is an other problem as a power cutoff, a failure in the Internet server 
onany hardware issue can also be profoundly affected.

Keywords: Requirement of learning classes, e-Learning, Traditional 
Education System, e-Learning Management System, Difficulties of 
e-Learning

Introduction 
Education is often termed as the one key that can support an eminent 
deal with any expression or difficulty that one could favor throughout 
his or her life. In the last couple of years, it is noticed that there is 
an increase of getting quality higher education which has changed 
the conventional education system. One such mode of learning is 
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online education. Though Students may face many challenges by 
choosing Online education or online classroom, it has also many 
benefits. Many challenges faced by students while studying through 
online platform are mentioned below. Students need more time while 
studying through online platform than to a physical classroom. So, 
time management is necessary in this regard. If a student is asked to 
tell one of his or her best memories while he or she was studying in 
a classroom, definitely he or she can able to tell his or her memory. 
In a classroom education student can share their own ideas and 
can understand each other’s ideas because there are many students 
physically present in a classroom. It is quite impossible to online 
learning though there are both positive and negative aspects of online 
learning.

Objectives

• To explain the concept of online education.
• Main issues are explained.
• Major problems are explained.
• Minor problems are explained.

Definition

• Online education is a type of distance learning taking courses 
without attending a brick and mortar school or university. 
Instead, online students and teachers interact over the internet.

• A learning system based on formalized teaching but with the help 
of electronic resources is known as E-learning. While teaching 
can be based in or out of the classrooms, the use of computer and 
the internet forms the major component of E-learning.

• According to the U.S. Department of education, online learning 
is learning that is undertaken on a computer bay means of the 
internet.

• E-learning as web-based training also online learning is training 
that resides on a server or host computer that is connected to the 
World Wide Web (Allison Rossett 2001).
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• E-learning as all computer and internet based activities that 
support teaching and learning – both on – campus and at distance 
(Tony Bates & Gary Poole, 2003).
Issues in Online Education

• Health issues.
• Network issues.
• Knowledge of technology.
• No social development
• Issues of Communication

Difficulties in online education
1. Internet connection problem: The Internet connection is 

not same everywhere, Sometime it is sluggish that causes 
disturbances and wastes time. 

2.	 Capability	 to	use	Internet:	First of all, you should know the 
technique of using Internet in a perfect way. Quick access, 
navigation of the screen , and excellent skill can make The whole 
process is smooth andeasy. 

3.	 Lack	of	eye	Contacts:	Eye contact is crucial inteaching that can 
involve the minds of the students and catch their attention easily 
but online teaching  is quite accurate in this aspect. 

4.	 Inconvenient	for	practical:	Some subjects are there that need 
morehand experience than the more reading of theory. Online 
platform in unable to give that platform to students. 

5.	 Scope	of	distraction:	Atmosphere is a key  factor in teaching 
that maker the student inclined to subject in the class. But 
online classes cannot make us line that as it happens with in the 
household  as a result of which we get distracted often. 

6.	 Extreme	pressure	on	the	week	students:	A group of students 
are there who do not work in time, bunk classes and very lazy 
in lifestyle, For them online education is not fruitful one, they 
become more distracted  from studies.
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7. Not suitable for all: Students are individual differ from each 
other.It can effect the health for some of them, headache, ear, 
eye, problem may occur. 

8. Blockage in the path of social interaction: A class room 
teachings services multifaceted role apart from learning the 
subject. A lot of interaction occurs in the institutional atmosphere 
which has become totally blocked-in online teaching. 

9. Cost: India not so rich country that here all levels of people can 
bear the money needed, to attend the online classes so it is not 
possible for all.

10. Other activities: Online classes are not so interesting to students 
it cannot bound them totally the time allotted, frequently they 
become busy in other social media’s, chat etc. 

11. Need of self-control and discipline: Online education can be 
a helpful one only when a student can control himself which 
attending the class. No one is there for presenting him from 
taking unfair means. It has to be done by them self.

12.		Boredom:	Online education involves only the students, face to 
face interaction, question-answer season appear not to interesting 
while attends it alone rather it drinks monotony and barrenness.

13.	 Not	 sit	 for	 disabled:	E-learning in its scope is very narrow, 
the disable students cannot adjust with it the blind, the deaf, the 
other disabled students suffer a lot here for it does not include the 
proper measurements for them.

Some other problems of online education
• Internet packages are very expensive now-a-days.
• Classroom interaction is missing.
• Only limited content is provided on the Internet.
• Everyone is not able to run Internet.
• Many rural people / students cannot access Internet
• Online learning requires digital instruments which cannot be 

afforded by everyone.
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• There is a need for more self-interest.
• It is not suitable for all ages of children.
• Some teachers do not have the skills to run an online class.

Conclusion
Online learning accommodates students to know about any special 
course or subject. Students can access it from anywhere.  The only 
thing is to have a good Internet connection, digital technology.
Students may face many objections such as the lack of a proper 
lecturer, the allurement for procrastinating, easily being confused, 
and other challenges when it comes to online learning. However, 
expectant students should not be restricted from earning their own 
satisfaction because of fear of failure. The fear is that there is a 
chance that they could struggle and fall behind. Online education 
courses are not structured in a good manner. The only thing is that 
students should habituate themselves with their online classes. There 
are misconceptions about online courses that students find it difficult 
or complete it unsuccessfully. It is a misconception that Online 
education courses through online are easier than the traditional face-
to-face education. It is a true fact that online classes are accelerated 
three times faster than the typical semester system. Therefore, it is 
the responsibility of the students to understand the expectation of 
their lecturer. Every course material needs to be uploaded on online 
platform; so, late work and other excuses are not to be forgiven.
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Abstract: It is said “Factors which affect human behaviour”. The most 
fundamental purpose is to uplift person and its surrounding society through 
education. According to Reid, “Education is part of life, and clearly 
our questions about values and education are in separable from larger 
question of values in life”. The Oxford Dictionary denotes – ‘value’ means 
‘worth’. In broad sense of sociology, value means interest, joy, liking, 
duty, moral, wish, demand. Now-a-days, COVID-19 extends to exist 
for a long period of time, So, the learners, especially, Kudmi belonging 
community are habituated to connect online education of West Bengal of 
Paschim Medinipur District of Chhotonagpur Plateau, they try to inculcate 
their values through community prayer, health programme, Cleaning 
Programme, Productive and creative work, Democratic education, cultural 
programmes and so on. The values that determine the national life of a 
citizen, lifestyle, laws, humanism etc.. However, John Dewey pointed 
about values – “Primarily to prize, to esteem to appraise, to estimate”. In 
Upanisada, value means –“Satyam, Sivam, Sundaram” On the other hand, 
Delor commission mentions four pillars of Education – ‘Learning to know’, 
‘Learning to Do’, ‘Learning to live together’, ‘Learning to Be’. Overall 
value means – ‘Learning to Be’. The aboriginal Kudmi caste of West Bengal 
of Paschim Medinipur District of Chhotonagpur shows their different good, 
moral, ethics, honesty, loyalty to conduct their online educational values.

Keywords: Values, Inculcate, Kudmi, Online Education, Paschim 
Medinipur, Chhotonagpur Plateau
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Introduction 
Values Inculcate of Online Education of Kudmi (Mahata/Mahato) 
is a modern and update technique on the time of Corona virus 
(COVID-19) The very term ‘Value ‘Orignates from Latin Word 
‘Valerie’ that means ‘Strong’. It places the main issue for present. 
Human beings belong to Kudmi tribal people live in their society. 
So, in a large society they share their feelings, emotions, thinkings 
through different types of material and non-metarial cultures. 
Among their, ‘Atra’ (Cleaning festival of Badna Parab in Krtick 
Mash) ‘Jugnibata’ (Cleaning festival of saharul Parab in Chaitra 
mash) etc Besides, wall painting of ‘Badna Parab’, Chokpura ‘(A 
diagram for denoting connecting generation from house to farm 
house), Wall painting of ‘Karam Parab ‘(Devotee to Karam Gasai 
in Connection to forefathers), Jita (Symbol for life long lasting of 
a child), Makar (Last roation movement of earth around Sun), In 
their cultural functions, especially, ‘Jhumur’,’Biha Geet(Marriage 
song)’, ‘Ahira’(Cattle awakening Song), ‘Domkach’(Oil turmeric 
Stage at marriage of Kudmi Samaj), ‘Karam Nach’(A gorgeons 
agricultural festival on parsha Ekadasi of Bhadra Mash),’Machani’ 
(A sociel drama on various issues). In a large scope, these people 
regulate online education through their daily workings like – ‘Maruli 
(Morning Symbol of sun at everydoor), ‘Sanjha’ (Evening Symbol 
for enlighting pradip).

Objectives

1. To awaken moral and aesthetic feelings.
2. To Stimulate and enliven about modern problematic life like 

environmental pollution, human rights, peace etc.
3. To enrich kudmi learners of Paschim Medinipur District about 

democracy, Secular, Social justice, Scientific temper, Social 
Cohesion and National Unity.

4. To create the chance of practice and reflection of values.
5. To make national integration, tradition and culture of Kudmi 

learners.
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6. To aware about citizenship duty of Kudmi learners.
7. To inculcate sovereignity, respect to others and learning to live 

together.
8. To awaken man making for religions, legal, truthfulness, 

temperament, Service mentality.

Methodology

(i)	 Study	 Method:	 Qualitative (Descriptive analysis within a 
framework).

(ii)	 Sampling	technique:	Non- probability Sampling technique.
(iii)	Study	 population:	 Online Educational values Inculcate in 

Kudmi (Mahata /Mahato) of West Bengal of Paschim Medinipur 
of Chhotonagpur plateau.
(a) Inclusion Criteria : Online Educational Values in Kudmi 

Learners.
(b) Not observe the Whole Community based online educational 

values judgement.

Review	of	Related	Studies
A review of related studies is a comprehensive Summery of previous 
research on a topic. It deals with scholarly articles, books and 
different relevant sources to a particular area of research. It should 
enumerate, narrative, summarize, objectively evaluate and charity of 
the earlier topic. To paula (2010) literature review is “the section of 
available documents (both published and unpublished on the topic, 
which Contain information, idea, data and evidence written from a 
particular stand point to fulfill Contain aims or express certain views 
on the nature of the topic and new it is to be investigated and the 
effective evaluation of these documents in relation to the research 
being proposed”

However, the review related studies are mentioned:
•	 A	demand	not	value	based	higher	education	system	in	India:	

A Comparative Study.
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•	 Concept	Analysis:	Value Based Curricular.
•	 Relations	between	Value-	Based	Leadership	and	Distributed	

leadership: A Casual Research on School principles behaviours.
•	 Role	 of	 Islamic	 leadership	 in	 value	 based	 corporate	

management: The Case of Pakistan.

Characteristic of value of online Education
(a) Concept of permanent Moral Ethics.
(b) Fulfilling Valuable Demands.
(c) Involvement of Emotional outburst.
(d) Foundation of social life.
(e) Teaching of Religion and Philosophy.

Classification of Values

Generally, there are mainly three types of values that apply in the 
life of human beings.
(i)	 Subjective	and	Objective:	When a person evaluates anything 

with his own feelings or experiences, it is called as ‘Objective 
values’. Example – Many men acquire that ‘Way is good ‘in 
life. It is originally the own value. Again many think that value 
is not the personal subject of anybody. Truth speech, steal not 
to others, brotherhood etc are predetermined. These are the 
objective value.

(ii)	 Intrinsic	and	Instrumental:	When a thing is evaluated with its 
own value, it is called as ‘Intrinsic value’. But on the contrary, 
when a thing is determined with its subject, it is called as 
‘Instrumental Value’; Of course, there are two types of values of 
same object. Example – An umbrella protect from sun and rain. 
But this umbrella is used by my late father. It is saved by me for 
his memory. The first example is ‘Intrinsic Value’ and the latter 
is an ‘Instrumental Value’.

(iii)	Contextual	 Values:	 When it is used to denote context or 
subject, it is called as ‘Contextual Value’. Example - Cultural, 
economical, religions, aesthetic, social and educational etc.
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Philosophical Tenants about Values
(a)	 Idealistic	philosophical	Approach:	To idealists, the most crucial 

object of idealist philosophy is from ‘Being’ to ‘Becoming’.
They seem that an intrinsic value is behind every object. They 
think that truth,honesty,love etc are permanent and fixed.It is not 
determinded by an individual,fixed and unchanged. These are 
not maintained by person or it is not viewed by person.

(b)	 Pragmatic	 Philosophical	 Approach:	 The pragmatists’ view 
their opinions anti to the ideologists. They do not seem that value 
is not fixed, permanent and unchanged.They think that a person 
gains experience through their different new experiences.Men 
fed by their care heart. The honesty, truth of human beings are 
beauty and measurable. So, one person is another to other and 
value is separate from eachother. One thing is judged by a person 
but it is not valued by other. The objects of thing is determinded 
by utilitarlan.

(c)	 Natural	 philosophical	 Approach:	 To naturalists, value 
is hidden in the lap of nature This universe is controlled 
by well recognized and instrumental.There is no place of 
love,friendship,money,hospitality etc.The desire, hope,value,of 
weak persons may albolish from earth on oneday Man is the 
slave of nature. So, men has the power to find out value from 
nature.

(d)	 Existential	 philosophical	 Approch:	 It gives prominence to 
man’s passionate aesthetic nature and to his feeling love,guilt, 
guilt and sense of freedom. To existentialists, man is nothing 
other than what he builds.They belive that the individual creates 
values.

Importance of Values of online Education
The importance of valuesin online education-

1. Citizenship Building.
2. Curriculum Construction for National Education.
3. National Value Forming.
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4. Extension of Educational Institutions.
5. Strength for Nation.
6. Equalisation for education.
7. Emphasis on speech and freedom.
8. Freedom for Selection of the Stages of education.
9. Social, political, economical, religions and Cultural needs 

fulfillment.

Strategies for inculcating online Education in Kudmi (Mahata/
Mahato)

There are different types of strategis for inculcating values of 
online education in Kudmi of Paschim Medinipur of West Bengal of 
Chhototnagpur plateau. These values increase the mental, spiritual 
levels of Kudmi learners.
(a)	 Community	Prayer:	It is a process by which the kudmi learners 

uplift their values of online education during COVID-19. 
Through this indoor values inculcating among them with the help 
of ‘Akhara Bandana’ (Preapratory Song) online video of Binod 
Bihari Mahato, advocate cum Social reformer and thinker of 
Jharkhand, Online Video of the role of Totemic Kudmi freedom 
fighters on pre and post ‘Independence of India.

(1)	 Online	 Video	 of	 Life	 Struggle	 of	 Binod	 Bihari	 Mahato:	
Binod Bihari Mahato, eminent advocate cum social worker of 
Jharkhand. He fought to build new ‘Jharkhand state’ because 
the then period the very poor tribal people were depressed by 
Bihar Govt. so, he wanted to form newly Jharkhand on the 
basis of tribal languages, culture and religion. So, he is called 
as ‘the Grandfather of Jharkhand’. His famous speech is- ‘Paro 
ar Larho’. Education is an urgent and essential Component for 
fighting against exploited, hypocracy, selfishness of the people 
of society. He setup ‘Jharkhand Mukti Morcha’, a famous 
political party in 1973. Binod Bihari Mahato established 32 
High school in Dhanbad. He was scholar, social worker on one 
hand and well known political leader on other hand. He also 
established ‘Shivaji Samaj’ to reform social and cultural change 
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of the society. Social movement was needful at that time than 
political movement. That’s why it is said – “If there would have 
no Binod Babu, there would have no separate Jharkhand State.”

(2)	 Online	Video	 of	Life	 Struggle	 of	Debandra	Nath	Mahato:	
Debendra Nath Mahato was a successful political leader, social 
worker as well as humanitarian of Purulia District. He belonged 
to educated and economical family. He devoted to work for 
mass people of Purulia resigning the profitable job series of 
Tata Company. Debendra Nath Mahato was MLA from 1956 
to 1971 and also M.P. in 1971. Sristidhar Katiar was his Guru. 
He opposed not to divide Manbhum from Biahr because for the 
dividing policy, Purulia was depressed for setting up industries. 
He was morbid for this reason. His motto is – “Fight for Purulia”. 
He established ‘Ichag High School’. He was kind, generous 
and reformer of the Kudmi community, So, Kudmi learners get 
online values from the life struggle of Debendra Nath Mahato.

(3)	 Online	Video	of	Kudmi	Freedom	 fighters	 on	pre	and	post	
Independence of India: If we turn over the pages of history, 
we notice the kudmi people Contributed largly on pre and post 
Independence of India. They realized by core heart the Brities 
bondage and their slavery and exploitation. That’s why these 
kudmi people wanted to gain freedom and kept their motherland 
free and independence. They fought from the alagae of history 
against the social code and norms, land reform, language and 
cultural tradition and state policy.

However, the participants and martyrs are mentioned following:
a. First Chuar revolt (1767): Martyrs Ganjan Mahato
b. Second Chuar Revolt (1767-1799): Raghunath Mahato, 

Buli Mahato & Jhagru Mahato
c. Kol Revolt (1832): Madara Mahato
d. Santal Revolt (1855): Chanku Mahato
e. Sepoy Revolt (1857): Sukdev Mahato within 11 fighters
f. Indigo Revolt (1859-60): Gopal Mahato
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g. Meri Movement (1919): Bharat Mahato, Kusal Mahato, 
Purna Mahato, Kalia Mahato

h. Civil Disobedience Movement (1930): Ganesh Mahato, 
Sital Mahato, Gokul Mahato, Sahadev Mahato, Mohan 
Mahato

i. Quit Indian Movement (1942): Bipra Mahato, Chunaram 
Mahato, Gobinda Mahato

j. Jharkhand Movement(1970-2000): Brihaspati Mahato, 
Sonaram Mahato, Surendranath Mahato, Baneswar Mahato, 
Biswanath Mahato, Rakhal Mahato, Ganesh Mahato

(b)		Health	Programme:	Kudmi people are too much laborious and 
hard working. They are engaged in Cultivation. During Corona 
virus(COVID-19), they are busy for paddy paltation,weeds 
removing,Vegetables farming,Cows and goatary service, poultry 
farming etc.

(c)		 Cleaning	 Programme:	 Kudmi people basically clean their 
houses on ‘Dinibar’ (Thursday) On that day, they use dried cow 
dung as insecticide. Besides,’ Sankranti’, ‘Parabs’ (Amabati, 
Rohin, Karam, Jitha, Badna, Makar), They use black colour, 
Kharimud etd. They give ‘Chara’ (Symbol of Sun) at every door 
in every morning from the left to right i.e. anticlockwise ‘Jihur (a 
festival on the eve of Asshin Sankranti Agriculture farm is made 
with new red mud and small broom, pitcher, maxgyan branch are 
used for the purpose of it. in the ‘Badna’ Parab (Cow awaking) 
when the, ‘dhaguous (cow awakening people) comeback with 
dancing, they keep busket and the villegers outcomes their torn 
and rejects clothes, chows, dirty things in it. Before ‘Akhan Jatra 
(first day of Kudmali Calender) Kudmi people clean their houses 
and ‘Garan than with the help of dried cowdung. In ‘sharhul they 
observe ‘Jugnibata’ as cleaning programme. So, we can a lot of 
values and co-operative mentality from it.

(d)		Productive	 and	 Creative	 Work:	 In Corona Situation 
(COVID-19), kudmi learners compose, ‘Jhumur songs’, “Karam 
Geet’’ “Chhau dance” on Corona (COVID-19). Short Drama, 
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Indigenous language and culture in Kudmali through Google 
Meet, Zoom apps. They use more and more for forwarding 
video and pictures through whatsapp, facebook, Messenger, 
Twitter etc. A short Documnetory on ‘Karam and its science’ by 
Mrinal Kanti Mahata at SKBU webner is very Commendable. 
‘Chakpura’ and ‘Karam Wall painting are also Creative an 
productive.

(e)		 Democratic	Education:	There are several work strategies for 
good citizenship for values inculcating among Kudmi Learners.

(i)		 Mock	Parliament:	It is a technique by which a speakergenious 
his sense and knowledge.He must possess some practical 
knowledge, temperament and realistic manner.In this Context, 
there are some mock parliament topics on Kudmi Community:
1.  Impact of Kudmali Science and philosophy for Indian social 

construction.
2.  Kudmali philosophy and Indian Constitutional Draft.
3.  Social thengh and kudmi-kudmali.
4.  Languages Evolution in reference to kudmali Language.

(ii)		Online	 National	 Festivals:	 The kudmi learners observe 
during Corona (COVID-19) online National Days. They are 
World Indigenous Day (9th august) World International Mother 
Tengue day (21Feb), Black day of kudmi (6th sept, 1950), World 
Environmental Day (5th Sep) Birth Day of Raghunath Mahato (24 
march, 1738), Matryrs day of Raghunath Mahato (5th April1978).
These festivals ended them to awaken value education.

(iii)	Free	Populated	Environment:	 ‘Jangal Jiua Hamduni (Forest 
protection Campaign) is a good and positive movement of 
Adibasi kudmi samaj.It took place on 10th May to 16may in 2020. 
It was spread through feedback, twitter, watsapp, messenger in 
Indian states like West Bengal, Jharkhand, Assam, Orissa and 
even Bangladesh. Trees are our best friend. We must not cut 
these Sal and other trees randomly. That’swhy, it is a newstep 
to protect forest land in India. This programme highlighted in 
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Sussex University (UK) for values and sympathy for natural 
environment.

(f)	 Cultural	Programmes:	Suresh kudmi in Assam in collaboration 
with Mahadev Dungrlar (Jharkhand), Meghaner Mohanta 
(Orissa), sadhan Mahato (West Bengal), Khitish Mahato (West 
Bengal), connected a group- ‘Kudmali Language of literature.
Through it, Many scholars, researchers, teachers, professors, 
social workers, poets, arties,delivered online lectures on kudmali 
language, cultured and religion and also kudmali poems, 
recitation as well as Jhumur, Karam songs, Bihageet (Marriage 
song). Ahira Geet, Damkach Geet, Jauya Geet, Macheni etc.
Staying at home, it is good social media by which we share a lot 
of informations and values amoung us.

(g)	 Social	Work:	Volenteers:	 In this indisecriminating situation, 
a gang of Abga Kudmi Senas,Kudmi Seongs,Spend their 
Valuable time for maintaining ‘Karam Parab’, ‘Sharhul Parab’, 
‘Jita Parab’, as responsible and punctual volunteers. so, in this 
process, Kudmi learners learns social codes, rules, rituals, mores 
etc.

Last of all, the values of Kudmi of West Bengal Inculcating 
online education of Paschim Medinipur of Chhotonagpur Plateau is 
a unique work that exposes the humanism of these people through 
their activities during COVID-19, they set a mid example of value 
education. Now-a-days without values, modern society suffers from 
crisis. 

Ethics, values, temperament, affection, sympathy must be needed 
at any how and anysake. Kudmi belongs to primitive and aboriginal. 
They are totemic, especially on chhotonagpur plateau.They want to 
live in a society with group and they share their feelings with emotions 
through culture, language and religion. They greet with each other 
with ‘Johar’ (Congratulate/Welcome). Their profession is agriculture 
and they are closely connected to animism theory. They workship 
hills, trees, woods, cows, flowers and fruits, books and overall 
inanimate objects. So, they show their homage to invisible force. 
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Their values and Spontaneous frequencies outcome from grassroot 
level. In the lap of nature, Kudmi people are too much simple, honest, 
realize to easyway, generous, soft, Besides, their cognitive level is 
basically, sophisticated. However, due to COVID-19, they carry their 
cultural and ritual functions like ‘Sharhul’, ‘Rahin’,’Karam’. These 
functions bear values which are indispensable to modern society.
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Abstract: In the recent modern era, the development of a nation depends 
upon the learners’ dedication and its innovative thoughts. Learning is one 
of the most important factors of an education system. In current times, this 
online learning is inadequate to meet the demands of a learner as well as 
society. The education field indicates a shift in pedagogical perspective and 
theoretical structures with student’s communication at the heart of student- 
centric constructive motivation. Now a day’s one of the innovative trend is 
online learning which motivates students in their study, encourage them to 
learn new things by the use of online devices. These paper analyses how 
online learning on intrinsic motivation innovations are rapidly taking place 
in higher secondary education system due to its demand. Online learning 
plays a vital role on intrinsic motivation to enrich the learning experiences 
of learners and its help to improving the quality of higher secondary school 
students. Intrinsic motivation an expression of the will to achieve and 
improve in the domain of learning. It can be understood as the student’s 
will to identify and set goals for the future. The objective of this study is 
to find out the impact of online learning on intrinsic motivation in higher 
secondary school students. Descriptive method is used to discuss this 
paper and is based on literature reviews and various secondary sources like 
books, articles, journals, expert opinion and websites etc. The study reveals 
that the learners enjoy all kinds of experiences through online learning.

Keywords: Online Learning, Intrinsic Motivation, Higher Secondary 
School Students

Introduction 
In the 21st century, the role of education is the most pivotal factor 
in the development of any society as well as of nation as a whole. 
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Education moulds the character and intelligence of individuals. It 
also provides the talent and motivation to every child. One of the 
possible developments in next generation learning system is online 
learning. Education is a process to enlighten human for the attainment 
of leading quality life. In this era of knowledge, social transformation 
and wealth generation are possible only through the process of 
education. We would change our world using this powerful weapon. 
That is why there are so many hue and cries for the changes needed to 
update, and assess and restructure the existing system of education. 
Online learning is an umbrella term that includes any communication 
device or application, encompassing: radio, television, cellular 
phones, computer etc. It is emerging as a powerful tool for all 
higher secondary students in a developing country like India. It 
has become a crucial component of learning in secondary schools. 
Since, the learners of today should realize the significance and need 
for presenting different learning experiences so as to overcome the 
individual differences and make attempts to effectively use media 
and methods generated by online learning. It can also help them 
take out some quiet time to study which provided through distance 
education. The demands of online learning are increasing among 
learners. It overcomes the barrier of timing, attendance and location 
related.

Intrinsic motivation stems from the innate psychological 
needs and plays significant role in achievement, competency, self– 
determination and academic learning. It is a condition what an 
individual feels about others and his ability to face the realities of life. 
Intrinsic motivation is a significantly important factor for learning 
and academic across childhood through adolescence.

Now a day’s online learning is the new trend in education field 
which helps students to gain knowledge in their own way. Online 
learning is an educational system in which continuous access to know 
update knowledge is possible with the help of various devices like 
tablets, I- pads, phones etc. Beside this; online learning also help and 
motivate to make faster communication with students with the use 
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of online devices. It enhances the learning capabilities of a learner 
and encourages a learner to become acquainted with inquiry based 
learning and it also makes the learning more effective, attractive and 
accessible to the learners. This study attempts to highlight the role of 
impact of online learning on intrinsic motivation in higher secondary 
school students.

Statement of the problem

From the above findings the present researcher has not found any 
study in this area. That why the researchers have taken up the present 
descriptive study entitled “Impact of Online Learning on Intrinsic 
Motivation in Higher Secondary School Students”

Objectives of the study
The main objectives of this study are as follows:-
	 To find out the concept of online learning.
	 To find out the characteristics of online learning.
	 To find out the components of online learning.
	 To find out the models of online learning.
	 To find out the Steps of integration of online learning in higher 

secondary education.
	 To find out the potential benefits and current application of 

online learning in education system.
	 To find out the roles of interaction in online learning in 21st 

century’s in higher secondary school students.
	 To find out the concept of intrinsic motivation.
	 To find out the features of intrinsic motivation.
	 To find out the important online learning on intrinsic motivation 

for the student.
	 To find out the perspectives for exploring intrinsic motivation to 

learn in online environment.
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Research	Questions
The research questions are:
 What is online learning?
 What are the characteristics of online learning?
 What are the components of online learning?
 What are the models of online learning?
 What are the Steps of integration of online learning in higher 

secondary education?
 What are the potential benefits and current application of online 

learning in education system?
 What are the roles of interaction in online learning in 21st 

century’s in higher secondary school students?
 What is intrinsic motivation?
 What are the features of intrinsic motivation?
 Why online learning on intrinsic motivation is important for the 

student?
 What are the perspectives for exploring intrinsic motivation to 

learn in online environment?

Definition	of	important	terms

•	 Online	 Learning:	 It is education that takes place over the 
internet. However, online study is similar type of “distance 
learning” – the umbrella term which takes place across distance 
and not in a traditional classroom.

•	 Intrinsic	Motivation:	 It is the act of doing many things any 
obvious external rewards. We do it because it’s enjoyable 
and interesting, rather than because of an outside incentive or 
pressure to do it, such as a reward or deadline.

•	 Higher	Secondary	School	Students:	It can be defined as class 
xi and xii students. Simply we can say ‘adolescent’ student.
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Review	of	related	literature
The review of the related literature is of great significance for 
researcher, as it guides the investigator to know about the amount of 
works done in which the investigator conducts the research. Some of 
these are:

Keller & Suzuki (2004), studied on learner motivation and e - 
learning design; the results of their empirical studies have approved 
the validity of their model for the systematic design of motivationally 
increased direction in E – learning settings with regard to diminishing 
drop – out rates and other positive motivational results.

Scharer, Roizard, Christmann & Lemaitres’ (2006), study deals 
with using an e – learning course at ENSIC in FRANCE. The findings 
of their study demonstrate that this new teaching does not reduce the 
schedule of teaching but interesting more active learning, moreover a 
better understanding of technology for learners to proceed with their 
own ability.

Rovai, Ponton, Wighting & Baker (2007), investigate on 
learner’s motivation in traditional session and E–Teach classes, 
their study results give evidence that students who are taught by 
e–learning. They studied that there were no differences in three 
external motivation measures or a motivation. The outcomes showed 
that graduate learners were more intrinsically motivated than 
undergraduate students in e–learning and traditional education.

Haggerty (2008), investigate in their study faith that having 
knowledge with ICT and virtual competence were two significant 
elements that affected e–learning and had a positive effect on its 
results, They tested their hypotheses on a sample of 383 students 
partaking in online classes, their findings approved the influence of 
virtual ability and exposed a nuanced technique by which knowledge 
with ICT effect e–learning results.

Payne et al. (2009), investigated whether an e–learning aspects 
which utilizes constructivist principles can be effectively used to train 
staffs in a highly specialized skill thought to need expert individuals 
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and extensive prolonged training, lastly their findings displayed that 
educators can be better assisted by e–learning settings rather than 
schedule training as they let asynchronous learning.

Yengina, Karahocab, Karahocab & Yiicelb (2010), studied about 
the impacts of study guider in e–learning, in their paper a model of 
study guiders’ impact in the e-learning method has been discussed, 
The model they provide pathways for study guider to make online 
classes that included learners into e–learning more successfully.

Kim & W. Frick (2011), focused on changes in student 
Motivation during online learning, the results of their study showed 
that motivation during self – directed e–learning (SDEL) was the best 
indicator of positive change in motivation, which forecast learner 
agreement with SDEL. Crucial success elements for e–learning in 
developing countries demonstrate the significance of curriculum plan 
for learning performance.

Methodology
The research attempts to study “Impact of Online Learning on 
Intrinsic Motivation in Higher Secondary School Student”. This 
study is based on literature review and different secondary sources 
like books, articles, journals, expert opinion, websites etc. Research 
questions are used for analysis of data.

Analysis and Interpretation

The research analysis and interprets their on the basis of the 
research questions.

 What is online learning?

It is also known as ‘E–Learning’. Online education refers to 
computer –increased learning which is generally mixed with the field 
of advanced learning technology (ALT) and which deals with both 
the technologies and associated methodologies in learning through 
network or multimedia approaches. It is provided its roots through 
distance education. Online learning can encompass any form of 
technology while it refers specifically to using the internet and the 
web.
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 What are the characteristics of online learning?

Online learning has the following characteristics:
 Online learners are motivated: Many online educators 

are inquisitive by nature and motivated strictly by their own 
curiosity. They recognize that each session that they take 
represents another stage along the way to their individual goal. 
That is why they make study a priority and work diligently to 
digest the course material, finish the required assignments and 
get the most out of the online sessions they take.

 Effective Communicators: The interactions between a 
instructor and a learner are different in online sessions; teachers 
leading online classrooms never get the opportunities to see a 
look of confusion on a student’s mask, so they do not know that 
additional explanation is necessary unless a student speaks up 
and requests it. Successful online learners make every effort 
to communicate clearly so that they get their point across 
effectively.

 Possess strong time- management skills: One of the largest lures 
of online education is flexibility. Students are not expected to be 
in a classroom at a specific time. They generally log on at a time 
and place. Education takes time, and successful online educators 
build time into their list to watch video speeches, complete the 
assigned reading and tackle the required assignments.

 Basic technical Skills: While learners do not demand to be 
computer whizzes, technophobes will find online classes 
frustrating. Students will likely use different software programs, 
utilize email, and create documents in word processing programs. 
Pupils are expected to already know how to accomplish basic 
technology tasks.

 Persistent: Challenges fact, but successful online students do not 
quit. Whether it is technical problem, an especially challenging 
topic or a difficulty in balancing their school work with their 
other responsibilities, they persist.
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So, online learning can be a great way to develop real world skills 
on your own time table, but it is not for everyone. Pupils who lack 
the right mix of natures and skills are likely to stumble, but driven 
personal who understand how to interact, know how to manage 
theirschedule, possess a basic grasp of today’s technology.

 What are the components of online learning?

Online learning has identified five main key components to help 
ensures student success in online programs:
1. Use a systems approach to course design: A designer works 

with staff, media developers and programmers to progress an 
online session. So, online and front line directions are focusing 
on the subject matter and educators’ participationt.

2.	 Provide	professional	development:	Effective online instruction 
requires distinct strategies. Quickly changes in technology 
and the isolated nature of online direction also make personal 
progress.

3.	 Set	 student	 expectations:	 Learners in online classes often 
struggle with the autonomy, time management and digital 
literacy important to succeed. Successful online programs use 
orientation courses to set expectations and clarify the differences 
between online and face – face education.

4.	 Create	 community:	 Communication is essential to foster 
a constructive learning environment and positive peer 
interactions. Online courses that encourage regular and effective 
communication among students and their instructor develop a 
better sense of community and improve the likelihood of student 
success.

5.	 Take	advantage	of	 the	online	 environment:	Online systems 
offer unique insights not available in direct pedagogy. Online 
learning also facilitates individualization and can be adapted to 
different learning styles and special needs.

As the e-learning and face–to–face world’s progress to merge, 
furthering our understanding of best practices for online direction 
will be critical to student success in higher education as a whole.
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 What are the models of online learning?

There are number of models developed on how to deliver 
education effectively using many tested pedagogy. All of these 
models may not end up thriving in the long term, but the following 
models have potential for attracting the learners. These models are 
differing in terms of course design, pedagogy and the channel by 
which information is created and transmitted:
 Traditional full time classroom based face - to - face programs.
 Traditional part – time classroom based programs.
 Non – Profit online programs.
 Profit – based online programs.
 Online Competency – Based Educational Model.
 Open Education Practices.
 Massively open online Courses or MOOCs.
 Flipped Classrooms.
 Self – learning.
 Complete online competency based Higher Education through 

Mobile Devices.

 What are the Steps of integration of online learning in higher 
secondary education?

There are four steps to integrate online learning in higher 
secondary education –

Emerging
↓

Applying
↓

Infusing
↓

Transforming
Fig.	1:	Steps of integration of online learning in higher secondary education

• Emerging – An individual become aware of online learning.
• Applying – An individual learns how to use online learning.
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• Infusing – An individual should understand of how and when to 
use online learning.

• Transforming – An individual gets specialization in the use of 
online learning.

 What are the potential benefits and current application of 
online learning in education system?

The following are the potential benefits of online learning:
(i)	 Flexibility:	Educators have the freedom to juggle their personal 

life and intuition because they aren’t tied down to a fixed 
schedule. Many persons who like online study tend to have 
other commitments and prefer this mode of learning as it gives 
them power over how they will delegate their time towards their 
various projects.

(ii)		Reduced	Costs:	Online study can cost less due to a different of 
reasons. For example, there is no cost for communing. Assorted 
costs that are connected to transport, such as fuel, parking, car 
maintenance and public transportation costs don’t affect the 
online learner.

(iii)	Networking	Opportunities:	Online study also provides learners 
with the chance to network with peers across nations or even 
different continents. This often leads to other opportunities in 
terms of collaboration with other persons in the application of a 
project. At the same time, it makes them culturally conscious and 
able to fit into other environments easily given their exposure to 
other cultures.

(iv)	Documentation:	 We will need will be safely collected all 
information in an online database. The connections objects like 
live discussion information’s, training materials and emails. The 
pupil will be able to access these documents fast, saving valuable 
time and especially useful for individuals that need to carry out 
study for a project and submit their findings to a list.

(v)	 Increased	Instructor	–	Student	Time:	Learners in traditional 
classrooms may not get the individualized attention they need to 
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have concepts clarified. This type of education because online 
guided discussion and personal talk time with their teachers 
Increasing the chances of a student performing well due to the 
time their instructors given them. It also increases their issues 
solving and interaction skills, as well as knowing how to defend 
their arguments to superiors if demanded.

(vi)	Student	 Interaction	 and	 Satisfaction:	 Online courses 
indicate that interactive qualities appear to be a major factor in 
determining course quality as reflected in student performance, 
grades and courses satisfaction.

(vii)	Access	 to	 Expertise:	 An online study might give learners 
access to specialized classes that may not be available in an 
easily accessible or local institution of learning. Online classes 
permition the sharing of expertise that helps many persons have 
access to learn that is not readily available in certain geographic 
locations.

So, new models of learning are always springing up in the market, 
providing students with varied opportunities to their education. The 
future of online courses looks promising and opens up education to a 
large section of the population than ever before.

 What are the roles of interaction online learning in 21st 
century’s in higher secondary school students?

Interaction has been used in online learning to denote anything 
from clicking on a link to interpersonal dialogue among many 
students. The following are the different interaction in earlier 
generations of online learning:
•	 Learner	–	instructor:	It refers to exchanges that occur between 

learners and the teacher and are characterized by attempts to 
motivate and interest the learner. They also provide a mechanism 
for feedback allowing clarification of misunderstandings. It has 
some features like as:
 Establishing learning outcomes.
 Providing timely, useful feedback.
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 Facilitating information presentation.
 Monitoring and evaluating student progress.
 Facilitating learning activities.
 Facilitating discussions.
 Determining learning needs and preferences.

More recently, teaching presence explicates the teaching role in 
online environments which encompasses design and organization, 
facilitating discourse and direct instruction.
•	 Learner	 –	 Content:	 It describes the intellectual process that 

occurs between the learner and the resources associated with the 
topic of study. With the increasing availability of technology, 
learners can now choose from a huge variety of information at 
any time or from any place. But in order to interact with content, 
learners need to be able to access relevant and appropriate 
resources which frequently, require guidance from the teacher.

•	 Learner	–	learner:	This interactions highlight processes that take 
place between peers undertaking a course together. It can include 
processes such as sharing information and understandings, 
working together to interpret and complete activities, solving 
problems and sharing opinions or personal insights.

•	 Learner	–	Interface:	 It refers to a learner’s ability to use the 
required technological tools in order to interact and communicate 
with the instructor, other students and the course content. An 
educator’s faith in their ability to use the necessary technological 
materials to learn online has also been found to be connected to 
performance.

•	 Online	 Communities:	 Interaction between learners and the 
development of learning communities has gained considerable 
attention because it has been identified a crucial factor in creating 
and sustaining online communities.

The discussion to this point has identified that the adoption 
of social constructivist principles that encompass the concepts of 
collaboration, interaction and dialogue are important underpinnings 
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in the development of successful online learning communities. 
Progressing and sustaining a conscious of online group is also 
important in fostering motivation between students.

Therefore other side, learners and teachers interact with each 
other through the web; this interaction can occur of the following 
modes:
	 Synchronous Interaction.
	 Asynchronous Interaction.

Teachers provide the information at their own convenience such 
as interacting through email.

 What is intrinsic motivation?

It is a term that refers to a person’s behavior when it’s driven 
by personal satisfaction doing something purely because it’s fun or 
enjoyable. we feel obliged to do well on which is behavior complete 
to acquire an internal reward.

Intrinsic motivation also refers to the desire to complete a task 
for the sake of personal gratification. It is influenced by a sense of 
connection with the material, the feeling that a student is complete 
enough to complete the task at hand, and that they have independent 
control over their learning.

It refers to an individual’s personal interests, satisfaction and 
enjoyment. The factors affecting it are internal.

Therefore, a person learns the learning’s sake without expecting 
anything such as grades or praise in return.

The different subject is related to promote intrinsic motivation. 
The studies are found to be protracted and satisfying though it can be 
difficult to create conditions where intrinsic motivation can flourish.

Internal abilities and directs goal oriented behavior, effect of 
needs and want on the intensity and direction.

So, if a child states that they like something “just because” or 
they can’t explain why they like something, they are likely internally 
motivated.
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 What are the features of intrinsic motivation?

Intrinsic motivation has the following features:
 These include the need for competence, autonomy and 

relatedness.
 Goals come from within and the outcomes satisfy your basic 

psychological needs.
 Intrinsic motivation also involves seeking out and engaging in 

activities that we find challenging, interesting and internally 
rewarding without the prospect of any external reward.

 Intrinsically motivated people have shown traits of increased 
self – advocacy, goal achievement and positive self - esteem.

 It also refers to the desire to complete a task for the sake of 
personal gratification.

 It is influenced by a sense of connection with the material, the 
feeling that a student is complete enough to complete the task at 
hand, and that they have independent control over their learning.

So, intrinsic motivation is significantly important elements to all 
people. It is the act of doing something without any obvious external 
rewards. Everyone do it because it’s enjoyable and interesting rather 
than because of an outside incentive or pressure to do it, such as a 
reward. It also requires time to build, so it can be difficult in a world 
that demands instant results.

 Why online learning on intrinsic motivation is important for 
the student?

The nature of independence, self-direction and intrinsic 
motivation have long been associated with online learning. Online 
students are often required to be more intrinsically motivated because 
the learning environment typically relies on intrinsic motivation and 
the associated characteristics of curiosity and self–regulation to 
engage learners. In fact, the technology itself is viewed by some as 
inherently motivating because it provides a number of qualities that 
are recognized as important in the fostering of intrinsic motivation, 
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namely challenge, curiosity, novelty and fantasy. The novelty factor 
tends to wear off as users become accustomed to the technology and 
intrinsic motivation can wane. Frustration with technical issue can 
also decrease intrinsic motivation.

While the intrinsic motivation of learners is an important 
consideration, contemporary studies exploring motivation in these 
environments is limited in both number and scope. Recent concern 
over attrition rates in online courses, particularly from new technology 
mediated environments such as MOOCs, highlights the need for 
greater understanding of the complexity of factors that influence 
motivation to learn in online contexts.

 What are the perspectives for exploring intrinsic motivation 
to learn in online environment?

When exploring motivation to learn in online environments 
different perspectives have been adopted. The following are the 
perspectives. Such as:
•	 A	 learning	 design	 perspective:	 The concentrates on the 

blueprint of the learning environment and the elements 
considered important to provide optimum pupil motivation in 
the first perspective. This perspective adopted when examining 
motivation in online learning settings has been to concentrate 
on the design of the environment to elicit student motivation. 
Simply instructional design models have been put forward, 
much of which consider educators motivation as a component 
of a broader design approach and others which focus exclusively 
on motivation. The instructional design structure used the most 
frequently for the development of motivating online study 
environments. The structure was developed as a means of 
effecting educator motivation by using a method to instructional 
design. The attention, relevance, confidence and satisfaction 
(ARCS) types serve as guidelines for systematically developing 
instructional strategies that capture learner attention, establish 
relevance of what is being taught, encourage learner confidence 
and provide a sense of satisfaction via intrinsic rewards. The 
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ARCS model has been used as a design approach for instructional 
in online learning contexts.

The instructional symbol aspects have been very significant in 
progressive our level of motivation in online study environments. 
However, they are not sufficient on their own to explain the complex 
processes that occur as they often do not take into account learner 
differences.
•	 A	 learner	 trait	 perspective:	 The second perspective views 

motivation as a relatively fixed individual feature of the learner. 
It is predominant method for investigating motivation has been 
to conceptualize various motivation constructs as learner traits. 
The impetus for conducting much of this study has been in an 
attempt to identify factors that contribute to higher attrition rates. 
The factors or traits are the following:
 Self – efficacy: The motivation always influences both 

learning and performance and focuses on how people 
acquire knowledge, skills, beliefs and strategies through 
their interactions with and observations of others. Self – 
efficacy has been linked to factors influencing goal setting 
and goal performance. It also has been highlighted as an 
important predictor of successful outcomes and satisfaction 
in online learning environments.

 Goal orientation: A second conceptual framework 
commonly used to support studies motivation to learn in 
online contexts, is goal orientation. It explores learners’ 
reasons for engaging in achievement behavior.

 Interest: A concept closely related to intrinsic motivation 
is a distinct motivational construct evident in some online 
motivational work. Traditional educational contexts have 
consistently shown that the level of an individual’s interest 
has a significant influence on their learning. Interest is a 
concept that has been characterized in a number of ways, 
but is most often viewed as a psychological state that 
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involves focused attention, increased cognitive functioning, 
persistence and affective involvement.

Studies have explored students’ reasons for engagement in online 
environments from an intrinsic motivation perspective
•	 A	situational	perspective:	The investigation has been selected 

that do acknowledge a more contemporary ‘situated person in 
context’ perspective. It has been shown to have positive effects 
on discussion behavior and group performance in computer 
supported collaborative learning environments. This perspective 
is emerging that acknowledges the dynamic and responsive 
nature of motivation to different situations.

Therefore, intrinsic motivation has been identified as a key 
factor in developing and sustaining a sense of community as well as 
learning and achievement in online contexts.

Conclusion
We can conclude that the effects of online trends are changing in 
the field of education. Even in progressive society, educators are 
collaborating with each other through online social media to learn 
more ideas, fact and opinion about specific subjects. Online learning 
has remarkable influence in the era of education. The learners are 
enjoying the learning experiences through online learning. It helps 
them to make lesson plans and it creates barrier free learning 
environment which is an essential to make democratic education 
system. Intrinsic motivation plays a huge role in how students learn 
and perform in instuition. Consequently, that can positively affect 
their performance and learning outcomes. It can help learners which 
are the best supports of students’ needs and interests. So, we must 
say that online learning has become necessary to enhance the quality 
of learners’ intrinsic motivation in higher secondary education. It 
has become natural, automatic and integral part of learning process 
in education. There by students can improve on their life skills, be 
independent, sustained themselves and have a future to look upon 
and for others to share.
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So, we hope that empowering by this paper to move forward with 
online learning initiative, realizing that full potential of motivated 
learners and to hearing that how online learning can impact all 
students, helping transform education for 21st century.
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Abstract: The onslaught of COVID-19 as a gargantuan pandemic has 
obligated the embracement of digital and online modes of education, 
from the kindergarten till advanced research levels. Online education 
has proved to be a panacea in the time of the COVID-19 crisis. Despite 
some potential hurdles like the ‘digital divide,’ interrupted electricity, 
lack or shortage of smartphone gadgets, lack of access to the internet and 
parental unaffordability of sustaining the costs accrued to online education 
for their children, virtual platforms have proved to be the sole reliability 
for all stages of education. This is primarily because the fear of contagion 
has made physical classroom spaces dangerous. This paper stresses on the 
fact that COVID-19 has exposed some of the long-standing disadvantages 
of traditional offline learning, which can be obliterated by incorporating 
the e-learning mode, as a regular feature of our educational institutions. 
Equipping learners and educators with a spruced up capacity of existing 
online apps and platforms to the optimum, desirable level, all stakeholders 
can be brought under one common umbrella, where the chatroom can 
function as a supplement (if not replacement) for traditional learning 
processes. Online education demands some initial prerequisites, but if these 
are fulfilled, it can also eliminate several material, economic and cultural 
impediments that stand in the way of universal education in India.
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Introduction 
The onslaught of COVID-19 as a gargantuan pandemic has obligated 
the embracement of digital and online modes of education, from 
the kindergarten till advanced research levels. Online education has 
proved to be a panacea in the time of the COVID-19 crisis. Despite 
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some potential hurdles like the ‘digital divide,’ interrupted electricity, 
lack or shortage of smartphone gadgets, lack of access to the internet 
and parental unaffordability of sustaining the costs accrued to online 
education for their children, virtual platforms have proved to be the 
sole reliability for all stages of education. This is primarily because 
the fear of contagion has made physical classroom spaces dangerous. 
This paper stresses on the fact that COVID-19 has exposed some 
of the long-standing disadvantages of traditional offline learning, 
which can be obliterated by incorporating the e-learning mode, as 
a regular feature of our educational institutions. Equipping learners 
and educators with a spruced up capacity of existing online apps and 
platforms to the optimum and desirable level, all stakeholders can 
be brought under one common umbrella, where the chatroom can 
function as a supplement (if not replacement) for traditional learning 
processes. Online education demands some initial prerequisites, but 
if these are fulfilled, it can also eliminate several material, economic 
and cultural impediments that stand in the way of universal education 
in India.

Online	Education	in	the	International	Context
Since the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted normal lives of people 
across the globe, the virtual world has come to their rescue. Like 
many other sectors, educational institutions have also shifted their 
bases to virtual platforms to conduct classes online. All over the 
world, online education, which until very recently was viewed as an 
elite fad, witnessed a major perceptual alteration in 2020, particularly 
since March 2020, from when the ramifications of the pandemic 
began to be felt. With quarantines, lockdowns and home isolations 
adopted by State sanction or voluntary discretion, it was universally 
felt that online education was the best means to sustain educational 
calendars, pending courses and unfinished syllabi and curricula. 
Online education became a necessity because – (a) “children benefit 
from structured learning environments,” and (b) “there is a danger 
in students regressing in their studies if their education is interrupted 
for too long.” Both public and private educational establishments 
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have embraced and adopted this “emergency remote teaching mode.” 
Given the gravity of the situation, Central and State governments 
and even the MHRD are recommending and questing for SOPs 
(standard operating procedures) for sustaining online education. 
All stakeholders concerned (policy makers, intuitional management 
committees, parents, guardians and even the students themselves, 
have realised that the pandemic situation is indefinitely prolonged in 
the present continuous. It is likely to continue for some time and even 
if vaccines and other relief measures emerge, the consequences of the 
pandemic are not likely to die down all of a sudden. Moreover, newer 
viral, bacterial and microbial attacks are not to be ruled out, given 
our increasingly endangered ecosphere, which is why alternatives 
to traditional learning modalities must never be underestimated. 
Keeping this in mind, we have seen a pan-global democratisation of 
online learning at all levels. It has been sufficiently realised that what 
was theoretically debated since half a decade, became an overnight 
possibility, owing to the pandemic. If necessity is the mother of all 
invention, the pan-international proliferation of online education is a 
living testimony of that. Along with this, is the realisation that online 
education has helped overcome several hurdles of traditional offline 
educational practices. Whether we will continue this vein of feasible 
mode of instruction in times to come, especially in a post-pandemic 
scenario, is conjectural as of now, but certainly a matter of ardent 
consideration and debate.

Online	education	in	the	present	Indian	context
India, despite its pronounced ‘digital divide’ and several present-day 
debilitations, has not lagged behind in online education. The Central 
Government has recently launched the PM e-VIDYA platform, with 
twelve new DTH channels, one for each class to reach out to all 
states of the society. In the field of higher education, forums like 
SWAYAM, ARPIT etc., have projected ways of sustaining self-
curated, choice-based, e-platforms accessible in the hyperspace from 
any part of the subcontinent. Recently, the Central HRD Minister-
in-Charge Ramesh Pokhriyal (Nishank) has also emphasised on 
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routing to greater reliance on digital initiatives like SWAYAM. 
India has slowly but steadily renovated itself into an information-
intensive society and there is currently a thriving provision to make 
use of technology-enabled platforms for education. According to 
Anil Sahasrabudhe, Chairman of the All India Council of Technical 
Education (AICTE), the pandemic has forced people to adopt online 
education; many of them, who had never visited virtual platforms or 
even heard of such resources previously. Private online e-platforms 
have also reported escalated e-traffic on their websites as enrolments 
have increased. E-platforms like BYJU’s and WHITEHAT Jr. 
have witnessed an upsurge of subscriptions for tutorials and coding 
classes. Government institutions such as Consortium of Educational 
Communication, National Institute of Open School and universities 
of distance learning (like IGNOU) have massively promoted 
online learning through digital and audio-visual programmes, via 
SWAYAM and MOOC courses. Attempts are being made by all 
direct and indirect stakeholders to facilitate online education at every 
level.

NEP	2020	and	Online	Education	in	India
Over the past decade, India has slowly but steadily transformed 
itself into an ‘information-intensive’ society. There is a growing 
requirement to embrace a technology-enabled education in all walks 
of life. The proposed National Education Policy (NEP 2020) notes 
that one of the central principles steering the education system in the 
coming days will be the extensive use of technology in teaching and 
learning, removing language barriers, increasing technological access 
and co-ordination of proper educational planning and management. 
In fact, the policy of NEP envisages the establishment of the 
National Educational Technology Forum (NETF) that shall operate 
as a platform for free exchange of ideas on the use of technology to 
enhance learning, assessment planning and administration for schools 
and institutions for higher education. It becomes aptly clear that NEP 
2020 has clearly prioritised the modality of online education as the 
Indian educational route map for the future.
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Digital	Education	in	India:	Myth	or	Reality
Online education advocates the temporal shift from teacher-class 
based teaching to digital education. The question that automatically 
comes to mind is whether we, in the Indian context, are prepared to 
take this leap. Such a modal transition demands prolonged efforts 
over time. Indeed, proverbially and practically speaking, India is 
witnessing an enormously pronounced social chasm and one of the 
contemporary vectors to explain this is the access to online education, 
or the corresponding lack of it. It is estimated that only 25% of 
Indian households have an internet facility. For rural households that 
margin can drop to as low as 15% or even less. Digital education 
is ideally a welcome thing for a country of such a high population 
as India. However, to ensure its upsurge in days to come across all 
sections of society, certain material hurdles have to be overcome. 
Appropriate online orientation, technological understanding, scope 
for interactivity, general curation etc. are mandatory to translate 
the dream of virtual exposure into reality. If education is about 
motivation, there is no dearth of it among the conscious students 
and guardians from weaker sections of society. The web has no 
shortage of international, national, regional and local expertise and 
information channels. The following pressing questions come up in 
this regard, which are difficult to easily respond to –
(a)  Who will assure uninterrupted broadband connectivity for 

several hours a day?
(b)  Who will pay for data packs?
(c)  Are the price ranges of data packs accessible for the very 

common masses?
(d)  Is there adequate space and peace at home for students to 

concentrate on their studies?
(e)  Is there a provision for uninterrupted electricity supply? What 

happens when power supply is interrupted for long durations and 
how does that impact upon regular classes?
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(f)  How do parents and guardians train their wards at home to follow 
digital discipline?

(g)  How do working couples ensure that their children are getting 
the right kind of educational outreach from home?

Issues related to internet access, access to devices and gadgets 
like smartphones, laptops, e-readers and updated apps are a burning 
crisis for the majority in India. On top of this, proper teacher training, 
evaluation systems, funding facilities, fee payment and salary 
disbursal outlets, especially in emergency times like the pandemic, 
are, in this connection, challenges to be thought of seriously. 
Different state governments in India had responded differently to 
the onset of the COVID-19 lockdown. States like Andhra Pradesh 
and Karnataka reopened physically after brief lockdowns only to 
report an unexpected contagion, following which they had to shut 
down once again. States like West Bengal and Maharashtra had 
continued physical suspension of classes – the online mode in higher 
educational institutions was continued for months, while schools 
responded according to their capacities. In certain exclusive private 
schools, online classes were regularly held, while government 
schools opened on select days every month, primarily for the 
distribution of mid-day meal rations, on which needy students are 
heavily dependent. WhatsApp groups have been formed amongst 
teachers and students, so that relevant queries can be addressed and 
study materials disseminated regularly to the pupils of each and every 
class. Very recently, a CM-approved proposal of the Government 
of West Bengal has promised to provide free e-tabs to students in 
government schools and madrasas and computers to secondary 
schools to facilitate online education. This is to ensure that the lack 
of “compatible gadgets” do not create a hindrance for senior students 
“in taking admission to graduation courses.” Rough estimates claim 
that as per data, around 36000 government and government-aided 
schools, 14000 higher secondary schools and 636 madrasas will be 
both directly and indirectly benefitted.
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The abrupt onslaught of COVID-19 on such a colossal scale 
was something nobody was prepared for. Many States could not 
arrange for an instant substitution of the physical classroom with a 
virtual class space, citing the excuse that it was not feasible for the 
government to provide smartphones, data packs and electric supply 
to each and every home and child. However, given the massive 
amount of expenditure incurred for electoral publicity campaigns 
– hoardings, banners, roadshows and LED giant screens, it is little 
wonder that online education is not impossibility in the Indian context 
if it is sincerely prioritised as an issue of national importance.

Recommended Steps in Favour of Online Education in India

The following steps must be unanimously adopted for the 
promotion of online education in India:
(1)  Like ‘roti, kaapra aur makaan,’ digital accessibility should 

become the right of every citizen. Steps should be taken to 
incorporate this as a Fundamental Right and initially as a 
Directive Principle.

(2)  The goal of ‘one smartphone for every child’ should be an 
electoral demand of voters. Initially, at least one smartphone per 
family should be delivered.

(3)  Governmental measures should be adopted to make telecom rules 
more consumer friendly. The price of student data packs should 
be kept at the minimum. Free data packs should be allotted for 
government schools.

(4)  Digital education should be made more comfortable for both 
educators and learners. Orientation programmes should be 
organised for teachers at regular intervals to sensitise them to 
newer apps and modalities of making virtual classrooms feasible 
for students.

(5)  Teacher training (B. Ed, B.P. Ed, M. Ed, M.P. Ed etc.) should 
include compulsory components that create tech-savvy teachers 
at the end of the courses.
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(6)  Broadband connections and electricity reach should be bolstered 
at every place and locality, so that uninterrupted internet and 
current supply is ensured throughout the length and breadth of 
the country.

(7)  Parental awareness campaigns should be organised to make 
guardians sensitised to the fact that they must allow an 
undisturbed corner for the education of their children, no matter 
how small their dwellings are. Virtual platform enabling apps 
have options for muting volume and screening video, so that 
teachers have no difficulty in reaching out to each and every 
student, without invading the privacy of their domestic spaces.

(8)  No discrimination should be made or encouraged in the 
dissemination of digital instruction. The cyberspace does not 
discriminate people on the basis of race, class, caste, gender, sect 
or creed. Virtual classrooms are meant for all.

(9)  Steps should be devised and adopted to make our public education 
system more sensitive and responsible towards making online-
education infrastructure more accessible. All stakeholders 
(educators, students, guardians and even attendants) must be 
briefed and prepared for e-cognizance.

(10) Governments, NGO’s and micro-welfare groups must initiate 
sensitisation outreach to facilitate e-learning for the girl child 
and young married women, widows, mothers who couldn’t 
complete their education.

(11) Similar supervision must be initiated to ensure that Dalits, 
minorities and subaltern groups are not being left out of online 
education initiatives.

(12) Scholarship money should be bolstered, especially among girl 
children and low income group families so that the issue of 
affordability of gadgetry can be tackled.

(13) Differently-abled students must be given concessions in gadget 
purchase and procurement of data packs, so that their education 
doesn’t get hampered due to disability.
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(14) Cyber-safety measures must be adopted so that cyber-bullying, 
misbehaviour, harassment and abuse do not take place and the 
right to one’s freedom of virtual expression is not hindered.

Reasons	to	Promote	Online	Education	in	India
The pandemic has proved that online education is the learning mode 
of the future all over the world and in many advanced countries, 
the veritable present as well. It may well be the case that India is 
lagging behind superpowers like the USA and China, technologically 
advanced nations like Japan or prosperous nations of Europe, in 
many ways. But it is equally true that the digital wave has already 
hit India. The malaise of the ‘digital divide’ is something we have 
to contend with for some time, much like the way we implement 
policies and practices to alleviate economic cleavages. However, a 
careful consideration of details and nuances of the socio-economic 
fabric of the nation will reveal some interesting facts. Following 
are some of the most formidable reasons of promoting the future of 
online education in India –
1.  Online Education is a big time saver. Offline Education demands 

investment of time, energy and preparation. Students and their 
guardians have to arrange for uniforms, conveyance, tiffin, 
caretakers and tuitions to fulfil all educational obligations. 
Online Education saves a lot of rush, hurry and hassle.

2.  The time and energy saved thereby from taking recourse to 
online education can be utilised for pursuing vocational and/or 
part-time programmes and apprenticeship courses. This is a big 
factor for lower income groups because many of these families 
depend on supplementary income and services (such as labour in 
farms and fields) that are provided by the learners.

3.  Online Education leaves learners with spare time to pursue 
hobbies and interests that can aid and assist them in their future 
lives.

4.  Online Education would promote increased focus because the 
energy loss at having to prepare to visit the physical institution, 
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undergoing the journey to do so and coming back home late, will 
be curtailed. A familiar study environment from home would 
make learners at ease with their studies.

5.  Online Learning ensures a higher reach of quality educators, 
independent of geography.

6.  The internet is a vast ocean of resources, information and data. 
Online libraries, repositories and numerous other authoritative 
sources, give students the option of manifold heightened outreach 
to resources, than would be otherwise possible. Not every 
student can avail of and access international bodies to enable 
a global education. Online Education eliminates the barriers of 
space, time, economics and various other incapacities.

7.  Online Courses are more individual oriented and open to the 
learner to alternate learning systems that are customised to suit 
different individual capabilities and preferences.

8.  Online courses foster self-discipline and motivation. It enables 
every learner to be able to stick to an individual study plan and 
be organised accordingly.

9.  Online Education is comparatively far more flexible than 
traditional learning methods. Learning can be availed from 
anywhere and anytime. For example, it may not be possible for 
a rural student to visit a city library because of communication 
costs or conveyance hurdles or time crunches. Again, female 
students might not be able to avail late afternoon or evening 
remedial classes because of transportation and safety issues. 
Online Education removes these practical limitations. Any 
designated hour, as per convenience can be allotted.

10.  Online Education gives sufficient scope to remain updated and 
in league with toppers in the rat race. Online Education is the 
stepping stone to accessing the Open Access Movement, that 
actively campaigns for free learning for all. Online education 
enables all students the scope to remain at par with the latest 
developments in any field and not fall in the trap of stagnation or 
becoming obsolete with their knowledge levels.
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Conclusion
The need of the hour is to ensure that, with time, we must not revert 
back to our old school habits that would be detrimental to the entire 
teaching and learning community. In India, we have a tendency to 
adopt measures for the sake of formality. We must ensure that the 
lessons we have learnt from the pandemic crisis does not get dumped 
into oblivion, once the situation improves. History has shown that we 
do not take proper lessons from history. This should be prevented from 
happening. We must realise that the pulse of the digital revolution 
must be sustained in India and everyone must strive to maximise 
the virtual reach to as many as possible. Virtual reality proves that 
technology helps make learning immersive. The most economically 
backward student can be aided by the fruits of Augmented Reality 
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) and thereby be able to receive a 
learning that is adaptive and personalised. Even teachers, who build 
the backbone of future generations can be facilitated, trained and 
equipped with the necessary paraphernalia to be able to use virtual 
platforms as new age classrooms. In fact, not only the teaching part 
but also the assessment part, can be revolutionised by technological 
aid. More and more educators are finding AI-enabled chatbots highly 
useful at different stages to enhance the students’ experiences. 
Social networking platforms like WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram are being put to use exclusively for more informal and 
attractive learning. E-mail correspondences are being recognised as 
officially valid and the World Wide Web has made dissemination of 
study materials far easier than before. What should be kept in mind is 
that the fruits of technology should not be confined to the elite sections 
of the Indian society alone. With a little bit of encouragement, support, 
consciousness and funding, a student from the weak socio-economic 
background can also gain access to podcasts, YouTube, packaged 
online lectures, digital libraries etc. and secure advancement in their 
respective careers. ‘Edu-Tech’ (educational technology) is no longer 
a dream, as universities and educational institutions are jumping 
on the bandwagon in a big way for online platforms to ensure that 
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learning never stops. In this post-millennial, post-humanist, cyber-
enabled world of today, age-old political and orthodox excuses will 
not work. A concerted effort on the part of governments, policy 
framers, the judiciary, management bodies of institutions, parents, 
and students themselves, will ensure that digital desks will reach out 
to all, that student suicides will not take place for the lack of access 
to virtual platforms and that if ‘Right to Education’ is fundamentally 
enshrined, gateways to the same will not remain blocked.
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Abstract: In the 21st century is an era of modernity. In this touch of 
modernity, various changes have taken place in different areas of our lives. 
In the age of modernity, online education has also taken a new turn in the 
field of education. The current time is world pandemic COVID-19 era. 
Online education has become a potential way to keep the education system 
afloat at a time when many educational institutions are closed during the 
pandemic and the education system is paralyzed. In this situation it is not 
possible to take classes in the traditional classroom, so the emphasis is on 
online education. Online education has played a significant role in keeping 
the education system afloat in the current global pandemic of COVID-19. 
We all know that a way out when faced with a challenge. The concept of 
online education in our country is not yet clear to everyone. Faced with 
various challenges in online education, we need to find a way to solve this 
problem so that more new opportunities can be accelerated for teaching and 
learning in the future and open up new horizons in education.

Keywords: Challenges, COVID-19, Online education, Opportunities

Introduction 
In the era, on 11th March, 2020 WHO (World Health Organization) 
declared that COVID-19 as a pandemic. At the present time, 
COVID-19 has taken the shape of a global pandemic. In this 
situation, various educational institutions such as schools, colleges, 
universities and other technical education institutions are temporarily 
closed. This situation challenged the education system across the 
world and forced educators to shift an online mode of teaching, that’s 
why various steps have been taken to keep the teaching-learning 
activities active. In this regard, arrangements have been made to 
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impart education to the students through online education in different 
universities, colleges and schools. In India, about 32 crore students 
in India have stopped going to school or colleges in this situation and 
various educational activities are not being organized at the moment. 
Due to COVID-19 pandemic, lots of new modes of learning, new 
perspectives, new trends are emerged and the same may continue as 
we go ahead to a new tomorrow. The COVID-19 has changed the 
daily lives of each of us. The project ‘Digital India’ had planned has 
been very supportive of the education system in this situation. We all 
know that every challenge opens up a new opportunity. India is one of 
the largest countries geographically, so the online education system 
is facing various challenges in keeping teaching-learning process 
active in this difficult COVID-19 situation. But online classes using 
various platforms offer big opportunity to reach out to students in 
remote areas. The main barrier is the digital divide due to the non-
availability of high speed internet in rural and remote areas.

Operational	definitions

1. Online Education: Online Education is a type of education that 
is provided through the internet. It is form of education, utilizing 
electronic technologies to access educational curriculum outside 
of a traditional classroom.

2.	 COVID-19:	COVID-19 is a type of virus that is known to all 
of us as the Corona Virus. It is a global pandemic virus that has 
spread all over the world today and changed the standard of 
living of each of us.

Objectives

1. To find out the challenges of online education.
2. To find out the opportunities of online education.
3. To develop some suggestions for solutions of the challenges.
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Methodology
This research paper is conceptual and exploratory in nature. The 
secondary data have been used in the present study. The secondary 
data was collected through books, various journals and published 
research papers related online education and digital learning for the 
study.

Discussion

Challenges
1.	 Limitations	 of	 technology	 and	 internet:	 Not every student 

has their own technological devices and lack of internet facility. 
Many of them are supposed to share the technological devices 
like Android Phones, Laptops and Tablets etc with their parents, 
sisters, brothers and cousins to stay on track.

2.	 Connectivity:	In many cases internet connection is disconnected 
or connectivity issues cause online education to be a challenge 
especially in remote rural areas where internet connection is not 
available or internet connection is not working properly. Due to 
this problem, taking online classes in this corona situation is a 
challenge.

3.	 Computer	literacy:	In many cases, many students are not able to 
operate computers well, especially students in remote rural areas 
who do not have proper computer literacy or lack of computer 
knowledge, so online education has become a challenge.

4.	 Student’s	lack	of	self-motivation:	In many cases student’s lack 
of self-motivation towards online education as a result of which 
students are not interested in taking online education.

5.	 Quality	 assurance	 concerns:	 One of the major challenges 
in online education is quality assurance concerns. There is a 
concern about the quality of education being imparted to the 
students through this online education or the quality assurance 
of the students.
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6.	 Cost:	Online education is very costly, so in many cases students 
and their parents are not interested in online education. It requires 
a variety of technical equipment and an internet connection 
which can be very expensive, so it is not possible for everyone 
to make an effort. The cost of this online education is extremely 
difficult for students and their parents, especially in remote rural 
areas.

7.	 Reduced	 face	 to	 face	 support:	 During the online lectures, 
it’s hard to keep students engaged without a teacher’s physical 
presence and face-to-face contact. Moreover, a key concern is 
connected to science labs likes (Physics, Chemistry, Botany, 
Microbiology etc.), impossible to put into practice without in 
person instructions and courses relying mostly on hands on work 
likes (nursing, art classes etc.).

8. Data privacy: The global outbreak of the global pandemic 
corona virus has led to the closure of various schools, colleges and 
universities, and since then teachers and students have been able 
to access a variety of personal information or data using multiple 
digital tools. The main purpose in this pandemic situation was to 
provide education to the students through online education, so 
in this case various types of free e-learning software have been 
used neglect our privacy. We have all recently seen that the loss 
of data privacy about Zoom apps from different news channels 
and magazines.

9. Isolation: Now we are all going through a difficult situation. 
Students in particularly feel lonely at home in this situation and 
spend in mental depression. This isolation is a psychological 
factor that has a huge impact on students’ motivation and learning 
process in this situation. In this situation, students are not able 
to go to school as a result of which students are not able to sit 
in the traditional classroom, where they are acquire knowledge 
on different subjects, interact with classmates, share different 
experiences, jokes and can play with friends. The classroom was 
like a sanctuary to the students but in this difficult situation the 
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students are feeling lonely sitting at home. It’s not a surprise 
most of them feel isolated, scared by the pandemic, parents’ job 
loss friends’ disconnection.

Opportunities

The worldwide pandemic of corona virus has created some 
opportunities for online education, such as,
1.	 Gain	experience	using	web	based	tools	and	technologies:	An 

important factor in online education during the global pandemic 
of corona virus is that teachers and students have been able to 
gain a lots of experience using a variety of technological devices 
and web based tools. In the current situation, the use of this 
technology and web based tools has increased in both teaching 
and learning.

2.	 Become	 self-regulated	 learners:	 In the current corona virus 
situation, all schools, colleges, universities and others educational 
institutions are closed, so students have been able to get acquired 
with themselves through online education at home. In this case, 
the students have been able to receive education in their own 
way at home.

3.	 Broadens	 experiences:	During this time, students have been 
able to expand the store of experience they have at home. In 
this situation, students are doing various online courses through 
online education in addition to their own textbooks and are 
expanding and enriching their store of experience.

4.	 Adapt	to	an	international	online	community:	Students have 
been able to the international online education community 
through online education in this situation.

5.	 Learn	to	manage	their	time	more	efficiently:	In this situation, 
students have learnt to use their time efficiently while learning 
through online education at home.

6.	 Enables	students	 to	reflect	and	think	critically:	During this 
worldwide pandemic, students are learning at home through 
a variety of technological devices and the internet, which has 
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enabled them to acquire knowledge in subjects other than their 
textbooks and increase their thinking ability and reflective 
capacity. Students have been able to come up with various 
innovative ideas through online education, especially those who 
are students in the field of technology.

7. An opportunity to collaborate with classmates and teachers 
from around the world: In this pandemic situation, online 
education has created an important opportunity for students to 
study at home and in this case it has created an opportunity as a 
means of communication with their teachers and classmates.

Suggestions
In this worldwide pandemic situation, it is necessary to take some 
steps to solve the problems of online education in the field of 
education; if we can solve all the problems that exist in the field of 
education, online education will become an important tool in the field 
of education in the future. The steps are as follows-
1. Computer training should be arranged for both the teacher and 

the student, so that both the teacher and the student can use the 
computer well. In this case, teachers and students need to be 
given a clear concept about access of the internet, so that teachers 
and students can receive online education through the use of the 
internet.

2. During this global pandemic, both teachers and students need to 
be provided with laptops and android phones for teaching and 
learning, so that the teaching-learning process of teachers and 
students is well completed and where students can learn on time.

3. In many cases, it has been observed that in remote rural areas 
where internet connection has not yet reached, it is necessary to 
establish internet connection in all these areas and increase the 
speed and quality of internet, so that the students and teachers in 
every rural area are able to access internet. In this present time, 
3 G internet services is still being provided in different regions, 
4 G internet has to be provided in all these religions and 5 G 
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internet connection has to be established very soon to speed up 
internet and make it easier to study through online education.

4. We are not 100% sure of how secure, when we using an 
application. We have the power that if we use the internet 
consciously, we will be able to keep that information secure. We 
could avoid or at least reduce the risk guided by the simple rules, 
which remain relevant at any time.

5. Education is not only just about acquiring knowledge; it is 
also about the interaction between teachers and students. In the 
current pandemic situation, it is the responsibility of the teachers 
not only to provide e-learning but also to support the students, to 
stay connected with them. Regularly communicate with students 
during these difficult times, inform them about the current 
pandemic situation and concerns about this current situation 
while taking classes online, as well as how to deal with this 
worldwide pandemic situation and how to solve this problem, be 
aware of this, caution can be maintained.

6. Students can engage in online classes in a variety of ways, such 
as Power Point presentation, short videos and quizzes etc. In 
order to keep students engaged in the online class, feedback 
needs to be provided so that students can actively participate in 
online classes and provide feedback.

7. Teachers need to be given more training to enhance their skills 
and arrange for a variety of short term courses.

Conclusion
Online education will be successful only if it reaches every student. 
In this case, the above issues have to be tackled. First of all, that is 
most needed is to further the internet system in the country. We need 
to pay more attention to the internet, especially in remote rural areas, 
and improve the quality of the internet in all these remote areas, 
increasing the speed of the internet so that every student can access 
the internet. In this case, the government has to adopt different types 
of plans and improve the overall infrastructure. The government and 
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other social organizations need to provide financial assistance. This 
would enable us to face the challenges of online education better and 
new opportunities can be accelerated for teaching and learning in the 
future and open up new horizons in education.
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Abstract: Educational institutions (schools, colleges, and universities) in 
India are currently based only on traditional methods of learning, that is, 
they follow the traditional set up of face-to-face lectures in a classroom. 
Although many academic units have also started blended learning, still a 
lot of them are stuck with old procedures. The sudden outbreak of a deadly 
disease called COVID-19 caused by a Corona Virus (SARS-cov-2) shook 
the entire world. The World Health Organization declared it as a pandemic. 
This situation challenged the education system across the world and forced 
educators to shift to an online mode of teaching overnight. Many academic 
institutions that were earlier reluctant to change their traditional pedagogical 
approach had no option but to shift entirely to online teaching–learning. 
The article includes the importance of online learning and Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, & Challenges (SWOC) analysis of e-learning 
modes in the time of crisis. This article also put some light on the growth of 
Educational Technology Start-ups during the time of pandemic and natural 
disasters and includes suggestions for academic institutions of how to deal 
with challenges associated with online learning.
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Introduction 
The deadly and infectious disease Corona Virus also known as 
COVID-19 has deeply affected the global economy. This tragedy has 
also shaken up the education sector, and this fear is likely to resonate 
across the education sector globally. The COVID-19 pandemic 
outbreak forced many schools and colleges to remain closed 
temporarily. Several areas are affected worldwide and there is a fear 
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of losing this whole ongoing semester or even more in the coming 
future. Various schools, colleges, and universities have discontinued 
in-person teaching. As per the assessment of the researchers, it is 
uncertain to get back to normal teaching anytime soon. As social 
distancing is preeminent at this stage, this will have negative effects 
on learning opportunities. Educational units are struggling to find 
options to deal with this challenging situation. These circumstances 
make us realize that scenario planning is an urgent need for academic 
institutions (Rieley, 2020). This is a situation that demands humanity 
and unity. There is an urgent need to protect and save our students, 
faculty, academic staff, communities, societies, and the nation 
as a whole. Several arguments are associated with e-learning. 
Accessibility, affordability, flexibility, learning pedagogy, life-long 
learning, and policy are some of the arguments related to online 
pedagogy. It is said that online mode of learning is easily accessible 
and can even reach to rural and remote areas.

It is considered to be a relatively cheaper mode of education 
in terms of the lower cost of transportation, accommodation, and 
the overall cost of institution-based learning. Flexibility is another 
interesting aspect of online learning; a learner can schedule or plan 
their time for completion of courses available online. Combining 
face-to-face lectures with technology gives rise to blended learning 
and flipped classrooms; this type of learning environment can 
increase the learning potential of the students. Students can learn 
anytime and anywhere, thereby developing new skills in the process 
leading to life-long learning. The government also recognizes the 
increasing importance of online learning in this dynamic world. The 
severe explosion of Corona Virus disease can make us add one more 
argument in terms of online learning, that is, online learning serves 
as a panacea in the time of crisis.

Review	of	Related	Literature
Rapid developments in technology have made distance education 
easy (McBrien et al., 2009). “Most of the terms (online learning, 
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open learning, web-based learning, computer-mediated learning, 
blended learning, m-learning, for ex.) have in common the ability 
to use a computer connected to a network, that offers the possibility 
to learn from anywhere, anytime, in any rhythm, with any means” 
(Cojocariu et al., 2014). Online learning can be termed as a tool that 
can make the teaching–learning process more student-centered, more 
innovative, and even more flexible. Online learning is defined as 
“learning experiences in synchronous or asynchronous environments 
using different devices (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, etc.) with 
internet access. In these environments, students can be anywhere 
(independent) to learn and interact with instructors and other students” 
(Singh & Thurman, 2019). The synchronous learning environment is 
structured in the sense that students attend live lectures, there are 
real-time interactions between educators and learners, and there is 
a possibility of instant feedback, whereas asynchronous learning 
environments are not properly structured. In such a learning 
environment, learning content is not available in the form of live 
lectures or classes; it is available at different learning systems and 
forums. Instant feedback and immediate response are not possible 
under such an environment (Littlefield, 2018). Synchronous learning 
can provide a lot of opportunities for social interaction (McBrien 
et al., 2009). Amidst this deadly virus spread such online platforms 
are needed where (a) video conferencing with at least 40 to 50 students 
is possible, (b) discussions with students can be done to keep classes 
organic, (c) internet connections are good, (d) lectures are accessible 
in mobile phones also and not just laptops, (e) possibility of watching 
already recorded lectures, and (f) instant feedback from students can 
be achieved and assignments can be taken (Basilaia et al., 2020).

Online Teaching Is No More an Option, It Is a Necessity

The major part of the world is on quarantine due to the serious 
outbreak of this global pandemic COVID-19 and therefore many cities 
have turned into phantom cities and its effects can be seen in schools, 
colleges, and universities too. Betwixt all this online teaching and 
online learning can be termed as the panacea for the crisis. The Corona 
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Virus has made institutions to go from offline mode to online mode 
of pedagogy. This crisis will make the institutions, which were earlier 
reluctant to change, to accept modern technology. This catastrophe 
will show us the lucrative side of online teaching and learning. With 
the help of online teaching modes, we can sermonize a large number 
of students at any time and in any part of the world. All institutions 
must scramble different options of online pedagogical approaches 
and try to use technology more aptly. Many universities around the 
world have fully digitalized their operations understanding the dire 
need of this current situation. Online learning is emerging as a victor 
ludorum amidst this chaos. Therefore, the quality enhancement of 
online teaching–learning is crucial at this stage. Online education in 
Chinese universities has increased exponentially after the COVID-19 
outbreak. There was an overnight shift of normal classrooms into 
e-classrooms, that is, educators have shifted their entire pedagogical 
approach to tackle new market conditions and adapt to the changing 
situations. During this tough time, the concern is not about whether 
online teaching–learning methods can provide quality education; it is 
rather how academic institutions will be able to adopt online learning 
in such a massive manner (Carey, 2020).

Objectives

1.  To explore the growth of EdTech Start-ups and online learning.
2.  To study Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Challenges 

(SWOC) of online learning during the Corona Virus pandemic 
and natural disasters.

3.  To give some suggestions and recommendations for the success 
of online mode of learning during a crisis-like situation.

Methodology of the Study
The study is descriptive and tries to understand the importance 
of online learning in the period of a crisis and pandemics such as 
the COVID-19. The problems associated with online learning and 
possible solutions were also identified based on previous studies. 
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The SWOC analysis was conducted to understand various strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges associated with online 
mode of learning during this critical situation. The research tool used 
for analyzing the data which amassed from different sources for this 
study is a content analysis and the research method is descriptive 
research. We have taken into consideration the qualitative aspects of 
the research study.

This study is completely based on the secondary data. A 
systematic review was done in detail for the collected literature. 
Secondary sources of data used are (a) journals, (b) reports, (c) search 
engines, (d) company websites and scholarly articles, (e) research 
papers, and other academic publications.

Discussion

EdTech Start-ups in the Times of Corona

If we go back in history and see EdTech through the ages, we 
can observe that writing slates were used in Indian schools during the 
1100s. In the year 1440, first printing press was invented by Johannes 
Guttenberg; in the 1600s, Abacus helped students in understanding 
fundamentals of Math; and in the year 1913, Thomas Edison 
promoted film clips as a replacement for teachers. In 1927, Sidney 
Pressy invented the first teaching machine famously called the MCQ 
machine. In the 1960s, online education originated at the University 
of Illinois and in 1994, India’s EdTech journey finally began in India 
with the launch of Educomp. Recently, around 2010, EdTechs start-
ups entered the market intending to disrupt the education sector. A 
learning application Byju’s became one of the most valued EdTech 
companies in the year 2019. And from then many start-ups have 
come up to give tough competition to Byjus’s. Li Kang, Ai English 
Executive Director said, “Online Learning is the future and if there 
was no virus, that realization would have taken another few years but 
this has accelerated the process.”
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EdTech Start-ups are tapping all the right opportunities by 
providing free online courses to students amidst this crisis. UNESCO 
also suggested that these EdTech Start-ups and learning apps can help 
students during such hard times. Digital payment companies, such 
as Paytm, Mobiwik, Tez, PhonePe, and so on, grew rapidly during 
and after demonetization. Now, in this pandemic outbreak, EdTech 
start-ups are hoping for improved performance. EdTech start-ups are 
trying hard to make most out of this situation by providing several 
free courses and e-resources to the students. Although the availability 
of electricity and a stable internet connection is still a bigger challenge 
in their way as a lot of Indian cities especially small cities still face 
frequent electricity shortages. As per the reports, initiatives by these 
companies are already bringing them gains. Their customer base is 
improving a lot, it might be for a temporary period but even if they 
can retain a few customers it is for their good only.

Educators or teachers in the form of facilitators face a lot of trouble 
while working on these EdTech start-ups in the form of how to start 
using it when to use it, how to reduce distractions for students, how to 
hone students’ skills via EdTech. The participation by students is not 
enough, educators must put considerable effort to increase student 
engagement, retain their attention, take feedbacks, and assess them in 
several ways. This will create an effective and meaningful learning 
environment. EdTech cannot replace a teacher but it can enhance 
instruction. During such tough times, when COVID-19 has forced 
schools and colleges to remain completely lockdown for few weeks 
due to the seriousness of the situation, EdTech companies can prove 
to be of great help to students (Brianna et al., 2019). According to the 
reports by KPMG and Google, the EdTech sector will boom and is 
likely to reach around 2 Billion Dollars by 2021. Some of the famous 
EdTech start-ups include Byju’s, Adda247, Alolearning, AptusLearn, 
Asmakam, Board Infinity, ClassPlus, CyberVie, Egnify, Embibe, 
ExtraaEdge, iStar, Jungroo Learning, GlobalGyan, Lido Learning, 
Pesto, Vedantu, Edubrisk, ZOOM Classroom, ZOOM Business, 
Toppr, Unacademy, Coursera, Kahoot, Seesaw, Khan Academy, 
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e-pathshala, GuruQ, and the list is long. SWAYAM portal is an 
interesting educational program that is initiated by the government of 
India to achieve three important objectives of our educational policy, 
that is, access, equity, and quality. The main objective of SWAYAM 
is to provide online learning and reduce the digital divide. It provides 
a large number of free courses for school, distance, graduate, and 
postgraduate education. During the COVID-19 crisis, SWAYAM is 
of great help for students across the country.

Online Learning: During Corona Virus Pandemic

In the aftermath of some of the natural calamities such as floods, 
cyclones, earthquakes, hurricanes, and so on, knowledge delivery 
becomes a challenging task. These hazards disrupt the educational 
processes in schools and colleges in several ways. Sometimes, 
it leads to closure of schools and colleges which creates serious 
consequences for students and deprives them of their fundamental 
right to education and poses them to future risk. “100 million children 
and young people are affected by natural disasters every year. Most 
of them face disruption to their schooling” (World Vision). Situations 
of crisis and conflicts are the biggest hurdles in the path of education. 
Many students and teachers also face psychological problems during 
crisis—there is stress, fear, anxiety, depression, and insomnia that 
lead to a lack of focus and concentration. Disasters create havoc in 
the lives of people (Di Pietro, 2017).

And the most recent disaster is in the form of the COVID-19 
which is spreading like a forest fire around the world. All of the 
schools, colleges, and universities are facing lockdowns in the most 
affected areas to curb further spread of the Corona Virus. Many 
academic institutions are, therefore, seeking the help of online 
learning so that teaching and learning processes are not hampered.

In the last few years, e-learning has started gaining popularity 
in India. Many platforms provide affordable courses to students via 
Massive Open Online Courses. Still a lot of institutions in India 
were reluctant toward online teaching and learning. However, the 
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challenges posed by the Corona Virus pandemic introduced everyone 
to a new world of online learning and remote teaching. Instructors 
indulged them in remote teaching via Google Hangouts, Skype, 
Adobe Connect, Microsoft teams, and few more, though ZOOM 
emerged as a clear winner. Also, to conduct smooth teaching–learning 
programs, a list of online etiquettes was shared with students and 
proper instructions for attending classes were given to them (Saxena, 
2020).

Strengths

 E-learning methods and processes are really strong. These 
strengths of the online learning modes can rescue us from these hard 
times. It is student centered and offers a great deal of flexibility in 
terms of time and location. The e-learning methods enable us to 
customize our procedures and processes based on the needs of the 
learners. There are plenty of online tools available which is important 
for an effective and efficient learning environment. Educators can use 
a combo of audio, videos, and text to reach out to their students in this 
time of crisis to maintain a human touch to their lectures. This can 
help in creating a collaborative and interactive learning environment

Weaknesses

E-learning has certain weaknesses in the form that it can hamper 
the communication between the learner and the educator, that is, 
direct communication and human touch are lost. Users can face 
many technical difficulties that hinder and slow-down the teaching–
learning process (Favale et al., 2020). Time and location flexibility, 
though it is the strength of online learning these aspects are fragile and 
create problems. Student’s no serious behavior in terms of time and 
flexibility can cause a lot of problems. All students and learners are 
not the same; they vary in degrees of their capabilities and confidence 
level. Some do not feel comfortable while learning online, leading 
to increased frustration and confusion. Inadequate compatibility 
between the design of the technology and component of psychology 
required by the learning process; and inadequate customization of 
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learning processes can obstruct the teaching process and creates an 
imbalance.

Opportunities

Online learning generally has a lot of opportunities available 
but this time of crisis will allow online learning to boom as most 
academic institutions have switched to this model. Online Learning, 
Remote Working, and e-collaborations exploded during the outbreak 
of Corona Virus crisis (Favale et al., 2020). Now, academic 
institutions can grab this opportunity by making their teachers teach 
and students learn via online methodology. The people have always 
been complacent and never tried some new modes of learning. This 
crisis will be a new phase for online learning and will allow people 
to look at the fruitful side of e-learning technologies. This is the time 
when there is a lot of scope in bringing out surprising innovations 
and digital developments. Already, EdTech companies are doing 
their bit by helping us fighting the pandemic and not letting learning 
to be put at a halt. Teachers can practice technology and can design 
various flexible programs for students’ better understanding. The 
usage of online learning will test both the educator and learners. It 
will enhance problem-solving skills, critical thinking abilities, and 
adaptability among the students. In this critical situation, users of 
any age can access the online tools and reap the benefits of time and 
location flexibility associated with online learning. Teachers can 
develop innovative pedagogical approaches in this panicky situation, 
now also termed as Panicgogy. EdTech Start-ups have plenty of 
opportunities to bring about radical transformations in nearly all 
the aspects associated with education ranging from, teaching, 
learning, evaluation, assessment, results, certification, degrees, and 
so on. Also, increasing market demand for e-learning is an amazing 
opportunity for EdTech start-ups to bring technological disruption in 
the education sector.
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Challenges

Online learning faces many challenges ranging from learners’ 
issues, educators’ issues, and content issues. It is a challenge for 
institutions to engage students and make them participate in the 
teaching–learning process. It is a challenge for teachers to move from 
offline mode to online mode, changing their teaching methodologies, 
and managing their time. It is challenging to develop content which 
not only covers the curriculum but also engage the students (Kebritchi 
et al., 2017). The quality of e-learning programs is a real challenge. 
There is no clear stipulation by the government in their educational 
policies about e-learning programs. There is a lack of standards for 
quality, quality control, development of e-resources, and e-content 
delivery. This problem needs to be tackled immediately so that 
everyone can enjoy the benefits of quality education via e-learning 
(Cojocariu et al., 2014). One should not merely focus on the pros 
attached to the adoption of online learning during the crises but 
should also take account of developing and enhancing the quality of 
virtual courses delivered in such emergencies (Affouneh et al., 2020). 
A lot of time and cost is involved in e-learning. It is not as easy as 
it seems, a considerable amount of investment is needed for getting 
the devices and equipment, maintaining the equipment, training the 
human resources, and developing the online content. Therefore, an 
effective and efficient educational system needs to be developed to 
impart education via online mode.

Conclusion and Suggestion
As per the World Economic Forum, the COVID-19 pandemic also has 
changed the way how several people receive and impart education. To 
find new solutions for our problems, we might bring in some much-
needed innovations and change. Teachers have become habitual to 
traditional methods of teaching in the form of face-to-face lectures, 
and therefore, they hesitate in accepting any change. But amidst this 
crisis, we have no other alternative left other than adapting to the 
dynamic situation and accepting the change. It will be beneficial for 
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the education sector and could bring a lot of surprising innovations. 
We cannot ignore and forget the students who do not have access to all 
online technology. These students are less affluent and belong to less 
tech-savvy families with financial resources restrictions; therefore, 
they may lose out when classes occur online. They may lose out 
because of the heavy costs associated with digital devices and internet 
data plans. This digital divide may widen the gaps of inequality. This 
terrible time of fate has taught us that everything is unpredictable 
and we need to be ready to face challenges. Although this outbreak 
did not give us much time to plan we should take a lesson from this 
that planning is the key. We should plan everything, no matter if 
plan A fails, we should have plan B ready. This can only be done if 
we do scenario planning. There is a need to prioritize all the critical 
and challenging situations which may occur and plan accordingly. 
This pandemic has also taught us that students must possess certain 
skills such as skills of problem-solving, critical thinking, and most 
importantly adaptability to survive the crisis. Educational institutions 
must build resilience in their systems to ensure and prioritize the 
presence of these skills in their students. “The key lesson for others 
may be to embrace e-learning technology before disaster strikes!” 
(Todorova & Bjorn-Andersen, 2011) Today, we are forced to practice 
online learning; things would have been different if we have already 
mastered it. The time we lost in learning the modes could have 
been spent on creating more content. But it is better late than never. 
This virus surely has accelerated the process of online learning. For 
instance, this e-application called ZOOM is making a lot of news 
because of its viable features. It allows conducting live online classes, 
web-conferencing, webinars, video chats, and live meetings. As most 
of the schools, colleges, universities, companies are closed due to 
lockdowns/curfews and most of the people are working from home, 
this app helped in keeping people connected via video conferencing. 
This application is trending on Google play store amidst the ongoing 
crisis. People are practicing social distancing so this application 
gave them a sigh of relief. ZOOM also allows conducting business 
meetings.
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Disasters will continue to occur and technologies will likely 
help us cope with them (Meyer & Wilson, 2011). Don Dippo, 
The Co-Principal Investigator at the Borderless Higher education 
for Refugees said that, “We are in a world where conflict and 
environmental destruction. .. are going to have lots of people, 
families, and communities, living in precarious contexts. The 
willingness of postsecondary institutions to step-up and engage 
and provide opportunities for those people will never be as large 
as the need. The only way we can even make a dent in this is to 
learn to collaborate and cooperate across institutions and across time 
and spatial boundaries. The only way really to do that is to rely on 
technology to create conditions to allow people to collaborate.”

We need a high level of preparedness so that we can quickly 
adapt to the changes in the environment and can adjust ourselves 
to different delivery modes, for instance, remote learning or online 
learning in situations of pandemics such as COVID-19. Institutions 
and organizations should prepare contingency plans to deal with 
challenges such as pandemics and natural disasters (Seville 
et al., 2012). Reliability and sufficient availability of Information 
Communication Technology infrastructure, learning tools, digital 
learning resources in the form of Massive Open Online Courses, 
e-books, e-notes, and so on are of utmost importance in such severe 
situations (Huang et al., 2020). Instruction, content, motivation, 
relationships, and mental health are the five important things that 
an educator must keep in mind while imparting online education 
(Martin, 2020). Some teaching strategies (lectures, case-study, 
debates, discussions, experiential learning, brainstorming sessions, 
games, drills, etc.) can be used online to facilitate effective and 
efficient teaching and learning practices. In such panicky situations, 
where the lives of so many people are at stake, teaching and learning 
should be made interesting. This will also reduce the stress, fear, 
and anxiety levels of people. For this, proper technique and learning 
support should be provided to teachers and students and government 
support is also crucial at such stage. Pedagogical and technical 
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competency of online educators is of utmost importance. Rigorous 
quality management programs and continuous improvement are 
pivotal for online learning success and making people ready for any 
crisis-like situation.
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Abstract: The study revealed that although online education may be 
interesting but students still have a lot of issues posing as a threat to the full 
embrace of online education. It also revealed that the system is by technical 
issues like internet coverage or internet ban with irregular power supply, 
cost of internet and the usages of computer or laptop.
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Introduction 
During this epidemic, online education has become an important 
medium for students. But there is also considerable concern about 
how much there are benefiting from learning through this online 
education. The whole world today is dependent on the internet. 
Naturally, we have to use this medium of education to move the 
future generation forward. There are many good aspects and also have 
many bad aspect of this education system. Small school children are 
having difficulty adapting to this medium of instruction. On the other 
hand, their parents are making sure that their child stays at home and 
is safe. However, in this situation, it is the duty of every one to take 
the future generation forward in this process.

Objectives
Many students prefer online learning than traditional schooling 
because they are able to work at their own pace, In this system they 
can make their own time to read so the online process give them that 
opportunity. In this process the student can improve themselves.
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Source of the Paper

To write this paper, I have taken Internet, Research paper, 
Journals, News paper as my sources.

What is Online Education?

Online Education is a form of education where students use their 
home computers, Laptop and smart phone with the internet. And 
there is no traditional classroom session.

Importance of Online Education
In online education students access online study materials, join virtual 
lectures, give virtual exams and post their questions to teachers and do 
much more things. However online education has more importance, 
same of the following are:
•	 Reduced	distraction:	Previously what used to happen in our 

traditional classes is that there were same dominant students who 
would have ask the question, where as now a days after coming 
on this online procedures everybody can produced doubt and 
nobody can dominate everybody is equal. Equality in the classes 
has increased a lot after the online assessment or online classes. 
So this is a very big advantage that there is no dominance in the 
class and nobody can dominate the class and no partiality also 
happen now a days in this time of classes. That is a very big 
advantage.

•	 Improved	 attendance:	 After the convention of traditional 
studies to online studies the attendance has increased a lot, a 
huge amount. The students are staying far away from institute 
or some student has their health issue so they cannot attend the 
classes. In this procedure they can attend all the classes. There 
was no vehicle problem for going the institution. In this online 
education all the students can attend the classes.

•	 Online	 Assessment:	 Every educational institution has some 
students who are very shy in nature. They are ashamed to talk to 
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everyone directly and participate in various events; through this 
education they can enjoy attending various events

•	 Flexibility	 of	 online	 education:	 The flexibility of online 
education has increased a lot of education. The teachers can 
make videos and students can see those videos and learn from 
those videos in their own time when they want to learn so this is 
the thing has increased a flexibility education.

Disadvantage of Online Education
There are many disadvantage of online education some of them are-
•	 Technological	problem:	There can be a technical problem in 

the computer, laptop or smart phone during online class. This 
can make it difficult to complete the classes.

•	 The	 cost	 of	 study	Materials:	Many students are from lower 
family. They don’t have a smart phone, laptop, and computer. 
The internet prices are also increasing; hence everyone can not 
afford online education.

•	 Classroom	 interacting	 is	missing:	 In online education, there 
is no face to face conversation between students and teachers. 
Students can’t meet other fellow students. This puts barrier in 
communications skills and personality developments.

•	 Lack	of	discipline:	In traditional education, discipline is given 
a big importance. Students obey their teachers. But in online 
education, students are free. Lot of freedom may not be good for 
students and the society.

•	 The	problems	of	 the	secondary	education:	 It also examined 
availability of the gadgets used to enhance the operation of the 
system and the relationship between schools with functional 
computer laboratories and schools without the laboratories. From 
hypotheses tested the result showed that students especially 
teenagers find it difficult to concentrate as they are used to the 
physical classroom, it also revealed that retention is a problem 
as they get distracted due to irregular power supply and shortage 
of internet band with. It also revealed that if the issue of trust 
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monitoring power supply and making internet service free can 
be improved, inline education can become an acceptable norm 
among our students in the secondary school.

Conclusion
Online education can be seen as a complement and extension of 
traditional way of education. It should not replace the traditional way 
of education as it cannot fully replace the human relationships that 
develop in a group. Some basic tools must be put in place to allow full 
embrace in the nearest future like the internet and electrical gadgets.
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Abstract: The pandemic has significantly disrupted the higher education 
sector as well, which is a critical determinant of a country’s economic 
future. The present study examines the performance of students of the 
college through online education during the covid-19 pandemic situation 
in West Bengal. The result shows that how the student’s mental health 
is fluctuating and as well as measuring the well-beings of the students. 
Through regression analysis also measured the magnitude of the well-
beings. The study interestingly observed the socio- economic condition of 
the students.
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Introduction 
“Online education is electronically supported learning that relies 
on the Internet for teacher/student interaction and the distribution 
of class materials.” From this simple definition comes an almost 
infinite number of ways to teach and learn outside of traditional 
classrooms and away from college campuses. With online education, 
students can turn anywhere with Internet access and electricity into 
a classroom. It can include audio, video, text, animations, virtual 
training environments and live chats with professors. It’s a rich 
learning environment with much more flexibility than a traditional 
classroom. Online education in India has been on an upward swing 
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in the last few years and the trend is expected to continue in 2017 as 
well - maybe at a much accelerated pace.

Interesting facts about online education in India
• Online education market in India was worth $ 247 million in 

2016, which is expected to grow about $ 1.96 billion by 2021. 
That is a compound annual growth rate of 52%.

• The number of users enrolled for various online learning courses 
is estimated to be 1.6 Million in 2016, which is expected to grow 
about 9.6 Million by the end of 2021.

• It is estimated that there is a 175% increase in the cost of 
classroom education, this gives online education more preferred 
because it is cost effective.

• Nearly 48% population in India between 15–40 age groups with 
high aspirations but lower income is a good target market for 
online education. And, the acceptability of online channel is 
high in the younger demographic.

These factors clearly show the involvement and future potential 
of online education in India. Now let’s discuss some of the advantages 
and disadvantages of online education over traditional education.

Advantages of online education
•	 Learn	from	anywhere,	at	any	time:	Since online education only 

requires a laptop or a smart phone with an internet connection, 
students can learn anywhere at any time. This flexibility helps 
working professionals to pursue new courses without giving up 
their jobs. They can learn at weekends or in their free time. All 
the course materials are readily available at student’s fingertip.

•	 Save	Money	and	Time:	Online education is much more cost 
effective than doing a regular on-campus degree. It helps students 
who cannot afford a regular college degree to accomplish their 
dream without spending a fortune on college education. Since 
you study at your own time, it helps to save time as well.

•	 Learn	at	your	own	pace:	Everyone learns at a different pace. In 
a classroom where everyone taught together, many students find 
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it difficult to follow the lessons. This is a serious disadvantage 
of traditional education. Online education solves this issue. In 
online education all the course materials are provided beforehand, 
students learn it by taking their own time. Students can clarify 
their doubts by live chats or forums as well.

•	 Recognition	 of	 online	 degrees:	Online degrees are accepted 
by many companies and employers in India as long as it is 
accredited and approved by Distance Education Council (DEC) 
of India. Many of them are encouraging their employees for 
getting online education as well.

Disadvantages of online education
•	 Chances	of	distraction	are	very	high:	Students can easily lose 

track of their studies in online education since there are no face-
to-face lectures and classmates to remind you about assignments. 
Until and unless you keep yourself motivated it takes a long time 
to complete your course or abandon your entire course.

•	 Fraudulent	 Online	 courses:	 There are many websites that 
offer online courses without the accreditation of any educational 
authority or in the name of fake authorities. Such courses will 
not help you to get any job. So it is very important to choose an 
accredited online/distance program before you spend money on 
it.

•	 Cannot	do	courses	that	require	Labs/Workshops:	You cannot 
do an engineering course or any other course that requires labs or 
hands-on workshops online. Also in courses like MBA you miss 
the chances of professional networking, overseas experience etc.

Identifying mental health issues in online students

Struggles with mental illness or serious emotional stress, can 
cause pervasive difficulties for college students, and often affects 
their academic functioning (Kitzrow, 2003). Research shows that an 
average of 12% of college students experience serious psychiatric 
difficulties (Reifler, 1971; Schwartz, A.J., 2006). These problems 
include diagnoses of clinical depression, Schizophrenia, Bipolar 
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disorder, and anxiety disorders (Schwartz, A.J., 2006). Medications 
prescribed in student health centers to treat anxiety and depression 
increased by 800% in the 1990’s (Caulfield, 2001). Of ; the students 
who accessed services at college and university counseling centers, 
16% had symptoms of anxiety, mood disturbance, attention 
difficulties, and behavior problems that interfered in the their 
academic performance, but were not severe enough for the diagnosis 
of a serious mental disorder (Schwartz, A.J., 2006). Short-term 
adjustment problems related to grief, traumatic events, substance 
abuse and life stress are also common in the student population 
(Kitzrow, 2003). Despite the numbers of students experiencing 
mental health problems, faculty in higher education are not confident 
in their ability to identify difficulties or to know when problems 
warrant a counseling center referral (Schwartz, L.S., 2010). However, 
faculty generally believe it is their role to intervene when students 
display problems that interfere with academic performance such as 
poor attendance, falling asleep in class, failing to complete assigned 
work and/or being disruptive to the class (Schwartz, L.S., 2010). For 
professors of online courses, the primary academic issues that cause 
concern are students failing to complete assignments on time, a lack 
of presence in online discussions and failure to respond to emails/
phone calls (Russo-Gleicher, 2013). Sometimes these problems are 
due to mental health concerns, and Sharkin (2006) suggested that it 
is “generally preferred to err on the side of overreaction when you 
are concerned about a student; early intervention can help reduce the 
chance of a student’s problems turning into a crisis situation later on” 
(p. 52).
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Table 1: Warning Signs of Mental Illness or 
Emotional Distress in Online Students

A typical Behaviors
(a	change	from	the	usual)

Unusual Behaviors Academic 
Performance Problems 
(Sharkin,	2006)

Becoming irritable/short-
tempered/obsessive

Emails are accusatory, 
manipulative, sexually 
inappropriate or 
threatening

Late assignments from 
beginning of course

Sudden deterioration in 
quality of work

Discussion post 
contents are: Bizarre, 
fantastical, paranoid, 
disruptive, confused, or 
show disorientation

Failing quality of work 
from beginning of 
course

Abruptly begins turning 
in late assignments

Student clearly seems 
out of touch with 
reality

Not returning emails or 
phone calls

Becoming disrespectful in 
discussion posts

Not turning in work 
at all

Stops responding to email Not re-doing work when 
given an opportunity

Content of work becomes 
negative/dark/odd in tone

Ongoing display 
of anxiety about 
assignments

Source: Sharkin’s (2006) guidelines for faculty are readily 
adaptable to an online course environment

Importance of well-being
“The issue of student well-being needs to be tackled head-on, 
given that it not only affects the socio-emotional realm but also 
has detrimental effects on students’overall learning and future life 
outcome” – Dr Imelda Caleon, Office of Education Research at NIE

Over the past 10 years, a growing body of evidence shows why 
student well-being is an important element of education and overall 
student success. Two big reasons emerge. One is the recognition that 
schooling is about much more than academic outcomes. Second, 
students with high levels of well-being tend to have better academic 
and life outcomes, in school and beyond.
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Objectives of the study
The main objectives of the study are:
(1)  To identify the major factors which are influenced the mental 

health and well-beings of the students.
(2)  To examine the socio-economic condition of their.
(3)  To suggest some policies for better improvement their well 

beings.

Data and Methodology
The study is mainly based on primary data. Primary data are collected 
from college student through a structured questionnaire and personal 
interview method. A multi stage technique is used to select a total of 
106 students in Barasat-1 development block of North 24 Parganas 
district, West Bengal. The survey has been carried out during 15th 

July to 1st August. A stratified random sample of 106 panels were 
interviewed, investigations such as the age and gender of the pupils, 
the type of education followed the type of educational network (free 
subsidized or self financing), and its location(urban or rural).

The relevant secondary data sources are: WHO, MHRD

Socio- Economic Profile of the Study

North 24 Parganas is the most populous district in West Bengal. It 
lies within the Ganges-Brahmaputra delta. Majority of the population 
of the district lived in urban area. Literacy rate in the district of north 
24 Parganas is 84.95 percent. Gender discrimination in literacy rate is 
visible in the district as literacy rate of male is 87.61 percent compare 
to 80.34 percent female literacy rate. The study area is Barasta -1 
development in North 24 Parganas. Barasat is under municipality. In 
this area there are seven Govt. high schools and two large colleges. 
According to the research paper 106 college students are randomly 
selected. They are all under graduate students. Different aspects are 
involved here like age, education, Perception and satisfaction in the 
classroom and at college, Involvement in class, how Contacts with 
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teachers, Atmosphere at college, Support and counseling by the 
teacher etc.

Result	and	Findings
The collected primary data are analysed under different sub- section to 
infer results of the study: Section A analyses the general information 
of the students. Section B discusses the mental health condition of 
the students and lastly emphasizes on well-beings of the students in 
section C.

A.  General information of the students

In this paper there are total number of students are 106. Among 
these students 40 are female candidates and 66 are male candidate’s 
students. All students are studying Under Graduate courses (UG) 
and their ages are lying from 18 to 23 years.37.74 percentage are 
female students whereas 62.26% are male candidates. 40 % students 
are belonging to Barasat Govt. College and rest of 60 % is students 
of Barasat Evening College. This study also incorporates the type 
of educational network using by students. One is free subsidies and 
second is self financing. From the primary data it is observed that 
there are maximum students using self financing and the percentage 
is negligible for free subsidies.

Title: Gender classification

Table	2:	source-primary data
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B.  Discusses the mental health condition of the students:

COVID-19 pandemic started in India begging from the month of 
March. And the first lock down was started on 24 March 2020; the 
Government of India under Prime Minister Narendra Modi ordered a 
nationwide lockdown for 21 days and many more months. As results 
of this students are at home and they are starting on line classes. As 
a consequence of these students mental health condition deteriorates 
day by day. There are different types of behavior showing by the 
students. In case of analyzing considering three aspects

Title: Types of typical behavior:

Types Percentage
Becoming irritable/short-tempered 30%
Sudden deterioration in quality of work 40%
Abruptly begins turning in late assignments 20%
Content of work becomes negative/dark/odd in tone 10%
Total 100%

Table 3: Source: primary sample

According to the sample the highest percentage is 40% in case 
of sudden deterioration in quality of work and the lowest is 10% in 
content of work becomes negatives.

Title: Types of unusual behavior:

Types Percentage
Emails are accusatory, manipulative, 12%
Student clearly seems out of touch with reality 8%
show disorientation 6%

Table 4: Source: primary sample

Title: Types Academic Performance

Types Percentage
Late assignments from beginning of course 5%
Failing quality of work from beginning of course 20%
Not returning emails or phone calls 15%
Not re-doing work when given an opportunity 20%
Ongoing display of anxiety about assignments 40%

Table 5: Source: primary sample
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There are different types of academic performance. Most of 
the people are showing anxiety about assignments. It has maximum 
percentage, 40% of students are in this group. Failing quality of 
work from beginning of course and not re-doing work when given an 
opportunity have equal percentage. It is 40%. 5% students are under 
late assignments from beginning of course.

C.  Well-beings of the students

In this context measuring the well-being of the students two types 
of variable are included one is quantitative and second is qualitative 
variable. Number of students, Perception and satisfaction in the 
class room at college, Involvement in class, Contacts with teachers, 
these are treated as quantitative variable. And other side Learning 
process, Infrastructure & facilities, Atmosphere at college, Support 
and counseling, Study pressure are qualitative variable.

A regression analysis with general well-beings as independent 
variable. The value of coefficient intercept is 106 which is a positive 
value. So it is easily says that the quantitative and qualitative variables 
are positive effect on well- being of the students.

Conclusion and Policy Prescriptions
This study has outlined various impacts of COVID-19 on higher 
education in India. The recent pandemic created an opportunity 
for change in pedagogical approaches and introduction of virtual 
education in all levels of education. In this paper mainly focused 
on student’s well-beings and their mental health condition. If some 
quality factors are increased among the students then it can be easily 
a positive impact on student’s well-being.

The following policies may be suggested for improvement of 
student’s mental health and well-beings.
(1)  Educators and learners should be trained to utilize online teaching 

learning process using technology. Policy should be adopted by 
Government/educational institutions to provide free internet and 
free digital gadgets to all learners in order to encourage online 
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learning as a result of which people would get engaged and 
remain safe during pandemic (Pravat, 2020c).

(2)  Immediate measures are required to lessen the effects of the 
pandemic on job offers, internship programs, and research 
projects.

(3)  Not only education lesion teach by the teacher but also practice 
some another activities like meditation to reduce the mental 
hazard.

(4)  Mentoring students as a friendly atmosphere.
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Chapter - 1 

Human and Environment - The Human Mark is Far and 
Wide 

Pawanjeet Kaur 
Lecturer of Chemistry, Department of Basic and Applied Sciences, School of Engineering & 

Sciences, GD Goenka University, Gurugram, Haryana 

 

 

Abstract 

While there are many reasons for escalating nature’s bounty, there are 
also reasons for expressing worry regarding ecological problems. 
Environmental problems arise both due to natural processes and human 
actions. Human beings form an integral part of the environment and have the 
greatest environmental footmark either in a positive or negative way. Human 
overpopulation has been disturbing the environment by restructuring and 
managing various ecosystems for hundreds of years. Modifying the 
environment to fit the requirements of society leads to the extermination and 
reduction of many species that apparently change the ecosystem structure 
and function. This chapter emphasizes the expanding boundaries of Human 
and Environment interactions and their possible solutions. 

Keywords: Environmental problems, pollution, human activities, 
environment degradation, climate change 

Introduction 

All living beings including man and the environment are affecting each 
other in a number of ways and there is a dynamic equilibrium existing 
between them which passes with changing generations. Human development 
and activity have modified and altered the natural environment for centuries. 
From agriculture to industrialization, deforestation, global warming, 
pollution, overfishing, devastating animal habitats, and killing organisms, 
humans always produced environmental problems for generations. The 
primary effects include decreased water quality, increased pollution and 
greenhouse gas emissions, depletion of natural resources is all because of a 
series of actions taken by humans. Human settlements in geologically 
sensitive locations like mountains, flood plains, or coastal areas are the 
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reasons for natural disasters which eventually increase the number of deaths. 
Also, there is a loss of important medicinal plants due to human activities 
and afterward humans have to rely upon Synthesized medicines. 

How do humans affect the Environment? 

The following human activities are responsible for the degradation of 
the environment: 

• Overpopulation: The world population is become an epidemic due 
to decreased death rates, the introduction of approaches of industrial 
farming, increased birth rate and decreased infant mortality rate, 
and better medical facilities that keep humans alive for much longer 
and increasing the entire population. It would not be wrong in 
saying that we reach the maximum carrying capacity that our earth 
can sustain. The most severe effect of overpopulation is the 
degradation of the environment. Humans are cutting down the 
forests for their accommodations, agricultural land, or industries 
which eventually results in the damage of ecosystems as there are 
not enough trees to filter the air which leads to an increase in CO₂ 
level which carries the potential to harm every single organism on 
Earth. 

• Industrialization: The industrial revolution fulfills the elementary 
needs of the world and is vital for the financial growth and 
development of the society, at the same time releases a lot of 
pollutants to the environment which causes health hazards, damage 
crops, climate change, and makes the environment incompetent for 
living organisms. Industries require a lot of fossil fuels which 
ultimately diminished our natural resources. 

• Genetic Modification: Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) 
give an advantage to the crop, but it causes the soil to dry faster and 
kills off good bacteria, making it non-fertile. To replenish the 
depleted soil, fertilizer is used, which is then give a lot of 
environmental problems. 

• Deforestation: The forests are cleared in order to provide the timber 
and agricultural land to the increased population. An estimated 18 
million acres of trees are clear-cut every year for making wood 
products and for new development and about 1.5 million hectares of 
forest cover vanishes every year in India alone. The process of 
deforestation results in decreasing rainfall, loss of topsoil, 
increasing greenhouse gases and global temperature, and 
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modification of climatic conditions. The trees are the prime 
producers of oxygen, so clearly deforestation is not a good thing for 
humans and specifically for the animals and the millions of species 
that live in forests. Deforestation is a chief threat to their existence. 

• Pollution: Human activities increased fossil fuel combustion from 
motor vehicles, industrial factories, and power plants, releasing CO, 
ozone, and NOx into the atmosphere that causes the greenhouse 
effect, ozone layer depletion, acid rain, and smog formation which 
led to serious health effects The disposal of sewage, agricultural and 
industrial wastes pollute water bodies and soil that spreads so many 
diseases. The noise due to industries, trains, airplanes, social 
functions, etc. causes noise pollution which affects both biotic and 
abiotic sections of the environment. The radiations generated by 
radioactive substances used in nuclear reactors and nuclear weapons 
impact the genetic materials of the body (DMA, RHA, etc.) 

Impact on Climate and Atmosphere 

The climate started changing a long time ago due to human activities but 
we started noticing the climatic change and its effect on human life in the 
last century. These climatic changes, due to emission of greenhouse gases, 
deforestation, use of fertilizers and pesticides, pollution, and solid waste, 
have a negative impact on the environment. The ocean level is mounting, 
glaciers are melting, CO2 in the air is increasing, many species of flora and 
fauna are diminishing and water life is getting disturbed due to climatic 
changes which is a heavy loss to the environment. 

Earth's weather patterns will drastically change with worldwide 
temperature growth, where some areas possess the longer growing times of 
year, others become unfertile wastelands or deserts. The warming up of the 
earth's surface causes much ozone depletion, affect our agriculture, water 
supply, transportation, and several other problems. The volcanic eruptions, 
solar radiation, orbital variations made the areas harmful for natural life. By 
2050, it is possible that the increase in global surface temperature ranges 
between 1.5 and 2 oC. 
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With the burning of fossil fuels, SO2 and NOx are released into the 

atmosphere which is mixed with the rainwater and makes it acidic which 
accumulates in water bodies and then diminishes the aquatic life, acidifies 
the earth's surface, and reduces essential nutrients of the soil. Trees that 
absorb the acid accrue toxins that damage leaves and slowly kills large areas 
of forest. The ozone layer is also depleting due to excessive use of spray 
aerosols, refrigerators, air-conditioners, etc. that contain chemical 
compounds like gaseous bromine or chlorine & Chlorofluorocarbons. 

 

Impact on Soil and Vegetation 

Human activities are accountable for the physical changes in the soil. 
Uncontrolled and heavy grazing, fire, or cutting for the clearance of forests 
for domestic purposes and timber caused the disappearance of vegetation 
cover, soil erosion, and desertification. Air pollutants, Photochemical smog, 
and industrial fumes are toxic to plants, diminish the fertility of the soil, 
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enhance salinity and kill vegetation. The chemical fertilizers also altered the 
chemistry of the soil. The food we are eating is contaminated which affects 
human health and hence 90% of the human population is suffering from 
various diseases. 

Impact on the Water 

  

Humans have influenced both the quantity and quality of water. The 
construction of dams required deforestation and promote earthquake 
activating, the build-up of soil salinity, changes in groundwater levels, and 
waterlogging. Humans get water supplies by pumping groundwater that 
reduces the groundwater and coastal areas’ freshwater is substituted by 
saltwater. Oceans are getting acidified that minimizes the production of 
necessary nutrients, lessens the pH levels in the water, and reduces the 
calcium concentrations, which is harmful to aquatic flora and fauna. The 
rivers getting murky by pollutants. The rate of water born diseases is 
increasing day by day due to human activities. 

Possible solutions 

Human mistakes caused great damage to the ecosystem but it can be 
controlled if every human start contributing by adopting few changes in their 
lifestyle including using renewable sources like solar, wind, and hydro 
energy and using less energy in the home, using public transport instead of 
driving that will reduce CO2 emissions and ultimately diminish the amount 
of pollution. Also, the amount of fertilizer applied to grasslands can be 
reduced to lessen water and soil pollution. The recycle and reuse policy 
should be adopted by everyone. Green chemistry principles need to be 
followed by the chemists to produce safer chemicals to completely cut down 
the stream of chemicals pouring into the environment. Energy can be 
generated by geothermal sources which can be used in various industries, 
which eventually reduce the use of coal and petrochemicals resources and 
give the cleaner energy which is harmless for the environment. Everyone 
must be knowing how to recognize and dispose dangerous waste properly. 
The government should invest and encourage the sustainable technology 
production. 
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“The best time to act, was yesterday, the best we can do is today, but if 
we wait for tomorrow, it may just be too late.” 

Conclusion 

The environment epitomizes the living space, the quality of life, and the 
human health of generations. Human-Environment conflicts are life-
threatening issues that bring a huge challenge to survival itself as they are 
showing consequences for the stability of the natural, social, political, and 
economic backgrounds of a nation. The Environmental organizations are 
working towards solving these issues, their management, and reduction for 
which they are spreading awareness among the locality. Effective actions 
have to be taken for the protection of the environment and to conserve 
natural resources. The most important step in the implementation of the 
same, which must start individually, as every single person can contribute 
towards environmental management. 
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Abstract 

Bioprospecting is the process of not only discovering and screening, but 
also trading new products based on biological variety. It is a 
multidisciplinary endeavor that has a significant impact on long-term 
development, poverty reduction, and economic growth in many countries. 
The ability of a nation's people to turn biodiversity and other natural 
resources into riches in an environmentally sound, economically profitable, 
and long-term way through the use of science and technology is critical to its 
prosperity. As a result, the concept of bioprospecting becomes more 
important. Biodiversity's inherent potential as a vital resource for generating 
novel value-added goods for food, medicine, cosmetics, and other 
commercially important natural products is now increasingly recognised. 

A new way of thinking about future "knowledge industries" is gaining 
traction around the world, focusing on the concept of "knowledge 
engineering." Some of the primary measures for creating economic 
accomplishment and welfare for people include the conversion of 
biodiversity and the related traditional knowledge system (TKS) into value-
added, commercial products, competitive at global level. By utilizing 
modern technology bioprospecting is the most resourceful technique of 
discovering and assessing the chemical, economic and genetic potentials of 
biological resources. 

Keywords: Bioprospecting, biodiversity, traditional knowledge  

Introduction 

Bioprospecting is a multidisciplinary endeavor that entails a wide range 
of research activities and scientific areas. A bioprospecting programme also 
looks at indigenous knowledge of medicinal plant and animal behaviors and 
traits, as well as the search for previously recognized chemicals in natural 
sources that have never been used in folk medicine. To fully realize the 
potential of Bioprospecting, it is necessary to convert biodiversity and the 
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related traditional knowledge system (TKS) into value-added, globally 
competitive commercial products. As a result, it is critical to develop 
‘knowledge engineering' in order to construct future ‘know industries.' 
(Pushpangadan et al., 2018). 

Bioprospecting - types 

Bioprospecting is a new field of biotechnological application on 
biodiversity that includes "a systematic search for genes, natural compounds, 
designs, and whole organisms in wild life with a potential for product 
development using biological observations and biophysical, biochemical, 
and genetic methods without disrupting nature." (Mateo et al.,2001) Thus, 
chemical prospecting, gene prospecting, and bionic prospecting are three 
elements of bioprospecting. 

Chemical Prospecting  

To identify, isolate, and characterise novel bioactive compounds from 
wild bio resources (higher plants, bryophytes, pteridophytes, fungi, and 
microorganisms, among others) and animals (insects and other wild 
invertebrates), modern high-throughput chemical screening and automated 
bioassay programmes have been used. They have opened up new vistas in 
natural product research in general, and drug discovery in particular Agro 
chemistry (biopesticides), medicines and pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, 
proteins, enzymes, food additives, and other industrially valuable chemical 
products are all benefiting from chemical prospecting of wild plant resources 
(Mateo et al.,2001) 

Prospecting for phytomedicines 

The pharmaceutical business has been increasingly interested in finding 
new potential medications from sources such as natural compounds that are 
traditional in nature or derived from folklore, or from little-known or 
unexplored forest sources. (Pushpangadan 2017). Advancement of research 
methods in chemistry, genomics, tools of molecular biology for developing 
bioassays, high-throughput screening (HTS), and computer autiomated 
methods, has accelerated the screening, isolation, structural elucidation, and 
synthesis of natural molecules or their derivatives towards novel drug 
development. 

Hence Based on traditional or empirical local medicinal traditions, a 
vast variety of plant-derived natural products are still being created. As a 
result, wild medicinal plant prospecting, particularly those with traditional 
folklore claims, is predicted to provide novel phytomedicines with molecular 
potential for molecular medicine development (Harvey and Gericke,2011) 
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Gene prospecting 

DNA gene prospecting in molecular systematics, which tries to identify 
and characterize potential genetic variants in a species or population at the 
DNA level, fingerprinting techniques are finding greater uses. Such an 
approach is gaining traction and is becoming more significant in establishing 
the sovereignty IPRs of the Third World's gene-rich but biotechnology-
deficient countries over their own biological resources (Mateo et al.,2001) 

Bionic prospecting 

A new means for the discovery and development process in bionics was 
developed by getting inspiration from nature. Structures and mechanisms 
discovered in nature are systematically used in engineering: connection, 
separation, formation, carriage, support, transmission, storage and blocking 
of materials, energy, and information. For all these, the blueprints of which 
nature has already provided has been wisely utilised (Mateo et al.2001). 

The benefits and drawbacks of bioprospecting must be weighed against 
the rising incidence of bio piracy, as well as the current bio depletion 
problem and the potential consequences of the imminent mass extinction 
event in tropical biomes [Pimm et al.,1995]. Protected area networks cover 
about 5% of the earth's land surface, and if human activities continue in the 
remaining 95% of unprotected wild land ecosystems, about half of the 
species will become extinct [Pushpangadan 2002]. As a result, a 
bioprospecting programme should be carried out with the goal of considering 
biodiversity in addition to immediate economic rewards. 

Biodiversity is the totality of all living systems on our planet, from the 
tiniest microbes to the mammoth elephant and man. Species diversity, 
habitat diversity, and gene diversity are the three levels of biodiversity It 
serves two essential services. To begin with, it governs and maintains 
climate stability, water regime, soil fertility, air quality, and the overall 
health of the earth's life support system. Second, biodiversity is the source 
from which the human race obtains food, fodder, fuel, fibre, shelter, 
medicine, and raw materials to meet the diverse needs for industrial goods 
necessitated by humankind's ever-changing and ever-increasing needs and 
aspirations (Harvey and Gericke 2011) Biodiversity is thus our planet's 
biological capital, and it serves as the foundation for human civilization 
(Myers et al., 2000). As a result, it is critical that biodiversity is exclusively 
utilized in a sustainable manner. 
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Bioprospecting and valuation of biodiversity 

Nature's genetic library has great potential for developing novel foods, 
medicines, and industrial products. The untapped potential of genes, species, 
and ecosystems represents an inexhaustible biological frontier. In the past, 
genetics was mostly concerned with domesticated biodiversity. The breadth 
of exploiting the patent potential of these previously unknown bio resources 
will be both rewarding and hard. (Pushpangadan and Nair, 2005). Through 
modern technology intervention, bioprospecting is the most efficient 
technique of exploring and evaluating the genetic, economical and chemical 
potentials of biological resources. 

Traditional Knowledge 

Traditional Knowledge (TK) is a community-based system of 
knowledge that has been established, kept, and maintained by local and 
indigenous groups through centuries through their continual interactions, 
observations, and experiments with their surroundings [Pushpangadan and 
Nair 2005) It is unique to a particular culture or society and is the outcome 
of the co-evolution and co-existence of indigenous cultures and their 
traditional resource use and ecosystem management techniques. An 
uninterrupted tradition and culture passed along the collected wisdom, 
knowledge, belief, and practices embedded in the TK system from 
generation to generation.  

The traditional biodiversity knowledge established by indigenous and 
local communities is thus discovered to be the most valuable lead for modern 
technological innovations and the development of novel foods (functional 
foods, medicinal foods, and nutraceuticals), medicines (drugs and 
pharmaceuticals), phytochemicals, and other commercially important 
products. Biodiversity and traditional knowledge are thus the most powerful 
resources that, with the help of science and technology, can generate wealth. 
With the advancement of new biotechnological tools and techniques, 
biodiversity resources can be converted into industrially and commercially 
valuable products in the areas such as agriculture, aquaculture, 
pharmaceuticals, healthcare, diagnostics, vaccinations, etc. (Paul 2015, 
Pushpangadan, 2017) 

Bioprospecting and development of value-added product  

Biodiversity, herbal technology, biotechnology, and nanobiotechnology 
are the fields that require special attention from the standpoints of new 
knowledge-based industrial enterprises, international commerce, and 
intellectual property protection. Biodiversity has importance in terms of 
economics, ecology, aesthetics, and survival. Food, fodder, fuel, fibre, 
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colourants, medicine, aroma chemicals, flavorants, fragrances, oils, gums, 
resins, dyes, bio pesticides, bio insecticides, honey, phytochemicals, 
proteins, and genes are just a few of the direct economic benefits that 
biodiversity provides (Das, 2019) 

Herbal technology refers to the development of value-added and 
standardised products using low and medium technology; biotechnology 
refers to the use of more advanced scientific and technological intervention; 
and Nanobiotechnology refers to manipulation at the subcellular or ultra-
molecular level, i.e. up to the 10-9 size level. As a result, biodiversity is both 
(i)a priceless resource with numerous real and potential benefits for 
humanity, and (ii) a complex self-sustaining ecological system that aids in 
the preservation of the biosphere's integrity and resilience. (Das, 2020). 
These two harmonizing perceptions lead to the conclusion that biodiversity 
is a priceless natural resource that must be maintained and used sustainably 
for the benefit of mankind. 

Prospects for the future 

Bioprospecting has been offered as a possible way to enhance 
biodiversity conservation and sustainable use. Under the supervision of the 
United Nations, a legal framework has been established. 

Biodiversity-rich countries are slowly implementing nations, but there is 
still much to be done. Perhaps the implementation is the issue relates to 
benefit-sharing and access, often in the absence of significant national 
statutory clarity and institutional capability. Despite the fact that effective 
drug development projects based on natural products continue to emerge, 
there is a belief that this strategy may be outdated: Natural items are being 
screened for fresh leads. There are obviously a number of technical issues 
with the screening and isolation of natural resources. However, the benefits 
of overcoming them appear to outweigh the effort necessary.  

Finally, a successful bioprospecting programe is contingent on the 
clarity of a number of variables such as bioprospecting programs used, 
sources, species selection, products obtained, etc. (Juan, 2017). A correct and 
functional design of bioprospecting initiatives in mega-diverse countries 
must be the outcome of a multidisciplinary research with the primary goal of 
ensuring community sustainability while also protecting ecosystems and 
reducing the public health impact of created products. 

Conclusion 

The extraordinary ability of humanity to decipher nature's delicate 
riddles will undoubtedly aid in the development of newer technology for the 
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sustainable use of our planet's scarce bio-resources. Bioprospecting is one 
such technology that can be used safely and effectively if implemented with 
caution. 
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Abstract 

Heavy metal pollution has wreaked havoc on the environment, posing 
severe health risks. Reproductive hazards from heavy metal exposure are one 
of the fastest-growing concerns in ecotoxicology now a day. Heavy metals 
enter into various environmental matrices from a diverse array of natural and 
anthropogenic sources. Cadmium (Cd) and mercury (Hg) are two heavy 
metals that can alter the structure and function of various reproductive 
organs in animals. They can alter histological architecture as well as can 
cause enzymatic and genetic changes. Cadmium is an estrogen mimic. 
Female rats injected with cadmium experienced earlier onset of puberty. 
Cadmium has been linked to the development of Leydig cell cancers in rats. 
Cigarette Cadmium exposure is possibly related to male fertility impairment. 
Maternal exposure to a high level of cadmium has significantly increased 
premature delivery. Mercury affects male testicular tissue growth, causing 
spermatogenic cell loss and clogging of spermatogenic cells and also 
degrades the quality of sperm. Methyl Mercury exposure leads to a reduction 
in serum testosterone levels. Some investigations have demonstrated a 
negative association between hatching success and mercury levels in eggs or 
feathers in birds. To protect the reproductive health of numerous animal 
species, it is imperative to control cadmium and mercury contamination in 
both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. 

Keywords: Cadmium, mercury, toxicity, reproductive system 
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Introduction 

We live in an increasingly toxic world. Every day, we are exposed to 
thousands of chemicals, including pesticides, food additives, radiation 
toxins, and heavy metals. Because of their bioaccumulation and non-
biodegradability, heavy metal toxicity is a major environmental problem 
these days (Igiri et al., 2018). So, the ingestion of metal contaminants affects 
not only an organism’s biology but also the human or bird that takes these 
organisms as food. Weathering of rocks and volcanic eruptions are natural 
sources, whereas diverse industrial operations and mining are the primary 
anthropogenic sources of the heavy metals. (Ali et al., 2019; Ghosh et 
al.,2021). Heavy metal pollution has perturbed the environment to pose 
serious health hazards. The accumulation of heavy metals in tissues, organs 
are causing hormonal imbalance, nutritional deficiencies, cancer, 
autoimmune disorders, and other debilitating chronic conditions (Rana,2014; 
Langie et al.,2015). The Minamata disaster (in 1953) and another two 
disasters in Iraq (in 1972) and in Switzerland (in 1986) were due to Hg 
toxicity. Higher Cd content in the soil in some areas of Japan was 
responsible for breaking out of the Itai-Itai disease. Heavy metals are also 
shown endocrine disruptive potential (Zhu et al.,2000). Reproductive 
hazards from heavy metal exposure are one of the fastest-growing concerns 
in ecotoxicology now a day (Jaishankar,2014). Heavy metals produced 
impairment of structure and functions of the reproductive system in different 
animal groups, as evident in various studies (Doničová et al., 2019). This 
brief review attempts to portray the reprotoxic effects of cadmium and 
mercury in different groups of animals. 

Heavy metals  

Heavy metals have no agreed-upon chemical definition. They are a 
block of all metals in groups 3-16 in period 4 or more on the periodic table. 
They all have high densities >5g/cm3 (Jarup,2003). According to Duffus 
(2002), “The term heavy metals often used as a group name for metals and 
semimetals(metalloid) that have been associated with contamination, 
potential toxicity or ecotoxicity.” Heavy metals are originated during the 
origin of the earth. Due to their enormous impact on human health and the 
environment, these metals have been extensively studied by many 
researchers. In addition to their harmful properties, these substances can 
accumulate in the background (Ali et al., 2019). 

Essential and non-essential heavy metals 

Heavy metals are classed as essential or non–essential based on their 
involvement in biological systems. Cu, Fe, Zn, and other elements are 
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necessary for biological activities, yet they are poisonous at certain levels. 
Pb, Cd, Hg, etc., do not have any biological role and are toxic to organisms 
(Siddque,2015). Cadmium and mercury are elements in Group IIB of the 
periodic table (Godt et al.,2006)  

Sources of Contamination 

Heavy metals enter into various environmental matrices (water, soil, and 
air) from a diverse array of natural and anthropogenic sources. They 
permeate the animal body through ingestion, inhalation, or absorption 
(Ghosh et al.,2021). They can easily be incorporated into biological 
molecules with reduced binding power and exert their toxic effects. They 
may also serve as non-competitive enzyme inhibitors. It's pretty tough to get 
rid of something once it's been ingrained in the system.  

Mercury exists in nature primarily as elemental mercury or as a sulphide 
and is found at approximately 0.5 parts per million in the earth's crust 
(Bernhoft,2012). Mercury is utilized in various sectors, including batteries, 
paper, paint, dentistry, and medicine. The methylation of Hg to more 
hazardous methyl mercury is accelerated by low pH and high organic carbon 
(Spry,1991). On the other hand, chief sources of cadmium contamination are 
industrial aerosols, water waste from Cu, Zn extraction mines, phosphate-
based fertilizers, etc. Tobacco smoke is a typical source of Cd exposure since 
tobacco plants contain high heavy metal concentrations (Klassen,2006). 

Cd-induced reproductive toxicity 

As a metalloestrogen 

Cadmium is an estrogen mimic. Female rats injected with Cd 
experienced earlier onset of puberty (Johnson et al.,2003). The use of 
cadmium aided mammary gland development by promoting the creation of 
alveolar buds. Low levels of Cd activate the estrogen receptor, blocking 
estradiol binding by interacting non-competitively with the hormone-binding 
region (Beyersmann,2002). Like estrogen, cadmium stimulated the 
transcription factor AP-1 via the estrogen receptor (Silva et al.,2012). Cd is 
linked with an estrogen-dependent disease like endometriosis, spontaneous 
abortions, etc. (Rzymski et al., 2015). 

Testicular toxicity 

Cd has been found to produce Leydig cell cancers in rats. Route of 
exposer whether it inhibits or stimulates testicular androgen production 
(Waalkes et al.,2000). There is a correlation between cigarette Cd exposure 
and male fertility impairment. In vitro incubation of mouse or human sperms 
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with cadmium could significantly decrease sperm motility and reduces in 
vitro fertilization rate (Zhao et al., 2017). 

Reproductive toxicity in female and embryo-foetal toxicity 

Maternal exposure to high cd levels has significantly increased 
premature delivery, possibly by inhibiting placental progesterone synthesis 
by blocking P450 side-chain cleaving activity. To protect the foetus from 
maternal cortisol, placental 11 HSD activity is essential (Kawai et al.,2002). 
Nandi et al. (2010) had shown the detrimental effect of Cd on cumulus 
expansion and oocyte maturation in Buffalo. Cd exposure has been shown to 
have a variety of impacts on a variety of fish species, although the results are 
sometimes contradictory. In Asian swamp eels, chronic exposure has 
resulted in lower plasma sex hormones (Singh,1989), delaying oogenesis in 
brown trout (Brown et al.,1994), decreasing ovulation and GSI in Prussian 
Carp (Szczerbik,2006). Metal-induced metallothionein production by the 
liver takes precedence over VTG synthesis, which may delay vitellogenesis 
(Povlsen,1990). 

Mercury induced reproductive toxicity 

Reproductive toxicity in male 

Mercury toxicity is more common in young ruminants (Choe et 
al.,2003). It affects male testicular tissue growth, causing spermatogenic cell 
loss and clogging of spermatogenic cells. By producing vacuolated elongated 
spermatid, pyknotic nuclei, and dispositional acrosomes, it also degrades the 
quality of sperm (Waalkes,2000). It has also been reported that mercury 
exposure has led to cryptorchidism in Florida panthers (Lafuente,2000). In 
male rats and mice, a 90-day intraperitoneal injection of mercury causes 
consistent changes in testicular steroidogenesis by inhibiting various steps 
and lowering testosterone and LH levels (Ramalingam et al.,2003). Mercury 
exposure in vitro has been shown to reduce some sperm quality metrics in 
fish: decreased motility and viability, DNA fragmentation, and fertilization 
ability (Hayati et al., 2019). Me-Hg exposure leads to a reduction in serum 
testosterone level, the transit time of sperm in caput/corpus epididymis in 
Wister rat (Fossato da Silva et al., 2011). Testicular atrophy has been 
observed in Poecilia reticulata (Wester,1991). 

Reproductive toxicity in female and embryo-foetal toxicity 

Subcutaneous mercuric chloride treatment causes the estrous cycle to be 
disrupted, follicular maturation to be suppressed, and plasma and luteal 
progesterone levels to be reduced in Hamstar (Choe,2003). Reduced plasma 
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E2 in females and plasma 11 KT in males have been seen in Oreochromis 
niloticus. In birds such as common terns, some investigations have 
demonstrated a negative association between hatching success and Hg levels 
in eggs or feathers (Gautam and Chaube, 2018).  

Conclusion 

It is clear from the preceding narrative that cadmium and mercury can 
cause an early response in animals by altering the structure and function of 
various reproductive organs. They can modify the histological architecture of 
the organs of reproductive systems and may cause enzymatic and genetic 
alterations. Affecting the immune system of exposed animals increases the 
susceptibility to multiple types of disease related to reproductive systems. 
They are also responsible for infertility in some cases. 

A regular assessment and monitoring of the levels of potentially toxic 
heavy metals such as mercury and cadmium in water, sediment, and resident 
biota are required. In order to safeguard the many species of animals as well 
as the ecological balance of the ecosystems, it is crucial to limit the cadmium 
and mercury contamination in terrestrial and aquatic environments. 
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Abstract 

Tripura, a state of North East is an erstwhile princely state amalgamated 
with India in 1972 having its own glorious background. It has excelled 
significantly in the Education sector despite ample limitations. Since year 
2020 a menace, Covid19 virus shook the World casting dark shadow chiefly 
out-turning the process of Teaching-Learning. Educational institutions have 
been closed indefinitely as a precaution. In such a situation Govt. of Tripura 
formulated innovative initiatives, few of which were well appreciated and 
effective while some face hindrances because of infrastructural, economic, 
awareness issues. Offline initiative like “Neighbourhood class” has been a 
noteworthy one. 

Introduction 

Year 2020 will ever carry a dubious reputation of the year of Covid-19 
pandemic shattering every sectors. Education sector has been worst hit 
surging challenges for Teaching-Learning across the country including 
Tripura. Several alternative initiatives had to usher in when chalk-talk 
routine was clogged.  

Tripura enjoys the honour of having oldest school (131yrs) and the 
fourth highest literacy rate of 87.75% as per 2011.According to 2015 Child 
Census, the literacy rate had increased to about 95.65%. A state government 
survey in 2013 announced that Tripura has the highest literacy rate in India 
at 94.65 percent. 

According to the Economic Review of Tripura 2010–11, Tripura has a 
total of 4,455 schools (2,298 primary schools) with total enrolment of 
767,672. District wise literacy rate however shows enough variations. 
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District Tentative Population Overall Literacy Rate (%) 
WEST 9,18,200 91.07 

NORTH 4,17,441 87.90 
KHOWAI 3,27,564 87.78 
UNOKOTI 2,76,506 86.91 
DHALAI 3,78,230 85.72 

SEPAHIJALA 4,83,687 84.78 
SOUTH 4,30,751 84.68 
Gomati 4,41,538 84.50 

 

The reason behind this discrepancy may be credited to economic, socio 
cultural, ethnic fabric factors. Same may be inferred from a different data 
which states that only 48.1% of household possess Telephone including 
mobile phone, 6.3% have Computer/laptop without internet and only 1% of 
the population have Computer/laptop with internet. 

Set Up Tentative Population Population having Mobile Phone (%) 
RURAL 2712464 35.2 
URBAN 961453 62.2 

 

However, the data as in Govt. record seems that the state across is not 
yet ready for the new pedagogy as envisaged elsewhere during this crisis 
period  

Objectives 

The overall objectives of this study were: 

i) To find out what Tripura as a state has initiated to manage the process 
of Teaching-Learning.  

ii) To analyze the extent of use of the initiatives at end level. 
iii) To reveal the various platforms of online teaching used as an 

alternative classroom. 
iv) To unleash the percentage of pupil actually being involved. 
v) To understand the factors impeding the proper implementation. 
Methodology 

Both Primary and Secondary Data were gathered to conduct the study.  

Primary data- Structured questionnaire were given online 
(Mail/WhatsApp) to 4 Teachers each from 5 Govt. and 5 Pvt. Schools in 
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Urban area and 4 Teachers each from 5 Govt. and 5 Pvt. Schools in Rural 
area. 30 numbers of teachers including HODs were also interviewed over 
phone as well. 

Secondary data- Tripura Education Dept. website and 
circular/memorandum copies along with National and international Journals 
were referred. Some journals were also referred relating to impact of 
COVID-19 on educational system.  

Result & Discussion 

Tripura as a state has its own set of constrains to carry forward the task 
of Teaching-Learning. The challenge was to involve the students 
meaningfully while being away from regular school operations. IT-based 
platform was therefore extensively used to offer teaching-learning 
environment, alteration of class routine, teacher training, and organizing co-
curricular activities etc.  

i) Findings - Objective one 

Digital learning is being resorted to more and more as an alternative 
pedagogy. 

Creation and telecast of E-Classrooms: E-Classes are recorded in 
Studios. After editing and other technical works, the same is then sent to 
SCERT, the State Academic Authority for scrutinizing, following which the 
episodes are transmitted over Doordarshan and Local Television Channels. 
Copies of the Digital Classrooms are also uploaded in the YouTube Channel 
of the Department, titled: ‘Tripura Siksha Bandhu’. The students and 
teachers can refer to these E-Contents anytime later on. Classes have been 
conducted for covering subjects like: English, Maths, Science, Bengali, 
Social Science for Classes III to XII. The digital contents are also uploaded 
in a popular privately-managed website: Tripurainfor Student Helpline 

Digitization of Textbooks: Textbooks of all the Classes (from I to XII) 
have been digitized in pdf and e-pub formats and hosted in the website of 
SCERT Tripura. The students have access to the digital copy of their 
Textbooks from anywhere and continue their study. The web address of the 
books is: SCERT 

State Repository of Open Educational Resources (SROER): Another 
remarkable initiative of SCERT, Tripura is creation of the State Repository 
of Open Educational Resources (SROER). It is a platform containing around 
200 Audio-Visual for students of classes VI to XII free of cost contents for 
reference covering subjects like Bengali, English, Physical Science, Life 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoOarQM2xtN4HxXjgwR7oYA
https://tripurainfo.com/OnlineClassesHomepageSearch.aspx
http://www.scerttripura.org/ebooks.php
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Science and Mathematics. The link of the repository is: SCERT 

 
EDUSAT Programme: EDUSAT Programme is a special initiative by 

using Satellite Interactive Terminals (SITs) in the State. Under this initiative, 
live and interactive classes are conducted by expert teachers and the same is 
transmitted through the EDUSAT network. Students of Classes VI to XIII 
across the State can participate in the classes covering Science, Mathematics, 
English, Physics and Chemistry. 

Use of App: An educational app is already in use in the State Education 
Department, titled “EmpowerU Shiksha Darpan”. During the pandemic 
period, for facilitating the appraisal of students in Annual Examination for 
the Academic Year 2019-20, the marks secured by the students of Classes III 
to IX and XI, have been uploaded in the App. 

Other efforts: To explore the feasibility of circulating the study 
materials to the students and parents through e-learning / social media 
platforms, all the teachers have been requested to take necessary actions. 

Ektu Khelo, Ektu Padho: This project was launched on 25th Jun 2020 
when uncertainty was prevailing about the opening of school during Covid19 
pandemic. It is expected that even remote villages of the state people have 
mobile phone even if internet access or cable TV network is not available. 
Those who have Android phones can receive the study materials through 
WhatsApp, and others via SMS. Guardians' phones could be used for the 
purpose. As per guidelines, lessons and exercises will be sent to students on 
mobile phones every morning, and feedback on their performance is to be 
collected in the afternoon. Academic coordinators in different districts would 
share the content with headmasters of schools, who would engage teachers to 
monitor the process. Around five lakh students study in 4,733 government 
schools in Tripura.  

Vande Tripura: It is a 24x7 educational channel whichl offer lessons to 

http://www.scerttripura.org/eresources.php
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school students, in line with the NCERT syllabus, and help them "make up 
for the lost learning time" amid the Covid-19 pandemic. Recorded 
programmes as well as live sessions are being circulated to involve students 
of around 4,500 schools. 

Neighbourhood Class: The neighbourhood classes have been thought 
to include students who cannot avail online classes where the School 
Management Committee (SMC) is to take unanimous decision in 
consultation with the parents and other stake holders to the locality. 

Classes and Schedule  

Groups should comprise of not more than 5 students of a class and from 
the same locality of the students where Teacher shall go for taking the 
classes. Duration of each class may be 1.5 to 2 hours 

Minimum Hours of Classes per Week for Primary (3 to 5 Class) 
students will be 10 Hours per week, Upper Primary (6 to 8 Class) 12 hours 
per week and Secondary (9 to 12 Class) will be 15 Hours per week.  

Safety Measures 

The Classes should be conducted in open spaces within the school 
premises. All the students and the teachers will be compulsorily required to 
maintain Covid protocol viz maintaining social distance, wear protective 
masks and to wash with soap / sanitise hands at regular intervals. No child 
with fever or any kind of illness shall attend the classes.  

ii) Findings - Objective two 
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Table 1: Showing the reach of Govt. initiatives in different schools of the state 

School type School no. E-classrooms Digital Books Use of SROER EDUSAT 
Programme 

EmpowerU 
Shiksha Darpan 

Ektu Khelo, 
Ektu Padho 

Vande 
Tripura 

Neighbourhood 
Class 

Urban Govt. 

1                 

2       ×          

3       ×          

4       ×          

5                 

Urban Pvt. 

1       ×  ×  ×    ×  

2       ×  ×  ×    ×  

3       ×  ×  ×    ×  

4       ×  ×  ×    ×  

5       ×  ×  ×    ×  

Rural Govt. 

1     ×  ×      ×    

2       ×          

3 ×  ×  ×  ×      ×    

4     ×  ×          

5 ×  ×  ×  ×      ×    

Rural Pvt. 

1       ×  ×  ×  ×  ×  

2       ×  ×  ×  ×  ×  

3       ×  ×  ×    ×  

4       ×  ×  ×  ×  ×  

5       ×  ×  ×    ×  
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Table - 1 summarizes the extent of use of different initiatives of the Govt. in 
different schools. The points that deserve a special mention are: 

a) The pupil of Class-IX to XII are mostly equipped with gadgets to 
maximize the benefits of the initiatives both in Urban and Rural setup  

b) Initiative like “Ektu khelo Ektu podo” though was designed to 
meaningfully engage pupil of primary level could not be effective in 
rural economically backward areas as the parents cannot lend their 
mobile for the day to their wards. 

c) Neighbourhood classes have been well accepted mostly in rural areas 
where internet could not reach. It also pampers the concern of the 
parents about the study of their children. 

iii) Findings - Objective three  

Table 2: Showing different online teaching modes/platform used by the teachers 

S.N. Online teaching-learning modes % of teachers using following modes 

1 Google Classroom 8% 

2 Zoom 20% 

3 Google Meet 62% 

4 Recorded Audio/ Video clip 65% 

5 WhatsApp 86% 

6 Teachmint 5% 

7 Telephonic Conversation 28% 
 

Table-2 is self-explanatory to mention the various teaching platforms 
used by the teachers time to time. Few Pvt. Schools have been found to have 
their individual app for Teaching-Learning activity. 

iv) Findings - Objective four  
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Table 3: Showing population & percentage of students attending online classes 

Urban Area Rural Area 
 Govt. schools Pvt. Schools Govt. schools Pvt. Schools 

Sl. No Population Percentage Population Percentage Population Percentage Population Percentage 
1 1240 70 1610 90 840 7 420 55 
2 950 65 910 92 610 15 685 60 
3 630 55 2120 96 340 Nil 780 65 
4 810 58 180 98 950 10 460 75 
5 1080 60 830 95 210 Nil 560 68 
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Data received has been captured in Table-3 however this is to be 
mentioned that Pvt. Schools in both Urban and Rural setups are more 
actively involving students. On the other hand, students of XI and XII in 
both the set up are participating more than that of students at primary level. 

v) Findings - Objective five  

The strong impediments hindering proper implementation of the 
initiatives as emerged are: 

a) Economic solvency of the student (non availability of gadgets). 
b) Poor/no availability of internet facility. 
c) Awareness of parents about the value of children’s education. 
d) Dearth of proper initiatives of few teachers. 
e) Lack of pro-activeness of Head/ coordinator of school. 

Conclusion 

Endeavour was made to assess and realize the essentialities of online 
teaching-learning amid the COVID-19 pandemic in Tripura. Affords and 
Initiatives of the Govt. have been found to be well thought and future 
oriented. However, the factors like readiness of the educators, lack of pro-
activeness of head of school, poor awareness of the parents, non-availability 
of gadgets (economic issue), poor/no internet connectivity (infrastructure 
issue) hindered the proper implementation. The initiatives taken both by 
Govt. and few Educational Institutions should definitely be considered as a 
positive step towards the obvious and expected change in pedagogy. Though 
they are in nascent stage but are expected to enrich the traditional style of 
Teaching and become future platform for Teaching-Learning.  
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Abstract 

The study of Fourier coefficients and the analysis of generation of 
different wave functions viz square wave function, triangle wave function & 
sawtooth wave function has been done using Scilab. These are periodic 
functions with a period of 2π but the range along x-axis is different for each 
wave function so the numbers of cycles are also different. It means greater 
the range, higher the numbers of cycles. The formulae for Fourier 
coefficients have been given in the paper in the theory and formulae section. 
The value of the amplitude, k is taken 2 for square wave function. The 
analysis of generation of wave is important in physics, mathematics, 
communication electronics and all branches of engineering. 

Keywords: Scilab software and fourier coefficients  

Introduction 

The Fourier analysis is very important in engineering branch. Last four 
decades academicians and researchers are using the Fourier series in science 
branch, specially in mathematics and physics. A lot of papers had been 
published on Fourier series based on problems concerned to physics, 
mathematics and engineering. Scilab is an open-source plat form having 
wide applications and available everywhere free of cost. This software is like 
Matlab and having different versions for different operating systems in other 
words we can say that it is available Windows, Mac and Linux in 32-bit & 
64-bit architecture. Graphical User Interface (GUI) and X-cos are the 
important tools of this software. X-cos is used in numerical simulation; it 
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also has large variety of palettes. A detailed study of the graphical 
techniques such as 2-D plotting, 3-D plotting, pie and bar plots etc. had been 
explained by the author using labelling style, legend, marker edge color, 
marker size, labelling style with rotation, changing the font size of axes [1]. 
The algebraic equations and discussion of matrix with multiple operations 
like determinant, diagonal, rank, random matrix, eigen values & eigen 
vectors, sum & product, adding & deleting of rows and columns of a matrix 
etc. had been done R. Singh et.al. [2]. Some important problems, 
mathematical operations and algebraic equations used when Salleh executed 
ODEs based problems for approximation solution of Euler method or tangent 
line method [3]. All the mathematical problems either numerically and 
algebraically can be executed and solved easily with Scilab; like these 
problems many operations were performed by the Scilab software [4-5]. On 
the other hand, if we talk about the X-cos that is capable to solve such all 
abobe problems. The dynamical problems based on spring-mass system are 
used using mass transfer function; such dynamical problems using X-cos had 
been performed easily and quickly. Also, some special matrices, some 
special constants, graphs, demos and some important commands were 
explained using examples [6]. The programs of differential equations are 
executed by Scilab very quickly without any problem; the ordinary 
differential equations, modified and Euler’s modified methods solved and 
compared [7]. Scilab also can be used for determining the thermodynamical 
properties. The statistical problems for various entities like measurement of 
entropy as explicit functions of the probability had been done without 
Stirling's approximation which gave a new formula [8]. A detailed and 
comprehensive study about the numerical solution of Ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs) simply we say equations had been proposed and discussed 
[9]. A detailed study of Fourier double series, Fourier integrals, eigen 
function method, summation of series, special functions, and generalized 
solutions etc. has been discussed very fairly in a simplified way by Tolstov 
[10]. There are much more applications of Fourier series in communication 
electronics and engineering branch. 

Theory and Formulae to evaluating the fourier coefficients 

An important explanation about a series named Fourier series in 1982 
was given by Jean-Baptiste Joseph Fourier after his name known as Fourier 
series. According to him any piecewise continuous and periodic function can 
be represented in sine and cosine series form 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Baptiste_Joseph_Fourier
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𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎0 + ∑ 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥∞
𝑛𝑛=1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥∞

𝑛𝑛=1  (1) 

Where 𝑎𝑎0, 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 and 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐. 

These coefficients for a period of 2 𝜋𝜋 i.e. (-𝜋𝜋,𝜋𝜋) are given by   

𝑎𝑎0 = 1
2𝜋𝜋 ∫ 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝜋𝜋

−𝜋𝜋  (2) 

𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 = 1
𝜋𝜋 ∫ 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝜋𝜋

−𝜋𝜋  (3) 

𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛 = 1
𝛱𝛱 ∫ 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝜋𝜋

−𝜋𝜋   (4) 

The final result can be obtained by putting equations (2), (3) and (4) in 
(1). Further we shall discuss the analysis of the problems with Scilab. In this 
paper we are not discussing the even and odd series which are beyond the 
scope. 

i) Square Wave Function: 𝒇𝒇(𝒙𝒙) = 𝒌𝒌 for 𝟎𝟎 < 𝒙𝒙 < 𝝅𝝅 

= −𝒌𝒌 for −𝝅𝝅 < 𝒙𝒙 < 𝟎𝟎  

clc 

funcprot(0);  

x=-3*%pi:.05:3*%pi; 
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k=2; 

function p1=p1(x); 

p1=-k; 

endfunction  

function p2=p2(x); 

p2=k; 

endfunction  

function g1=g1(x); 

g1=(k)*cos(n*x); 

endfunction  

function g2=g2(x); 

g2=(-k)*cos(n*x);   [ 

Figure (1): Square Wave Function] 

endfunction  

function h1=h1(x); 

h1=(k)*sin(n*x); 

endfunction 

function h2=h2(x); 

h2=(-k)*cos(n*x); 

endfunction  

a0=((1/(2*%pi))*intg(-%pi,0,p1,1e-3)+(1/(2*%pi))*intg(0,%pi,p2,1e-
3)); 

y=a0; 

for n=1:700 

a(n)=((1/%pi)*intg(-%pi,0,g1,1e-3))+((1/%pi)*intg(0,%pi,g2,1e-3)); 

b(n)=((1/%pi)*intg(-%pi,0,h1,1e-3))+((1/%pi)*intg(0,%pi,h2,1e-3)); 

y=y+(a(n)*cos(n*x))+(b(n)*sin(n*x)); 

end 

plot(x,y,'r','linewidth',2)  
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xlabel('x→','fontsize',5) 

ylabel('↑y','fontsize',5,'rotation', 0) 

title('Fourier coefficients','fontsize',5) 

legend('Square wave function') 

ii) Triangular Wave Function: 𝒇𝒇(𝒙𝒙) = 𝒙𝒙 for 𝟎𝟎 < 𝒙𝒙 < 𝝅𝝅 

= −𝒙𝒙 for −𝝅𝝅 < 𝒙𝒙 < 𝟎𝟎 

 
funcprot(0);  

x=-4*%pi:0.01:4*%pi; 

function p=p(x); 

p=abs(x); 

endfunction  

function g=g(x); 

g=(abs(x)).*cos(n*x); 

endfunction  

function h=h(x); 
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h=(abs(x)).*sin(n*x); 

endfunction 

a0=(1/(2*%pi))*intg(-%pi,%pi,p,1e-3);   

[Figure (2): Triangular Wave Function] 

y=a0; 

for n=1:40 

a(n)=((1/%pi)*intg(-%pi,%pi,g,1e-3)); 

b(n)=((1/%pi)*intg(-%pi,%pi,h,1e-3)); 

y=y+(a(n)*cos(n*x))+(b(n)*sin(n*x)); 

end 

plot(x,y,'r','linewidth',3)  

xlabel('x→','fontsize',5) 

ylabel('↑y','fontsize',5,'rotation', 0) 

title('Fourier coefficients','fontsize',5) 

legend('Triangular wave function') 

 

iii) Sawtooth Wave Function: 𝒇𝒇(𝒙𝒙) = 𝒙𝒙 for −𝝅𝝅 < 𝒙𝒙 < 𝝅𝝅 
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clc 

funcprot(0);  

x=-6*%pi:.05:6*%pi; 

function p=p(x); 

p=x; 

endfunction  

function g=g(x); 

g=(x)*cos(n*x); 

endfunction  

function h=h(x); 

h=(x)*sin(n*x); 

endfunction 

a0=(1/(2*%pi))*intg(-%pi,%pi,p,1e-3); 

[Figure (3): Sawtooth Wave Function] 

y=a0; 

for n=1:700 

a(n)=(1/%pi)*intg(-%pi,%pi,g,1e-3); 

b(n)=(1/%pi)*intg(-%pi,%pi,h,1e-3); 

y=y+(a(n)*cos(n*x))+(b(n)*sin(n*x)); 

end 

plot(x,y,'r','linewidth',2)  

xlabel('x→','fontsize',5) 

ylabel('↑y','fontsize',5,'rotation', 0) 

title('Fourier coefficients','fontsize',5) 

legend('Sawtooth wave function') 

Results & Discussion 

The equation (1) represents the Fourier series of any periodic function 
and the equations (2), (3) and (4) represents the Fourier coefficients for the 
given periodic functions. The Scilab programming for the analysis of 
generation of square wave function, triangle wave function & sawtooth wave 
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function has been executed successfully. The range of x-axis for square wave 
function is taken from −𝟑𝟑𝝅𝝅 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝟑𝟑𝝅𝝅 with a step of 0.05, for triangular wave 
function it is taken from −𝟒𝟒𝝅𝝅 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝟒𝟒𝝅𝝅 with a step of 0.01 and for for sawtooth 
wave function is from −𝟔𝟔𝝅𝝅 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝟔𝟔𝝅𝝅 with a step of 0.05. Figure (1) represents 
the square wave function, figure (2) represents the triangular wave function 
and figure (3) represents the sawtooth wave function. In all the functions 
during Scilab coding we have used a single “for loop”. For square wave 
function the amplitude, k is taken 2 that’s an arbitrary value. The Fourier 
coefficients using for loop has been obtained and their numerical values used 
in plotting. 

Conclusions 

In this paper the analysis of generation of square wave function, triangle 
wave function & sawtooth wave function plus evaluation of Fourier 
coefficients has been done with the help of Scilab software. The range of x-
axis for all three wave functions is taken different as already discussed in the 
result discussion. All functions are the periodic functions with a period of 
2π; the numbers of cycles may vary depending upon the range of x; greater 
the range, larger the numbers of the cycles. For square wave function the 
amplitude, k is taken 2, it is an arbitrary value. The marker, line style, 
labelling, title and legend etc. have been used to decorate the figures. The 
formulae for Fourier coefficients has been given in the paper. The analysis of 
generation of wave has large numbers of applications. It is very important in 
communication electronics, mathematics and physics etc. 
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Abstract 

A survey was undertaken at village Raghabpur in Purulia, WB, to assess 
the level of awareness related to environment, health and hygiene among the 
people of that area. The reflection of adequate level of environmental and 
health awareness will promote the healthy and clean atmosphere of 
surrounding other villages and towns and that would be a great commonness 
for society, while the reverse picture i.e., poor condition of health and 
environmental consciousness if become highlighted and people know about 
the associated problems, they must have the scope and urge to overcome 
those situation and unhealthy practices. Survey was carried out at random 
using a questionnaire upon total 450 families out of 500 of that village. 
Obtained data revealed that a major portion of people used to go for open 
defecation, throw domestic wastes here and there, burn plastic wastes and 
were not very familiar to hand wash before taking food or after defecation 
and were not very sincere about cleaning their drainage system and 
surrounding area. People of that village are not so much aware about clean 
environment and good health. Henceforth the consciousness level among 
people of the specified village should be increased more and more up to the 
satisfactory level for their betterment and healthy lifestyle. 

Keywords: Environmental awareness, environmental consciousness, health 
awareness, open defecation, plastic burning 

1. Introduction 

Environmental awareness means being conscious about the natural 
environment and choosing the way that do well to the earth, rather than to 
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destroy it. Some of the behaviour to practice environmental awareness is 
using biodegradable, non toxic, non hazardous substances, taking good care 
of nature and natural resources, judicious use of natural resources like 
forests, minerals, water bodies, air quality etc; and having kind-heartedness 
to other living creatures, to stop or reduce the practice of deforestation. 
Human should have a basic perceptive of environment and its associated 
problems. Among millions of different types of organisms, man has become 
the foremost species in the biosphere. He should act in a wise manner in this 
Earth. 

Health may be defined as the state in which the mental and physical 
activities of the body are adjusted satisfactorily to the physical, mental and 
social environments. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 
Health is defined as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-
being and not merely the absence of disease and infirmity (Agarwal et al. 
2010). Health is influenced by a number of factors like having supply of 
adequate food, satisfactory housing, basic sanitation, healthy lifestyles, 
protection against environmental hazards and communicable diseases. In the 
less developed countries or rural areas, causes of frequent sickness and 
untimely death are the factors like lack of sanitation, malnutrition, 
inadequate medical facilities, consumption of contaminated water, and food. 
Many dreadful diseases are water-borne. Typhoid, cholera, dysentery and 
amoebiosis are very common form of water borne diseases pose serious 
threats to people of all age groups (i.e., from child to adult). Besides 
Housings are often facing the problem of inadequate space, poor ventilation, 
poor drainage system. In rural areas people repetitively suffer from not 
having the toilets and as a result of that, open defecation continually spread 
diseases. Mosquito borne as well as Fly borne diseases are common 
incidents in unhygienic surroundings. Altin et al. (2014) carried out a study 
up on secondary school students’ regarding awareness of environmental 
issues and problems. The level of their active involvement in environmental 
activities has been identified, and the effects of some factors as family, 
school and media on their environmental awareness and active participation 
have been inspected. The study was carried out in Balıkesir city centre by 
conducting a survey on senior students consisting of six classes from three 
secondary schools which have different demographic and socio-economic 
levels. The results of the study showed a high level of environmental 
awareness among participant students. Dahiya and Ritu (2013) observed that 
the students belonging to urban background are comparatively better in 
terms of their environmental attitude as compared to the students belonging 
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to rural back ground. Ogunbode and Arnold (2012) observed the distribution 
of environmental awareness in Ibadan, south-western Nigeria crosswise 
sociodemographic class. They noticed older individuals were more 
conscious about environmental issues in comparison to the youth. Sindhya 
(2012) had an intension to investigate the level of environmental awareness 
among the rural community of Anchuthengu Panchayath, the coastal area of 
the capital district of Kerala. Rajput et al. (1980), attempted to find the level 
of awareness among the children of primary level, towards the scientific and 
social environment.  

2. Materials and Methods  

Keeping in mind the urgent need of consciousness regarding 
environment, health and hygiene, present project work was undertaken in the 
time period August 2018 to February 2019, to assess the extent of general 
environmental and health consciousness of people of Raghabpur village 
under the Raghabpur Gram Panchayat in the district of Purulia in West 
Bengal. Purulia is still now well known as backward district. Huge number 
of developmental activities is being performed for progress of people of this 
district from Govt as well as different NGOs. Transformation is being 
observed. Aim of this project work was to assess the level of environmental 
and health awareness of people of a village adjacent to the Purulia Town and 
at the same time to make them aware about the importance of clean, 
pollution free environment as well as the primary necessity of life, the 
utmost need of toilet. Around 500 families were dwelling in that village but 
450 families of that area were surveyed at random, during the time period of 
project work with the help of a questionnaire. Almost two to three persons of 
each family were participating in interaction during the time of survey. After 
giving them a short lecture on environmental pollution and its effects on 
human health, they felt the significance of this survey and gradually became 
responsive and participated in question answering segment spontaneously. 
The geographical location of this village is 23’34”N, 86’35”E. The acquired 
results are represented in the representative graphs in terms of Percentage. 

3. Results and Discussion  
After analyzing the questionnaire, obtained results are represented 

by respective graphs. From Table 1, it is observed that 24.89 % families 
regularly engaged in planting trees, they liked to plant trees; among those 
112 people, only 21.43% family nurtured trees and took care of those plants 
after planting trees. All of the population of the surveyed area would use 
plastic carry bags. People of 76% families (Table 1) had the urge to use 
the plastic carry bags more than once after washing those, this part of 
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population always tried to avoid single use of plastic carry bags. The 
problem arises when these finally becomes waste or unusable. 66.44% 
families used to burn the plastic wastes openly and 14.89% families 
used to throw these here and there and 18.67% families threw plastics in 
barren land (Fig 1). Plastic is not biodegradable so dumping of it in 
unscientific or uncontrolled manner often causes accumulation problem, 
obstruct the drainage system and reduces aesthetic value of nature. Land 
animals like dog, cow as well as water animals often swallowed plastics 
while eating food from garbage or dumping land. More to the point, 
burning of plastic in open places releases dangerous chemicals such as 
dioxins, furans, mercury, poly chlorinated biphenyls in to atmosphere 
that cause respiratory disorder, besides burning of Poly Vinyl Chloride 
emits harmful halogens and accelerate the incidence of climate change, thus 
released toxic materials are posing a risk to vegetation, human and animal 
health and environment as a whole. Polystyrene causes harm to Central 
Nervous System. The hazardous brominated compounds act as carcinogens 
and mutagens. Dioxins fall up on the vegetation and crops and in our water 
bodies and enter into our food chain and sequentially to the body system 
(Verma et al. 2016). 

Only 16.44 % families (Table 1) would do complete segregation of 
biodegradable and non-biodegradable wastes at the sources of wastes 
without having the scientific knowledge of environmental significance. 
They used to follow this practice to feed their cattle or to apply a part of 
decomposable wastes to gardens as well as to the agro fields. 28.44% 
families of that village used a major portion of biodegradable wastes to 
feed their livestock or other animals while 46.67% families dumped 
those wastes collectively in nearby barren land or road side area, 10% 
families threw it in nearby pond or other waterbody and 14.89% families 
(Fig 2) partially separated the decomposable part of wastes and use 
these in farming purpose. 

Although they had no scientific knowledge of organic pit, but only 
12.67% families (Table 1) stored the biodegradable portions of domestic 
wastes in pit or in depressed land mixed with animal’s urine, animals dung, 
crop residues and use as fertilizer in the agro-fields.  

The another part of waste i.e. the non-biodegradable portion like 
syringe, metal cans, e–waste, broken bottles, broken PVC pipes, tanks, 
households wastes, pencil batteries etc, are dumped into separate place or 
dustbin by only 35.11% families (Table 1) among the surveyed 450 families 
of the said village. 86.89 % families (Table 2) noticed waste were scattered 
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here and there in road, land pond or barren land while 76% families (Table 
2) informed that they regularly notice open burning of wastes in public area. 
Wastes when are being dumped here and there or in water bodies, this 
practice causes the soil, water, air and aesthetic pollution. Besides polluted 
and dirty water spread diseases like cholera, typhoid and diarrhoea, 
dracunculiasis, ulcers, hepatitis, kidney damage, endocrine damage etc. and 
ultimately leading to death (Rehman, 2019).  

De and Debnath (2016) noticed in their study that people residing near a 
garbage dumping site of Garia in Kolkata had ill health. They were often 
suffering from the problem allergy, asthma, skin irritation and other Gastro 
Intestinal Diseases. 

50.89 % families used old bucket and 49.11% families used plastic bags 
for collecting domestic wastes (Fig 4). 12.89 % family used soak pit for the 
drainage water disposal from bathroom and 87.11 % family used open 
drainage system (Fig 5). 24.89 % families used to clean drain per day while 
75.11 % families used to clean drain per week (Fig 6). Regular cleaning and 
maintenance of Drainage systems in its proper condition should not be 
ignored as the negligence can create serious menace to community as well as 
healthcare causing spread of a number of diseases (Blom, 2015). 

Out of total population 49.33 % families actively participate to clean 
their surrounding area (Table 1). If drains or surrounding areas are not 
being cleaned, it may spread diseases. Mosquito lay eggs in stored water 
or stagnant water so Malaria, Dengue may outbreak. So regular cleaning 
is of high necessity. 

Out of total population 22 % families have cattle, either cow or goat or 
both and among those, 28.28 % family used to throw cattle waste here and 
there, 41.42 % family used to dry those excreta and later used as fuel in 
chullahs and 30.30 % family would used those wastes as fertilizer (Fig 3 ). 

12.67 % family unit used to collect drinking water from municipality 
water supply, 78.89% used to collect from tube-well and 8.44% used to 
collect acquire from boring (Fig 7). 73.78% families used to consume 
drinking water directly after collection while 26.22% used drinking water 
after filtration (Fig 8). Besides for domestic works other than drinking 
purpose like cleaning, washing vegetables, fruits etc., and 5.78% family used 
municipality supply water, 60% family use tube well water, 8.44% family 
used boring water and 25.78 % family used well water (Fig 13).  

Consumption of contaminated drinking water and bathing in dirtied 
water can spread severe danger to human health and may cause wide range 
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of bacterial, viral, and parasitic diseases. Infectious hepatitis, cholera, 
amoebiasis, salmonellosis, colibacillosis, giardiasis, bacillary dysentery, 
typhoid, paratyphoid etc. are very well known water borne diseases. 
Diarrheal deaths mainly correlated with inadequate sanitation, poor hygiene 
and consumption of contaminated drinking water (Pal et al. 2018). 

Among the villagers 77.33% families did not take bath either in well or 
tube well or boring water, they used to go to nearby pond (Table 3) and 
among those 348 families, member of 48.89 % families used to take bath in 
pond where people of that village also bath their cattle while member of 
28.44% families used to take bath in other pond. 56% family had mud house 
and 44% family had pucca house (Fig 9). Members of 76.89% family used 
to go for open defecation during that time period (Table 2). Open 
defecation is defined as the practice of defecating in open areas or 
fields, open drain and watercourse without any sanitary disposal of 
human excreta. People go to pond for post defecation cleaning, that 
practice contaminate water bodies and spread water borne diseases like 
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Hepatitis A etc. Water quality is being greatly 
deteriorated by open drainage system. Moreover, bathing and post 
defecation cleaning contaminate water and may spread various types of 
water borne as well as skin diseases. Exum et al. (2020) informed in 
their paper that open defecation is a very common practice in India. This 
activity spreads waterborne diseases like diarrhoea and creates insecure 
as well as undignified situation for women. 

22.89 % family used LPG, 26.89 % family used wood as fuel, 22.44% 
family used dried cow dung pellets and remaining 27.78% family used coal 
for cooking purpose (Fig 12). Cooking in poorly ventilated space often 
causes serious health problems like respiratory problems. Household 
combustion of wood or coal-combustion of wood produces heat and 
emissions. Coal is not a clean fuel as combustion of it releases like CO, 
CO2, SOx, NOx, VOCs (Chmielewski, 2005). Household level heating 
and cooking with wood and coal is an important source of outdoor as well as 
indoor air pollution. Emissions from wood and coal heating cause severe 
health effects such as respiratory and cardiovascular mortality and morbidity. 
Burning of wood and coal also release carcinogenic compounds (WHO, 
2015). 

A good portion of people were using smart phone or at least mobile 
phone, many of them had TV or other electrical appliances in their 
homes. 99.33% families had electricity (Table 2), 66.44% families had 
electronic appliances like Television (Table 2), 81.11% families had at least 
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one smart phone and 18.89 % families had keypad phone (Fig 10), but still 
a big number of people preferred open defecation; and post defecation 
cleaning in nearby pond. 45.33% family used mosquito net, 17.11% family 
used good night liquid and rest 37.56 % family used Mortein (Fig 11) to get 
rid of mosquito bite as dengue, malaria my spread from mosquito bite. Only 
5.11% families had the habit to do brush twice a day and girls of 27.11% 
families used sanitary napkin during periods (Table 3). 29.33% families 
reported that their member use soap after toilet and 24.67% families used 
either soap or hand wash before taking their food (Table 3). The people of 
the surveyed village have to develop their common sense about the 
necessity of toilet and stop of open defecation that is of more urgent 
need than having a smart phone, mobile phone or TV set in each family. 
Du et al. (2018) inspected the change in the environmental awareness in 
rural Chinese people over time. Data were collected from two surveys in 
three villages of northern China. They observed enhanced environmental 
consciousness between 2006–2015 in their paper. This was possible due to 
better understanding of environment as a result of an improvement in rural 
infrastructure and information provided to rural people related to the 
environment. Therefore regular supply of environment related information 
and the knowledge of importance of clean and healthy environment 
obviously will make the people of study area conscious about environment, 
health and hygiene.  

Table 1: Percentage of Family Performing Environment Friendly Activities 

Activities Percentage 

Regularly planting trees 24.89% 

Reuse plastic carry bags 76% 

Segregate biodegradable and non biodegradable waste 16.44% 

Put waste in pit 12.67% 

Put non biodegradable waste in to dustbin or separate place 35.11% 

Regularly planting trees 24.89% 

Clean surrounding area 49.33% 
 

Table 2: Environment related survey data of Raghabpur Village, Purulia, WB 

Activities 
Percentage of family performing 

mentioned activities 

Observe scattering of waste here and there 86.89% 

Notice open burning of waste 76% 
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Go for open defecation 76.89% 

Have electricity 99.33% 

Have at least one electric appliance like TV 66.44% 
 

Table 3: Health Related Survey Data of Raghabpur Village, Purulia, WB 

Activities Percentage of family performing 
mentioned activities 

Do brush twice a day 5% 

Female of these family use sanitary napkin 
during period 27.11% 

Use soap for washing hand after toilet 29.33% 

Use soap or handwash for cleaning before eating 24.67% 

Families take bath in nearby pond 77.33% 
 

 
Fig 1: Disposal of plastic waste by villagers 

 
Fig 2: Disposal of domestic waste 
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Fig 3: Use of cattle wastes 

 
Fig 4: way of keeping domestic wastes 

 
Fig 5: Drainage system 
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Fig 6: Frequency of cleaning drain 

 
Fig 7: Sources of drinking water 

 
Fig 8: Way of consuming drinking water 
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Fig 9: Condition of villagers house 

 
Fig 10: Family having mobile phone 

 
Fig 11: Way to get rid of mosquito bite 
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Fig 12: Fuel usedf for cooking 

 
Fig 13: Sources of water for domestic work 

4. Conclusion 
As a conclusion it is observed from the present survey work that 

people of Raghabpur village are not very much aware or conscious 
about environment, health and hygiene. Peoples are becoming developed 
day by day. Education, social media, different types of helps like 
monetary helps and information from Panchayet level, State Govt, as 
well as Govt. of India, news from radio, TV, Paper leaflet, posters, 
different social activities either from NGOs or from NSS Units of 
different schools and colleges have created a gigantic wave of 
environmental, social and health consciousness among people, but the 
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paramount need is self realization, self support about environmental 
awareness, healthy life and good habits otherwise efforts from all sector 
of society will end up in futile. Present day COVID 19 pandemic 
situation also reveals the same reality. To cope up with this new normal, 
people of all layers of society, it does not matter whether he or she is 
from urban or rural area, from advanced or backward section or from 
economically stronger or weaker section, must have to follow the 
environmental, health and hygiene practices otherwise whole society 
will be collapsed by the storm of these type of diseases. 
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Abstract: This chapter aims at highlighting the aim of scientific research, 
goals of research should be in a particular right direction, not promoting 
weapons of destruction, sabotage, which should be the wisdom under lying 
research in science 
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Introduction 

“Research” aims at bringing about a new aspect of area, problem, issue, 
topic, to resolve it in a particular way new direction, new approaches, new 
refinements keeping in view development of Earth's existence in a non-
harmful way.  

"Scientific" thought aims at bringing about optimistic economical 
technological advanced effective new improved methods energy efficient 
breakthrough achievements that tend to improve facilitate existence of earth 
and its various components.  

“Wisdom” is about doing meaningful things that in to bring about 
betterment to existence on earth it should not be promoting destructive 
harmful things taking precautionary steps for prevention of untoward events 
is sign of wisdom. In other words, increasing the factor of safety in approach 
towards life and other events of day to day is a step towards existence 
enriched with Wisdom.  

Wisdom for Scientific Research 

Following the development of the atomic bomb, physicists formed the 
Pugwash organisation to try to limit the bad uses of their research. As other 
sciences have been used for destructive objectives, other scientists have 
become involved since then. Pugwash has participated in a number of 
treaties aimed at prohibiting the use of biological and chemical weapons, 
while there are still significant issues with monitoring their usage. (Atiyah 
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319) Pugwash is also dealing with a growing number of broader health and 
environmental challenges as a result of scientific advancements. 

Science's issues of misbehaviour and integrity raise a number of difficult 
problems. All members of the research community, as well as leaders in the 
public and commercial sectors concerned with the health of science, must 
pay close attention to these challenges. In this regard, maintaining the 
integrity of the research process is similar to maintaining workplace safety: it 
is a process that necessitates ongoing participation from all levels of the 
research enterprise, including practitioners, host institutions, government 
sponsors, and legislators who provide funding. (Institute of Medicine)  

In the policy world, the terms "good science," "poor science," and 
especially "sound science" are widely employed. This is frequently done so 
that parties having vested interests (primarily financial) in the outcome of a 
political decision can promote certain outcomes while attempting to discredit 
others. It has been alleged that certain businesses, such as the oil and gas 
industry and the tobacco industry, have appropriated the labels "sound 
science" and "junk science." The phrase "junk science" is applied to 
scientific research that contradict industry-favoured viewpoints. (Parsons)  

Scientific study is an activity in which we strive to learn truths about 
numerous phenomena that surround us, how they happen, and what causes 
them to happen, motivated by intellectual curiosity and a desire to explore. 
Scientific research is progressing as a result of the efforts of many people 
who came before us. Today, scientific findings are essential to people's lives, 
with research having had enormous societal implications, notably in recent 
years. While scientists are pleased of this accomplishment, they are also 
aware that it comes with significant obligations and expectations. 

Meanwhile, scientific study has sadly witnessed instances where the 
“pursuit of truth,” science's most essential value, has been disregarded to 
some degree or another. If these incidents persist, public trust in research 
may erode, jeopardising scientific progress. Responsible scientists must 
respond appropriately to these situations: all scientists must understand the 
genuine nature of scientific inquiry and the correct conduct of a principled 
investigator. They must also use caution when guiding future generations.  

Today, economists agree that science, technology, and innovation (STI) 
have made a significant contribution to individual countries' economic 
growth and wellbeing. In the industrialised world, by continuously 
improving the quality and range of goods and services while boosting 
productivity; in the developing world, by indirectly charting a route to rapid 
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development through technology transfer and technological catching up. In 
doing so, STI has sown the seeds of the global pattern of unsustainable 
development that we see today. (Soete) 

Nuclear power nuclear power should be aimed for energy generation 
medicinal purposes, healing any effort towards developing Weapons of mass 
destruction should be prevented.  

Weapons of advanced stages are possible because of scientific research 
various blast methods, energy generation, controlled blast for useful 
purposes have been applied for betterment of the world living conditions, 
aim should be of reducing weapons which should be completely banned 
instead the energy generation for captive implosion for peaceful usage 
should only be allowed.  

Chemicals: destructive applications of chemicals should be completely 
banned for against humanity against Flora founder they should only be used 
for betterment of existence on earth. Any chemical causing harm to the 
environment should be banned.  

Biological: biological agents developed by scientific research should be 
for betterment of of Earth's existence that is the earth's environment 
consisting of Flora Fauna natural resources should not aim at eliminating the 
useful species leading to imbalance in the environment on earth.  

Covid-19: as we all know it is the result of DNA mutation research 
carried out between bats DNA and humans DNA resulting in leakage from 
the lab where this virus was stored for future research and leading to uh 
world-wide pandemic and it's very devastating effects.  

“Wisdom” is a result of lot of trials and tribulations over a. of time it 
flows from lots of experience thoughtful pondering over a matter and issues. 
Lots of insight about outcomes from primary secondary tertiary experiences 
and puts information leads to correct analysis of outcome of a particular 
action situation accordingly wisdom leads to right decisions at appropriate 
time leading to beneficial steps, leading to appropriate and wise disease 
actions.  

Different research is a continuous process leading to ever changing 
scenario that is development's it is very dynamic lots of variations in a single 
process leads to varied outcomes some of which may lead to voice outcomes 
leading to betterment on whole others may put forth destructive demolishing 
decaying outcomes causing pain and sorrow.  

Wisdom is that even a good thing in evil with hands lead to bad 
outcomes accompanied by worst results. Wisdom can alone lead to choose 
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the right scientific research that should be e promoted resulting in a 
beneficial outcome for all and so should only be allowed and promoted. 
Without wisdom we may end up destroying the resources available on Earth 
in the name of development resulting in pollution of land water and air, and 
entering the very existence of flora and fauna on mother Earth. All the 
resources air water land food earth as provided for free so it is our duty to 
preserve it for future generations to come we should hand over to next 
generations more and rich, clean, green, comfortable temperature existing on 
earth to the coming generations leading to a sustainable Earth existence. 

Conclusion 

Scientific research should be for better of existence on earth, should be 
aimed at peaceful applications, all violent, destructive, evil, harm causing 
research should be banned. Then only we can say that wisdom exists, guides 
the scientific research. Should be peace promoting, non-violent applications 
of science should be promoted in research. We have a long way to go in this 
direction in future. 
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Abstract 

Transformation of religious freedom and its values and practices in India 
is an important issue of Indian history. There were various religions in India, 
but a good and cordial relation existed among these religions. But it may not 
be said that there never was any contest and inimical relation among 
different kinds of religion in India. However, before the discussion of the 
main topic it should be explained here the meaning of religious freedom. 
Religious freedom refers to the freedom of any religion to exercise its own 
religious faith and practices. According to Oxford advanced learner’s 
dictionary of A. S. Hornby, the term freedom refers to “the right to do or say 
what you want without anyone stopping you”. In ancient India, there was a 
contest of the Buddhist and Jainist religions with the Vedic religion. In 
medieval India, it may be observed an inimical relation of the Islamic 
religion with the Sikh religion. Under this situation, there was a 
transformation of the religious values and ethics in course of time in India. 
Despite religious diversity, there sustained unity in spirit in India. 
Rabindranath Tagore made an emphasis on unity in diversity for the 
formation of the nationhood in India. Therefore, there brought up the 
glorious tradition of harmony among various religions across India.  

Keywords: Religious freedom, faith, nationhood, Rabindranath Tagore, 
glorious tradition.  

Transformation of religious freedom and its values and practices in 
India  

Transformation of religious freedom and its values and practices in India 
is a vital subject matter of the history of India. There was a huge number of 
followers of different religions in India. The followers of each religion 
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observed their own religious faith and customs. In many respects, there were 
similarities among various religions. But there was also differences among 
various religions.1 Despite it, the followers of different religions 
simultaneously exercised their own religious ideas and practices. Though 
there remained religious tolerance among different kinds of religions, there 
was a transformation of the religious freedom and its value judgment. In this 
respect, it may be noticed two trends of transformation of the religious 
freedom. One trend emerged inside the religion and other trend grew in the 
interaction with the other religions. Since the ancient age, there was own 
religion of India and it evolved with the religious ideas and values of the 
contemporary Indians. On the other hand, a large number of outsiders 
entered into India. Majority of them assimilated themselves with the 
religious faith of the Indians. But, subsequently many of them refused to 
follow the religious ideas of the Indians. They had their own religious faith, 
values and practices. Here, an interaction occurred between the religious 
faith of the outsiders and the religious faith of the indigenous people.2  

In the Harappan civilization, it may be noticed the religious liberty of 
the Harappan dwellers. A large number of women’s idols were gotten on the 
Indus valley. So, it is thought from these female idols that in the Indus 
Valley civilization, there was the continuation of the adoration of 
goddesses.3 Apart from it, a meditated Yogi (ascetic) had been found on the 
Indus valley. This meditated Yogi (ascetic) was surrounded with several 
animals around him. It is supposed that this idol was the idol of Adi Shiva or 
Pashupati Mahadeva. So, it is regarded that there was the worship of Adi 
Shiva in the Indus Valley Civilization.4 There was the other religious 
practice of the Indus valley dwellers. It was the belief of eternity. The 
inhabitants of the Indus Valley civilization believed in eternity. So, they 
buried the dead bodies under the ground. Even along with the dead bodies, 
they buried the ornaments and other precious things used by the late persons 
in their life time. Some graves were complete graves, a few graves were half-
graves and other graves were with ornaments. These religious habits 
reflected the social classes of that time. During the Vedic period, there was 
the change of the religious faith and ethics in India. The Vedic religion was 
based on the religious freedom. The Vedic Aryans were the worshipers of 
numerous gods and goddesses. These gods and goddesses were divided into 
three categories as per their positions and residences. One group of the gods 
and goddesses of the Vedic Aryans stayed in the sky. Another group of the 
gods and goddesses of the Vedic Aryans resided in the air. Other group of 
the gods and goddesses of the Vedic religion existed in the earth. For 
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example, it may be mentioned that Mitra and Baruna were the gods of the 
sky, Indra and Maruta were the gods of air, and Agni and Soma were the 
gods of earth.5 Despite the numerous gods and goddesses, the Vedic Aryans 
did not deny the existence of almighty one god. They believed that though 
there were many gods and goddesses, but there was one all-powerful god. Of 
the gods, there were the goddesses in the Vedic religion. But they were little 
in number in comparison with the gods. Of the goddesses, Urba, Saraswati, 
Aditi, Prithibi, Aranyani etc. may be mentioned. Another important religious 
practice of the Vedic Aryans was the adoration of vivid manifestations of the 
nature. The natural objects and things which created curiosity in the minds of 
the Vedic Aryans were worshipped as the gods and goddesses by them.6 
Besides it, they thought as sacred the trees, snakes, rivers etc. The Vedic 
Aryans believed in twice born. They thought that human being enjoyed the 
outcome of their Karma (action). They also felt that human being was able to 
achieve salvation through performing the good works. The Vedic Aryans 
supposed that human being as per their Karma (action) went to the heaven or 
hell. So, there was a complex religious philosophy in the Vedic civilization. 
The common people could not easily understand the issue of salvation, twice 
born, Karma (action) and other complicated philosophical issues of the 
Vedas and Upanishadas.  

Protest movement against the Vedic religion came into existence. The 
leading religious persons of the protest movement understood the words of 
the minds of the common people. So, they propagated their religious ideas 
through simple religious principles. They exhibited no discriminations 
among their followers. They denied the caste based differences among their 
disciples. Anybody of any caste could take their entry into the followers of 
the protestant religious persons. Though the propagators of the protest 
religious movement spread their religious message in an intolerant way, they 
were voiceless about the existence of the god.7 It is surprised to note that 
their followers especially a section of the followers of Lord Goutam Buddha 
began to worship him as God. Religious liberation was largely observed in 
the Buddhist religion. All categories of people of the then society were able 
to follow Buddhism, if they wished to do the same. Non-violence enriched 
the ideology of the Buddhist religion. It increased the value judgment among 
the contemporary people. Even it was followed by some of the state rulers 
especially by Mauryan Emperor Asoka to put an end to the violence on the 
innocents. There was an exhibition of sympathy towards the animals by 
preaching the principle of not killing the animals. Values in contemporary 
society preached to so far that it was preached to respect the elders and the 
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teachers. Besides it, religious value judgment was noticed by showing the 
sympathy to the servants and the laborers. This easy and simple religious 
teaching of the then society was caring one of the splendid virtues of the 
religious greatness.8 This religious greatness of India scattered beyond India 
with the collaboration of Sanghamitra and Mahendra, Kashyap Matanga, 
Silabhadra etc. Nevertheless, India became the heart and centre for the 
religious loftiness, morality and non-violence etc.  

Towards the beginning of the medieval age, glorious existence of 
religious freedom and its values and rich practices got a severe blow at the 
entrance of the foreigners into India. The foreigners displayed no little 
respect to the religious heritage of the Indians. For example, it may be 
mentioned that Sultan Mahmud treated the Indians as his enemies. He not 
only invaded the Indians, but also invaded the religious centres.9 In his many 
repeated invasions, he deconstructed the Somnath temple at Gujarat. It is 
supposed that he made severe attacks on India for 17 times. At his invasions, 
he plundered the wealthy treasures of the temples. So, the religious freedom 
and its values and practices faced a major challenge in India. This was 
harmful for the healthy environment of religious freedom for many years. 
This bad practice of striking the emotion of the other religion was followed 
by some of the fundamental medieval despots. They did not think about a 
large number of the Indians. They made a heinous initiative to spread their 
own religious faith in the place of the others.10 Along with them, their 
fundamental religious propagators felt proud in preaching their own religious 
thought. Under this situation, freedom of different religions started to face a 
lot of challenges. The Vaishnavite and the Sikh gurus tried to protect their 
own religious faiths. In short, the preachers of the Vakti movement wanted 
to protect their own religious values. On the other hand, the Sufis made their 
efforts to simplify their religious ideas to the common people. Sri 
Chaitanyadeva with the greatest charm of ‘Harinama’ wanted to revitalize 
the Vaishnavite religious consciousness.11 Guru Nanak preached the 
simplistic way of living. So, he propagated some easy and simple principles. 
His disciples later on got the unique religious identity as the Sikhs. But it is 
regretted to note that the independent way for the celebration of the Sikh 
faith was interrupted by the enemies for many times. So, it may be observed 
that several leading religious saints of the Sikhs along with their numerous 
Sikh disciples were slaughtered by their enemies in protecting their own 
Sikh religious faith.12  

In the modern age, especially after the establishment of the British rule 
in India, the religious freedom and its values and practices got a new shape. 
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There was a profound transformation of the religious ideas in India. The 
British education had a scientific base in taking the religious and social 
customs. The western education wanted to create scientific consciousness in 
the minds of the Indians. So, it was the necessity to justify the social and 
religious dogmas once more. The British had zeal to create an educated class 
in English teaching for the smooth conduct of their colonial state 
machinery.13 The Indians got an opportunity to educate them in the higher 
education during the British India. Modern education of the British stirred 
the intellectual world of the Indians. They engaged themselves in the study 
of the holy-scriptures like Veda, Upanishada, Ramayana, Mahabharata, 
Srimadbhagbat Geeta and the others of the glorious ancient India. They 
understood with their thinking of renaissance that there was going on many 
wrong religious and social practices in contemporary India. So, they made 
their outstanding designs in abolishing these superstitions like idol-worship, 
caste-ism, gender-inequality and other religious discrimination etc.14 It is 
observed that the western missionaries in the pretence of rendering social 
services like promoting of education and medical treatment to the poor and 
downtrodden Indians, made an effort to extend their own religious faiths 
among these Indians.  

It may not be denied that a large number of lower caste people belonged 
to the untouchables. They were not given the religious freedom like the 
higher castes by the society. They were not allowed to stay in the same 
villages with the higher castes. They were not allowed to take their water 
from the water resources with the people of the higher castes. The lower 
castes of the society had to reside outside the villages of the higher castes. 
They were not permitted to enter into the temples. They were not allowed to 
read the religious scriptures. They were not given the respect like the higher 
castes. The untouchables had to do the dishonorable works with the low 
wages. They were engaged to work as the water bearers. During those days 
of hard transport system, they had to carry a heavy amount of water to a 
distant place from the water tanks. The people of the lower castes were also 
engaged to perform the duties of scavengers.15 They had to sweep the 
unclean and dirty places. By sweeping in a regular mode, they kept the 
various places of the society in neat and clean. Apart from it, the 
untouchables did the work of the tanner. They decorticated the skins of the 
dead animals like dead cows, goats and others. With these skins they 
constructed the drums and musical instruments. Though they kept the human 
society cleaned by their disrespectful works, they were not allowed by the 
society to enjoy the religious faith independently. Wise persons and social 
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thinkers started movements to secure their right to religious independence. 
Here, Gandhiji tried to upgrade the religious prestige of the untouchables by 
designating them as ‘Harizan’.16 Jyotiba Phule and Dr. B. R. Ambedkar 
played a leading role to the attainment of the religious equality for the 
untouchables. They made a forceful entrance into many temples. They 
applied their own priests in the place of the priests of the higher castes. They 
showed no hesitation to burn a large number of the copies of the religious 
scriptures like puranas and others etc.  

In this way, it may be observed the religious freedom and its values and 
practices throughout the different periods of the Indian history. The 
transformation of religious independence occurred with the change of the 
historical perspectives. Though, the religion made the Indians conducive for 
their sustainable development, at several times it witnessed the crucial 
treatment towards the others in the pretext of the orthodox religious belief. 
The religious discrimination made a hindrance for the comfortable living of 
the weaker section of the religious discriminated society. The Sikh martyrs 
protected their own religious identity from the oppressions of their 
enemies.17 Therefore, their independent religious identity got the recognition 
in lieu of numerous lives. The Dalit faced severe challenges in exercising 
their own religious faith independently. In collaboration with Dr. B. R. 
Ambedkar, untouchability in the name of the religious discrimination had 
been postponed in the constitution of sovereign India. Despite it, the freedom 
of exercising the religious practices and other relevant human values got 
severe challenges by some so-called higher caste minded influential 
orthodox people of the society. They thought of nothing about the equal 
religious treatment towards all irrespective of rich and poor, higher caste and 
lower caste, man and woman etc., but the assumption of their own power in 
the society by pretending religious justice.18  
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Abstract 

Few models re based on information process source where the pupils are 
provided with the knowledge of the facts and necessary information. The 
solution of the problem and knowledge of stimuli are provided by creating 
effective environment. This type of model has proved useful for developing 
intellectual competencies of the pupils. Inquiry Training model has an 
important source of Information. This model is associated with the 
information processing Family. 

This study has investigated the application Inquiry Training model over 
Traditional teaching method for Geography teaching at Higher secondary / 
College Level, here 80 students participate in this study purpose. The 
investigator has selected two randomized group and each ground 40 students 
included in experimental group and control group respectively. Experimental 
group were taught by using the Inquiry training model. Control Group were 
taught by using traditional type of teaching method. Protest design was 
administered before teaching practice and past test design was administered. 
The Researcher deals with the study by using statistics like – ‘t’ test. The 
final result is student were most benefited by Inquiry Model of teaching 
rather than traditional method of teaching in class room teaching-learning 
climate. 

Keywords: Inquiry training model, geography, higher secondary level 

Introduction 

According to Bruce R. Joyce the Modern teaching model has classified 
into four categories – Model based – on social Interaction Source, 
information processing source, personal source, behavioural modification 
source. In teaching model following six activities are included – to give 
practical shape to the learning achievement, to select such stimulus so that 
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the pupils may give expected response, to specify such situations in which 
the responses of the pupils may be seen, to specify the specific teaching 
strategies for achieving the desirable educational objectives by analysing the 
interaction in the classroom situations, to modify the teaching strategies and 
tactics if the expected changes in the behaviour do not occur, to determine 
such criterion behaviours so that the performance of the pupils may be seen. 
The major characteristics if teaching modes – assumption, presentation of 
appropriate experience, answer to fundamental questions, based on 
individual differences, use of student’s interest, influenced by philosophy, 
maxims of teaching, practice and concentration, development of Human 
ability, teaching as an art, qualitative development of teacher’s personality. 
The major fundamental elements of teaching model are – focus, syntax, 
social system, support system H.C. Wyld said that teaching model is to 
confirm in behaviour, action and to direct one’s according to some particular 
design or ideal. The meaning of a model is the process of bringing change in 
the behaviour according to some objectives. According to Cronback and. 
Gagne the growth and development of teaching models is brought about by 
keeping in view the learning theories so that the teaching theories may be 
indoctrinated by using these learning theories. The teaching models are the 
basis and the first step for the indoctrinated of the theory of teaching. This 
model was designed by Richard Suchman to teach students to engage in 
casual reasoning and to become more fluent and precise in asking questions, 
building   is natural. He used this model to teach learners a process how to 
investigate and explain unusual phenomena. In this model thinkers and 
scholars try to organise knowledge and make various principals. The 
researcher discussed different elements of Inquiry training model. This 
model has developed by Richard. Suchmnn is 1962. This model is useful for 
investigating and explaining unusual phenomena. It is a process building 
model puzzle, motivate, strategies explore, data, logical Co-operation and 
explanation are included. The major elements of Inquiry training models are 
- Focus  

Lesson by enquiry model in geography subject 

In Geography Geographical skills re the techniques that geographic use 
in their investigations both in field work and in the class room. In query 
based learning starts by posing questions, problem of sceneries rather than 
simply presently established facts or portraying a smooth path to knowledge. 
A good enquiry question should provoke curiosity and may set up a puzzling 
situation or problem. A good enquiry questions has both ‘pith’ and ‘rigour’. 
It is engaging so that pupils want to answer it, yet it must give the 
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opportunity for careful and challenging development of pupils geographical 
learning. 

Inquiry based learning is a form of active learning that starts by posing 
questions, problems or scenarios. It contracts with traditional education, 
which relies on the teacher presenting facts and their knowledge about the 
subject. This type of learning is often assisted by to facilitators rather than a 
lecture. Inquiries will identify and research issues and questions to develop 
knowledge or solutions. Inquiry based learning includes problem based 
learning and is generally in small scale investigations and projects as well as 
research. The inquiry based instruction is principally very closely related to 
the development and practice or thinking and problem solving skills. 
National Council for the social studies focussed social studies education on 
the practice of inquiry and emphasized on “the disciplinary concepts and 
practices that support students as they develop the capacity to know, analyze, 
explain and argue about interdisciplinary challenges in our social world” 
Rebort Bain has introduced in similar approach which is so called 
problematizing history. After Charets Pascal’s report in 2009, the Casoddian 
provisions of Onlarie’s Ministry of education decided to implement a full 
day kindergarten progress that focuses on inquiry and play based learning 
which is called as The Early Learning Kindergarten program. 

Review of Literature 

Suchman’s Inquiry Training Model is more effective than teaching base 
on the conventional methods in improving the achievement of the learner in 
biology (Prana & Sivakumar (1977). The inquiry based learning encourage 
collaboration in some from either through small group or whole class room 
educations. The inquiry based learning enhances the quality of learning and 
leads to cognitive development through students engagement with complex 
and novel problem, teachers student complex processes and procedure such 
as planning and communication and supports authentic inquiry and 
autonomy learning for students. Inquiry training model have significant 
effect on students cognitive affective development rate of learning (Visnl 
S.R; 2013. Based on some findings of the study it is shown the student 
taught by inquiry based learning method supported the 5E learning method 
represents more progress as compared to traditional method of teaching. The 
study also summarise that students taught by inquiry based learning covered 
more information and they have a broad sense of thinking. The performance 
of the students is active in class room (Kushik. V; 2021). Biological science 
inquiry model of teaching for science is significantly more effective than 
traditional method of teaching in term of academic achievement of students. 
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Biological science inquiry model of teaching is significantly more effective 
is compared to traditional method of teaching in developing information 
processing strategies (Airekr. J; 2017) Inquiry Training Model is very active 
teaching in which all students participate in teaching learning process. In the 
study the researcher hard constructed inquiry training model for several units 
of mathematics subject for the 9th standard students. The result revealed that 
it is very effect on bay but not as much effective on girls to solve 
mathematical problems Bhatia N. and Sevak S; 2019). This model of 
teaching has five phases which are associated with the problem data 
gathering verification, data gathering – experimentation, formulating on 
experimentation analysis of the inquiry process (Siddiqui M.H; 2013). 
Application of appropriate inquiry training model used improve. Student’s 
SPS Implementation of appropriate enquiry training model use to improve 
student (learning outcome). Implementation in the learning process of 
inquiry training desperately requires appropriate cognitive conflict with the 
context of learning materials and the level of student’s understanding to 
support the student process in berinkari (Sihaloho W.H & Sahyar & Mariati 
P.S.; 2017), Rupsinh, S.V. (2006), concluded that the inquiry training model 
improved the achievement of students more as compared to the students 
taught through the traditional method. The students of all levels in 
experimental group benefitted by the ITM and the ITM developed reasoning 
ability in student better than that to traditional method. Neeru, Nerru (2001) 
Student taught by inquiry training model and Masterly Learning Micel 
retained more than these there taught through conventional method Upadhey 
Rohini (1999), in the research ITM was find to be more effective than 
traditional method in terms of General creativity, scientific creativity 
inductive reasoning. Priti Chaudhury (2015) has analysed data and the 
results obtained through opinion are it can be concluded that implementation 
of inquiry training model in effective in terms of arising curiosity of 
students. Aden Daru (2010). According to the research results, it was found 
that experiment teaching method was none effective than teacher - centered 
traditional teaching method in the knowledge and comprehensive level. 

Objectives of Study 

1) To find out any difference between the academic achievement in 
twelve grade urban and rural student in geography by inquiry 
based teaching method. 

2) To find out significant difference between the academic 
achievement of twelfth grade urban and rural students in 
geography taught by traditional method of teaching. 
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3) There is any difference between pre-test of control group on 

experimental group with respect of achievement of geography. 
4) There is any relationship between post-test of experimental group 

with respect to achievement in geography. 

Hypothesis 

1) There is no difference the academic achievement in twelve grade 
urban and rural student in geography by inquiry based teaching 
method. 

2) There is no significance difference between the academic 
achievement of twelfth grade urban and rural students in 
geography taught by traditional method of teaching. 

3) There is no significance difference between pre-test of control 
group on experimental group with respect of achievement of 
geography. 

4) There is no significant difference between post-test of 
experimental group with respect to achievement in geography. 

Methodology 

Sample of Study 

The present study consists of <10 students ho studying in Government 
school for both boys and girls. The sample has been selected from three 
higher secondary schools of district Howrah of West Bengal. Purposive 
sampling technique was end in this purpose. 

Sl. No. Name of the School Total No. 
of Students 

Gender  
Treatment Girl 

Boys Girls 

1. Nakardah Bamasundari Institution 83 53  30 Inquiry training model 

2. Ankurhti Kibria Gazi School 72 52  20 Traditional 

3. Salap Vivekananda School 62 36  26 Inquiry training model 
 

Data Analysis and Interpretation  

‘t’ test on Academic achievement of 12th grade student urban and rural 
student in geography by inquiry based teaching method. 

Table 1: ‘t’ test academic achievement score of experimental group and 
control group in pre-test design. 

Groups Mean of academic achievement 
scores Sp N ‘t’ value Significant 

level 
Experimental 18.97 12.08 109 170 Significant at 

0.01 level Central 5.82 4.52 101  
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From the table 1: it shows that ‘t’ value is 6.70 is significant at 0.01 
level. It reveals that Inquiry training model has a positive effect on academic 
achievement score of student in geography. 

2) ‘t’ test on academic achievement of 12th grade student in geography 
taught by inquiry training method between urban and rural student.  

 Groups Mean of academic 
achievement scores 

Sp N ‘t’ value Significant 
level 

Urban 66.27 7.82 53  Not 
significant at 

0.01 level Rural 56.20 14.54 47 0.82 
 

From the above table – 2 ‘t’ value 0.82 is not significant. It expresses 
that the score of achievement between urban and rural student and inquiry 
model do not significantly from each other. It does not indicates any 
significant differential effect among urban and rural on achievement. Hence 
null hypothesis is accepted. It is found that a significant effect among urban 
and rural students in the subject geography. 

1) ‘t’ test on academic achievement of 12th grade students in geography 
by traditional teaching method and inquiry based teaching method. 
Table – 3 ‘t’ test between traditional method and inquiry training mode 

on the achievement test. 

Method Mean of academic 
achievement Score 

SD N t value Significant level 

Inquiry Method 18.26 10.12 52  
4.29 

Significant at 0.01 
level Traditional Method 13.3 5.2 26 

 

The above mentioned table No. 1 indicate t value has significant at 0.01 
level. It shows that mean seen of academic achievement between traditional 
method and inquiry training method differ significantly from each other. So 
the null hypothesis has rejected. S the researcher has concluded that the 
inquiry method is more influential than traditional method. 

4) There is no significant difference between mean academic 
achievement score detained in post test of geography of experimental 
and control group. 
Table – 4: Results of students of experimental and control groups in post 

test design. 
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Group 
Mean of academic 
achievement Score SD N SED df t value 

Significant 
level 

Experimental 45.56 9.62 50 
3.08 98 3.58 

Significant at 
0.01 level Control 42.93 10.27 50 

 

From the above table it is seen that mean sense of academic 
achievement obtained in experimental group and control group re 45.56 and 
42.93 t value in degree of freedom 98 are 3.58 at 0.02 levels. Here obtained 
on computed t value is greater than tabulated ‘t’ value. The null hypothesis is 
rejected at 0.01 level. So, there is a significant differ between mean scores of 
achievement scores of pest test of students of experimental and control the 
group. So inquiry training model is effecting than traditional method of 
teaching. 

Findings 

1) From the above study it was shown that inquiry training model is more 
effective on academic achievement in geography subject of student of 
standard twelfth grade students. It was found that a significant effect 
among urban and rural students in the subject geography. It was found 
that there is positive effect by inquiry model in experimental groups 
than control group from the objective it was found that pupils were 
more benefited in inquiry training model than traditional method of 
teaching in geography. 

Conclusion 

Geography is a mother of all science. The map making process is a main 
artistic procedure of Geography subject. When we designing a map e will 
depend on inquiry training model or method than traditional way of all the 
teacher in secondary level should accepted inquiry training model in 
different level of teacher like understanding level, reflective level. Specially 
geography discipline should have adopted this model for teaching geography 
and it made geography as a mother of all sciences. This model should make 
geography as a art in our side and science in other side. 
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Abstract 

The capability of the soil plays an important role in determining how the 
land should be used. In this article we will discuss the classification of land 
capability based on land characteristics, this land capability classification is 
necessary to ensure proper land use for each land for peaceful coexistence, 
flora and fauna, including human habitation, and productivity sustained by 
human activities. Under the system established by the United States Soil 
Conservation Service, eight soil capacity classes are recognized, which are 
numbered I-VIII. The soils with the greatest capabilities for response to 
management and the least restrictions on their use are classified in class I. 
The minimum capabilities and the greatest restrictions are found in class 
VIII. Regarding Kalimpong district land capability classification under U.S 
Soil conservation service can't be relevant thoroughly however some 
classification involving the capability can be drown from this classification. 

Keywords: Cultivation, land capability, land use, productivity, vegetation 

Introduction 

Land capability can be defined as the ability of the earth's surface to 
support natural plant growth/wild animal habitat or artificial plant 
growth/human habitat. Therefore, it indicates the type of land use suitable 
for a specific land type (such as human settlements, agriculture, pasture, 
forest, wildlife habitat, etc. Land capability classification is a system of 
grouping soils based on their ability to produce common crops and pastures 
without degradation over a long period of time. Different lands have totally 
different capabilities counting on the land characteristics like slope, soil type, 
soil depth and erosion conditions. The ultimate goal of distributing different 
land areas on large areas with different characteristics is to completely 
protect the soil. Complete soil conservation means perfect soil health and no 
permanent soil erosion. In addition, it helps to completely protect the soil. 
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Complete protection of water and vegetation. Therefore, this means long-
term integrated management of the catchment area. The Soil Conservation 
Service (SCS) of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has 
done a pioneering work on land capability classification [Klingbiel and 
Montgomery, 1961]. Accordingly, the capability of the land is broadly 
divided into two groups depending on the arable capacity of the soil the first 
group includes all soils suitable for cultivation, known as Group 1. Another 
group, which includes all land unsuitable for cultivation, is called Group 2 
Lands. Each of these two groups is subdivided into four classes. Thus, Group 
1 lands includes arable soils of Class I-IV, and Group 2 lands includes 
uncultivated soils from V to VIII. 

Objectives  

The detailed study of the land capability classification of the Kalimpong 
district along with available data has been made. So, the main objective of 
the present article is to determine the land capability classes of the study 
area. 

Methodology  

In this research paper data was collected from both primary and 
secondary data. Primary data were collected in a field survey and secondary 
data were obtained from various Government sources, census of India, 
district statistical directory, various bulletins, various books, magazines, 
newspapers, internet, etc. polythene bags, measuring tape and shovel used 
for field survey. 

Study area  

The Kalimpong district is located in the Eastern Darjeeling Himalayas at 
6,000 feet above sea level. It split from Darjeeling on February 14, 2017 and 
became the 21st district of West Bengal. It consists of Kalimpong 
Municipality and three community development blocks - Kalimpong I, 
Kalimpong II and Gorubathan containing 42 gram panchayats. The 
Kalimpong district is located between 26° 13’ and 27° 13' N and 87° 59 'and 
88° 52' East, with a total area of about 3149 sq. Km. 

Results and discussion 

Land capability classification is a scientific appraisal of the physical 
characteristics of the land. “It is an inherent capacity of land to perform the 
general land use function.” It is the quality of land and assessed by the 
physical properties of soil and terrain characteristics. Land capability is by 
and large ascertained by inherent soil characteristics, external land features 
and environmental factors limiting land use (Mohammad Noor, 1981). 
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Fig: Average annual relative humidity of Kalimpong district 
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Soil is the more respective term, returning to collection of natural bodies 
with depth as well as breadth whose characteristics may be only indirectly 
related to their current vegetation and use. Land is a border term which 
includes among its characteristics not only the soil but after physical 
attributes, such as water supply, existing plant cover, and location cities 
respect to cities, means of transportation etc. Thus, we have forest land, 
bottom land and grassland, which may include a variety of soils. 

Soil survey maps and reports have become two of the bases for a system 
of land capability classification. This system requires that every acre of land 
be used in accordance with its capability and limitations. Land is classified 
according to the most suitable sustained used that can be made of it while 
providing to adequate protection from erosion or other means of 
deterioration. Thus, an area whole the soil is deep, well drained, and have a 
stable surface structure and where the slope is only 1-2 % may be cropped 
intensively almost indefinitely with little danger of erosion or loss its 
productivity. Such as area has great capabilities and few have limitations in 
the use to which it can be put in contrast, an area on which shallow or poorly 
drained soils are found or when in steep slopes are prevalent has limited 
capabilities and many limitations as so its use. It can easily be seen hoe the 
characteristics of soils are one of the criteria for identifying the best land use. 

Capability classes 

Under the system set up by the U.S soil conservation service, eight land 
capability classes are recognized. These classes are numbered from I-VIII. 
Soils having greatest capabilities for response to management and least 
limitations in the ways they can be used are in class-I. Those with least 
capabilities and greatest limitations are found in class-VIII. A brief 
description of the characteristics and safe use of soils in each class follow: 

Land Capability classification of the study area 

Regarding Kalimpong district land capability classes under U.S Soil 
conservation service cannot be applicable fully but some classification 
regarding the capability can be drown from this classification. 

Class-I:  

Soils found in this land class have few limitations that restrict their use 
or even for wild life preserves. This class-I type of soils can be found in the 
southern part of Kalimpong district around areas of Gorubathan and its 
surrounding areas. In North-Eastern part also has this kind of class-I type, 
But in areas around Rechila forest. This type of class-I is limited and found 
in patches and not in long continuous plain. 
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Class-II 

Soils in this class have some limitations that reduce the choice of plants 
or require conservation practices. In Kalimpong district, class-II type of soils 
is found around Kalimpong town, 3rd Mile areas around Pedong, Bhalukhop 
areas where soils are fertile and limited conservation measures are to taken. 

Class-III  

Soils in class-III have secure limitations that reduce the choice of plants 
or require special conservation practices or both. In Kalimpong district this 
type of soil are usually found in areas around Rangpo, Suruk areas where 
cultivable fertile soil are found but much of conservation measures are 
needed. 

Class-IV  

Soils in the class can be used for cultivation but there are very seven 
limitations on the choice of crops. Also, very careful management may be 
required. This class of soil are usually found in Kumai and Lish forest area 
of Kalimpong district, because of steep slopes, poor drainage, shallow soils, 
severe alkalinity or salinity may be the cause of such type of soils. 

Class-V  

Those in class-V are limited in their safe use by factors other than 
erosion hazards. Examples of such limitations areas follow (i) Subject to 
frequent stream overflow. (ii) Growing season too short for crop plants. (iii) 
Stony or rocky soils etc. 

In Kalimpong district such type of soils are mainly found in areas of 
Rangpo, Pedong, and Patenengodak and its surrounding areas in Kalimpong 
district. 

Class-VI 

Soils in the class have extreme limitations that restrict use largely to 
pasture or range, woodland, or wild life. The limitations are the same as 
those for class-IV land, but they are more rigid. 

This type of class-VI soils is mainly found in Lish Forest area, areas of 
Gorubathan, Kumai area are Kalimpong district. 

Class-VII 

Soils in class-VII have very severe limitations which use to grazing 
woodland or wild life. The physical limitation is the same as VI expect try 
we so strict that pasture improvement is impractical. In Kalimpong district 
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this type of soil we found in parts of Lish forest area, Gorubathan and 
Rechila forest area. 

Class-VIII 

In this land class are soils that should not be used for any kind of 
commercial plant production. Their use is restricted to recreation, wild life, 
water supply or aesthetic purpose. This type of soil is mainly found in 
northern part of Rechila forest in Kalimpong district. 

Generally, the soils of Kalimpong district is fertile and highly 
productive especially for vegetable, flora and plants grown, but it has-been 
much effected by the climatic conditions and the relief features of the region 
which effect the formation of the soil of the region. 

Conclusion 

The land capability potential of the study area was assessed based on 
indigenous characteristics and suitability for agriculture, forestry, grazing, 
recreation and wildlife, so the lands were classified according to different 
capacities. The land capability class is grouping of land according to its 
inherent characteristics. It is grouped into 8 classes and every elegance is 
indicated through numbers from I to VIII. These first 4 classes of land are 
appropriate for cultivation and the last 4 aren't appropriate for cultivation 
however beneficial for grazing forestry and wildlife. 
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Abstract  

Change means deviation from the existing norms. So social change is 
the change in society or socio-cultural system. It is also a change in social 
relationship, social patterns, social interactions and social processes.  

Keywords: Society, education, social relationship, social patterns, culture. 

The Term Social Change Defined 

The term ‘Social Change’ has been variously defined by experts. A few 
definitions of social change are given below.  

1. View of MacIver and Page. According to MacIver and Page: 
“Social change is a process responsive to many types of changes, to 
changes in the man-made conditions of living, to changes in the 
attitude of the man and changes that go beyond human control to 
the biological and physical nature.”  

2. Dellbert C. Miller’s View. According to Dellber C. Miller: “Social 
Change refers to a pattern of social relationship in a given social 
setting which exhibits change over some definite period of time.”  

3. View of Davis. Davis says, “By social change is meant only such 
alternations as occur in social organizations, that is, structure and 
functions of society.”  

4. View of Gillin and Gillin. To quote Gillin and Gillin: “Social 
changes are variations from the accepted modes of life: whether due 
to alterations in geographical conditions, in cultural equipment, 
composition of the populations, or ideologies and whether thought 
about by diffusion or inventions within the group.”  

5. Social Change Vs. Cultural Change. Certain sociologists identify 
social change with cultural change. Dawson and Getty are of the 
view: “Cultural change is social change since all culture is social in 
its origin, meaning and usage.”  
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Highlights 

Social Change is  

1. View of Maclver and Page – “Changes in man – made conditions of 
living.”  

2. Dellbert C. Miller’s view – “Changes in Patterns of social 
relationship over some definite period of time.”  

3. View of Davis – “Alterations that occur in structure and functions 
of society.” 

4. View of Gillin and Gillin – “Variations from the accepted modes of 
life.”  

5. Social change Vs cultural change – “Cultural change is social 
change”.  

In short, social change implies a replacement of what has stayed too 
long, even though it may be a good custom. It may be pointed out here that 
certain human values like beauty, goodness and truth are everlasting.  

Factors affecting social change  

Change is inherent in any social structure. MacIver observes that “the 
social structure is subject to incessant change, growing, decaying, finding 
renewal, accommodating itself to every variant conditions and suffering vast 
modifications in the course of time.” Prof. V.R. Taneja is right when he says 
that change in one element of society causes change in another. Each aspect 
of the social structure is linked with every other. In fact, it is this interaction 
that we call social change.  

The following are the major factors which bring about social change 

1. Geographical Factors.  

Certain geographical factors like climatic conditions influence social 
conditions. In the same country. Different areas are affected by peculiar 
climatic conditions which happen to occur there. The state of Andhra in 
India may be affected by floods and the state of Bengal may be influenced 
by an earthquake or famine. Agricultural insufficiency or food shortage may 
make people more mobile and adventurous as compared to those who are 
self-sufficient.  

2. Environmental Factors.  

Environmental factors such as newly built cities, industrialization and 
urbanization, also affect social conditions. For example, in certain parts of 
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the country there is brisk movement between the rural and urban population. 
This as urbanized villages as well.  

3. Migration.  

Migration is caused by environmental as well as climatic factors. An 
earthquake, floods, famine or war may cause people to move to new place 
and new environment. India’s partition and Bangla Desh war stand as living 
examples of social change due to migrations.  

4. War.  

War is the most potent factor in social change War destroys age – old 
conventions and affects inter-personal relations. Economic, social, mental 
and political life of the people undergoes much change.  

5. Population Explosion.  

Population explosion considerably effects the economic and social 
standards of the people. As long as the population of a country is within 
control, the established social order faces no threat. For example, migration 
of people from India to Canada, America, England and certain other 
countries added to the population there and effected the social structures of 
these countries. In our own country, the unprecedented increase in 
population over the past years has caused inflation in economic circles and 
shake up in the social circles.  

6. Scientific and Technological Advances.  

Scientific and technological advances also bring about social change. 
People move from the farm to the factories and from the countryside to the 
big industrial cities and towns. This creates problems of housing, slums, over 
–work, pollutions, law wages, etc.  

7. Ideological influences. 

The birth of new ideas spreads their waves across the social horizon. For 
example, Roussenau’s idea of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity brought about 
French revolution. In the same way, Gandhi’s idea of non-violence routed 
the British out of their feet in India.  

8. Culture Diffusion.  

In most societies cultural diffusion is an important factor in social 
change. Societies which live in  

Role of Education in Social Change  

1. Levels of Social Change.  
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Social Change in something that works itself out in the society at two 
levels. The first level is the surface level at which changes are apparent. 
Some of these changes may be short-lived and may not have much of the 
discernible effect. The second level is the in-depth level, The changes which 
go deep into the fabric of the society persist for quite some time and affect a 
large section of the society. Such changes create a cycle and give birth to 
new changes. The cultural and technological changes are of this type. They 
cause value orientation as well.  

2. The Vital Role of Education.  

Education has a vital role to play in the process of social change. 
Besides education, there are other media such as books, magazines, 
newspapers, radio, television, and movies which act as powerfully as 
education does. The chief advantage that education carries is its controlled 
environment and its capacity to catch its clients young. Moreover, it is a 
social necessity and that gives it an edge over the other media.  

3. Three-fold function of Education. Education as an agent of social 
change may act in three ways  

a) It can retard the process of change.  
b) It can maintain the status quo.  
c) It can accelerate the process of social change.  

According to Prof. V.R. Taneja, the three-fold function of education is 

i) Preservation of worthwhile heritage;  
ii) Transmission of worthwhile culture;  
iii) Dissemination of new knowledge, thus motivating dynamism and 

stimulating progress.  

The fact remains that “Education is or certainly may be, more than a 
mechanism of maintenance of societies, it is or may be a means of their 
growth” (J.B. Shroud).  

4. Education, a Creative Force. The function of education as a creative 
force is very important.  

 It can liquidate illiteracy.  
 It can remove social barriers.  
 It can overcome cultural lags.  
 It can act as means of social reconstruction.  
 It can strengthen democratic forces by making way for freedom of 

thought, freedom of expression and freedom of common consent.  
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 It can create leaders which can strengthen forces of constructive 
social change.  

5. Expectations from Education (with special reference to India).  

Winds of change are blowing. Democratic forces are gathering 
momentum.  

Much is expected from education, particularly in India in the wake of 
the emerging pattern of education, that is, 10+2+3.  

i) A new society based on industrialization and mechanization is 
emerging, keeping the agrarian society intact. Education must 
prepare the youth to meet the challenges faced by this society.  

ii) Educational and vocational guidance must become an integral part 
of the new system of education. This necessitates diversification of 
course,s and this is happening.  

iii) To meet the challenge of the emerging social order, education in 
science and technology is essential.  

iv) Diffusion of scientific and technological knowledge is essential to 
bridge the gap between scholarship and manual work.  

It is the teacher who is the architect of social rights, social goodness and 
social beauty. The teacher-the enlightened teacher-should become the 
source.  

Role of Education in Effecting Social Control  

Before discussing the role of education in effecting social control we 
may discuss that is social control. Social control is the control of the society 
over its members. Some members are law binding where as some other are 
problematic in nature. So social control is necessary for those members who 
involve themselves in undesirable and unapproved activities. To brearly, 
“Social control is a collective term for those processes and agencies, planned 
and unplanned by which individuals are taught, persuaded or compelled to 
conform to the usages and values of the group to which they belong.”  

Maclver and Page said, “By social control is meant the way in which the 
entire social order coheres and maintains itself, how it operates, as a 
changing equilibrium.” According to Gillian and Gillin, “Social control is 
that system of measures, suggestion, persuasion, restraint and coercion by 
whatever means, including physical force, by which a society brings in to 
conformity to the approved pattern of behaviour a subgroup or by which a 
group moulds into conformity its members.”  
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This social control may be direct or indirect. Direct social control is 
exercised by the opinion of the members living in the society. But indirect 
social control is exercised by different factors which are separated from him. 
For example when the behaviour of a member is controlled by the opinion or 
reactions of other members of the society is called direct control. But when 
the behaviour is controlled by law and social mechanism is called indirect 
social control. This is the view of Karl Mannheim. But according to Kimball 
Young, Social Control can be classified as positive and negative. Some 
members of the society want recognition of the society. So, they obey the 
rules and regulations of the society. But some people obey the principles of 
the society out of fear of punishment.  

Role of Education: Social control out of fear or punishment is 
temporary. Here when such people think that there is no fear for punishment 
they show the un-ruling behaviour and involve themselves in antisocial 
activities. So here social control is not natural rather it is due to compulsion. 
But education teaches man to live according to nature. It is an art of 
adaptation. It can be said that education adapts man to society. In family, 
school, playground, club everywhere man is taught how to socialize. So 
systematic guidance is required to abolish confusion in absence of an 
organized education system. Social control is arbitrary. One systematic and 
organized education system enables the individual to control himself of its 
own accord. It is called self-control or self-discipline.  

Conclusion  

Society is a web of social relationships. Hence social change is a change 
in social relationships. It is the change in these which alone we shall regard 
as social change, human society is constituted of human beings. Thus 
whatever apparent alteration in the mutual behavior between individuals 
takes place is a sign of social change. This fact of social change can be 
verified by glancing at the history of an society. Man is a dynamic being. 
Hence society can never remain static. It undergoes constant variation.  
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Abstract 

Deshpande is a well-known and prolific writer who explores the pains 
and pangs and predicaments of women and loss of their identity in the male 
dominated society. She has portrayed women questing for their identity and 
selfhood. Whereas her couple of earlier novels portrayed women 
protagonists with a cloistered self, who are unable to overcome, break and 
resist the so called socio patriarchal shackles of domination. But in her next 
couple of fictional works, The Binding Vine (1993) and A Matter of Time 
(1996), female protagonists are portrayed with a new rejuvenated spirit who 
resist and break the mute suffering. This paper aims at liberation of 
Deshpande’s women characters from silence suffering to resistance. 
However, the protagonists in this novel, akin to her previous novels, are bold 
women who speak out boldly against the false attitude of the patriarchal 
society. The major character in The Binding Vine is completely different 
from Shashi Deshpande’s earlier protagonists. Being educated women, she 
realizes the constraints imposed by the tradition, the meaninglessness life of 
modern women in the male chauvinistic society. Urmila, the protagonist of 
the novel, liberates herself from the shackles of tradition and gives her voice 
to the voiceless.  

Keywords: Identity, patriarchal society, cloistered self, traditional women, 
suffering. 

Shashi Deshpande is a renowned and widely read Indian woman writer. 
Deshpande in her various works portrayed the lives of modern middleclass 
women. The great novelist questioned the male chauvinistic domination in 
Indian society. She discussed the plight of women in the oppressed, 
frustrated and shackled identity in the male dominated society. 
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The novelist attempted to present the transformation of men and women 
characters from the submissive nature to the self-recognition. In her novels 
like That Long Silence and The Dark Holds No Terror, she depicted the 
female characters as submissive but her next couple of novels, The Binding 
Vine, and A Matter of Time portray women as progressive, protective and 
lovers of egalitarian society.  

This paper attempts to analyse Shashi Deshpande’s novel The Binding 
Vine. Unlike the early novels of Shashi Deshpande, the novels published in 
the second phase could not attract the attention of readers and critics. The 
Binding Vine also deals with feminine issues and the novelist not only has 
portrayed the traditional women characters but also how the educated 
middleclass women have raised their voice at times. The writer successfully 
represented the modern women’s quest for identity, self-respect and 
independence. Major characters of Shashi Deshpande constantly search for 
definition of self and society and importance of their role as a woman in the 
society. The fictional world of Deshpande reflects the vision of 
contemporary progressive women and how they are liberated breaking the 
shackles of the tradition in order to prove their ability and to achieve their 
empowerment. In The Binding Vine, the novelist clearly presented the 
positive and progressive attitude of educated middle class women and 
depicted their fight against the male chauvinistic society. 

Come, my brothers, come sisters 

Let us join our hands 

A new road, a new way 

A new age begins. (TBV, 44)  

The major character in The Binding Vine is completely different from 
Shashi Deshpande’s earlier protagonists. Being educated women, she 
realizes the constraints imposed by the tradition, the meaninglessness life of 
modern women in the male chauvinistic society. Urmila, the protagonist of 
the novel, liberates herself from the shackles of tradition and gives her voice 
to the voiceless. The protagonist believes in that women are leading 
monotonous and meaningless life. The main objective of their life is to 
survive therefore women have no enough time to move beyond constrains. 
The patriarchal society never freed women to prove their identity and ability. 
Bell Hooks writers, “sexism is perpetrated by institutional and ‘social 
structures’, by individuals who dominate, exploit or oppress; and by the 
victims themselves, who are dominated, exploited or oppressed; who are 
socialized to behave in ways that make them act in complicity with the status 
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quo”. Having borne the loss of her one-year daughter-Aru, she is able to 
understand and relate to the silent sufferings of other women like Vaana, 
Mira, Shakutai, Akka and Sulu who act in complexity with the status quo. 
The novel depicts a society where women are emotionally powerful, 
professionally skillful to handle the circumstances that challenge their lives. 
The Binding Vine is the story of women those who conquered their 
surroundings, defeated the pain and who excelled in the art of living. The 
protagonist of the novel Urmila observes that the live is only the force that 
can bring all the suffering hearts together and that teaches the art of living 
thereby transforms the earth into heaven. She invites all men and women to 
march forward jointly since “a new road, a new way a new age”. Realizing 
the law of compensation that determines one’s life expands human intellect 
and leads to success in one’s life. 

The love is a major theme in the novel The Binding Vine, the protagonist 
Urmila goes for a love marriage. The protagonists has great respect for love 
and faith in its power, but she believes that such a love is absent in her 
married life. For Kishore, sex is the solution to her problems, but for Urmila 
emotional bonding is more important. Urmila’s experiences taught her that 
she cannot unveil Kishore’s disposition of indifference. “Kishore cannot 
remove his armour; there is something in him I will never reach” (141). 
Deshpande focuses on the colonial brought up of a girl child in the male 
dominated society where she is subjected to subjugation and oppression right 
from the beginning of her childhood. In order to make the girl child ready for 
marriage, the mother prepares her for household job. Parvati Bhatnagar in 
her article Go Home like a Good Girl: An Interpretation of That Long 
Silence observes, “The tale of girls belonging to middle class is different. 
They are sent to school and college and required to help senior ladies of the 
family in the kitchen and other household work in their free time more as a 
part of their training” (136). 

In the novel, Vaana is an educated working woman but never dares to 
question her husband’s supremacy. This outdated and obsolete distribution 
of responsibilities between male and female is no more acceptable to modern 
women. But woman’s entry into new areas of commercial market has 
multiplied her problems. She doesn’t get any help from her male counterpart 
in the novel, Harish does not care of his household duties and moreover he 
seems to be unsympathetic towards his wife. Akka is another victim of 
patriarchal system. She was afraid of marrying of Kishore’s father because 
she has crossed the marriageable age. Sulu is always feared that her husband 
might expel her out of the house as she failed to give him a child. She finds it 
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a grave shortcoming on her part and a continuous complex of perplex in her 
life: “After marriage she changed. She was frightened, always frightened. 
What if he doesn’t like this, what if he wants that, what if he is angry with 
me, what if he throws me out? (195). Here Deshpande highlighted the 
loopholes of Indian institution of marriage and she exposed how it 
demoralized the vivacious girl and turned her into a fearful and nervous 
human being.  

Shakutai, unlike her sister Sulu, hesitates to continue the meaningless 
marital relation and to be a better half of good-for-nothing husband. 
Meanwhile, she knows the fact that it is not a cakewalk for a woman to get 
out of marital relation. Thus, Shashi Deshpande clearly exposes how the 
institution of marriage suppressed women, how it imposes implacable pain 
upon married woman and makes life miserable. However, irrespective of 
their professions or domestic lives every woman considers marriage as a trap 
from which they cannot escape from their life time. But the Shashi 
Deshpande’s protagonists’’ greatness is that they never attempt to break their 
marital relationship.  

The strained relationship and lack of mutual understanding between 
wife and husband obviously affects the mother daughter relationship. It is 
evident that Shashi Deshpande’s heroines seem to have hostility towards 
mothers. The Binding Vine mirrors the mother-daughter strained relationship 
through the examples of Urmila’s mother – Mira, Shakutai – Kalpana, Akka 
– Vaana and Vaana – Mandira. No pair mentioned here enjoyed the 
harmonious relation that gratifies their mental and emotional needs. 
Deshpande beautifully depicted the bitter reality of male dominated society 
where woman ratifies to the traditional values for their survival. The 
traditional and conservative women believe it is necessary to oblige the 
social norms to make their life meaningful and successful. The woman 
became preservers of these social norms which they consider as ideals, and 
these mothers inject the values in their daughters. As Simon de Beauvoir 
points out: with 

Most women simultaneously demand and detest their feminine 
condition; they live it through in a state of resentment-vexed at having 
produced a woman. She hopes to compensate for her inferiority by making a 
superior creature out of one whom she regards her double ... Sometimes, she 
tries to impose on the child exactly her own fate: what was good enough for 
me is good enough for you, I was brought up this way, you shall share malot. 
(533-34).  
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The separation between Urmi’s and her mother result in Urmi’s anger 
on her mother. Though the dominating nature of Urmi’s father caused the 
separation between mother-daughter but it was the mother of Urmi who had 
to experience the rage and wrath of her daughter. Vaana and Mandira 
couldn’t enjoy harmonious relation due to their dual role in their lives. “I 
don’t want Hirabai, I want my mother” (72). But the most precious and pious 
bond between mother and daughter, cupped with tensions and complications 
is the one between Kalpana and Shakutai. Shakutai’s estrangement with 
Kalpana starts even before her birth. As she accepts before Urmi, “I didn’t 
want the child. I didn’t want Kalpana. In wanted her to die”. So, the forced 
motherhood brings out more burden than the emotional fulfilment. Kalpana’s 
carefree outlook filled her with a kind of fear when she says, “If you pant 
and flaunt yourself, do you think they will leave you alone?” (146). Kalpana 
holds her mother responsible for her desertion (Shakutai) by her father. She 
said, “You’re always angry, always quarrelling, that’s why he’s gone” (93). 

This determined attitude of Kalpana towards mother and also she 
hesitated to share anything with her mother. Shakutai fails to read the heart 
of her daughter who wants to lead an independent and carefree life which her 
mother and aunt never experienced. The mother in the novel symbolizes 
tradition and the male domination determined their attitude. This male 
domination and social norms caused the strained relations between mothers 
and daughters in the novel. Rousseau’s statement that “Man is in chains 
everywhere” is apt in the context of woman as well. No traditional value 
protects women from sexual violation or any physical abuse. The purity and 
chastity of her body is damaged through unavoidable physical relation. 
Frank Hosken opines that cruelty against female is perpetrated “with an 
astonishing consensus among the men in the world “Every married man 
strongly believes that he has every right on the soul and body of his wife and 
thinks that the body of his wife is his property. Committing sexual abuse on 
one’s wife is also a criminal act but, in our society, no one considers it as 
crime. Deshpande is brave enough to deal with such subject in her novel. In 
her earlier novel The Dark Holds No Terrors, she talked about the issue of 
‘marital rape’ and in this novel she confirms that rape is not only mere a 
social sin but a ‘psychological perversion stemming from desire to 
overpower the self and identity of woman’.  

In India, an overall continuum of silence seems to pervade this issue, 
which if at all is discussed in Indian milieu, is done in whispers and subdued 
tones. But one should always remember that if words have consequences 
then silence too. Silence speaks a lot; it means a lot but no one knows about 
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this except the person who is silent. Similarly, in this novel Urmi is voicing 
not only her own despairs and frustrations but those of each and every 
woman who is a victim of this male-driven world and is not allowed to think 
herself as an entity. Imtiaz Dharker in her poem, “Sacrifice” emphasizes that 
society and tradition weigh to heavily on a woman’s consciousness that fear 
along can sum up her situation. Traditionally, women are seen as ‘belonging 
to men like their property’. In this context Bhattacharya Benarjee opines: 

Herself a piece of commodity she could not give gifts but could be given 
in sacrifice, always lost and won in chess, bought or sold as goods. She had 
no right to property; none over her own body-she was a man’s absolute 
possession” (32). 

So, the binaries of male/female, man/woman, powerful/powerless are 
central to the issue of rape. Moreover, the fear of rape curtails a woman’s 
freedom, confining her to m ere a scapegoat of ‘seemingly happy homes’ in 
India, since “Rape is dishonour, a shameful thing for a woman. It is a crime 
where the victim faces “dejection (of both society and her family) (Premlatha 
23). 

The suffering of Mira, for Urmi, is similar to an innocent goat waiting to 
be killed by her tender age of 18, though she desires to educate herself 
further and improve her poetic skill. But the manipulative behaviour of her 
husband succeeds in getting her as his wife. He is interested in her body and 
unable to establish close relation with her. Because of this hopeless 
marriage, she develops “an intense dislike of the sexual act with her 
husband, a physical repulsion from the man she married” (63). In one of her 
poems she presents her far of sexual act. “But tell me, friend, did Lakshimi 
too twist brocade tassels around her fingers and tremble, fearing the coming 
of the dark-coloured, engulfing night?” (66) 

A husband’s right over his wife body is socially acclaimed and it 
becomes a wife’s duty to satiate the material pleasure of her life partner. 
Shashi Deshpande in her fiction makes a scathing attack on such 
meaningless traditional dogmas that permit a male to have right to quench 
his biological needs without giving any priority to wife’s consent, thus, 
sanctioning crimes like marital rape. As Indrani Jaisingh opines,  

“It is assumed that by marrying a man, a woman has given her consent 
to sexual intercourse with her husband at any time. Thus, even if he forces 
himself on her, he is not committing an offence (of rape) as her consent is 
assumed” (17). 

Through the character of Kalpana, Deshpande sketches the plight of a 
raped girl, who is cursed by her own mother for her vegetal (rape) state in 
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the hospital little does Shakutai (the mother) realizes that Kalpana’s 
boldness, her waywardness are not thee as one of her sexual violation; rather 
it is her own maternal uncle, who lets the beast out of him and tries to silence 
her by raping her. Ignorantly, she blames her own daughter, for bringing 
such shame and dishonour to their family. The virtues of ‘Virginity and 
chastity’ are firmly rooted in our society since ages, making rape the most 
serious, disgusting and horrible of all the crimes. As Adrienne Rich also 
observes, “it is not rape of the body alone but rape of the mind as well”. 
Although, our society believes that the term ‘Marital Rape’ can’t be applied 
to the Indian context but a rape is regardless of where and in what context it 
occurs. A marriage should not be held as a license to rape anyone. Societies 
such as India that condemns adulterous relationship often force men into 
marital relationships only for free access to physical consummation, which 
puts women under immense sexual threat. 

This unsympathetic and biased mindset of society, media, judiciary, and 
police adds misery to the innocent victims of sexual assaults. In the novel, a 
case is registered by police officer on Kalpana as an accident and not as a 
Rape-Victim. As he says, “She’s going to die anyway, so what difference 
does it make whether on paper, she dies the victim of an accident or a rape” 
(88). So, this inhuman treatment towards women is shown in these forms of 
rejection, isolation, loneliness, and negation from society and living partner 
of their own families is portrayed through the lives of Vaana, Mira, Shakutai, 
Urmi, and Kalpana. 

The decision of Urmi to publish the poems of Mira: a step towards her 
resurrection, to make her dynamic again. Urmi risks the friendship of Vaana 
because it involves the exposure of her father’s behaviour. The novel The 
Binding Vine is different from Deshpande’s first three novels. Protest against 
societal roles and attitudes come easily from the protagonists. In the earlier 
novel of Deshpande, no other character is rebellious as Urmila presented in 
the novel. Her protagonists of previous novels know of the disparities in the 
society but they never tried to set them right. But Urmila revolts against the 
inequality, knowing fully of the unequal treatment given to women. “The 
hope for Indian women lies in the happy fact, that though, here are Mira’s 
and Kalpana’s and Shakutai’s, we also have our Urmila’s. (Nityanandham. 
66). 

Though Urmi has no relation with Kalpana and Shakutai but, she shares 
a blond of ‘sympathy and emotional attachment. Her regular visits to 
hospital and their house show her concern towards these women. She 
becomes successful in making Shakutai understand that it’s not Kalpana’s 
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fault but the real culprit who did this is the man, Prabhakar. The novel is 
quite different from the earlier ones in the sense that it introduces a concept 
of female relation i.e. the desire to help less fortunate female being by one 
woman. Indu, Saru, and Jaya battled their own battle. Urmi strives hard for 
other women with the help of her friend Malcom, she becomes successful in 
bringing the issue into limelight and government orders a fresh investigation. 
Her efforts become fruitful when Shakutai realizes who the real culprit was 
after suicide of Salu. 

Though Urmila is educated who shows rebellious side of her nature but 
this nature never shows male heartedness. She does not seem to believe. 
Simmon De Beauvoiu’s is in opinion that marriage diminishes man but 
almost annihilates woman. She believes in the institution of marriage and its 
importance in the lives of women like Sulu and Shakutai for who it 
guarantees a ‘social, economic and physical security’. She finds herself in a 
better position as she is known of herself, educated, economically 
independent to cope up with any adverse circumstance. She realizes that a 
relationship becomes strained when one refuses to flow with the main 
stream’. And this realization with her husband Kishore, that one day he will 
remove his armour of withdrawal’ and she will try ‘to reach his soul’. She 
realizes her pain of losing Anu, but she still has Kartik. She understands that 
however oppressive these are, however doleful and hopeless our experiences 
are, one should never give up: “We struggle to find something with which 
we can anchor ourselves to this strange world we find ourselves in only 
when we love? Do we love to find this anchor?” (137). 

She understands the power of love that binds people and save them from 
being an alienated one. It is only through love that Urmi become successful 
in bringing a change in Shakutai. She surpasses all her fellow women 
characters and her earlier counterparts in the sense that she tries to 
ameliorate the conditions of less fortunate one. Truly, she emerges as the 
voice of the voiceless by societal norms. In spite of understanding of the 
value of love and relationships, she receives the greatest knowledge from 
Shakutai. 

This is how life is for most of us, most of the times: We are absorbed in 
the daily routine of living. The main urge is always to survive (203).  

And they become successful in this urge to survive which becomes clear 
from their busy routine given on the last pages of story. She consents to 
Mira, who says, “Just as the utter fertility of living overwhelms me, I am 
terrified by the thought of dying, of ceasing to be” (203). 
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Thus, the need of the survival makes the novel, The Binding Vine, a 
good novel from the earlier one and the feeling of female solidarity which 
Urmi shows, puts her on upper pedestal than Indu, Saru, and Jaya. She 
believes that a change is a slow but sure process. Things are gradually 
improving; hence Urmi is not a revolt against the existing doleful system. 
She just tries to encourage her fellow women to redefine themselves. The 
society she lives in demands total surrender, total silence on part of women. 
But she rejects to surrender to this hypocrisy and strove against this 
conspiracy of ‘silence’. She attempts to locate a road beyond this silence 
where the inexplicable pain and forgotten tales could find a place to itself 
heard.  
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Abstract 

Matthew Arnold’s definition ‘Poetry is a criticism of life’ is well 
applicable to other literary types. The short story, as a specific literary form, 
may also be interpreted as a criticism of life. The deep thoughts about the 
charm of life and the gloom of death are struck by O’Henry in his The Last 
Leaf, a short story of about five pages. It is wrong to give way to the 
depressing sense of death. After all, life, with all its pains and troubles, has 
joy and hope to make this human world worth living. The creative power 
adds to the beauty and truth of life and perpetuates what seems easily 
perishable. Life and art are greater than death, however relentless and 
inevitable this may be O’Henry’s story confirms this consolatory message 
that makes one bear the agonizing uncertainty of death. This is the message 
that the story conveys and constitutes its very philosophy, its criticism of 
life. 

Keywords: Pain, masterpiece, revived, revelation. 

Introduction 

“Beauty is truth, truth Beauty. – That is all  

Ye known on earth, and all ye need to know.” 

Keats in his Ode on a Grecian Urn has shown that art immortalizes the 
moment and makes it a permanent source of truth, beauty and joy. Beauty 
and joy eternized in art provide life and sustenance to weary human 
existence. Moments of life are fleeting but a moment arrested in art becomes 
permanent. The story too illustrates how art saves life. And Art is greater 
than life. 

Characters: Johnsy, Sue, Behrman, Mr. Pneumonia 

O’Henry’s The Last Leaf presents an engaging tale of three artists – two 
young women painter, and an old painter. They lived in the same building, 
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old and shabby, on low rents in the artist’s colony. The two young women 
artists were Sue and Johnsy, struggling and aspirant for success in their 
profession. The third one was an old painter Behrman, past sixty, with a long 
professional career for forty years, without the least of success. 

The story touches on the very life-style of those three painters when the 
cold, rough weather of November brought in a hard and unsparing ailment, 
Pneumonia. The icy relentless fingers of that dreadful disease touched 
Johnsy. Laid down with fever and cold, the young frail, weak Californian 
woman was obsessed with an unhealthy morbidity. Her interest in life and 
the living world around her was lost. The doctor grew hopeless about her and 
frankly told her friend Sue that her chance of recovery was very remote, only 
one in ten, because her very attitude to life served to foil the curative power 
of his medicine. 

Indeed, Johnsy became a poor prey to melancholy and was possessed of 
a strangely dismal feeling. As she lay down, under the acute attack of 
Pneumonia, she looked listlessly through an open window at a vine tree 
outside. That was an old tree creeping on the old brick wall. Its leaves, 
turned yellow and pale, shaken by the rough, cold November wind, dropped 
down one after another. She saw the rapid fall of leaves and counted what 
had remained behind. Her sensitive mind was haunted with an awkward 
anticipation of her death with the fall of the last leaf. She awaited eagerly the 
fall of the last leaf with an inexplicable belief in her death with the same. Her 
friend Sue was all anxious, whereas her old well wisher Behrman felt much 
annoyed with such a trend in her mind. The former tried to chase away that 
gloomy thought from her mind without any avail. But the old painter made a 
desperate plan to foil her faith and fill her with the new zeal for life. 

Johnsy lay helplessly ill and looked out to see the fall of the last leaf. 
But strangely enough the last leaf remained, as it had been. The night of 
storm and rain wore away and the morning light slowly dawned. To her utter 
surprise, Johnsy found the last leaf yet in its self same station. That was a 
revelation for her sickly mind. She realized that it was a sin to want to die. 
Her spirit revived. She felt inclined to live and succeed in the venture of life. 
She recovered quickly and asserted her ambition to paint the ‘Bay of 
Naples’. 

So Johnsy was restored from the shadow of death to the light of life, 
from the desire for death to the lust for life. That was a grand transition to 
health and hope, to life and liveliness, from death and depression. 

And all that was made possible by the marvel of old Behrman’s art. The 
lat leaf, that restored Johnsy’s interest in life and love for the living world, 
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was no real, natural leaf. It was the leaf, painted by the old painter, in the 
place of the original leaf, on the very dreadful night of its fall. That painted 
leaf was the long stipulated, much belated masterpiece of that old painter, 
Behrman. Of course, in course of drawing that masterpiece, the old fellow 
got seriously affected with Pneumonia and died in the hospital two days 
after. 

But Behrman, a failure in art and his profession, died with a noble zeal 
to save one life, ready to go on the dark, unknown track of death and the 
honour of his art, much slighted and despised. That art triumphed, caught 
reality perfectly in its representation and thereby taught the sin of seeking 
death and brought back and lust for life to enjoy the present and hope for the 
future. 

So, Behrman’s characterization is a stroke of O’Henry’s great artistic 
genius. He is an old man of past sixty and “had a Michael Angelo’s Moses 
beard curling down from the head of a satyr along the body of an imp.” He is 
a failure as a painter and somehow lives by painting for commercial articles 
and advertisements. He earns a little by serving as model to those young 
artists who cannot pay the price of a professional model. He is a fierce little 
old man who scoffs at sentimentality and softness in anyone and regards 
himself as a guardian of the two young artists – Sue and Johnsy who have 
studio upstairs. He is indeed a whimsical old man who has been waiting for 
twenty five years to produce his masterpiece. But his blank canvas on an 
easel in his room has not yet received the first line. When he hears of 
Johnsy’s strange fancies about the fall of ivy leaves and about her waiting 
for the fall of last leaf, he dismisses this fancy as idiotic. He speaks in his 
strange dialect and says that he will pose as a model for Sue’s old hermit 
miner. He cannot endure that the good young Johnsy shall lie sick. He will 
paint a masterpiece someday and then they will all go away from the place 
which is not good for them. 

No one knows what is his plan. He works silently and quietly. On that 
night of beating rain and violent storms, he drags a ladder from its place and 
takes a lantern, brushes, palette with green and yellow colours. He climbs the 
ladder and paints the green-yellow leaf sticking to the stem of the ivy vine 
against the wall. As a result of his exposure to rain and storm, he catches 
cold and is stricken with acute Pneumonia which leads to his death. No one 
knows that it is the painted last leaf that gives Johnsy her desire for life, for 
painting. The gateman finds the ladder, the lantern, the scattered brushes and 
the palette. The mystery of the last leaf is revealed. Behrman shows his skill 
in painting. He creates the illusion of the green-yellow leaf that preserves the 
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life of Johnsy. It is his masterpiece. He produces his masterpiece at the cost 
of his life. A true artist bears the load of sufferings to create art. The joy of 
artistic creation lies in the pain of creation. This paradox is exemplified in 
the painting of Behrman who has been rejected as a painter. 

Conclusion 

Great art is produced under the burden of acute sufferings. An artist can 
paint his masterpiece when he suffers most. Behrman feels intensely the 
weariness, fret and fever of Johnsy. She has given in to despair and is 
consumed by the desire to die. Johnsy’s feelings of death and despair affect 
Behrman intensely and out of the intense feelings and empathy for the utter 
life-weariness of Johnsy, he can produce his great art. He risks his own life 
to save the life of poor, weak Johnsy. This is the triumph of art over life. 
Great art is produced by sufferings and sacrifice. Behrman who is a failure as 
a painter but who has ambition to produce a masterpiece succeeds at last in 
producing his masterpiece at the cost of his own life. Behrman attains heroic 
stature both as an artist and as a man. 
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Introduction 

Government is the organisation or magistracy which exercises the power 
of the State over all its people and areas. In fact, it formulates, expresses and 
enforces the will of the State. Garner says, “Government is the agency 
through which the will of the State is formulated, expressed and realised”. 
Each government performs three public functions: Law- making, Law- 
enforcement and Law- adjudication. No study of the State can be complete 
without the study of its government. Government is the instrument through 
which the sovereignty of the State gets operationalised. The word 
‘Governance’ became common currency everywhere. Governance means 
governing together. Governance in public administration indicates that the 
decision- making process is carried out in co-operation with the participation 
of all stake- holders and that managers act in a conciliatory, transparent, 
accountable effective and responsible manner. Good Governance is a new 
approach that includes all the principles such as consistency, responsibility, 
accountability, fairness, transparency, participation and effectiveness while 
fulfilling these responsibilities will contribute to the development of all sorts 
of institutions. The cure to almost all problems that we face in the society 
such as corruption, inefficiency, and improvidence is to fully adopt and 
implement the principles of good governance. Good governance takes place 
at four levels in societal life- (i) Public level (ii) Private sector level (iii) 
NGO level and (iv) Individual level. Lately many segments of society 
including public managers and intellectuals and even political 
representatives suggested using the principles of good governance for 
solving problems encountered in public administration. Besides them, 
individuals and civil society organisations try to get information from public 
authorities and try to hold them accountable. For them, Good Governance is 
the ultimate principle that will make these organisations more important 
actors in social life.  
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Good Governance at the public level depends on the ability of state 
organs and public service organisations to encourage participation. It also 
depends on a consistent, transparent and accountable public administration 
that ensures the fairness and effectiveness of decisions and their 
implementation. Secondly, Good Governance at the private sector level may 
be realised through two interlinked channels. On the one hand, corporations 
themselves apply corporate governance and in line with that they realise 
transparency, accountability, participatory form of management, 
effectiveness and efficiency in their own management structures. On the 
other hand, by allocating resources for social responsibility projects, they 
encourage their personnel to donate a part of their time for the activities of 
civil society organisations through these projects. Thirdly, when the civil 
society organisations apply good governance principles in their own 
operations and choose both their own personnel and recipient of their 
services based on merit-based processes, they become more effective in 
entrancing good governance principle in the society. Lastly, individuals 
carry an important responsibility in the realisation of good governance 
principles. At the personal level, every human being is a consumer, a citizen 
and also an individual with social responsibilities. Adopting Good 
Governance principles one can contribute to the development of all sorts of 
institutions. 

Impartiality is a principle of justice holding that decisions should be 
based on objective criteria, rather than on the basis of bias, prejudice or 
preferring the benefit to one person over another for improper reasons. 
Quality Government is based on the idea of importance of impartiality in the 
exercise of governmental power. When implementing laws and policies, 
government officials shall not take anything about the citizen/case into 
consideration that is not before stipulated in the policy of the law. It is to 
treat people alike irrespective of personal relationships and personal likes 
and dislikes. This goes also for decisions about recruitment to the civil 
service, implying that it should be based on the merits and qualifications that 
beforehand are stated as necessary for the position. Things like money ( in 
the form bribes), political or family connections, ethnicity, religion, age, sex, 
social class etc., are to be irrelevant for the decisions made by the 
bureaucracy unless it is stipulated in the law/policy. 

Statement of the problem 

Parliamentary democracy has been successfully developing in India 
since the inauguration of the constitution of India on 26th January 1950. The 
Constitution of India contains several features which stand designed to 
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initiate the process of meeting several socio-economic challenges. 
Successive governments have been continuously working in a democratic 
way for securing the objectives and goals laid down by the Constitution of 
India. Indian democracy has been continuously working as well as 
developing. It has earned worldwide recognition, and today India is being 
perceived as a responsible democratic state having a fast developing 
economy, a responsible and advanced nuclear power and a state marching 
ahead towards the securing of the status of being a super power in the world. 
However, it must be admitted that along with all achievements, there 
continue to be present several socio-economic challenges before Indian 
Democracy. It has been successful but mostly in its political dimension. In 
respect of its social and economic dimensions, the success has been working 
as world’s second largest and rapidly developing economy. But poverty, 
illiteracy, unemployment, rural under-development and slow development of 
infrastructure continue to keep Indian economy and polity under strain. 
Corruption is an issue that adversely affects India’s economy of central, state 
and local government agencies. Not only it has held the economy back from 
reaching new heights, but also rampant corruption has stunted the country’s 
development.1 

Good-Governance cannot be secured without securing a democratic 
society characterised by social and economic equality. A political democracy 
a devoid of socio-economic democracy can produce more inequalities and 
social imbalances than any other system of government. As having a 
democratic system of government in India the holding of election is very 
expensive. Only the rich can in reality contest elections and become elected 
representatives of the masses. The most major concern of the poor is to 
control their poverty and not to get political power. Socio-economic 
backwardness of rural India combined with groupism and factionalism too 
adversely affect the working of panchayati Raj.2 The inability of the 
representatives elected by the rural people to comprehend fully the 
programmes and policies of the panchayati Raj and apathy towards the 
duties as representatives of the people together make the working of 
Panchayati Raj institutions inefficient. The objective of securing the 
involvement of all the people of rural areas in the process of securing 
development through community efforts is put into practice but it brings 
advantage to landlords and the upper classes of rural people. The rich 
landlords dominate the elections to the Panchayats and thereby become the 
dominant actors in the working of the other two institutions of the 
Panchayati Raj. The rural poor fail to really get involved in it. The 
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challenges of Good Governance would certainly require government to be 
re-invented, bureaucracy to be re-positioned, non- government business 
sectors to be re-invigorate with a social motive. For all these a shift of 
emphasis to the normative model of managing government would be 
needed.3 

Objectives of the proposed study 

1. To examine the existence of principle of equality- without any 
discrimination, people are treated as equal - socially, politically and 
legally. 

2. To determine how much local self-government is protective at the 
grass root level in giving a solid foundation for ensuring the stability, 
strength, and health of the Indian liberal democratic political system. 

3. To find out the existence of popular freedom, popular participation and 
popular control about the regional issues. 

4. To examine effective implementations of all policies, plans and laws 
and stringent measures for checking corruption.4 

5. To evaluate whether Panchayati Raj institution are empowered and 
motivated to become measure instruments of all rural development. 

6. To find out credibility of judicial system whether it work 
independently i.e, without any outside interference by the other two 
organs of the Government. 

7. To make assure about the mechanism of decentralisation.5 

8. To find out impartiality among Politico-Administrative leadership. 
9. To find out level of transparency in working of Government and 

Administration, ensuring responsibility and accountability of 
bureaucracy. 

10. To assess the reservation policy whether it is periodically and suitably 
modified. 6 

Methodology 

The study is primarily empirical and analytical in nature. Examination 
and analysis will be made from primary documents like well-designed 
survey, opinion poll, report, census, correspondence and related documents. 
Efforts will be made from secondary sources. There are many good 
contributions by leading authors, both Indian and foreign, which deal with 
discussion from both empirical and analytical perspectives. Discussion on 
both conceptual and practical levels have been made keeping in mind the 
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issue like problems of Good Governance, its challenges in general and that 
of the Indian local rural self-government in particular. 7 

The sampling process adopted for the study is purposive sampling. The 
focus of this research is on the people of four blocks – Nanoor, Bolpur-
Sriniketan, Illambazar, Rajnagar in Birbhum District, West Bengal. For the 
purpose of the study the primary data is collected from 5oo people for each 
gram panchayat from all four blocks in Birbhum District, West Bengal. For 
the collection of data a structured questionnaire is used for the people and 
interview technique is adopted. The data collected from Primary sources is 
analysed with the help of software and statistical tools.8 

Overview of the existing literature 

It is clear that a study of this nature and dimension demands analysis of 
both primary and secondary sources. All the primary sources report, census, 
correspondence, survey, journals provide a vivid account of the study. Of all 
the secondary sources a few of them may be mentioned. Parramatta 
Sharma’s “Public Administration in India”, is regarded as a major source 
book in any study of the concept of Good Governance.9 Another work by 
Mark Robinson, “Fostering New Approach to Governance” is very 
important. But most important work exclusively on Good Governance is by 
S.L Goel, titled “Good Governance and Integral Approach” contributes 
much. Besides that, M.L. Mishap’s “Contemporary Management Thinkers” 
is very desirable work in this matter. The great contributory works by 
Shivnath Chakra borty – “An introduction to politics”, C.F. Strongs – 
“Modern political constitution “, “Modern democracies” by J. Brice, “ 
Business ethics and managerial values “ by S.K. Bhatiya, “ Secret of right 
activity” by Paramananda Swami, Subhas Kashyap’s, “ Crime collection and 
good governance” have immense value in this study.10 

Limitations of the study 

The study has acknowledged some limitations. The participants in this 
study are mostly rural people. Their apathy towards their duties lack of 
political awareness affect the response. Inconsistency in the response has 
created a hindrance for collecting adequate data. Poverty, lack of education, 
social l and political insecurity among the rural people causing a timidity to 
confront the truth.11 For cross checking purpose certain items are repeated in 
the questionnaire and the elements of inconsistency removed. These 
limitations however do not affect in any way the quality of study and in 
fulfilling the objectives set out by the study,12 
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Research questions 

The proposed study would seek answer the following questions which 
are directly related with the problem under discussion. These are: - 

a) How is the education system used for making all the people of 
Birbhum District fully aware of the benefits of the family welfare 
programme? 

b) How does Panchayati Raj take steps for further empowerment and 
motivation to become major instrument of all round rural 
development ?13 

c) How are the rural local self-government institutions in Birbhum 
District prompt to eradicate all kinds of corruption for 
implementing the principles of Good Government? 

d) Is there law and order machinery transparent, efficient, responsible 
and accountable to the local people? 

e) Is there high level of transparency in the working of government 
and administration, ensuring responsibility and accountability of 
bureaucracy and political leadership?14 
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Abstract 

The contribution of all-India national leaders in the history of India's 
liberation struggle is inscribed in golden letters on the pages of history, just 
as much as the Bengali leaders did not find a place. While the role of the 
Bengali youth community is not insignificant from the point of view of all-
India political personalities, the contribution of the Bengali youth 
community and leaders in various aspects of the national struggle is 
noticeable. But along with Arvind, Bipin Chandra, Suryasen, Surendranath 
and many other Bengali youth and leaders appeared. Many of them could not 
find their place in the pages of history. Among all the neglected Bengali 
youth and leaders who have made significant contributions to the history of 
the liberation struggle, the name of the revolutionary Hemchandra Kanungo 
must be at the forefront. Although Arvind initiated the armed extremist 
movement in Bengal, the important contribution of Hemchandra behind it 
cannot be denied. In particular, the process of making bombs in Bengal and 
killing prominent British dignitaries was carried out with his own hands. My 
main purpose in this article is to highlight the revolutionary activities of the 
revolutionary Hemchandra Kanungo and to expose him in the light of 
history. 

Keywords: Liberation Struggle-Bengali-Hemchandra-Arvind-Terrorism-
Use of Bombs 

Introduction: Most of the names of the Bengal revolutionaries who 
gave and took blood in the freedom struggle of the country are dirty in the 
dust of criticism today. Most of the dedicated revolutionaries on the altar of 
patriotism have not found a place in the pages of history; they have remained 
very disrespectful, outside the light of history in so-called stories and 
rumors. It will be unfair for them if their tireless work for the country is not 
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exposed in the pages of history and in front of the civilized society. Not only 
the words of Khudiram, Arvind, Masterda but also the words of those who 
were involved in revolutionary activities in the age of fire need to be written 
in golden letters in the pages of history. Hemchandra Kanungo was such a 
revolutionary who was neglected and behind the scenes. 

In the late nineteenth century, various secret societies were formed in 
various European countries against the British rule. Some of the exploitative 
terrorist activities against the regime inspired many freedom-loving young 
people in India that day. At that time one secret society after another was 
being formed in Bengal and various provinces of India. These associations 
have played a major role in advancing the violent revolution in the Indian 
independence movement. Hemchandra came to Calcutta and joined Barin 
Ghosh's 'Anushilan Samiti' to give impetus to the revolutionary movement in 
this turbulent period of the revolutionary movement in Bengal. 

Hemchandra came in contact with Gyanendranath Basu in 1902 and got 
acquainted with Arvind Ghosh through him. Hemchandra joined the secret 
committee formed by the leaders like Arvind to assassinate some ‘Lat-
Belats’ in order to drive out the British out of hatred of the British. The hero, 
who was associated with Barin Ghosh's immature-planned and failed 
campaigns in various places in Bengal and Assam, realized that they did not 
have the organization and tools they needed for a true revolution, and even 
the lack of a leader-deputy leader. 

On the one hand, Barin Ghosh, by publishing the nationalist magazine 
'Jugantar', is trying to create a strong public opinion for the armed struggle 
against the British terrorism, sometimes in the guise of literature, sometimes 
under the guise of religious criticism. However, Hemchandra came and saw 
that the activities of the association were limited to publicity, recruitment of 
members, collection of donations and collection of one or two revolvers. In 
any case, it is not possible to take the movement forward on a large scale. 
Not only blindly clinging, but also to understand the real situation and make 
the right decision, Hemchandra started taking information from the secret 
societies of different provinces of the country, went there and tried to know 
everything on the spot. In this, some truths became clear to him like water. 

Hemchandra realized that not much work was being done except in a 
secret society in Nashik. Most of the associations have become arenas of 
spirituality or exercise and stick play. No matter what happens in this, there 
will be no deportation. It is not possible to build a major revolution or 
movement against the huge British forces without increasing their arsenal 
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and advancing through training. In such a situation Hemchandra decided to 
go abroad. Contact the secret societies there and see for himself how they 
work. In addition, he will learn the techniques of making bombs and various 
weapons. Although huge sums of money were required for this, Hemchandra 
would not take any financial help from anyone. In fact, countless secret 
societies have sprung up in the name of the country to extort money, and the 
leaders have been using the money to further their own ends,--- this fact 
made him disgusted with taking money from the people. As a result, he sold 
his house in Medinipur and moved to Europe with that money. 

After spending some time in England, he realized that the environment 
was not conducive at all. Here he got some help from Shyamaji 
Krishnavarma, but it was not enough. Moreover, even the expatriate Indians 
at that time could not believe that the independence of the country was 
possible by fighting the British. Eventually, on the advice of a foreign 
revolutionary, he decided to go to France. Hemchandra was able to become a 
member of the secret committee of the real revolutionaries through various 
efforts in Paris and learned the formula for making powerful bombs. It was 
in Paris that he was introduced to Madame Kama, a wealthy patriotic 
woman. Madame Kama's money and influence helped him. At the request of 
Madam Kama and Krishnavarma, Hemchandra painted India's first tricolor 
national flag. Returning to Maharashtra, he was disappointed. No one's 
morality, consciousness is right. Settling in Calcutta, he realized that Arvind 
was more inclined towards spirituality in order to achieve fame in 
international leadership. No action was taken even after presenting the 
details of how the secret committee went abroad to the leaders of Bengal. 

Hemchandra was dragged to work at Barin Ghosh's bomb-making 
factory in Muraripukur. The first of the three bombs he made was used to 
assassinate the mayor of Chandannagar, but the mayor survived for a short 
time. The second was the size of a book and had a spring attached to it. Mr. 
Kingsford survived by not opening the book in time. And the third was used 
in Muzaffarpur with Khudiram and Prafulla Chaki. Although these details 
are known to many people, it may not be known to many that Hemchandra's 
vision was realistic and he felt that the preparations for the revolution in 
1906 were very immature. Hemchandra is the only person in the Alipore 
bomb case who did not give a statement to the police. Even the requests of 
Barin Ghosh and others could not convince him. He was then deported to the 
Andamans. He was released from captivity in 1921. 

Hemchandra's mentality is remarkable for its remarkable qualities: his 
character's firmness, his scientific outlook, and his fine analytical ability. His 
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book ‘Banglay Biplab Prachesta’ ('Revolutionary Efforts in Bengal') is the 
first book on the Swadeshi movement written in Bengal - which is also the 
first in Indian language. He also wrote several self-written poems and songs. 
Hemchandra says in his book that by the middle of 1902, he was attracted to 
the idea of forming a 'secret society'. Sticks, swords, wrestling, boxing were 
taught there. ‘In order to be a civilized class, one had to take initiation by 
touching the sword, touching the Gita.’ But before that, ‘we had no mantra, 
no relationship with religion or God.’ Even in 1904, the provision that one 
cannot be entitled to be an assistant leader if one is not a perfect, Buddha, 
free man in yoga, and not to be a disciple if one is not practicing, was not 
prevalent then. The fashion of boasting of selfless deeds was not prevalent 
then.' Hemchandra blamed Arvind Ghosh and other leaders for introducing 
the 'fashion'. Seeing that despite many efforts, the ideology of the 
Guptasamiti could not take root in the minds of the people, the leaders 
started praying for God, Kali, Durga, etc., while spreading their ideas. 

Especially after Vivekananda's trip abroad and the 'World Conquest', 
this ideology became strong and led the revolutionary movement: ‘That is, 
the aim now is to rescue the traditional Hindu civilization and establish the 
monopoly of Hinduism (not just in India, but in all the world, especially in 
Europe and America), and state independence is the way to go. It seems that 
Swami Vivekananda was the first to teach us to talk about this futile 
competition. 'As a result of this futile competition, an idol of Kali was placed 
in the chat room of the Revolutionary Society and ‘worship was always done 
with flower sandalwood’. His hand-crafted revolutionary ‘Khudiram’ said, 
and in any case, by the grace of Kali quite a few goats could be eaten; 
Hemchandra did not hesitate to ridicule the leaders who practiced yoga as 
'nose-pressing' revolutionaries. 

Hemchandra, a chemist, carefully explained this destructive 
phenomenon of confusing revolution with Hinduism. Religion is 
incompatible with patriotism, especially with democracy, because the only 
goal of patriotism is nationalism. It is a completely materialistic matter. This 
emergence depends on scientific knowledge. Science has broken and is 
breaking the enigma of religion, hence the quarrel of science with religion. 
That is, there is a conflict between the spiritual rise and the national rise. 
Patriotism and religion, in other words national rise (or democracy) and 
theocracy; the relationship between these two things is exactly the same 
between light and darkness. One is impossible, the other is impossible. 
'Standing in today's Kapalik-filled India, salute this free-minded man as a 
revolutionary in a slightly different sense. 
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Hemchandra Daskanungo (1871-1950), a son of the ‘Akulin’ ('lower 
class'?) Family of Medinipur, who did not complete his medical college or 
government art school curriculum in the wake of the revolution Threw. 
Accused in the Alipore bombing case, he was deported to the Andamans in 
1909. Hem Kanungo was released in 1921. Hemchandra tried to make a 
living by painting for some time after his release from prison. Later in life, 
Manabendranath tried to work with Roy's team. Towards the end of his life, 
he spent peace in his hometown. Until his death in 1950, he was involved in 
painting and photography. 

From Ashwin in 1922 to Magh in 1927, Hemchandra wrote a series of 
stories of his revolutionary life in the monthly Basumati. In 1928, the 
Kamala Book Depot published a book entitled ‘Banglay Biplab Prachesta’. 
Towards the end of his life, Hemchandra produced the manuscript of an 
enlarged version of this legendary book. It had been neglected for so many 
days. Hardworking researcher Swadesharanjan Mandal has recovered and 
published the manuscript. For this the whole Bengali society will surely 
inform him. Hem Kanungo's book "The Future of the Future" is also based 
on the socialist ideology of Edward Bellamy. Here the boldness of his 
transparent thinking about society, politics, and even male-female sexuality 
is astonishing. Several letters, including transcripts, are an invaluable asset to 
these works. Another great identity of Hemchandra is that he is a painter. 
The editor has collected and printed some rare oil paintings painted in a very 
masterful manner. Not only oil paintings, but also photographs of Arvind 
Ghosh and his wife Mrinalini taken by Hemchandra himself. There are 
several self-written poems and songs. One of his Ramprasadi parodies may 
still seem relevant to some today: 

‘Country is what the mind says 

He is a prison of thirty crores. 

Just understand the difference between the mind, the cage and the zoo 

(His) whatever he borrows from this side, the wall in the middle.’ 

Conclusion: Thus, there is no denying that Hemchandra Kanungo is 
certainly a memorable name in the field of revolutionary activities in Bengal. 
Although he is not known as Arvind or other national leaders, his invaluable 
contribution and activities for the country have to be acknowledged. He was 
a pioneer in terrorist activities like making bombs in Bengal. Khudiram Basu 
went to kill Kingsford with his bomb. Although the assassination attempt 
failed. Nevertheless, with the help of Barin Ghosh, a bomb-making school 
was set up in a house in Bhabanipur and Hemchandra was appointed as the 
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school teacher. In a short time the school was uprooted by the ruler's 
activities; But the fact remains that he was the first to hand over to the armed 
revolutionaries of Bengal a relatively modern weapon to fight against the 
British - the ‘Bomb’. 
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Abstract 

The present paper is an attempt to determine the attitude of male-female 
and trained-untrained rural higher secondary school teachers’ towards 
application of ICT in classroom transaction. The study was conducted on 
150 teachers from 30 schools of Nagaon District of Assam covering male 
and female, trained and untrained teachers. For the study descriptive survey 
method and stratified random sampling has been used. For measurement the 
attitude among rural teachers’ in using ICT in classroom transaction the 
investigator has applied “Attitude Scale Towards Information Technology 
for Teachers” developed by Dr. Nasrin and Dr. Fatima Islahi, Aligarh 
Muslim University. Data’s were analysed employing descriptive statistics 
mean, standard deviation, correlation and inferential statistics ‘Z’ test. The 
result of the study revealed that most of the rural higher secondary school 
teachers’ have extremely favourable attitude towards using ICT in classroom 
transaction. While gender and training wise study it was found male slight 
ahead of female counterpart and in training sector trained were found higher 
favourable attitude to untrained teachers in case of applying ICT in 
classroom transaction. Therefore, it can be firmly mentioned that for 
successful classroom transaction in education process ICT is one the 
important element along with professional degree. 

Introduction 

The 21st Century is the age of information and communication 
technology. During the last few decades there has been a tremendous growth 
in the use of ICT, which has made a dynamic impact on industries, 
businesses, societies, lives of people and education also. The ancient 
education system of India was primarily based on the “Gurukul System” and 
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today to reach present system it has gone under various stages where modern 
education is not restricted within the classroom transaction only. The recent 
development of technology has brought out changes the whole world 
including the classroom and ICT plays a crucial role in this respect.  

Here, a teacher plays a pivotal role in the process of teaching-learning. 
Hence, knowledge of ICT and skills to use ICT in teaching–learning has 
gained enormous importance for today’s teachers. Teachers are expected to 
know to successfully integrate ICT in to his / her subject areas to make 
learning more meaningful. This knowledge development during pre-service 
training has gained much importance with the notion that exposure to ICT 
during this time is helpful in increasing teachers’ willingness to integrate 
technology with classroom teaching. During the last few years, IT for 
change’s work in education has included research to develop a deeper 
understanding of ICTs in education, teacher-capacity-building on techno-
pedagogical processes, piloting demonstrating projects with schools and 
policy advocacy. Thus, in the 21st century, teaching is a learner centred 
education system. It reduced the teacher-centred traditional system. The 
tremendous growth of exploration of knowledge it is only help of 
information technology, which influence of all section of people. It is also 
known as A3 means any one, anytime and anywhere.  

Concept of ICT 

ICT stands for information and communication technologies are 
defined, for the purposes of this primer, as a “diverse set of technological 
tools and resources used to communicate, and to create, disseminate, store, 
and manage information.” These technologies include computers, the 
internet, e-mail, web based PC, mobile phone, wireless sets, projectors, 
interactive boards, broadcasting technologies (radio and television) and 
different interactive boards. So, ICT is a system that gathers different 
information or data to communicate over some distance with the help of 
modern technology. Thus, integrating of ICT into education has been 
assumed as the potential of the new technological system. ICT is not only the 
backbone of the information age, but also an important catalyst and tool for 
inducing educational reforms that change our students into productive 
knowledge workers.  

 Attitude has always been a subject of interest for many researchers as 
well as psychologists. It is considered as exciting and mysterious to some 
researcher. It can function as a shield to someone or it can even function as a 
weapon to someone. Having a certain attitude in life is crucial to people so 
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as to help them live in harmony and towards better understanding of things 
around them. Attitude plays a major role in determining a person’s 
personality. This is because attitude affects the way people perceive and act 
towards people.  

 In developing countries, in particular, the policy-makers appear to have 
adopted ICT in education to accelerate the nations development efforts too in 
the process. In such hasty adoption, however, building teachers’ skills and 
attitudes towards ICT would have often been ignored. The literature hints at 
the need for studies not only on the teachers level of IICT skills and their 
attitude towards ICT but also on the factors responsible to have produced or 
hindered them. Studying teachers’ attitude is particularly important in 
developing countries like India, where ICT is usually not a part of the school 
culture. Due to its novel presence in society at large and its intervention in 
schools in particular, technology may not be well received by the teachers it 
should prove to be an extra burden on them. The mismatch between the 
teachers’ culture of techno-centric mindedness and their pedagogic culture 
would often result in their alienation from the use of technology. The 
delicacy of this situation calls for an investigation of teachers’ attitude. The 
present study focused on examining teachers’ attitude towards ICT. It is 
likely that due to the presence of different types and levels of ICT skills and 
attitudes possessed by teachers or due to their various pedagogical practices, 
the actual integration of ICT in pedagogy may get hindered. This study 
attempted to identify the relationship between the possession of ICT skills by 
teachers, their attitude towards ICT the actual implementation of ICT in the 
classroom, all this identifying the factors that determined the success of ICT-
pedagogy integration to its facilitation stage.  

Approaches to ICT integration in Teacher Education 

Use of ICT within teacher training programmes around the world is 
being approached in a number of different ways within varying degrees of 
success. These approaches were subsequently described, refined and merged 
into following approaches: 

1. ICT skills development approach: Here, importance is given to 
providing training in use of ICT in general. Teachers expected to be 
skilled users of ICT for their daily activities. Knowledge about 
various software, hardware and their use in educational process is 
provided. 

2. ICT pedagogy approach: Drawing on the principles of 
constructivism, pre-service teachers design lessons and activities 
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that centre on the use of ICT tools that will foster the attainment of 
learning outcomes. This approach is useful to the extent that the 
skills enhance ICT literacy skills and the underlying pedagogy 
allows students to further develop and maintain these skills in the 
context of designing classroom – based resources. 

3. Subject- specific approach: Here, ICT is embedded into one’s own 
subject area. By this method, teachers/ subject experts are not one’s 
only exposing students to new and innovative ways of learning but 
are providing them with a practical understanding of what learning 
and teaching with ICT looks and feels like. 

4. Practice driven approach: Here, emphasis is on providing exposure 
to the use of ICT in practical aspects of teacher training. Focus is on 
developing lessons and assignments. Using ICT and implementing 
it in their work experience at various levels provides students an 
opportunity to assess the facilities available at their school and 
effectively use their own skills. 

Thus, teacher can be trained to learn how to use ICT tools. ICT can be 
used as a core or a complementary means to the teacher training process.  

Objectives of the Study 

1. To study the attitude among rural Higher Secondary school 
teachers’ (subject) in applying ICT in classroom transaction. 

2. To find out the difference between rural male and female teachers’ 
in their uses of ICT in classroom transaction. 

3. To find out the difference between trained and untrained rural 
teachers’ in their of application ICT in classroom transaction. 

Hypotheses 

H: 01. There is favourable attitude among the rural Higher Secondary 
school teachers’ in applying ICT in classroom transaction. 

H: 02. There is no significant difference between rural male and female 
teachers’ in their uses of ICT in classroom transaction. 

H: 03. There is no significant difference between the trained and 
untrained rural teachers’ in their application of ICT in classroom transaction. 

Methodology 

The descriptive survey method and stratified random sampling 
technique has been used for data collection in the present investigation. 
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Sample 

For the purpose of present study, 150 higher secondary subject teachers’ 
were selected from rural areas of Nagaon District of Assam. Stratified 
random sampling technique was used to select the sample. Totally 30 rural 
higher secondary schools and 5 teachers’ were selected from each school. 
Moreover, 150 teachers’ were equally divided into two equal halves 
consisting 75 each as male and female; trained and untrained. 

Tool Used 

To measure the attitude of teachers’ in using ICT in classroom 
transaction, the investigators have used the “Attitude Scale Towards 
Information Technology for Teachers” developed by Dr. (Mrs.) Nasrin, 
Associate Professor, Department of Education, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Dr. (Mrs.) Fatima Islahi; Researcher, Department of Education, Aligarh 
Muslim University. 

Delimitations of the Study 

Following were the delimitations of the study:  

(a) Population of the present study consists of rural higher secondary 
schools of Nagaon District of Assam.  

(b) The study has been conducted on 150 Higher Secondary subject 
teachers’ only. 

(c) The Government Higher Secondary Schools were only selected for 
the study.  

Analysis and Interpretation of Data 

The data is analyzed by using descriptive statistics. The normality of the 
data (attitude scores towards ICT application) is assessed by calculating 
Mean and Standard Deviations. In order to study the significant differences 
in mean scores among the higher secondary school teachers’ (i.e. male and 
female, and trained versus untrained teachers) ‘the 'z' test is employed.  

To study the attitude among rural Higher Secondary school teachers’ 
(subject) in applying ICT in classroom transaction. 

Table No 1: General Attitude of Rural Higher Secondary School teachers’ in 
applying ICT in Classroom Transaction 

Sl. No Level of attitude No. Percentage 
1 Extremely Favourable 118 78.67 
2 Moderately Favourable 29 19.33 
3 Extremely Unfavourable 3 2 

Total No.= 150 100 
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The above table shows the percentagewise analysis of general attitude 
among the rural higher secondary teachers’ (subject) towards applying ICT 
in classroom transaction. From the table it is found that 78.67% teachers 
have Extremely Favourable attitude towards ICT application in classroom 
Transaction. While 19.33% teachers’ are found moderately favourable and 
on the other hand only 2% teachers’ have extremely unfavourable attitude in 
the same area. It implies that most of the Rural Higher secondary teachers’ 
Nagaon District have extremely favourable attitude towards ICT in 
classroom transaction. There the hypothesis formulated: There is favourable 
attitude among the rural Higher Secondary school teachers’ in applying ICT 
in classroom transaction, is accepted here. This figure is more clearly visible 
in the fig no-1 shown below.  

 
Fig 1: Graphical representation of General Attitude of Rural Higher Secondary 

School teachers’ in applying ICT in Classroom Transact 

Table 2: Sex-Wise Rural H.S. School teachers’ Attitude in using ICT in classroom 
transaction 

Sex Mean S D SEd ‘Z’ Value 

Male 119.65 19.14 
3.15 0.79 

Female 117.15 19.40 
 

From table-2 it is observed that there are differences in the attitude 
among the rural male and female higher secondary school teachers’ of 
Nagaon district; the table shows 119.65 and 117.15 mean scores of rural 
male and female teachers’ respectively. Similarly, the standard deviations of 
the same groups are found 19.14 and 19.40, whereas the standard error of 
difference between two means is obtained 3.15. Thus, it shows vivid picture 
that there is a meagre difference between rural male and female teachers’ in 
their attitude towards using of ICT in classroom transaction. When Z-test is 
applied to know the significance of difference between two mean it was 
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found 0.79 which is not significant at both 0.05 and 0.01 level. From this we 
can infer that there is no significant difference between rural male and 
female teachers’ in their attitude towards application of ICT in classroom 
transaction. Thus, the null hypothesis made there is no significant difference 
between rural male and female teachers’ in their uses of ICT in classroom 
transaction is accepted here. 

To find out the difference between trained and untrained rural teachers’ 
in their application ICT in classroom transaction 

Table 3: Trained and Untrained Rural Higher Secondary School teachers’ in 
Application of ICT in classroom transaction 

Variable Mean SD SEd ‘Z’ Value 

Trained 120.99 17.31 
3.12 1.66 

Untrained 115.81 20.80 
 

The above Table reveals that the mean value of attitude scores of rural 
trained and untrained Higher secondary school teachers’ in their application 
of ICT in classroom transaction. The mean value of trained teacher is found 
120.99 with standard deviation of 17.31 and that of the untrained is 115.81 
with a standard deviation of 20.80. This indicates that, there is a significant 
difference in mean of attitude scores among the rural trained and untrained 
higher secondary teachers’. On the other hand, obtained ‘Z’ value 1.66 is 
found significant at both 0.05. Thus, there is a significant difference between 
the rural trained and untrained higher secondary teachers’ towards 
application of ICT in classroom transaction. Therefore the null hypothesis, 
which states: there is no significant difference between the trained and 
untrained rural teachers’ in their application of ICT in classroom transaction 
is rejected here. 

Findings of the Study 

From the analysis of the data revealed that (table-1), there are more than 
seventy percent Rural Higher secondary school teachers’ showing extremely 
favourable attitudes and only a little number of teachers’ bearing extremely 
unfavourable attitude towards application of ICT in Classroom transaction. 
From table-2 it can be observed, that there is no significant difference 
between the rural male versus female teachers’ in ICT application in 
Classroom transaction of Nagaon district. Whereas the last table reveals that 
there is a significant difference in the attitude of rural trained and untrained 
higher Secondary school teachers’ in using of ICT. So, training can be 
considered as an important parameter in this regard, specially with young 
generation teachers.  
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Suggestions 

1. Most of the government schools including higher secondary lacking 
in Information & Technology connection and providing proper 
classroom for their application. Despites that on teacher willingness 
some can be applied. So, selecting some appropriate ICT can be 
used for better classroom transaction.  

2. ICT is useful in our walk of life. But in educational sector it needs 
to be careful from forge site in finding out relevant and appropriate 
sources for correct transmitting of knowledge.  

3. Teachers should have adequate time to plan for using of ICT into 
their pedagogical practices to ensure high quality and appropriate 
learning. 

Conclusion 

India has one of the largest networks of schools in the world. During the 
last five decades the system has grow manifold in size both in terms of 
institutions and enrolment. Some say, that the nature of Indian education 
system shifted from an elite system to a system of mass education. The 
system demands new knowledge and skills for the teacher and head teachers. 
It also demands grater capability at the school level to respond to the 
emerging diversity in the student population and among those entering the 
teaching profession. The forgoing study reveals the attitude of rural higher 
secondary school teachers towards using of ICT in classroom transaction in 
the studied area. A brief study was undertaken to give a clear picture about 
how differences in attitude are found among teachers’ regarding sex and 
training. Results showed that there are slight differences in attitude among 
teachers’ towards applying of ICT in classroom transaction in regard to 
training and it is found to be a significant one. But in case of gender, the 
difference is not significant. So, the role of ICT in education as well as 
classroom transaction is considered an important one. Therefore, the 
Government should take initiative to make ICT an integral part of formal 
education system considering national curriculum framework, which is a 
remarkable one in Indian education history in this regard. However, 
considerable work is being done in the direction of integrating IT in to the 
existing curriculum, developing new strategies, preparing instructional 
material for effective implementation of IT in education in the formal 
system. But from Assam’s perspective in this area seems to be slow 
progress.  
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Abstract 

The advance of technology strategies helps businesses to grow more in 
terms of market, customer, and revenue. the web business assistances to 
form a business from anywhere within the world. the web business makes 
the planet a market. the web business helps many businesses to interrupt 
geographic barriers free. the web business is useful to customers to use the 
varied product of readymade garments. The customer can enjoy their 
lifestyle after saving his/ her time, money and energy, etc. While doing the 
web business the businessman has less operation cost. the web businessman 
gets the opportunities to sell their product throughout the planet i.e. global 
selling. there's no deadline for patrons and sellers to get or sell the 
merchandise. The business needn't bear the expenses of rent, labor charges, 
electricity charges, etc. like an offline businessman. the purchasers are happy 
that they're getting the sorts of products and satisfaction. during this 
research, the researcher has got to determine the satisfaction of consumers. 
How the purchasers save time, money, and energy. Descriptive design of 
research is going to be used for research work. the first data are going to be 
collected through surveys, interviews, and questionnaires from the 
shopkeepers and customers. the straightforward convenient sampling method 
will bring into use. the dimensions of the sample are going to be 300, 200 
customers, and 100 shopkeepers. The researcher has concluded his research 
as customers are happy and satisfied while purchasing a web sort of products 
at an inexpensive rate and time and expenses saving in online business. 

Keywords: Online, customer, shopkeepers, offline 

Introduction 

Online selling is understood as E-Commerce. There are different models 
of online selling within the business, as business to business, business to 
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client, customer to customer, purchaser to the commercial, business to 
administration, and administration to business. Earlier, whenever the 
customer wants to form purchasing he has got to enter the market but in 
online shopping, the customer needn't need to physically attend the market. 
Online shopping is useful to customers also as shopkeepers. In online 
shopping, customers make purchasing from their house. There are variety of 
advantages to customers in online purchasing. The customer can enjoy the 
various sort of products at an inexpensive rate. there's no time binding to the 
customer to form purchasing i.e. 24 X 7. The customer has available 
different products of sorts; this different products customer can differentiate 
with the comparing the costs thanks to competition during a workplace. The 
customer can enjoy the benefit within the price, quality, etc. The customer 
saves his time while purchasing the web product. In online purchasing 
customer gets fresh and fancy products. there's no role of the salesperson, 
customers get information about the merchandise on what percentage other 
customers have selected that specific product and what's their opinion about 
the merchandise. during this way, the customer makes it easy to pick the 
merchandise. In online, the acquisition facility is out there from home with 
delivery services of the merchandise. The transparency within the selling 
policy of online the customer gets all the knowledge with an image of 
product and specification of product. There are not any hidden terms and 
conditions of the refund and return policy online purchasing. the purchasers 
are liberal to return or refund the merchandise if they disliked the 
merchandise. In online purchasing the merchandise, customers are availing 
the advantage of discounts in several ranges. the purchasers are enjoying 
worldwide market to get their liking product. within the point of view of 
sellers, if the sellers aren't able to modernize their business from offline to 
online, they're facing the subsequent problems. The offline businessman 
requires sufficient space to stock the variability of products during a shop 
and for that offline businessman has got to bear the burden of the expenses. 
during this situation, they need to stay the updated inventory. Offline 
businessmen aren't able to update their knowledge of technology. The sale of 
offline is impacted by that impact goes on their turnover. Naturally, their 
loan-getting capacity is affected. Hence, wholesalers or distributors aren't 
able to give them goods on credit. thanks to the shortage of space to stay the 
stock is becoming impossible for them. they're within the intention to clear 
the old stock. Sometimes they sell their old stock at a loss. In absence of data 
of technology, an offline business cannot create their website, etc. The 
offline businessman has got to make advertisements to extend their sale 
volume by that they're bearing the loss. In online business, goods are sold at 
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an inexpensive rate, due to worldwide vast market competition. the web sale 
features a system to supply the merchandise information and user’s 
feedback, hence the customer can easily decide whether to get or how. the 
web sellers needn't need to worry about shop opening time and shutting time. 
The customer has the chance to form purchases 24X7 from their house. 
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As per the bar diagram shown in above figure number 1. The future of 
e-commerce How the online store will change next, in 2014 sales was 1386 
billion US dollar, 2015 sales increased up to 1548 billion US dollar, in 2021 
sales reach up to 4878 billion US dollar, it means the sale of e-commerce is 
consistently increasing overall. The bar diagram figure number 2, above 
indicates that the market share of online shopping in percentage is also 
increasing overall year-wise. In 2016 market share was 34% thereafter, it 
increased up to 37% in 2017. In 2020 it was 47 % and after that, in 2021 it 
reaches up to 50%. 

According to these statistical figures customers are giving preference to 
the online readymade garment. While forming the research questionnaire, 
objectives will be taken into consideration for shopkeepers and customers. 
The nature of the question will be closed-ended and it will be relevant to the 
research work. The collected data will be used as primary data. The 
secondary data will be collected from newspapers, magazines, etc. The 
collected data through a questionnaire will be analyzed with the help of 
statistical tools and tested the hypothesis. 

Literature Review 

(Gupta) Identify the level of performance of customers regarding offline 
and online retailing. Study challenges of offline and online retail from the 
customer’s perspective. Develop a theoretical framework for retail in India. 
Data was collected through questionnaires and surveys. Secondary data is 
collected through books news reports etc. A correlation study used not 
identify the potential cause of the behavior. The descriptive statistic is used 
for frequencies, averages, and other statistical calculations, t-test, ANOVA, 
Factor analysis. Result in the comparative study offline and online retail in 
India in respect of electronic and apparel. (Saini) Analise the preference of 
consumers of Kirana stores and online grocery stores. Study the factors 
affecting consumers to purchase offline store or online. Examine the 
consumer’s lifestyle affects consumer’s attitude towards offline and online. 
Understand buying pattern of consumers purchasing online or offline stores. 
The exploratory research design was used as a research method. Simple 
random sampling is used as a sample design. Data collected primary and 
secondary. Research contributed knowledge of positive attitude and attention 
to purchase groceries online (Vala) Analyze the impact of online advertising 
on consumer purchasing behavior. Evaluate awareness of online advertising 
among the customer Identify the shortcoming of existing marketing 
strategies in the product industry. Online strategies for creating a positive 
impact on customer purchasing behavior in the product industry. Primary 
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data secondary data used in data collection average, Chi-square used as 
statistical tools Resulted as online advertising is effective for the competitive 
scenario. 

(Salman Shamshi). The consumer behavior and concept of sale 
promotion. To examine the impact of the sales promotion techniques 
(discount, buy one get one, product trial, brand, loyalty). The study was not 
found in respect, impact on readymade garments and footwear with reference 
to Delhi NCR. (Khurram Shahzad) The sales promotion tools are how 
impacting consumer buying behavior in the garment industry. Researchers 
considered discount coupons and buy one get one of sales free component of 
sales promotional tools. Secondary data was collected through published 
reports and libraries. The primary data was collected through the 
questionnaire. The sample size of the study is 110. The random sampling 
method was used in the study. The statistical tool is used is a Cronbach 
Alpha. Through the use of the sales promotion generation of profit for the 
company made possible (Pennanen) The researcher reviewed the trust of 
consumers. Consumers understand risk. The risk reduction strategies and 
relationships among them. The data was collected through the interview 
method. The sample size is taken as 10 interviews. The total number of 
informants was 20 and in the end, 156 respondents were contacted. The risk 
reduction strategy is discussed from the viewpoint of trust formation. 
(Geetharani K) The customer's needs and delights to be identified. The 
primary data was collected from the readymade garments showroom. The 
sample size was 103. The statistical techniques use correlation, analysis 
percentage weighted average. Delighted customer helping to increase the 
company’s profitability and lead to repeat purchase and positive word of 
mouth (Hasan) Identify the influencing factor of apparel retail store 
positioning. Finding the competitive position of selected apparel retail stores 
based on product attributes. A retailer needs to accept strategies after 
determining their positioning in the market by that growth and survival in the 
competition are ensured. The researcher has used exploratory cum 
descriptive research. The quantitative and qualitative combined survey was 
used on consumers. The representative size works out as 480. 600 
respondents were approached through the structured questionnaire. The 
secondary data was also collected from other sources. The data checked 
skewness and kurtosis measures, z-value. The study resulted in the 
significance of product attributes, subconstructs towards the impact of store 
and product. (Shrishti) To identify the personalization of various factors over 
globalization in marketing in respect of the readymade garment business. To 
understand upcoming administrative challenges, need to face wholesalers 
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and manufacturers. The retailer in readymade garment Ramayana and 
Mahabharata an eminent epic gives the description of a variety of fabrics in 
ancient India. The primary data was collected through interviews, 
questionnaire survey methods. Present visit and observation. Secondary data 
was collected through Annual reports, journals, various books, and the 
internet. The sampling method was random and stratified random sampling. 
Data analyzed by calculation of average frequency distribution, percentage 
distribution. The sampling size was 40% and collected responses from 100 
consumers manufacturers started a different policy for the basic structure of 
the business. The broad idea is a given in the entire process from 
manufacturing to retailing to get the response from customers. The 
researcher made attempt, that there is a need for an organization for 
readymade garment issue can be solved and improved. 

Research Objective 

• To study the online business and its importance. 

• To examine the online business. 

• To investigate the online transaction is safe for businessmen and 
customers. 

• To evaluate the overall possibility of online business that will lead 
India online business towards growth even in the novel situation. 

Research Hypothesis 

• Promote online business through networking will be benefited 
both businessmen and customers. 

• Online business is safe for both businessman and customer in 
terms of payment and receipt of goods and services. 

• Online business is the easy way of doing business. 

Research Methodology 

For the purpose of study primary data was collected through a 
questionnaire, a survey on Google form due to the pandemic period of covid-
19. To know the opinion of respondents towards online business. The 
majority of businessmen and customers have given preference to the online 
business over the physical offline business. 

The Google link is provided to the businessman and customers. We got 
responses from respondents who are running an offline business and who are 
purchasing in an offline business. We use the Z test to analyze the responses 
from various respondents. 
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Interpretation 

All the above three hypotheses were tested from primary and secondary 
data that have been collected through the questionnaire, a survey on Google 
forms and newspapers magazine during the month of May and June, tested 
one by one hypothesis and accepted appropriate hypothesis, and rejected the 
inappropriate hypothesis. 

Sample Size 

The sample size was a total of 300. 100 shopkeepers and 200 customers. 
Sample collection is done through the convenience sampling method. 

Result 

Online business is taking up a larger proportion of consumers' time and 
spending. There are several factors, which are convenient to the consumer of 
online business. The major finding of the study is as follow. 

• Offline retailers turnover and profit decrease during the past few 
years. 

• Offline stores are not enough engaged in services to the 
customer’s satisfaction. 

• In an online business variety of products are available to the 
customers. 

• Offline stores now started to give services of home delivery. 

• Consumers are more comfortable and satisfied in online business. 

Conclusion 

The research paper concluded that online business is very good for both 
businessmen as well as customers to provide a variety of products and 
services with the necessary information. The online business is convenient to 
both, hence, there is the possibility of expanding the business and increase 
the satisfaction of customers. The offline business has the drawback of not 
accepting modern technology. The offline retailer’s intention is to clear the 
old stock due to a shortage of space. The offline salesperson forces 
customers to purchase a particular product, hence, there is not remain choice 
for the customer.  
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Abstract 

Now a day it is a burning issue that India and China getting involved to 
each other on the aspects of Doklam issue, not in the term of problem-
solving but in more form of rivalry. Though Doklam is neither been in India 
nor situated in disputed territory of India, but its play a very crucial role in 
India’s geopolitical-security system. So, in this article I’m going to 
emphasize in these issues. Before going to the main objects, we should 
discuss about what is geopolitics and its many sides, points of views etc. 

Keywords: Geopolitics, India, China, Doklam, International Politics, 
Boarder Security, Power Politics, Foreign Policy, Bhutan, Peace-Conflict, 
Geography 

Geopolitical Concept of International Politics 

In the simple means, geopolitical is a kind of political analysis of a state 
which is based on a certain geographical location. Geography and politics 
and their combination form is geopolitics, and literally when more than one 
country involved in regarding certain issues it became an international 
politics. It is not bounded by the narrow meaning of this only, in the broad 
way it is involved with many other things which is play a very crucial role 
for determining foreign policy. it’s a theory which is learn the technic of 
war, study about the country’s security, and similar many more things. If I 
give some examples of this issues that will be so easier to cope up, supposed 
in the todays political conflict Doklam playing a very crucial role of India’s 
politics as well as foreign policy, and also security, so it is very clear that 
geopolitics determine the foreign policy. 

The ideas of Geopolitics creating a clear image of war, empire as well as 
diplomatic relations amongst the countries. Its indirectly provoked 
competing for controlling territory. There is another sense by which I mean 
geopolitics creates images in the theory, language and practice, classifies 
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swathes of territory and masses of people. For instance, we can mention the 
cold war era, where we have seen clearly the conflicts between USSR and 
USA, which is solely responsible for certain geographical locations and the 
power of controlling those areas, and gradually it became an ideological war.  

In contemporary world and with the intent of offering a critical analysis, 
how should we define geopolitics? Our goals of understanding, analyzing, 
and being able to critique world politics to require us to operate with more 
than one definition. 

First, we mustn’t connect the relations between geopolitics and 
statesmanship: the practice and representation of territorial strategies. For 
now, we take a limited perspective on this definition-and note how state or 
countries have competed for the control of territory or the resources. At the 
end of the nineteenth century, the European power indulge in an unseemly 
struggle for colonial control over Africa, what is known as the scramble of 
Africa. In a contemporary sense and the deployment of troops in 
Afghanistan, Iraq, and in bases across the central Asia, in separable from 
these practices of fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan for example, is the role of 
representation: the fight gains evil the spread of democracy etc.  

Second, geopolitics is more than the competition over the territory and 
the means of justifying such action, geopolitics is a way of seeing the world. 
From a feminist perspective, geopolitics is a masculine practice, hence my 
use of the term statesmanship in the previous paragraph relatable to the much 
quoted words of Donna Horary, representation and the practices of 
geopolitics have relied upon “A view from Nowhere”. In other words, 
geopolitical theoreticians constructed their frameworks within particular 
political contexts and within particular academic debates that were 
influential at the time, the latter sometimes called paradigms Geopolitics 

Geopolitics was initially understood as the realm of interstate conflict, 
with the quiet assumption that the only region being discussed and that was 
the powerful Western countries. In other words, theoretical attempting was 
there to separate Geopolitics from imperialism. 1 The dominance of powerful 
countries over weaker states Sir Halford Mackinder is, perhaps, the most 
well-known and influential of the geopoliticians who emerged at the end of 
the nineteenth century.  

Geography and Geopolitics 

 
1  Colin flint, “introduction of geopolitics”; A framework for understanding geopolitics, pp. 13-

16 
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Situated knowledge is one of the classical examples of Geopolitical 
theories, this literally indicates the images of international politics more 
specifically foreign policies. We have seen that all the theorists basically 
those who are from classical views of geopolitics are white Eurocentric 
males with conservative outlook and holding a degree of social privileges.  

But their "situation" can be analyzed through Agnew's geographic 
framework of location, local, and sense of place.2  

In sum, the classic geopoliticians carried a definite sense of place 
regarding their own country and other parts of the world, which was 
instrumental in formulating their geopolitical outlooks 

The theorists' classification of the globe into particular regions. Our job 
now is to provide a framework for seeing how geopolitical actions are 
"situated" within the dynamics of the world politics. 

Geographical position of Doklam 

In China mainly Tibet, Chumbi valley is known as a well-connected 
area where china gained full access through the establishment of railways 
and roads, but from the very end of Chumbi valley to Doklam area is not 
well connected, so this area became critical to control from main territory of 
china, and that’s why china trying to build a road in this area. But the 
question arise when it enters to the Doklam plateau, because even though it 
is not in Indian Territory but it’s became a headache for India when china 
trying to connect this area with the main territory. Though Doklam plateau 
situated in a disputed territory between China and Bhutan.  

In the 19th century British view of this territory which was published 
through the imperial Gazettes of India representing that the Dongkya range 
separates Sikkim from the Chumbi valley bifurcates at Mount Gipmochi into 
two spurs, one lying south-east and other running through the south-west. 
Jaldhaka river is also known as Dichul, runs between these two separates 
valley. The joining point of the Doklam stream with the Amo Chu river and 
western shoulders of the plateau is spreading almost 89 sq.km, this is the 
main land or area known as Doklam.3 

 

 
2 Simon Dalby, "Environmental Geopolitics”; the geopolitics reader, pp. 180-184 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doklam (Access on 29 oct,2017) 
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 Doklam map pointed on disputed area, edited according to explaining 

the factual issues (Geographically this map may not be accurate)4 

Why is Doklam so critical? 

Geographically Doklam is a very narrow plateau situated in Tri-
junctions, these junctions are India, China and Bhutan. China arguing that 
Doklam is not a disputed area, even if this belongs to disputed area there is 
no issues with India, because locationally India is completely out of this 
region. Therefore, it contests the presence of Indian army in this region as a 
transgression. The disputed region is very close to India’s Siliguri Corridor 
which connects the seven north eastern states to the Indian mainland. 
Chinese border troops are continuing their patrolling and defending the 
Doklam area.  

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying told a daily news 
briefing "We will make an overall assessment of the weather conditions and 
all related factors, and according to the actual circumstances complete 
construction plans for the Doklam,"  

In the year of 2017, June over 270 armed Indian troops with two 
bulldozers crossed the boundary into Dong Lang (Doklam), Chinese 
sovereign territory, to obstruct infrastructure construction. After a military 
stand-off lasting more than two months China confirmed that India had 
withdrawn personnel and equipment from Doklam. Doklam, which borders 
India's Sikkim state to the west and the Kingdom of Bhutan to the south, is 
part of Chinese territory and has been under Chinese rule for a very long 
time. Hua said for a long period of time, China has constructed infrastructure 
facilities including roads to meet the needs of soldiers and civilians, and 

 
4 Downloaded from http://www.clearias.com/ and edited by me. (Access on 28 oct,2017) 
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improve their living conditions, not for any aggressive intentions.5 But we all 
know that neighbor countries are important to make other countries foreign 
policy as well as establishing strong internal security, that is why India’s 
susceptive mind makes sense to interfere in these problems. And also, we 
know that Indo-China bilateral relation is like a fragile parcel, have to handle 
very carefully otherwise it will break any point of time. So, in this state 
Doklam play a very significance role to India’s boarder security threat 
without any doubt.  

What India’s interest to support Bhutan? 

Even though Doklam is not situated in Indian Territory, but its play a 
very important role for India’s north-eastern states security. Siliguri corridor 
also known as chicken’s neck which is about 18 km long. When china trying 
to build road through chumbi valley to Doklam plateau, it became a sensitive 
issue for India’s security, basically north-eastern part of Indian territory. So, 
it is clear to predict that there is no guaranty for china will not attempt to 
capture Siliguri corridor and control north-eastern part of India. Because 
Arunachal Pradesh is already suffering the same, what if the same thing 
happens with the all-north-eastern states? this is the most annoying question, 
which makes India suspectable towards Chinas policy. It’s a type of 
precautions which provides more stronger boarder security.  

We can call china now a days became a super power, but where Bhutan 
is a very small independent state and obviously unable to defend china, so in 
this situation a basic question arises, and that is why India’s interferes in this 
issue? The answer is very simple and also, I’m trying to discuss that in the 
beginning of this paragraph.  

Bhutan and India have a very cordial relationship were as Bhutan and 
China maintain only formal relations. In 2007 India signed a treaty with 
Bhutan known as “Friendship Treaty” that commits India will protect 
Bhutan’s interests and will help with close conditions of military alliance. 
Through the power of this treaty India can interfere in this dispute behalf of 
Bhutan’s will, also it’s a headache for India, if Doklam road constructions 
which in initiated by China is completed, then China will gain a greater 
access to India’s strategically vulnerable chickens’ neck which linked the 
seven sisters to the Indian mainland.6 

Indo-China Relation changing process & Foreign policy 
 

5  FM spokesperson, “China to continue patrolling, defending Doklam area”; Global times, 
Xinhua Published: 2017/8/30 

6  "Political transition in Bhutan"; Economic & political weekly, Vol. 41, Issue No. 14, 08 Apr, 
2006 
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Even during the friendly period of Sino-Indian relations (1954-1956) 
differences Map In 1954 some maps published in China showed large parts 
of Indian territories as arose over Chinese. During his visit to China in 
October 1954, Nehru brought this fact to the notice of the Chinese 
authorities and was told that these were the copies of old Maps and were to 
be revised in the times to come but by 1957-58 the border dispute appeared 
to be developing between India and China. 

What originated in early 1950s as the Chinese game of map man ship 
came to develop in the fifties into the Chinese game of annexing a large part 
of Indian territory from the cater that there was no boundary dispute between 
China and India, there came to be a stand British policy of aggression against 
the Tibet region of China and therefore unacceptable Emend China War and 
Ceasefire. In 1960 war crowds began to gather over Ladakh and NEFA 
continuous encroachment of Indian territories by China.7 Finally war broke 
out in 1 equipment’s Indian was not able to face the China in ‘tit for tat’ 
manner Indian troops were pushed back. Within three weeks China's massive 
attack made her in a position to move over all mountain passes and to 
threaten Assam. This war turned out to be a border war when China declared 
ceasefire 1962. Because of pout after acquiring some of the Indian border 
regions the impact of 1962 Border War It was a watershed on Sino-Indian 
relations. It changed India's attitude towards China fundamentally, India was 
shocked into reality by this war. The war gave a big blow not only to Sino-
Indian relations but also to India's prestige at international level. Many 
Western observers felt that the crisis with China was a watershed in the 
history of India's foreign relations and orientations.  

The defeat lowered Indian prestige in the eyes of Afro-Asian nation 
encouraged Pakistan to think in terms of forcing a military solution of 
Kashmir on India In this thinking which led to Pakistani aggression against 
India in 1965 Economically this war gave a set-back to the Indian plans for 
growth and development India as forced to spend more on defense In 1971, 
when the Bangladesh crisis was in favor of Pakistan. The third Indo-Pakistan 
War the dismemberment of Pakistan, China's close friend. This new 
development in South A tilted the balance of power in favor of India and 
unsettled Chinese diplomacy and took away he gains that China reaped in 
the Indo-Chinese War of 1962 China adopted a very hostile attitude towards 
India for nearly fourteen years after the war. 

Similarly, Bhutan is also consider as a neighbor country so answer to 
this question its coming to the point of India–Bhutan relation too. Here some 

 
7 Ramesh Trivedi, "India's Relations with Her Neighbors," kindle version, pp. 135-137. 
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basic relations trying to emphasize on this assessment. In 2007 India signing 
a new treaty of friendship with Bhutan to re-negotiated the treaty of 1949. 
This new treaty makes Bhutan more independent, hence Bhutan needn’t any 
India’s permission to import arms for maintaining its internal security as 
well as external security. In 2007, Dr. Manmohan Singh visited Bhutan and 
expressed strong support for Bhutan's move towards democracy. India 
allows 16 entry and exit points for Bhutanese trade with other countries and 
has agreed to develop and import a minimum of 10,000 megawatts of 
electricity from Bhutan by 2021.8 

The present Indian Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi visited Bhutan as 
his first foreign destination after receiving the power. He literally 
emphasizing regional co-operation. He had inaugurated the Supreme Court 
Complex in Bhutan and also promised help to Bhutan on IT and digital 
sector. These are the signs of starting friendly relationship between these 
countries.  

Since 1960, when Bhutan’s King Jigme Wangchuk entrusted the then 
Prime Minister, Jigme Dorji, with modernizing the country, that had 
previously stayed closed to the world, those (Doklam to towards south) roads 
built and Indian Border Roads Organization maintained the Project Dantak, 
have brought the countries together for more than one reason. All the new 
roads proposed to construct were being aligned to run southwards towards 
India from the main centers of Bhutan. In order to keep Bhutan on track 
India must prepare both its military moves and its message with the special 
conditions.9 

Conclusion with my point of view 

At the very end of this article, it is really making an important question, 
is Indian boarder ready to face the challenges to china on this point of view 
of Doklam? There are very complicated answers are there, you cannot put 
your thought directly neither positive nor negative. Sometime its easy to 
assess that this is nothing to worry, Because Doklam geographically not 
situated in Indian territory, but geopolitically its play really very important 
role. We already discussed the impact of such critical issues. As of now only 
21 roads have been developed by India in this territorial area, the time was 
2012 to completing this task but it has been extending up to 2020 to get done 
this work. So lack of experiences and lagging working mind making India 

 
8  "India-Bhutan: A New Relationship”; economic& political weekly, Vol. 42, Issue No. 14, 07 

Apr, 2007 
9  Suhasini Haidar, "The crossroads at the Doklam plateau"; The Hindu, Delhi, July 26, 2017. 
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week this region on the other hand China developing its lots of skill 
development program to improve its connectivity in this region, CPEC, 
OBOR as well as Doklam is the foremost example of it. Along with that, the 
force is not yet equipped with advanced armories that were envisioned for 
them.  

Besides these negative impacts some other positive issues are there. 
these are the following, recently India has done great job to including its 
Bhupen Hazarika setu, which is 9.2 km long, playing very important role to 
connect Assam with Arunachal Pradesh. which bring down the travel time of 
this region, as well as military response time. Geographical position of 
Sikkim is an advantage for India, because it is more or less parallel to the 
Chumby valley which is in Tibet chines territory. If it needed India can gain 
access of this region. 

And finally, we can say Brahmos cruise missile regiment deployed in 
Arunachal Pradesh clearly a positive sign of gaining power of this region, 
which makes China more bounded.10 

Recently in this conflict India and China pulled their troops back from a 
10-week-long standoff on the disputed Himalayan plateau of Doklam, 
though it is not clarifying the fully solved the problem but initiative of this 
from both side really demand the credits. While India withdrew all its 
soldiers to its territory, China drew back most of its military personnel from 
the area that is claimed by both Beijing and Thimphu. Prime Minister Modi, 
who will attend the BRICS Africa leaders’ summit there, will also meet 
Chinese President Xi Jinping, officials from both countries said. It is at that 
meeting, the officials said, that the leaders of India and China will try and 
reset safeguards that have helped the two nations avoid military conflict for 
half a century despite a disputed border - an understanding that has frayed 
dramatically in recent years.11 

We hope, abide by historical and international principles India will 
earnestly safeguard peace and tranquility in the border areas. 
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पृ�भिूम  

िशक्षा �कसी भी समाज का आधार एवं �कसी भी समाज को जीिवत रखन ेका 
माध्यम ह ै िशक्षा के �ारा ही रा� का िवकास एवं उसक� समृ� आधा�रत होती ह ै l 

कोठारी आयोग ने कहा �क– भारतीय िवचारधारा के अनुसार िशक्षा धन उपाजर्न का 

साधन ही नह� ह ैना ही िवचार� क� पौधशाला या नाग�रकता का स्कूल ह ैवरन् यह 
मानव �क आत्मा को �े�रत करती है और उस ेसत्य क� खोज हतेु �िशिक्षत करती है l 

िशक्षा क� सामािजक रा�ीय आ�थर्क िवकास का साधन समझा जाता ह ैडीवी ने िलखा है 
�क- िजस �कार शारी�रक िवकास के िलए भोजन क� आवश्यकता होती ह ैउसी �कार 

समाज के िवकास के िलए िशक्षा क� आवश्यकता होती है l िशक्षा वास्तव म� मनुष्य का 

िनमार्ण करती ह ै�ाचीन काल से लेकर वतर्मान िशक्षा तक िशक्षा का एकमा� उ�ेश्य 
�ि�त्व िवकास करना ह ैक्य��क �ि�व ही जीवन क� आधारिशला ह ैतथा �ि� तथा 
उसके मानिसक �वहार को �ि�त्व �भािवत करता ह ै हनेरी मर� ने िलखा है �क- 

मिस्तष्क नह� तो �ि�त्व नही ऑलपोटर् िलखत ेह� �क- �ि�त्व कुछ ह ैतथा कुछ करता 

ह ै l इस इस �कार �ि�त्व का सवा�गीण िवकास अत्यंत महत्वपूणर् ह ै l शोधकतार् अपन े

िवषय वस्त ु के �प मे ‘माध्यिमक स्तर के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं बािलका� के शैिक्षक 

उपलिब्ध का अध्ययन शीषर्क पर अध्ययन कर माध्यिमक िशक्षा म� अध्ययनरत 
िव�ा�थर्य� का �ि�त्व एवं शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध से संबंिधत िविभ� पक्ष� का अध्ययन कर 
माध्यिमक िशक्षा क� गुणव�ा को बढ़ाने का �यास करेगा l माध्यिमक िशक्षा के क्षे� म� 
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ब�त सारे ब�त सारे �यास �कए गए िजसम� मधु यादव 2016 ने �कशोर� म� ल�िगक 

िविभ�ता का संबंध उनके �ि�त्व शीलगुण एवं समायोजन का अध्ययन �कार �कया 
भ�ा 2015 ने अपन ेशोध शीषर्क माध्यिमक स्तर के िव�ा�थर्य� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध 

और �ि�त्व का अध्ययन �कया सुलेखा 2008 ने अपन े शोध शीषर्क छा�� के 

समायोजन और उनके शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच संबंध का अध्ययन सुरेश 2003 ने अपन े

शोध शीषर्क अंतमुर्खी और बिहमुर्खी �कशोर� के समायोजन एवं शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के 
बीच संबंध का अध्ययन एवं �ुित िम�ा शारदा शुक्ला 2002 ने अपन ेशोध शीषर्क 

समायोजन के साथर्क �भाव और उपलब्ध क� आवश्यकता का सृजनात्मकता पर �भाव 
का अध्ययन �कया िविभ� अध्ययन� के माध्यम से माध्यिमक स्तर �क िशक्षा के क्षे� से 
बालक से संबंिधत अनेक शैिक्षक समस्या� को उजागर करने एवं उसका उिचत 
समाधान करन े हतेु उपाय बताएं इस अध्ययन से िशक्षक, िव�ाथ�, अिभभावक, 

िनद�शनकतार्, िव�ालय संगठन, नीित िनधार्रक एवं पा��म िनमार्णकतार्� के िलए 

िविभ� �कार से िव�ाथ� से सबंंिधत शैिक्षक एवं समायोजन सबंंधी समस्या� के 
समाधान म� उपयोगी होगा l �स्तुत शोध प� के िन� उ�ेश्य ह� – 

1. सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के िवधा�थर्य� के �ि�त्व का 
अध्ययन करना l 

2. गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के िवधा�थर्य� के �ि�त्व 
का अध्ययन करना l  

3. सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के िवधा�थर्य� शैिक्षक 
उपलिब्ध का अध्ययन करना l 

4. गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के िवधा�थर्य� शैिक्षक 
उपलिब्ध का अध्ययन करना l  

�स्तुत शोध प� मे िन� प�रकल्पनाय ेह ै– 

1. सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� ह ैl  

2. गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� ह ैl  
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3. सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी 

बालक� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर ह ैl  

4. सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर है l  

शोध िविध:- 

�स्तुत शोध प� म� वणर्नात्मक शोध िविध क� सव� उप तकनीक� का �योग �कया 
गया ह ै l एवं �ि�त्व :- �स्तुत शोध प� म� �ि�त्व मापन हेतु तारेश भा�टया के 

�ि�त्व आिवष्कार का का �योग �कया गया ह ैl 

शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध :- �स्तुत शोध प� म� कक्षा 11व� के िव�ा�थर्य� का कक्षा 10व� 

म� बोडर् �ारा �ा� कुल अंक के �ितशत को सिम्मिलत �कया गया ह ैl 

�स्तुत शोध म� �ाचाल के �प म� गोरखपुर िजले के सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी 
माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के िव�ा�थर्य� को सिम्मिलत �कया ह ैएवं �ितदशर् 

के �प म� साधारण यादिृच्छक �ितदशर्न िविध क� तकिनक� ला�ी प�ित का �योग कर 
िव�ालय� का चयन �कया गया है l �स्तुत शोध प� म� �द� के िव�ेषण हतेु वणर्नात्मक 

सांिख्यक� के अंतगर्त �ितशत,मध्यमान, मानक िवचलन, �ाफ इत्या�द सांिख्यक� िविध 

का �योग �कया गया ह ैजब�क अनुभािवक सांिख्यक� के अंतगर्त �ांितक अनुपात का 
�योग �कया गया ह ैl  

परीक्षण 

प�रकल्पना 1 

H0= सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� ह ैl  

H1= सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर है l 

H0= m1=m2 

H1= m1#m2 
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तािलका 1 

समहू सखं्या माध्यमान 
मानक 
िवचलन 

�ािंतक अनपुात 
साथर्कता स्तर 

.01 
साथर्कता स्तर 

.05 

बिहमुर्खी बालक� का 
शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध 

45 66.07 7.37 0.36 असाथर्क असाथर्क 

बिहमुर्खी बािलका� 
का शिैक्षक उपलिब्ध 

45 66.62 7.06    

 

  

आरेख 1 

िनष्कषर् 

सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं बािलका� 

के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर है �क जांच के िलए शून्य प�रकल्पना सरकारी 
माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं बािलका� के शैिक्षक 

उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� है बनाया के सांिख्यक� परीक्षण हतेु �ांितक 
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अनुपात क� गणना �कया िजसम� समूह� का मध्यमान �मशः 66.07 एवं 66.62 ह ैऔर 

मानक िवचलन �मशः 7.37 एवं 7.06 है के आधार पर �ांितक अनुपात का मान 0.36 

�ा� �आ जो साथर्कता स्तर .01 एवं .05 के मान से कम ह ैअतः शून्य प�रकल्पना को 

दोन� साथर्कता स्तर पर स्वीकार क� गई एवं शोध प�रकल्पना को अस्वीकर या असाथर्क 
पाई गई के आधार पर हम  

िनष्कषर् के �प म� कर सकते ह� �क – सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� 

के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई अंतर नह� है 
अथार्त दोन� बराबर ह� क्य� �क दोन� का माध्यमान लगभग बराबर ह ैऐसा संयोगवश 
�आ l  

प�रकल्पना 2 

H0=गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालको के 

शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� ह ैl  

H1=गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालको के 

शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर ह ैl  

H0= m1=m2 

H1= m1#m2 

तािलका 2 

समहू सखं्या माध्यमान 
मानक 
िवचलन 

�ािंतक 
अनपुात 

साथर्कता 
स्तर.01 

साथर्कता 
स्तर.05 

बिहमुर्खी बालक� का 
शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध 

45 69.33 10.24 1.83 असाथर्क असाथर्क 

बिहमुर्खी बािलका� का 
शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध 

45 65.65 8.92    
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आरेख 2 

िनष्कषर् 

 गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर है �क जांच के िलए शून्य 
प�रकल्पना गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11वी के बिहमुर्खी बालको के 

शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� है बनाया के सांिख्यक� परीक्षण हतेु 
�ांितक अनुपात क� गणना �कया िजसम� समूह� का मध्यमान �मशः 69.33 एवं 65.65 

ह ैऔर मानक िवचलन �मशः 10.24 एवं 8.92 ह ैके आधार पर �ांितक अनुपात का 

मान 1.82 �ा� �आ जो साथर्कता स्तर.01 एवं.05 के मान से अत्यंत कम ह ैअतः शून्य 

प�रकल्पना को दोन� साथर्कता स्तर पर स्वीकार क� गई एवं शोध प�रकल्पना को 
अस्वीकार या असाथर्क पाई गई के आधार पर हम 

 िनष्कषर् के �प म� कर सकते ह� �क –गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 

11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालक एवं बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर 

नही ह ैअथार्त दोन� एक सामान बराबर ह ैक्य� �क दोन� का माध्यमान लगभग बराबर 
ह ैऐसा संयोगवस �आ है l  
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प�रकल्पना 3 

H0= सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी 

बालको के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� ह ैl  

H1= सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी 

बालको के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर ह ैl  

H0= m1=m2 

H1= m1#m2 

तािलका 3 

समहू सखं्या माध्यमान 
मानक 
िवचलन 

�ािंतक 
अनपुात 

साथर्कता 
स्तर .01 

साथर्कता 
स्तर .05 

सरकारी बिहमुर्खी बालक� का 
शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध 

45 66.07 7.37 1.73 असाथर्क असाथर्क 

गैर सरकारी बिहमुर्खी बालक� 
का शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध 

45 69.32 10.24    
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आरेख 3  

िनष्कषर्  

 सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी 

बालको के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर ह ै�क जांच के िलए शून्य प�रकल्पना 
सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालको के 

शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� है बनाया के सांिख्यक� परीक्षण हतेु 
�ांितक अनुपात क� गणना �कया िजसम� समूह� का मध्यमान �मशः 66.07 एवं 69.32 

ह ैऔर मानक िवचलन �मशः 7.37 एवं 10.24 है के आधार पर �ांितक अनुपात का 

मान 1.73 �ा� �आ जो साथर्कता स्तर.01 एवं.05 के मान से अत्यंत कम ह ैअतः शून्य 

प�रकल्पना को दोन� साथर्कता स्तर पर स्वीकार क� गई एवं शोध प�रकल्पना को 
अस्वीकार या असाथर्क पाई गई के आधार पर हम  

 िनष्कषर् के �प म� कर सकत े ह� �क –सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक 

िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बालको के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क 
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अंतर नह� है अथार्त बराबर ह ै क्य� �क दोन� का माध्यमान लगभग बराबर ह ैऐसा 
संयोगवश ह ैl  

प�रकल्पना 4 

H0= सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� ह ैl  

H1= सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर है l  

H0= m1=m2 

H1= m1#m2 

तािलका 4 

समहू सखं्या माध्यमान 
मानक 
िवचलन 

�ािंतक 
अनपुात 

साथर्कता 
स्तर .01 

साथर्कता 
स्तर .05 

सरकारी बिहमुर्खी बािलका� 
का शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध 

45 66.62 7.06 0.57 असाथर्क असाथर्क 

गैर सरकारी बिहमुर्खी 
बािलका� का शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध 

45 66.65 8.92    
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आरेख 4  

िनष्कषर्  

 सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच साथर्क अंतर है �क जांच के िलए शून्य 
प�रकल्पना सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी 

बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई साथर्क अंतर नह� ह ैबनाया के सािंख्यक� 
परीक्षण हतेु �ांितक अनुपात क� गणना �कया िजसम� समूह� का मध्यमान �मशः 
66.62 एवं 65.65 ह ैऔर मानक िवचलन �मशः 7.06 एवं 8.92 है के आधार पर 

�ांितक अनुपात का मान 0.57 �ा� �आ जो साथर्कता स्तर.01 एवं.05 के मान से 

अत्यंत कम ह ैअतः शून्य प�रकल्पना को दोन� साथर्कता स्तर पर स्वीकार क� गई एवं 
शोध प�रकल्पना को अस्वीकार या असाथर्क पाई गई के आधार पर हम  

 िनष्कषर् के �प म� कर सकत े ह� �क –सरकारी एवं गैर सरकारी माध्यिमक 

िव�ालय� के कक्षा 11व� के बिहमुर्खी बािलका� के शैिक्षक उपलिब्ध के बीच कोई 

साथर्क अंतर नह� ह ैअथार्त बराबर है क्य� �क दोन� का माध्यमान लगभग बराबर ह ै
ऐसा संयोगवश ह ैl  
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অধ�ায় - 20 

“য� নাযর্� পজূয্েত, রমে� ত� েদবতাঃ” 

Owandrila Roy 
Research Scholar, Department of Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit, Visva-Bharati University, Bolpur, 

West Bengal, India 

 

 

সারাংশ- 

ভারতীয় সমােজ নারীেদর অব�ান িবে�ষণ করেল েদখা যায়, একিদেক নারীরা 

েদবীরূেপ পূিজতা, অপরিদেক বা�িবক জীবেন তারাই েশািষতা, িনপীিড়তা, িনযর্ািততা। 
েসে�ে� �াচীন ৈবিদক যুেগ নারীেদর �ান িছল অেনক েবিশ সা�ািনক এবং সমানািধকাের 
পূণর্। পরবত�কােল এই সমানািধকার �েম �য় েপেত থােক এবং নারীর অিধকার হেয় 

উেঠেছ অ�াসি�ক।ধমর্েভেদ িবিবধ �কার �থা এবং রীিতর নাগপােশ জজর্ িরত নারী হেয় 
যায় েকবল গহৃ�ালীর পণয্�রূপ।েসই সােথ নারীেদর উপর হওয়া নানা �কােরর সাংসািরক 

অতয্াচার িহেসেব যু� হয় অকথয্ শারীিরক ও মানিসক িনপীড়ন। মহাভারেতর যুেগ হওয়া 
সহমরণ �থার মত কু�থার অবসান ঘটােত সমাজ েথেক বিহ�ৃত হেত হয় রামেমাহেনর 

মত েদাদর্��তাপ মহীয়ান বয্ি��েক, অথচ এই শত বছেরর অ�রােল ভ�ীভূত কেয়ক 

ল� িন�াপ জীবেনর িহসাব েকউ রােখ না।েকৗিলনয্ �থার আড়ােল ব�ৃ �ামীেক িববাহ 

করার ফেল অেনেক িকেশারী অব�ােতই হেয় ওেঠ িবধবা।ফেল সংসােরর মেধয্ েথেকও 
সকল �কার সুখ �া��য্ েথেক বি�ত �ু� �াণ েযন নারীর �িত হওয়া সমােজর �ূরতম 
অতয্াচােরর �কৃত �রূপেকই �িতফিলত কের। পরবত� সমেয় বালয্িববােহর মত িবিবধ 
কু�থা েরােধর �ারা সামািজক সাময্তা �দােনর েয �য়াস করা হয়, আজও েসই সং�াম 

অবয্াহত। একথা িচর�ন সতয্ েয, একিট েদেশর �গিত েকবলমা� সকল জািত, ধমর্ এবং 
িলে�র মানুষেক একসে� এিগেয় িনেয় চলার মেধয্ই িনিহত থােক। তাই সমাজ তথা েদেশর 
সবর্া�ীন উ�িতর জনয্ সকল�কার কু�থা,িনপীড়ন এবং অতয্াচােরর শ�ৃল েথেক নারীেদর 

মু� করা অতয্� আবশয্ক এবং বা�নীয়। আর এর �ারাই স�ব সামি�ক উ�িত। তাই 
একথা বলেল অতুয্ি� হেব না েয, এই সবর্সােময্র মানিসকতার �ারাই- 

“ভারত আবার জগত -সভায় ে�� আসর লেব” ।  

মুখয্ শ�- নারী, সং�াম, সমানািধকার। 

��াবনা- 
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ৈবিদক যুেগ নারীরা িশ�াগত, পািরবািরক তথা সামািজক িদক েথেক েযমন সমান 
অিধকােরর অংশীদার িছেলন, েতমিন তারা সকল ে�ে�ই সমাদতৃা হেতন। এে�ে� নারীরা 

অতয্� পূজনীয় �ােনর অিধকারী িছেলন। আযর্সমােজ নারী এবং পুরুেষর পর�েরর �িত 

�ীিতভাব,গাহর্ �য্ ও আধয্াি�ক কেমর্ পর�েরর �িত সহায়ক মেনাভাব িছল সামািজকতার 
মূল ম�। �া�ণ,�ি�য় এবং ৈবশয্— এই িতন উ� বেণর্র নারীেদর েবদাধয্য়েনর পূণর্ 
অিধকার িছল এবং তারা অধয্াপনার কেমর্ও িনযু� হেতন – 

“পরুাকে� কুমারীণাং েমৗ�ীব�নিমষয্েত৷ অধয্াপনং চ েবদানাং 

সািব�ীবচনং তথা৷৷”¹  

 ৈবিদক সািহেতয্ সংিহতার ম�সমূেহর ��ারূেপ বহু নারী ঋিষ এবং অনয্ানয্ সািহেতয্ 

বহু রমণী অধয্ািপকা, িশষয্া,তপি�নী,��চািরণী এবং ��বািদনীর নাম পিরলি�ত হয়৷ 
ঋে�েদ ম���ারূেপ িব�বারা, েরামশা, েলাপমু�া, অ�ৃণী বাক্, েপৗেলামী, েঘাষা, জিরতা, 
কামায়নী এবং আ�লায়ন গহৃয্সূে� উি�িখত “বড়বা �ািতেথয়ী” �মুখ িবদষুী রমণীর 
নাম িবেশষরূেপ উে�খেযাগয্। েদবতািবষয়ক ‘বৃহে�বতা’ নামক �ে� এই ��াগণেক 

��বািদনী নােম অিভিহত করা হেয়েছ৷উ� ��বািদনী ছাড়াও পুরূষেদর নয্ায় 
��চযর্পালনরতা বহু ��চািরণীর নাম ৈবিদক সািহেতয্ এবং রামায়ণ,মহাভারত,পুরােণ 

উি�িখত আেছ৷ েসই সােথ ��চযর্ সমাপনাে� যুবতীগণেক েযাগয্ যুবকেদর সােথ িববাহ 
েদওয়া হত যা ৈবিদক সমােজ নারীেদর িশ�াগত সাময্তােক তুেল ধের— “��চেযর্ণ 

কনয্া যুবানং িব�েত পিতম্ ৷৷”²  

ৈবিদক যুেগ িববািহত নারীরা েকবলমা� সংসােরর যাতাকল টানার জনয্ই �শুরালেয় 

আসেতন না।তারা িছেলন পুরুেষরই সমক�৷ঋক্ সংিহতার িববাহ ম�গুিলর �ারা অনায়ােস 
গেৃহ তথা পািরবািরক ে��াপেট নারীর এই সা�ািনক উ�ত�ান হূদয়�ম হয়— 

স�া�ী �শের ভব স�া�ী ��াং ভব৷ 

ননা�ির স�া�ী ভব স�া�ী অিধেদবৃষু৷৷”³  

এই উ�ত মানিসকতার জনয্ই িপতামাতা েকবলমা� িব�ান্ পু�স�ােনর কামনা করেতন 
না, কনয্া স�ােনর জনয্ও তােদর অতুয্� আকা�া িছল৷এমনিক েবেদ কনয্া �াি�র জনয্ 

িপতামাতা কতৃর্ক অনুি�ত ধম�য় ি�য়ার উে�খ েথেক একথা ��তই বয্� হয় েয,নারীরা 
ৈবিদক যুেগ �কৃত অেথর্ সমাদতৃ এবং কাি�ত িছেলন— 

“অথ য ইে��িুহতা েম পি�তা জােয়ত সবর্মায়ুিরয়ািদিত িতেলাদনং 

পাচিয়�া সিপর্��ম�ীয়াতামী�েরৗ জনিয়ত ৈব।৷”⁴ 

অপরিদেক সামািজক িদক েথেকও নারীগণ উ��ােন আসীন িছেলন। �া�ণ�ে� 

িবধান েদওয়া আেছ েয, েদবতারা অিববািহতেদর হাত েথেক আহুিত �হণ কেরন না। 
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অপরিদেক িবপ�ীক পুরুেষরাও য�স�াদেন অনিধকারী িছেলন। শতপথ �া�েণ যে�র 
অধর্াংশরূেপ প�ীর উে�খ েথেকই সপ�ীক যজমােনর য�কেমর্ অিধকািরে�র �স�িট �� 

হেয় যায়- 

“পবূর্ােধর্া ৈব য�সয্া�যুর্ঃ, জঘনাধর্ঃ পত্নী ।”⁵ 

ফেল য��ধান ৈবিদক যুেগ নারীেদর অিধকার তথা তা�পযর্য্ িবষেয় সে�েহর 

েকােনা অবকাশ থােক না। এে�ে� উে�খনীয় েয, পরবত�কােল রামায়েণও কিথত আেছ 

েয, রাজসূয়যে� যজমান রামচে�র পােশ প�ীরূেপ �ণর্ময় সীতার মূিতর্ �াপন করা 

হেয়িছল।ৈবিদক যুেগ রমণীরা েকবলমা� আধয্া�িবদয্া অজর্ ন করেতন না, তারা 

সামিরকিবদয্ােতও সমান পারদিশর্নী িছেলন। এমনই এক বীররমণীর উে�খ েবেদর 

অি�নীসূে� �া� হয়, েযখােন েঘার সমের িনেজর উরুেত গুরুতর আঘাত�া� েখলপ�ী 

িবশ্পলােক েলৗহ িনিমর্ত কৃি�ম উরুদােনর উে�খ পাওয়া- 

“চির�ং িহ েবিরবাে�িদ পণর্মাজা েখলসয্ পিরত�য্ায়াম্। 

সেদয্া জংঘামায়সীং িবশ্পলাৈয় ধেন িহেত সতর্ েব �তয্ধত্তম্।”⁶ 

পরবত�কালীন সমেয়ও নারীরা েয িশ�াগত েযাগয্তায় সমান পারদিশর্নী িছেলন েসিট 
‘কঠী’,‘কলাপী’,’ব�ৃচী’ �ভৃিত শে�র বুয্�পি� বয্াখয্ার জনয্ পািণিনকৃত কিতপয় সূে�র 
সমােবশ েথেক ��রূেপ অনুধাবন করা েযেত পাের। এমনিক মহাকাবয্গুিলেতও িবদষুী 
নারী এবং তপি�নীেদর উে�খ পাওয়া যায় যােদর মেধয্ রামচে�র সােথ সা�া�রতা ঋিষ 
শবরীর নাম িবেশষভােব উে�খেযাগয্। েতমিন মহাভারেতও তপি�নী িভ�ুনী সুলভার 
আধয্াি�ক আেলাচনা নারীেদর আধয্াি�ক িবদয্াচচর্ ার অতুয্�ল দ�ৃা�। ৈবিদক যুেগর িবদষুী 
রমণীেদর েযাগয্ উ�রসূির িহেসেবই েযন মহাভারেত রাণী েদৗ�দী চির�িটর অবতারণা হয় 
িযিন অ�িবদয্া, রাজৈনিতক ও আধয্াি�ক তে� তার সুিনপুণ �ােনর �ারা �মাণ কেরন 

েয, েবদপরবত� সমেয়ও সমােজ নারীিশ�া িছল অতয্� �াসি�ক।ভারতীয় সমােজর মূল 
আধার হল েবদ, েযখােন বয্ি�গত জীবেনর উ�ান,সামািজক জীবেনর িবকাশ তথা 

��াে�র সকল সিৃ�র মেধয্ িনিহত সাময্ব�ােক তুেল ধরা হেয়েছ৷তাই েবদবচন “জায়া 
ইত্ অ�ম্” েথেক একথা ��রূেপই অনুধাবন করা েযেত পাের েয, নারীই হল গৃেহর মূল 

তথা পিরবােরর সািবর্ক কলয্ােণর চািবকািঠ৷ ভারতীয় সং�ৃিতর আ�া�রূপ েবেদর এই 

িচ�াধারার অনুসরেণই �িৃতশা�কার মনু অ�ানবদেন বেলেছন— 

“য� নাযর্� পজূয্েত, রমে� ত� েদবতাঃ৷ 

যৈ�তা� ন পূজয্ে�, সবর্া��াফলাঃ ি�য়াঃ ৷৷”⁷ 
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িক� যুেগা�রেণর সােথ সােথ �মা�েয় নারীর ভূিমকা এবং তা�পযর্য্ �াসি�কতা 
হারােত থােক৷ এে�ে� ভারতীয় মহাকাবয্�য় রামায়ণ এবং মহাভারতও স�ূণর্রূেপ 
অপাপিব� নয়৷েকবলমা� �জানুর�ন হেয় থাকার তািগেদ িনেজর �ীেক ি�তীয়বার 
অি�পরী�া িদেত আ�া করা েযমন নীিতিবরু� েতমিন ল�াকর৷অপরিদেক দযূ্ত�ীড়ায় 
িনেজর প�ী ে�ৗপদীেক বাজী রাখার মধয্ িদেয়ও পির�ুট হয় সমােজ নারীেদর �িত 

স�ােনর �িমক অবনমন৷ এে�ে� মহাভারেত ে�ৗপদীর েশাকাি�ই অি�েম কুরুবংেশর 
িবনােশর কারণ হয় যার �ারা একথা ��তই �মািণত হয়, েয কুেল নারীরা েশাকম� 
থােক, েসই কুেলর শী� িবনাশ স�� হয় - 

“েশাচি� জামেয়া য� িবনশয্তয্াশ তৎকুলম্৷ 

ন েশাচি� তু যৈ�তা বধর্েত তি� সবর্দা৷৷”⁸ 

বণর্িভি�ক যুেগ শূ�রা েযভােব িতনবেণর্র অধীেন িছল,একইভােব যুেগর সােথ সােথ 

সকল �কার অিধকার েথেক বি�ত নারীরা হেয় ওেঠ পুরুষ�ভুর অধীন৷এে�ে� নারীেদর 
এই অধীনতােক �� করেতই েযন �িৃতশা�কার মনু কতৃর্ক উ� হেয়েছ — 

“বােলয্ িপতুবর্েশ িতে�ৎ পািণ�াহসয্ েযৗবেন। 

প�ুাণাং ভতর্ ির ে�েত ন ভেজৎ �ী �ত�তাম্।।”⁹ 

েসইসােথ �িৃতশা�কারগণ ত�কালীন সমেয় নারীেদর �িত হওয়া এই িন�ুর সামািজক 
দিৃ�ভি�েক সুদঢ়ৃ করার উে�শয্ িনেয়ই েযন নারীেক েকবলমা� শসয্ে�ে�র সােথ তুলনা 

কেরেছন- 

“ে��ভূতা �ৃতা নারী বীজভূতঃ �ৃতঃ পমুান্৷৷”¹⁰ 

েসই সােথ সকল �কার সুখ েথেক বি�ত নারীর দািয়�ভার েকবলমা� গহৃ�ালীর কেমর্ 
সীমাব� কের েদওয়া হয় ৷ফেল জ�সূে� �া� নারীেদহ �মেসবার পাশাপািশ ই�ারিহত 

সকল �কার েদহমূলয্ িদেতও দায়ব� িছল৷ উপর� ে��রূপী নারী এবং বীজরূপী পুরুেষর 
মেধয্ েয পুরুষ-ই ে�� েসিট �� করেতও মনু কু�ােবাধ কেরনিন— 

“বীজসয্ ৈচব েযানয্া� বীজমুৎকৃ�মুচয্েত ৷”¹¹ 

মহাভারেতর কােল মা�ীকৃত সহমরণ িছল ৈ�ি�ক ৷িক� েসই ঘটনােক েক�িব�ু 

কের েলাকা�রগত পতীর উে�েশয্ আবিশয্করূেপ পালনীয় সতীদাহ �থার েয িনকৃ� ছিব 
পরবত�কালীন সমাজবয্ব�ায় ফুেট ওেঠ তার বীজ েবেদা�র যুেগ নারীর মযর্াদার �িমক 
অবনমেনর মেধয্ই িনিহত িছল৷অপরিদেক বালয্িববাহ, বহুিববাহ, েকৗলীনয্ �থা — এই 

সকল িছল নারীজীবেনর দিুবর্ষহ জীবনযাপেন সংেযাজনমা�৷ েকবলমা� িহ�ু সমােজই নয়, 
মুসিলম স�দােয় িনিহত বহুপ�ী �থা,পদর্া�থা ,িতন তালাক �মুখ িছল নারীসমােজর 

উপর হানা অতয্াচােরর িনতয্নতুন চাবুক৷ তথাকিথত ‘প�াবত’ নামক চলি�ে� রানী 
প�াবতীর জওহর �সে� একবােররতেরও মেন হয়না রাজা রতন িসংেয়র িনজ পিরবার 
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র�ায় অ�মতার কথা,বরং নারীেক আ�স�ান র�ােথর্ িনেজেক অি�বে� সমপর্ণ করার 
দশৃয্ েদেখ িবগিলতনয়ন হেয় ওেঠ িহ�ুসমাজ।অতয্� করুণাবশত-ই েযন রবী�নােথর 
েলখনী তাই বেল ওেঠ- 

“.......েমেয়মানুষেক দঃুখ েপেতই হেব, এইেট যিদ েতামােদর বয্ব�া হয়, 

তাহেল যতদরূ স�ব তােক অনাদের েরেখ েদওয়াই ভােলা......."৷¹² 

পরবত� সমেয় ি�িটশ শাসনকােল িকছু সমাজসং�ারকেদর হাত ধের নারীেদর 
িনপীিড়ন এবং অতয্াচােরর উপশম ঘটােত েবশ িকছু কু�থার উে�দ হেত েযমন েদখা 

যায় , েতমিন েদখা যায় নারীউ�িতর জনয্ িবিবধ �গিতশীল পদে�প�হণ।উদাহরণ�রূপ 
সতীদােহর মেতা নশৃংস �থার উে�দ ঘটার ফেল বহু িন�াপ জীবন র�া েপেলও 

আবালব�ৃবিনতা িবধবােদর ��ন ঝাঁঝরা হেয় পড়া সমাজবয্ব�ােকই েযন েচােখ আঙুল 
িদেয় েদিখেয় েদয়।এে�ে� উে�খনীয় েম, ৈবিদক যুেগ পিতর মৃতুয্র পর পুনরায় নারীর 
িবধবা িববােহর উে�খ পাওয়া যায় যা েসই যুেগর এক �গিতশীল মানিসকতার িচ�েক 

তুেল ধের।এমনিক �িৃতশাে�ও �ীর পুনঃ পিত�হেণর �স� পাওয়া যায়- 

“নে� মৃেতর ��িজেত �ীেব চ পিতেত পেতৗ। 

প��াপত্সু নারীণাং পিতরেনয্া িবধীয়েত।।”¹³  

 পরবত�কােল �িৃতশাে�র এই �সে�র উপর িভি� কের সমাজ সং�ারক ঈ�রচ� 
িবদয্াসাগর মহাশয় �মাণ কেরন েয, িবধবা িববাহ স�ূণর্রূেপ শা�িবিহত এবং তাঁরই 

অ�া� �েচ�ায় িবধবা িববাহ আইন পাশ হয় যা বহু িন�াপ �াণেক সমােজর মূলে�ােত 
িফিরেয় আনেত স�ম হয়। এে�ে� উে�খনীয় েয, �াধীনেতা�র যুেগ যিদও বা িবিবধ 
কু�থাগুিলর উপশম ঘেটেছ, িক� ১৯৪৭ সােলর ১৫ই আগে�র এতগুিল দশক অিত�া� 

হেলও তা ভারতীয় নারী সমাজেক �কৃত অেথর্ �াধীনতা এেন িদেত পােরিন।  

 “ি�েয়া রত্নানয্েযা িবদয্া ধমর্ঃ েশৗচং সুভািষতম্৷ িবিবধািন চ িশ�ািন 

সমােদয়ািন সবর্তঃ৷৷”¹⁴ - এই উি�র মধয্ িদেয় নারীেক েকবলমা� েভাগয্ পণয্ রূেপ 
�তীয়মান করার েয েচ�া সু�াচীনকােল িবদয্মান িছল, শত বছেরর বয্বধান সে�ও েসই 
ববর্েরািচত মানিসকতােক বহাল রাখেত িকছু মুি�েময় মানুষ আজও কু�ােবাধ কের না। 

আর তাই েযৗতুক �থা নীিতিবরু� এবং আইনত দ�নীয় অপরাধ¹⁵ হওয়া সে�ও আজও 

তাই বহু িনপীিড়ত নারীেক মতুৃয্েদবীর েকােল ঢেল পড়েত হয়। এ�সে� রবী�নাথ 

ঠাকুেরর ‘েদনা পাওনা ‘ নােমর েছােটাগ�িটর অি�ম সংলাপ েযন িচ�কার কের বেল 
ওেঠ নীরেব সইেয় থাকা নারীর দিূবর্সহ জীবনিচ�— 

“.....বাবা েতামার জেনয্ আর একিট েমেয়র স�� কিরয়ািছ..... এবাের 

িবশ হািজর টাকা পণ এবং হােত হােত আদায় ।“¹⁶ 
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মনুর পূবর্বত�কাল েথেকই নারীেদর �াধীনতা কাময্ িছল না । েসে�ে� �ীধন �সে� 
�ীেলােকর বহু �কার ধন�াি�র েয তািলকা পাওয়া যায় তা েথেক একথা বলেল অতুয্ি� 
হেব না েয এই সকল স�ি� িছল �ীেলাকেদর স�� রাখার উপায়মা� —  

“অধয্�য্ধয্াবহিনকং দত্তং চা�ীিতকমর্িণ । 

ভাতৃিপতৃমাতৃ�া�ং ষড়িবধং �ীধনং �ৃতম্।।”¹⁷ 

যদয্িপ পু�েপৗ�ািদরিহত �ামীর ধন মতুৃয্র পর তার িবধবা �ী উ�রািধকার সূে� 
লাভ করেতন, িক� একইসে� পু�েপৗ�ািদরিহত িবষেয়র �স� থাকায় একথা ��ই েবাঝা 

যায় েয, �া��য্ িবষেয় নারীেদর অিধকার �দােন পুরুষতাি�ক সমাজ সবর্দাই উদাসীন 
িছল। এমনিক িহেসব করেল েদখা যােব আজও েছেলর পােতই বািড়র বড় মাছটা পেড়, 

আর সবার েশেষ আেস েবৗমার থালায় ভাত—�ামা�ল েথেক শহর সবর্�ই অিধকাংশ ে�ে� 
এই িনয়েমর বয্িত�ম ল�য্ করা যায় না। েসই সােথ স�ান উ�পাদেন অ�মতার কারণ 
েয পুরুষও হেত পাের তা েযন শা�কারগণ ক�নােগাচর করেতও অপারগ।েসে�ে� িনগুণর্� 

েকবলমা� নারীর উে�েশয্ই বতর্ ায়—  

“সা ভাযর্া য গৃেহ দ�া সা ভাযর্া যা �জাবতী।”¹⁸ 

ফেল সমােজর দপর্ণরূপ সািহতয্�ে� নারী চির�বণর্েনর দিুবর্ষহ দদুর্শা েথেক সামািজক 

ে��াপেট নারীর দদুর্শা�� জীবনযা�ােক সহেজই অনুমান করা যায়। শতবছেরর অ�রােল 
সে�ও স�ােনর জ� না হওয়ার িবষয়িট েয পুরুেষর অ�মতার কারেণও হেত পাের- এই 

বা�ব সতয্িট েমেন িনেত েযন পুরুেষর েমরুদ� কঁুকেড় যায়। ফেল “গৃহান্গ� গহপত্নী 

যথসী বিশনী �ং িবদ্থ সা বদিস” – ৈবিদক মে�র �ারা েযখােন নববধূেক গেৃহ 
�েবেশর আম�ণ জািনেয় সকলেক শাসেনর মেধয্ রাখার কথা বলা হেয়েছ, পরবত�কােল 
েসই �শুরালয়ই স�ান উ�পাদেন অ�মতার কারেণ (যিদও বা পুরুষ জিনত কারেণও 

স�ব েসিট জানা সে�ও)গহৃ েথেক িবতািড়ত করেত িপছুপা হয়না। ফেল েদখা যায়, েদবী 
রূেপ পূিজত নারী বা�িবক জীবেন সিতয্ই ভীষণ অসহায়। 

এই সকল েনিতবাচক দিৃ�ভি�র পাশাপািশ িচরকালই িকছু নারীকলয্াণকর পদে�প 
িবদয্মান িছল যা আজও নারীর অি�ে� িটেক থাকার লড়াইেক শি� জিুগেয় এেসেছ।ৈবিদক 
যুেগা�র পযর্ােয় নারীমযর্াদায় েয �মাবনমন ঘেট চলিছল,ি�িটশ শাসনাধীেন থাকাকালীন 

ভারতীয় সমাজ তা অনুধাবন করেত স�ম হয়।এে�ে� নারী ল�ীবাঈ- এর পরা�ম 

তথা িশবাজীমাতা জীজািবঈ-এর গভীর িবচ�ণ শি�,�ীিতলতা ওয়াে�দােরর েদশে�ম এবং 
মাতি�নী হাজরার অিবচিলত িচ� �কৃত অেথর্ই সমাজেক নারীশি�র আিদরূপেক �রণ 
করেত উ�ু� কের েতােল। জীবা�া �ীও নন পুরুষও নন, আবার নপুংসকও নন। 

�মানুসাের িতিন যখন েয েদহ �া� হন, তখন েসই শরীর ধারণ কের িতিন �াত�য্ লাভ 
কেরন- 
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“ৈনব �ী ৈনব পমুােনষ ন ৈচবায়ং নপংুসকঃ। 

যদয্�রীরমাদেত্ত েতন েতন স র�য্েত।।”¹⁹ 

উপিনষেদর এই উ� মােগর্র িচ�নেক পােথয় কেরই পরবত�কালীন �াধীন ভারতবষর্ 
নারী িশ�া, নারী সুর�া তথা নারীর সবর্া�ীন উ�িত সাধেন ব�পিরকর হয়। 
�াধীনেতা�র যুেগ ভারতীয় নারীেদর পিরি�িত িবচার করেল েদখা যােব তারা �মা�েয় 

িনেজর �কৃত �ান িফের পাওয়ার পথেক সুিনি�ত কের চেলেছন।�ীিশ�ার অিধকার 
সং�া� আইন �েয়ােগর মাধয্েম �মশ নারীিশ�ার হার �াধীনেতা�র যুেগ বিৃ� েপেত 

থােক এবং েযাগয্তার �ারা কমর্ে�ে�ও তারা িনেজেদর সাফলয্েক সবর্সমে� তুেল ধরেত 
সমথর্ হয়। েসই সে� িশ�াগত, কমর্গত এবং রাজৈনিতক তথা সকলে�ে� নারীরা পুরুেষর 
সে� সমান তােল তাল িমিলেয় িনেজেদর সাবলীলতােক সুিনি�ত কের। ইি�রা গা�ীর 

মত জনেন�ীর রাজৈনিতক িবচ�ণতার দ�ৃা� আজও ইিতহােসর পাতায় তােক িচর�ন 

অমর� �দান কেরেছ। তত্ সে�ও কনয্াস�ান মােনই েকবলমা� সংসােরর েহঁেসল েঠলেব- 
এইরূপ �ূর মানিসকতার জনয্ বহু উ�ল ভিবষয্তেক অ�কাের তিলেয় েযেত হয়।এই 

মানিসকতার জনয্ মূল দায়ী হল সমােজ সকেলর িশ�াগত অিধকােরর অভাব।ভারত 
সরকার অনুেমািদত নারীিশ�াজিনত িবিভ� সরকাির েযাজনাাগুিল এই সমসয্া সমাধােন 

ব�পিরকর হেয় উেঠেছ। “েবটী বাঁচাও েবটী পড়াও”,“সবর্িশ�া অিভযান”- এর 

মত �ক�গুিল �কৃত অেথর্ই এে�ে� নারীিশ�ার েসাপানেক ক�কমু� কের তুেলেছ। 
একজনমা� কনয্া স�ােনর জনয্ বিৃ��দান, িবিভ� �িতেযািগতামূলক পরী�ার �ারা 

উ�িশ�া�ের বিৃ� �দােনর �ারা েমেয়েদর িশ�া সুিনি�ত করার �েচ�া েক�ীয় সরকােরর 
পাশাপািশ িবিভ� রােজয্র �ারা িনধর্ািরত েযাজনাগুিলেতও পির�ুট হয়। এই েযাজনাগুিলর 

মেধয্ অনয্তম হল – পি�মব� রাজয্ সরকার কতৃর্ক স�ািলত “কনয্া� �ক�”²⁰ যা 
সবর্�থম “UNPSA Award”-এ �থম �ান অিধকার কের যা েদশ তথা িবে�র দরবাের 
নারীিশ�ার গুরু�েক েযন আরও েজারােলাভােব অনুধাবন করেত সাহাযয্ কের। এই �কে�র 
মূল ল�য্ই হল- েমেয়েদর িশ�া সুিনি�ত করা, তথা �ুলছুট হওয়ার স�াবনা কমােনা 

এবং তথাকিথত ‘Early Marriage’²¹-েক �িতেরাধ করা। এছাড়াও ‘সবুজসাথী 
�ক�',�ুেড� েলান’- এর মাধয্েম িশ�ােক সুিনি�ত করার েয দঢ়ৃ �তয্য় ল�য্ করা 
যায় , তা �কৃত অেথর্ই �শংসার দািব রােখ৷ মিহলা কলয্াণেহতু িবিভ� রােজয্ স�ািলত 

েযাজনাগুিলর মেধয্ রাজ�ােন নারীিশ�ােক অনু�ািণত করার জনয্ �দ� ‘গাগ� 
পুর�ার',িবনামূেলয্ িবদয্ালেয়র ছা�ীেদর সাইেকল �দান, কেলজ �েরর বািলকােদর �ুটী 
�দান িবেশষ উে�খেযাগয্৷ েকবলমা� সরকাির উেদয্ােগই নয়, িবিভ� েবসরকাির সং�া 

�দ� অনুদানগুিলও নারীিশ�া �সাের িবেশষ উে�েখর দািব রােখ। 

িনে� নারীিশ�া িব�াের উে�খেযাগয্ ভূিমকা পালনকারী কেয়কিট সরকাির এবং 
েবসরকাির অনুদােনর উে�খ করা হল²²- 
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 Scholarship Name Awards 
1. Indira Gandhi Scholarship for 

Single Girl Child 
INR 3,100 per month for 2 years 

2. CBSE UDAAN • Free online/offline resources through 
virtual contact classes on weekend 

• Study materials, tutorials, videos, feedback 
• Mentoring opportunities 
• Remedial steps to correct learning 

3. Abhilasha Scholarship A one-time amount of INR 500 
4. Savitribai Phule Scholarship Financial assistance of INR 100 per month for 

a period of 10 months 
5. Pragati Scholarship INR 30,000 or actual tuition fee amount 
6. Adobe Research Women-in-

Technology Scholarship 
• USD 10,000 
• A one-year Creative Cloud subscription 

membership 
• An Adobe research mentor 
• An opportunity to interview for an 

internship at Adobe 
7. Begum Hazrat Mahal National 

Scholarship 
Up to INR 12,000 

 

নারীিশ�ার পাশাপািশ মিহলা সশি�করণ একা� �েয়াজন।এই উে�েশয্ েয সকল 

পদে�প �হণ করা হেয়েছ, েসগুিলর মেধয্ িবেশষভােব উে�খেযাগয্ হল ‘ভামাশাহ 

কাডর্ েযাজনা’²³, যার মাধয্েম পিরবােরর �ধান মিহলা সদেসয্র বয্াে�র সােথ কাডর্ িট 
যু� হওয়ায় িতিন েপনশান,নেরগা,উ�িশ�াজিনত বিৃ� েথেক �া� অথর্েক পিরবােরর 

িবিভ� �েয়াজনীয় খােত বয্য় করেত সমথর্ হেবন৷পরবত�কােল ‘ভামাশাহ েযাজনা’–িট 

“মুখয্ম�ী জন আধার কাডর্  েযাজনা” নাম পায় যার মাধয্েম মূলত ছা�ীেদর জনয্ 

বিৃ�, মিহলােদর উে�েশয্ ‘েবকারভাতা’,‘মুখয্ম�ী সংবল িবধবা 

েযাজনাা’,‘েদবনারায়ণ গালর্ �ুেড� �ুটী িবতরণ েযাজনা', ‘েদবনারায়ণ 

গালর্ �ুেড� �লার ইনেসি�ব �ীম’-এর মত িবিভ� গুরু�পূণর্ পদে�েপর মাধয্েম 

নারী সশি�করেণর পথেক আরও সুঠাম রূপ �দান করা হয়। অপরিদেক পি�মব� রাজয্ 
সরকার কতৃর্ক অনুেমািদত নারীসশি�করণমূলক েযাজনাগুিলর মেধয্ ‘রপ� 

�ক�’²⁴,‘ল�ীর ভা�ার',‘িবধবা ভাতা’,‘বাধর্কয্ ভাতা’-এর মেতা �ক�গুিল 

সমােজ নারী-পুরুেষর সমানভােব মাথা উঁচু কের েবেঁচ থাকার �াস�িকতােক বা�েব 
রূপািয়ত কের েতােল৷এছাড়াও গভর্বতী মিহলােদর িনরাপদ মাতৃ� �দােন ি�পুরা সরকার 

কতৃর্ক অনুেমািদত ‘জননী সুর�া েযাজনা’ গুিলর মত একািধক পদে�প�হণেক নারীর 

পূজনীয় �ানেক অনুধাবন করার পােথয় বলেল অতুয্ি� হেব না। 
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পি�মব�সরকার অনুেমািদত সবুজসাথী �ক� জািতসংেঘর কনয্া� �ক�েক পুর�ার �দান 
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এই সকল ইিতবাচক �েচ�া সে�ও কনয্াদায়�� িপতার কােছ িনেজর েছা� েমেয়িটেক 

পড়ােনার েচেয় তােক িববাহ েদওয়ার জনয্ অনবরত অথর্স�েয়র �িত েঝাঁক ��ত-ই 
েযৗতুক�থার অদশৃয্ উপি�িতেক তুেল ধের। এরূপ িবিবধ কারণেকই বলা যায় কনয্া�ণ 

হতয্ার �ধান উ�েসচক।এে�ে� অিশি�ত বা অধর্িশি�ত �ামা�েলর েথেক শহরা�ােল 
কনয্া�ণ হতয্ার অিধক দ�ৃা� েমেল, যা ��ত-ই েচােখ আঙুল িদেয় েদিখেয় েদয়–
েকবলমা� পিঁথগত িশ�ার �ারা নয় ৈনিতক িশ�ােক ম�াগত করার মধয্ িদেয়ই 

েকবলমা� নারীর সমানািধকার পুনঃ �িতি�ত করা স�ব৷ আইেনর �ারা কনয্া�ণ হতয্া²² 
খািনকটা �িতেরাধ করা েগেলও অিধকাংশ ে�ে� েমেয়রা িশ�ার অিধকার েথেক বি�ত 

হওয়ায় িনেজর স�ানেক নীিতেবােধর পাঠ েশখােত 

রপ� �কে�র মাধয্েম নারী সশি�করণ রাজ�ান সরকার �দত্ত ভামাশাহ 

কাডর্   

অপারগ অিশি�ত রমণী হেয় ওেঠ সাংসািরক েবাঝা। অপরিদেক নারীপুরুেষর 
সাময্তাজিনত িশ�া �াি�র অভােব পরবর্তী �জ� পুনরায় িনেজর কনয্া স�ানেক 

অবেহলায় েঠেল েদয়।এে�ে� েজােসনে�ইন েরােডন-এর অথর্নীিত সং�া� িবখয্াত ত� 

“িবগ পুশ্ িথওির”²⁵-এর মেতা েকােনা ধা�াই একমা� উপায় যার মাধয্েম এই িচর�ন 
চ�াবতর্ েথেক মুি�লাভ স�ব।এই সকল �েচ�া সে�ও েদবীরূেপ পূিজত ভারতবেষর্ 

কনয্াস�ান হতয্ােক স�ূণর্রুেপ িনমূর্ল করা স�ব হয়িন৷অথচ ভারতবেষর্ বতর্মান 

জনসংখয্ার �ায় ৫০% হল মিহলা²⁶ এবং ২০৫০ সােলর মেধয্ ৈবি�ক অথর্নীিতেত িনেজর 
�া�র রাখেত হেল ভারতবেষর্ নারী-পুরুেষর েভদােভদ দূরীকরণ একা�ভােব 
�েয়াজন৷েকবলমা� ৈশি�ক বা কমর্গত িদক েথেকই নয় উপর� সবর্ভারতীয় �েরর 

পাশাপািশ আ�জর্ ািতক ে��াপেট নারীর সি�য় অংশ�হেণর �ারাই এই সাময্তা স্হাপন 
করা স�ব। েমেয়েদর সামিরক বািহনীেত অংশ�হণ,রাজনীিতেত দ�তার পিরচয় তুেল 

ধরার পাশাপািশ পরবত�কােল �ীড়াে�ে� নারীর অভাবনীয় সাফলয্ �দশর্ন নারীশি�র 

অসীম পারদিশর্তার �া�রেকই বহন কের।অিলি�েক ভারতীয় মিহলা �ীড়ািবদ িহেসেব 

সাইনা েনহওয়াল,েমির কম, িপ.িভ.িস�ু, সা�ী মািলক, চানু মীরাবাঈ,লানলীনার মত 
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�ীড়া�নােদর িবে�র দরবাের ভারতেক আরও সা�ািনক স্হােন তুেল ধরা নারীিশ�া তথা 

নারীর সবর্া�ীন উ�িতসাধেনর �াসি�কতােক আরও তা�পযর্পূণর্ কের েতােল। 

সুতরাং “েয রাঁেধ েস চুল বাঁেধ”- এই মেনাভাবেক সবর্দা মাথায় িনেয় গহৃ তথা 
েদেশর আিথর্ক,সামািজক, রাজৈনিতক ে��াপেট নারীর যথাযথ অংশ�হেণর সুেযাগ�দান 
তথা েযাগয্ স�ান�াপেনর মাধয্েমই একমা� েদেশর সািবর্ক উ�িতসাধন স�ব৷ েদবতারাও 

চরম সংকটকােল যার শরণাপ� হন িতিন হেলন নারীশি�,এর �ারা সহেজই নারী চিরে�র 

দঢৃ় �তয্য় এবং নারীর অ�ের িনিহত অসীম �মতােক অনুধাবন করা যায়।তাই েকবলমা� 
ম�ৃয়ী �িতমােক েদবীরূেপ ব�না করার মধয্ িদেয় নয়, বরং িচ�য়ী মাতৃরূপা 

নারীশি�েক বা�িবক জীবেন তার �াপয্ স�ান েদওয়ার মধয্ িদেয়ই একমা� েদশ তথা 

জািতর সবর্া�ীন �গিতর রথেক এিগেয় িনেয় যাওয়া স�ব।আর ‘বে� মাতরম্’ শ�িটেক 
মেমর্ অনুধাবন �ারা নারীেক তার পূজনীয় �ােন অিধি�ত করার মধয্ িদেয়ই েসই রেথর 

�জােক আরও উে�ালন করা স�ব। 
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Editorial 

 

Scientific research both in Science and humanities has become an 

essential academic task in the field of higher education. It is more important 

for the accomplishment of the core mission of higher education. It helps the 

humanity to face the global challenges of higher education in an efficient 

manner. The creation of new knowledge and checking the relevance of the old 

stock of knowledge in some areas, the scientific research has been treated as 

the best possible objectives of higher education and the most powerful means. 

In the present day, the Universities and other research institutions have 

taken the responsibilities of channelizing the higher education and research 

activities, so as to help the societies to realize the significant role of the 

innovative ideals and ideas and dynamic ideologies for the growth of societies. 

The present book named “Thoughts of Scientific Research” is specially 

designed to impart systematic knowledge on different aspects and issues of 

Science & humanities. It gives the teachers, research scholars and 

educationists an opportunity to disseminate their scientific knowledge and 

ideas. This book contains 13 number of research studies, articles, reviews that 

has a prolific contribution in the field of higher education. 
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Chapter - 1 
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Abstract 

With the ever growing population, India produces almost 277million 

tonnes of solid waste every year which is 13% of the total waste generated by 

world’s population [1]. Increase number of population demands higher 

management of waste generated everyday as there is a huge health risk for the 

well-being if the waste is not disposed of properly. So, Solid waste 

management is a challenging task for the municipal corporations associated 

with the cities. As, India is heading toward a new technological development 

by launching “Smart City Mission” in the year 2015 under Ministry of Urban 

Development, managing a solid waste of the becoming smart cities is the 

crucial task for every state government. With the technological advancement 

Internet of Things is a powerful tool which have a promising scope in Solid 

Waste Management. In this article we try to propose conceptual model for 

Solid Waste Management through IoT approach. The model imply smart 

garbage bins equipped with sensors and low cost embedded devices which 

continuously monitor the level of garbage in the bin and send the signal to the 

cloud via systematic mobile application which invoke the vehicle management 

system to send the vehicle to collect the garbage. This work aim to represent 

an IoT based waste management system which facilitate garbage bin 

monitoring, dynamic scheduling and guiding the routing of garbage trucks to 

the target areas. 

Keywords: Solid waste, waste management, internet of things, smart city, 

solid waste management challenges, artificial intelligence. 

Introduction 

With the advent of time and technological demand from the growing 

population of India, smart management of waste generated daily through the 

populations is the need of an hour. Some key factors like rapid population 

growth, huge shift of population to urban areas, consumption rate of goods, 

administrations, people’s awareness and adoptability towards new 
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technological system, prediction of waste generated, unavailability of 

technology based system for managing the waste in the municipal 

corporations play a significant role in management of waste. In developing 

country like India which have almost 1392 million of population out of which 

34.47% belong to urban areas, managing the municipal solid waste is a matter 

of challenge. As per the statistics generated form ministry of urban 

development of Government of India the amount of waste generation in 

84,456 wards varies from 32 MT to 22,080 MT per day, as of January 2020. 

Maharashtra generates the highest, at 22,080 MT per day (from 7,322 wards), 

while Sikkim generates the lowest, at 89 MT per day (from 53 wards). 

Amongst the Union Territories (UTs), Delhi generates the highest amount of 

waste, at 10,500 MT per day. Overall, Daman & Diu is the lowest waste 

generator in India [2].  

Table 1: Shows the statistics of waste generation by wards under Swachha Bharat Mission 
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Source [see reference 2] 

Increasing number of population and lack of technical skills of the 

employee of the municipalities is a forgoing challenge to manage the waste 

properly. If it is not uniformly and timely disposed off it cause emission of 

harmful gases and similarly, if left open in the dumping yard in open areas 

near people’s locality may catch fire which would be a cause of life hazards 

of the well-being. Similarly, the local beauty of the city is also get harmed. In 

order to smartly manage the solid waste, we need to work on the key factors 

as discussed earlier. Highly technology based system may create an issue for 

unskilled and untechnical persons in the administration to efficient usage of 

those technology. As a solution a user friendly technology which not only help 

to manage the waste efficiently but also make the administration person 

comfortable to understand and use it. So, an IoT based efficient MSWM is 
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required which meet all the social as well as technological demand. Internet 

of Things is one of the most efficient technology which not only facilitate 

optimal use of available data but also provide user-friendly technological 

environment to the end users. In order to manage the things smartly IoT use 

interconnection between the things we daily use like smart phones, electrical 

appliances, building utility, electrical appliances etc in order to exchange the 

set of information for further processing. 

Key Challenges in Solid Waste Management 

Following China and United states, India is the third largest solid waste 

producer in the world. With the growing population and rapid shift of the 

people towards urban areas significant amount of challenges related to waste 

collection, transportation, treatment and disposal of waste etc. ULBs are 

unable to handle and manage the huge amount of increasing solid waste. Some 

of the major challenges in the urban solid waste management system are 

briefly discussed below: 

1. Since there is no system for uniform and periodic data collection 

related to the quantity of solid waste generated in urban areas every 

day, the municipalities were unable to generate the real time 

prediction of the quantum of waste generation. 

2. As there is no forecast of the future waste generation, there is a lack 

of proper planning and indigenisation of sophisticated waste process 

facilities, as well as the provision of regular training to waste-

collectors. 

3. SWM Rules 2016 mandate the segregation of waste at the household 

level, i.e. waste generators must segregate the waste into the three 

categories: biodegradable, non-biodegradable and hazardous waste. 

Thereafter, the segregated waste must be handed over to the 

authorised waste-collectors. However, ULBs have failed to establish 

systems and technologies required for segregation, collection and 

processing of different categories of waste. Moreover, there is a 

public lack of awareness regarding the process of segregation [2].  

4. Lack of people’s acceptability and awareness about the SWM rule 

for disposing and segregation of the waste which could be a main 

issue for the government to implement the rule into system. 

5. In some urban cities waste collection efficiency is very low only 

those cities whose municipalities have given contract to private 

agencies or contractors have good waste collection history. 
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6. Due to lack of infrastructure and funding from the governing bodies 

the local authorities are unable to adopt the appropriate technologies 

for waste collection, treatment and disposal. 

7. Local authorities lack adequate funding and infrastructure. Thus, 

they are unable to adopt innovative and appropriate technologies for 

waste treatment and disposal. 

Managing Solid Waste through IoT approach 

Methodology 

The conceptual model for “Smart Management of Solid Waste” consist 

of following: 

Smart Bins 

A smart bin consist of the smart system inside it which the combination 

of IoT and AI i.e sensor and compactor respectively. Once the rubbish is get 

disposed into the bin the ultrasonic sensor measures the level of waste inside 

it and the compactor operates to compress the garbage to the bin to its 

maximum capacity. Once the bin gets full the sensor sense the maximum level 

and send the signal to the clouds for further processing of data. 

Cloud database 

The data coming from the smart garbage bins will be stored in the cloud 

databases which is used for taking decisions and send signal to various 

connected devices. The stored data can also be utilized for analysis for waste 

prediction. The data in cloud have huge scope of being used by the 

administration for prediction of waste and managing the retrieval of vehicle 

for collection of garbage from the triggered area. 

Artificial Intelligence system 

At the user interface like at the administration section in Municipal 

Corporation there will a data recognition system which will take decision 

regarding following things: 

1. Send the message to the drivers of garbage collection vehicle about 

the filling of garbage bins. 

2. Take decisions about the shortest possible routes to arrive at the filled 

bins and guide the drivers accordingly. 

3. Avoid traffic congestions. 
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Fig 1: Conceptual Model of “Smart Management of Solid Waste” through IoT 

Discussion 

As with the advent of technology and growing population the 

management of solid waste has emerging as one of the most challenging task 

for ministry of urban development in the coming years. As this is not the 

underestimated issue an efficient governance requires a smart system which 

not only able to meet all the technological requirements of the system but also 

have an user friendly concerns at the user end i.e at the admin level who use 

it. So, in our work we represent an IoT based waste management system which 

help to monitor the level of garbage in bins and help to guide the drivers about 

the bin filling, vehicle retrieval as well as root guiding to avoid traffic 

congestion. Similarly, this model also helps the administrative people to take 

technical analysis of the data which have been collected through the cloud into 

cloud database so that the future forecast about the generation of solid waste 

in coming years have been predicted. 
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Abstract 

The present work was carried out to study the soil physico-chemical 

characteristics and its’ impact on soil quality in the surroundings of Burnpur 

Cement (BC) unit situated near Asansol in West Bengal, India. The soil 

samples were collected from five points adjacent to BC industry during the 

January-February of the year 2021 and analyzed to find out the physical and 

chemical characteristics of the soil. The study revealed that the pH value of 

soil samples was moderately acidic to acidic in the sites adjacent of the 

industry. The organic matter and nutrient content and fertility in most of the 

samples showed low amount at surroundings of BC industry. Based on the 

selected soil parameters, the Soil Quality Index (SQI) were calculated which 

revealed that the quality of soil in the adjacent to BC industry is deteriorated. 

To prevent more degradation of soil quality recommendations are also 

mentioned. 

Keywords: Soil quality, industrial effluent, heavy metal, physico-chemical, 

soil quality index. 

Introduction 

Soil is the most valuable, limited and predominantly non-renewable 

resource of a nation (Sharma and Kaur, 1996; Blum, 2006). Soil, 

the top layer of the earth's surface is basically a natural body consisting 

mainly of minerals mixed with least quantity of organic matter. From their 

parent materials it is differ in characteristics viz., color, texture, structure, 

uniformity, chemical, biological and many more. Soil constitutes an important 

medium where in numerous animals live, plants can grow. Alan (1993) stated 

that each and every element though they are harmless or even beneficial at low 
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concentrations may be harmful at their higher concentrations even may 

become serious threat to plant as well as animal health. Soil quality is an 

assessment of the soil condition relative to the needs of one or more biotic 

species and or to any human want or purpose. It depends on a range of 

measurable factors, viz., soil type, running practices and environmental 

influences including climate and inherent soil features (Hammac et al., 2016). 

Like other few industries, cement industries and mining activities results in 

dust influence of agricultural soils. Addition of alkaline dusts in the soil can 

enhance soil pH which regulates crop growth. Dust fall on ground may change 

the soil chemistry, which results in changes in plant chemistry on the longer 

term (Ajaz et al., 2008). Takoutsing et al. (2016) studied the chemical 

properties of soil as because they were considered as the important parameters 

that have been reported to be affected by land management while they have a 

immense impact on crop productivity. The prime objective of the present 

study is to find out the soil physical and chemical attributes, and to measure 

the soil quality with an Index in the surroundings of Burnpur Cement (BC) 

unit situated near Asansol of West Bengal, India. 

Materials and Methods: The area chosen for the present study is 

surroundings of Burnpur Cement (BC) unit situated near Asansol in Paschim 

Bardhaman district of West Bengal state which is identified as one of the 

industrial belt of India. The area selected for the present study is located near 

Jubilee more adjacent to NH-2. Soil samples were collected from five selected 

stations during the months January to February of the year 2021. The 

description of sampling stations is given in Table 1.  

Table 1: Sampling site details 

Sample number Name of the sampling site Location detail 

S1 SITE – 1 At the point of discharge from BC unit 

S2 SITE – 2 50mtrs away from discharge point 

S3 SITE – 3 100mtrs away from discharge point 

S4 SITE – 4 150mtrs away from discharge point 

S5 SITE – 5 200mtrs away from discharge point 
 

In this study, soil samples were collected from the study area to the depth 

of about 0 to 25 cm from the surface, using a sampler by Cone and Quarter 

method (Head, 1982). Collected soil samples were put in thick quality 

polythene bags and immediately brought to the laboratory for the analysis of 

selected parameters. The physical parameters (pH, moisture content, electrical 

conductivity) and chemical parameters including organic matter, nitrate 

nitrogen, available phosphorous, sodium, potassium, and magnesium of soil 
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were determined following the standard procedures. Electrical conductivity 

(EC) and pH of saturated pastes were measured for each sample using 

conductivity meter and pH meter respectively (Rhoades, 1982). Moisture 

content was measured by gravimetric analysis. Soil organic matter was 

determined by the Walkley–Black method (Nelson and Sommers, 1982). The 

exchangeable K, Na, and Mg were determined following extraction Chapman 

and Pratt (1962) and the available Phosphorus was measured by the method 

of Olsen et al. (1954). Determination of Nitrate -Nitrogen was performed in 

1:10 water extracts using Dionex-1500 Ionic Chromatography (Kosma et al., 

2009). Based on the selected physical and chemical parameters, SQI (the 

function determining the quality of soil with respect to selected parameters) 

was computed to determine the soil quality and categorized into good, average 

and poor. According to Brejda and Moormann (2011), the Soil Quality Index 

(SQI) can be calculated by the prescribed formula using the values of pH, 

organic matter, phosphorous, potassium and electrical conductivity. SQI is 

less than 1 represents the poor quality soil, between 1 and 2 represents the 

average quality soil is and if the SQI is of values >2, the soil is of high quality. 

SQI = (DpH + DOM + DP + DK + DEC) / 5 

Where,  

DpH=1(if pH>6.5); DOM=1(if OM>2); DP =1(if P>20); DK =1(if K>80), and 

DEC =1(if EC<2) 

Results and Discussion: The pH of studied sample soils range from 3.1 

to 6.4 with lowest pH value at S1 and it is highly acidic. Conductivity of the 

stations ranges from 0.07 to 0.38mS with highest value recorded at S1 and 

lowest value at S4. The highest organic matter content was observed in S5 

(i.e., 1.78%) whereas low potassium concentrations at S1 i.e., 0.92%. The 

concentration of nitrate nitrogen ranges from 0.002 (at S5) to 0.0058mg/g dry 

wt. (at S1). The high sodium content was observed at S5 (1.79 mg/g), the 

effluent discharge point and it is considered unfertile and adversely affects the 

plants’ growth. The high potassium concentration was observed in S5 (i.e., 

0.62 mg/g) whereas low potassium concentrations at S1 i.e., 0.19 mg/g. The 

high magnesium concentration was observed in S2 whereas low magnesium 

concentrations at S4. Moisture content of the sites ranges from 1.9% to 4.2% 

with highest value recorded at S5 and lowest value at S1. In the current study, 

the concentration of available phosphate in soil samples ranges from 0.006 to 

0.072mg/g dry soil during the study time with high concentration at S5 and 

low concentration at S1, indicating less nutrient content in the soil near the 

effluent discharge point of BC.  
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Table 2: Results of selected parameter analysed 

Parameters S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

pH 3.1 4.9 5.1 5.4 6.4 

Electrical Conductivity (mS) 0.38 0.31 0.26 0.13 0.07 

Moisture content (%) 1.9 2.6 3.1 3.8 4.2 

Organic Matter (%) 0.92 1.26 1.61 1.53 1.78 

Nitrate-Nitrogen (mg/g) 0.0058 0.0046 0.0041 0.0014 0.002 

Available-Phosphate (mg/g) 0.006 0.028 0.047 0.061 0.072 

Sodium (mg/g) 0.36 0.62 0.98 1.06 1.79 

Potassium (mg/g) 0.19 0.48 0.21 0.48 0.62 

Magnesium (mg/g) 0.098 0.106 0.06 0.037 0.046 

SQI 1.39 2.16 2.33 2.49 2.8 
 

Conclusion: Soils have a most important role in maintaining the 

environmental quality. The present study carried out around the Burnpur 

Cement unit factory at Asansol, West Bengal reveals the changes in the soil 

physical and chemical characteristics. The percolation of highly acidic 

effluents discharged from BC altered the physical and chemical characteristics 

of the soil in nearby area and degraded the soil quality. The SQI values also 

showed the average quality of soils in adjacent of the BC unit, whereas the 

soil quality is good at distance. Therefore the present study concluded that the 

industrial activities producing wastes have significant negative impacts on soil 

quality in surrounding areas. Such a soil quality index can be used as a 

decision support tool for cost-effective soil management practices. A further 

research should include biological and other physicochemical soil properties 

in order to expand the efficiency of soil quality index and consequently to 

improve soil management. 
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Abstract 

Modern mathematics teaching methodology offers various possibilities 

for solving the problem which involves k-12 students towards self-learning, 

drill, research, etc. also it develops their problem-solving skills, reasoning and 

creative thinking processes. One of those possibilities is in the area of 

scientific framework and the foundation of a scientific framework is the 

principle of science and scientific research methods (Wadhwa, S. 2008). The 

present study focuses on science in various segments of mathematics 

methodology of at teaching at school level starting with the nature of 

mathematics to mathematical activities, tasks as an important method in 

shaping the system of basic mathematical knowledge, abilities and habits in 

k-12 school learners, and also some drawbacks in subject teaching which are 

mentioned leads due to the inappropriate treatment of methodology of the 

subject in the teaching process and that all can be taken care for the benefits 

of the students in the 21st century. 

Keywords: Scientific approach, teaching, science principle, mathematics, 

students, school level  

Introduction  

Mathematics teaching in the 21st century mainly takes place within a 

professional framework however, teaching school math is a complex and 

demanding process, even though being professional is a condition for its 

success, it is not sufficient and the complexity is successfully resolved by 

relating math to other sciences (Chambers, P. 2010). Hence, we get a process 

which has to take place in the form of frameworks like language frameworks, 

professional frameworks, methodology frameworks, scientific frameworks, 

pedagogical frameworks, psychological frameworks, etc. As it is not easy to 

achieve harmony, occasional slips and weaknesses occur in math teaching 

which significantly influence the quality of math education which reflects 
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negatively on the aims of modern math teaching which emphasizes 

involvement of k-12 students in better understanding and learning 

(Bagyanathan, D 2007). Modern math teaching methodology offers various 

possibilities for solving the above-mentioned problem and a school teacher 

can find many possibilities within the scientific frameworks and the 

foundation of scientific frameworks is the science principle and scientific 

research methods and these concepts often cause a dilemma. What does a 

scientific approach mean in math teaching and the aim of this study is to 

emphasize to give a few postulates and issues which arise in scientific 

frameworks towards math teaching of k-12 school children and a math teacher 

does not have to be a scientist in order to appropriately and correctly apply the 

science principle and research methods in mathematics teaching in the 21st 

century. 

Objectives 

• To know about the sscientific approach towards teaching 

mathematics at school level 

• To analyse the science principle and scientific methods 

• To evaluate the teaching math concepts  

• To lean about the shortcomings in the scientific approach of teaching 

mathematics  

The Science principle and Methods 

Educational concepts are the established views, rules, instructions, etc. 

which are based on teaching areas, the fundamental nature of every mandate 

is framed towards the regulation as a whole in which mathematics teachers 

mostly understand and the same seek towards the science proposition, 

however, the essentials can be elaborated briefly. The knowledge, skill 

(science) essence in the subject mathematics instruction comprises of the 

correct cooperation of teaching content and teaching techniques and 

procedures on the one side and the requirements and constancy of subject of 

mathematics as a science on the other hand and that means that a math teacher 

should introduce students to those facts and form in its impression procedures 

the particular mathematics concept phenomenon which are accurately 

established in 21st century. Teaching of the subject mathematics has to be 

similar to authorize far deepen and enhancement of content and an original 

maintenance of subject at a tertiary context. It is evident that from the 

description the principle of science makes a connection between math as a 

teaching subject and math as a science and in the process of learning and 
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becoming involved with the law of nature, scientists apply special methods 

which is the scientific research methods. Basic methods of scientific thinking 

and research are: analyses and synthesis, analogy, abstraction, and 

concretization, generalization and specialization, induction, and deduction and 

the work of a k-12 mathematics teacher in a school class diverge in lot of 

regards towards the effort of a mathematics researcher, but there are also these 

common characteristics: In the process of learning the scientist applies the 

mentioned methods since they are necessary for obtaining new statements, 

their proof and their link with already known facts and theories and the 

shortest overview of some mathematical theory has steps like stating basic 

concepts, axiom formulation, introduction of new concepts and deriving and 

proving a theorem and also, few scientifically mathematics regions is a 

development of definitions, meanings, lemmas, axioms, basic concepts, 

derived concepts, theorems, etc. In the teaching process, a math teacher helps 

students to discover and learn new mathematical truths and that knowledge 

can be obtained in various ways and the bases of all those methods are also 

concepts and theorems in the methodology of mathematics. 

Methodology of teaching mathematics  

Scientific methods are important for modern math teaching and that is 

why they are the subject of research in modern math teaching methodology, 

through the selection of appropriate problems and by the approach of that 

technique an innovative instructor put together children towards assignments 

that is extremely same for the purpose of testing work of a researcher. Plenty 

of k-12 mathematics teaching content can undergo such application thus 

meeting the science principle in its extent. Knowledge of the procedures 

mentioned is often implied and therefore lack an explanation and that is not 

good and students should gradually and appropriately be taught how to 

analyze, synthesize, abstract, induce, deduce, generalize, specialize, observe 

analogies, etc. regardless of whether they will be seriously involved in math 

at a later stage. As opposed to the usual acquisition of content, this is a higher 

level of mathematical education, and mathematical way of thinking is a 

valuable gained of mathematical education, applicable in many other 

activities, evets, systems, etc. The words gradual and acceptable square 

measure emphasized, if scientific procedures square measure befittingly and 

properly applied, with a necessary feeling for the problem of science content 

and mathematical method of thinking, taking into thought mathematical 

talents of every student, and it is often expected that science teaching is going 

to be self-made and on the contrary, students can have important difficulties 

in effort the teaching content and with time they'll get the incorrect impression 
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that science may be a harder subject than it actually is, sadly, math books, and 

consequently the teaching process do not pay sufficient attention to the 

regularities of the application of scientific procedures. In teaching some math 

content it can be established that they are wrong from that point of view and 

the science principle is therefore neglected, students’ failures in math and the 

inadequate information that is displays upon the completion of their 

education area unit for the bulk half a consequence of the actual fact that 

teaching is generally done at a lower level, where acquisition of content is 

overemphasized, while the higher level is neglected and the reason for this 

neglect lies in the fact that for higher level math teaching one desires a lot 

of exacting scientific strategies supported teaching that is heuristic 

and downside finding.. On the other hand, the need for appropriate use of 

scientific methods in math teaching can be explained with the fact like 

developing math is a concrete and inductive science, and math itself is an 

abstract and deductive science and teaching math in primary school is also 

mostly concrete and inductive. Math lecturers gain abstract postulations, 

generalizations by observant concrete objects and concrete examples and 

through inductive conclusions and this method is familiar and appropriate for 

students of that age and the inductive procedure is made up of a chain of 

inductive steps which lead to the understanding of the general. We begin with 

concrete objects and special cases, inductive conclusions are sequenced by 

analogy, and the observed facts are generalized and observe a tight link 

between induction with concretization, specialization, analogy and 

generalization (James, Anice. 2010). The advantage of applying induction 

which is an implementation of the better to harder principle, easier 

to advanced, learning new abstract ideas and phrases through observation and 

assessment, guiding students to new ideas, expression of recent theorems, etc. 

the inductive approach is vital within the development of a student’s thought 

method that on the opposite hand is critical for getting tons of content at 

school scientific discipline. Among such content are various rules, 

regularities, formulas, theorems, especially if they are not strictly derived or 

proven and the opposite of induction is deduction, the deductive process of 

thinking and proving, takes place after induction, at a higher level of math 

teaching and math education. 

Mathematical concepts 

Concept is a form of thought which reflect important characteristics of 

the objects studied and the process of formulating a concept is a gradual 

process, the initial and simplest step of being aware of the concept is 

observation and introduction to concrete objects and their concrete 
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characteristics related to the concept and sensory awareness like observation. 

The second step is observing something general and common to elements in 

the observed group of objects and having an idea about the concept, the third 

step is pointing out the important characteristic of such objects of formulation 

and acquisition of the concept and it is not difficult to recognize some 

important scientific procedures in the described process: analysis, synthesis, 

abstraction and generalization, meaning that any thought, as well as 

mathematical ideas, when careful analysis develop through abstracting 

characteristics of objects that exist in nature and thru generalization. In that 

way mathematical concepts, although abstract concepts, reflect some 

characteristics of the real world and in that way contribute to their awareness. 

According to that, in teaching mathematical concepts, the teacher realizes the 

science principle if the process of formulating concepts is appropriately 

implemented like observation, the idea about the concept, formulating the 

concept and if he adheres to the rules which must satisfy the definition of a 

concept like appropriateness, content minimum, conciseness, naturalists, 

applicability, and contemporariness. At first glance it can seem that the need 

for content minimum in the definition is rather rigorous, even when it can 

easily be accomplished in teaching and that is not the case. A demand has its 

methodological explanation, definitions on the one hand burden the student’s 

memory, and on the other hand cause confusion in differentiating definitions 

and theorems. The vital place for functioning on a thought is that the 

transition thereto level wherever the abstraction procedure begins, since the 

transfer from concrete to abstract is very troublesome for a few students. one 

in all the characteristics of a thought as a kind of thought is that formulating a 

thought as a part of human awareness is indivisible from expressing words or 

recording or victimization symbols, this characteristic is very emphasized 

in arithmetic and also the issue of language in teaching science is 

extremely sensitive. There will be unclearness and violation of the science 

principle during this space. At times the science principle is completed in 

agreement concerning that means of a selected idea, the dimensions or 

object and also the reason the agreement is introduced. 

Theorems and proofs 

A theorem is a mathematical judgment whose truth is established by proof 

and a theorem is one of the most important mathematical concepts and its 

analysis demand special attention of every mathematics teacher (Mangal, S. 

K. 1993). Appropriate teaching of that idea permits quicker development 

of mathematical thinking of a student and higher understanding of math itself 

and in teaching a theorem the teacher realizes the science principle if he/she 
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teaches his/her students to appropriately and precisely formulate a theorem, 

clearly differentiate assumptions from a theorem statement, formulate a 

theorem twist, formulate an opposite statement, and if he/she achieves 

understanding of the methodology in proving a theorem. Indirect theorem 

proofs, especially forms such as proof of contraposition and contradiction 

create great difficulties for students and the question posed here is should a 

student who won't wear down arithmetic in standard of living at a later stage 

in life/for whom science won't be of essential importance, apprehend and 

perceive these. The answer can be portended from the following irrefutable 

truth: learning how to prove means learning how to judge, and that is one of 

the basic tasks in teaching math (Mishra, L. 2008). Every person should know 

how to judge in life. How else will 2 totally different statements be compared, 

or extract from many statements people who area unit true, check the 

correctness of a suspicious proof, contradict someone’s opinion, come to the 

appropriate conclusion about something, etc. that is why education is not 

complete if a student throughout schooling has not encountered and 

understood proof for several standard mathematical theorems. Teaching the 

way to prove presents an excellent challenge for a teacher, since it clearly is 

neither straightforward nor simple. Especially since a teacher must keep in 

mind an important fact, although k-12 school mathematics is a deductive 

science, school math is not developed at any teaching level as a strictly 

deductive system, but remains within the framework model. This especially 

applies for math teaching in primary school since it is inductive for the 

majority part and many theorems are taught without proof. A vital half for 

closing generalizations through inductive sequences of concrete cases is that 

the transfer to the amount wherever the abstraction procedure begins, since 

the transfer from concrete to abstract is even at this point quite difficult for 

some students. In the case of theorems, the use of words, writing or symbols 

is important, accordingly, the link between the first, second and third can be 

read to an axiom for the polygon surface like “If polygons P1 and P2 are 

congruent, then numbers p(P1) and p(P2) are equal, that is, the following 

implication applies P1 ≅ P2 ⇒ p(P1) = p(P2).”  

Limitations  

• Knowledge of mathematical concepts is really confusing and at the 

beginning of their education in methodology they do not know the 

principle of defining mathematical concepts. 

• Precise and complete definition of a concept they get a redundant text 

in which the basic point is lost for successful math teaching. 

• A methodologist should invest a lot of effort into filling the observed 
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gaps in students’ knowledge.  

• In mathematics teaching, synthesis is not often preceded by analysis, 

and that influences the clarity of teaching and understanding the 

problem thus lowering the value of teaching.  

• Analysis is a lot of or less a necessity altogether analysis and 

can't be avoided. 

• Students do not always clearly differentiate between definitions and 

theorems. 

• In inductive teaching an appropriate number of concrete and special 

cases is needed.  

• A mathematics teacher often considers an insufficient number of 

such cases, so the obtained statements become inconclusive and 

unclear.  

• Teachers do not give a larger number of students the chance to 

become involved in working out the inductive sequence. 

• Generalization is also a critical point in mathematics teaching since 

the transfer from concrete and individual to general is often difficult 

for students to grasp.  

• A mathematics school teacher is faced with a responsibility to make 

the transfer for students easier using appropriate methodological 

procedures and skill. 

• A lot of mathematical content enable generalization, but math 

teachers often overlook such situations.  

• This is a disservice to students learning math since generalizations 

are suitable for the development of mathematical thinking in 

students.  

• Gifted kids WHO possibly have mathematical skills for 

broader finding out of math. 

• In mathematics teaching, analogy is not used enough although it is 

the best means for faster development and acquisition of new 

mathematical truths.  

• Mathematics school teacher at k-12, creativity is often repressed due 

to overly relying on the manner of teaching mathematical content in 

textbooks. 
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Conclusion 

A k-12 mathematics school teacher need not be a scientist in order to 

appropriately and adequately apply the science principle and scientific 

methods in teaching and this occurs in math teaching without much 

interference. Solving a math problem implies some research and development 

and that is why the teacher has to create the spirit of curiosity in his/her 

students, the inclination for independent mental work and to show them ways 

to new discoveries, a creative math teacher using creative teaching methods 

has great chances to develop in his/her k-12 school students creative 

characteristics in the 21st century.  
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Abstract 

Jorhat is facing acute problem due to mismanagement of solid waste. The 

district generates 35MT/day of wastes which is expected to increase up to 

58TPD by 2035. This paper tries to assess the current solid waste management 

scenario of Jorhat Municipal town. Study also investigates whether 

households are willing to contribute for the improved waste management with 

the help of Contingent Valuation Method (CVM). The logit regression 

estimates revealed that income, environmental awareness, education, 

household size have significant impact on willingness to pay. Since lack if 

fund is coming as a hurdle for proper waste management, in this regard public 

awareness and their monetary contribution can help the municipal authority to 

overcome the menace of solid waste.  

Keywords: Solid waste management, Willingness to pay, Contingent 

valuation method, Logit regression. 

Introduction 

Solid waste covers the range of garbage generated from human and 

animal activities and is discarded as useless and unwanted. The Ministry of 

Environment and Forest (MoEF) Govt. of India defines Municipal solid waste 

as commercial and residential waste generated in municipal or notifies areas 

in either solid or semisolid form excluding industrial hazardous waste but 

including treated biomedical waste. In recent time with increase in population, 

urbanization, greater economic prosperity and increase in consumption the 

amount of waste generation is also increasing at a tremendous rate, which if 

not treated properly is going to degrade the environment and destroy the 

resources. Therefore, solid waste management is one of the major concerns all 

over the world. In this regard municipal authority is providing fundamental 

and essential services to keep the environment clean. The activities of MSW 
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encompasses- waste generation, collection, transportation, handling, 

segregation, disposal, processing at the source and transformation. Though 

much effort has been put to treat this hazardous waste, municipal solid waste 

management is a growing problem in the country where municipalities are 

severely constrained by budget to manage it efficiently, lack of appropriate 

planning; inadequate governance is putting more pressure. 

The effective solid waste collection, transportation and disposal are a vital 

component of public service provision and should therefore take priority 

mainly in urban areas. However, the management of solid waste is most 

neglected area in urban development thereby accounting for severe health 

problem in urban areas all over the country. In regard to semi-urban areas it is 

too evident that, smaller cities and town collect less than 50% of solid waste 

per day. Management of solid waste in semi-urban area is going through a 

crucial phase due to financial constraint, institutional weakness, improper 

technology to treat and dispose large amount of municipal solid waste. In, 

India very less study is conducted regarding solid waste management and its 

improvement, besides the study that are done mostly focused on urban areas, 

so in this proposed study an attempt would be made to assess the current 

scenario of solid waste management in semi-urban area -Jorhat. Jorhat town 

is head quarter of Jorhat District of Assam, India. It is situated by NH-37 and 

300km away from Guwahati, the capital city of Assam. Unplanned growth 

and developments of the town in the form of construction of houses has lead 

to overcrowding and thereby creating problem in construction of drainage 

system in the town. 

 Among the few studies conducted in semi-urban area, the determinants 

of willingness to pay for solid waste management has not been analyzed yet 

in the proposed area. Therefore, in this paper an attempt would be made to 

analyze the determinants of willingness to pay for improved solid waste 

management system in Jorhat, Assam.  

Objectives of the study 

1. To study the current scenario of solid waste management in Jorhat. 

2. To estimate the households’ willingness to pay for improved solid 

waste management. 

3. To identify the attributes that affects the willingness to pay of the 

households in the study area. 

Research question 

• Whether the households of study area are willing to contribute for an 

improved solid waste management option? 
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• Whether the socio-economic factors like income, education level, 

sex, household size etc. affect the households’ choice for a particular 

option of solid waste management? 

Methodology 

In order to estimate households’ willingness to pay for improved solid 

waste management system a study is conducted in Jorhat Assam. Purposively 

ward 1, ward 2, ward 4, ward 12 and ward 19 are selected out of 19 wards in 

Jorhat, since these wards are close to dumpsite. Among these wards random 

sampling method is used to select samples. In this study, primary data is 

mainly used to find the determinants of willingness to pay for improved solid 

waste management system with the aid of structured questionnaire which 

contained open-ended questions. This includes socio-economic profile of 

households, their environmental attitudes, and the existing solid waste 

management problem faced by respondent followed by willingness to pay for 

its improvement. The collected data is analyzed with the help of statistical and 

econometric tools. In order to estimate willingness to pay, stated preference 

method which is also known as contingent valuation method is used as this 

CV method facilitates inclusion of hypothetical attributes and leads to 

effective estimation of WTP value. CV method shows the monetary value that 

an individual attach to a good or services which is not sold in the market like 

environmental goods. Secondary data including solid waste management 

facility information and demographic data of the study area are collected from 

local union council and internet. 

Discussion 

5.1 Solid waste management in Jorhat Municipal town 

Jorhat a rapidly developing town in Assam is facing the problem of 

increased solid wastes. In an estimation it is found, the district generates 

35MT/day which is expected to increase up to 58TPD by 2035. These huge 

wastes are disposed in open field without any recycling and neither there is 

use of any scientific technology by the Jorhat Municipality. This unsafe 

disposal of solid waste poses threat to health and environment. There is a water 

supply scheme nearby the disposed area so there is a huge possibility of 

contaminations reaching the water supply from the disposal site thereby 

spreading to entire Jorhat town. Protest has been done regarding stoppage of 

dumping in that area as people of nearby area is suffering from serious health 

problems, but their pleas have till date fallen on deaf ears. This is because lack 

of finance comes as a hurdle to transport the waste in distant place outside the 
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urban area, so dumped within the town limit. Regarding waste collection, it is 

found that there is significant improvement, at present there are 2 trucks, 4 

tractors and trailor, 4 hand cart and 65 dustbins to collect wastes, besides 

attempts have been made in majority of wards to collect wastes from 

households. However, it is evident that lack of awareness regarding 

segregation of wastes both at household and disposal level, huge amount waste 

is going to the landfill and thereby causing its management improper. So, if 

solid waste management is to be improved waste generator is needed to pay 

for SWM services. Thus under such situation it is very crucial to conduct a 

research on environmentally safe and ethical solid waste management system 

in the town in order to explore the possibility of community participation for 

a better SWM System. 

5.2 Socio-economic profile of the study area 

In order to conduct the survey a sample of 100 respondents from 5 wards 

have been collected out of 19 wards of Jorhat distrct. Survey was carried out 

on simple random sampling basis. Following are some of the important socio-

economic characteristics of the sample selected: 

1. Out of total respondent 52% are male, and the remaining 49% are 

female 

2.  Considering the education level, it is observed that about 39% of the 

respondents have education up to middle level and remaining 61% 

have higher education. 

3. Out of total sample about 28% belongs to the age group 20-29, 40% 

from age group 30-39 and remaining 32% above 40 years. 

4. Monthly earnings of the respondents are used for the economic status 

of the sample respondent: 

a) 13% of the respondents have earnings ranging from 5000- 10000 

b) 37% of the respondents have earnings ranging from 10,001-

15000 

c) 17% have earnings ranging from 15001-20000, and 

d) 33% respondents have earnings ranging from 20001-30000. 

5.3 Analysis 

Determinants of willingness to pay for the improvement in solid waste 

management (SWM) system: 

To find out the determinants of willingness to pay and also to find out 
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whether there is any relation between the socio-economic factors and 

willingness to pay in the sample area, the following regression model has been 

formulated: 

WTP=α+β1ENVAT+β2AGE+d1GEN+β3EDU+β4HH+β5EARNING 

Where,  

WTP is the willingness to pay for improvement in SWM system. 

Since here we have two groups one those are willing to pay and another 

not willing to pay, i.e, the respondent expresses their response as yes or no in 

terms of willing to pay, so here the variable is a dummy one. In case of dummy 

variable logit regression model can be used. 

By running the logit regression, we get the following results: 

Table 1: Coefficients 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std.Error Beta 

(Constant) -138.452 27.986  -4.947 .000* 

Environmental 

Attitude Index 
51.833 26.760 .095 1.937 .056** 

Ag of the respondent .237 .454 .026 .523 .602 

Gender .982 7.267 .007 .135 .893 

Educational level 18.809 3.329 .444 5.650 .000* 

Household size 7.204 3.377 .213 2.133 .036** 

Earning 0.003 0.001 .304 3.367 .001* 

Source- Primary Survey 

a. Dependent Variable: Monthly Willingness to pay 

** Statistically Significant at 5% level, * Statistically Significant at 1%. 

ɑ = -138.45is significant at 1% level implying that maximum willingness 

to pay is free from the effect of all other variable. 

β1= 51.833 is significant at 5% level of significance and is positively 

correlated with willingness to pay. 

β2=.237 is insignificant, implying there is no difference among the sample 

respondents in the WTP for improvement in SWM system with respect to age. 

d1=.982 is insignificant, implying there is no difference among the sample 

respondents in the WTP for improvement in SWM system with respect to 

gender. 
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β3= 18.81 is significant at 1% level of significance and also have positive 

sign (i.e. t-value =5.65) implying that education level positively impact WTP. 

 β4= 7.204 is significant at 5% level of significance but doesn’t have the 

expected negative sign. It implies household size is positively related with 

WTP  

β5=.003 is significant at 1% level of significance. The t-value (3.367) 

shows that income is positively correlated with WTP.  

Implications 

Earning is one of the important factors determining willingness to pay. 

Regression result shows that it is statistically significant and has the expected 

positive sign. This implies that with increased monthly income, the 

households WTP will increase. It is known to all, people with higher income 

have the capacity to bear the expenses on things which have positive impact 

on their life. From table.1, estimation coefficient of earning suggests that a 

unit increase in earning of respondent will result in Rs. 0.003 increase in WTP. 

Education also has the expected positive sign. This means that higher the 

level of education higher the WTP. Longer time in formal education (years), 

the more people understand the effect of using unsafe waste collection and 

disposal method. So, the educated will be more willing to pay than the 

illiterate. Estimation coefficient suggests that one-year increase in education 

will result in Rs. 18.81 increase in WTP. 

Regarding household size, it is evident that big households are willing to 

pay more, this suggest that bigger the household size more will be the volume 

of waste and the more difficulties encountered in terms of waste disposal in 

the area, hence the increased WTP. 

Environmental attitude was expected to have positive relation with WTP. 

Since, higher the level of environmental awareness more the respondent would 

appreciate the consequence of mishandling solid waste. Study founds 

environmental attitude to have the expected positive sign. This suggest more 

aware the people the more he/she willing to pay in order to avoid the risk of 

being a victim of unclean environment. 

Age and Gender have no correlation with WTP; this can be suggested that 

there is no difference among the sample respondents in the MWTP for 

improvement in SWM system with respect to gender and age. 
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Table 2: ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1. 

Regression 407138.982 6 67856.497 56.030 .000a 

Residual 112629.768 93 1211.073   

Total 519768.750 99    
 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Earning, Age of the respondent, 

Environmental attitude index, Gender of the respondent, education 

level, household size 

b. Dependent Variable: Willingness to pay 

Table 3: Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1. .885a .783 .769 34.80047 
 

c. Predictors: (Constant), Earning, Age of the respondent, 

Environmental attitude index, Gender of the respondent, Education 

level, Household size 

Table.4, Descriptive Statistics 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

 Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic 

Willingness to 

pay 
100 .00 200.00 61.7500 7.24582 72.45819 

Environmental 

attitude index 
100 .50 1.00 .8215 .01335 .13347 

Age of the 

respondent 
100 20.00 59.00 33.3400 .78499 7.84988 

gender of the 

respondent 
100 .00 1.00 .5400 .05009 .50091 

Education level 100 .00 5.00 2.9400 .17105 1.71046 

Household size 100 2.00 10.00 5.4500 .21432 2.14323 

Earning 100 5000.00 30000.00 1.8760E4 7.56236E2 7562.36028 

Valid N (listwise) 100      

Source- Primary survey 

Statistics result show, R2 =.783 and  

F is significant at 1% level of significance, which concludes the model to 

be a fit one. 

So the final model become- 
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WTP= -138.452 +51.833(ENVAT) + 18.81(EDU) + 7.204(HH) 

+0.003(EARNING) 

Sample mean= 61.75 

Population mean= Sample mean* N (N= Total population) 

= 61.75*98000  (N=98000, as per 2011 census) 

= 6,051,500 amount. 

Conclusion 

Jorhat municipal town is facing the problem of proper waste disposal due 

to lack of finance. This paper determines the WTP of households for improved 

solid waste management in Jorhat municipal town, so that their contribution 

can curb the problem of waste management. It is evident that households are 

willing to share some amount for waste management due to improper 

management by municipalities and their negative health and environment 

effect. In this regard local authority can take waste collection fees from the 

households. Besides importance should be given on segregation at source 

since it will then reduce the amount of waste going to dumpsite and thereby 

reducing the cost of its management and environmental degradation.  
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Abstract 

Language learning is an arduous task for everyone. To avoid the 

difficulties in learning and teaching of English language and literature 

technology is indispensable. In terms of second language acquisition or 

foreign language acquisition ICT plays the pivotal role. The traditional set up 

of classroom and teaching methods have totally changed under the shade of 

ICT. ICT stands for Information and Communication Technology. There are 

several tools of ICT and they make the teaching learning process very simple 

and easy to all. In the same time, we have to confront several drawbacks of 

technology in teaching learning scenario. In this article my prime objective is 

to uphold the limitations and benefits of ICT in English language teaching 

environment. Apart from that, I have critically evaluated the importance of 

technology in terms of English language acquisition. I have also described 

how the application of ICT minimizes the traditional time taking classroom 

activities of teaching and enlarges the scope of English literature and language 

learning. 

Keywords: Teaching, learning, language, literature, ICT, benefits, 

limitations  

Introduction 

Language is one of the most important medium of communication. An 

impressive command over a language leads to an effective communication. 

The age of globalization is associated with multilingual world. Therefore, 

language acquisition or language learning has an importance in this Hi-Tech 

world. With the development of science and technology various technological 

aids for language learning have been developed. English literature and 

language learning through ICT becomes very popular day by day. ICT stands 

for Information and Communication Technology. According to UNESCO 
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(2002), ‘ICT is a scientific, technological and engineering discipline and 

management technique used in handling information, its application and 

association with social, economic and cultural matters.’ ICT helps to transmit, 

process, store, create, share or exchange information by electronic means. ICT 

integrated learning packages are available for online learning, face to face 

learning and open learning. ICT enhances the whole learning process as 

technology allows the learners to learn freely and in the same time it also 

allows the teachers to manage the learning process effectively. ICT based 

learning is generally one kind of autonomous learning. Teachers or the 

traditional learning aids are not the only resources for the learners in the 

process of English language or literature learning in an ICT enabled 

classroom. This transformation in teaching system takes place because of 

technological advancement. Teacher centered environment has transformed 

into a learner centered environment. The teachers become a facilitator who 

exhumes the avenues of resources which are to be accessed for creating an 

acquisition reached environment. The notion of ‘digital migrants’ vs. ‘digital 

natives’ stands as a problem in teaching and learning through ICT. Literature 

plays an important role in teaching the four skills of reading, writing, listening 

and speaking. A teacher in teaching uses literature in the language classroom 

for creating both referential and interactional meaning. Literature exhibits the 

meaningful contexts which are associated with universal themes. There are 

numerous resources for the teachers of English language to upgrade the quality 

of their language classes with the study of literature. Carter and Long (1991) 

wrote, “Both literature and language teaching involves the development of a 

feeling for language of responses to ‘texts’ in the broadest sense of the world 

– both written and spoken discourses” (pp. 2-3). Teachers adopt literary 

criticism and interpretation of literary works in teaching English literature. 

Literary criticism and literary texts are the product of English language. Lazer 

(1993) comments, “Literary texts enrich the language input in classroom and 

stimulate acquisition by providing meaningful and memorable contexts for 

processing and interpreting new language” (p. 17). Literature is a heavy source 

of linguistic input. 

Main theme 

Technology has touched almost all the fields and all the aspects of life. 

Therefore, education has undergone a transformation in the era of Information 

and Communication Technology. Learning of English literature and language 

through ICT helps to broaden the horizon of learners by making them connect 

to the entire world and to provide the learners digital literacy. Learning 

management system through ICT tools is quite interesting and also subject of 
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digital knowledge. Numerous tools or medium are used for teaching English 

language and literature through ICT. Digital literacy is needed to implement 

ICT tools in language teaching –learning process. ICT tools are quite popular 

in the sphere of teaching English language and literature. The ICT tools 

generally used in English language teaching-learning process are CALL 

(Computer Assisted Language Learning), MALL (Mobile Assisted Language 

Learning), OER (Open Education Resources), IALT (Internet Assisted 

Language Teaching), Projector and Interactive White Board. But the effective 

teaching of English language involves two types of mode – Synchronous 

Mode and Asynchronous Mode. Synchronous mode refers to online 

collaborative learning through video conferencing or interactive online class 

using Skype, Zoom, Webex Meet, Google Meet, and Microsoft Team etc. 

These are the tools for direct conversation through the mode of video 

conference. A video conference is a live video and audio connection, where 

all participants or learners have the ability to see and speak to one another. 

Teacher and student can interact with each other through ICT tools in 

synchronous mode. Teaching English language and literature in synchronous 

mode with the help of ICT tools these above-mentioned tools are considered 

as inevitable and effective in modern day teaching. Face to face interaction, 

instant question answering and paper presentation possible with the help of 

these ICT tools. But, this synchronous mode has certain limitations. These 

tools need uninterrupted internet connection or bandwidth and also the 

presence of the students in concerned time. This kind of inconvenience in 

teaching English language and literature can be removed by taking another 

mode. This mode is called as Asynchronous Mode. Asynchronous mode refers 

the teaching –learning process when the teacher and students are not 

connected in real time, when the instructions of the teacher appear through e-

mail, Whatsapp groups, SMS or MOODLE etc. ICT tools for teaching English 

language and literature through asynchronous mode are YouTube, Whatsapp, 

face book, voice thread, OLAT (Online Learning and Teaching), PB Works, 

MOODLE (gnomio.com, brainshark, eyercize) etc. The ICT tools of these two 

modes (synchronous and asynchronous) are used for sharing instructions, 

discussions, exercises, academic activities and continuous assignments in 

teaching English language and literature. A teacher can create or ask a student 

to create a Whatsapp group as course notice board. He can add all the students 

in this group and share all the course materials in the Whatsapp group. He can 

upload or share text book videos on YouTube so that students can access the 

videos as and when they need. The text book videos should be based on either 

language or literature. The aims of preparing these videos must be toward 
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learning and course outcomes. English language or literature teachers can 

create also a personal MOODLE site by using several MOODLE sites like 

gnomio.com or ed.ted.com. They can upload study materials, question papers 

and related video and audio link in the concerned site. 

Teaching English language and literature through ICT also needs teaching 

learning materials. In learning management system TLMs are also important. 

ICT also provides TLMs in teaching learning process. Nearpod.com, a 

collaborative board is an important TLM in ICT based learning management 

system. Teachers can put questions here and students can reply to these 

questions directly. Nearpod.com is an interesting and interactive TLM for 

teaching English language and literature. Edupuzzle is another teaching 

learning material where teacher can easily create beautiful interactive videos 

lesson for students and can insert comprehensive questions within videos. 

Kahoot.com is also an impressive game based learning platform for language 

learners. Multiple choice type questions can be accessed here. Teaching of 

English language and literature becomes very interesting and effective by 

using quizizz TLM. Nicenet, Padlet are the great classroom tools for 

collaborative research and interactive learning. Diigo is another tool sharing 

and managing data in teaching learning process. Teaching is a noble task and 

it has several responsibilities. One important responsibility is to provide equal 

opportunity to all language learners or students. To bring the differently abled 

learners under the shade of ICT based education is also an arduous task. But 

ICT has made the task very easy. The visually challenged learners can use 

‘Read and Write for Google Chrome’ as a learning tool for learning English 

language and literature. Those students have hearing problem or hard of 

hearing students can use nearpod.com, padlet and quizz.com to take part 

actively in teaching learning process. Learning English language and literature 

through ICT offers so many online courses. These courses are divided into 

categories as per participants’ involvements. The courses are - 

MOOCs: (Massive Open Online Courses) unlimited in the number of 

participants, enabling them to learn asynchronously at their own pace. 

SMOCs: (Synchronous Massive Online Courses) unlimited in the number 

of participants, in which students participate synchronously and in real time. 

SPOCs: (Small Private Online Courses) number of students is limited; 

require participants to follow the lessons in real time. 

SSOCs: (Synchronous Small Online Courses) number of students is 

limited; require participants to follow the lessons in real time. 
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Importance of ICT in Teaching and Learning English Language and 

Literature 

The importance of ICT in teaching and learning English language and 

literature is enormous. ICT helps to broadcast material as sources of 

information in different subjects and also assists to facilitate communication 

for students from different backgrounds. In ICT based teaching and learning 

one can use the online resource to support collaborative writing and sharing 

of information. ICT in learning English language and literature facilitates 

parallel communication involving wide ranges of students from distant 

geographical areas. ICT also supports to initiate blended teaching learning 

process and to cater cognitive developments for students. Teaching English 

literature and language through ICT assists to exchange and share ideas among 

teachers for the professional growth and to carry out internet based research 

to enhance educational processes 

ICT Initiatives for Teaching English Language and Literature in Higher 

Education 

In higher education Government of India has taken several initiatives 

depend on ICT tools to impart knowledge in every layer of society. The 

initiatives are –  

• SWAYAM 

• SWAYAMPRABHA 

• INFLIBNET 

• Shodhganga 

• NPTEL 

• GIAN 

• NDL 

• ePG Pathshala 

• Vidya-mitra 

• Uchchtar Avishkar Yojna (UAY) 

• Impacting Research, Innovation & Technology (IMPRINT) 

• Consortium for Educational Communication 

• National Mission on Education through Information and 

Communication Technology 
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Advantages of ICT 

1) Quick access to information 

2) Easy availability of updated data 

3) Connecting geographically dispersed region 

4) Divergent thinking ability in students 

5) Global perspectives 

6) Wider learning opportunities for students 

Challenges of ICT in Teaching English Language and Literature 

Teaching English language and literature through ICT has several 

challenges to overcome. The challenges are like – 

(i) Lack of digital literacy amongst teachers and students. 

(ii) Lack of required infrastructure due to huge costs of installing, 

operating, maintaining and replacing ICT tools. 

(iii) Lack of proper training. Maximum teachers are ICT illiterate and not 

capable of effective handling of ICT tools in teaching –learning 

process. 

(iv) The digital divide and vast economic diversity. Only 8% homes are 

equipped with computer and uninterrupted internet facility.  

Conclusion 

In the time of Covid-19 Pandemic the whole world faces difficulties in 

teaching-learning process. But, human being’s inventions and will power 

reduce the difficulties and brings sea-changes in teaching-learning process. 

The process of teaching-learning faces several impediments due to the closing 

of traditional class room. Therefore, remembering the oft –saying words, 

‘what cannot cured must be endured’, everyone tries to fit with a new system 

of teaching –learning that is called digital or online mode of learning. ICT 

based learning provides the teacher and the learner interest, variety, 

motivation, curiosity, excitement, experimentation etc. Virtual mode of 

learning like webinar, online lecture, online courses and online test opens new 

vistas in literature and language learning. Technology enhances the scopes of 

learning to the learners likewise it also provides opportunities to the teachers 

to equip the classroom with language- reached environment. The audio, visual 

and audio-visual aids are used to improve the quality of teaching process, and 

ensure easy acquisition by the learner. These methods also help to create 

interest and to provide experiences and variety among learners. Technology 
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helps to form a luxury of resources to every learner in a foreign language 

classroom. The unknown is known, the abstract is given shapes and the distant 

is brought near through the application of latest technological media. To 

overcome the challenges of ICT based learning teachers need to rethink their 

basic tends of education, redesign the methodology used in the teaching 

learning process in a creative way with the use of technology. To ICT or not 

to ICT in English literature and language learning is not the question. But the 

real question is how to cultivate the power of technology in teaching learning 

process. It is a common saying ‘Technology creates more problems than it 

solves’. Technology is always criticized for its limitations. Actually, 

technology limits only when limit it. It is limitation of our knowledge, if we 

don’t know about education technology and how to do with it, not of 

technology itself. There are challenges for teachers as well as learners in 

teaching English language and literature. Technology will progress and the 

challenges will also gradually disappear.  
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Abstract 

The COVID 19 Vaccine development was an accelerated research 

development done to curb the nightmares of pandemics. Safety and efficacy 

were paramount factors during the process, there is a general lack of data on 

specific sets of populations. While there are multiple studies done for mRNA 

COVID19 vaccines, this study focuses on the recombinant and adjuvant 

COVID 19 vaccines administered in India. The study presented here 

specifically aims to understand COVID 19 Vaccine effect on the menstrual 

cycle in women in Indian populations. The menstrual cycle is a cyclic process 

regulated by hormonal control in the female body. The interplay of the 

hormones is affected by external factors. Vaccines stimulate the body’s 

immune response, this, in turn, affects the hormones in the body. This study 

aims to understand the effect of COVID19 vaccination on women.  

The study evaluated data from 100 subjects and out of which 34 subjects 

noticed changes in their cycles. These 100 respondents belonged to ages 17-

35 and were mainly from Gujarati and Maharashtra. Of 34 respondents, 12 

reported changes in pain intensity during the cycle, 16 reported changes in 

blood flow after vaccination and 24 reported changes in the cycle length. 

Estrogen and progesterone are female steroid hormones that also influence the 

immune system reaction. Based on the menstrual cycle phase, its correlating 

hormonal levels, variation in symptoms can be observed after vaccination. A 

small number cannot be undermined, as it might be essential for understanding 

the effect on sensitive female subjects.  

Keywords: COVID 19, Vaccine, Indian Women, Menstrual Cycle, 

Coronavirus 

As the world is trying to move past the pandemic, there are several 

vaccines administered. In India, Covishield by Serum Institute of India and 

Covaxin by Bharat Biotech is the main frontrunner administered in India. 
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Covishield is a recombinant vaccine and, Covaxin is an inactivated vaccine. 

Other vaccines available in the global market include Pfizer and Modern 

mRNA vaccine and Sputnik vaccine (Sahu et al.).  

The menstrual cycle is one of the characteristic cyclic processes of the 

female reproductive system. It is a cycle regulated by the ovarian hormones 

along with the hypothalamus. The general duration of the menstrual cycle is 

approximately 28 days, with around 3-4 days of bleeding. Image 1 explains 

the hormonal graph observed during the menstrual cycle from day 0 to 28. 

(Koeppen & Stanton)  

 

Fig 1: Hormonal cycle graph (Koeppen) 
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Several hormones regulate the menstrual cycle in a rhythmic pattern. This 

pulsatile secretion of the hormones directly affects the physical and emotional 

state. Generally, these effects last from a few days before, and during the 

cycle. The most common emotional effect seen is loss of energy and mood 

swings accompanied by headaches and depressive thoughts. Physical effects 

involve bloating breast tenderness and fatigue. While these effects are 

generally seen before the bleeding period of the menstrual cycle, similar 

patterns can also be seen during the cycle. Women feel intense emotional 

irritability and cravings during the menstrual cycles. Women with an active 

lifestyle that includes a healthy diet, a constant source of vitamin B6 and 

regular exercise are seen to have mild effects. (Koeppen & Stanton). The lack 

of a standardized method of measuring the severity and effect of PMS also 

hinders the process of scientific understanding. However, the symptoms and 

their severity is based on the hormonal changes, neurotransmitter, 

prostaglandins level, diet, and lifestyle. PMS is believed to be the result of a 

complex interaction between the ovarian steroid and neurotransmitter. There 

are several studies done on the menstrual cycle changes observed after the 

administration of the mRNA vaccine, but there is not enough data present on 

the effect of the recombinant or inactivated vaccine-like Covishield and 

Covaxin.  

Objectives 

This study aims to understand the effect of the Covid 19 vaccine on the 

menstrual cycle in women in the Indian population. The main objective of this 

study is to assess the changes in the menstrual cycle post-vaccination. To 

evaluate the relationship between multiple factors that can be associated with 

the changes and effects of the vaccination. The data gathered from this study 

can be used to further study the effect of vaccines on sex steroid hormones and 

their relation to the physiological changes in females.  

Methodology 

Study Design and Data Collection 

The survey sheet was designed with around 20 questions in the first set, 

which was followed by 10 question sub-part forms. It was circulated through 

an online platform between 27/07/2021 to 20/08/2021. The age range of the 

target respondents was age 16 to 45. Out of 108 respondents received, 6 forms 

were removed since they were multiple entries from a single respondent and 

2 of the respondents were younger than the targeted age group. The online 

form was designed as a two-part form, where it did not collect data from 

subjects that were sure that there were no changes in their menstrual cycle. 
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This allowed the study to gather concentrated data from the subjects. Out of 

100 respondents, 66 subjects denied any changes in the cycle, whereas 4 

subjects reported yes, 17 reported maybe, and 13 subjects were unaware and 

chose “I don’t know”. Out of these 34 subjects, 79.4(27/34) reported changes 

after the first dose, 14.7% (5/34) observed changes after the second dose, and 

5.8% (2/34) noted changes after both.  

 In this study, there were 20 subjects born in 1998, followed by the 15 

subjects born in 2000, and 13 who were born in 1999. The target population 

of the study remained focused on females that are in their menstruating years.  

Demographic profile of respondents 

Out of 100 respondents, 46 belonged to Surat, 16 were from Ahmedabad, 

and 13 were from Vadodara. Table 1 represents the different regions from 

where the respondents are part of this study.  

Table 1: Different Regions of the Subjects 

Ankleshwar 2 

Ahmedabad 16 

Bharuch 2 

Bhavnagar 3 

Gandhinagar 1 

Dindigul 1 

Erode 1 

Jamnagar 7 

Pune 2 

Upleta 1 

Palanpur 2 

Jalgaon 1 

Vyara 1 

Meghalaya, Shillong 1 

Surat 46 

Vadodara 13 
 

Vaccination Status of the Subjects 

To understand the effect of the COVID 19 Vaccine on the menstrual 

cycle, during this study the data on the type of vaccine, the vaccine dose 

administered and the facility where the subjects received the vaccine was 

gathered (Table 2). Using this data, the study aimed to establish a correlation, 

if any, between the type of vaccine and the effect on the cycle. During the 
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survey, it was found that out of 100 respondents 54 respondents had received 

their first Covishield shot, and 6 had received the first Covaxin shot. Further, 

30 and 10 subjects had been fully vaccinated with Covishield and Covaxin, 

respectively. 

Table 2: Facility where vaccine was administered 

Facility Number of Subjects (N=100) 

Government Hospitals 15 

Primary Health Care Center 16 

School Centers 41 

NGOs-Organized 13 

Private Hospitals 15 
 

Results and Discussion  

Severe cases of COVID19 infection are due to the extreme immune 

response leading to cytokine storms. During the pandemic, the evident 

diffidence in the inflammation of response can be related to sex steroids. The 

immune system in females can respond better to the pathogens and produce 

higher interferons and antibodies. There are several reports and studies that 

document various gender differences in inflammation. Most immune 

regulatory genes like estrogen-stimulating genes are present in the X 

chromosomes, which allows the presentation of a stronger immune system. 

Estrogen holds a dose-dependent control over the immune system and can 

have an anti-inflammatory effect on physiological levels. Cytokines like 

interleukin-6, interleukin-8 are regulated and inhibited by the presence of 

estrogen.  

(Al-Lami et al.). In this study, it can be observed that several subjects felt 

a change in their cycle post-vaccination. To effectively understand the effect, 

the study collected data on the subjects' hemoglobin levels and cycle 

regularity. Out of 100 subjects, 83 reported regular periods whereas 19 

reported irregular cycles. The study also gathered hemoglobin data from the 

subjects wherein, 63 subjects reported normal levels, 13 reported abnormal 

levels, and 25 weren’t sure of their hemoglobin levels. This data was gathered 

to understand the influence of hemoglobin on the menstrual cycle since it is 

shown to be correlated to the nutritional status of the subject, which can play 

a major role in cycle regularity (Mohite).  

The cycle length is mainly due to the variation caused in the follicular 

phase length. Estrogen is the main hormone during this phase, mainly 17-beta-

estradiol. This increase is linked to the upregulation of the Follicle-
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stimulating-hormone receptors. As this follicular phase will come to an end, 

the presence of 17-beta-estradiol will act as the negative feedback for the 

anterior pituitary. The main function of the follicular phase is to thicken the 

endometrial lining allowing for a thick and nutritious layer for the fetus, in 

case of fertilization (Thiyagarajan et al.). During an immune response, 

estrogen can also act as an immune enhancer molecule and have the capacity 

to stimulate cellular subsets (Khan & Ahmed). Based on this data compiled in 

Table 3 and Figure 2, the results of this study can be correlated with levels of 

estrogen in females. It can be proposed that the vaccine administered during 

the follicular phase of the cycle, led to a greater immune response 

comparatively. This can be due to the presence of a high level of estrogen that 

is aligned with the stimulation of immune response by the vaccine. The 

variation in estrogen can be responsible for variation in blood flow, variation 

in cycle length, and various side effects.  

 

Fig 2: Response (Yes/No/Maybe) of subjects on change in length of the cycle after 

vaccination  

Table 3: The data on cycle length variation and changes reported by subjects before 

and after vaccination 

Before 

Vaccination 

Cycle 

Length (in 

days) 

3 days 

or less 
4 days 5 days 6 days 7 Days 

After 

Vaccination 

Change 

Observed (by 

subjects of 

respective 

length) 

Number of 

Subjects 

Number of 

Subjects 

3 2 1 1 1 
Unexpected 

Changes 
9 

2 1 1 0 0 Shorter Cycle 4 
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1 3 4 1 2 Longer Cycle 11 

4 2 3 1 0 
Skipped a 

Cycle 
10 

 

Oral Contraceptive pills or OC pills also tend to alter the hormonal levels, 

having a direct effect on the menstrual cycle. The OC pills are generally a 

combination of estrogen and progesterone, where progesterone will prevent 

pregnancy and the estrogen component can regulate menstrual bleeding. 

These drugs are a type of hormonal supplement that lead to production of 

different levels of steroid hormones (Cooper & Mahdy). Thus, data on OC 

pills was gathered to understand their influence on the menstrual cycle. 

However, out of 6/100 subjects that consumed OC pills, 2 observed changes 

in the menstrual cycle. It is important to note, that these subjects reported that 

they were put on OC pills for regularizing their menstrual cycle, however, they 

observed changes after vaccination. 

Paracetamol is a class of drugs that are classified as antipyretic and 

analgesic. It mainly acts by inhibiting the production of prostaglandins and is 

commonly used by females suffering from dysmenorrhea. During the Covid 

19 vaccination, several subsequent side effects led to many people consuming 

these painkillers (Ortiz et al.). In a case report combined by T.H Bourne in 

1991, a cohort of 11 subjects was studied and it was found that paracetamol 

was consumed during the pre-ovulatory stage, around the time of LH surge it 

could have a direct effect on the blood flow during the cycle. Similarly, in a 

study conducted in 2011, the relaxing effect of paracetamol was tested on the 

myometrium lining (Ortis et al.).These medications act as the inhibitor of 

COX-1 and COX-2 and inhibit the synthesis of prostaglandins, as a result, 

reducing the volume of the blood flow. (Dawood & Khan-Dawood) In the 

present study, the patients were asked if they consumed any painkillers after 

vaccination to relieve symptoms.  

Table 4: Blood flow intensity of subjects during the menstrual cycle 

Blood flow Scale Number of Respondents 

2 2 

3 21 

4 4 

5 4 
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Fig 3: Response from the subjects of from the observation of subjects on their pattern 

of blood flow post-vaccination 

To figure out the blood flow comparison was based on Table 4 and Figure 

3. Based on the literature present, it can be proposed that the blood flow 

changed after the vaccine and can act as one of the interfering factors in the 

hormone balance after vaccination.  

Since major diseases and their associated complications can also be a 

factor, subjects were asked to mention any long-term diseases they suffered 

with. Table 5 lists down diseases reported by all the subjects and diseases 

reported by respondents that observed changes in the cycle.  

Table 5: Data on the type of Comorbidity suffered by the respondent 

Type of Comorbidity Number of respondents (N=25/34) 

Diabetes 1 

Blood Pressure 2 

Depression and Anxiety 7 

Reproductive Problem 11 

Anemia 3 

Thyroid 3 

Obesity 3 

Other 2 
 

Reproductive ailments like Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) affect the 

immune system. The estrogen-progesterone levels are mutually antagonists 

concerning the immune system. Estrogen acts as a stimulant and progesterone 
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can reverse the stimulation. The PCOS patients have very low levels of 

progesterone in the body, which allows an amplified reaction by estrogen, 

which can also lead to severe complications(Shirsath et al.).Out of these 25 

subjects, 11 subjects reported reproductive and hormonal diseases. The 

combination of these factors can have a severe influence on the hormonal 

levels, which can regulate the different phases of the cycle, which can, in turn, 

lead to variation after the vaccination. This data can be further used to study 

the interrelation between these diseases, and their effect on the menstrual cycle 

upon vaccination  

Further distinct observations include, a the subject part of the study 

reported that she had a regular 28-day cycle, after vaccination, she skipped 2 

cycles that led her to even take a pregnancy test, which came out to be 

negative. Similar reporting from another subject suffering from PCOS skipped 

her period for 2 months after the second dose. Some respondents also reported 

having frequent vaginal discharge, irregular cycle length, and frequent 

spotting/lesser bleeding. These changes, however, in a smaller group, can act 

as a potential indicator of the effect of these vaccines on the overall health of 

women that have a sensitive immune system. From this study, it can be 

understood that there are further studies required with a clinical setting to 

better understand the comprehensive effect on the hormonal levels in women.  

This study collects data on the symptoms observed during the periods, 

before and after vaccination to understand the effect of the COVID19 vaccines 

on them. The intensity and difference in the emotional symptoms are related 

to the low levels of progesterone (Clare). In the current study, to understand 

the effect of the COVID19 vaccines on the physical and physiological 

symptoms, they were asked to report the different changes they experienced. 

Figure 4 and 5 represent a comparative graph of the symptoms reported by the 

subject before and after vaccination. Similarly, the subjects were also asked 

about the pain or cramps intensity during the periods, this data is compared in 

Table 5.  

Table 5: Data generated on pain intensity during the menstrual cycle (N=100) 

Scale degree Number of Respondents 

1 15 

2 21 

3 23 

4 27 

5 15 
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Fig 4: Comparison of physical symptoms reported by the subjects during the 

menstrual cycle before and after vaccination 
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Fig 5: Comparison of psychological symptoms experienced by the subjects during 

the menstrual cycle before and after vaccination 

Conclusion 

Hormonal regulation is an essential part of the monthly cycle in women. 

The levels of the steroid sex hormones directly affect the immune response 

upon exposure to a pathogen. Similarly, the Covid 19 vaccination triggers the 

immune system that affects the cycle’s different phases like the luteal phase, 

follicular phase, or pre-menstrual phase. The variation in estrogen and 

progesterone levels can influence the physical and physiological symptoms 

during the cycle. These effects can be greater for women with sensitive 

systems. Through a small subject count, the data from the current study 

indicate a correlation between the Covid19 Vaccine and menstrual cycle and 

opens avenues into further studies in hormonal clinical studies and fertility 

investigation. 
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Chapter - 7 

Blended Learning: The Future of Teaching-Learning 

Process 

Dr. Radhika Bansal and Dr. Neeta Garg 

 

 

Introduction 

The COVID-19 pandemic, also known as the corona virus pandemic, 

is an ongoing global pandemic of corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) 

caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) 

that has created challenges across the Higher Education sector. University 

campuses closed, and teaching and assessment shifted to an online platform. 

The CoVID-19 pandemic has created significant challenges in the routine 

activities of education. The immediate impact has been lockdowns and the 

enforced closure of schools, colleges and universities. 

However, this has not affected learning, teaching and assessment; instead, 

online contingency plans were formulated to continue teaching and 

assessment via the online digital interface so students can progress in their 

studies. The emergency response from educational institutions during 

pandemics is to shift teaching and assessments online is known as Emergency 

Remote Education (ERE) -Shin and Hickey, 2020. 

ERE can involve adapting teaching-learning which would have 

traditionally been taught face-to-face as blended learning or as fully distanced 

learning. It has been observed that during crisis situation like a pandemic, war 

or natural disaster, online or blended learning could meet the academic needs 

of the learners. With the entry of Information and Communication technology 

(ICT)-based technologies, the entire teaching pedagogy is converted to a 

learner centered pedagogy, following which the skills of using technology are 

to be seen as the most essential qualifications on the part of both the 

teachers/educators and learners. 

Due to the risk of COVID, schools, colleges and universities are tackling 

ways about how to carry on teaching and learning while keeping their 

faculties, staffs and learners safe. Most of the institutions have chosen to drop 

in-person classes, including labs and other learning meetings, and have 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus_disease_2019
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Severe_acute_respiratory_syndrome_coronavirus_2
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ordered their staff to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by moving their 

courses online. Blended Learning -the concept of blended learning is a 

scenario where in-person or face-to-face education is combined with online 

opportunities, and the online materials are presented with the traditional 

classroom atmosphere. 

What is blendid learning? 

“Blended learning is not just a trend, and we’re starting to see technology 

integrated in really intentional ways. -Katie Linder.” 

Blended learning is a scenario, an approach to education that combines 

online educational materials and opportunities for interaction online with 

traditional classroom atmosphere. It requires the physical or in-person 

presence of both teacher and student, with some elements of student control 

over time, place, path, or pace. While students still attend "brick-and mortar" 

schools with a teacher, face-to-face classroom situation are combined with 

computer-aided activities regarding content and delivery.  

Blended learning has also gained importance in professional development 

and training settings. Blended learning allows students to learn study and 

grasp learning’s at their own pace and their own ability level. With the 

presence of virtual environment, learning is not limited to a physical 

classroom. Learning we all know, can be done in long lengthy periods, in bits 

(small) and pieces, from home, from a cafe, or during a lunch break, depending 

on what works for your schedule.  

The definition of blended learning is a formal education program in which 

a student learns:  

In part through online learning, with some element of student control over 

time, place, path, and/or pace. 

In part in a supervised brick-and-mortar location away from home. 

In the concept of blended learning, mainly three main delivery modes 

exist:  

*face-to-face, flexible and distance learning.  

Importantly, learning technology applies to all three modes; technology 

can be used to:  

1. Enrich traditional in-person teaching  

2. Strengthen existing flexible forms of delivery  

3. Enhance the level of engagement and social presence of students 

studying at a distance.  
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In each of above delivery mode, technology can be used to blend the best 

of traditional teaching with online forms of learning. 

Blended learning models 

The majority of blended-learning programs resemble one of four models:  

 

A. Rotation model 

A course or subject in which students rotate on a fixed schedule or at the 

teacher’s discretion between learning modalities, at least one of which is 

online learning.  

Other modalities have activities such as small-group or full class 

instruction, group projects, individual tutoring, and pencil-and-paper 

assignments. The students learn mostly on the brick-and-mortar campus, 

except for any homework assignment. 
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a) Station Rotation: A course or subject in which students experience 

the Rotation model within a contained classroom or group of 

classrooms. The Station Rotation model differs from the Individual 

Rotation model because students rotate through all of the stations, 

not only those on their custom schedules. 

 

b) Lab Rotation: A course or subject in which students rotate to a 

computer lab for the online-learning station. 
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c) Flipped Classroom: A course or subject in which students 

participate in online learning off-site in place of traditional 

homework and then attend the brick-and-mortar school for face-to-

face, teacher-guided practice or projects. The primary delivery of 

content and instruction is online, which differentiates a Flipped 

Classroom from students who are merely doing homework practice 

online at night. 

 

d) Individual Rotation: A course or subject in which each student has 

an individualized playlist and does not necessarily rotate to each 

available station or modality. An algorithm or teacher(s) sets 

individual student schedules. 
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B. Flex model 

A course or subject in which online or digital learning is the backbone of 

student learning, even if students at times do offline activities. The teacher 

record is on-site, and students learn mostly on the brick-and-mortar campus, 

except for any homework assignments. The teacher of record or other adults 

provide in-person support on a flexible and adaptive as-needed basis through 

activities such as small group instruction, group projects, and individual 

tutoring. Some implementations have in-person support, whereas others have 

minimal support. For example, some of the Flex models may have face-to-

face certified teachers who supplement the online learning on a daily routine 

basis, whereas others may provide little face-to-face or in-person enrichment. 

Still others may have different staffing combinations. These variations are 

useful modifiers to describe a particular Flex model. 
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C. A La Carte model  

A course or subject that a student takes entirely online to accompany other 

experiences that the student is having at a brick-and-mortar school or learning 

center. The teacher of record for the A La Carte course is the online teacher. 

Students may take the A La Carte course either on the brick-and-mortar 

campus or off-site. This differs from full-time online learning in the sense that 

it is not a whole-school experience. Students used to take some courses A La 

Carte and others in-person at a brick-and-mortar campus. 

 

D. Enriched Virtual model 

A course or subject in which students may required face-to-face or in-

person learning sessions with their teacher of record and then are free to 
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complete their remaining coursework remote from the in-person or face-to-

face teacher/facuty. The same person generally serves as both the online and 

face-to-face teacher. Most of the Enriched Virtual programs began as full-time 

online schools and then developed blended programs or learning to provide 

students with brick-and-mortar school experiences. Online learning is the 

backbone of student learning when the students are located at remote areas. 

The Enriched Virtual model differs from the Flipped Classroom because in 

EVP model, students seldom meet face-to-face or in-person with their teachers 

every weekday. It differs from a fully online course because face-to-face 

learning sessions are more than optional office hours or social events; they are 

required. 

 

Advantages of blended learning 

Blended learning major benefit is the fundamental shift in the earlier 

instruction methods. Blended learning has the potential to successfully 

optimize outcomes for individuals in a way that traditional instruction could 

not. 

Blended learning delivery allow for each aspect to be taught using the 

most appropriate medium or model for the topic at that particular stage in the 

training. 

1. Individuals have tendency to learn different things in different ways. 

2. Using multiple modalities reinforces learning, retention and 

engagement.  

3. Blended learning saves money. 

4. Learners can control the pace of their learning. 

5. Blended kind of learning is modular and scalable. 
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6. This type of learning prepares students to work at digital based jobs 

that require technology proficiencies.  

Blended learning also improves other factors for the teacher including:  

1. More engaged students  

2. More leadership roles 

3. Better information and feedback on work  

4. Team teaching  

5. Focus on deeper learning 

6. Extended time with students  

7. Motivate hard to reach kids  

8.  New options to teach at home  

9. More earning power 

10. Individualized professional development plans Improved Teaching 

Conditions  

Blended learning tears down the traditional bricks and mortar approach 

to teaching, which can improve conditions such as:  

• Meaningful professional development  

• Improved Time efficiency  

• Better student data 

• Reduced Isolation  

• More opportunities for collaboration  

• Role-differentiation 

Features/characteristic of blended learning 

Blended learning has a number of advantages over other methods of 

teaching. Blended learning gives the learner more control and how much time 

they need to learn it well.  

1. Flexiility: There is immense possibility in presenting content, means 

students can work on learning the subject within a given timeline. 

2. Efficiency: With this well-planned strategy, one can efficiently and 

quickly deliver training to a broad audience like videos, recordings 

and e-books can be reused, which is an added advantage.  

3. Extended reach: This strategy reduces classroom teaching time and, 

by digitizing the expertise of talented instructors or SME (subject-
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matter experts), you can teach more students with world-class 

content.  

4. Collaboration: Online assignments, course commenting and 

discussion boards naturally encourage student collaboration. 

Therefore, both online and offline teamwork opportunities are more.  

5. Personalised learning: This learning supports personalized 

learning. Like, one can assign reading comprehension passages 

according to the comprehension level of each student which can 

prevent unnecessary burden for learners. 

6. Tracking and reporting: One of the greatest benefits of online 

learning, especially through an LMS, is data tracking and reporting. 

LMSs means Learning Modules have the ability to track each step 

the student takes throughout the course, including logins, time 

tracking and grading. 

Need for Blended learning in the Indian education system 

The Union Budget 2017 over the education sector has made the education 

especially higher education to be multidimensional. This modernized 

education along with the personality development which gives an open way 

for employment. Government’s Vision of Education System i.e. the 

digitization is one of the trendy norms of the government and it has released 

various below following measures or schemes to support the online education.  

• SWAYAM – An online portal 

• HEERA – Higher Education Empowerment Regulation Agency  

• NEP – National Education Policy  

• UGC – University Grants Commission  

The ultimate aim of the above mentioned schemes is to groom the al round 

personality of students to face the challenges of the digital India.  

The Ministry of HRD (Human Resource Development), the GOI 

introduced “Study Webs of Active Learning for Young Aspiring Minds” 

(SWAYAM) in 2016. Subsequently, the University Grants Commission 

(UGC) through the Credit Framework for Online Learning Courses through 

SWAYAM Regulation, 2016, mentioned that at least 20% materials, and in 

2020, it was decided that at least 40% from the total number of courses by an 

Indian university should be released in the form of MOOCs for the fast 

dissemination of knowledge and information among the prospective Indian 

learners.  
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But, the major problems related to the SWAYAM are the high rate of 

dropout (UGC Regulations, 2020). There may be some other factors too such 

as - the syllabus not being at par, course contents failing to motivate the 

students.  

However, the abrupt, also unexpected shift to online teaching mode in 

India where a rampant digital divide still exists and where a large number of 

learners still belong to the disadvantaged groups, internet accessibility and 

unaffordable technology were more likely to make learning beyond the reach 

of many thousands of learners. The biggest challenge, however, was to make 

learning accessible to all age group and stages in this moment of crisis. 

The author has suggested that instead of starting online teaching in an 

unplanned way, one should understand students’ priorities and challenges then 

online learning would help in aligning technology and pedagogy in tune with 

students’ interests and learning preferences. During the Covid-19 pandemic, 

lockdown, with a view to reconsider the idea of pedagogy from traditional 

chalk-and-talk method to online/blended learning, the Indian Government 

launched the initiative called “Bharat Padhe Online” so that to encourage the 

teachers, educationists to create digital educational related contents, share 

ideas and innovations in public platforms by creating educational blogs, and 

creating more and more OERs means Open Education Research.  

Initially, everyone from political leadership to academic administrators 

was so much confused as to what course of action to be taken to continue 

education during pandemic. After considerable discussions and debates, it was 

decided that teaching–learning be shifted to e-mode i.e through online 

platform so as to compensate the loss of academic semester. That’s why 

change was sudden, drastic, posing unique challenges to both the teachers and 

learners. Teachers had to undergo digital transformation overnight, overcome 

technology phobia and work so hard for the sake of their students. When the 

traditional educational institutions in India switched over to online education 

or e-mode overnight, the teachers shifted from blackboard to computer screen 

or Laptop.  

Against these unprecedented contexts, there is an urgent need to explore 

the perception of the teachers and learners on the use of online/blended 

learning particularly in the conventional universities and colleges, the 

challenges in the implementation of the online/ blended learning and how to 

mitigate the existing digital division in a country like India. When the different 

ICT-based practices had already changed the entire teaching–learning method 

and have redefined the role of tutoring, mentoring and counseling across the 
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world, the case of online/blended learning in India was not that attractive. 

However, the corona virus pandemic in a way compelled the F2F and ODL 

institutions to adopt technologies for delivering contents to the learners 

undisruptive. In fact, by using the given affordable, accessible and cost-

effective technology, the benefits of education can be uniformly disseminated 

to all irrespective of any socioeconomic discrimination.  

Now, Teachers are undertaking Facebook Live classes, Google 

classroom, YouTube contents, teaching through WhatsApp and meeting apps 

like Zoom, Teams, Cisco WebEx or Google Meet as an emergent response to 

the Covid-19 crisis. But whether such efforts are actually transforming the 

Indian educational system from the pedagogical point of view is a matter of 

serious discussion. Therefore, it is alarming that we seriously addressed, what 

is also the purpose of this paper, the perception of both teachers and learners 

towards the use of online/blended learning in their regular curriculum 

transactions during the Covid-19 pandemic so that both teachers and students 

in Indian colleges and universities are able to continue their transactions 

without any disruption and a proper roadmap is prepared for the right use of 

online/blended learning at the policy level particularly in post-Covid-19 

situations.  

Conclusion 

Following the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, there is being urgent 

and a renewed interest on the role and utility of online and digital learning at 

the time of a crisis across India and the world. Collaborative learning, 

cooperative learning, constructive learning, and transformative learning (TL) 

have shown that by adopting flexible, accessible, and affordable technologies 

in education system and by integrating in-person and online activities while 

framing the learning objectives and assessing the expected learning outcomes 

of the learners, newer and effective ways of learning experiences can be 

visualized. And, when our society faces a crisis like a pandemic, war or any 

of natural disaster, such ideas of online education will significantly help. 

For example, Baytiyeh (2018) discussed the impact of seismic events like 

earthquakes on educational services, while asserting the crucial role played by 

ICTs in delivering education even during temporary closure of educational 

institutions following a natural disaster like earthquake. Blended Learning 

promised to be an important part of the future of both higher education and 

corporate training. Over the past decade, with the increased availability of 

technology, internet and network access, the use of Blended Learning 

Environments has steadily grown.  
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• It provides students with flexibility and improved learning outcomes.  

• By technology in the classroom, both teachers and students will 

develop skills essential for the 21st century. 

• The blended learning offers the open way for most of students who 

can get through the physical and cultural barriers in the education.  

• But more than that, students will learn the critical thinking and 

workplace skills they will need to be successful in their futures.  

• Education is no longer just about learning and memorizing facts and 

figures; it’s about collaborating with others, solving complex 

problems, developing different forms of communication and 

leadership skills, and improving motivation and productivity.  

• Despite initial hurdles and challenges, the future looks promising for 

blended learning adoption in the developing country like India. In 

fact, if the current growth rates continue, India might soon pass 

western countries in blended learning adoption.  

• The challenge for implementation of blended learning in higher 

institutions is time commitment. Thus, estimates that planning and 

developing a blended learning course for large numbers usually takes 

two to three times the amount of time required to develop a similar 

course in a traditional format. 
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Chapter - 8 

Concept of Bhakti in Bhāgavadgītā with Special Reference 

to Bhakti Yoga 

Debarati Sinha 

 

 

Abstract 

The present study is an attempt to reflect the importance of Bhakti in our 

moral and daily life. It serves as the bridge to connect with Lord. Bhakti is a 

set of actions, performed mainly for their symbolic value. The aim of this 

study is to analyse the effect of bhakti in our life and express the feeling of a 

pure devotee. At the last, it can be perceiving that the existence bhakti and 

worshipping make India an incredible one in the world. 

Keywords: Society, bhakti, devotee, spirituality, bhagavatgītā, incredible 

India. 

Abbreviation 

B.G = Bhagavatgītā 

N.B.S = Nārada Bhakti Sūtra 

S.B.S = Śāndilya Bhaktisūtra 

Introduction 

The term Bhakti is the most used word but the least understood as it is an 

actual exploration for the Absolute Being, which is limitless. It is a one kind 

of research that deals with the Almighty God. It is a practice that commences, 

continues and terminates in love of Almighty. This kind of love is possible 

only between a devotee and adorable one. This is a kind of spiritual love which 

is difficult for common people to understand. The person who understands this 

challenging relation is known as pure Bhakta and the relationship between 

Bhakta and God is called Bhakti. 

Meaning of Bhakti 

The word Bhakti derives from the root Bhaj’, which means "to divide, to 

share, to partake, to participate, to belong to". The term Bhakti literally means 
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‘attachment, participation, fondness for, homage, faith, love, devotion, 

worship, purity piety to something as a spiritual, religious principle or means 

of salvation etc.’ According to encyclopedia Britannica 2009 it was originally 

used in Hinduism, refers to devotion and love for a personal God or a 

representational God by a devotee. In Nārada Bhakti Sūtra, Bhakti is the 

Devotional service, manifests itself as the highest and purest love for the Lord 

(N.B.S.2). Higher love does not mean love that seeks return or expects 

recompense, but love that seeks to become higher and higher in the face of 

adversity of the lover in the beloved. 

Simply we can say that in Indian Religion Bhakti is an emotional 

devotion, particularly to a God or spiritual ideas. Conservatively devotion is 

the motivation to seek refuge and complete protection through unconditional 

love and deeply loyal service to the Superior (Ramkrishnan, 1978; P-17). 

Bhakti is one of the best guideline which safely shows you across the path of 

life. Bhakti is the ultimate way by which one can connect himself with 

eternity. Bhakti signifies total freedom from captivity. A pure devotee exceeds 

worldly sorrows and pains by following the path of Bhakti. Bhakti is the name 

of complete affection towards God. In Śāndilya Bhaktisūtra Śāndilya defines 

bhakti as extreme desire for the lord (S.B.S.2). It is the highest desire for God 

for himself. Pārāśarya defines Bhakti as loving worship of God (N.B.S.16). It 

explains the quenchless thirst of the one. In Bhagavatgītā Śrīkṛṣña has asked 

to set our mind on Him, be loyal to Him, worship Him, and bow to Him. Thus 

surrendering ourselves to Him, when our soul is joined to Him, we will surely 

attain Him (BG.IX.34). Here Lord wants to explain that a devotee must 

surrender completely before his divine self, completely free from mortal life. 

Thus the entity of the devotee is filled with grace and he enters the eternal 

kingdom of God. So we can say that Bhakti means a holy bond between 

Bhakta and Almighty and the complete dedication to God. 

According to Rādhākṛṣṇan, Bhakti is the simplest way to direct a man to 

the absolute Being. This is another method that is quite effective as any and 

sometimes it seems to be bigger than the other, since it is its own consequence, 

while others are means to some other end (Radhakrishnan, 2000; P-58-59). 

Bhakti is the live love for God who enters into the world to get rid of it. 

According to Śri Nārada, all activities of Bhakti involves devotion to God 

and the slightest break in the remembrance of God involves the rearmost 

feeling of instability and sorrow (Prabhupada, 2000; P-19). Bhakti is free from 

desire and the nature of resistance to all desires, however, not the extinction 

of desires, but the concentration of all the desires and activities of God. 

Obstacles, on the other hand, mean undivided or completely sincere devotion 
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to God. All that is against him and abandoning all other aspects (Sreenivasa 

Murthy, 1973; P-163). 

The superiority of bhakti is clearly expressed in the Bhagavatgītā. Here 

Śrīkṛṣña declares that the bhakti yogī to be the highest, superior to all yogīs. 

That is because bhakti is the supreme power that binds God and makes him a 

slave of his devotees (BG.VI.47). In Bhagavatgītā we can find the sense of 

exclusiveness of Bhakti. Here Śrīkṛṣña says that who persistently meditates 

on me (God) without involving himself with no one else, I (God) am easily 

attainable for him (BG.VIII.14). A pure devotee does not have the sense of 

separateness such as ‘I’ or 'mine'. In the beginning Bhaktiyoga of Bhagavatgītā 

Arjuna asked Śrīkṛṣña about pure devotee then Śrīkṛṣña started to explain the 

quality of a devotee. Bhakti is not inspired by any outcome. The real devotee 

is the one who worshipping with transcendental faith, restrains the five senses, 

who is equal to all and who is benevolent to the universe (BG.XII.2-4). The 

process of being in direct service to the Highest Personality of Godhead, is 

easier and is natural for the embodied soul which is belongs to method of 

devotion. It indicates if a person buries his mind and intellect in me (Lord) 

with devotion and go beyond the material world and live a Krishna-conscious 

life, he will always be close to me (Lord).  

Importance of Bhakti 

Bhakti is not inspired by any results. It is unconditioned and an 

inseparable part of reality. The importance of devotion in this life-like battle 

is immense. One can distinguish the material and spiritual world by practicing 

devotion. One can realize the highest truth through constant practice of Bhakti. 

Bhakti is inextricably linked with knowledge or we can say that proper 

knowledge is an element of devotion. So it can be say that only devotion can 

purify one's mind, which can be practiced by anyone. 

Nature of true Bhakta 

In Bhagavatgītā Arjuna asked Śrīkṛṣṇa what kind of bhakta is dear to Him. 

After describing pure devotion, Lord Kṛṣṇa, explains those in a very attractive 

manner. While describing the qualities of a true devotee, says that a pure 

devotee is never disturbed in any situations. My (Lord’s) dearest devotee is 

the one who is not jealous, friendly, forgiving, compassionate, humble, and 

equivalent to happiness and sorrow, restrained, and whose mind and intellect 

are always bestowed on me (Lord) (BG.XII.13-14). The one from whom no 

one is worried and the one who is not disturbed by anyone and the one who is 

free from joy, anger, fear and anxiety, the one who has no expectations is the 

one who is pure, efficient in work, impartial, carefree, who has given up all 
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initiatives (practically), he is my devotee, and dear to me (BG.XII.15-16). The 

true devotee does not rejoice or grieve over material gain and loss, nor does 

he worry too much about having children or disciples, nor is he distressed by 

not getting them. If he loses something very dear to him, he does not lament. 

Similarly, he does not get hurt if he does not get what he desires. A true 

devotee surrenders all his deeds to me (Lord), removes himself from the 

bondage of Maya and becomes immersed in Bhagavata meditation through 

devotion. The Almighty Lord promises that without delay He will release the 

pure devotee involved from the sea of material existence (BG.XII.6-7). 

Bhagavatgītā speaks of four types of devotees based on Bhakti. In 

Bhagavatgītā it is mentioned that, unlike the wicked, they follow the rules 

governing the scriptures and are called sukṛtinaḥ, or those who follow the rules 

and principles of the scriptures and the moral and social laws, and are more or 

less devoted to God. They divided into four types-Ārta bhakta, Jijñāsu bhakta, 

Arthārthī bhakta and Jñānī bhakta. 

These types of devotee are described as below- 

Ārta Bhakta 

According to Bhagavatgītā, a Bhakta who is devoted and recalls God after 

being in difficulty is called the Ārta Bhakta.  

Jijñāsu bhakta 

A devotee, whose sole intent is to know the intrinsic entity of God is 

known as Jijñāsu bhakta. Such devotees don’t care for inanimate wealth and 

pleasure. 

Arthārthī bhakta 

A devotee who worships God for the purpose of obtaining God as wealth 

is called Arthārthī Bhakta. A Bhakta, one who seeks physical or mental 

satisfaction of this world or the hereafter. Such devotee relies on the one and 

only God to fulfilling his desire. 

Jñānī bhakta 

A devotee, who is acquainted with the embryonic truth of Viṣṇu, i.e who 

has total knowledge about theological truth of Viṣṇu is known as Jñānī bhakta. 

Among these four types of devotee portrayed above are Jñānī bhakta is 

considered as the best devotee. This is because there is nothing but Viṣṇu is 

everything for such a Bhakta. It is realized by the Jñānī Bhakta that Lord 

Śrīkṛṣṇa is the one and only truth of this creation. 
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Conclusion 

The Bhagavatgītā is more a philosophical scripture than a religious 

classic. But it is a philosophical text in a very qualified sense of the term. The 

Bhagavatgītā is predominantly ethical as it expounds dynamics of human 

action. It is a command for action, enunciating a definite philosophy of action. 

Devotion always calls the person to be guided towards the Lord. Self-

attachment to the Paramātmaṇ, absolute devotion enables one to be detached 

from the inert world and inevitably leads to renunciation. Hence, there is no 

love for anything except exclusion. Infinite attachment also means infinite 

Isolation. To sum up it can be said that faith, joy, love, worship, purification 

of mind, prayer and self-surrender are components of bhakti through which 

one can attain spiritual unity. 
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Chapter - 9 

The Women Characters as Technical Tool in the Ramayana 

Amalendu Goswami and Samiran Nath Dev Sarma 

 

 

Abstract 

The Ramayana was written by Valmiki. It is very popular epic and the 

storehouse of Sanskrit literature. The devote minded people make daily 

recitation of this book. The Ramayana is called Adikavya. The epic is divided 

into seven kandas. The main story of this epic is all about the Rama’s history 

and Ravana’s tale. It is fully men oriented legend. The female characters like 

Kaikeyi, Sita, etc. are presented to help to bring about and to take forward the 

story of Rama. Rama is the eldest son of Dasaratha. Sita is the wife of Rama 

and the daughter of King Janaka. In this article we are going to discuss about 

the female characters in the Ramayana. 

Keywords: Valmiki, ramayana, rama, ravana, etc. 

Introduction 

We all know that Ramayana written by Valmiki narrating the life of 

Rama. It is very popular epic at the hands of Indian people. The devote minded 

people make daily recitation of this book. From the time of writing of the book, 

it has earned the fame that no other book has. It is the story of heroism, guts 

of Rama. When we see the characterization of women it makes uneasy 

occasionally. If we go through the characters like Kaikeyi, Manthara, Sita, 

Surpanakha; it felt us that Ramayana would not have happened without these 

characters. The character of Kaikeyi who is instrumental in sending Rama to 

the forest. It is for kaikeyi the story forward and we able to see Rama as a loyal 

son and his gentleness. Surpanakha’s character is also used by the writer to 

move forward the story. To take the revenge of Surpanakha brother Ravana 

kidnapped Sita. Because of that incident all the downfall came in Ravana’s 

life. 

We through this paper try to show how poet treats the women characters 

in this Mahakavya. 

The Ramayana is called Adikavya and Valmiki is also called Adikavi. 

The epic is divided into seven kandas. The first Kanda’s first canto of the 
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Ramayana is more and less the sum and substance of the entire Mahakavya. 

The first canto begins with some verses where Valmiki question Narada about 

a man who is associated with all merit in his forms and intelligence. 

স ান্বর্িন্ স াক  গণূব্ান্  শ্চ ব্ীৰ্ িব্ান্ । 

ধম্ িজ্ঞশ্চ  ৃতজ্ঞশ্চ সতযব্াক যা দৃঢ়ব্রতঃ ।। 1 

 াৰিকেণ   স া ৰ্ুক্তঃ সব্ িভুকতষু স া ৰিতঃ। 

ৰব্দ্বান্  ঃ  ঃ সম্র্ িশ্চ  শ্চশ্চ  ৰিয়দর্ িনঃ।। 2 

আত্মব্ান্ স া র্জতকরাকধা দুযৰতম্ান্ স াsনসূয় ঃ । 

 সয ৰিভযৰত সদব্াশ্চ জাতকিাষসয সংৰ্কুগ ।। 3 

This means that who is at time in this world have all the qualities, power, 

gratefulness, truthfulness etc. And who is qualified by virtue of his character 

and engaged in the welfare of all creatures. In this world who has subdued his 

heart and controlled his anger in endowed with Sandown and devoid of malice 

and when enraged in battle, do every gods fear? 

After that Narada starts by speaking the story of that kind of man and in 

this manner hearsay of Rama starts. 

The story of this poem is all about the Rama’s history and Ravana’s tale. 

Ramayana is fully men oriented legend. The characters like Kaikeyi, Sita, etc. 

are presented to help to bring about and to take forward the story of Rama. If 

we want a story to move forward, then all the characters have to act like that. 

In that case some situation s became the main inclination of the story. Such 

scenes are created by the women characters of the Ramayana.  

A Nayaka is born in the face of animosity. In this universe when all things 

well, human beings are living peacefully; in such situation woman appears to 

trigger these adverse. 

Rama is the eldest son of Dasaratha. Sita is the wife of Rama and the 

daughter of King Janaka. After their marriage, both of them are enjoying their 

life. As an eldest son Rama is helping his father to run the state smoothly. In 

such plough the story is not going to be interesting. But here the twist comes 

through Kaikeyi. She is the 3rd wife of King Dasaratha and the step mother of 

Rama; lays the way for the journey of Rama to showcase his heroism. In this 

way, the pleasant journey of Rama and Sita is destroyed. 

In Ayodhya Kanda, Dasaratha desires to retire and hand over the kingdom 

to Rama. So he calls for a meeting with all important people. All of them agree 
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with the desire of the king as Rama is the deserving king. The arrangements 

are all set to crown Rama as a king. Everybody looks forward to this event 

except Manthara. The thing cannot move so easily. Kaikeyi was instigated and 

aided by her wicked nurse Manthara. After that Kaikeyi asked Dasaratha the 

two boons which was once granted by king Dasaratha. The two boons are as 

follow- 

তে সম্ ৰ্াৰ কতা িাজা ভিতসযাৰভকষ নম্্ । 

গম্নং দণ্ড ািকণয তব্  াশ্চদযব্ িাঘব্ ।। 4 

She asks Dasaratha to make Bharata king and exile Rama for fourteen 

years into the forest. Dasaratha is heartbroken and having given his word 

earlier, has no choice. On the other hand, Rama remains calm. The dutiful and 

ever obedient son Rama is ready to do everything for his father. He has no 

sadness to leave his throne to Bharata. Rama thus leaves Ayodhya and heads 

into the forest with Sita and Lakshmana. He is the hero of the epic and has no 

attachment for money and power. In this way the story starts to take a turn 

with Manthara at the background and Kaikeyi in the front. 

In the forest Dandaka Rama and his companions Sita and Lakshmana’s 

life settled. But again one female character introduced by Valmiki; and that is 

Surpanakha the female demon. Once again through this character Rama comes 

with deep trouble. When Surpanakha meet Rama in the forest, she falls in love 

with him and asked him to marry her. But Rama neglected her proposal and 

make fun of her. She was annoyed with the decision of Rama and Lakshmana. 

Surpanakha thinks that this decision is taken because of Sita. She threatens 

and attack Sita. Then Lakshmana cut off her nose and drives her away. 

Surpanakha is the sister of Ravana and Khara etc. After the incident she run 

away to her brother Khara and stirred of up by her words. Then Rama slew in 

battle the raksasas Khara, Dusana and Trisira5 etc. But Surpanakha did not get 

her revenge. She went to Ravana and instigated him to abduct Sita. She did 

not tell Ravana the truth. She said that her nose was cut down by Lakshmana 

when she was trying to bring Sita to Ravana. Surpanakha tactically narrates 

the beauty of Sita. She told that no one in this world will surpass the beauty of 

Sita- 

ননব্ সদব্ী ন গন্ধব্ী ন ৰ্ক্ষী ন   ৰ ন্নিী । 

তর্াৰূপা ম্য়া নািী দৃষ্টপূব্ িা ম্িীতক  ।। 6 

In this way Surpanakha prompts Ravana to bring Sita as his wife. She also 

describes Sita’s looks like this- 

তাং তু দৃষ্টা্দয নব্কদিীং পূণ ি ন্দ্রৰনভাননাম্্ । 
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ম্ন্মর্সয র্িাণাং   ত্বং ৰব্কধকয়া ভৰব্ষযৰস ।।7 

And also provokes him- 

ৰ্ৰদ তসযাম্ৰভিাকয়া ভাৰ্ িাকত্ব তব্ জায়কত । 

র্ীঘ্রমু্দৰিয়তাং পাকদা জয়ার্ িৰম্ি দৰক্ষণঃ ।। 8 

Ravana was tempted by the speech of Surpanakha. He imagined Sita as 

his wife. Ravana planned to kidnap Sita and this leads the story of Ramayana 

to its climax. Ravana thinks how to approach Sita. Then he sought the help of 

a Raksasa named Marica. Marica tries to detest Ravana from his purpose- ন 

ৰব্কিাধী ব্ িতা িািণ সতন সত।9 But Marica does not get success. Marica then 

turns into a golden deer as per plan. Sita saw the golden deer and she loved it. 

Rama also allured by the beauty of the deer. Sita expresses her intension to get 

that golden deer- 

“আৰ্ িপুোৰভিাকম্াsসসৌ ম্কৃগা িিৰত সম্ ম্নঃ । 

আনশ্চয়নং ম্িাব্াকিা রীড়ার্ িং সনা ভৰব্ষযৰত ।।10 

Rama went into the forest to bring the golden deer for Sita. But 

Lakshmana did not like the decision. He thought it might be a bait of the 

Raksasa. On the other hand, Ravana road of kidnapping Sita is not clear 

because of Lakshmana. In the meantime, Marica was killed by Rama, but 

before he dies he calls out in Rama’s voice for Sita and Lakshmana. After 

hearing those words Sita asks Lakshmana to help his brother. But Lakshmana 

did not want to go. Because he knows his brother’s capabilities. Then Sita 

scolded Lakshmana- 

অনাৰ্ িা ৰুণািম্ভ নরৃ্ংস  ু পাংসন ।। 

অিং তব্ ৰিয়ং ম্কনয িাম্সয ব্যসনং ম্িৎ । 

িাম্সয ব্যসনং দৃষ্্টব্া সতশ্চনতাৰন িভাষকষ।।11 

After findings this remarks and neglect, Lakshmana moves towards the 

forest in search of Rama- 

ততস্তু সীতাম্ৰভব্দয  ক্ষ্মণঃ  ৃতাঞ্জ ী ৰ র্িতৰভিণম্য । 

অব্ক্ষম্াকণা ব্িুসঃ স নম্কর্ ীং জগাম্ িাম্সয সম্ীপম্াত্মব্ান্ ।। 12 

While Rama and Lakshmana are away Ravana’s way to enter into the 

cottage is cleared. He disguises himself as a hermit and asks for alms from 

Sita. She crosses the boundary drawn by Lakshmana. When she crossed the 
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line Ravana abducted her. Afterward Rama and Ravana’s war was the final 

turning point of this epic. 

Ramayana is not a story of Rama alone. In this epic we found many 

heroes’. First we find Bharata, who went to the forest to convince Rama to 

come back Ayodhya. But Rama disagrees with his proposal. Then Bharata 

took Rama’s sandals to Ayodhya and installed them on the throne. Thus 

Bharata rules his country- 

ছেং ধািয়ত ৰক্ষিম্াৰ্ িপাদাৰব্কম্ৌ ম্কতৌ । 

আভযাং িাকজয ৰিকতা ধম্ িঃ পাদু াভযাং গুকিাম্ িম্ ।।13 

On the other hand, Lakshmana who sacrifices all happiness and peace of 

his life. His devotion is inimitable. He did not think twice before leaving for 

forest with Rama. Hanumana is another character who devotes his life in the 

name of Rama. The villain Ravana too is a hero in his own right. The list of 

heroes of this epic is actually unlimited. 

If we see the women character in this epic, then we are able to see their 

inactive appearance. Character like Kausalya, Sumitra are making its presence 

felt while building the story but not seen again in the story. Kausalya is seen 

in the epic at the time of coronation of Rama [14] and when he went to the 

forest. Mandodari the wife of Ravana does not have made to do except lament 

the death of her husband [15]. Many more woman characters we find here but 

they are not effective. Characters that stay throughout the story is Sita, 

Manthara, Kaikeyi, Surpanakha are the characters; who are making their 

presence felt while building the story. These woman characters are helping the 

epic forward, but they are not involved in the action. They are uniform in their 

roles and vague in their inertia. For a story woman’s presence is necessary but 

that woman is nowhere making the story. She is here to help the man to make 

the story. In Ramayana her inactivity remains diffusive and steady. 

Conclusion 

If we consider the representation of woman in Ramayana by Valmiki, he 

seems to make woman the originator of many actions happening in the epic. 

King Dasharatha gives more importance to the promise made to his wife than 

the welfare of his state and has to send his worthy son Rama to the forest 

depriving him from the rights to kingship. Valmiki makes woman the cause 

of all averse to bring in interesting twists in the story. However, at many 

situations in the epic the women are quite passive, suffering for their men. 

For instance, Sita silently accepts her abandonment in the forest. Rama’s 

mother suffers silently when her son leaves for the forest. Lakshmanas wife 
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Urmila stay alone without her husband, but does not question him why he 

leaves with Rama and Sita leaving her alone. At the end they are all seen in 

the epic who receive the honour of hero’s. 
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साराांर् 

चत्वारो वेदााः, स्मृतयाः, सज्जनानामाचाराः, स्वस्य आत्मनाः प्रियकरणम् इत्येताप्रन 

धमशलक्षणाप्रन भवप्रतत। एप्रभलशक्षण ाः लप्रक्षताः धमशस्वरूपा आत्मा इत्यवधेयमप्रस्त। तच्च 

योगमाध्यमनेाप्रप ज्ञायते। योगर्ास्त्रस्थयोगाङ्गवणशनां गरुडपुराणेऽप्रप प्रवद्यते। अताः मया 

मम र्ोधलेखेऽप्रस्मन् गरुडपुराणददर्ा योगर्ास्त्रप्रवषयाः आलोच्यते। 

आत्मसाक्षात्कार एव मानवजीवने परमो धमशाः इप्रत धमशप्रजज्ञासवाः। धमोऽयां 

योगसाधनेन प्रसद्धध्यप्रत। अमलू्यभारततत्वज्ञानिप्रतपाददतवत्सु षड्दर्शनेषु अतयतमप्रमदां 

योगदर्शनम्। इदां च दर्शनां महर्षशणाां श्रेष्ठतमेषु अतवषेणषेु अतयतमम् अमलू्या र्ाश्वती चेयां 

योगप्रवद्येप्रत तत्त्वज्ञ ाः पररगण्यत।े कुर्ीप्रलनाः रत्नातवेषकााः यथा गम्भीरे जलप्रनधौ 

अतताःिप्रवश्य महता पररश्रमेण रत्नप्रवर्ेषान ् उन्नयप्रतत तथा भारतीयमहषशयाः 

दरूूह्य स्तपस्साधन ाः इमाां प्रवद्याां िकाप्रर्तवतताः इत्येतत् योगप्रवद्यायााः महत्वां िप्रतपादयप्रत।  

योगर्ब्दप्रनवशचनां योगर्ास्त्रग्रतथेष ु बहुधा कृतमप्रस्त। योगप्रित्तवपृ्रत्तप्रनरोधाः1 ' इप्रत 

िप्रसद्धप्रनवशचनमकु्तत्वा भगवता पतञ्जप्रलना प्रनरोधरूपो योगाः अत्र उपददष्टाः। युज- समाधौ 

इप्रत धातोाः प्रनष्पन्नोऽयां योगर्ब्दाः प्रचत्तवृप्रत्तप्रनरोधरूपसाध्ये असम्िज्ञातरूपसमाधौ 

ियुक्ताः। गौणतया साधनरूप े अष्टाङ्गयोगे योगाङ्गरूपेण2 यमप्रनयम –

आसनिाणायामित्याहार -धारणध्यानसमाधयोऽष्टावङ्गाप्रन ियुक्तााः। अताः भाष्यकाराः 

व्यासोऽप्रप योगाः समाप्रधाः3' इत्येव अप्रभदधप्रत। अभ्यासव राग्यरूपप्रवप्रधप्रनषेधद्वारा 

िकृप्रतपुरुषातयताख्याप्रतिाप्रिक्रमोऽत्र योगे वर्णशतत्वात् योगस्य र्ास्त्रत्वम्। 

योगर्ास्त्रेऽप्रस्मन्नभ्यासव राग्ये र्ासने। अथाशत् िकृप्रतपुरुषप्रववेकख्याप्रतरेव 

िकृप्रतपुरुषप्रवषयकां  र्ांसनम् इत्यताः योगर्ास्त्रस्य र्ास्त्रत्वां प्रसद्धध्यप्रत।  

                                                            
1 प.यो.सू.१-२  
2 पा.यो.सू.२ 
3 व्या.भाष्यम ्१-१ 
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गरुडपुराण े िथमखण्डस्य 44,49,218,228,229 इत्याददषु अध्यायेष ु

पातञ्जलयोगदर्शनस्य चचाश सकू्ष्मदषृ्या प्रवचाररता वतशते। अनने पुराणमतेन 

आत्मज्ञानोपलप्रब्धाः ध्यानचक्षुषा साङ्ख्यबुद्धध्या वा कतुुं र्क्तयते। परततु केचन तस्य 

िाप्रिस्तु योगेन व प्रसद्धध्यप्रत इप्रत वदप्रतत। मुप्रक्तपद कप्रचत्तताप्रवषयाधारीकृत्य गरुडपुराणे 

चर्चशतस्य योगस्य पररभाषा – योगस्तत्र कप्रचत्तता इप्रत कृता। अष्टाङ्गयोगां 

पातञ्जलयोगदर्शनवत् गरुडपुराणेऽप्रप ऊणत्त्रांर्ाप्रधकप्रद्वततमऽेध्याये 

यमप्रनयमासनिाणायमित्याहारध्यानधारणा-समाधयाः इप्रत वर्णशतााः।  

अधुना एतषेाां गरुडपुराणदषृ्या प्रवचाराः मया िस्तूयते। 

यमााः 

यमााः यथाक्रममेतषेाां योगाङ्गानामनुष्ठानां स्वरूपां च अत्र प्रनरूप्यते। यमाः 

िथममङ्गम्। समस्तां जगत् ब्रह्मस्वरूपम् इप्रत प्रनप्रित्य इप्रतियणाां प्रनग्रह एव यमाः 

इत्युच्यते। अत्हांसासत्यास्तयेब्रह्मचयाशपररग्रहााः यमााः4  

अत्हांसा 

िाप्रणनाां पीडाताः प्रवरमणमेव अत्हांसा। एषाः उत्तम धमशाः। मनोवाक्कायकमाशप्रभाः कृतां 

िाप्रणकोरिपीडनां त्हांसा इप्रत कथ्यते। आत्मा सवशव्यापी इप्रत, अच्छेद्य इप्रत न अदाह्यप्रमप्रत 

ज्ञानां अत्हांसाप्रववकेाः। सवशिाणीनाां पादमुिााः हप्रस्तपादमुिायाां समाप्रहता यथा भवप्रतत तथा 

सवशधमाशाः अत्हांसायाां समाप्रहता भवप्रतत। र्रीरमनाःवाणीप्रभस्सवशदा सवशिाणीभ्याः त्हांसा न 

करणीया अत्हांसा परमो धमशाः इप्रत वचनात्। प्रवप्रधप्रवप्रहतााः त्हांसास्तु अत्हांसााः, तेषाां 

प्रवप्रहतत्वात्। यथा िोक्तां  गरुडपुराणे-  

प्रवप्रधना भवते्द्धहांसा सा त्वत्हांसा िकीर्त्तशता।5  

सवशिाणीनाां अत्हांसाचरणेन तस्य समीप े प्रवद्यामानानाां िाणीनाां िप्रत 

व रत्यागस्योत्पप्रत्तभशवप्रत।  

सत्यम ्

इप्रतियमनसाभ्याां ित्यक्षीकृत्वा श्रुत्वा अनुप्रमत्वा वा यथानुभूतां तथ व भावेन िकिनाथुं 

प्रियां प्रहतकरां तथा अपरानुद्वगेकारां यद्वचनां दक्रयते तत्सत्यप्रमप्रत उच्यते। सवशिाणीनाां 

अत्यततप्रहतकरमवे सत्यलक्षणम्। सत्यां वदते्, प्रियां वदते्, सत्यमेव स्यादप्रप अप्रियां न वदते्, 

प्रियमप्रप असत्यां न वदते्, एतदवे सनातनधमशाः। यथा िोक्तां  गरुडपुराणे-  

    

                                                            
4 प.यो.सू.१-३०  
5 ग.पु, श्लो-1.129.15 
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सत्यां ब्रयूात ्प्रियां ब्रयूान्न ब्रयूात ्सत्यमप्रियम।् 

प्रियञ्च नानतृां ब्रयूादषे धमशाः सनातनाः।। 

अस्तयेम ्

चौयशकमशणा बलपूवशकेन वा दकमप्रप िव्यमपप्रियते चेद ् तत्स्तेयप्रमत्युच्यते6। अस्य 

पररत्याग एव अस्तेयम्। तदवेाह पातञ्जलयोगसूत्र ेभाष्य7े- स्तयेमर्ास्त्रपवूशकां  िव्याणाां परताः 

स्वीकरणां, तत्िप्रतषधेाः पनुरस्पहृारूपस्तयेप्रमप्रत। अस्तेयां तु ब्रह्मज्ञाप्रनप्रन प्रतष्ठप्रत। त ेआत्मप्रन 

रमतते। िापप्रञ्चकान् प्रवषयान् मनप्रस न स्थापयप्रतत। तृणकाष्ठादीनाां रत्नकाञ्चनादीनाां मध्य े

भेदां न पश्यप्रतत।  

ब्रह्मचयशम ्

म थुनपररत्यागाः ब्रह्मचयशम8्। ब्रह्मचयश समस्तधमाशणाां मूलां, तने प्रवना 

समस्तधमशकायाशप्रण व्यथशताां याप्रतत। गौडी, प ष्टी, माध्वी, स्त्री चेप्रत मोहजननी मददरा 

चतुर्वशधा। स्त्री त ुचतुथाश मोहजननी मददरा यया सवश जगत् मुग्धां भवप्रत। मददरापानेन व 

जना िमत्तााः भवप्रतत, दकप्रतत्वयां स्त्री त ुदर्शनमात्रणे कामुकां  िमत्तां करोप्रत। स्त्री इप्रत पद े

सकारतकाररेफास्सप्रतत। ताप्रन चाक्षराप्रण क्रमर्ाः सत्त्वरजस्तमोगुणानाां िाप्रतप्रनध्यां वहप्रतत।  

अपररग्रह 

आर्ास्त्रीयाणामयततोपनतानामप्रप प्रवषयाणाां प्रनप्रतदतिप्रतग्रहादद-

रूपाजशनदोषदर्शनाच्छास्त्रीयाणामप्युपार्जशतानाञ्च रक्षणादददोषदर्शनादस्वीकरण-

मपररग्रहाः।र्रीरसांरक्षणां धमशसम्मतमेव। तस्मात् तिक्षणियत्नाः धमशयुक्तो भवेत् सदा। अत 

एव र्रीराच्छादनाथश कौपीनां, र्ीतप्रनवारणाथुं कतथाां पादकुौ च, दहेप्रस्थप्रतप्रनप्रमत्तम ्

आहारादीप्रन एव अत्यावश्यकानीप्रत गृह्णीयात् न तु अपरां यप्रत्कप्रञ्चदप्रप। अथाशत् धमशसम्मतां 

वस्तुां प्रवहाय इतरवस्तुषु व राग्यमवे अपररग्रहाः। प्रवषयेऽप्रस्मन् िोक्तां  गरुडपुराणे--- 

  िव्याणामप्यनादानमापत्स्वप्रप तथचे्छया। 

  अपररग्रहप्रमत्याहुस्तां ियत्नने वजशयते।्।9 

प्रनयमााः 

प्रनयमााः सजातीय िवाहि प्रवजातीय प्रतरस्कृप्रताः। 

                                                            
6 ग.पु-1.129.16 
7 पा.योगसूत्र- 30 
8 ग.पु. 1.129.17 
9 ग.पु.श्लो.-1.129.18 
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प्रनयमो प्रह परानतदो प्रनयमाप्रत्क्रयत ेबधु ाः।।10 

सजातीयिवाह: नाम च ततयरूपसद्भावस्य ग्रहणम्। प्रवजातीयप्रतरस्कृप्रताः नाम 

च ततयेतरपदाथशषु प्रनाःस्पृहता। जडरूपाणाां असद्भावानाां त्यागि तप्रद्वचारणां च प्रनयमस्य 

िकृप्रताः। भुप्रक्तमुप्रक्तिदाि ते प्रनयमााः पञ्चधा- र्ौचां सांतोषतपसी स्वाध्यायेश्वरपूजने इप्रत।  

र्ौचम ्

र्ौचां बाह्यां आभ्यततरञ्चेप्रत प्रद्वप्रवधां वतशते। मजृ्जलाददप्रभि पञ्चगव्यिार्नया च 

र्रीरर्ुप्रद्धबाशह्यर्ौचम् इप्रत नागोजीभट्टव्याख्या।11 तथा च मप्रणिभायाां 

गोमतू्रमध्याहारकृतां बाह्यां र्ौचप्रमप्रत सूप्रचतम्। अतताःर्ौचां नाम भावर्ुप्रद्धरथवा 

आभ्यततरर्ुप्रद्धाः। उभयप्रवधमप्रप र्ौचां यो जनाः पालयप्रत स व र्ुप्रचतत्पराः स व र्ुप्रचवान ्

भवप्रत। अतयतरेण केन व पालनेन स र्ुप्रचमान भप्रवतुां नाहशप्रत।  

सततोषाः 

यादपृ्रच्छकां  लब्धतो वस्तुताः मानवाः सवशदा िीत्तां िाप्नुयात्। तादरृ्ी बुप्रद्धरेव सततोष 

इप्रत महात्माप्रभाः कथ्यते। सततोषात् सुखां लभ्यते। अप्रिपुराण े आह प्रवषयेऽप्रस्मन-् 

लब्धवस्तनु व पररतपु्रष्टाः सततोषाः12। पातञ्जल े तु – सततोषाः 

सप्रन्नप्रहतसाधनादप्रधकस्यानपुाददत्सा13।  

तप 

तपस्तु मनसाः इप्रतियाणाां च एकाग्रता। कृच्रचातियणाददप्रभाः या दहेर्ुप्रद्धभशवप्रत 

तदप्रप तपाः। उभयोरुपरर जयाः सवशधमेभ्याः परमो धमशाः इप्रत उच्यते। 

सवशफलिदायकम्तपप्रस्त्रप्रवधम्। मतत्रजपाददकम् वाप्रचकां  तपाः। व राग्यां मानसां तपाः। 

दवेपूजाददकां  र्ारीरां तपाः।  

स्वाध्यायाः 

मोक्षोपदरे्ानुकूलर्ास्त्राणामध्ययनां(वेदाततपाठाः) िणवादीनाां (ओंकारादीनाां) 

जपिेप्रत स्वाध्यायाः इप्रत कथ्यते। एते पुरुषाणाां र्रीरस्वत्वर्ुद्धौ हतेवाः इप्रत कथ्यते। यथा 

िोक्तां  गरुडपुराण-े  

वदेाततर्तरूिीयिणवाददजपां बधुााः। 

सत्त्वर्पु्रद्धकरां पुांसाां स्वाध्यायां पररचक्षत।े 14 

                                                            
10 योगसर्वस्र्म,् 
11 पाणिनीयोगसूत्रम-्2.32 
12 अ.पु.३७२ 
13 पातञ्जलव्यासभाष्यम-्2.32 

14 1.129.21 
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ईश्वरिप्रणधानम ्

समेषाां प्रवद्यानाां दातारां परमेश्वरगुरुां  सवेषाां कमशणाां समपशनां, गुरुभक्तत्याचरणम्, 

गुवाशदरे्पालनां, गुरुप्रनदरे्ानुसारां धमाशचरणम्, कमशणाः लौदककफले प्रवतृष्णाजननम्, 

ईश्वरसाक्षात्कार एव लक्ष्यीकृत्वा कायशकरणम् इत्यादीप्रन ईश्वरिप्रणधानाप्रन उच्यतते। अस्य 

फलां तु ईश्वरजीवात्मनोाः स्वरूपसाक्षात्काराः, प्रवघ्नोपप्रवघ्नानाां नार्िेप्रत।  

िाणायामाः  

मुखमधू्वुं कृत्वा र्रीरुत्पन्नस्य िाणवायोाः प्रनरोधनां आयामाः। स व िाणायामाः इप्रत 

िोच्यते।श्वासिश्वासयोाः स्वाभाप्रवकगप्रतप्रवच्छेद एव िाणायामाः। एतदवेाह योगसतू्र-े 

तप्रस्मन ्सप्रत श्वासिश्वासयोगशप्रतप्रवच्छेदाः िाणायामाः।15 तप्रस्मन् अथाशत् सप्रत आसनजये 

इप्रत। िाणायामस्य प्रहक्काश्वासाददरोगााः अपनीता भवप्रतत। मलमूत्रसम्बद्धरोगााः नश्यप्रतत। 

बलवृप्रद्धपशररजायते। आरोग्यां समीचीनां भवप्रत। स्वसौष्ठवां पररवधशते। र्रीरां स्वच्छवणुं 

भवप्रत। सकलदोषााः क्षीयतते। मनप्रस्स्थतरागादयाः चक्षुरादिे प्रवषयासक्तादयो दोषााः 

िाणायामेन दह्यतते।  

ित्याहाराः 

इप्रतियाप्रण प्रवषयां िप्रत गच्छप्रतत। यतो प्रह िापप्रञ्चकेषु र्ब्दस्पर्ाशददषु प्रवषयेषु 

सञ्चरणप्रमप्रतियाणाां सहजगुणाः। ताप्रन लौदककप्रवषयात् बलात्कारेण साधको प्रनरुतध्यात्। स 

एव ित्याहाराः16 इत्युच्यते। यथा  

इप्रतियाणाां प्रवचरताां प्रवषयषे ुस्वभावताः। 

बलवदाहरणां तषेाां ित्याहारस्स उच्यत।े।17 

अथवा प्रनत्यकमाशप्रण ब्रह्माराधनबपु्रद्धताः। 

काम्याप्रन च तथा कुयाशत्ित्याहाराः उच्यत।े।18 

जले प्रनमिो यथा आत्मानमुद्धतुुं ियतते तथ व प्रवषयेषु प्रनमिो जनाः आत्मोद्धाराय 

िचष्टते। अत्र उपमा- भोगनद्या वगेात् नीयमानो नराः महता ियत्नेन ज्ञानवृक्षां समाश्रयते ्

इप्रत।  

ध्यानम ्

                                                            
15 2.49 
16 ग.पु- 1.129.24  
17 दर्वनोपपननषद्-7.2 
18 दर्वनोपननषद्-7.6 
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अप्रवप्रक्षिेन मनसा मुहुमुशहुाः मूत्ताशमूत्तशरूप्रपब्रह्मप्रचततनमेव ध्यानम्19। ध्य -

प्रचततायाप्रमप्रत धातोाः प्रनष्पन्नोऽयां ध्यानर्ब्दाः। साांख्यसूत्र े यथा- ध्यानां प्रनवशषयां मनाः20। 

तत्वाथशसूते्र यथा- उत्तमसघनस्य काग्राप्रचतता प्रनरोधो ध्यानगततमुहुुवाशप्रत21।।  

धारणा: मनिञ्चलम्। बाह्यलक्ष्येषु मनसाः प्रनप्रिलप्रस्थप्रताः धारणा कथ्यते। 

दहेाततगशतषेु लक्ष्येषु मनसस्स्थापनम् इप्रत वा। केचन तु ध्येय ेमनस्स्थापनां धारणा इप्रत 

िवदप्रतत। मूत्ताशमूशत्तशभेदने धारणा प्रद्वधा।  

समाप्रधाः 

अष्टाङ्गेषु चरमाङ्गां समाप्रधाः। समाधौ च ततयां िर्ाततसमुि इव प्रस्थरो भवप्रत। यत्र 

आत्मप्रभन्नानाां पदाथाशनामथवा आत्ममात्रभासो भवप्रत तदात्मकां  ध्यानां समाप्रधररत्युच्यते। 

मरुत्सञ्चाररप्रहते िदरे् ेप्रनिलदीप इव यस्य योप्रगनप्रित्तां ध्येय ेप्रतष्ठप्रत साः समाप्रधस्थाः इप्रत 

कथ्यते। तप्रस्मन् काले साः न पश्यप्रत। न श्रुणोप्रत। तस्य रसज्ञानां स्पर्शज्ञानां वा न भवप्रत। 

तस्य मनस्सङ्ल्पाः कोऽप्रप न भवप्रत। इत्थम् उपयुशक्तिकारेण ईश्वरे लीनाः समाप्रधस्थाः। दकततु 

तत्पूवुं तस्य साधकस्य नार्काप्रन ददव्याप्रन प्रवघ्नाप्रन आपद्यतते। ताप्रन तु प्रसप्रद्धसूचकातयेव। 

साधकाः उपररष्टात् अधाः पतेत्। तस्य कणशपीडा भवेत्। तस्य प्रवप्रवधधातुदर्शनां भवेत्। 

र्रीरपीडाप्रप जायते। दवेतााः ददव्यभोग ाः तां योप्रगनां िलोभप्रयतुां ियततते। अयाप्रचता अप्रप 

राजानाः भूत्मां िदास्यप्रतत। धप्रनका अप्रप अप्रमतां धनां दास्यप्रतत। वेदाथाशाः र्ास्त्राथाशाः च तस्य 

स्वयां स्फुरप्रतत। यथेष्टां छतदसा साः काव्यरचनां कतुशमप्रप समथों भवप्रत ददव्यरसायनाप्रन 

ददव्यौषधाप्रन सकलप्रर्ल्पन पुण्याप्रन, कलाचातुयुं च तेन अियते्नन लभ्यतते। दकततु एताप्रन 

सवाशण्यप्रप यो योगी तृणप्रमव पररत्यजप्रत सा महाप्रवष्णोाः अनुग्रहपात्रां भवप्रत।  

इत्येवम्िकारेण योगर्ास्त्रस्य प्रवचारोऽत्र र्ोधलेखेऽप्रस्मन् मया िस्तुताः।  

पररप्रर्प्रलतग्रतथसचूी 

• राप्रधकारमन्, गरुडमहापुराणम्, चौखाम्वा कृष्णदास अकादपे्रम, 2015 

• एम.एन् दत्ताः, गरुडमहापुराणम्, इष्टानश वुक् प्रलङ्कासश, 2022 

• पप्रण्डत कृष्णमप्रण प्रत्रपारठ, पौराप्रणकरहस्यों का समीक्षात्मक अनुर्ीलनम्, 

वाराणसी, 1977 

• जीवानतदाः, गरुडपुराण, कलकत्ता 1892 

                                                            
19 मूर्त्ावमूर्त्वब्रह्मरूपनिन्तनं ध्यानमुच्यते। -1.129.25 
20 6.25 
21 9.27 
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Chapter - 11 

कौरिल्याथशर्ास्त्र-श्रीमद्भगवत्गीतयो: योगक्षमेवणशनां मानवसमाज ेतस्य 

िासप्रङ्गकता च 

छप्रपकुल प्रमञा 

 

 

साराांर्: 

भारतीयसांस्कृते: जीवनदर्शनस्य अत्युत्तममागशदर्र्शकग्रतथां कौरिल्याथशर्ास्त्रां 

श्रीमद्भगवत्गीता च। एतयोाः ग्रतथयोाः योगक्षेमव्याख्या महत्वेन िप्रतपाददता। ‘योगक्षेमम्’ 

सवेषाां प्रर्क्षायााः साधनस्य च प्रवषयाः अप्रस्त। सवे महापुरुषााः योगक्षेमानुसतधाने प्रस्थत्वा 

प्रनरपेक्षसुखसम्पदाः तृप्रिम् अनुभवप्रतत। वतशमानसमये सवे मानवााः मानवीय-र्ारीररक-

प्रवत्तीय-आदद-प्रस्थतौ जीप्रवतााः सप्रतत। अस्यााः दपु्रवधायााः सांसारप्रस्थतेाः एकमात्रां मागुं 

योगके्षम एव। अताः अस्य िासप्रङ्गकत्वमप्रभलक्ष्य ‘योगक्षेमम्’ प्रवषयामाप्रश्रत्य िस्तावाः। 

िमखुर्व्दा: कौरिल्याथशर्ास्त्रम्, श्रीमद्भगवत्गीतायाम्, योगक्षेमम्, मानवसमाजम्, 

िासप्रङ्गकता। 

िस्तावना 

श्रीकृष्णद्व पायनवदेव्यासेन रप्रचतस्य महाभारतस्य भीष्मपवशण: २५ अध्यायत: ४२ 

तमाध्यायानाां सांग्ररेव श्रीमद्भगवत्गीता। अष्टादर्ाध्यायाप्रतवते गीतायाां मानवप्रर्क्षणाय 

भगवता प्रवप्रवधोपदरे्: कृत:। अयां ग्रतथो मानवजीवनस्य प्रवर्ेषमागशिदर्शकानाां आधार: 

एव। भारतीयाध्यात्मवाद-व ज्ञाप्रनक-प्रसद्धातत-मानप्रवकिेरनानाां र्ाश्वतोऽयां ग्रतथ:। 

अष्टादर्ाध्याये भगवता मुखप्रनसृता अमतृवाणी सद व मानवकल्याणाय समाजे मानव : 

अनुकरनीया ध्यातव्या च। उपप्रनषद्धसु श्रेष्टा श्रीमद्भगवत्गीता लोकेषु प्रवश्रुता सवोपप्रनषद: 

गावो दोग्धा गोपालनतदन:। 

वेदोत्तर-भारतवषशस्य ताप्रत्त्वकग्रतथानाां कौरिल्यस्य ‘अथशर्ास्त्रम्’ अतयतमम्। अथशर्ास्त्रे 

वर्णशतषेु प्रवप्रवधप्रवषयषेु योगक्षेमां िधानम्। यस्य गुरूत्वम्, मौप्रलकता, िासप्रङ्गकता च 

युगे युगे दरे्कालाप्रतक्रम्य राजनीप्रतप्रवदाां सकारे् अमुल्यसम्पिपुेण समाददतमप्रस्त। 

कौरिल्याथशर्ास्त्र ेयोगक्षमेम-् सांस्कृतवाङ्मये ‘योगक्षमेम्’ इप्रत पदस्य तात्पयुं व्याजते। 

योगक्षेम् इत्यस्य पदस्य वणशना सांस्कृतवाग्मये प्रवप्रवधर्ास्त्रषेु दशृ्यते। आचायशकौरिल्यस्य 
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राजन प्रतकर्ास्त्र े अथशर्ास्त्रे ‘योगक्षेमम्’ पदस्य महत्वपूणशवणशना अप्रस्त। एतदप्रतररक्तां  

प्रवप्रभने्नषु र्ास्त्रेषु प्रवर्षेतया श्रुप्रतर्ास्त्रम-्स्मृप्रतर्ास्त्रम्-राजनीप्रतर्ास्त्रम्-

राजधमशप्रवषयकर्ास्त्राणाां वणशनीयप्रवषयरुपणे एतस्य पदस्य अप्रभव्यप्रक्त: िकाप्रर्ता 

आचाय:ै पप्रण्डत : च। आचायशकौरिल्य: उक्तम्- ‘अलब्धलाभाथाश लब्धपरररक्षणी 

रप्रक्षतप्रववधशनी वदृ्धस्य तीथ े िप्रतपादनी च। तस्मामायत्ता लोकयात्रा।22 अथाशत ्

योगक्षेमप्रमप्रत पदने अलब्धवस्तनु: लाभ:, लव्धस्य सांरक्षणम्, सांरप्रक्षतस्य वस्तुन: प्रववधशनां 

च इत्यथश:। मानवसमाजे मानवा: कमशना कमशजीप्रवन: भवप्रतत, कमशना सवशत्र मानवानाां 

पृथक् पररचय िकार्ते। सवेषाां मनुष्यानाां कमशप्रन एव योगक्षमे् वतशते। योगक्षमेप्रवषये 

आचायशकुल्लूकभट्टस्य मतम-् ‘अिािस्य िापणां योग:, िािस्य रक्षणां क्षमे:’ इप्रत।23  

 अत: योगक्षेमां साधनेन जीवस्य साफल्यां प्रवद्यते। य: योगक्षेमां साधप्रयतुम् असमथश:, 

तस्य साफल्यमप्रप तथ व। येन कमशना जीवनस्य आधार: भवप्रत, तत्रमप्रप योगक्षेमस्य 

प्रचततनम् अनीवायशम्।  

श्रीमद्भगवत्गीतायाां योगक्षमेम-् मानवजीवने योगक्षेमसाधनां परमां लक्ष्यमेव। 

योगक्षेमसाधन े अपररहायश: ग्रतथ: श्रीमद्भगवत्गीता। गीतायाम् अष्टादर्ाध्याये 

मानवकल्यानाय योगमागश: िदर्र्शत:। योगप्रवभागे अष्टादर्ाध्याप्रतवता गीता योगक्षेमम ्

उपददर्प्रत। योगेश्वर श्रीकृष्ण: अजुशनां िप्रत यत् ज्ञानां ियच्छप्रत तदप्रप मानवकल्यानाय 

समुपददष्ट:, योगक्षेमां साधने पुरुष: समथश भवेत। तदथुं श्रीकृष्णेन सन्नासी योगी वा क:? 

इप्रत प्रनर्दशष्ट:, यथा- षष्ठाध्याय ेिथमे श्लोके उक्तम्- 

“अनाप्रश्रत कमशफलां कायुं कमुं करोप्रत य:। 

स सन्न्यासी च योगी च न प्रनरप्रिनश चादक्रय:॥”24 

योगी सततां योगक्षेमां साधप्रयतयुां समथश:। स च कमशयोगी, अध्यात्मयोगी वा। 

श्रीमद्भगवत्गीतायाां योगक्षेमस्य अनतयप्रवधानस्य अप्रभव्यप्रक्त: पुष्टा कृता। 

धमीयभावावेगात् धमीयतत्त्वात ् वा वप्रह: मानवकल्यानाय समाजस्य मानवस्य च 

अत्युत्तम: मागश: प्रवर्ेष: एष: प्रवषय:। योगक्षेमप्रवषये स्वयां भगवत: प्रसद्धाततम-्  

‘‘अनतयप्रिततयततो माां या जना: पयुशपासत।े  

                                                            
22 कौरिल्याथशर्ास्त्रम्.१.४.१ 
23 सांस्कृत सतदभश पृ.-१६६ 

24 श्रीमद्भगवत्गीतायाम्.अध्याय-६ श्लोक-१ 
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तषेाां प्रनत्याप्रभयकु्तानाां योगक्षमेां वहाम्यहम॥्”25  

व्यप्रक्त: स्वकतशव्यपालनेन स्वधमुं पालयेत्। स्वधमशपालनने कमशना च स्वधमुं रक्षेत्, तेन 

योगक्षेमां साध्यत।े पुनि स्वकतशव्यकमशप्रन प्रनष्कामभावनया कमशप्रन रते कमशयोगी भूत्वा 

योगक्षेमां साधयेत।् गीतायाम् भगवत: वचनम-् ‘योगक्षमेां वहाम्यहम’् य: श्रद्धया प्रनष्कामेन 

च कमश कुरुते, तस्य कमशयोप्रगन: योगक्षेमां भगवान स्वयां साधयप्रत, लोके सन्न्यासी-चतुवशणाश-

राजा-छात्र-साधकानामप्रप योगक्षेमपद्धप्रत: प्रभन्ना एव वतशते। य: यप्रस्मन काय ेरत: भवप्रत, 

तत ्कमशसाधनाय साफल्याय च योगक्षेमदषृ्टा कमश करणीयम्। यथा कृषक: भूमौ वीजां वपप्रत 

सांरक्षनेन र्ष्यम् उत्पादयप्रत इप्रत।  

वतशमान समाजे अध्याप्रतकमानप्रवकतयो: वा पुन: िप्रतष्ठा अत्याततावश्यका। तथा च 

मानवानाां स्वधमशपालने ऒत्सकुताप्रप काम्या। मानप्रवकर्ारीररककाध्यात्मचेतनानाां 

सुष्ठतया प्रवकारे्न जगप्रत समाजस्य प्रस्थप्रत: उन्नता भप्रवष्यप्रत। सुतराां योगक्षेमां साधनां एव। 

कमशना योगक्षेमसाधनेन आत्मानाां ज्ञातुां स्वरुपां िकार्प्रयतुां जना समथाश: भवप्रतत। येन 

सम्पूणशसमाजोऽप्रप उपकृतां भवप्रत। अत: श्रीमद्भगवत्गीतायाां िदर्र्शतां योगक्षेमप्रम्वतां िवचनां 

ज्ञानां वा इदानीततन जीवनेऽप्रप महात्ममाप्रण्डतम् स्यात्।  

समीक्षाननष्कषव: 

उपररक्तम् आलोचनायात ्एतद ्स्पष्टां यत् ‘योगक्षेमम्’ भावना एका महत्तपुणाश चर्चशता: 

प्रवषया:। श्रीमद्भगवत्गीतायाां िप्रतमुहूतुं योगक्षमेोपदरे्ां पररलप्रक्षतम्। यस्य साधनेन 

जीवनस्य या पूणशता सा योगक्षेमेन प्रनर्दशष्टा। स्वयां भगवान्नप्रप योगक्षेमां साधयप्रत येन 

मानवसमाज: अनुिाप्रनत: भवप्रत। अनुरुपणे आचायशकौरिल्यस्य अथशर्ास्त्र े

भारतीयजीवनदर्शनां सततां िभाप्रवतां मानवकल्यानां च साधप्रयतम्। अत: कौरिल्याथशर्ास्त्रां 

तथा श्रीमद्भगवत्गीतायाां च वर्णशता: योगक्षेम: प्रवषया: साधनयोग्या इप्रत र्म्। 

सतदभशग्रतथसचूी: 

१. श्रीमद्भगवत्गीता- साधक सांजीवनी पररप्रर्ष्टसप्रहत् (बङ्गभाषायाम्), गीतािेस, 

गोरखपुर-२७३००५(भारतवषश) 

२. श्रीमद्भागवत्गीत-महापुराण साधक सांजीवनी पररप्रर्ष्टसप्रहत्(बङ्गभाषायाम्), 

गीतािेस, गोरखपुर-२७३००५(भारतवषश) 

                                                            
25 श्रीमद्भगवत्गीतायाम्.अध्याय-९ श्लोक-२२ 
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३. कौरिलीयाथशर्ास्त्रम् पतचिीकोपेतम्)िथमभागस्य िथमम्, प्रद्वतीयां सम्पुिम(् 

आचायशश्रीप्रवश्वनाथर्ास्त्रीदातर:, सम्पूणाशनतद सांस्कृत प्रवस्वप्रवद्यालय:, वाराणसी-

२२१००२. 

४. कौरिलीयाथशर्ास्त्रम् पतचिीकोपेतम् )प्रद्वतीयां भागस्य िथमम्, प्रद्वतीयां सम्पुिम(्-

आचायशश्रीप्रवश्वनाथर्ास्त्रीदातर:, सम्पूणाशनतद सांस्कृत प्रवस्वप्रवद्यालय:, वाराणसी-

२२१००२. 

५. कौरिलीयम् आथशर्ास्त्रम्- श्रीवाचस्पप्रतग रोला, चौखम्बाप्रवद्याभवन, वाराणसी-

२२१००१. 

६. कौरिलीयाथशर्ास्त्रम-्सम्पा.आर.र्माश, र्ास्त्री, मौसूर-१९९९. 

७. कौरिलीयाथशर्ास्त्रम-् ड.रघुनाथ त्सांह, कृष्णदास एकादमी, वाराणसी-१९९३. 

८. कौरिलीयम् आथशर्ास्त्रम् िथमखण्ड, प्रद्वतीयखण्ड- ड०मानवतेदवुतद्योपाध्याय, 

सांस्कृतपुस्तकभातडार, कोलकाता-२००२. 

९. कौरिलीयम् आथशर्ास्त्रम-् रि.गणपप्रत र्ास्त्री, तयुभारतीयकपोरेर्न, ददल्ली-२००६. 

१०. महाभारतम् - वदेव्यासिणीतम्, गीतािेस, गोरखपुर-१९८२. 

११. मनुस्मृप्रत: गोपालर्ास्त्री, चौखम्बा सांस्कृत सांस्थान, वाराणसी-२००३. 
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Chapter - 12 

গীতগগোবিগের ‘গীত’ : সোাংগীবতক বিগেষগের 

আগ োগক 

 

 

 

Author 

সোয়িদীপ িেোিোত্রজি 

ইউর্জৰস ৰসৰনয়র ৰরসা ি সেক া, ব্াং া ৰব্ভাগ, ৰব্শ্বভারতী, 

‘শ্রীব্াসকুদব্রৰত স ৰ  র্াসকম্ত, সম্তং  করাৰত জয়কদব্  ৰব্ 

িব্ন্ধম্্’। -গীতকগাৰব্ন্দম্্ । ১।২ 
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Chapter - 12 
গীতগগোবিগের ‘গীত’ : সোাংগীবতক বিগেষগের আগ োগক 

সোয়িদীপ িেোিোত্রজি 

 

 

ভূমিকা: 

নব্ষ্ণব্ সম্াকজ, ৰব্কর্ষত দৰক্ষণ, উত্তর, ও পূব্ িভারকত ‘গীতকগাৰব্কন্দ’র 

িভাব্ সংগীকত, ৰ কে, ভাস্ককৰ্ ি সুদরূিসারী িকয়ৰছ । সংগীকত সস উত্তরাৰধ ার 

ব্ংর্গৰতর ম্কতা সুপ্ত আ াকর ব্িম্ান। পরুীর ম্র্ন্দকর, ওৰির্ী নৃ্কতয এব্ং 

ম্ৰণপুরী নৃ্কতযর ৰসংিভাগ জকুড়ও গীতকগাৰব্কন্দর িভাব্  ক্ষনীয়। উত্তর 

ভারতীয়  ত্থ  নৃ্কতযও এ িভাব্ দু িক্ষ নয়। িা ীন াক  তর্া ওই সম্কয়র 

গীৰতরূপ পাব্ার উপায় এখন আর আম্াকদর িাকত সনই। ৰ ন্তু জয়কদকব্র 

 াছা াৰছ সম্কয়র অর্ িাৎ েকয়াদর্ র্তক র স া কনর ‘রাগতরৰিনী’, ব্িুখযাত 

র্ারিকদকব্র ‘সংগীত রত্না াকর’ (১২১০-১২৪০ খ্রী.), সষাড়র্ র্তক   ্ৃষ্ণদাস 

 ৰব্রাকজর ‘সগাৰব্ন্দ ী াম্তৃম্্’, অষ্টাদর্ র্তক  নরিৰর  রব্তীর 

‘গীত কন্দ্রাদয়’ ও ‘ভর্ক্তরত্না র’ সর্ক  জানা ৰ্ায় সৰ্ তখন িব্ন্ধ, ব্স্তু, রূপ  

িভৃৰত গাকনর ি  ন ৰছ । িব্ন্ধ গাকনর ৰভন্ন ৰভন্ন অব্য়ব্ ব্া ভাগ ৰছ । 

তাকদর ধাতু ব্ া িত। ব্তিম্ান গায় ীকত সৰ্ম্ন িায়ী, অন্তরা, সিারী ও 

আকভাগ; সতম্ন ভাকব্ জয়কদকব্র িব্ন্ধগান ৰনব্দ্ধ অর্ িাৎ ধাতু গাকনর 

অন্তভুিক্ত।১ ধাতু ি  গাকনর সদিগত ৰব্ভাগ। এগুৰ  ি , উদগ্রাি, সম্  াপ, 

ধ্ুব্ ও আকভাগ। সৰ্ অব্য়কব্ গান আরম্ভ  রা িয় তাক  ব্ক  উদগ্রাি । 

‘সম্ াপ ’ ম্াকন ৰ্া ৰম্ৰ কয় সদয় ব্া সৰ্াগ সাধন  কর। ির্ম্ ধাতু উদগ্রাি  

এব্ং ত্ৃতীয় ধাতু ধ্ুকব্র ৰম্ ন সাধ  অব্য়কব্র নাম্ সম্ াপ । ধ্ুব্ ধাতুটি 

গাকনর সব্গুৰ   ৰ  ব্া তুক  ৰনতযব্তিম্ান। িব্কন্ধর অৰন্তম্ অব্য়কব্র নাম্ 

আকভাগ, এই অংকর্ই সাধারণত গীতর ৰয়তার নাম্ ব্া ভৰণতা র্াক । ধ্ুব্ 

এব্ং আকভাকগর ম্কধয ৰ্ৰদ অনয ধাতু র্াক  তকব্ তার নাম্ অন্তর ব্া অন্তরা 

গীতকগাৰব্কন্দর গান পিধাতু । রাকজযশ্বর ৰম্কের ম্কত এটি ছায়া গ ব্া সা গ 

সূড় সশ্রৰণর িব্ন্ধ।২  

‘গীতকগাৰব্কন্দ’  াকব্যর স কয় গীকতর অব্িান ও িসারতা  ম্ নয়। ব্রং 

সম্ান অংর্ীদাকরর দাৰব্দার। িকতয  সকগ িই িকতয টি ‘গীতম্্’ তর্া গান 
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ব্ক ই উৰিৰখত। িকতয িা গাকন সগয় রাগ ও তা  ৰনৰদিষ্ট  কর সদওয়া আকছ। 

তখন ৰর্ক্ষা, সংগীত শ্রুৰতৰনভির ৰছ ; স্বরৰ ৰপ-পদ্ধৰতর ি  ন র্া ক  িয়কতা 

গানগুৰ র িায়ী সুর ও তাক র সটি  রূপ পাওয়া সৰ্ত। গীতকগাৰব্কন্দর রাগ ও 

তাক র তাৰ  া িম্াণ  কর সৰ্ তৎ া ীন ব্াং া তর্া রাঢ়-ব্কির 

র্াস্ত্রীয়সংগীত, সব্ িভারতীয় সংগীকতর সকি িাকয়াৰগ  ৰদ  সর্ক  এ ই 

ম্ানৰ কে অব্ৰিত ৰছ । ১৪র্ র্তক  শ্রী ্ৃষ্ণ ীতিন, তারপকরর পা া াকর 

পদাব্ ী ৰব্নযাকস ও  ীতিন গাকন ‘গীতকগাৰব্কন্দ’র িভাব্ক  অস্বী ার  রার 

উপায় সনই। জয়কদব্ তা াঁর  র্ির্টি িব্ন্ধগাকন সৰ্ রাগগুৰ  এ াৰধ  গাকন 

ব্যব্িাকরর উকিখ  করকছন, সসগুৰ  – ম্া ব্ সগৌর, ম্া ব্, গুজিরী, ব্সন্ত, 

রাম্ৰ ৰর,  ণ িাি, ব্ড়াড়ী, সদর্াখ, সদর্ব্ড়াড়ী, সগাণ্ডৰ ৰর, নভরব্ী ও ৰব্ভাস। 

‘ ৰ্ িাপকদ’ পিার্টি গাকনর ম্কধয িৰ্ুক্ত দর্টি রাকগর ম্কধয জয়কদব্ 

ব্যব্হৃত গুজিরী, রাম্ৰ ৰর, ব্ড়ারী (ব্ াড্ডী) ও নভরব্ী গাকনর নাম্ পাওয়া 

ৰ্াকে। জয়কদকব্র সদর্ ব্ড়াড়ী ম্ূ ত সদর্াখ রাকগর ৰম্শ্রকণ গটিত।৩ 

পরব্তী াক  তা জয়কদকব্র সদর্াখ নাকম্ পৰরৰ ত িয়। ‘গীতকগাৰব্কন্দ’ 

ব্যব্হৃত তা গুৰ  ি  – রূপ , ৰনঃসার, ৰ্ৰত, এ তা ী ও অষ্টাতা । এসব্ তা  

এখনও  ীতিনগাকন র্াকস্ত্রাক্ত রীৰতকত ব্যব্হৃত িয়। অষ্টতা  আিটি তাক র 

সম্ািার। সসগুৰ  – আড়, সদাজ, সজযাৰত (ৰ্ৰত),  ন্দ্রকর্খর, গঞ্জন, পি, রূপ  

ও সম্।৪ গীতকগাৰব্কন্দর “ব্দসী ৰ্ৰদ ৰ িদৰপ” গানখাৰন এখনও ম্য়নািাক র 

ম্ত িা ীন  ীতিন ঘরানার  ীতিনীয়াকদর ম্ুকখ অষ্টতাক ই গাইকত সর্ানা ৰ্ায়। 

স াকনা জাৰতর  াব্য ও সংগীকত সুদীঘ ি আির্’ ব্ছর ধকর স াকনা  ৰব্ ও 

সংগীত র ৰয়তার িাকয়াৰগ  িভাব্ সাংসৃ্কৰত  ইৰতিাকস ৰনশ্চয়ই এ  ৰব্র তম্ 

ঘিনা। ভারতীয় ধম্ িদর্ িকন সৰ্ দর্াব্তাকরর পৰর ল্পনা তাকত জয়কদকব্র ধারাক ই 

অনুসরণ  রা িয়। ‘গীতকগাৰব্কন্দ’র ির্ম্ সকগ ির ির্ম্ গীত দর্াব্তার সতােম্্ 

এখনও ভারকতর ৰব্ৰভন্ন ধম্ িিাকন, ম্র্ন্দকর ৰনরৰব্র্েন্নভাকব্ গাওয়া িয়। পদাব্ৰ  

 ীতিকন  ীতিনীয়ারা জয়কদকব্র পদ-িকয়াকগ  ীতিনক  আকরা ভাব্ম্য় ও রসম্র্িত 

 কর তু কত িয়াসী িন। তাই িয়কতা সষাড়র্ র্তক র  ৰব্ নাভাজী ‘ভক্তম্াক ’ 

জয়কদকব্র তৰতকত ব্ক কছন –  

‘জয়কদব্  ৰব্ নপৃ ক্কশ্চব্ 

খণ্ডম্ণ্ডক শ্বর আৰন  ৰব্ 

ি ুর ভকয়া ৰতিুক া  গীতকগাৰব্ন্দ উজগার ।’ 

- ৰব্ জয়কদব্  রব্তী রাজা। অনয  ৰব্রা খিম্িক শ্বর ম্াে। 

ৰতনক াক  গীতকগাৰব্ন্দ ি ুর ভাকব্ উকিখ িকয়কছন । 
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ব্াং ার সাংসৃ্কৰত  অিকন জয়কদব্ অনযতম্ আৰদপুুষ। িা ীন ব্াং া 

সাৰিকতযর সূ না  কের টি  আকগই জয়কদকব্র আৰব্ভিাব্ । তা াঁর ‘গীতকগাৰব্ন্দ’ 

সংসৃ্ককত রৰ ত িক ও সংসৃ্ককতর ব্াধাব্ন্ধন সর্ক  অকন িাই ম্ুক্তধম্ী । পর্িকতরা 

তার ম্কধয অপভ্রংকর্রও িভাব্  ক্ষ  করন, সসইৰদ  ৰদকয় ব্াং া ভাষারও সৰ্ন 

আগাম্ ইৰিত রকয়কছ গীতকগাৰব্কন্দ । ব্তিম্াকন গীতকগাৰব্কন্দর রাধা-ম্াধকব্, রূপ 

সগাস্বাম্ী এব্ং শ্রীশ্চ তকনযর ম্িাভাব্স্বরূপ রাধা- ্ৃকষ্ণর সম্াভাব্ িৰতষ্ঠা িকয়কছ । 

ৰ্ৰদও তাকদর ম্কধয িকভদ রকয়কছ । ব্রি ৰব্দযাপৰত ও ব্ড়ু িীদাস জয়কদব্ীয় 

আদকর্ ির সার্ ি  উত্তরসূৰর ।৫ পার্াপাৰর্ এিাও সতয, ভাব্না আদকর্ ির সম্ ব্ন্ধন 

ভারতীয় সংসৃ্কৰতর রীৰতৰসদ্ধ িায়ীভাব্ । তাই জয়কদকব্র রাৰধ ার ঈষৎ িাৰসকত 

স ৌৰ  জীব্কনর ব্তৃ্ত ছাৰড়কয় ঐশ্বৰ্ িম্য় ম্িাৰব্কশ্বর জীব্ন িব্াি ব্া ভর্ক্তর 

আকব্কর্ ম্ানুষ ৰব্হ্ব  িন । সরাজ ার খি জীব্কনর ব্াইকর ঘকি তার আত্মম্ুর্ক্ত –  

‘ব্দৰস ৰ্ৰদ ৰ িদৰপ দন্তুৰ  স ৌমু্দী 

 িরৰতদর ৰতৰম্রম্ৰত সঘারম্্’। – ‘গীতকগাৰব্ন্দম্্।’ 

 াব্যৰব্ াকর জয়কদকব্র গীতকগাৰব্ন্দক  সম্ত ৰব্দ্বৎসম্াজ এ ব্াক য 

ম্তিয সকম্ভাকগর জীব্নাক খয ব্ক কছন। তকব্ সংগীকতর ৰদ  ৰদকয় স্বী ার 

 রকতই িকব্ ব্াং ার সংগীকত জয়কদব্ এ  নতুন গৰতম্য়তা সটৃষ্ট  করন। - 

‘ৰতৰন একন ৰদকয়ৰছক ন নতুন এ টি গীৰতভিী। গতানুগৰত  পদ্ধৰত সর্ক  

ব্াং া গান এ টি স্ব ীয় িব্াি খুাঁকজ সপ  জয়কদব্ সগাস্বাম্ীর  াছ সর্ক । ব্ড়ু 

 িীদাসও এ িব্াি সর্ক  আর এ টি িব্াি র না  কর ৰগকয়ৰছক ন। 

এইখাকনই জয়কদকব্র  ্ৃৰতত্ব। তা াঁর িভাব্ সর্ক ই ব্াং া গাকন আর এ টি 

নতুন িব্াকির সূ না িকয়ৰছ ।’৬ জয়কদব্ সগাস্বাম্ীর গীতকগাৰব্কন্দ গীকতর 

পার্াপাৰর্ নকৃতযর ভূৰম্ াও এ  গুুত্বপণূ ি অধযায়। ১ম্ সকগ ি ম্া ব্ রাকগ 

রূপ  তাক  সৰ্ দর্াব্তার গীৰতটি রৰ ত তাকত ভরত নািযর্াকস্ত্রাক্ত রীৰতকত 

নৃ্তয পৰর ল্পনা রকয়কছ। নািযর্াকস্ত্রর ২৬ ি ার অসংৰ্কু্ত িত, ১৩ ি ার 

সংৰ্ুক্ত িত, ৪ ি ার িত রণ ও ১৩ ি ার ৰর্র কম্ ির উকিখ রকয়কছ 

দর্াব্তাকর।  

‘ি য়পকয়াৰধজক  ধতৃ ব্ানৰস সব্দং ৰব্ৰিতব্ৰিে  রেকখদম্্ 

স র্ব্ ধতৃম্ীনর্রীর জয়জগদীর্িকর......’ 

গাকনর নৃ্তযনািয রূকপর পৰর য় সদওয়া আকছ ‘অৰভনয়দপ িকণ।’৭ ৰ্র্া-  

1) ি য়   -  পতাক াপপৰরম্ৰদিত পতাক ন গগন দৃষ্টা   

2) ম্ীনর্রীর  -  ম্ রিতক ন 

3) জগদীর্   -    ািািাঞ্জাৰ না 
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4)  ৰরেং   -  িসাৰরকততার্ধ্ িত াপতাক ন 

5) িকর   -  নব্ষ্ণব্িানক ন । ইতযাৰদ 

‘গীতকগাৰব্কন্দর’ ব্ািয গিন সৰ্ আৰদ রসাত্ম  ব্া র্িৃারাত্ম  সকন্দি সনই। 

এই সকূেই আম্রা এব্ার আক া না পকব্ ির ইৰত িানব্। ‘নািযর্াস্ত্র’স  আদর্ ি 

সরকখ সস ৰ্ুকগর  ৰব্ সংগীতজ্ঞরা তা াঁকদর ৰর্ল্প সটৃষ্ট  রকতন। পার্াপাৰর্ 

দীঘ িৰদন ধকর ভারতীয় ৰর্কল্প রূপক র ভূৰম্ াও  ম্ সনই। সসগুৰ র দইু ভাকব্ই 

অর্ ি  রা ৰ্ায়। সৰ্ম্ন ‘র্াক্ত-তকে’ সাধারণ ম্ানব্ীয়  াম্ রূপ ইোক  সটৃষ্ট-

ইোর িতী  রূকপ ব্ণ িনা  রা িকয়কছ। উপৰনষকদও এ ই সুর, সগুণ ব্রহ্ম 

 াম্না  রক ন ‘ব্িু’ িব্ার জনয। তাই তা াঁর সসই  াম্নাই তা াঁর এ  ও অখর্িত 

রূপক  অসংকখয রূপম্য়  র । ‘সসই  াম্ ব্া  াম্নাই ৰদব্যস্পন্দনরূৰপনী 

  া ব্া  ম্  া- ুি ী।’৮ সম্ার্ ি  র্ধ্ৰন র্িৃাকরর অৰভধা ‘ভরকতর 

নািযর্াকস্ত্র’ পাই। ভরত আিটি রকসর ও ব্কণ ির উকিখ  রকছন। র্িৃারক  

িায়ীভাব্ সম্পন্ন শুৰ  ও উজ্জ্ব  সব্র্াত্ম  রস ব্ক  ব্ণ িনা  করকছন -৯ 

‘তে র্িৃাকরা নাম্ রৰতিাৰয় ভাব্িব্ঃ উজ্জ্ব কব্র্াত্ম ঃ। 

ৰ্ৎৰ র্িক াক  শুৰ  সম্ধযম্জু্জ্ব ং দর্ িনীয়ং তেিৃাকরকনাপম্ীয়কত। 

ৰ্তাব্দজু্জ কব্র্ঃ স র্িৃারব্াৰনতুয যকত।’ 

 এই সূকে এ টি িশ্ন ভীষণ িাসৰি  িকয় ওকি। তা ি , ‘গীতকগাৰব্ন্দম্্’ 

ৰ্ৰদ ৰব্শুদ্ধ সদিসকম্ভাগ-ম্ূ   গীৰত াব্য ব্া গীৰতনািযম্য়  াব্য িকব্ তািক  

ৰ্ুগ ৰ্ুগ ধকর ‘গার্াসপ্তর্তী’, ‘িা ্ৃতশ্চপি ’, ‘র্িৃার-ৰত  ’, ‘র্িৃারর্ত ’ ব্া 

‘ ুম্ারসম্ভব্াৰদ’র ম্কতা র্িৃাররসাত্ম   াব্যগুক াক  ব্াদ ৰদকয় সাধ -ভক্তরা 

এ কৰ্াকগ, ৰ্গু ৰ্ুগ ধকর।  াকব্যর সক্ষকে স ব্  ‘গীতকগাৰব্ন্দ’স  ৰনকয় 

পড়ক ন স ন! আসক  গীতকগাৰব্কন্দর গীতগুৰ র  ক্ষ ‘ াম্া ার িব্ৰতিতম্’ 

িক ও, তা ব্িু া  ধকর সব্ ি-ম্নুজ-ম্কনারঞ্জকন সার্ ি তা  াভ  করকছ।  ৰব্-

 রব্তী ও সিীতজ্ঞ  ৰব্ জয়কদকব্র গীতকগাৰব্কন্দ গীতগুৰ র ম্ৰিম্া 

আসমু্দ্রৰিম্া   ৰ র া  অকু্ষন্ন র্া কব্। 

তর্যসূে 

1) ‘ ৰব্ জয়কদব্ ও শ্রীগীতকগাৰব্ন্দ’, িকর ৃষ্ণ ম্কুখাপাধযায়, সদ’জ 

পাব্ৰ ৰর্ং,    াতা, ৭০০০৭৩, ো ্গুন ১৪২৫, প.ৃ ৬৪। 

2) ‘গীতকগাৰব্ন্দম্্’, সম্পা. ও অনুব্াদ – সজযাৰতভূষণ  া ী, ‘সংসৃ্কত সাৰিতয 

সম্ভার - ৬’, নব্পে ি ার্ন,    াতা, ২০০৮, প.ৃ ১৫৮।  

3) তকদব্, প.ৃ ১৫২। 
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4) তকদব্, প.ৃ ১৫৩। 

5) ‘ব্াং া সাৰিকতযর ইৰতব্তৃ্ত’, ১ম্ খি, অৰসত ুম্ার ব্কন্দযাপাধযায়, ম্িাণ ি 

ব্ু  একজর্ি িাঃ ৰ ঃ,    াতা, ২০০৫, প.ৃ ১৫৬। 

6) ‘ব্াং ার সংগীত’, িা ীন ভাগ, রাকজযশ্বর ৰম্ে,    াতা, ি ার্ া  

অনুকিৰখত, প.ৃ ৯৮।  

7) ‘পদাব্ ী  ীতিকনর ইৰতিাস’, ির্ম্ ভাগ, স্বাম্ী িজ্ঞানানন্দ, শ্রীরাম্ ্ৃষ্ণ 

সব্দান্ত ম্ি, ১৯ ৰব্, রাজা রাজ ্ৃষ্ণ ৰিি,    াতা, সসকেম্বর, ১৯৭০, প.ৃ 

৮০-৮১। 

8) তকদব্, প.ৃ ৬৬। 

9) তকদব্, প.ৃ ৬৭।  
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Chapter - 13 

কবতপয় প্রোগোধুবিক িোাং ো সোবিগতে রোগের 

উগ্রক্ষত্রিয় জিগগোষ্ঠীর প্রসঙ্গ : একটি আগ োচিো 
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Chapter - 13 

কবতপয় প্রোগোধুবিক িোাং ো সোবিগতে রোগের উগ্রক্ষত্রিয় 

জিগগোষ্ঠীর প্রসঙ্গ: একটি আগ োচিো 

সসৌম্েত্রজৎ সচৌধুরী 

 

 

ভূমিকা: 

উগ্রক্ষর্েয় জাৰতর সম্প িক  ৰ ছু স খার পূকব্ ি আম্াকদর আগ্রকির তীর 

ধাব্ম্ান িয় উগ্রক্ষর্েয় নাম্টির িৰত। নব্ৰদ  ৰ্ুকগ আৰ্ িরা ভারতব্কষ ি 

আগম্কনর পর তারা সব্র্  কয় টি র্াখায় ৰব্ভক্ত িকয় পকড়। সভাজ, ইক্ষা ু, 

উগ্র তাকদরই সব্ র্াখা। উগ্র র্াখার আৰ্ িক্ষর্েয়রা পরব্তী াক  উগ্রক্ষর্েয় 

নাকম্ পৰরৰ ত িয়। এই উগ্রক্ষর্েয় জাৰতর  র্া ির্ম্ পাওয়া ৰ্ায় ঋ কব্কদ। 

ঋ কব্কদর ‘ তকতা ৰ্ক্ষ্মং ৰব্ব্াধর্ধ্ উকগ্রাম্ধযর্ীৰরব্’ (১০/৯৭/১২), ম্কের ভাকষয 

শ্রীম্ৎ উব্িা াৰ্ ি ৰ কখকছন – ‘ উগ্রঃ ক্ষর্েয়ঃ ব্দ্ধকগাধািুৰ োণঃ স এব্ 

ৰব্ৰর্ষযকত ম্ধযম্র্ীঃ ম্ধাম্ং ভাগং র্ণৃাতীৰত ম্ধযম্র্ীঃ’ অর্ িাৎ উগ্ররাজগণ 

সগাধািুৰ ে (সগাধ ম্ ি ৰনৰম্ িত দতানা) ধারণ  কর সৰ্ ি াকর র্ত্ুর ম্ম্ িি  

ৰব্দ্ধ  করন, সি ওষৰধ, তুৰম্ ও সসইরূপ সরাগীর সব্ িকদকি ৰব্স িৰপত িকয় সরাগ 

সংিার  র। ‘ম্নুসংৰিতা’র  তু ির্ অধযাকয় ২১২ সলাক র ভাকষয সুিৰসদ্ধ 

ভাষয ার সম্ধাৰতৰর্ ব্ক কছন ‘উকগ্রা জাৰত ৰব্কর্ষঃ। রাজকত্ব তসয সব্কদ 

িকয়াগঃ দৃর্যকত।’ ১ ম্নরু সলা  উদ্ধতৃ  কর নৰৃব্জ্ঞানী ৰরজক  উগ্রক্ষর্েয়কদর 

‘ৰিংস্রতাৰিয় ও ৰনষ্িুর’ জাৰত ৰিসাকব্ ৰ ৰিত  করকছন।২  

 এই উগ্রকগাষ্ঠী সগৌতম্ ব্ুদ্ধ ও ম্িাব্ীর ব্ধ িম্াকনর জকন্মর ব্িুপূকব্ ি ৰখ্রস্ট পবূ্ ি 

পিম্ র্তক  ‘ব্জ্জজ্জ’ জনপকদ ব্সৰত িাপন  কর। এই ব্জ্জজ্জ জনপদ অধুনা 

উত্তর ৰব্িাকর অব্ৰিত। রকম্ রকম্ তারা র্াস  সগাষ্ঠীকত পৰরণত িয়। ৰখ্রস্ট 

পূব্ ি  তু ির্ র্তক  উগ্র ও উগ্রজীব্ অকর্ ি সদর্রক্ষ  ও ৰব্ ার  সব্াঝাত।  

 ভারকতর অনযতম্ িা ীন ও িৰসদ্ধ নজন ধম্ ি ৰ্াব্তীয় র্াস্ত্রগ্রকে এব্ং 

সংসৃ্কত, িা ৃত নানান িাকদৰর্  ভাষার িী ায় উগ্র রাজাকদর সগৌরব্ গার্া 

ম্ৰ্ িাদার সকি ব্ৰণ িত আকছ। তার ম্কধয ‘ ল্পসূে’ নজনকদর অনযতম্ িাম্ানয 

গ্রে। একত ভগব্ান ম্িাব্ীকরর জন্মব্তৃ্তান্ত িসকি সৰ্ স   িৰসদ্ধ ক্ষর্েয় 

ব্ংকর্র উকিখ আকছ তার ম্কধয সভাজ, ইক্ষা ু ব্ংকর্র সকি সম্ম্ৰ্ িাদায় 
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উগ্র ূক র নাম্ পাওয়া ৰ্ায়। এ িসকি Dr. Jacobi তা াঁর ‘Some Book of the East’ 

গ্রকে ৰ কখকছন – 

“The Ugras and Bhogas were kshatriyas and were honoured by the first 

jain Tirthankara who appontied the farmer as prefects of town.” ৩ 

তকব্ শুধু নজন ধম্ িই নয় সগৌতম্ ব্কুদ্ধর সকি উগ্র জাৰতর সম্পক ির  র্া 

ও জানা ৰ্ায়। B. N. Chowdhury তা াঁর “Buddhist centres in Ancient India” গ্রকে 

ৰ কখকছন –  

“Hathigama (skt – Hastigrama) was a village on the high road from vaisali 

to kusinagar. Buddha stayed there and was visited by the house holder ugga.”৪ 

 নজন ধকম্ ির িভাব্ উগ্রক্ষর্েয় সম্প্রদাকয়র ম্কধয সর্ক ই ৰ্ায়। 

পরব্তী াক  এই সম্প্রদায় জানা ও সতু দইু র্াক  ৰব্ভক্ত িকয় ৰ্ায়। সুতরা ৰছ  

ক্ষর্েয় সুত আর জানারা ৰছ  নজনধম্ী ঘৰনষ্ঠ। আব্ার স উ স উ ব্ক ন সব্ৌদ্ধ 

সজায়াকর ৰ্ারা জকনৌ ব্া উপব্ীত তযাগ  কর নাই তারাই জানা। এরপকরও 

উগ্রক্ষর্েয় সম্প্রদায় ব্ধ িম্ানী, ব্াঘা, সাতশ্চস া,  ার্ীপরুী, পর্শ্চম্ তর ী,  া-

গ্রাম্ী, ব্ার(দ্বাদর্) গ্রাম্ী, ম্া ভূম্ীয়, উৎ  ীয়, ম্ান্দারণী  কয় টি র্াখায় 

ৰব্ভক্ত িয়। নাম্ শুকনই সব্াঝা ৰ্ায় এগুৰ  সব্ আিৰ   ৰব্ভাগ।  

 ‘ব্ধ িম্ানী’ সৰ্ র্াখাটির  র্া ব্  াম্ সসটি সৰ্ ব্ধ িম্াকনর উগ্রক্ষর্েয় 

সম্প্রদায় তা আর স খার অকপক্ষা রাকখ না। ব্ধ িম্াকন আগুরী নাকম্ এ  

সম্প্রদাকয়র ৰব্কর্ষ রম্রম্া। এই আগুরী জাৰত ৰনকজকদরক  উগ্রক্ষর্েয় 

সম্প্রদাকয়র পবূ্ ি পুুষ ব্ক  দাব্ী  কর। আগুরী জাৰত ৰ  উগ্রক্ষর্েয় সম্প্রদায় 

তা ৰনকয় পর্িতকদর ম্কধয অকন  ম্তৰব্করাধ আকছ।  ৰব্ ঙ্কণ ম্ু ুন্দরাম্ তা াঁর 

‘  িীম্ি  ‘  াকব্য ৰ কখকছন - 

“ আগরী ৰনব্স পুকর, আপনার ব্ৰৃত্ত  কর 

অনুৰ ত না  কর  খন। 

তৎ াক  উগ্রক্ষর্েয় ব্যতীত অপর স ান জাৰত আগুরী নাকম্ পৰরৰ ত 

ৰছ  না। ‘জাৰত ৰব্ ার ৰনণ িয় সাগর’ গ্রকে পর্িত ৰিরন্ময় সঘাষা  ম্িার্য় 

ৰ খকছন- 

“ৰব্দূ্রম্ী  ায়ি আর আগরীর জাৰত, 

ব্কির ক্ষর্েয় এরা ৰদ  ৰদগন্ত ভাৰত।” 

আগরীর সক্ষকে ক্ষর্েয় ব্ কত উগ্রক্ষর্েয়ক ই সব্াঝায়। ১৯২১ সাক র 

সসিাস ৰরকপািি ম্কত আগুরীগণ স ই উগ্রক্ষর্েয় আখযা সদওয়া িয়, “Their 
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claim to be called Ugrakshatriyas is an old one”। ‘ৰব্শ্বক াকষ’ আগুরী ও 

উগ্রক্ষর্েয় সম্প্রদায়ক  পরৃ্  ৰিসাকব্ সদখা িয় ৰন। 

আশুকতাষ িাটি নজন উিাই সূকত্তর িী ার ‘আরৰক্ষ ত্ব’ র্ব্দ িকত আগরী 

র্কব্দর ব্ুযৎপৰত্ত ৰির  কর ৰ কখকছন: 

“সীম্ান্ত ভূ-ভাকগর রক্ষা াকৰ্ ি ৰনৰ্ুক্ত সৰ্ উগ্র-গণ র্ত্ু নসনযকদর 

গৰতৰব্ৰধ পৰ্ িযকব্ক্ষণ 

 ৰরকতন, তা াঁিাৰদগক  ‘অংত ম্িাম্াতয’ (High officers of frontiers) 

অর্ িাৎ সীম্ান্ত 

িকদকর্র রক্ষীব্গ ি ব্ৰ য়া অৰভৰিত  রা িইত। অর্ িাৎ সসাজা ব্াি ায় 

ইিা াঁরাই ৰছক ন 

সীম্ান্ত িকদকর্র আগ াদার। িা য ম্াগধীয় ‘আগ ’ র্ব্দটি িতী য - 

খকির িা ৃত 

ভাষায় আগর িইয়াকছ। আগকরর  াৰ্ িয ৰ্া াঁিারা  ৰরকতন, তা াঁিারাই 

আগুরী।” 

আগরী র্কব্দর ব্ুযৎপৰত্ত িসকি পর্িত ঈর্ান ন্দ্র র্ম্ িা স কখন – 

আগু+অৰর= আগ্বৰর > আগুরী > আগরী । অর্ ি – ৰ্ািারা র্ত্ু ৰনধকন সব্ িদাই 

অগ্রগাম্ী – “Chhatrays of Bengal”. 

িীকরন্দ্রনার্ দত্ত সম্পাদনায় ব্িীয় সাৰিতয পৰরষদ  তৃি  ি াৰর্ত 

(১৩৩৯ ব্িাব্দ) পদ্মপর্িত ৰ ৰখত ‘গীত রাম্ায়ণ’ (১৫০১ র্ াব্দ) এর উত্তর 

 াকি পাওয়া ৰ্ায় - “ব্াইর্ ভাই ৰন  ব্াইর্ আগর”। ম্ ুুন্দরাকম্র “ব্াইর্ 

আগরী আদয” এই অংর্টি িরণ  কর উদ্ধতৃাংর্টি রৰ ত ব্ক  ম্কন  রা িয়। 

উক্ত  রকণ ‘ আগর’ র্ব্দটি রাজয, নগর ব্া এ া া সব্াঝাকত ব্যব্হৃত িকয়কছ। 

আগকরর অৰধ ারী ব্গ িক  ‘আগৰর’ ব্ া িয়। পর্িত নৰ নী ান্ত ভট্টর্া ী 

‘গীত রাম্ায়ন’র পুাঁৰর্র ৰব্শুদ্ধতা সম্পক ি সংর্য় ি ার্  করকছন। ৰতৰন ম্কত 

ম্ূ  পুাঁৰর্কত ‘আগৰর’ র্ব্দই নাই। আগৰরর আখযান  ৃৰত্তব্াসী রাম্ায়ণ ব্া 

ব্াল্মীৰ  রাম্ায়কণও সনই। ৰতৰন ব্ক কছন ‘গীত রাম্ায়কণ’ র্দূ্র র্মু্ব   াৰিৰনর 

ম্ধয ৰদকয় ন   পদ্মপর্িত উগ্রক্ষর্েয় আগরীগণক  ‘র্দূ্র আগৰর’সত পৰরণত 

 ৰরব্ার জনয ৰব্কর্ষ  ষ্ট স্বী ার  ৰরয়াকছন। ৰ ন্তু তািা সব্ িৰদ  িইকতই ব্যর্ ি 

িইয়াকছ।  ারণ, জনম্ানকস তািার ‘গীত রাম্ায়ণ’ স াকনা ৰদনই িা াঁই পায়ৰন। 

তকব্,  ক্ষয  ৰরব্ার ৰব্ষয়, আগৰর (আগরী)এব্ং উগ্রক্ষর্েয় সৰ্ পরৃ্  জাৰত ব্া 

সম্াজ নকি, তািা সিকজই তা াঁিার পুাঁৰর্কত ম্াৰনত িইয়াকছ। ৫ 
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আগুরী সম্পক ি ৰভন্ন এ  ম্কতর সন্ধান সদন পিানন ত িরত্ন ম্িার্য়। 

ৰতৰন ৰ কখকছন - “উগ্রক্ষর্েয়গণ ির্ম্তঃ রাজা ম্ানৰসংি নসনযদ  ভুক্ত িইয়া 

আগরা িকদর্ িইকত ব্িকদকর্ আগম্ন  করন ব্ৰ য়া একদকর্ আগরী নাকম্ 

আখযাত িইয়াকছন।” তকব্ এ ম্তটি গ্রিণ সৰ্াগয নয়,  ারণ ম্ানৰসংকির 

আগম্কনর ব্িুপূকব্ ি ব্কি আগুরী জাৰতর ব্াস ৰছ । ম্ানৰসংকির ব্াং ায় 

আগম্ন ঘকিকছ ১৫৮৯-৯৯ ৰখ্রস্টাব্দ। আর ১৫৭৪ ৰখ্রস্টাব্দ ম্ু ুন্দরাম্ 

‘ িীম্ি ’ এ ব্কি আগুরী জাৰতর  র্া ৰ কখকছন। ব্ াইকদব্ র্ম্ িা ‘ব্ধ িম্াকনর 

ইৰতিাস’ গ্রকে ৰ কখকছন – “সসই পাাঁ র্ত ব্ৎসর পূকি িও আগৰর জাৰত 

ব্ািা ার অৰধব্াসী ব্ৰ য়া পৰরগৰণত িইত।” ৬ 

তাছাড়াও ষষ্ঠ র্তক  ম্িারাজ ৰব্জয়কসকনর তাম্রৰ ৰপকত আগ্রিাৰর কদর 

 র্া জানা ৰ্ায়। অগ্রিার ৰ্ারা  াভ  রত তাকদরই আগ্রিারী ব্া আগ্রিাৰর  

ব্ া িত। রাজা স ান ব্রাহ্মণ ব্া ক্ষর্েয়ক  ির্ংসা সূ    াকৰ্ ির ভূসম্পৰত্ত ব্া 

গ্রাম্ উপিার ৰদত। এই উপিারক  অগ্রিার ব্ া িত। এই অগ্রিার অৰধ াংর্ 

সক্ষকে উগ্রক্ষর্েয়রাই  াভ  রত। তাই তারা ৰনকজরাই ৰনকজকদর আগ্রিাৰর  

সখতাব্ সদয়। এই আগ্রিাৰরক রাই পরব্তী াক র আগুর, আগ্রিাৰর  

>আগ্রিারী >আগরী, আগুরী। ৭ 

‘পর্শ্চম্ব্কির সংসৃ্কৰত’ গ্রকে ৰব্নয় সঘাষ ৰ কখকছন – 

“ব্ধ িম্াকনর উগ্রক্ষর্েয়কদর সুিা ীন ঐৰতিয আকছ। অকনক  ম্কন  করন, 

উগ্রক্ষর্েয়রা ব্াং ার ব্াইকর সর্ক  অৰভৰ্ােী রাজাকদর সকিকৰ্াদ্ধা িকয় 

একদকর্ একসৰছক ন। এই ধরকনর ৰ্ুর্ক্ত অকন িা অর্ িিীন,  ারণ ব্াইকর সর্ক  

স ক ই িায় ৰভতকর একসকছন, সসই িাশ্চগৰতিাৰস  ৰ্ুগ সর্ক  ঐৰতিাৰস  ৰ্ুগ 

পৰ্ িন্ত – সনৰগ্রকিারা সর্ক  আরম্ভ  কর আৰদঅিা  জাৰতর পবূ্ িপুুষ দ্রাৰব্ড় 

আৰ্ ি র্  িুন পািান সম্াগ  স ক ই।  র্ািা তা নয়, উগ্রক্ষর্েয়রা সম্পূণ ি 

ব্ািা ী এব্ং ব্াং াকদকর্ই তা াঁকদর ৰব্ ার্ িকয়কছ। তা াঁরা িধানত  ৃৰষজীব্ী 

ৰছক ন এব্ং িা ীন াক  সর্ৌৰ্ িব্ীকৰ্ ি তা াঁকদর সম্ ক্ষ জাৰত খুব্ সব্ৰর্ ৰছ  না। 

আজও তার িভাব্ তা াঁকদর ম্কধয রকয় সগকছ। সগাষ্ঠীপৰত ও দ পৰত সর্ক  তা াঁরা 

ৰব্ৰভন্ন অিক র রাজা িকয়ৰছক ন পর্শ্চম্ব্কি।”৮ 

ব্ধ িম্াকনর স ান স ান অিক  উগ্রক্ষর্েয়রা রাজা পৰ্ িন্ত িকয়ৰছক ন। 

উগ্রক্ষর্েয় রাজা ৰিসাকব্ ব্ধ িম্ান ৰিত ক্ষীরগ্রাম্ অিক র রাজা ৰছক ন 

িৰরদত্ত। ক্ষীরগ্রাকম্ সদব্ী সৰ্াগাদযা পূজা ি ার িৰরদকত্তর ৰব্কর্ষ ভূৰম্ া 

রকয়কছ। সতীপীকির সদব্ী ৰিসাকব্ সদব্ী সৰ্াগাদযার সম্গ্র রাঢ় ব্কি জনৰিয়তা 

ব্তিম্ান। সসই ক্ষীরগ্রাম্ ও সদব্ী সৰ্াগাদযার নাম্ ৰব্ৰভন্ন িা ীন তে গ্রোৰদকত 

পাওয়া ৰ্ায়। তন্মকধয ‘ ুৰি াতে’ ি  সব্ক কয় িা ীন। এটির র না া  
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আনুম্াৰন  ষষ্ঠ র্তাব্দীকত। সংসৃ্কত তে গ্রকের সার্ ি  উত্তরসূরী ৰিসাকব্ ব্াং া 

ভাষায় ির্ম্ সৰ্াগাদযা ব্ন্দনা ার েুৰ য়ার  ৃৰত্তব্াস ওঝা।  ৃৰত্তব্াসী রাম্ায়ণ 

ম্কত সদব্ী সৰ্াগাদযা ৰছক ন ম্িীরাব্কণর উপাসয সদব্ী। রাম্ায়কণর  ঙ্কা াকি 

ম্িীরাব্ণব্ধ পা ায় িনুম্ান ম্িীরাব্ণক  ব্ধ  কর রাম্,  ক্ষ্মণক  ৰনকয় আসার 

সম্য় সদব্ী সৰ্াগাদযাক  উদ্ধার  কর ক্ষীরগ্রাকম্ িৰতিাপন  করন – 

“পাতাক  িৰরকয় ন    ক্ষ্মণ শ্রীরাম্।। 

রাকম্র উকেকর্ তকব্ সগ  িনমু্ান। 

ম্িীমু্ণ্িু  াটি িনু ৰদ  ব্ৰ দান।। 

সকি  ৰর ন   িনু সদব্ী দর্ভূজা। 

অব্নীম্িক  আৰস ন   তব্ পূজা।। 

ক্ষীরগ্রাকম্ ম্িাম্ায়া  ৰরয়া িাপন। 

পুনরায় িনুম্ান  ৰর  গম্ন।।”৯ 

রাম্ায়কণ এর সর্ক  সব্ৰর্ সদব্ী সৰ্াগাদযার ব্ণ িনা সনই। তকব্  ৃৰত্তব্াস ৰ ন্তু 

এখাকনই সর্কম্ র্াক নৰন। ৰতৰন আগ্রকির ব্র্ত পুনরায় ‘সৰ্াগাদযা ব্ন্দনা’ নাকম্ 

পরৃ্   াব্য র না  করন। ‘সৰ্াগাদযা ব্ন্দনা’র ২৬টি পর্শ্চম্ব্কির পুাঁৰর্ ৰব্ৰভন্ন 

র্া ায় ছৰড়কয় আকছ।  ৃৰত্তব্াসই ির্ম্  াব্য ম্কধয উগ্রক্ষর্েয় রাজা িৰরদকত্তর 

িসি আনক ন।  াব্যম্কত িনুম্ান, সদব্ীক  ক্ষীরগ্রাকম্ আনার পর সদব্ী রাজা 

িৰরদত্তক  স্বপ্নাকদর্ পজূা  রার জনয, সকি ৰ ছু ৰব্ৰধ ৰনকষকধর আকদর্ও 

সদন, ৰ্ার ম্কধয অনযতম্ ি  ৰনতয নরব্ৰ  ৰদকয় পূকজা  রা।  

“িৰরদত্ত নাকম্ রাজা আৰছ  শুইয়া। 

স্বপন সদখান সদব্ী ৰর্য়কর ব্ৰসয়া।। 

 ত ৰনদ্রা ৰ্াও পুে িকয় স তন। 

ন  াস তযর্জয়া আইন ুসতাম্ার  ারণ।। 

সতাম্াকর িসন্ন আৰম্ সদব্ী ভদ্র া ী । 

সম্ার পূজা  র রাজা ৰদয়া নরব্ৰ ।।” 

িৰরদত্ত সাতপকুের ব্ৰ  ৰদকয়ই পূজা সম্পন্ন  কর। তারপর পূজার দাৰয়ত্ব 

পরব্তী ব্ংর্ধরকদর ম্কধয ভাগ  কর সদয়। 

আম্াকদর ম্কন িশ্ন জাকগ  ৃৰত্তব্াস স ন রাজা িৰরদত্তক ই পূজা ি াকরর 

জনয সব্কছ ৰনক ন।  ারণ িৰরদত্ত ৰছক ন ওই অিক র উগ্রক্ষর্েয় রাজা। 
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সদব্ীর পূজা ও নরব্ৰ  ি  ন এ ম্াে রাজা িৰরদত্ত শুু  রকত পারকব্ন। 

স খা ব্ািু য সৰ্  ারকণ সদব্ী ম্নসা, ৰনকজর পজূা ি াকরর জনয  া াঁদ সদাগকরর 

িরাপন্ন িন, সসই এ ই  ারকণ সদব্ী সৰ্াগাদযা, রাজা িৰরদকত্তর স্বপ্নাকদর্ সদন। 

পূজা ি  ন িকয় ৰ্াব্ার পর অকন  স া া ার পূজায় িকব্র্  রকত 

র্াক । তার ম্কধয এ টি ি  গুয়া িা া। ‘ গুয়া’ র্কব্দর অর্ ি ি  সুপাৰর। পান, 

সুপাৰর ৰদকয় অৰতৰর্কদর অভযর্ িনার রীৰত রাঢ় ব্কি ি ৰ ত। তকব্ সৰ্াগাদযা 

পূকজায় সুপাৰর ৰদকয় স ব্ ম্াে আগুরী সম্প্রদাকয়র ম্ানুষকদর সম্মান 

জানাকনা িয়। ক্ষীরগ্রাকম্র পার্াপাৰর্ অনযানয গ্রাকম্র আগুরী সম্প্রদাকয়র 

ম্ানুষকদর এই সম্মান গ্রিণ  রার জনয আম্েণ জানাকনা িয়। িৰরদত্ত এই 

পূকজার ি  ন  রার জনয, তাই তা াঁর িৰত শ্রদ্ধাঘ িয জাৰনকয় এই স া া াকরর 

উদ্ভব্ ব্ক  ম্কন িয়। 

তকব্ এখাকনই সর্ষ নয়। ব্ধ িম্ান সজ ায় উগ্রক্ষর্েয় জাৰতর রম্রম্া এখনও 

তুকি। ১২৯৫ সাক  ১৫ আৰশ্বন উগ্রক্ষর্েয় জাৰতর ৰব্ৰভন্ন সশ্রণীর সম্ন্বয় – 

সাধন ও উন্নৰত ৰব্ধান ম্ানকস এ টি অৰধকব্র্ন িয়। পরব্তী াক  ৰব্ৰভন্ন 

অিক  এই সৰম্ৰতর অকন  গুৰ  অৰধকব্র্ন িয়। সভার ম্ুখপাে ৰিসাকব্ 

উগ্রক্ষর্েয় পর্ে া  া  ুিয়। ১২৯৮ সাক  নব্র্াখ ম্াকস শ্রীর্ ন্দ্র তা ম্িার্কয়র 

সম্পাদনায় ‘উগ্রক্ষর্েয় িৰতৰনৰধ’ নাকম্ ম্াৰস  পর্ে া উগ্রক্ষর্েয় সম্াকজর 

ম্ুখপে রূকপ আত্মি ার্  কর। ১০ 
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CHAPTER 10 

The Intluence of the Intormation Technology on the Global Dissemination of Music 
Suparna Chatterjee 

Department of Music, Nistarini College, Purulia, West Bengal, India 
E-mail: suparna2512@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT 

The union of music production, creation, exhibition, distribution, and 
presentation enabled by the giobal digital communications technology 

swept through and stunned the music industry completely. With this 
enormous push by the digital technoloEY, music is now zipping around 
the globe at the light speed bringing lyricists, musicians, fans and cultures 
together. Digital technology has played a breakthrough in making different 
types of music accessible to tans, listeners and music lovers all over the 
world. Geographic distances and national borders have become irrelevant in 
worldwide distribution and dissemination of music. The vision of musicians 
and their fans and music lovers coming together without any limitations of 
time and space, without any interterence from meddling record companies, is 
being realized virtually on the lnternet. 

has 

Keywords: Information Technology, Music, Global Dissemination 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been observed,' during the past two decades that digital technologies constituting the base of information technology, have accelerated the transformation of the cultural scene enormously by virtue of the development of new forms of creation, production, and distribution in the spheres of music, film and the publication of books. 

The process of digitalization arising out of the all-pervasive tusion of the information technology that is bringing about 
a radical change in all spheres of industry and the commercial PECEs Of human society, has also made its presence felt in the 

Ceative, cultural,? and media industries including television, 
aalo, ilm, theaters and music too. As a very common 
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phenomenon, it has been notired that the Music ind.. 

the applicatin of has been steadily striding ahead by 
tools developed by the T scientists to preant the music i wit the utmost perfection of "i Fi (i.e, Hizh Fidelity) qualit. reachable within econonic atbility of rhe ornnuers of th. society across such devices as the smárt phene, omutr i-pads etc. Yochai Benkler, an erninent thenretician cultural production came to the conclusion that the tyls the information technology that rely on the digjtalization har promoted the rise of the digital media that in its turn not nu brought about a reduction of cost but sucCEssfully anverged various devices in one unit such as smart phone which allws a common human being to listen to music, to watch movie, to send a mail, to carry out bank transaction and many other daily activities including creative ones like recording music, taking video photographs thus successfully eliminating the huge costs entailed in each activity which needed to be carried out separately in different units of production in the past. 

MUSIC DISSEMINATION IN THE PRE-INTERNET ERA 

Although the common people were accustomed to tune the radio broadcasting stations free of cost to listen to the music, the dissemination of vocal or instrumental music in disc or 
cassettes depended largely on the direct marketing of the same 
as other commodities to make access to the personal possession of the music lovers. As reported by Ignacio De Leon and 
Ravi Gupta in their "Discussion Paper N° IDB-DP-549", the 
process of the distribution of the musical products followed 
a chain of events in which participated the (a) artists (authors 
and performers), (b) publishers like SONY/ATV, (d) recording 
companies like Bhavna, Colombia (in West Bengal, India) and 
other multinationals like Sony, Warner Music Group etc.(C the 
groups of retailers etc. The entire process can be visualized ny 

the following flow diagram as presented in the aforemention 
"DISCUSSION PAPER" of IDB. 
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Collect revenue 

Deliver to end consumer Fim&TV 

Collect usage information 

By courtesy: DISCUSSION PAPERNOo IDB-DP-549 

The schematic presentation as above simply reveals the long-

drawn process encountered in streaming music, without going 

into details about the business procedures and legal matters 

like the copy right and royalties, involved in implementing the 

procedure to the final stage of handing over the product to the 

consumer. 

THE EMERGENCE OF THE INTERNET FOR 

DISSEMINATION OF MUSIC 

The widespread use of the technology of the informatics 

has been opening new horizons for the vast audience of the 

Indian subcontinent who are prone to take deeper dips in 

the expanding web of the musical waves with the farther 

explosion of the world wide web of the musical sites for the 

rinary people. Music is no longer 
confined to the ambits of 

ne richer and elite section of the people. A surge of inundation 

y musical wave has been engulfing the Indian audience with 

uE Continuous growth of the application of the 
information 

8 by the creative artists of the cultural industry 

including the music. 
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ally been offsetting the 
The digitization process has gradualy been offsos 

monopolistic or oligopolistic trends in the musi 

and a more democratic torm is replacing the choico ndia 

and emergence of the new experimentalists in the coartiste 

of notes and lyrics which remained under a hegen 

under the control of a few music directors and 

companies 

tic form 
ontalists in the composition 

rule 
ording 

This democratic approach in the music industrv 
confirmation in the conference held in the recent a 

s reported by Dey, when a congregation of artists, comno posers and the producers met to explore the new channels for the propagation of the Indian music leaving aside the "tradifio itional ways of advertising and subscription", it was in this conferem. erence that Jay Mehta, Director of Digital Business, Sony Music Ind 
reportedly commented that with the onset of the itization process, the ndian music lndustry 1s getting adapted to more democratic form in contrast to the earlier days, when " 
artist in order to reach out to the consumers had to rely on 
traditional media or labels," However, he added that now 
with online streaming channels like Youlube, "the distance 
between artists and consumers has reduced' and irrespective 
of whether a singer is a well-known artist or a rookie, they 
have the same chances of reaching out to the audience, because 

they have access to the same channels." These trends further 

affirm the view expressed by Padma Rani,? that the "changes 

in the communication technology profoundly destabilize and 

an 

create new opportunities in art and culture." 

In the present context, a reference is to be made to the use of 

computer in the creation of modern music as elaborated by Sen 
Yang'who has indicated rightly that in the past the practice o 
sOcial production of music involved the multiple stages su 

as writing a composition to be performed by a large Dal 

master tape. 
choir or solo and recording the same in studio and prou 

of the pressure plate for the recording of the 
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of digital technology employed by the IT has long-drawn procedure into aprocess of 
by personal computer in which the functions 
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simply turned this 

shor 

ort duratid 

But 
the 

onset of digital 

of multiple machines have been converged, thereby bringing dical change in the "pertormance of music that is ent from aditional composition." 
f foil cylinder phonograph by Edison sound for repeated reproduction was followed by for the perfection of the sound replication 

first ever invention 

to recor 

multiple inventions, 
ch as "Electric Guitar, multi-tracking system, Effects Pedals Chidio tricks like echo, reverb, distortion and phasin C.mthesizers, Walkman, MDI Culminating in the invention f the personal computer with the inbuilt multimedia software that has revolutionized the reproduction of music and its transmission to the remotest corner of the globe. 

However, the entire creative group including the lyricists, composers of music, the accompanying band of instrumental 
music and the artist now enjoy a better environment to reflect 
their ingenuity in the scoring music through the use of PC 
(Personal Computer), which has successfully converged all the 
facilities of recording music and their propagation through the 
internet ina very brief period of time. As analysed by Hadis'. 

The Personal Computer: As a means of recording and editing 
sound, has arguably altered music as profoundly as Edison's 
foil cylinder. Though digitization has separated music from 

its medium, it has also given artists untold freedom and 
levels of control. Pro Tools, Ableton, Logic Pro: These and 

other programs let musicians work on recordings anywhere 
they can plug in their laptops. The proliferation of personal 

computers has also meant that artists can release their music 

n unorthodox ways: Radiohead has issued all its recordings 

Since 2007 as downloads first, while Beyoncé has released her 

last few albums and singles online, without warning The iPad, 

-purpose device, offers more music-making apps than 
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people an inexpensive, easy way to remix mus On gi 
allowing fans a hands-on engagement that is in 
throwback to when people bought sheet music to nla Waysa 

songs at home. The personal computer, in other 

any technological platform before it. And digitiza 

rds, has 
ocratic. 

music more participatory again,. and more demo 
CONCLUSION 

The success of Ranu Mandal," and the 
soprano Emil Zamourka," emerging as celebrity singers is now knou 

to all. The rise of these unknown artists with gift of music shoula be treated as the landmarks of the transmission of music to pue every 
nuke and corner of the globe channelized through the devia ices introduced as part of the Information Technology. 
The youtubers are propagatirng music for free by constant uploading of music of the olden days which got lost over decades through the device like a smart phone the most utilized and accessed uhit now a days by the common man to get the opportunity of listening to the artists like Debobrata Biswas, Pankaj Mallick or Bade Golam Ali and many others of the ilk who hailed from abroad and had died years ago. 
Itis a foregone conclusion now that the information technology through further development and achievement of perfection in transmission of the musical renditions will make the world to get attuned to the emotions and rhythms of cullure of different ethnic groups and may one day prove to be an 

influencing factor to promote cohesion of cultures across tne 
globe inasmuch as it can be said as proposed by Rolf" that: 

over 
Music is thus a means to transfer a historical consciouSness generations and maintain and shape a diasporic conscioUSness, becomes an important part of a group's cultural identity (Robersi 

abont but 2010). This concerns mainly music not in diaspor aspora, 1., songs with narratives that concern theirP 
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eorn ant imp 

am fistg 

geerations who 

and grandparents" homeland 

ijfe in 
(2005) finds that musie ortant function in ansferring a particular identity 

who do not have heir own experience of their parents' 

neration immigrants to those in the second and third 

through 

the devices of formation Technology will remain 

nder this modern perspective of life dissemination of music 

driving force for future generations of the groups of 
to have an insight to their origin and others in their new abodes of life and 

to be 

varying 
ethnic identities t 

share are the same with 

existence. 
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ABSTRACT: thein 

ds. B.Ed is a professional course to make effective teacher Jor social development. If they ha 

vorable idea of this strategy they must cary out peer learning stralegy n ner praclical life. In 

sical study the revearchers has focused on B.Ed. students on their attiude towards Peer Learn 
friends, R EA 8 the field where students can learn different 

dctivilies and experiences 

earchers used probability sampling for selecting representative samples ana sey made yuestionn peen 
aire 

ala collection. The study found that most of B.Ed students had Javorable atilude towardy 

learning strategy in Hooghly District. 

Aewords: Attitudes, B.Ed. Students, Empirical Study, Peer Learning, Hooghly District 

INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY 
"Learning for everyone, by everyone, about almost anything." 

Jeff Brazil 
With the above statement people were unaware of Peer learning. It is another key issue that dre 

attention to the learning curriculum. Cognitive Psychology is developing a form of peer leaning that 
now a buzz word for Pedagogy. In classroom settings, peer learning is a method or practice of teaching 
where students teach other students to achieve educational goals effectively. In this domain, peer learning 
is another name for the peer education system. Moreover, this educational practice is similar to the 
collaborative learning approach. Peer learning is a platform or stage where students can learn differen 

activities and experiences with other students and their friends. It's close to group reading. It can be legal 
or informal and your combination of both is the key to successful learning and development. This is not 

an individual approach or a learning approach but a scientific and logical approach that combines 
different strategies. Ia this case, learners can be directly involved in learning activities and it helps then 
to apply their reading skills directly in a collaborative way. In the workplace, peer education reflects the 
same thing when employees train other employees. It is a practical framework for inclusive education. lh 

this context, ii can be compared to a practice called collaborative learning. 
The vital question is who are the 'peers' in peer learning strategy? Generally, peers are other 

people in a similar situation to each other who do not have a role in that situation as teacher or expert 
practitioner. They may have much experience and ability or they may have relatively little. They share tk 
status as fellow learners and they are accepted as such. Most importantly, they do not have ability ov 
each other by virtue of their place or responsibilties. Throughout the book we will be discussing the ro 

of students who are in the same classes as those from whom they are learning. (Bound) Peer learnius 
pedagogy is part of an active learning strategy, which is being increasingly used in schools around te' 

world. In this mode of learning, students interact with their peers and learn from each other withoul supervising author1ty. (Peer lecarning: Can students learn from each other without any teacher pre 

ny 

2018) Teachers are the backb of the society as well as nation. In Indian education syst 

sent) 

different vocational or professio nal courses which enhance the capacities andca capabilities of people. B.D 

system there a 

a teacher train1ng aclivity or program which makes the teaching professionalized and 
the teaching process inculcating Various teaching skils in future teacher. This professional cours 

eshape ourse is 

has u 
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GANDHIAN THOUGHT ISBN:978-93-89840-59-9 
DIP: 18.20.89840.599.26 

GLOBAL PEACE- FROM GANDHIJI'S PoINT OF VIEW 

MR. EMON OJHA 

SACT-I 
Department of Education 

Nistarini Women's College, Purulia (West Bengal) 

ABSTRACT: 
The Belief system of Mahatma Gandhi envisaged upon strict qualities 

political techniques and social standards. The thoughts of Mahatma Gandhi ler 
the supremacy of good over political and divinity over worldly. He views 
essential truth as extreme aim and peacefulness as an instrument to accomplish 
That. Yet. there exists a central relationship of what Gandhi had said and what 
the world is doing nowadays to battle brutality and bring harmony. He makes 
his life asceticism with regular practicing of the truth and non-violence 
Consequently 21st century universal relations can be re-evaluated and applied 
with rising relations of that. The diicult idea of contemporary universal socier 
has significant methodologies with respect to his lessons and individual models 
The multidimensional emergency like terrorism, nullifying of human rights 
economic disparity, ethnic viciouSness, destitution, strict prejudice by which the 
man is enduring today are of having incredible fix and help with the decency 
and equity gave by the Gandhianway of thinking. Disappointment of peaceful 
activities doesn'i invalid the Gandhji's peace philosophy. The most startling 
spots and approaches the Gandhian view point of peacefulness has spread in 
this world and it has a more noteworthy diligent of non violence even with 
brutality This paper attempts to discover the significance of Gandhi's decree 
and how his belief systems can be placed in current days worldwide peace and 
harmony activities. additionally crosses through different components of 
peace one could consider in maintaining worldwide harmony and peace a 

Small scale, individualistic levels. 

KeyWords: Aggression, Authenticity, Endurance, Global Peace, International 
Understanding and Bonding, Peace Education. 

&INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY 
"Outward peace is useless without inner peac 

e" 

- M.K. Gandhi 
Mahatma Gandhi has been considered as one of the best ymbol in the 

nistory of Mankind. Next to the warrior for India's freedom and social reformc 
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Abstract 

Kanyashree scheme provides the facilities, especially the 
mentioned age, i.e. eighteen years girl child who could not 

manage marriage agreement due to socio-economical crisis. 

This Government Scheme was established on 8th March, 2013 

by the Government of West Bengal enrolled in the class VIll 

Associate Professor of Ananda Marga Gurukula Teachers' Training 

College, Anandanagar, Baglata, Purulia, West Bengal, India, 

Assistant Teacher of Ramakrishna Vivekananda lnternational 
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EMPOWERMENT OF INDIAN 
WOMEN FOR THE 21ST 

CENTURY 
A Theoretical Study 

EMON OJHA & SANJIB MAHATO 

Introduction of the Study 
n the 21st century, the world is enthusiastically progressing 
and taking up the women partake in uplifting the society 
and economy of the world. Women empowerment is the 

key to strengthen their participation in the decision- making which 
is the most important key to socio- economic development. The 
India is a developing country and its economic status is also very 

bad because of the male dominated country. Women constitute 
roughly 50% of the nation's population and a majority of them 
remain economically dependent, without employment. Women 
empowerment is very necessary to make the bright future of the 

family, society and country. Empowerment of women would mean 
encouraging women to be self reliarnt, economically independent, 
have positive self esteem, generate confidence to face any 
difficult situation and incite active participation in various social- 
political development endeavours. Women empowerment ill be 

more relevant if and only if women are educated. Education is a 

key factor for women empowerment prosperity, development and 
welfare. Education has been recognized as an essential agent 

of social change and development in any society and country. 
Education is an essential means of empowering women with the 
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ABSTRACT: thein 

ds. B.Ed is a professional course to make effective teacher Jor social development. If they ha 

vorable idea of this strategy they must cary out peer learning stralegy n ner praclical life. In 

sical study the revearchers has focused on B.Ed. students on their attiude towards Peer Learn 
friends, R EA 8 the field where students can learn different 

dctivilies and experiences 

earchers used probability sampling for selecting representative samples ana sey made yuestionn peen 
aire 

ala collection. The study found that most of B.Ed students had Javorable atilude towardy 

learning strategy in Hooghly District. 

Aewords: Attitudes, B.Ed. Students, Empirical Study, Peer Learning, Hooghly District 

INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY 
"Learning for everyone, by everyone, about almost anything." 

Jeff Brazil 
With the above statement people were unaware of Peer learning. It is another key issue that dre 

attention to the learning curriculum. Cognitive Psychology is developing a form of peer leaning that 
now a buzz word for Pedagogy. In classroom settings, peer learning is a method or practice of teaching 
where students teach other students to achieve educational goals effectively. In this domain, peer learning 
is another name for the peer education system. Moreover, this educational practice is similar to the 
collaborative learning approach. Peer learning is a platform or stage where students can learn differen 

activities and experiences with other students and their friends. It's close to group reading. It can be legal 
or informal and your combination of both is the key to successful learning and development. This is not 

an individual approach or a learning approach but a scientific and logical approach that combines 
different strategies. Ia this case, learners can be directly involved in learning activities and it helps then 
to apply their reading skills directly in a collaborative way. In the workplace, peer education reflects the 
same thing when employees train other employees. It is a practical framework for inclusive education. lh 

this context, ii can be compared to a practice called collaborative learning. 
The vital question is who are the 'peers' in peer learning strategy? Generally, peers are other 

people in a similar situation to each other who do not have a role in that situation as teacher or expert 
practitioner. They may have much experience and ability or they may have relatively little. They share tk 
status as fellow learners and they are accepted as such. Most importantly, they do not have ability ov 
each other by virtue of their place or responsibilties. Throughout the book we will be discussing the ro 

of students who are in the same classes as those from whom they are learning. (Bound) Peer learnius 
pedagogy is part of an active learning strategy, which is being increasingly used in schools around te' 

world. In this mode of learning, students interact with their peers and learn from each other withoul supervising author1ty. (Peer lecarning: Can students learn from each other without any teacher pre 

ny 

2018) Teachers are the backb of the society as well as nation. In Indian education syst 

sent) 

different vocational or professio nal courses which enhance the capacities andca capabilities of people. B.D 

system there a 

a teacher train1ng aclivity or program which makes the teaching professionalized and 
the teaching process inculcating Various teaching skils in future teacher. This professional cours 

eshape ourse is 

has u 
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GLOBAL PEACE- FROM GANDHIJI'S PoINT OF VIEW 

MR. EMON OJHA 

SACT-I 
Department of Education 

Nistarini Women's College, Purulia (West Bengal) 

ABSTRACT: 
The Belief system of Mahatma Gandhi envisaged upon strict qualities 

political techniques and social standards. The thoughts of Mahatma Gandhi ler 
the supremacy of good over political and divinity over worldly. He views 
essential truth as extreme aim and peacefulness as an instrument to accomplish 
That. Yet. there exists a central relationship of what Gandhi had said and what 
the world is doing nowadays to battle brutality and bring harmony. He makes 
his life asceticism with regular practicing of the truth and non-violence 
Consequently 21st century universal relations can be re-evaluated and applied 
with rising relations of that. The diicult idea of contemporary universal socier 
has significant methodologies with respect to his lessons and individual models 
The multidimensional emergency like terrorism, nullifying of human rights 
economic disparity, ethnic viciouSness, destitution, strict prejudice by which the 
man is enduring today are of having incredible fix and help with the decency 
and equity gave by the Gandhianway of thinking. Disappointment of peaceful 
activities doesn'i invalid the Gandhji's peace philosophy. The most startling 
spots and approaches the Gandhian view point of peacefulness has spread in 
this world and it has a more noteworthy diligent of non violence even with 
brutality This paper attempts to discover the significance of Gandhi's decree 
and how his belief systems can be placed in current days worldwide peace and 
harmony activities. additionally crosses through different components of 
peace one could consider in maintaining worldwide harmony and peace a 

Small scale, individualistic levels. 

KeyWords: Aggression, Authenticity, Endurance, Global Peace, International 
Understanding and Bonding, Peace Education. 

&INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY 
"Outward peace is useless without inner peac 

e" 

- M.K. Gandhi 
Mahatma Gandhi has been considered as one of the best ymbol in the 

nistory of Mankind. Next to the warrior for India's freedom and social reformc 
150 
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Abstract 

Kanyashree scheme provides the facilities, especially the 
mentioned age, i.e. eighteen years girl child who could not 

manage marriage agreement due to socio-economical crisis. 

This Government Scheme was established on 8th March, 2013 

by the Government of West Bengal enrolled in the class VIll 
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EMPOWERMENT OF INDIAN 
WOMEN FOR THE 21ST 

CENTURY 
A Theoretical Study 

EMON OJHA & SANJIB MAHATO 

Introduction of the Study 
n the 21st century, the world is enthusiastically progressing 
and taking up the women partake in uplifting the society 
and economy of the world. Women empowerment is the 

key to strengthen their participation in the decision- making which 
is the most important key to socio- economic development. The 
India is a developing country and its economic status is also very 

bad because of the male dominated country. Women constitute 
roughly 50% of the nation's population and a majority of them 
remain economically dependent, without employment. Women 
empowerment is very necessary to make the bright future of the 

family, society and country. Empowerment of women would mean 
encouraging women to be self reliarnt, economically independent, 
have positive self esteem, generate confidence to face any 
difficult situation and incite active participation in various social- 
political development endeavours. Women empowerment ill be 

more relevant if and only if women are educated. Education is a 

key factor for women empowerment prosperity, development and 
welfare. Education has been recognized as an essential agent 

of social change and development in any society and country. 
Education is an essential means of empowering women with the 
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“WE ARE ALL CYBORGS NOW”1:  
DISRUPTING GENDER IDENTITY THROUGH  

A CYBORG IN THE POST-APOCALYPTIC WORLD 
OF MARGE PIERCY’S HE, SHE AND IT2 

INDRAJIT MUKHERJEE 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 
“The world I imagine, the world that AI will make possible, will not be a 
world of labels - and that includes binaries like male and female, black and 
white, rich and poor”     
—Winterson (79) 
 

Winterson’s observation, in her reworking of Mary Shelley’s magnum opus, 
entitled Frankissstein (2019), takes us to the 21st-century problem of 
negotiating the relationships between human ontology and technological 
materiality, between organic consciousness and Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
between human mortality and digital immortality in this era of globalization. 
In the last two hundred years, various philosophical discourses about the 
innate connection between nature and culture in the structural binaries of 
man-animal dichotomy, man-machine dichotomy and mind-body dichotomy, 
have “become figured at the site of kinship” (Butler 126). From the early 
days of Mary Shelley’s classic horror fiction Frankenstein (1818) to the 
present day scenario, the robot/cyborg has been looked upon as an analogy 
for human-machine interaction (HMI) in order to illustrate how the impact 
of the unprecedented developments of modern science and technology 
caters the basic essence of human life, taking us into a dystopian world of 
the impossible and often leading us to tragic catastrophes. However, over 
the last two decades, in particular, the cyborg as an important illustration of 
the ‘cultural figure’ (Clarke and Rossini, xi), has emerged as a postmodernist 
tool of undermining and negotiating the so-called notions of traditional 
gender stereotypes in a patriarchal setting, to make a critique about the 
progress of a post-capitalist, futuristic, and partly dystopic, society through 
repeating and differentiating popular stories. This paper seeks to deal with 
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SOCIAL ANXIETY BETWEEN CESAREAN AND NON-
CESAREAN SCHOOL CHILDREN 
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1-2College of Physical Education, B.V.D.U., Pune, Dhankwadi                                                         
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________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the study was to compare the social anxiety between cesarean and non-cesarean school children. For 
this purpose researcher has selected One hundred (100) students of 5 schools of Purulia District, West Bengal. 
Comparative research design was adopted for the present study where comparison was drawn from cesarean and non - 
cesarean school children. Simple Random Sampling Method was used for selecting the sample from total population. 
Total Population was considering as a total number of male school going students i.e. 100 (20 from each school, 10 
cesarean and 10 non-cesarean). Social Anxiety level was measured with the help of Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale. 
The comparison between cesarean and non-cesarean children in reference to social anxiety the ‘t’ test  was applied at 
0.05 level of significance. Result shows that there is difference between means of Cesarean and Non-Cesarean school 
children’s, because the mean of Cesarean school children’s is 71.62 which is greater than Non-Cesarean school 
children’s is 55.72, and their Mean Difference is 15.9 and Standard Error is found 1.623, to see this difference is 
significant or not researcher applied ‘t’ test. After applying ‘t’ test it was found to be significant as the calculated ‘t’ 
value (9.793) which is greater than tabulated ‘t’ value (1.984) at 0.05 level of significance, which indicates or shows 
that there is significant difference in Social Anxiety between Cesarean and Non-Cesarean school children’s. 
Concluding the above study it revealed that there is difference between means of Cesarean and Non-Cesarean school 
children’s, and the Cesarean school children’s shows high level of social anxiety as compared to Non-Cesarean school 
children’s this may be attributed that during operation the mother is very stress and tense due to the worry about her 
children that what will happen by this arising situation cesarean children may face the social anxiety as compared to 
non-cesarean children. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keyword: Social Anxiety, Cesarean & Non-Cesarean School Children 
 

Introduction 

Humans have evolved to give birth in a social 
and cultural context and there is evidence those 
women who are supported emotionally during 
labor today experience lower rates of medical 
intervention in the birth process. On the other 
hand, of course, there are circumstances under 
which emotional support alone is not sufficient 
for delivery of a healthy infant and other forms 
of intervention are essential. 

Now days, it has been most probably observed 
that women request cesarean section even 
when there is not a clear medical indication 
that it is necessary for a variety of reasons. In 
many of the delivery cases, a woman may 
acquiesce to cesarean section when a doctor 
suggests it, despite the fact that continuing to 
labor may have resulted in a healthy, vaginally 
delivered infant. The word ‘acquiesce’ 
addresses issues of power, self-sufficiency and 
consent, which may all be absent in a high-tech 
hospital setting. Besides, many women do not 
have the confidence to challenge or question 
their attendants. In fact, low confidence has 

been shown to be one of the most grounded 
psychological predictors for elective cesarean 
section. Consider some of the expressions that 
are utilized to describe challenges or 
difficulties to the birth process: ‘failure to 
progress’, ‘incompetent cervix’, ‘inefficient 
contractions’, and ‘uterine dysfunction’. If a 
woman who has been in labor for a long time 
and hears some of these expressions decides to 
acquiesce when surgery is suggested? 

As we know the evolution of upright walking 
in our ancestors from an ape-like quadruped 
form involved a major restructuring of the 
muscles involved in locomotion and the bones 
associated with each muscle. These anatomical 
changes for locomotion also led to significant 
restructuring which lies within the pelvic 
girdle. The birth canal in different other apes is 
different it may be elongated (like the overall 
pelvis) in the anterior posterior plane and 
maintains this shape and orientation from the 
inlet to the outlet. It is also shallow throughout. 
Today virtually all women in societies need 
help during delivery from families and 
relatives. The most probable purpose behind 
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this reason is for emotional support at a time 
when the normally gregarious female feels 
vulnerable. In evolutionary terms, the main 
reason for seeking assistance or help is for 
emotional support.  

The research scholar being a student of 
physical education has a great interest in games 
and sports. He has participated in different 
games and sports throughout all the physical 
education courses. During his participation 
throughout all the physical education courses 
he always thought that the child born through 
cesarean may be differ with non – cesarean 
with reference to the various health parameters. 

The research scholar himself born through 
cesarean so based on his personal observation, 
interest and with further consults of teachers, 
experts and supervisor decided to undertake the 
study “A comparative study of Social Anxiety 
between cesarean and non-cesarean school 
children” 

Methodology 

The purpose of the study was to compare the 
social anxiety between cesarean and non-
cesarean school children. For this purpose 
researcher has selected One hundred (100) 
students of 5 schools of Purulia District, West 
Bengal. Comparative research design was 
adopted for the present study where 
comparison was drawn from cesarean and non 
- cesarean school children. Simple Random 
Sampling Method was used for selecting the 
sample from total population. Total Population 
was considering as a total number of male 
school going students i.e. 100 (20 from each 
school, 10 cesarean and 10 non-cesarean). 

Social Anxiety Test: Social Anxiety level was 
measured with the help of Spence Children’s 
Anxiety Scale. The Spence Children’s Anxiety 
Scale contains 44 statements or questions, in 
which 38 questions indicate specific anxiety 
syndrome whereas 6 questions are positive 
items and planned to prevent orientation 
toward anxiety problem. Among 38 questions, 
6 are related to obsessive-compulsive disorder; 
six to separation anxiety; six to social phobia; 6 
to generalized anxiety; 5 deals with fear of 
physical injuries; and the remaining questions 
reflect panic with agora-phobia. With the prior 
permission from the principal, class teacher, 

and sports teacher it was distributed to the 
students and the same were collected back after 
having filled by the students. Scoring was done 
as per method describe in the manual. 

Statistical Analysis 

The comparison between cesarean and non-
cesarean children in reference to social anxiety 
the ‘t’ test  was applied at 0.05 level of 
significance. 

TABLE  

Comparison of Social Anxiety between 
Cesarean and Non-Cesarean School 

Children 

SOCIAL ANXIETY 

Children Cesarean Non-Cesarean 

Mean 71.62 55.72 

SD 5.681 9.975 

MD 15.9 

SE 1.623 

DF 98 

OT 9.793* 

TT 1.984 

*Significant at 0.05 

tabulated ‘t’ at df(98) = 1.984 

Table reveals that there is difference between 
means of Cesarean and Non-Cesarean school 
children’s, because the mean of Cesarean 
school children’s is 71.62 which is greater than 
Non-Cesarean school children’s is 55.72, and 
their Mean Difference is 15.9 and Standard 
Error is found 1.623, to see this difference is 
significant or not researcher applied ‘t’ test. 
After applying ‘t’ test it was found to be 
significant as the calculated ‘t’ value (9.793) 
which is greater than tabulated ‘t’ value (1.984) 
at 0.05 level of significance, which indicates or 
shows that there is significant difference in 
Social Anxiety between Cesarean and Non-
Cesarean school children’s.  
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Advancement and Changing Trends of 
Education, Platforms and Concentration

Education is changing rapidly. Today as far as India is concerned 
different types of higher educational institutes are offering programs 
of various levels. India is composed with institutes such as universities, 
colleges, institute of national importance etc. There are different 
changes are noticeable, initially only universities started UG and 
PG program but now colleges are also offers Masters, M.Phil. and 
Ph.D. programs. Similarly initially only regular mode of education 
considered as important and offered but now other mode of education 
became also popular viz. distance education, correspondence mode 
of education. Moreover other mode of education also been started in 
recent past viz. E-Learning, Online Education, Blended Education. 
The organizations and companies itself also engaged in another 
mode of education called Corporate Education, Industry Integrated 
Learning as well.

Apart from the changes and trends in educational institutes, and 
mode of educational program offering; another noticeable changes 
in subject and area of studies. Initially the degrees were offered in 
a subject in India viz. MSc in Botany, MSc in Zoology, MSc in Bio 
Chemistry etc. Another focus already long before started i.e. degree 
on a micro or specific areas viz. MSc in Microbiology, MSc Virology, 
MSc Nano Technology etc.

But in recent past the noticeable changes is in the nomenclature 
where broad areas are offered i.e. the field specific nomenclature 
like MSc Life Sciences/ MSc Bio Sciences in which the subject are 
offered as a major or specialization viz. MSc Life Science (Zoology), 
MSc Life Science (Bio Chemistry) etc. The same may also offered as 
Bio Sciences degree. The main benefit of such type of nomenclature 
is that the degree holders will be able to apply and engage the specific 
area (i.e. Zoology) but also in other areas of Life Science if he/she 
gathered additional skills etc.

The integration among the fields is an another advancement 
and noticeable affairs of the modern higher education system. Here 
integration of Science and Humanities can be seen in the recent degree 



programs; and here a science graduates can opt any humanities or 
liberal arts or social science papers. Similarly, a commerce graduate 
can opt any technology paper. The core aim of this educational 
strategy is to enhance the education system with interdisciplinary 
culture development. Research based culture is another one, in which 
degree program comes with the concentration of research attributes. 
In recent past degrees are comes with the nomenclature like MSc (by 
Research) in Botany/Life Science etc. Even such are also available as 
other degree viz. MS, MTech etc.

Hence today’s education systems attributed with full of different 
features that includes the diversity in—educational institutes and 
changing trend of level of programs, mode of education, types of 
nomenclature and concentration of a broad subject and a small or 
specific area. The integration of one field is another one is also 
noticeable. The interdisciplinary culture development is rising and 
growing rapidly. Similar to education systems diversity in a book also 
noticeable and in this book also such features are incorporated which 
include the diverse range of topics from liberal arts to humanities/ 
social science to language, from latest human technological 
development to ancient topics under one roof. Similarly, authors 
from different background and level also part of this edited version.
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Abstract

In this work, the author makes an analytical survey over the various negative 
effects of the curse of ever increasing menace of pollution caused by the 
growing industries who keep producing their commodities with an ulterior 
motive of monetary gains without giving any serious thought that the eco-
terrorism will eventually be a perennial hazard for any living species for their 
sheer survival and also discusses how it is going to affect the patterns of music 
produced by maestros dedicated to the society with a view to creating an effect 
of ecstasy or solace in the peak of joy and abyss of bereavement. The author 
also discusses the effect of music utilized by the world of medical science 
to ameliorate the mental and physical trauma of the suffering human beings 
in all corners of the planet due to ceaseless escalation of the high decibel 
sounds by manufacturing units, transport system and the uncontrollable 
festive activities indulging in the reckless explosion of crackers and bombs.

1. Introduction
Since the decades of the seventies of the twentieth century, the 
conscious scientific community has been raising a clamor over 
the relentless rate of pollution of the environment in the name of 
developing the economy of the countries by erecting industrial units 
for widening the periphery of employment, inventing the lethal 
insecticides in the name of assuring bumper harvests without taking 
into cognizance of the fact that the venom left behind such immediate 
gain is going to bring forth an effect of devastating threat to the 
human society by reckless destruction of the flora and fauna of the 
earth that give an ameliorating effect to the mankind whenever the 
latter is subject to an adverse manmade artificial exposure such as 
toxic fumes and chemicals and radiation hazards.
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It has long been established that the climate change is caused by 
the accumulation of greenhouse gases [1] from burning fossil fuels 
such as coal and wood and the roasting of minerals in industrial 
furnaces and the destruction of green areas that absorb massive 
amounts of carbon like the world’s rainforests.

The author instead of analyzing the scientific causes of the 
contamination of nature with a host of scientific data and graphic 
presentation tries to establish a relation between this menace and the 
response of human being to the effects of musical resonance under 
the eyes of the grimacing demon of the pollution inkling toward a 
threat of “more flooding, more drought, more disease, more famine 
and more war, creating hundreds of millions of refugees and causing 
the destruction of entire ecosystems and species” [2].

2. Effect of noise on human health and psyche
As proposed by Goines et.al [3] in their work the noise can be 

described as undesirable harmful sound which goes a long way to 
damage and destroy the natural traits of the human beings leading 
to serious social problems by causing chronic interruptions in sleep, 
power of concentration, ability to communicate and impedes the 
process of recreation through which human being can relieve of 
their stress levels and lead a salubrious life. The same authors [3] are 
of the opinion that overexposure to noise may cause partial or total 
dumbness along with the menace of irregular sleep, fatal diseases 
of cardiovascular nature, retarded learning capability, general apathy 
towards life, drug addiction and criminal tendencies. A recent study 
by Khaiwal et.al [4] reveals that hospitals in India are not also free from 
the hazards of the noise pollution belying the universal expectation 
of a calm and serene atmosphere to e prevalent in the abodes of 
recovery and recuperation from the physical and psychological 
traumas. Incorporating the message of Florence Nightingale, the 
mother figure of the helpless ailing masses, that “Unnecessary noise 
is the most cruel abuse of care which can be inflicted on either the 
sick or the well”, they [4] regret that “little attention has been paid 
towards mitigating the hazards of noise pollution in hospitals.”

Donáth, T, andOrvosi Hetilap[5] have established in their work that
From the environment surrounding us, there are different sounds, 

noises as physical waves, which are arriving to the living organism. 
These dissonant and consonant inputs have a negative or a positive 
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effect on the quality of life, respectively. The noise, as a dissonant 
sound has always a negative effect, while music, in the majority of 
cases, a positive effect. Both the professional and the non-professional 
noise as a pollution by its stress-provoking effect seriously damages 
the health. Therefore there is an important endeavor fighting against 
noise pollution to improve the quality of life. Well-selected music, 
by means of neurochemical transmissions, strengthens the immune 
system of the brain in all periods, from the intrauterine period to the 
end of life--it has a positive effect on the quality of life [5].

Cabrera and Lee [6] in their work suggest for the introduction of a 
“department assigned to (1) control the amount of noise in a hospital 
and (2) provide a center of music therapy for all individuals in the 
hospital setting, including in-patients, out-patients, doctors, and 
staff. Due to the large specificity of these areas, this unifying source, 
or ‘Department of Sound,’ for the greater benefit of the patients in 
healing up both their mental debility and physical weaknesses and 
ailments.

Limalemla et.al. [7] referring to the WHO report states that the 
noise level of 30 dB is permitted in bedrooms to ensure a sound 
sleep to shake off the physical fatigue and rejuvenation of the 
psychic state to encounter the challenges of another day of life, and 
the interference of noise should not exceed 35 dB with a view to 
eliminating the distracting effect of the annoying noise that deters the 
efforts of concentration to study and attention to teachers. They [6] cite 
further the recommendation of WHO mentioning that the noise level 
outside the bedroom also should not go beyond 40 dB on an average 
annually so as to permit the least possible requirement of tranquility 
throughout the neighborhoods of the human habitations.

The people in general in India seem to be unaware of the 
increasingly deleterious effects of the noise pollution which is 
evident from the ceaseless explosions of crackers not only during the 
major festivals but in any joyous celebrations like marriage, victory 
processions of elections, in the congregation of fairs which abound 
throughout the year in nook and corner of India.

3. Effect of music on the development of the human brain
It goes without mention that the controlling factor that drives the 

human being into any sort of physical or mental action is governed by 
the impulses of the brain, but it may be unknown to a large chunk of 
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earthlings that music plays a very crucial role in the gradual maturity 
of the human beings from their infancy to their adulthood.

As proposed by E. Georgieva[8], music plays a very dominating 
role in shaping both physical and mental aptness of a growing child 
in the manner “that music has effect on digestion, inner secretion, 
circulation, feeding and breathing ..”. So it is evident not only from 
this investigation, but also is affirmed by the conviction of Plato 
who has pronounced in the remote past at the prime of the Greek 
civilization (Georgieva), that,

Musical training is a more potent instrument than any other, 
because rhythm and harmony find their way into the inward places of 
the soul...”. The music inspires a loving couple, a bereaved mother, a 
martyr fighting against injustice, and the bands of soldiers sacrificing 
their lives marching to the tune of music in the frontiers of the battle 
fields since the concept of nationhood has taken a deep seated root in 
the mindsets of the people of different ethnic groups.

It will, therefore, be not an irrelevant exercise in admitting the 
proposition of the Author, speaker, producer & composer Goldstein[9] 
as to “how music affects the brain and mood by engaging emotion, 
memory, learning and neuroplasticity, and attention.”

3.1 Emotion
This is a fact to which every human is a witness in the sense that 

all of us have watched how a child reacts to the rhythm of music with 
a glittering smile and dances to the tune of the music and the lullaby 
that is sung in a soft voice to the orificeof the auditory organ of a child 
controls his restlessness leading to the profundity of a quiet slumber. 
As reported by Goldstein [9] an audition to the music “can create 
peak emotions which increase the amount of dopamine, a specific 
neurotransmitter that is produced in the brain and helps control the 
brain’s reward and pleasure centers”, and he adds further stating that 
music augments the emotional response of children suffering from 
autism and that the autistic children can understand the sadness 
betrayed by the music of Beethoven and identify the joy of happiness 
in the composition of Pharrell Williams.

3.2 Memory
Goldstein [9] in his discussion has further garnered from the 

scientific experiment of Petr Janata of the University of California that 
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“that there is a part of the brain that ‘associates music and memories 
when we experience emotionally salient episodic memories that are 
triggered by familiar songs from our personal past.” And thus the 
listening to the music of the bygone days helps in recuperating the 
dementia of the Alzheimer’s patients.

3.3 Learningand Neuroplasticity
The neuroplasticity (Goldstein [9]) is “brain’s ability to reorganize 

itself by forming new neural connections throughout life, and can be 
greatly affected by the harmony of music and the brain.” And in case 
of any brain injury, the neuroplasticity enhances the patient’s ability 
to find “new pathways to function properly. Amazingly, music can 
provide the stimuli to create these new pathways.”

4.4 Attention
A group of research workers in a medical team of Stanford 

University (Goldstein [9]) has proved it beyond any iota of doubt that 
music enhances the power of attention and concentration and thereby 
improves the performance of students actively engaged in research 
and studies.

4. Deleterious effect of pollution on music
Alessandra Potenza [10] in her work, Listen to music made to the 
rhythm of global warming, made a categorical affirmation of the 
deleterious effects of global warming on the changing trends in the 
music produced, which are practically leading to a tardy generation of 
a chaotic raucous in place of an inspiring and heart soothing melodies. 
Potenza narrates the experience of the musician Crawford[10] in the 
following manner.

The (musical) piece starts with calming strings that slowly 
build over the gentle sounds of birds chirping. As carbon dioxide 
concentrations steadily go up, starting in the mid-1800s during the 
Industrial Revolution, the tempo increases. The music grows more 
and more discordant in the early 2000s; by the 2030s, it’s so fast and 
distorted its anxiety inducing. And at the end of the century, when 
temperatures have increased by almost 9 degrees Fahrenheit, it’s 
more noise than music, like the static of a TV.

Rappler [11] investigated the effect of change in climate on the 
response of musical sound to the common human being. They found 
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by analyzing a database of 15000 pop songs that “finding statistical 
backing for the assumption that our moods are strongly swayed by 
the weather.” In the same vein, it has been reported the following by 
the same authors:

In Europe, “people are like: ‘Oh, yes!’ when it’s summer,” 
she said.“But if it’s going to be 40 degrees (Celsius, 104 degrees 
Fahrenheit) every summer for 10 years... that might change how 
people feel about the weather and the emotions they link to it.”

These investigations are vociferous in sending the message of 
omen that may be fall us with the concepts of season with steep global 
rise of temperature. The song that produces a soothing effect attuned 
to the advent of Spring, eulogizing the charms of the most enjoyable 
season of the year may appear to be nauseating to the public at large 
due evidently to the hike in temperature that constantly diverts their 
attention from the melody of the song to the trauma of a burning 
sensation due to the torrid atmosphere.

There has been attempt from the countries all over the Earth to 
reduce the pollution and save the mankind from extinction before the 
doomsday cast its spell on us. In this respect, it is heartening to note 
that the maestros in music are coming forward to make people aware 
of the colossal problem and trying to inspire the people to fight the 
menace. It is imperative to remember here the “Earth song” rendered 
by Michael Jackson, where he reminds us of our moral obligations to 
fight the menace of pollution which is going to destroy our humane 
feelings of solidarity through its suffocating thrust, through his 
inimitable voice asking us

Did you ever stop to notice, all the blood we’ve shed before.
Did you ever stop to notice, the crying Earth, the weeping shores? 

(BBC news[12]).
However, it is a matter of great hope and exultation to note that 

there is now a worldwide campaign launched by the music maestros 
to fight the explosion of pollution.

Conclusion
In the present state of affairs of combating the menace of 

pollution that lacks in sincere implementation of the schemes drawn 
in the weather summits in different corners of the globe, it is now 
incumbent upon the groups of lyricists and composers along with the 
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celebrity singers to come forward to make every earthling conscious 
of the prevailing danger in order to curb the menace of pollution 
without much lapse of time. It must be kept in mind that the extinction 
of melodious tunes under the brunt of the global warming or so to 
say a ubiquitous polluting effect may lead to the growth of robot 
like creatures who will fail to appreciate nuances of the smoothening 
effect of music, due no fault of their own, but to the fact that by 
then the structure of musical notes may have undergone a sickening 
distortion under the booming guns of unchecked global warming.
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